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THE

METHODIST QUARTERLY REVIEW.

JANUARY, IS-iS.

EDITED BY GEORGE PECK, D. D.

.\,;r. 1.— 1. JUstory of the Rcigri of Ferdinand and Isabella, the

Catholic. By William H. Prescott. Tenth edition, 3 vols.

6vo. New-York: Harper & Brothers. *

2. Ili^tnni of the Conquest of Mexico ; ivith a PrcUfninarij Viciv

of Ihe Ancient Mexican Civilization, and the Life of the Co7i-

qurror, Hernando Cortes. By William H. Prescott. Eightli

c(htion, 3 vols. 8vo. New-York : Harper & Brothers.

3. Biographical and Critical Miscellanies. By William IT. Pres-

cott. 1 vol. Svo. Ne\v-York: Harper & Brothers.

4. History of the Conquest of Peru; tcith a Preliminary Viev:

of the Civilization of the Jncas. By William H. Prescott.

'Z vols. 8vo. New-York : Harper & Brothers.

The publication of Mr. Prescott's "Peru" affords us an oppor-

lunily for which we have long waited, to attenript an estimate of his

powers as an historian, and to give some account of bis works.

To him belongs the rare distinction of uniting solid merit Avith

extensive popularity. He has been exaUed to the first class of

historians, both by the popular voice and the suffrages of the

learned. By avoiding all tricks of flippancy or profundity to court

any class of readers, lie has pleased all. His .last history is de-

voured \vith as much avidity as the last novel ; while, at the same

time, it occupies the first place in the pages of the reviews. His

fame, also, is not merely local,' or even national. It is as great at

London, Paris, and Berlin, as at Boston or New-York. His works

have been translated into Spanish, German, French, and Italian ;

and into whatever region ihey have penetrated they have met a cor-

dial welcome, and done much to raise the character of American

letters and scholarship. In England his success has probably been

beyond that of any other American author. The tone of the En-

VOL. VIII.—l
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glish press toward our publications has too often been either pa-

tronizing or insolent. But Mr. PrcscoU's histories have been spared

both tiie impertinence of condescension and the impertinence of

abuse, and judged according to their intrinsic merits. The best

evidence, perhaps, of his transatlantic reputation is to be found in

his membership of numerous literary associations abroad. We
perceive that since the publication of " The Conquest of Peru,"

he has been chosen a member of the Royal Society of Literature,

and also of the Society of Antiquaries. The last honor he shares

with but one other American.

It is needless to say that a reputation so extensive could only

result from sterling cx'cellences. Some of Mr. Prescott's popu-

larity may, doubtless, be attributed to the peculiar disadvantages

under which he has prosecuted his historical researches. That a

man nearly b^ind should collect a large mass of rare chronicles

and MSS., and attempt the composition of histories requiring the

utmost industry, sagacity, and toil, is of itself sufficient to awaken

attention and almost to confer fame. But ]Mr. Prescott's works

require no apology- founded on the obstacles he has surmounted.

They can stand the tests we apply to similar compositions without

any call upon the charity of reader or reviewer. Indeed, though

the historian cannot dispense with the use of his eyes without

being subjected to numberless annoyances which might well dis-

courage the most patient and energetic of men, the value of his

history must come, after all, from his own mind and character.

It is not the channel through wi)ich facts and authorities pass into

the head, but the shape in which they come out of the b.ead, which

is of the most importance. The real difficulties which Mr. Prescott

has surmounted arc intellectual, and inherent in his subjects and

materials. These difficulties can hardly be appreciated by a su-

perficial reader of his histories. They are not perceived until we
consider out of what obstinate materials he has drawn his consist-

ent, animated, and picturesque narrative, and rellccted upon that

peculiar combination of qualities by which he has been enabled to

perform it witii such splendid success.

The distinguishing merit of Mr. Prescott is his power of vividly

representing characters and events in llieir just relations, and ap-

plying to them their proper principles. lie thus presents a true

exhibition of the period of time he has chosen for his subject,

enabling the reader to comprehend its peculiar character, to reahze

its passions and prejudices, and at once to observe it with the eye

of a contemporary, and judge it wilii the calmness of a philosopher.

To succeed in this difficult object of liislorical art, requires not
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only mental powers of a high order, but a general healthiness of

moral and intollcctual constitution which is uncommon, even among

liistorians who evince no lack of forcible thought and intense con-

ception. Jlistory is false not only wlicn the historian willfully lies,

but also when facts, true in themselves, are forced out of their pro-

per relations through the unconscious operation of the historiaivs

fcclinp;^^ prejudices, or modes of thought. He thus represents,

jiol liis subject, but his subject as modified by his own character.

C(;rlain facts and persons are exaggerated into undue importance,

uhile others arc unduly depressed, in order that ihcy may more

rc.iJily fall within the range of his generalizations, or harmonize

with his preconceived opinions. He may have a system so fixed

Ml iiis mind, or a passion so lodged in his heart, as to see facts in

relation to it, instead of seeing them in relation to each other. An
b.vncti sectarian or partisan, an admirable moralist or philanthro-

pivl, ijiif;ht make his history a tissue of fallacies and falsehoods,

wulioiit being justly chargeable with intentional untruth. This is

done by confounding individual impressions with objective facts

and jirinciples.

iSiow Mr. Prcscotl's narrative of events and delineations of cha-

fvictcr are characterized by singular objectiveness. By a fine feli-

city of his nature he is content to consider his subject as every-

thing, and himself as nothing. Objects stand out on his page in

clear light, undiscolored by the hues of his own passions, unmixed
with ajiy peculiarities of his own character. This disposition and

power to sec things as they arc in themselves, when joined to

a corresponding capacity to convey them to other minds in their

Iruc proportions, indicates a finely balanced as well as largely en-

dowed nature, and implies moral as v/ell as intellectual strength.

TiiC moral qualities evinced in j\Ir. Prescott's histories, though

ihcy are seen in no ostentation of conscience and parade of noble

sentiments, arc still of a fine and rare order, and constitute no in-

considerable portion of his excellence as an historian. These arc

modesty, conscientiousness, candor, toleration,—a hatred of wrong,

modified by charity for the wrong-doer,—a love of truth, expressed
not in resounding commonplaces, but in diligence in seeking it out,

—

and a comprehension of heart which noiselessly embraces all de-

grees of ilie human family, just and merciful to all, looking at mo-
tives as well as actions, and finding its fit expression in a certain

indescribable sweetness of tone pervading his style like an invisible

essence. It is one of the greatest charms of his compositions,
that these admirable qualities are so unostentatiously displayed that

ihey can be best described in negatives. Thus we speak of his
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absence of egotism, of intolerance, of narrowness, of rancor, of

exaggeration, rnlher than of llic positive qualities ihrougli which
such faults are avoided.

The intellectual power displayed in Mr. Prcscott's works has

a similar character of unobtrusiveness and reserve. It would,

doubtless, appear to many readers much greater were it asserted

with more emphasis, and occasionally allowed to disport itself in

the snapping contrasts of antithesis, or the cunning contortions of

disputation. A writer may easily gain the reputation of a strong

and striking thinker, by sacrificing artistical eflect to momentary-

surprises, or by exhibiting his thoughts in their making, before they

have attained precision and dciinileness, and taken their place in

the general plan of his work. To the generality of readers, depth

of though.! is confounded with confusion of thoughts. Events and

ideas, heaped and huddled together, and lit up here and there with

flashes of wit and imagination, are often received in their chaotic

state as indications of greater mental power, than they would be

if reduced to order and connection by the stringent exercise of a

patient, penetrating, and comprehensive intellect. Now, pure force

of understanding is principally shown in so grappling with the sub-

ject as to educe simplicity from complexity, and order from con-

fusion. According to the perfection with which this is done will

be the apparent ease of the achievement ; and a thinker who fol-

lows this method rarely parades its processes. His mind, like that

of Mr. Prescott, operates to the reader softly and without noise.

Any strain or contortion in thought or expression would indicate

imperfect comprehension of his subject, and exhibit the pains of

labor instead of its results. Far from desiring to tickle attention

by giving undue prominence to single thoughts or incidents, such

a thinker would be chiefly solicitous to keep them in subjection to

his general purpose ; for it is violating the first principle of art to

break up the unity of a subject into a series of exaggerated indi-

vidual parts.

The moment we consider the materials which form the founda-

tion of Mr. Prescott's elaborate histories, we perceive the high

degree of intellect they imply in -the writer, and are able to esti-

mate that healthiness of mind by which he shunned the numerous
temptations to brilliant faults which beset his path. In the collec-

tion of these materials he has displayed all the industry and dili-

gence of an antiquary. With the utmost indifference to labor and
expense he has gathered from every quarter all books and MSS.
which could elucidate or illustrate his subjects, and nothing which
could cast the minutest thread of light into any unexplored corner
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of history seems to have escaped his terrible vigilance. With all

liis taste for large views, which comprehend years in sentences, the

most molc-cycd annalist has not a keener sight for the small cu-

riosities of history. From his quiet room in Boston he s«nds forth

dircriions across the Atlantic which are felt at Madrid, Naples,

and London ; and rare ]\ISS., buried in libraries or private collec-

lioiis. arc .stirred unwillingly up from the sleep and dust of centu-

ries to .serve iiis purpose. No chronicle or personal history, happy

ict lUc consciousness of its insignificance, can hide itself from his

quick eye if it chance to contain a single fact which he needs.

Ill' l:ns sliown more industry and acuteness than almost any other

c«.Miicin[)orary resurrectionist in the grave-yards of deceased books.

Vi-t he lias not one of the faults which cling so obstinately to most

a.'i'.i<|M.Trics. He does not estimate the importance of a fact or
'

d.T.c l>y the trouble he experienced in hunting it out. He docs not
j

|t!iiuio himself on the acquisition of what has baffled others. None
|

of tl,!; dust of antiquity creeps into his soul. His style glides !

niong wiiii the same unassuming case in the narration of discovc- I

rics as of common facts. I

Indeed, it is not so much in the collection as in the use of his
|

materials that ]\Ir. Prcscott claims our regard as an historical artist.
|

TiiL'se materials are, it is true, original and valuable beyond any
]

which have fallen into the hands of any contemporary historian;

but to analyze them, and to compose accurate histories from their

conflicting statements, required judgment in its most comprehen-
sive sense. They arc the productions of men who looked at persons
aiui events from different points of view. They are vitiated with
the worst faults of bad historians. They all reflect their age in its

.common passions and prejudices, and each is disfigured by some
unconscious or willful misrepresentations, springing from personal
bi.i.s or inipcrfect comprehension. They are full of credulity and
biijolry, ol individual and national prejudices,—sometimes the

mere vehicles of private malice, almost always characterized by a
bad arrangement of facts and confnsion of principles. Together
they present so strange a medley of shrewdness and fanaticism,
of fact and fiction, and throw over the subject they arc intended to

j

»!huvirate sucii a variety of cross lights, and entangle it in such
j

J>eri)!c.\ing contradictions, that to sift out the truth requires the most i

cautious consideration and comparison of authorities ; an obstinate
|

resistance of evidence honestly put in ; the utmost sagacity, pcne-
|

Iration, and knowledge of the subtler movements of the human
|

heart. The testimony of kings, statesmen, scholars, priests, sol- i

dicrs, philanthropists, eacii inaccurate after a fashion of his own.
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Mr. Prescolt was compelled to estimate at its exact worth, disre-

garding all the exaggerations of pride, interest, and sensibility. To

do this" he was necessarily obliged to study the personal history

of his authorities, to examuie the construction of their minds, and

to consider all inducements to false coloring which would result

from their position and cliaracler. Those who have carefully read

the critical notices of his authorities, subjoined to each division

of his histories, must admit that .Air. Prescott has shown himself

abundantly capable of performing this difficuh and delicate task.

He analyzes the mental and moral cojistitulion of his veterans with

singular acuteness, laying open to the* eye their subtlest excel-

lences and defects, and showing in every sentence that in receiving

their statements of facts, he has allowed much for the medium

through which they have passcil. This portion of his duty, as an

historian, demanded a judgment as nice in its tact as it was broad

in its grasp. The scales must have been large enough to lake in

the weightiest masses of details, and perfect enough to show the

slightest variation of the balance.

air. Prescott's understanding is thus judicial in its character^

uniting to a love for truth diligence in its search and judgment in

its det'ection. But this does not comprehend all his merits as an

historian of the past ; and, indeed, might be compatible with an

absence of life in his narrative, and vitality in his conceptions.

Among those historians who combine rectitude of purpose with

streneth of understanding, Mr. Hallam stands pre-eminent. All

his histories have a judicial character. Ho is almost vaiexcclled in

sifting testimony, in delecting inaccuracies, in reducing swollen

reputations to their proper dimensions, in placing facts and princi-

ples in their natural order. He has no prepossessions, no prefer-

ences, no prejudices, no theories. He passes over a tract of his-

tory sacred to partisan fraud and theological rancor, where every

event and character is considered in relation to some system still

acrimoniouslv debated, without adopting any of the passions with

which he comes in contact. No sophistical apology for convenient

crime, no hypocrite or oppressor pranked out in the colors of religion

or loyalty, can deceive his cold, calm, austere, remorseless intel-

lect.
^

He sums up each case which comes before him for judgment

with a surly impartiality, applying to cxt.-rnal events or acts two

or three rigid rules, and then fixing on them the brand of his con-

demnation? The shrieks of their partisans he deems but the last

tribute to the justice of his judgment. This method of writing

history has, doubtless, its advantages ;
and, in regard to ^Ix. Hal-

lam, it must be admitted that he has corrected many pernicious
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errors of fact, and overthrown many absurd estimates of character.

But, vahmble as his histories are in many important respects, they

generally want grace, lightness, sympathy, picturesqueness, glow.

From his deficiency of sensibility and imagination, and from his

habit of bringing everything to the tribunal of the understanding,

he rari'ly grasps character or incidents in the concrete. Both are

intcrrsiiiig to him only as they illustrate certain practical or abstract

}.ruK-i[ilcs. He looks at external acts without being able to dis-

cr:n inward motives. He cannot see things with the same eyes,

and from the same position, as did the persons whom he judges

;

a!ui, consequently, all those extenuations and explanations of con-

duct which are revealed in an insight into character, are of httle

account with him. He does not realize a past age to his imagi-

naiio!), and will not come down from his pinnacle of judgment to

ni!ii'.;!c with its living realities. As he coldly dissects some states-

r.ini:, w.irrior, or patriot, who at least had a living heart and brain,

wo arc inclined to exclaim with Hamlet,—"Has this fellow no

feeling of his business?" It is the same in his literary criticisms.

Ho gives the truth as it is about the author, not as it is i?i the au-

thor. He describes his genius in general terms, not in character-

istic c])ithcts. Everything that is peculiar to a particular waiter

tlips through his analysis. That subtil interpenctration of person-

ality with feelings and powers, which distinguishes one man's

c;cnius from another's, escapes the processes of his understanding.

Persons, in Mr. Hallam's liands, commonly subside into general

idcns, events into generalizations. He docs not appear to think

tiiat jtersons and events have any value in themselves apart from

the principles they illustrate ; and, consequently, he conceives

ji« i;!.or with suflicient intensity to bring out always the principles

lii'-y really contain.

\\"e have already said that this mode of writing history has its

advantages, but it is still so over-informed with understanding as

to sink representation in reflection. Now the historian should ad-

dress the eye and heart as well as the understanding, to enable the

reader really to understand his work. ]\Ir. Prescott possesses the

qualities by which this object is attained, and he possesses them

in fuic harmony with the qualities of his understanding. He has

a quick sensibility and a high degree of historical imagination

—

an imagination which, though it cannot create character and events

wliich never existed, can still conceive facts in the concrete, and

represent them instinct with their peculiar life. In studying a past

age he is not content with appending to a rigid digest of facts cer-

tain ap]>roj)riate reflections, but he brings the age up to his mind
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in its charactcri?lic form, costume, and social condition. He, in a

manner, sees and feels its peculiar life, and comprehends, with his

lieart as well as his head, ihc influences wdiich shaped character,

and supplied motives and palHations of conduct. He distinguishes

between crimes which result from wickedness of heart, and crimes

which result from accredited error, and discerns those intricate

operations of the mind by which superstition hallows vices into

virtues, and prejudice obliquely juslilies inhumanity and persecu-

tion. By conceiving character, also, as a whole, his page is filled

with men instead of monstrosities. He sees that the progress of

opinion has stamped with reprobation many practices which were

once commanded by conventional morality and perverted religion
;

and he discriminates between evil performed from a false idea of

duty, and evil ])erformed from selfish passion. At the same time

he understands all those unconscious hypocrisies of selfishness by

which vice and error are gradually sanctified to the conscience and

ennobled to the imagination, lie comprehends, likewise, that

apparent anomaly in human nature,—the commission of great crimes

by persons who arc not destitute of elevated sentiment and disin-

terested action ; and in the delineation of men whose lives present

a strange medley of folly and wisdom, virtue and wickedness, he

presents complete and consistent portraits, recognized at once as

harmonizing with the principles of our conmion nature. History,

as often written, is false in the impressions it conveys, from an

absence of this vitality, vividness, and piclurcsqueness. We do

not perceive the connection between past and present events ; and

do not meet the actors in them on the common ground of humanity.

Mr. Prescolt always recognizes one nature in the different person-

ages of histor}^ however straiic'c may be the combination of its

elements, however novel the circumstances among which it is

placed.

Connected with this power of pictorial representation and imagi-

native insight, he possesses a large share of sensibility ; and from

the combination of these arises, in a great degree,' the peculiar

charm and interest of his iiistorics. By the readiness with which
lie himself symj-sathizes with his incidents and characters, lie awa-
kens the sympathies of the reader, and bears him willingly along

the stream of narrative. Take, for instance, the histories of the

conquest of ^lexico and Peru. Almost everything seems presented

directly to ihc imagination,—the physical characteristics of the

countries, the character and varying fortunes of the conquerors, the

appearance of their followers, the manners, customs, government,
religion, of the conquered race. With exquisite ariistical effect
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our sympalliics arc made to gather round each in its turn, and to

realize each in its peculiar form and life. Scenery, persons, and

events, arc thus fixed in the imagination in their proper relations,

and together make up a comprehensive whole, the contemplation

of vviiich exercises almost every faculty and feeling of the mind.

The .sniiic thing presented simply to the understanding, divested

of its coloring and characterization, would certainly lose as much
la instruction as attractiveness. Mr. Prescott understands what

\.:i* made historical novels so much more readable than histories,

.1J.J he lias succeeded in making history as fascinating as romance.

la accomplishing this it was not necessary that he should introduce

anyiliing lictilious. The nearer his narrative approached the vital

ituth of the matter, the more complete would be the interest it

v.-oukl awaken. But he had the sagacity to perceive that a mere

dciui! of events however remarkable, and a mere estimate of per-

sons however eminent, did not constitute history until they had

hccn informed again with their original life.

In j)erforming this difficult task Mr. Prescott has avoided an-

other fault scarcely less injurious than its opposite extreme; we
mean the fault of producing confusion of objects by the intensity

with which each is conceived and expressed. ]\Iichelet, a man
of splendid talents and accomplishments, is an illustration of tin's

lirilhanl defect. His histories are as intense as Childe Harold or

Manfred. He writes, as old John Dennis would say, in a perfect
"' fury and pride of soul." He conceives character and events

with such vividness as to adopt the passions of the age he de-

scribes, blending them with his own life, and making their ex-

pression a matter of personal concern. He is whirled away by the

»pinls lie has evoked. " Thierry," he once remarked, " called
\

history nrirration
; and M. Guizot analysis. I have named it re-

\

iurrcctivn, and it will retain the name." This remark conveys a

Jair impression of his historical method. He wakes from the sleep

of ages kings, statesmen, warriors, ond priests, and they start up
|

into convulsive life. Each individual object glares upon the reader i

with eyes of fire, distracting his attention from relations. The I

Instorian is not upon an eminence surveying the whole field, but
|

amid the noise and dust of the melee. There are in his histories
j

i.clached sentences of extraordinary depth, single impersonations
|

ol wonderful grandeur, but the calm and comprehensive judgment, i

unfolding events and characters in their true connection, is gene- •

rally v.-anting. Much of his finest narrative is disfigured with ]

.>ursfs of declamation which would be deemed extravagant in a
j

political meeting, with drizzles of mysticism which would puzzle
J.
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} a transcendenlalist. He has whole cliaptcrs which display a

j

strange combinalion of qualities, made up of Lord Byron, Jacob 13eh-

i men, and Mr. Jefferson 13rick. Mr.l^rcscotl, pcriiaps, has notliingin

I
his histories equal to Michclet's delineations of Joan of Arc, Charles

}

of Burgundy, Hannibal, or Ca-'sar. But if he is. not so vivid and
! powerful in detached parts, he excels him in the unity and propor-

tion of his whole matter, and the sustained life and interest of his

narrative. The healthy combination and balance of powers in Mr.

I

Prcscotl's mind are more valuable to hiui as an accurate historian,

I than would be the impassioned imagination of Michelet, or the

j

judicial understanding of Mr. Hallam.

! The style of !Mr. Prcscott's works, as might be expected from

his character, is manly, perspicuous, picturesque, lucid, equally

removed from stateliness and levity, disdaining all tawdry orna-

ments and simulated energy, and combining clearness and simpli-

city with glow. In the composition of a long work it is a delicate

matter to fix upon a proper form. The style which would delight

in an essay might grow intolerably tedious in a volume. When
brilliancy or dignity, intensity or melody, become monotonous,

they tire nearly as much as dullness or discord. The only safe

i
style for a long history is one without peculiarities wdiich call

'

attention to itself, apart from what it conveys. It must be sufli-

ciently elevated to be on a level with the matter, or its meagre
simplicity and plainness would distract attention as much as luxu-

riant ornament, while it must vigorously resist all temptations to

display for the mere sake of display. Mr. Prescott has been com-
pared with Robertson in respect to style. The comparison holds

as far as regards luminous arrangement of matter and clearness

j

of narration ; but, with the exception, perhaps, of passages in his

! "America," not in the graces of expression. The manner of Robert-

i son is a fair representation of his patient, passionless, elegant mind.

j
Its simplicity is often too prim, its elegance too nice. The smooth-

rubbed mind of the Scotchman ri.«ks nothing, is fearful of natural

graces, fearful of English verbal criticism, fearful of Violating the

dignity of history. His diction loses sweetness and raciness in its

effort after correctness, and, as a general thing, is colorless, charac-

terless, without glow or pictorial effect. The water is clear and
mirrors facts in beautiful distinctness, but it neither sparkles nor
flows. His diction, however, has the rare quality of never being
tedious, and fixes the pleased attention of the reader when the

;
labored splendor of Gibbon woiild fatigue from its monotony. Mr.

I Prescott has the characteristic merits of Robertson with other
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life of his mind. It varies with the objects it describes, and is

caulious or veiicmcnt, concise or luxuriant, plain or pictorial, as

the occasion demands. It glides from object to object Avith un-

forced case, passing from discussion to description, from the coun-

cil chiunbcr to the battle-field, \vithout any preliminary flourishes,

Nvilhoul any break in that unity which declares it the natural action

of one mind readily accommodating itself to events as they rise.

S«j«:h a style is to be judged not from the sparkle or splendor of

hcp.iratc sentences or paragraphs, but from its eflect as a whole.

A {K-r-son can only appreciate it by following its windings through

a !oni» work. Of course we speak of Mr. Prescott's style, in this

connoclion, in its general character, after his powers of composi-

tion hid been well trained by exercise. The diction of the earlier

rh.iptiTs of Ferdinand and Isabella displays an efiort after elegance,

arid an occasional timidity of movement, natural to a man who had

not h.'arned to dare, and mistook elegant composition for a living

Rtyir. ll<: soon worked himself free from such shackles, and left

oiF writing sentences. With the exceptions we have mentioned

ihcrc is no fine writing—of writing for tiie sake of words instead

of tilings—in Mr. Prescott's works. His mind is too large and
lioahhy for sucii vanities. Perhaps the perfection of his style, in

its plastic movement, is seen in the Conquest of Peru. There are

passages in that which seem to have run out of his mind, clear

as rills of rock water. They are like beautiful improvisations,

where passions and objects so fill the mind, that the words in

which they are expressed are at once perfect and unpremeditated.
\\ c have thus attempted to pass beneath the surface of Mr.

Prescott's works to show out of what combination of elements,
»nor;.l and intellectual, they have taken their present form. It is

only in ihis way that we can estimate the amount of industry, can-
dor, iniclk'ct, and command of expression, he brought to bear upon
his diihcult labors. The analysis w^ould have been easier liad his

mind presented more positive points, or liis works displayed more
Ftubborn individual traits. The dilTerent powers of his mind inter-

penetrate each other with such a plastic felicity, that the critic is

l)uz7.!ed to hit the right point which exhibits their relative size and
Blrengih. It is needless to say that intellects like that of Mr. Pres-
coit are often underrated from the very harmony of their propor-
tions. It is only by going carefully over their processes, that we
appreciate tlieir results.

Mr. Prescott's first work was the History of the Reign of Fer-
dinand and- Isabella. It was the labor of ten years, and of ten
years well spent. He was as fortunate in the selection of his sub-
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ject as in its treatment. It was in this reign that the Spanish

monarchy may be said to liave been organized, and the Spanish

character permanently formed. Yet cither from the paucity of

materials, or from an underestimate cf its importance, European

writers left to an American the honor of first writing a classic

liistory of the period. Two inconsiderable compilations, one in

French by ^lignot, the other in German by Becker, were the only

records of an attempt to grapple with the subject as a whole. At

the time Mr. Prescott selected it, the materials for its proper treat-

ment were more numerous and available than at any preceding

period. The researches of Llorente, jMarina, Sempere, Capmany,

Conde, Navarelte, and Clcmcncin, had cleared up the darkness

which previously enveloped some of the most important and inter-

esting features of tiie subject. Through friends abroad and at

]iome he was able to collect almost everything, both in a printed

and MSS. form, which could illustrate the period, comprehending

chronicles, memoirs, private correspondence, legal codes, and offi-

cial documents. Then occurred an untoward circumstance which

cannot better be related than in his own words :

—

"Soon after my arranccinents were made early in 1826 for obtain-

ing the necessary materials from Madrid, I was deprived of tlie use
of my eyes for all purposes of reading and writing, and had no prospect

of again recovering it. This was a serious obstacle to the prosecution

of a work, requiring the perusal of a large mass of authorities in various

languages, the contents of \\hich were to be carefully collated and
transferred to my own pages, verified by minute reference. Thus
shut out from one sense, 1 was driven to rclv exclusively on another,

and to make the car do the work of ilie eye. With the assistance of a
reader, uninitiated, it may be added, in any modern language but his

own, I worked my way through several venerable Castilian quartos,

until I was satisfied of the practicability of the undertaking. I next

procured the services of one more cnjupetent to aid me in pursuing my
historical inquiries. The prcress was slow and irksome enough,
doubtless, to both parties, at least till my car was accommodated to

foreign sounds and an anticjuatcd, oftentimes barbarous phraseology,

when my progress was mure sensibli-, and 1 was cheered with the

prospect of success. It certainly would have been a far more serious

misfortune to be led thus blindfold throuiih the j)lcasant paths of litera-

ture ; but my track stretched for the most part across dreary wastes,
"vvhere no beauty lurked to arrest the traveler's eve and charm his

senses. After persevering in this course for some years, my eves, by
the blessing of Providence, recovered sulhcient strength to allow me
to use them with tolerable freedom in the prosecutiua of my labors, and
in the revision of all previously written."

The range of Mr. Prescolt's subject was extensive, and its dif-

ferent portions had to be taken up in their order, and their relative
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iinporlancc and influence rigidly preserved. In a long and labored

Inlroduclion, imbodying a large amount of thought and research,

he gives a view of the Caslilian monarchy before the fifteenth cen-

lurv, and a review of the constitution of Aragon to the middle of

the same period. This comprehends a luminous survey of all

those niatin'^rs, customs, and institutions, which represent national

life and character ; and it places the reader at once among the

j)<«oplc of Spain as they were in the fifteenth century. His history,

l!i'M), naturally divides itself into two parts ; the period when the

dilfcrt'Ml kingdoms of Spain were first united under one monarchy,

fi!;d a thorough reform introduced into their internal administration,

.•5:u! ihu period when, the interior organization of the monarchy

havin'^ been completed, the nation entered on its schemes of dis-

coviTY and conquest. The first part illustrates the domestic policy

«'f rerdinand and Isabella, and the second their foreign policy.

fJv'.h arc filled with great events and striking personages. In the

lir-'t wc have a detail of those measures by which two kingdoms,

^^!^lraclcd by civil feuds or foreign wars, and seemingly without

rvcn the elements of national greatness and power, were united,

reformed, and enabled to act with such effect abroad, as eventually

to threaten the liberties of Europe. This part covers all those

events in Castile and Aragon which preceded the marriage of Isa-

bella with Ferdinand ; the war with Portugal which followed; the

measures by which the overgrown privileges and possessions of

the nobles were reduced, the laws rigidly enforced, and the powers

and revenues of the crown increased ; the establishment of the

modern Inquisition ; the war of Granada, and the addition of that

kingdom to the Castilian possessions, after a desperate struggle

of tea years ; the application of Columbus at the Spanish court,

and his first and second voyages ; the expulsion of the Jcv/s; and
a general view of Castilian literature.

Tlic second part, which is about half of the whole work, opens

with a masterly view of the affairs of Europe at the close of the

fifteenth century, and the first invasion of Italy by Charles VIII
of France. This we think unexcelled for that clearness of state-

ment by which the most complex relations of states are rendered

inicUigible to the least informed reader. The narrative of the

Italian wars then follows, and the steps are minutely traced b)'

which the policy of Ferdinand, and the valor and ability of Gon-
salvo dc Cordova, eventually succeeded in expelling the French
from Naples and adding that kingdom to Spain. The rise of Car-
dinal Ximcnes, his ecclesiastical reforms, the terrible zeal with
•whicli he persecuted the conquered Moors of Granada into insur-
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rection, and the wonderful conversions lie cfTected by the logic of

fire and sword ; the third and fourth -voyages of Columbus, and
the general character of the colonial policy of Spain ; the death of

Isabella ; the dissensions of Ferdinand with Philip, his son-in-law,

with regard to the regency of Castile ; the reign and death of

Philip, and regency of Ferdinand; the conquests of Ximenes in

Africa, and his foundation of the University of Alcala ; the wars
and politics of Italy, arising from the League of Cambray; the

conquest of Navarre, by which the only remaining independent

kingdom in Spain was blended with the Spanish monarchy ; the

death of Ferdinand and the administration of Ximenes ; and a

general review of the administration of Ferdinand and Isabella,

—

are the leading subjects of the second portion of Mr. Prescott's

history.

Great events generally arise from the conjunction of powerful

natures and fitting opportunities. We call a man great when he
has the sagacity to jierccive these opportunities, and the will to

execute what they teach. Individual character never appears in

such strength as wdien it works in harmony with the spirit of the

age. It is strong not only in its own strength, but in the accumu-
lated energies of vast masses of men. There is a mysterious

power urging it on, which, for want of a more accurate name, we
call the general tendency of the time. No human mind can pos-

sibly grasp all the elements which enter into the spirit of an age
;

for tliis spirit is but one expression of the general life of humanity,
one step in its progress or retrogression, and holds inscrutable re-

lations to everything which has preceded it. To give a perfect

philosophy of an age would be to understand the philosophy of

God's providence, and to know tiic history of the future as well as

the past. The nearest approximation to correctness in history is

where circumstances and men are properly connected in respect

to the production of events. It will not do to refer events wholly
to individual character or to the spirit of the age. In the one case
the man is isolated from humanity, in the other a tendency is con-
founded with an act. Thousands of men have opportunities and
inspirations to perform great things, Init men of genius are none
the less rare. Tiie Almighty seems to endow some persons with
the power to anticipate the progress of events, and to produce at

once what the operation of a general tendency upon a generation
of men would postpone for years. An historian, therefore, fairly to

describe an age, must have the powers of ciiaracterization and
generalization so related as to operate hartnoniously.

The general tendency of liic age, which forms the subject of Mr.
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Prcscotl's history, was, in the domestic affairs of European na-

lioris, to a concentration of power; and, in their external relations,

10 combinations for conquest or defense, and contests for pre-emi-

nence. 'l"hc sovereigns under which this revolution in the domes-

tic and foroii^n system of the European states was accomplished,

were niinsirably suited to their task. J3y the union of Castile and

Ar.i;jjiiii uiiiior Ferdinand and Isabella, the subsequent conquests

of (Jr.mada, Navarre, and Naples, the acquisition of a new world

if» Anicrica, and the marriage of the heiress of the Spanish domin-

lotjs \\\\\\ the son of the emperor j\laximilian, Spain, under the

iiosisc of Austria, became the most important power in Europe,

-.iuA long threatened its liberties. Robertson, in his History of the

riMpcror Charles tiic Fifth, has taken up the history at about the

j'tTKHl where Mr. Prescolt's ends, and exhibited the Spanish-Aus-

trian power in its most colossal form. Our countryman has traced

\\ from lis commencement, and developed the causes of its growth.

To tnuioLKiand Robertson such a history was wanted, and cer-

t-iiiily Its subject would not yield in interest to that of the reign

of Charles the Fifth. As the period which Mr. Prescott selected

was lliat in whicii the modern system of Europe may be said to

Jiavc taken its rise, and was in an especial degree encumbered with

lalsohood and sopliistry, it was a subject which seemed at once to

icmpt the historian by its importance and repel him by its difa-

cuhics.

The history of Ferdinand and Isabella shows that ]\Ir. Prescott
tlh-ruughly comprehended the revolution to which we have referred,

cU!(i iiis exposition of it is admirable. His work accurately reflects

iJ'.fi spirit of the age and the character of its prominent actors ; and
wt> have been especially struck with his felicity in developing cha-
racter, not in an isolated analysis of qualities, but in the narration
I'f the events which called them forth. He so blends character
with events that their mutual relation is distinctly seen. The
reader instinctively connects persons with actions,—what they are

witJi what they perform ; and, in doing this, lie has not merely an
idea ot their external conduct, but a clear insight into their inward
aims and motives. Thus to diffuse the subtlest results of analysis
liirougii the very veins of narration, and picture forth character to

Uk: imagination, is a fine triumph of art. That mechanical deline-
ation of character, whicii consists in summing up a man's various
qualitjos at the end of a narration of his objects and actions, ]\Ir.

1 rcscott also pos.sessos ; but in him it seems like a repetition of
what he has continually suggested throu2;hout his whole narrative.
in ms accounts of events we arc able to estimate better the degree
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of power in the actors, by his exhibiting them as following or

resisting current tendencies.

Among the wide variety of persons and events to which Mr.

Prescotl's first history relates, five characters stand prominently

forth:—Isabella, Ferdinand, Columbus, Gonsalvo de Cordova, and

Ximenes. The character of Isabella j\Ir. Prcscott has skillfully

developed, through all her various relations as queen, wife, and

mother. It seems to us that her moral qualities were fully equaled

by her intellectual, and that she excelled Ferdinand in both. In-

deed, the important events of the reign arc all traceable, in a greater

or less degree, to her. She obtained the crown of Castile as much
by her virtue, prudence, and sagacity, as her right. Her intellect,

as well as her affection, was shown in her selection of Ferdinand

as her husband. It was she who made force yield to law in Cas-

tile, and the reforms in its administration refer to her as their source.

The conquest of Granada might not have been achieved, had it not

been for her providence, forecast, and determination. At the time

almost every one else despaired, it was her indomitable resolution

that infused new life into llie army. It was she who appreciated

and aided Columbus, when the sharp, wily intellect of Ferdinand

was blind to the grandeur and practicability of his plan ; and to her

it was owing that the new world was added to the dominions of

Spain. Against the advice and entreaty of Ferdinand she raised

Ximenes to the see of Toledo, and provided a fitting station for

the development of his vast energies, ller sagacity detected the

military genius of Gonsalvo de Cordova, when he was acting in

a subordinate capacity in iho v.ar of Granada, and to her it was
owing that he had the coiimiand of the army in the Itahan wars.

It is conceded that her influence was paramount in the domestic

policy of the kingdom, in all those measures which gave it power
to act with vigor abroad ; but it appears to us that, in her selec-

tions of Columbus and Gonsalvo, she was also the spring of the

foreign acquisitions of Spain. Ferdinand, with all his capacity as

a warrior and statesman, and with all that vuiscrupulousness which
gave him a command of the whole resources of perfidy and craft,

was loo selfish ever to be wisely, and greatly politic. He did the

dirty work of government and conquest with inimitable ability and
appearance of cleanliness. His dark and cunning mind fairly cir-

cumvented every crowned and triple-crowned coniemporar}' plotter.

But he had not sufficient elevation of character to comprehend a

great nature. The great navigator, the i^reat captain, the great

priest, whose genius the genius of Isabella instinctively recognized,

were all treated by him with suspicion and ingratitude. The faults
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of Isabella were faults engrafted on her nature by superstition;

am! the persecutions she allowed or countenanced arose from a

mi^inken si'iisc of religious duty, stimulated by a bigoted confessor.

I'rrdinand had no more religion than Machiavclli, and was a per-

tiocnlor Iratn policy or interest. The greatest satire on the Catho-

licism of liic j)oriod is contained in his title of Ferdinand the Ca-

lljolic. W't! are aware of no female sovereign with whom Isabella

can be compared in the union of energy and intelligence with grace,

»;vo< ijjcsrf, and humane feeling. ]\lr. Prescott has instituted an

wv:cni()vis parallel between her and Elizabeth of England, in which

!rC h.ippily traces their points of resemblance and contrast. The
Ca.'fWh.in (jucen diflcred from the great English virago in being a

wt n5nn in reality as well as name.

Itt all of -Mr. Prcscott's histories he has to do with Spanish cha-

rvlTr, and this he has profoundly studied both in itself and as it

Vl^t gradually molded by religious and political institutions. He
hji» con5id«Ted the Spaniard in his character as crusader and op-

pressor, and developed with exquisite skill the connection of his

rcheion with his rapacity. Spain was especially calculated to be

llio Cathohc country of Europe; for there Catholicism w^as asso-

ciated with the national existence and glory, with the gratification

of every selfish passion. For seven or eight hundred years pre-

vious to the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, Spain had been the

ihealre of a fierce "holy" war between Christian and Musselman,
for the possession of the country. Under the banner of the cross

ihf iiifidcl had been gradually beaten back from position to position,

until his power was confined within the kingdom of Granada. All

ihc passions which Christianity would rebuke, all the passions

wiiich war stimulates, Catholicism sanctified. There was a fatal

divorce between religion and morality. Lust, avarice, cruelty,

tiiiirder, could all rage under a religious garb. Every devout

Ciiristian might practice any enormity upon the heretic or infidel

;

and devout Christians might plunder each other if the church sanc-

tioned the robbery. The mischievousness of the system was, that

the imagination and religious sentiments of the people were affected

as well as their bad passions, and strong faith sided with devilish

lusts. It is doubtful wdiether the Spaniard could have endured the

privations which accompanied his conquests in America, unless he
had been sustained by some religious fanaticism

;
yet his zeal did

not stay his hand from pillage and massacre. His bigotry was
strong enough to deceive his humanity, and endowed the wolf with
the hcroisni of the missionary.

In the History of Ferdinand and Isabella we perceive the religion

Vol. VIII.--2
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of Spain, France, and Italy, in connection with public affairs, and

are able to estimate the degree of moral control it exercised over

the action of states. In the Histories of the Conquest of Mexico

and Peru we see it more directly in its influence upon individuals,

taken from various classes of society, and pretty well representing

their age. No reader who profoundly studies both aspects of this

phenomenon, can fail to acknowledge the wonderful flexibility and

power of adaptation in Catholicism, at the same time he finds new

reasons to rejoice in the Reformation. He will see clearly reflected,

in Mr. Prescott's page, the ductility with which Catholicism

adapted itself to the natural disposition of its believers, binding

equally saints and sinners to its communion, and strong with the

strength of the worst and best men of tlie time. The policy of

Spain, during the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, was to liave all

its enterprises stamped with a holy character. Its relations with

the pope are among the most curious points in its histor\'. It is

hardly a paradox to say that Spain would have seceded from the

church, had its interests or passions been crossed instead of aided

by the Papacy. Ferdinand's dealings with the pope are exceed-

ingly characteristic. When the latter interfered with the internal

affairs of his kingdom, or opposed him abroad, he had no scruples

in covering him with public disgrace or in making war upon him.

He found the pope a very convenient person to use, but he took

care not to be used by him.

The second work of Mr. Prescott, the Histon,^ of the Conquest

of Mexico, appeared in six years after the publication of his first.

The materials for this were such as no other historian had ever

enjoyed. From Madrid alone he obtained unpublished documents,

consisting of military and private journals, contemporary chroni-

cles, legal instruments, correspondence of the actors in the con-

quest, (St-c, amounting to eight thousand folio pages. From Mex-

ico he gleaned numerous valuable I\ISS., which had escaped the

diligence of Spanish collectors. These, with what he derived from

a variety of other sources, including the archives of the family of

Cortes, placed in his possession a mass of materials sufficient to

give a'basis of undoubted facts to his wonderful narrative, and sub-

due the skepticism of the modern reader by the very accumulation

of testimony. It is needless to add that he also obtained everything

in a printed form which had reference to his. subject. The result

of all his labors, of research, thought, and composition, was a his-

tory possessing the unity, variety, and interest, of a magnificent

poem. It deals with a series of facts, and exhibits a gallery of

characters, which, to have invented, would place its "creator by

2*
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the side of Homer ; and which to reahze and represent, in the

moJc Mr. Proscott has done, required a rare degree of historical

jHKi'-'ination. It may be that the imperfection of the historian's

eyes was one cause of his success. He was compelled to deve

lop his memory to the full extent of its capacity; but memory

dcjK'nds, in a considerable degree, upon understanding, sensibility,

«ml im.ii;ination. To recollect facts they must be digested, me-

llM/ih/fd, and realized. The judgment must place them in their

inii;nil order; the heart must fasten its sympathies to them; the

inu;.;;ii3tion must see them as pictures. They are then a posses-

fj<'n {or ever. To the inward vision of the mind they are as

fwjch living realities as though they were present to the out-

x*3rd eye.

In our limited space we cannot give anything Avhich would ap-

jvfo.t.-h .tn account of this work. In its general plan and compo-

f.tu'fj It ilUistratos what we have previously said of Mr. Prescott's

{.•fo^Tsscs as an historian. We had marked our copy on every

f.»£^«-,
intctKling to notice numerous passages for comment or quo-

Uliun ; and certainly the work is full enough of strange facts and

\vi>nderful adventures to awaken new views of the powers and

p<:TVcrsions of human nature. j\Ir. Prescott first introduces the

loader to the people and country of Mexico, and gives a luminous

view of tlic ancient Mexican civilization. In the space of two

hundred pages he comprehends a survey of the races inhabiting

the country, and brings before us their character, history, govern-

jnr.Ml, rchgion, science, arts, domestic manners, everything, in short,

npccssary to a comprehension of their intellectual, moral, and po-

ViUr\\\ condition at the period Cortes commenced his enterprise.

Tin-* introduction is mostly conhned to the Aztecs, as they were
lfi«: hrrccsl, most sanguinary, most intelligent, and most powerful,

of thf .Mexican races ; and as it was against their empire that the

cfi'oris of the conquerors were principally directed. Then follows

the story of the conquest with all its remarkable features of hero-

iftni and cruelty. Cortes is, of course, the central figure of the

rrojip, the soul and the body of the enterprise, and around him are

gathered some of the bravest warriors that romance ever imagined,

onrounlering dangers and surviving miseries which, in a romance.
Would be pronounced impossible. The picture presents the meet-

ing; of two civilizations, brought in a rude shock against each other,

and tiic triumph of the race which was superior in craft and sci-

ence. In ilic followers of Cortes we have, what we would now
call a gang of thieves, pirates, ravishcrs, and assassins, displaying

in tlicir wor.sl excesses the courage and endurance of heroes, and
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sustained in their worst calamities by what they were pleased to

call their religion. The pagan Aztec gave the first place in his

bloody pantheon to his terrible war-god, and with a cannibal appe-

tite devoured the body of his captive. We have some consolation

for this in knowing tlie Aztec was a heathen, and his god a chi-

mera. But the deity the Spanish Catholic worshiped, and to

whom he prayed for aid in his schemes of avarice, lust, and mur-

der, was also of the family of Mexican deities, however much he

may have deceived himself into the belief he was addressing the

Christian's God. I\Ioloch, Mammon, and Belial, were the inspira-

tion of his schemes of conquest and deeds of massacre.

The great checks upon rapacity are conscience and natural hu-

manity. It is one of the objects of true religion to strengthen and

increase these natural obstacles to crime. When, however, bigotry

sides with rapacity against human feeling, and breaks, instead of

tightening, the bond of brotherhood, it produces those monstrosities

of action so difficult to reconcile with the common principles of

human nature. We can conceive of men as becoming demons,

but the difhculty is to conceive of them as performing demoniacal

acts from motives partly religious, and preserving any humanities

in their character after the performance. Yet this we are com-
pelled continually to do in following tlie Spaniards in their Ameri-
can conquests. It is one of the ciiarms of Mr. Prescott's histoiy

that his worst characters arc so fully developed that we perceive

their humanity as well as their rascality. They never appear as

bundles of evil qualities, but as men.

Mr. Prescott places his readers in a position to understand the

moral condition of his personages, as that condition was influenced

by the current practices of their age, and by their individual lives.

Crimes, in their effect upon character, change their nature as the

conventional standard of morals varies. To commit any delin-

quency whatever exercises a pernicious effect upon character ; but

its effect is not so pernicious when it is hailed as the sign of the

hero, as when it is hooted at as the brand of the felon. In the one

case a man may discharge many of the social and public duties of

life, and preserve that degree of morality and religion conveyed in

the phrase of " a respectable' citizen ;" in the other case he sinks

into the common herd of profligates and criminals, and makes war
upon respectable citizens. In one sense shedding blood in battle

is murder
;
yet there is still a great difference in the moral charac-

ter of General Scott and Gibbs the pirate. No well-minded per-

Bon can now follow the career of Cortes without an expression of

horror and indignation
;
yet the countrymen of Cortes applauded
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hilt cx[)loits as our countrymen applaud those of the victor of Mon- ^^

lorcy ami Huena Vista.

'I'hore is another very important fact to be considered in our

otijinate of the Spaniards. The pope, in whom \vas lodged the

|x)wor lo dispose of the kingdoms of the heathen, had given the

new world to Spain, to be conquered and converted. Cortes, as

a tirvor.i Catholic, had no scruples about the right of conquest.

Mcxiro was clearly his, or his sovereign's, provided he could get

jt. Now, assuming the right of conquest, all the crimes in which

);« w.t» d;rc<'tly implicated might be extenuated by the right of self-

.Itfcr.-^c. The truth is, he had no right to Mexico at all; and the

chs«-f crime he committed was in its invasion : but the head of

C.hr^'-t'Midum had decided for him that this was not a crime, but a

rv.i'J. .Many good Catholics might have been, and doubtless were,

tK<*ck''d at the barbarities which accompanied the conquest; but

C-.TVi rni^ht have replied that what he did was necessary to ob-

Usri )i!* rii;hirul objects ; that the question simply was, whether he

Mxt \\\* followers should be sacrificed to the Mexican gods, or a

crrtam number of Aztecs should be massacred. We know that his

cr\irhics sprung from no disregard of his religion, such as it was.

Kor tiiat religion he was ready to die at any moment ; for that re-

h.i;ion he repeatedly risked the success of his enterprise ; and it

required all the address of father Almedo to prevent his zeal for

liie conversion of the natives and the overthrow of their gods from
involving himself and his cause in a common ruin.

Cortes was in all respects a remarkable man, whether we con- .

."i'it-r the strength or the versatility of his genius. He attempted

an ciiicritrisc as daring as ever entered the head of a maniac, and
brou<j;lii ii to a successful result by the resources of his own mind.

lie was ni once the most enthusiastic and most prudent of men,

—

a heart all fire, and a head all ice. His intellect was large, llexi-

bic, capacious of great ])lans, inexhaustible in expedients, and pre-

serving, in the fiercest inward excitement of his passions, a won-
derful coolness, clearness, and readiness. He seems to have been
naturally a man of quick sensibility, rather than of deep feeling,

—

a cavalier elegant in person, lax in morals, with much versatility
'

but hiile concentration of power, and chiefly distinguished for

qualities which captivate, rather than command. It was not until

bis nniid had been possessed by one dominant idea that the latent

powers of ills nature were displayed. This idea he held with the

grasp (if a giant, and it lamed his volatile passions, and conccn-
iralcd his Hashing powers, and put iron into his will. Everything,
incjudiiig life itself, was lo him of little importance compared with
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the conquest of Mexico. In his darkest hours of defeat and

despondency, when hope appeared to all others but the insanity of

folly, he never gave up his project, but renewed his attempts to

perform the "impossible" with the coolness of one setting about a

common-place enterprise. It is needless to say that this idea

made him unscrupulous, and silenced all objections to the com-
mission of convenient crime. He was not cruel by nature; that is,

he took no pleasure in viewing or inflicting pain: but his mind
was remorseless. liike other conquerors, he never allowed his

feelings to interfere with his plans, and carelessly sacrificed friends

and foes to the success of a project. His hand executed at once

what his mind conceived, not so much because he excelled other

men in vigor, but because he was not deterred from action by any
scruples. Remorselessness is almost ever the key to that vigor

which is so much praised in great warriors and statesmen. If hu-

man nature consisted simply of intellect and will, the world would
be full of vigorous characters ; but the vigor would be demoniacal.

To a cruel man the bloodshed which attended the conquest of

Mexico would have been pleasant of itself; to Cortes, who w^as

its cause, it was a mere means to an end. The" desolation of a

province and the butchery of its inhabitants were merely processes

of working out a practical problem. The remorselessness of thought

produces more suffering than the cruelly of passion. The latter

may be glutted with a few victims at a time; the former may scat-

ter firebrands, arrows, and death, over an empire. Cortes, in this

respect, was not worse than a hundred others whose "vigor" is

the admiration of the world, and the inspiration of the devil.

No general ever excelled Cortes in the command he exercised

over the minds and hearts of his followers. He knew them better

than they knew themselves, and his ready eloquence reached the

very sources of their volitions. lie was at once their commander
and companion. He could bring thcnj round to his plans against

the evidence of their five senses, and made them dance in the very

chains of famine and fatigue. The enterprise would have been
repeatedly abandoned had it not been for his coolness, intrepidity,

and honeyed eloquence. His whole lawless and licentious crew-

he held by a fascination for which they could not themselves ac-

count. They suspected him of making iheir lives and fortunes

subsidiary to his ambition ; they taxed him with deceit aiid trea-

chery ; they determined again and again to leave him; and yet they
followed him— followed him, against their desires and reason, to en-
counter the most appalling dangers, for an object which receded as
they advanced, and which they constantly pronounced a chimera.
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The snrcchcs of Cortes, given by Mr. PrescoU, are master-pieces

t.f prarlical i-locjucnce. Indeed, wherever Cortes was, there could

Ih- but one will. What authority was unable to do he did by finesse

and iKrsu.-isiun. That irritable temper and that impatient intel-

lect bore all vexations patiently, intent on one object, and ready for

all ubsuclrs which stood in its path.

Cortrs was brave in almost every sense of the term. He com-

hmvA the courage of the knight-errant and the martyr. His daring

,n J.ai'.lc. perhaps, was not greater than that exhibited by some

,.f h,»\-tru.-crs, Alvarado, for example; but he excelled all m the

,a»ncr of (^'ndurance. His constancy of purpose had the obstinacy

t.f ihccr .siupidilv, and seems almost incompatible wuh his fiery

»aIor. raminc, fatigue, pestilence, defeat, every extreme of m.en-

ul and j.iiysical wretclicdness, could present no arguments suffi-

ocnily Mruu- to shake his purpose of conquest. What depressed

hi% ioliuwors only called forth his courage in its most splendid

hphl. When he liimself had most cause for despondency, his se-

K.ic courn^c not only mounted above his own miseries, but enabled

him to use ail the resources of his fertile mind in cheering his fol-

lowers. \\'ounded, bleeding, wasted by famine, broken down by

disease and despair, there was always one voice whose magical

tones could make their hearts leap with their old courage, and send

tiicm again on their old enterprise of peril and death.

We cannot follow the genius of Cortes as it was developed in

the events of the conquest, and attempt an abstract of what ]Mr.

IVcscolt has performed with such fullness, richness, and power.

Harcly has so splendid a theme been treated by an historian so

fortunate at once in the possession of requisite materials and requi-

Bitc capacity. Among the many characteristics of the work, that

winch will be most likely to strike and charm the general reader,

19 lis piciurc-siiueness of description, both as regards incidents and

^ccnery. Tiie freshness and vividness with which everything is

presented is a continual stimulant to attention; and there is a nerve

m liic movement of the style which gives to tlie narrative a con-

tinual vitality. Among these descriptions we w^ould particularize

the account of the retreat from ]\Iexico in the second volume, and

the battles which preceded its final conquest and destruction in the

third, as being especially pervaded by intense life. The critical

reader, also, will not fail to perceive that the interest of particular

passages is subservient to the general effect of the whole, and that

ihc author has produced a work of art as well as a history. That

qviahiy of objcctiveness, which we have mentioned as character-

izing the mind of Mr. Prescott, and favorably distinguishing him
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from many eminent historians, is especially obvious when we con-

trast the representations in "Ferdinand and Isabella" with those

in the " Conquest of Mexico." The objects are different, and in

each case they are presented in their own form, life, and character.

We can conceive of the two histories as the production of separate

minds. But few historians are thus capable of representing objects

in white hght. To see anything through the medium of another

mind is too often to see it caricatured. Objects to the egotist,

whether he be called thinker or coxcomb, are commonly mirrors

which more or less rellect himself. Nature, events, and persons,

are considered as deriving their chief importance from'their rela-

tion to him. This relation, and not their relation to each other, he

is prone to call the philosophy of history.

Here, for the present, avc nuist pause. We intended to include

a review of Mr. Prescotl's last history in this general survey of his

works ; but its subject is so interesting and important, and presents

so many characters and topics for reilection and criticism, that we
should be compelled either to pass it over with a superficial con-

sideration, or to swell our article beyond those bounds which the

patience of readers has fixed to the garrulity of critics. Few
books published within the last twenty years have produced a

stronger effect upon the public niind tiian the " History of the Con-
quest of Peru ;" and as it exhibits, in many respects, the finest

qualities of Mr. Prescott's historical method, and indicates in its

style and general character the ripeness and maturity of his powers,

we liave concluded to post[)one its consideration to our April num-
ber. Wc confess that such a course to many writers, whose popu-

larity rushes up like a rocket, explodes at once into sparkles of

momentary brilliancy, and then descends into darkness a mere
worthless stick, would be sadly out of character with the objects

of a review ; but it is the great merit of Mr. Prescott's books that

they never grow old, and we have no fear that the interest of the

thinking classes in the "Conquest of Peru" will have abated at

the period when we next appear before our readers.
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Anx. U.—Association Disaissed, or the Socialis7n of the Tribune

Fxiimiurd; being a Controversy between the New-York Tri-

bune mill the Courier and Enquirer. By II. Greely and 11, J.

IvAVMtiNi). New-York: Harper & Brothers.

In reviewing ihc discussion, the title to ^Yhich is placed at the

hc.Ti of ihis article, we shall affect no impartiality that we do not

U'r\ \N'ilh every disposition to concede talents and integrity to

l>,>ih parlies in the controversy, still we have a decided opinion

thai, ill the main, one is right and the other grossly wrong. Fou-

nrrism, or associationism, as it is often styled by its friends, we

cannot help regarding as a mischievous thing, and with equal frank-

m^ss would we say, in the outset, that its pernicious tendencies

h-ixc b<-cn most conclusively shown in the course of the above

rn?}l!cii discussion. At the same lime, there may be conceded to

jU advocate not only the intellectual merit of an able and adroit

dcfcn.xc. but also integrity of purpose, and a sincere, though misdi-

rected, devotion to what the party doubtless deems the truest

interests of humanity. Our remarks will relate, in some degree,

to the logical management of the controversy, but chiefly to the

essential merits of the question itself, in its relation to morality

nnd the highest well-being of our race.

A considerable portion of the discussion on both sides will be

found to have reference to certain questions of fairness or unfair-

ness of argumentation. These arose out of the terms of the de-

bate, and will be best understood by means of a brief outline of the

lii story of the controversy, a sketch of which is given in the preface

to. the j.ublislied work before us.

Tlie Tribune—we say it without any intention to disparage, for

il is only repeating its own boast—has been for several years known
10 the community as the leading advocate of some of the newest

and most startling ideas which now generally pass under the name
of reforms. In tlie prosecution of this course, it commenced, about

SIX years ago, the publication of a series of papers in defense of the

peculiar social doctrines of Charles Fourier. These were after-

ward collected into a volume, purporting to be chiefly from the

pen of Albert Brisbane, with continuous and copious extracts from
the writings of the first apostle himself. They are written with

much ability, much consistency, and with a great deal of enthusi-

asm, having every appearance of sincerity and honest devotion to

what the autlior doubtless regarded as the sacred cause oi truth.

'1 iiey jirofess to present a thorough examination of the main sub-
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ject, and of all the collateral topics connected with it. Hence the

writer goes very fully, not only into what may be called the econo-

mical department of the system, but also into a discussion of the

family or household state, with all its alledged evils. He dwells

at length upon the filial and paternal relations, the bearing of the

association scheme upon religion, education, crime, punishment,

and all related social or domestic institutions.

There certainly must be conceded to this WTiter, to whom the

columns of the Tribune were sO freely granted, the merit of boldly

tracing out many of his positions to their logical consequences

;

although even he thinks that the age is not yet fully prepared for

all the doctrines of Fourier. In the main, however, he does not

shrink from presenting a full view of the system in almost all its

bearings, and does not hesitate to avow, that it will necessarily

come in direct collision with many cherished notions respecting

the "isolated family state," paternal authorit)', the education of

children, social institutions, and the position and doctrines of the

church. This writer, too, it should be said, professes to be a w^arm

patron of Christianity, and to have ^rcat respect for Christ. Few
readers, however, can fail to perceive that this Christianity has

nothing to do with the Bible—a book to which, as authority for his

views of man, and human nature, and liunian relations, he never
refers—but that it is only another name for the system professed

to be revealed by Fourier himself. He reasons thus—and it is a

syllogism which in some shape meets us in almost every chapter

—

God certainly intended a true social order for this ivorld ; this is

not to he found in the present institutions of society, or in the pre-

sent teachings of the cJiurch ; but Fourier has discovered and
proved a scheme the direct opposite of all these jarring develop-

ments ; therefore Fourier's theory is the true interpretation of the

gospel, it is true Christianity, it is the kingdom of heaven on
earth.

This was regarded as a much boiler v.-ay of ])roving the identity

of Fourierism and Ciiristianity than any obsolete method of argu-

ment from texts or passages of the written word. Christ himself

constantly appealed to what was written,' and often chose this as

the best mode of conveying his own instructions. Contemnino-,

however, all such methods of arguing from texts, as utterly unphi-

losophical, the writer professed to go above them all directly to

ihc '* spirit of Christianity ;" or, in other words, what Christianity

ought to be when read by the higher liizht of the French prophet.

In short, in some way, as .lohn the Bajjlist was to Christ, so was
Christ to Fourier.
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We have dwelt the longer on this, in our introductory history,

hocausc llii*^ hook did contain the best exposition ever made in this

country of Fourier's doctrines. Because, too, of its first publica-

lion i» llic Tribune, and the fact that the other party was afterward

referred \o it as a work of authority, it has an important bearing

ujv.ni sonic of tlic points subsequently presented in the controversy.

Af!»T the completion of this series of papers, various articles

Ap|H«artd from lime to time in the Tribune, advocating the same

;;r»i<-r:d vicws. These were occasionally noticed in the columns

of ihe Courier and Enquirer, until it finally resulted in mutual pro-

p.<3Mlions for the discussion which has occasioned the volum.e under

ft view.

ill the final agreement that followed, there was only one item in

ftjty way unusual, and which therefore it becomes important to no-

tice. The reader will find it on the fourth page of the preface. It

viM» a stipulation which never should have been demanded by one

|>.ir:T or assented to by the other. Instead of a general examina-

i.'on of Fourierism, or associationism, as a well-settled system,

f;ru(inil(Mj on certain fundamental principles, and having certain

standard writings, the Tribune insisted that it should be " associa-

tionism as he vndcrstood it^ Here certainly w^as presented a new
and most unusual feature in the ethics of controversy. It, how-

ever, defeated itself by its own intrinsic absurdity. It could not

he strictly canicd out, because, in such case, it must at once,

whenever rigidly and consistently applied, have put a stop to the

tliscussion. A. debate of this kind must always be mainly carried

on by way of deductions from admitted or proved facts. Of course,

tlicn, the party wlio shields himself under such a stipulation need
not reply by disproving the opposing argument, or showing it to be

unreasonable ; he may simply deny that he accepts the inference,

or liial lie tiius understands it, and he is at once perfectly unas-

sailable in this quarter. And so it must be of every otlier, and

indeed in respect to the most general statement of the matter in

dispute. He chooses to view associationism under a certain

aspect ; this embraces all its assumed good, and excludes all its

iiilcrcnlial evils. He does not, of course, *' understand " it to have
b;id tendencies, or he would not advocate it; for no man ever pro-

fessedly favors that which he understands as being hostile to the

iriio good of humanity.
It is argued, for example, that tlie theory of Fourier (even had

not Fourier expressly avowed it) necessarily involves a mode of

euiicaiion whicli must tend to sunder the fihal and parental rela-

lioti^ Tho disputant replies that this is not associationism as /iS
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understands it, and at once demands that all this important branch

of the argument must be cut off. In the same way all inferences

in respect to an)'' irreligious tendencies, or any immoral or licen-

tious tendencies, are at once excluded ; until nothing is left but the

fair aspect in wiiich one party cliooses to understand the subject,

and which the other is unable to deny, because he is cut off from

all deductions which may even seem to be in conflict with this his

opponent's understanding.

Such a stipulation, moreover, presents a very degrading view

of the subject proposed, and, if insisted on, makes it utterly un-

worthy of any serious argumentation. It assumes that it is some-

thing which cannot be at all determined,—that it has no funda-

mental principles, no consistency, no coherency, no unity ;—in

short, nothing, by virtue of which it could with any justice be

called a system. It rejects everything which may be appealed to

as fundamental, aside from any opinions whicli any individual may
choose to associate with the term. It denies that it has any stand-

ard writings, or authorities, to which the inquirer may be referred

in determining what it is. It most irrationally excludes the ques-

tion, what it really is, from being regarded as any branch of the

argument. In short, it makes out its name to be an absurdity,

because there is nothing fixed and exclusive to which it can be

consistently applied.

Certainly this would be deemed most absurd in reference to

anything else. Who would dream of discussing the merits of

Epicureanism, or Platonism, or Christianity, as any one of the

parties might choose to understand it ? Some things, it is true,

might require to be settled, and some metes and bounds to be

assigned, to prevent unnecessary rambling; but still, in reference

to the above and similar examples, the mind at once calls up some
tolerably definite series or syntagma of doctrines passing under the

appellation ; or, at all events—and tliis consideration shuts out

every ground of cavil—some standard scriptures universally

acknowledged to contain them.

What makes this more absurd in reference to Fourierism, or
associationism, is the fact that nothing has ever been more extra-

vagantly lauded for its perfect system, its solidly laid foundations,

and the profound philosophy by v.'hich it was said to be everywhere
pervaded. Fourier, it was boasted, had at length discovered the

essential harmony of the universe ; and that, too, not only in its

moral and political, but even in its physical, developments. In
^he. fetes of his almost adoring disciples, especially in tiiis country,

no eulogiums on their revered master were deemed too extrava-
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crvnt. He \m\ discovered the mystery wliicli had been hidden for

n"cs ; lie had opened the seal and read the book whose meaning

\\:\d never been fully apprehended by prophets, or apostles, or even

Chnst liinisclf.

Tiic consideration of this claim by one party of a right to discuss

li;c o^lc^lion solely as he understands it, without any reference to

authiwjlics to determine whether or no that understanding in any

jurticui.ir case be correct, is intimately connected with the intrin-

sic mt-rils of the question, from the fact of its being the mctliod

i;Ucn employed to present associationism in its fairest light, to the

rxcIu.Mon of all exceptionable features or unfavorable inferences.

Any one who reads the book under review, or who has bestowed

3Jiy alicnlion upon the system it professes to discuss, must be

aware thai that system has two distinct and important aspects.

Uiic, fur the convenience of definition, may be styled the econo-

muil. and the other the moral. Under the first it proposes, and

wt'.li luvi'ii plausibility, immense advantages in respect to economy

m [iir moans of subsistence. Through the association of great

numbers in one place, on one domain, and in contiguous apart-

ments of one dwelling, it professes to effect vastly more, in this

way, than could be ever accomplished by the separate labors of

households or individuals. There would be, it maintains, a most

profitable division of labor ; there would be room for a choice in

respect to it, which might, for awhile at least, take off some of its

asperities ; there would be improvements in machinery ; there

would be ambitious excitement, by which the same labor would

be productive of more wealth and more physical comforts than

under ilie separate or household system. So far everything is

I'lain and perfectly intelligible. No doubt, as has been observed,

a do/cn families might cook their victuals more cheaply in one

large kitchen, and at one large furnace, than they could in a dozen

small ones. Ten families combined might cultivate a thousand

acres to greater pecuniar)' advantage, than though each occupied

separately a single farm of a hundred. And so we might say of

many other things, which are connected alone with what we have

styled the economical aspect of the question.

Tiiis, we say, might be the case ; although even here causes

would be at work, which, it might be contended with great justice,

would make even the merely economical results very different

from the anticipations. It might be found, after the novelty had
in yome measure passed away, that the ambitious stimulants of the

phalanx had far less of permanent power to render labor " attract-

ive than those which are connected with the security of separate
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property, and the desire of laboring directly for the beloved objects

of a separate liousehold. But let it be conceded, for the sake of

argument, that the economical advantages would be equal to the

most sanguine anticipations ; still, he must be blind indeed who
does not see tjiat there is another and far more important aspect

to this question. These advantages may be purchased at the cost

of something immensely outweighing all merely physical comforts

or enjoyments. This presents the great point, and, in fact, the

only one worth discussing, in the whole controversy.

So far the matter is as yet only hypothetical, even should these

pecuniary advantages be vastly greater than they have been ever

represented. It all yet depends upon the settlement of an if. Jf

men can live more cheaply and have more of the comforts of life

with less labor,

—

if they can avoid the toil, and the anxiety, and

the thousand nameless cares, that, with a large portion of mankind,

attend the isolated household state,

—

if all this can be without the

risk of any moral or spiritual damage far surpassing all physical

benefits,

—

if it can be done without at all interfering with paternal

authority, or filial obligation, or aflccting any of those sacred do-

mestic institutions which arc the nurseries of almost all the native

virtues to which fallen human nature may yet lay claim,

—

IF, we
sa}', all this could be safely ctfectcd, then certainly the doctrine of

associationism would be worthy of our most ardent support ;

—

if

not, then all the riches, and plenty, and physical comforts, and

gratifications of art, and pleasures of the eye, and of the ear, and

of the fancy, that are so glov.-ingly set forlli on the pages of Fourier

and Brisbane, would not even bc<;in to compensate for the moral

sacrifice. Aside from this, carry the economical argument without

contradiction to its utmost extent of advantage, and it is of no value

in the right decision of the question.

But this is the very matter in controversy; and which no party

has a right to understand as alien to it. It is contended that there

are moral and religious considerations far outweighing any econo-

mical advantages ; that a life of toil, of anxiety, of poverty even,

if it be accompanied with the preservation of these sacred institu-

tions, is to be preferred to any amount of physical comfort which

may be purchased by their loss ; even if, without them, such phy-

sical comforts could be really supposed to have any long-continued

permanence. It may be contended, in short, that a ruder state of

society (should it be admitted that such mii^ht be the result) is to

be chosen rather than what might be thought to l)e physically the

highest civilization, when there is no longer that peculiar virtue

and that peculiar religion

—

sacra Dei, sancliqnc patres—the reve-
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rciicc for which can never truly exist separate from the divinely

jjisliuiied family state.

Now, in tiiis view of the matter, upon what ground can any one

who inakos pretensions to fairness in discussion, claim the right

of undrfstanding tliis question only in its first or economical as-

l>rfi * And docs not this, of itself, exliibit evidence that its moral

l»r.inni;« cannot bear the light of rigid examination ? The party

in»i^;.riijK)n regarding it simply as a question of cheap hving ; and

ii lis t)}^poiicnl chooses to take a wider view of the matter, and to

Xr^cc il u\ all its moral and social relations, he would spring upon

i.ijM ihc j)icvious question, and exclude it as not coming within his

usit'fsUiiuling of tlie subject.

Orlainly neither Fourier nor Brisbane was willing thus to treat

II. To lh(.' great apostle of the doctrine must certainly be conceded

Uir arulctiess and consistency of seeing that the successful carry-

U5JJ out «if his .scheme, in any aspect, necessarily involved the most

ra ijr.-.l thatif^os in almost all the moral and social relations ; that

|{ inu»t -^really modify, to say the least, all the common views in

rcsp'-ct lo marriage, filial obedience, paternal authority, religious

(i'-'v trir.o, and education. He saw how utterly inconsistent with

his new revelation must be the maintenance of certain religious

crc-rds, and therefore the infidel Frenchman coolly set forth as the

rc!i^;ion of the phalanx a Christianity which should have no dog-

mas—or, rather, only one, namely, that which most dogmatically

dc-!i!cd and co.ndemned all dogmas. In the favorite language of a

rr rl.iin transcendental school which coalesces most naturally with

tlic philosophy of associationism, it was to be all religion and no

throlom/. Hence Fourier most consistently enters into a close

CAinuinalion of all these topics as inseparable from iiis theory. He
discusses carefully the subject of education, boldly tells us that

the pitcrnal authority must give w^ay to that of the- phalanx, and

condemns the "isolated family" relation as utterly inconsistent

with ihc VC17 first principles of his scheme. He shrinks from none

of the legitimate deductions which inevitably flaw from his starting

doctrine of passional attraction, but boldly traces it out to the

v.cakening and overthrow of the permanent marriage institution.

'I'hc two principal writers among his followers in this country keep

close, in the main, to the same track ; except that they stand back
a hule from some of those conclusions so much better adapted lo

the Jiicridian of France, in Fourier's day, although they find it irn-

I'Uihihlc to 'deny the rigid logic by which they are derived from

lund.unontal premises, admitted by them as fully as by their

master.
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In the discussion of this question, it was clearly the part of the

asscrter of the new scheme—and especially in view of this re-

markahle stipulation—to have presented distinctly what ho under-

stood associationism to be in that financial, practical, or economical

aspect to which he intended to confme it. Instead of this, hovr-

evcr, his commencement is marked by the widest theorizing about

the laws of nature and natural rights ; thus himself betraying a

consciousness that there was far more included in the question

than he had at first chosen to regard as contained in its terms. A

succinct statement of those merely practical and financial results,

which were expected from it under the aspect of an enlarged part-

nership, might have presented a case to which the other side

would, perhaps, have made no objection ; especially if there had

been an express exclusion of those features of association from

which the moral objections arise. But then it would have been

no longer Fourierism, and there would, perhaps, have been no

ground'^of discussion. It would iiardly have been worth the while

to occupy even one large column of a nev/spaper with a contro-

versy respecting the merits of any mere scheme of partnership, or

tenancy in common, or mutual insurance, or the formation of a

trades-union, or any other project of association for pecuniar)'

benefit, which left all the social and domestic relations, and all

educational institutions, untouched. And so the leading party

himself evidently felt it ; for he very soon finds himself brought

up against that most perplexing subject of education. Here the

real difficulty, the very pinch of the controversy, commences. Now

neither Brisbane nor Fourier had had any trouble about this. They

most consistently march right up to the only conclusion which the

social philosophy of the pluvlanx will admit. They lay it down, in

the most explicit and unmistakable terms, that parental authority

is no longer to have any control in this matter. The will of the

phalanx must supersede that of the parent ; and that, not only on

the ground that this course cannot be avoided in consistency with

the higher regulations of the general body, but because their doc-

trine of 2i<^'ssio7ial attraction brings out liie conclusion, that the

father is often the most unfit person to direct in the education of

his own son. The reason assigned for this is, that "he is most

likely to impose upon him his own tastes, whicii may be very dif-

ferent from the passional attractions of the child." The latter is

even to be more influenced by other children of nearly his own

age, than by the advice and authority of the author of his being.

" The whole -mechanism of the passional series,'' it is said, " tvould

be destroyed, if the son inherited the tastes of the father:' Again
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\TC arc loKI, that ''nature, in order to counteract all these defects

of jxitcrnnl education, gives to the child a repugnance for the

Imnns ('/' ///'' father and tutor ; the child wishes to command and

no! to oiiKY the father. . . . The natural instructors of children are

iho\r It It::!'- superior in age^ Wc have not quoted the worst of

jl. Thi'M: who wish to see much more to the same effect, ma}'

rt i-.Mi'.i IJri.shane's book, from page 412 to 42S ; and also the work

Ufhirr n-vicw, pac;es 2S, 29, &c.

Il.-re is ihe tiuh commandment, and all the train of virtues and

ur. !j;itf;.l hlrssings which spring from its observance, banished at

o?u r j'rotsj this new social polit)-. Now the leading party in this

o.«iti*>'ion—wc are glad to do him the justice to say it—was not

|<r •..i.'cd 10 go this length ; neither was he well able to stop short

cl •,.'»lli<^Ils reached by these founders of the school, without de-

|«iM:i!f: from that idea of the phalanx which was fundamental iu

Xhc |.>w<t»l ground of associalionism.

Th** niiliji'ci of education could not be wholly avoided
;
but a

m—t f;cncral .-laloinent is made, "that it would be the special

ch.'ir},'C of counselors elected by all the adult members, who would

tiko care that the very best talents were to be from time to time

employed in this department." This is accompanied by the decla-

ralii'ii of an opinion, "that all true teachers are created such, not

tnantifacturcd ;'' (see page 21 ;) and here is about all that we have

on a subject to which Fourier and Brisbane consistently devote a

l;ir!;o part of their works, and which, it is admitted, association

must most essentially modify in all its features and fundamental

ITim-iplcs. In reply to a complaint of the poverty of this answer,

.Mui to inferences deduced from the admitted doctrines of Fourier-

j*ii!, the respondent is unguardedly referred to the acknowledged
" writings of associalionists," and is told that " if he had attended

10 ihem he might have seen how his obstacles were to be sur-

mounted." In return, the other side draws largely upon the works

of lliusc associationists who must be regarded, above all others, as

standard authorities, if any such the system can claim.

'I'iic respondent regarded this as fairly opening to him ground

iioin which the letter of the terms of discussion might seem to

have excluded him. Our own opinion of the matter may be ex-

j»rcf<«.cd in few words. The stipulation aforesaid was absurd, and

of a nature very soon to defeat itself. It could have no effect to

»hui out ihc respondent from any conclusions he might logically

draw from any first positions of the school. The other party, in

If j-.ly, had no right to say that he did not understand those infer-

ences as forming any part of the doctrine of association, but was

Vol. VIII.—

3
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bound to show, if he could, the unsoundness of the reasoning by

which they were deduced. In another point of view it was equally

nugatory. In showing that such and such conclusions result from

certain acknowledged positions, it is a mode of reasoning perfectly

fair and legitimate, to appeal to the elTcct they have produced on

the minds of others who have given the closest attention to the

system,—who were its most ardent and consistent advocates,—who

w^ere placed in most favorable situations for its examination, and

who were the most free from any counter influences which might

prevent the doctrine from maturing (in their study of it) into its

legitimate developments. This is a proper and very good colla-

teral argument in showing the ivUural termination of certain courses

of thought. We see where the most consistent travelers invariably

come out, and we say, without hesitation, that the road must ne-

cessarily lead directly there. The argument has great weight for

almost any class of minds, and the respondent might therefore

justly resort to it for the legitimate purpose of showing his readers

that the ''understanding'' of the other party was wrong. Such

and such, he might say, and does say, are the natural resuhs of

your scheme, and its admitted fundamental dogma of ''passio7ial

attractiofi," in respect to education, marriage, rehgion, &c. I do

not thus ''understand'' it, says the other party, and therefore you

have no right to use it against me. Your understanding, it is

replied, is wrong ; and, among other arguments, I prove it by the

fact that such were the understandings and int'crences of the very

founders of your school,—of your most eulogized and almost deified

apostle,—of your ablest rcasoner, placed in the most favorable cir-

cumstances "for the investigation and free utterance of the only

possible conclusion.

In discussions like this, it is the part of wisdom to seize at once

on some stron"- ground or grounds, which, with the least waste of

collateral argu'rnent, may command the most speedy and conclu-

sive decision of the whole matter. The respondent, we think, has

done so. There are one or two positions of this kind that he

keeps in view throughout, never suflcring any considerations drawn

solely from the economical aspect of the question, or any moving

appeals which the other party so skillfully introduces respecting

the miseries of the present social state, to draw him from these

impregnable strongholds. One of these has reference to the bear-

ing of association on the domestic relations. Would it in fact de-

stroy the family, or what Brisbane and Fourier ever condemn

under the opprobrious name of the " isolated household?" If so,:

there is no great benefit or wisdom in discussing other points of

3*
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jnorc economy. This, to borrow one of the favorite technics of

llio Foiirici- scliool, is the "pivot" question, which, in the minds

vi aU serious and religious men, should settle the whole matter.

Wc know that association is regarded as having this effect by all

I'hc u)os\ consistent writers of the sect. They glory in it on this

vory arrnmit, as destroying a mischievous institution which they

rffjnrd af ihc nursery of all narrow, and selfish, and unsocial feel-

Wft. 'J'hcro is, moreover, nothing in association which can be at

ttil »aui Jo resemble or to take the place of the secluded household,

—• Uuit rincicnt kingdom ordained of God, wheie the father is both

ksr.j* and priest, where the mother is the subordinate though coun-

•flsntr aulliorily, and where the children, when taught as they

*U'uUi he laught, grow up into the idea and feeling of filial reve-

ff ncp nnd filial piety, as the earliest and most abiding types of the

frvrrtncc due to the " God of families" and Father of the race.

In \hc |!li:dan\ there can be no feeling of ho?-/ie, as the' parents'

h^nir, with all tiic associations connected with that holy word.

The nearest approach to it might consist in the temporary inhabita-

Ij.-.'n of contiguous apartments, like the boarders in a large hotel

;

and oven this would be liable every moment to be broken up by

the distribution of the groups and series into which the anti-do-

jncstic band must constantly be arranged and rearranged in follow-

ing out tlie law of passional attraction. i\Iothers, even, must be

scj^ratcd from their children, we are told by the best authorities,

and innncnse nurseries take the place of that secluded apartment

which is all the world to its tender inmates, and where God de-

eiizncd they should be taught those first lessons of authority which

inculcaic the doctrine that the highest good, and the most useful

di*rip!ine, can only be secured by early putting their passional

attmctions under wholesome, although it may be severe, restraint.

Huw can a man read his Bible, and its most solemn declarations

respecting the duties of husband and wife, parent and child, master

and servant, without feeling that God does most expressly sanction

liic family institution? And who that has any thorough experience
of nnnkind but must confess, that the early associations of home,
and its wliolcsome authority, are the great defense of almost all the

virt'ic there is in the world, and one chief cause which prevents
anh from presenting a picture of hell?

Jt is ilie holy institution which secures to us at the same time
t.jc hit-swings of society and seclusion; the one as the rule, the

olJKT as the salutary exception. The best of all possible condi-
tions for the human soul, is found in that blessed state in which
the most of our time is passed in the retirement of the family to
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whicli we belong, as head or members, with the occasional meet-

ing of our fellow-men in the friendly visits of social intercourse, or

in the transactions of necessary public business, or in the house

and worship of God on the holy sabbath. In this condition, one

mode of life sweetly tempers and relieves the other. The social

feelings are cultivated without interi'cririg witii the discipline which

requires meditation, either in solitude or surrounded only by those

whom we can almost regard as part of ourselves, and to whom our

inmost thoughts may be communicated without restraint. " It is

good for man that he sit {or dmeU) aIo!ic ;" and that he be thus

much in the company of his own thoughts. It is the great evil of

the present day that this is almost reversed. Society, with its

many means of frequent and public intercourse, is becoming the

rule, and family seclusion the exception. In proportion, however,

as this gets to be the case, the cirecls are found to be most perni-

cious, not only on the minds of children, but even of the older

members of the family. A man might better suffer many pri-

vations, and the inferior comforts of a much inferior dwelling,

and of a much plainer table, than to bring up his children in a

boarding-house, even if much cheaper; or in any condition in

which theij never strongly form the idea of home, or of the whole-

some conservative associations connected with it. At the utmost

peril to their offspring do parents follow a mode of life that ever

prevents their feeling the force of tliat word and that impression.

It is ever found that even the best men lose some of the restraints

of virtue when abroad in the world, and away from the bosom of

their families. They fect.lhcmselvcs witiiout restraint, because

all around them arc relatively in a like condition, unfettered by
domestic duties, and therefore irresponsible. Hence life in cities

is ever more relaxed than in the country; and just in proportion

as we approach the anti-domestic and public state required in asso-

ciation, vice is ever found to increase. The same men are ever

worse when acting in masses and phalanxes than when aloive. A
public or corporation conscience is ever weaker than the individual

Without the family and the family altar, the church, we verily be-

lieve, would not long be continued on earth ; and without this

imperium in irnpcrio, which is the nur.-^c of all the social affections,

and of the first ideas of authority and obedience, the state would
soon cease to exist, as a power ordained of God. Even a hea-

then philosopher could say

—

In oris etfocis est rcspuhlica ; and the

earliest religions, in tficir symbols of thn eternal fire, intimated that

all political life came from ever cherishing the fructifying warmth
of the sacred domestic feelings of the family hearth. We car-
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lainly would not bring back the worship of the Lares and Penates,

but \vc would rather have our children deeply imbued even with

jiupcrslition, than see them given up to the ungodly influences of

ihc anli-domcstic, and therefore—notwithstanding all its contrary

pretensions—the really and ultimately anti-social phalanx.

^^'c know that the home does not always realize the picture that

has boon drawn ; and nothing is more common than for the ene-

mies of the "isolated household" to talk of the "domicils of

wrctcl'.edncss" that are often found in large cities. Even these

poor lioincs, we contend, are better than none ; but they have no

ri^lit to resort to the Five Points for illustrations of what God in-

tended lijc family should be, and what, with all its imperfections,

It ever tends to be, Avhen the furthest removed from that crowded

stale in which it becomes more and more assimilated to the op-

posing system.

If association, then, must, in its practical operation, break up

the household, it is enough for every serious and religious man.

This point once established, and there is no need of rambling over

any wide extent of collateral argument. Its advocates may paint

in the most gloomy colors the miseries of the present social state
;

yet still, if their remedy require the dissolution of the family, it is

worse tiian any aspect of the disease. Whatever advantages of a

physical or economical kind it may offer are too dearly paid for.

That such is its tendency and inevitable result, we need not stop

to prove. It is not only admitted as one of the best-established

facts in respect to association, but is even gloried in by Fourier

and his most consistent disciples, as one of the chief excellences

of his scheme. There is nothing against which they exliibit a

more violent dislike than what they arc fond of terming thf' " nar-

row," the "selfish," the " anti-social," "isolated houseiiuld.*'

Another of these fundamental positions in tlie Fourier theory,

the proper decision of which disposes of the whole matter, is found

in their favorite doctrine of ^'passiojial allraction ;'" and to this,

too, the respondent, in the discussion under review, has directed

liis attention in a manner worthy of its supreme importance. The
other party is evidently disposed to regard it as "mere theory" or

as one of those incidental speculations which have little or no

bc.iring on wliat he would style the '^ practical aspect of associa-

tion. Now if there is any one thing fundamental in the scheme
of Fourier, it is this doctrine of passional attraction. We do not

rncaii by this, however, that it is anything new or peculiar. It is

llif; old form of error pervading almost every system of irreligious

phiiosophy or sensual ethics. It is the old Epicureanism, appear-
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ing under the more alluring guise of the sentimental school of

Rousseau. According to it, the great end of existence is enjoy-

ment. IMan's chief end is to enjoy himself. It is, as some of the

old heathen taught, vivere secundum naturcwi—" to live according-

to nature," as the highest rule of action, revealing itself, not in the

conscience, but in the prompting desires of tlic individual; or, as

it has been termed by a leading writer of tlic Fourier school, " the

decrees of the heart." We certainly do Fouricrisra full justice,

and fairly state its leading doctrine, when we say that it designs to

discover a method in which every passion of every individual shall

promptly fmd its gratification, with no obstruction, or the least

possible obstruction, to the full gratification of the desires of others.

In regard to the society taken collectively, as one existence, it is

true without any qualification v.hatcvcr. Its great end is the most
intense enjoyment, unmeasured and unchecked by anything but its

ability, and means of gratification. Of such a state, even if it

could be secured, and secured to all elernily, we hesitate not to

say, that instead of being a blessing, no greater curse could ever

be inflicted by Heaven on those whom it had wholly abandoned to

themselves. If enjoyment be the end, it must of course give the

law, if law it can be called, to all below. Virtue, then, if there

be any virtue, can only exist in the subordinate station of a means

;

and as this implies a contradiction—as virtue must be an end or

nothing—it follows that, in such a scheme, there can be no true

morality, which always must liuvc regard to a law above nature,

of wiiich enjoyment is the reward and not the end. Fourierism

would, in fact, destroy licentiousness, l)y making all things licit.

The respondent has given a most thorough examination to this

main feature in the Fourier doctrine of association. He regards it

as containing, more than any other jwrt, the concentrated poison

of the whole scheme, and as presenting a polar opposition to the

cardinal precept of Christianity. It is in this point that the two
systems directly repel each other. The doctrine of passional at-

traction is the direct antithesis of the self-denial of the gospel.

Christianity and the Scriptures treat man as being now lost, be-

cause he is in that state of nature, which—if by some scheme it

pan only be enjoyed without interruption—Fourier regards as his

perfection. lie is now turned away from Cod to the followin"- of

his own will, and this will follows instead of governing his pas-

sional attractions. His voluntas is ever in some shape voluptas,

whether in a higher or lower, a more gross or a more refined, ma-
nifestation ;

whether it be the "lust of the flesh, the lust of the
eye, or the pride of life." This in his natural state he calls his
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fn-rdom ; the Scriptures style it
—" walking after the desires and

ima-^indiio.is of his own heart.''' Now the design of Ciiristianity is

to bring man back from this state of nature into a state of grace—
to tlciivcr liini from the cruel bondage of the flesh and the desires

tiicfcof, and from the tyranny of his own will, itself held captive

by the pas-xional attractions of things without. It aims to introduce

iiiiii lo ihc ''perfect Jaw of lihertij," or that liberty which is only

(ovuu! in ihc voluntary submission of the soul to a law out of itself

an Wi hij;licsl and most blessed state. To this state of grace, so

\A\cr\y iHiknown to the Fourier philosophy, Christianity has respect

IM it^' leading article of faith, and in its leading practical precept

in harmonious combination. The first is the cross of Christ as

the poll- i^round of justification, and the other the doctrine of self-

ilf ntal, Tiic soul is justified through the self-denial of Him who,

8Uh<-u;^l» *' in the form of God, humbled himself to the form of a

»frvanl," tiial we might be exalted ; who became poor that we
ini^ht be rich ; who died that we might live. And tliis life into

w h:ch he saves us is tlie new life of the soul, denying the passional

aitractiojis of the flesh, and the world, and nature, and ever rising

above ihcm into In'gher and higher degrees of freedom, until it

roaches llic "glorious liberty of the sons of God"—that liberty

\shich finds deliverance from the tyranny of nature in a voluntary

fcubmission to a law above it.

'I'iie self-denial of the gospel, then, is a very different thing from

liial Epicurean counterfeit which might have place, for a time,

even in the Fourier ethics, and which simply consists in refusing a

present enjoyment as a means to a higher future gratification ; or,

lo use a homely yet just comparison, might induce a man to go

without liis dinner that he might have a better appetite and a

lir-.'.t-r enjoyment in his supper. Instead of this refinement of

Kpicurcanism, the self-denial of tlic gospel is a good per se ; it is

an rnd in itself, although ever advancing to a higher valuation of

ihc essential good contained in it. It is good for the soul thus to

hvc a life above nature. It is its health, its well-being, its blcssed-

lics?, ihus to be in harmonious subjection to a law out of and above
ii-^'-lf, instead of being under the never-satisfied and never-yielding
lyrruiny—the KoXaoiv alwvLov—of its own raging passions, or pas-

»;t'n>il attractions.

1
1
mice it must begin its Christian course by opposing nature,

ar:d oj.j.osing itself. It must go back lo God by reversing the steps
a I'H-'K at Its departure, when it was induced by the serpent lempta-
licn lo .Mjck that good in nature wiiich can only be found in obcdi-
» J"C ruid in hw. Ever since it desired lo have its portion of goods
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in this world, it has been floating down the stream ; if it would
ever return to God and true liappincss, it must go back against the

current. Its first sins were pride and unbelief; its first virtues, or

its first exercises of spiritual life, must be faith and repentance.

The first frait of its false liberty was the following its passional

attractions ; its first steps toward true freedom must be m the road

of self-denial and the cross. Now how utterly out of place must
all this be felt to be in the Fourier scheme, even although it had
uttered no direct word in opposition ; how irreconcilable the ideas

;

how alien to each other the spirit of the two philosophies !

Hence the Scriptures represent the present life as intended for a

scene of conflict and discipline. In this way the very curse is con-

verted into a blessing. Instead of its being the end of man, vivei-e

secundum naturain, it is rather to contend with nature every day
of his existence. Instead of its being his highest duty to study and
observe her laws—according to the favorite philosophy of a nu-
merous school, of which the disciples of Fourier form onlv one
phalanx—he is often called 1o break them. He must sometimes
even give his body to be burned ; he must take up his cross, though
in direct defiance of all his most cherished passional attractions.

Hence, too, there arc many things in human life, of which the

Fourierite complains, that Providence intended should exist as the
necessary means of this salutary discipline through which men
travel from nature to grace—from the liberty of passion to the

liberty of law. All false schemes of reform are as powerless to

prevent them as Julian was to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem.
Hence there must and ever will be, and it is good for man that

there ever should be, in tliis v/orld, severe toil, and many priva-

tions, and many desires ungratified. It is a yoke imposed upon
the sons of Adam, but ever becoming lighter, just in proportion as

men submit to it, and learn the ends for which it was designed.

Those are very far from blessed who succeed in making their

escape from it, and most aocurscd is he whom Heaven has given
up to the gratification of every passion, even although such a state

could be conceived of as extending through etermty.

The design of law, as revealed in tlie J'lble, is not alone to keep
one being from interrupting the gratifications of another, but to

produce a salutaiy restraint that would be needed, even if there

were but one moral agent except God himself in the universe. It

is not a necessary evil, the less of which the better, but the soul's

moral health. It is a good for man—a good in itself—that he
should be governed, that he should be subject to law, and that, too,
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to all eternity. "Heaven and earth," says Christ, "shall pass

away, hut one jot or little of the law shall never fail.''

Hence also the disciplinary importance of many of those institu-

tions wiilj which Fourierism would dispense as hinderances to the

tmrheckoil developments of passional attraction. In this hght, too,

as well as in the other aspects in which we have viewed it, we see

ihc iinnuMise value of the secluded family discipline. Here the

chiiJ ^ilould be—and to some extent, undoubtedly, even in the

in'»l imperfect households, ever is—initiated into that first mystery

\\\rc\i js above nature, namely, submission to lawful authority,

i<^3uuig to a recognition of the higher authority of the State, and of

\\.a\ mil liighcr law from which must be seen to flow the true life

<>( nil hubordinate institutions. Here he begins to learn the doc-

UiriP. fio strange at first to the human soul, that there really are

juf^jon.il attractions to he opposed, and that there is a nature

which \vc are to resist. In regard to the early discipline of chil-

drrn, liic Scriptures and Fourier are in a state of direct antagonism.

" /.' 15 iToo//," says the Bible, '*' that a man should hear the yoke in

Ins yotilJi.^' It is not a result of the false institutions of society,

hut it is a wisdom higher than human, which gives us up, first to

the restraint of parents, then of schoolmasters, then of civil rulers,

ilscn of church authorities ; so that the whole life of man becomes

a scene of discipline, the more rigid and extensive, the better for

the soul.

There are many other topics of deep interest suggested by the

j>onjsal of this discussion, but our time and space will not permit

us lo dwell upon them. We cannot help, however, adverting to

»ornc of the peculiar methods of argumentation employed by the

I^r\ilirii; party. He evidently feels pressed by the immense diffi-

culty of excluding the moral aspects of the question, in the effort

Ki treai it simply as one of finance or practical economy. He is

like Mr. Webster's strong man in a morass. The logical power,

acijteness, and strong common sense, for which the writer is so

justly disling\iished when unembarrassed, seem here to have de-

serted him. In endeavoring to parry the irresistible blows by

vvliich his system, in its moral aspects, is assailed, he seems fre-

*i".et)tly 10 abandon facts for sentiment, and reasoning for those

il'-'clamatory rhapsodies, which, whether true or false, leave en-

tirely unaffected all the strong points of the argument. He dwells

jnuch—aud invariably when most pressed—upon the miseries of

the present social state, and th.e inefficiency of the church. He
Jrswg the most striking pictures of the selfishness of mankind,
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and tlie recklessness with which every one pursues his own in-

terest without caring how, in so doing, he may trample on the

rights and interests of others. In all this, he never seems to feel

how strongly it bears against those views of liuman nature, and its

.freedom from any evil passional attractions, Avhich are fundamental

in the Fourier scheme. Neitiier docs he soem to be aware how

it conhrms the strong position so often and with so much power

presented by his opponent,—namely, that the rectification of the

moral disorders of society is to be found in the efficacy of the gos-

pel upon individual souls ; a gospel which shall teach the rich

humility, the poor content;—which shall subdue tiic strife of con-

flicting passional attractions, by steadily directing the mind to that

high ground of a future life, from whose sublime elevation the

jealousies and inequalities of this probation scene vanish into utter

insignificance. Tiierc is more wisdom and more Christianity in

one sentence in Aristotle's Politics, than in all the philosophy of

Fourier. " It is of far more importance," he says, (Politic, lib.

ii, 4,) " to equalize the passions of men than their estates"

—

\idX}.ov

ydp 6el rag eTziOvjuag 6/zaA<V'-n' v ~ug oi'oiag.

Admitting, however, all that is said respecting the miseries of

the present social state, still it by no means follows that Fourier-

ism is the remedy, or that it may not be far worse than the disease

it professes to cure. In this respect the leading party seems to be

under a perfect hallucination, if lie does not rather betray the fact,

that his predominant principle of feeling and action is to rail at all

existing institutions, and especially the church. All the evils of

the world, all cases of oppression, of famine, of pestilence, of crime

and licentiousness, he seems to regard as being necessarily so

many arguments on his side of the question
;
just as though a man

should regard it as establishing liie iruiii of hydropathy, or homoeo-

pathy, simply because he had shown that the world was full of

disease and death. In pressing such arguments he seems to have

no regard to resemblances or analogies. He does not hesitate to

reason from the case of the starving Irish, to that of the farmers

of Albany or Columbia counties, groaning under a feudal tyranny

whicii enables them to have fuller barns nnd longer purses than

the great mass of the allodial fee-holders in the state.

A similar device of reasoning is employed, when the party

presses into his service every institution which bears any resem-

blance to association in its merely economical aspect. Does any

one, for example, recommend a scheme of mutual insurance, it is

at once claimed as an argument, and freciucnlly styled :\conccssi07i{l)

in favor of Fourierism. And so in regard to any notice of an Odd-
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Fellowship association, or of any union of men professedly for any

purpose of rendering assistance to each other; it is at once pro-

nounced an encouraging omen of " the good time coming," and all

who s]tcak favorably of anything of the kind arc hailed as "already

liaviih( commenced the alphabet, and mastered the first letters of

Ftiuricrisin." So, too, let a word be said by any writer or speaker

in f.ivor of any sclieme for improving the condition of the poor,

—

for dunimshing the number of hours of daily labor, or for giving

ninrc time to mental improvement,—does any one, in short, even

Fpo:ik of ihc " toiling millions" in tones of commiseration, straight-

way with an absurd and even ludicrous self-complacency he is

tluirned as a Fourierilc. Should he be an open opponent of asso-

cialionisni, all such language is most sapiently urged as triumphant

proof of the writer's inconsistency, or as furnishing an iMianswera-

bic argument against himself. We know too well the power and

clcirness of logic often manifested by the editor of the Tribune, to

bolicvc fur a moment that he really can regard as legitimate or co-

gent reasoning, assumptions so unfounded as these.

.Such combinations for mutual benefit differ from associationisni

as taught by Fourier, and, as the latter is essentially constituted,

just in ilie very points where it is most objectionable. In other

words, they leave unaffected all the social, domestic, parental, filial,

and conjugal relations. If Fourierism did the same, it would be-

come identical with them. It would, however, in that case, have

no philosophy, no parade of science, nothing new, nothing to jus-

tify the extravagant encomiums which have been bestowed on the

" immortal Fourier,"—in short, nothing at all worthy of the elabo-

rate discussion which has been given to it.

In the minds of serious and Christian men it should be a con-

clusive argument against Fourierism, that it does not rest at all on

ihe IJible. Indifference here, or mere negative e\'chision, is infi-

delity. There are many subjects on which it would be out of place

to refer to the authority of the Holy Scriptures, simply because such

subjects belong to departments in which revelation docs not assume

to enlighten us. This may be said to be the case in matters of

."-trici science. It may also be true in some branches of political

philosophy ; though here we are inclined to think the word of God
shuuld have an authority which many are not disposed to concede
t'j 11. Jiut in schemes for social regeneration, in whicli the great

arid fundamental questions are, or ever ought to be,—What is man?
^^ ii.il is his true nature ? What is his moral state ? What are his

txuc rchuions to the world of men around him, to the material and
animal world beneath him, and to the spiritual world above him?
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—in such schemes, we say, involving such questions, to leave out

all considcralion of the authority of that book which professes to

contain, not only a revelation of God and divine things, but also,

and in a main degree, a revelation of man unto himself; to have,

in short, no recourse to the Bible in sucli examinations, or not to

have frequent and confiding recourse to it, or to build up a social

scheme without it, and to the exchision of no feature which would

have been admitted had tlic Bible never been known to have had

existence,—this is sheer infidchly—heartless, contemptuous infi-

delity. No matter what eulogiums some of the writers of the

school may pronounce on Christ ; no matter how they may employ

two or three grossly perverted texts about the kingdom of heaven

on earth, and good-will to man, and the law of love ; it is a dis-

paraging rejection of that which professes to be a light from heaven

shining in a dark world, and from the illumination of whose rays

no truly Christian mind would ever think of straying for a moment,

on any question connected with the moral nature of man. We say,

then, that, whether it rail or not, it is infidelity of the most heart-

less kind. Its studied silence is more contemptuous and insulting

when regarded in its connection with such themes, than the openly

malignant opposition and profane ribaldry of the scoffer.

On this ground alone we hesitate not to say that Charles Fourier

was an infidel, without any faith in the supernatural character of

either the Old or the New Testament. But this is not all. His

fundamental positions in resi)cct to human nature and human des-

tiny are in diametrical opposition to those of the Scriptures. His

whole philosophy on these points is alien to that of Paul and

Jesus. This is most conclusively shown by the respondent in the

discussion ; and to it we refer the reader for much fuller detail

of argument than we can bestow in this review. Suffice it to say,

that the French reformer utterly denies the facts of the fall and of

human depravity, coolly assumes grounds which totally nullify all

the great doctrines of atonement, of regeneration by a divine power,

of self-denial, and of the cross ; and then, in contemptuous disparage-

ment of the revealed wisdom of God, would must absurdly attempt

to prove that the evils of human nature proceed from society, rather

than that the evils of society are the direct result of the corruption

of human nature. In the face, too, of all this, they still have the

folly, if not dishonesty, to insist that in the Fourier society all de-

nominations of Christians may engage on an equal footing, and
with equal consistency.

Such is the scheme wliich, along with a kindred philosophy on

many other points, has been for years circulated through our land
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ill Uic column? of the New-York Tribune. This journal puts in

t vor a threat claim to the merit of fairness and neutrality in respect

to ilicoloi^ical opinion and discussion. Sometimes, in answer to

ihc comphunts of correspondents, it takes a position which, when

viewed it) connection with the facts, is absolutely ludicrous. "We
cnnnol have our columns," it often says, "occupied with matters

of theology or the discussion of controverted religious points."

New, is it possible that any one could have read the New-York

Tri!a)i!C for years, and yet have been ignorant of the length, and

!..rc;idtli, and depth, and real nature of its theology? Does the edi-

tor imagine that by such declarations of neutrality, there can be

kept out of sight what is so perfectly transparent as the religious

rp:fH(U)s which are known to find favor in his journal, and which

):.; has so long, and so indefatigably, and under so many appear-

nnrcs, and in so many modes of conveyance, been infusing into the

public mind? There are many newspapers which we might read

kr years, and yet be ignorant of anything beyond the political, and

inerary, or scientific opinions of their conductors. But who is

ignorant of the theology of the Tribune ? What reader can be so

^implc as not to know—and that, too, judging solely from its daily

perusal—that this theology is the same with that of Parker and the

Roxbury associationists, and the Harbinger, and Ralph Waldo
Emerson, and George Sands, and Charles Fourier, and that whole

class, who, with some shades of difference, do all unite in discard-

ing the supernatural character of the Bible as conclusive authority

in any social or moral question ? This journal has been unable to

conceal either its likings or its dislikes,—its prompt and lauding

reception of all new and startling ideas at war with the old faith

e.f llic churches, or its hearty and unrelaxing enmity to what the

great mass of believers regard as evangelical Christianity. It has

made no coarse and railing assaults, but its constant and most

adroitly managed influence has been ever steadily in favor of the

one, and against the other. Wherever it has been continuously

read from year to year, this unvarying prominence given to certain

aspecis of theology (without the alarm that might have been ex-

cited by the use of plain and open language) must have told pow-
crfn'ijy on the minds of the young. The children of pious parents

wlio have for a long time been permitted to read such a journal,

inuht have had their faith insensibly weakened in the Scriptures

a;ni creeds of their fathers, and unless divine grace restore them,
cannot hereafter look upon the Bible in the same light as though
ii'< «r unformed opinions had never been subjected to this hostile

»il?ucncc.
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It is, too, among just such a class of readers that peculiar cir-

cumstances have given it a most extensive circulation. Com-
mencing as the organ of a large and most respectable party, it found

its way into thousands of families it would never have reached,

had all the marked features of its subsequent course appeared

plainly and frankly set forth in the original prospectus ; if it had

openly said in the start, We intend to devote much of our space to

the advocacy of the doctrines of Charles Fourier ; we mean to be

zealous for the right of tenants to treat as feudal tyranny the per-

formance of their stipulations with their landlords ; we mean al-

ways to make room for every atheistical tirade of Robert Owen,

whatever may be its length ; we mean warmly to advocate some

of the most ultra and unconstitutional measures of abolitionism.

But not to dwell on its connection in other respects with almost

all the radicalism and infidelity of the day,—what right, we ask,

had it to open its columns for so long a lime, for the spreading of

these abominable tenets of Charles Fourier? What right had it to

present this infidel philosophy to the children of those who had

taken it for so very dififcrent a purpose, and who composed in the

main a portion of the conmiunily inclined, professedly at least, to

conservative views both in politics and theology ? It is all trifling

to say that this was a separate concern, a private matter of dealing

with the Fourier lecturer. All who are known to be in the habit

of reading the journal, and on whose patronage it was expected to

depend, had an interest in such a contract. A man publishes a

bad book on his own responsibihty. People may buy it or not as

they choose. But the known circle of readers of a daily journal,

especially if they had been induccil to take it on well-known grounds

of a political nature, have certainly some right to a voice in the

question, whether or no it shall be the vehicle of wdiat they must

regard as a daily stream of infiucHty. As well might a clergyman,

pretending to be orthodox, claim the right of permitting an infidel

or a Universalist to occupy liis pulpit every afternoon, or, at least, in

the evening, if the regular occupant had punctually discharged his

duties during the day; with as much justice might he tell those

who complained of such a proceeding, to leave, or stay away from,

the church, as the editor of such a journal to assume that his higliiy

respectable circle of readers—a very large portion of them serious

and religious men—or the numerous party of which it professed to

be the organ, had no right to find fault with any such private sale

and arrangement of his columns. The forbearance of the readers

of this paper has been astonishing. It has doubtless been caused

by a strong conviction thai its editor has many redeeming qualities,
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aoih of mind and heart, which tend to palhate the mischief of his

I'llsc philosophy. They justly give him credit for talent of the

hi':;hcsi order, for honesty of purpose, and a sincere feeling of

philaiilhropy. Surely, in gratitude for this, he is bound to keep

ironi liis columns whatever may offend the religious feelings of

that lar"-c class of serious men by whom such forbearance has

been so long and so kindly exercised.

Art. III.

—

Hisiory of the English Revolution of IGIO, commonly

(ailed the Great Rebellion : from the Accession of Charles I.

Ui his Death. By F. GuizoT, the Prime Minister of France.

Ncw-York : D. Appleton & Co., 200 Broadway. 1846.

'!'/,'• Letters and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell, with Elucidations.

By Thomas Caulyle. New-York: Wm. H. Colyer, No. 5

Ilnguc-strcet. 1816.

Thr Protector: a Vindication. By J. H. Merle D'Aubigne,

D. 1). New-York : Robert Carter, 58 Canal-street. 1847.

Altiiouoii two articles, written with distinguished ability, have

ilready appeared in this Review on the subject of Oliver Crom-

well and the revolution with which his name is connected, yet, as

no portion of English history has been so studiously misrepre-

^ciitcd, or is of deeper interest to the present generation, it is not,

[)crh;ips, presumptuous in the writer to think that the subject is

still unexhausted, and will bear to be brought to the attention of

the reader again.

After the death of Cromwell the reins of government fell back

inlo the hands of the Stuarls, and the task of giving to posterity

a record of the events connected with his administration devolved

on those who were interested to heap indignity and disgrace on his

memory. Hence the stream of history has been polluted, and the

iharacier of the Protector comes down to us distorted by the pre-

judiced and malicious colorings of Hume and Clarendon.

•The professed object of the volumes quoted at the head of our

article is to correct these errors, and to set Cromwell right before

ill'-- world. Tiie work of M. (niizot is incomplete, the present

vi'lumc being only a prelude to the History of the Commonwealth,
which is yet to be published. It takes us down only to the death
of the king, and breaks off when the story is at the height of its

mjcrcsl. The author has sought out his facts diligently, but he
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has discriminated badly in the choice of his authorities, and has

followed too much in the beaten track of English history. He

does not appear to have properly understood or appreciated the

character of Cromwell.

The book of Mr. Carlyle is of a very diflerent character. That

original and extraordinary genius has discarded altogether the

colorings of prejudiced historians, and, collecting together the

letters and speeches of Oliver, has enabled us to judge of him

by his own words and acts, without the comments of infidelity or

the prejudiced insinuations of royalty. His book completely res-

cues the character of Cromwell from the odium which has been

attached to it, and awards to him the place in history to which his

great abilities and his distinguished services entitle him. It is

worthy of the eminent man whose name it bears.

The work of D'Aubignc is more unpretending than either of the

others, and better calculated for pop"ular use. The author follows

in the track which Carlyle marked out before him, and has drawm

his facts almost entirely from the work of his industrious prede-

cessor. It is written in a neat and flowing style, and cannot be read

without producing a strong impression in. favor of the Protector.

Indeed, the character of the work is well described by its title.

That portion of English history brought under review in these

volumes possesses a very peculiar interest in this country, and

indeed wherever true liberty is cherished. The great battle be-

tween Charles and his subjects—between despotism and freedom

—between the dead formulas of an established church and the

fundamental essentials of a spiritual religion—was fought for no

single generation, for no isolated laud; but its fruits have been

particularly abundant and glorious in the broad and beautiful coun-

try which we are proud to call our own.

Popular liberty was at this time almost quenched in every

country in Europe. In the strife between the great barons and

the crown, during the earlier days of the feudal system, the people

held, as it were, the balance of power, and, being Courted by both

of the contending parties, grew gradually into consequence, and

exercised a large influence in the government. It was during this

period that parliaments were established; and the principle of

popular representation was introduced to check the power of the

nobles on the one hand, and of the king on the other. But, as the

barons lost their power, and sunk quietly under the shadow of the

sovereign, the motive for allowing the pcoi)le to share in the govern-

ment was greatly diminished, and the whole power of the state fell

into the hands of the sovereign.
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This rclroTTade revolution—a revolution in favor of despotism,

And adverse, to liberty-was, at the period of the Rebellion, accora-

nhslicd in all the nations of the continent, and royalty, freed from

It,' ancient trammels, had become well nigh absolute. The pomp

of courts, the lust of conquest, the perpetuation of wars, the dis-

continuance of popular assemblies, the passive obedience of the

ijcuple all proclaimed the strong preponderance of royal power.

Knii'land was among the last to yield to these adverse influences.

She had, many years before, wrung from King John the Great

("i.arter, and she'had continued to maintain a representation in the

jj.ivcrnnient through the House of Commons ;
but these did not

prevent her from ultimately falling into the same current with her

rcntinenlal neighbors ; and every successive reign seemed to gain

^omc new advantage over human rights, till the last remnant of

liberty was nearly extinguished.

In'dcr the haughty tyranny of the last Henry the royal preroga-

livc was scarcely questioned. Parliament was still called togetlier,

but it was only the pliant instrument of the king's despotism.

Tlic courts of law, the ministers of religion, the haughty nobility,

and the obsequious commons, all strove which should be before-

iiand with the others in ministering to the king s capricious desires.

In the height of his arrogance he quarreled with the pope, and

caused ins parhamcnt to set up an independent religious establish-

ment, and to proclaim him "the only supreme head of the Church

of England on earth." The Reformation under Luther had pre-

pared the way for this daring measure, and a new and powcriul

clement was thus introduced into the state, which was destined to

shake the arbitrary power of the throne, and re-estabhsh the rights

of the subject.

To give success to his daring measures, the king was obliged to

countenance the disciples of Luther, foster the great Reformation,

and expose the practices of Rome. The public mind, aroused

frc-m the stupor of so many years, and released from the powerful

Mipcrstitions under which it had bowed itself, plunged at once into

u bca of bold and daring speculations, in pursuing v/hich it neither

ccnMihcd the new head of the church, nor the spiritual authorities

winch he had established.

Henry ^Yas alarmed, and proclaimed the fundamental principles

of lus new faith, beyond which his subjects were not to pass
:
but

although he jjersecuted Catholics and Protestants alike, piling up

I'aj^ots lor the one, and building scaflblds for the other, yet he could

tn.^ rcsirain the minds of men from rioting in that freedom which

\'t had been instrumental in bestowing. His subjects willingly

Vol.. ViII.-_4
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broke from tlie old establishmcnl, but no power could hold ihem

to the new. Catholics not only became Protestants, but Protest-

ants became Puritans, and Puritans soon began to question the

authority by \Yhich a wicked king imposed on the church of God

the forms of its worship and the doctrines of its belief.

Here was the commencement of the great English Rebellion,

which resuked so gloriously for tiic cause of human rights. It is

true that the strong arm with which Henry ruled the nation, and

the steady and popular reign of Ins daughter Ehzabeth, smothered

for awhile the flame which was thus kindled; but the death of

Elizabeth made way for tlie house of Stuart, with its succession

of weak and contemptible sovereigns, giving full scope to the bold

and independent elements which had been silently gathering

strength in the heart of the nation.

The twenty-two years of .Tames were marked by some disor-

ders and many bold complaints on the part of the people ; but it

was reserved for the tyranny of his son Charles to drive the people

into acts of open resistance. During the first three years of his

reign he dissolved three successive parliaments, because they

sought to redress some of the grievances of the state ; and, having

thrown into the tower the boldest advocates of popular rights, he

resolved to govern without the aid or counsel of his people.

Tyranny now took the place of law. The " Petition of Rights,"

which Charles had subscribed with his own hand, was disregarded;

ancient laws and the most solemn recent pledges were outraged ;

the courts of justice were made the corrupt instruments of the

king's rapacity ; monopolies for the manufacture of soap and other

articles were sold to favorites; siiip-money was levied; the mili-

tia disarmed; troops quartered on ihc peojjle, and the prisons filled

with those who had dared to raise their voice against the king's

oppressions.

In the church, Laud, the archbishop, undertook to establish uni-

formity, in doing which he proved himself even a greater despot

than the king. The least derogation from the canons or liturgy

%vas punished as a crime ; the pomp and ceremony of the discarded

Catholic worship were everywliere revived ; magnificence adorned

the walls of the churches ;
consecrations were j.erformed with the

most ostentatious ceremonials, and a general belief in the speedy

triumph of Popery prevailed. " I hate to be in a crowd, ' said the

Duke of Devonshire's daughter to Laud, in apology for having

gone over to the Catholic communion ;
" and as I perceive your

grace and many others are hastening toward Home, I wish to get

there comfortably by myself."

4*
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NotliiniT could be more uncongenial to the feelings of the Eng-

hsli people tiian this retrograde movement toward the high church

nuthoriiy of old Kouie. For nearly a century they had been strug-

rjttv^ on toward reform ; the Bible had been printed in the English

ton"ue, and was widely diffused ; the simplicity of its doctrines

jiad m:nlc a strong impression on the heart of an lionest, thinking

}>fop!c. and the proceedings of Laud excited a general feeling of

repulsion. The churches were in consequence mostly deserted,

nnd HI a few instances the bishop, in order to gather congregations

lor \ni splendid and gorgeous temples, was actually obliged to have

recourse to compulsion.

Tins absurd policy was followed by its natural consequences.

N<!iConformity, at first confined to the few and the obscure, was

cinbrriccd in the towns by the better class of citizens, and in the

ccuiilry by the freeholders, the lesser gentry, and a few of the

liU'JMT nobility. Disgusted with the high pretensions and harsh

inM.eurcs of the primate and his spiritual hierarchy, the people

took lo t.'icir embrace the ])ersecuted and rejected nonconforming

inmistry ; and under their guidance and teachings a deep vein of

piety was opened in the hea,rt of the English nation, from which

pprang a religion remarkable for the simplicity of its forms and the

spirituality of its worship.

Hut the new religious tendency was not toward regularity and

uniformity. On the other hand, many little independent sects

sprang up under the influence of that repulsion which was the

natural cflect of Laud's stringent measures, and, in disgust at his

luirh-cliurch dogmas, they rejected all general church government,

r.i!il claimed the right to regulate their own forms of worship as

tlicy chcsc.

r(r:?ecuted, these various sects chmg together, and constituted

a f iro.'ig party, opposed alike lo the high pretensions of the arch-

bishnp and the arbitrary measures of tlie king. They took the

iJihle as llieir guide ; its doctrines were the theme of constant dis-

cussion
; its teachings were the only acknowledged rule of right

;

and truth, honesty, industry, self-denial, and holiness, were incul-

cated ill the shop and in the field, at tlie family altar and the fire-

»ido ; and a new race of men sprang into existence, whose integrity,

patn'nl endurance, steadfast firmness, and sublime dependence on

titxl, made them capable of the highest efforts and the most daring

enterprise.

IniiYidiials, and in many instances whole congregations, wearied
«jth o[.posiiion and persecution, sought some retreat where the

wm of jKjwer could not so easily reach them. Many retired to
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Holland, and many more sought a refuge in the forests of the new
world. Whole families sold their property, and, embarking in

companies, under the charge of some minister of their own faith,

prepared to give up home and friends, their old ties of locality and

brotiierhood, for the unmolested worship of the Most High in the

distant wilderness. Educated, intelligent, moral, industrious, pa-

tient, and self-denying, they went fortii, the pioneers of liberty, to

give tone and energy to the character of a whole people, and to lay

the foundations of this great and glorious repubhc.

Many expeditions of this character took j^Iace silently, and with-

out any obstacles on tlie part of the government. But all at once

the king perceived that they i)ad not only become numerous, but

that many considerable citizens were engaged in them, and that

they were carrying with them great riches. It was no longer a

few weak and obscure sectarians who felt the weight of tyranny,

but the feelings of these were now shared by men of every rank.

It was necessary to stop this outllow of the discontented ; and

accordingly an order from council was issued, forbidding the expe-

ditions in a state of preparation to sail. O, blindness to the future

!

At that very time (May ], 1637) eight vessels, ready to depart,

were at anchor in the Thames. On board of one of them were
Pym, Haslerig, Hampden, and Cromwell. The king's order pro-

bably sealed his own fate.

The archbishop, in attempting to carry his retrograde reforms
into Scotland, aroused the spirit of resistance in that hardy and
independent people, and he ceased not to add fuel to the flame till

the Scots flew to arms. The war with Scotland called for re-

sources which the king could not command without the concurrence
of his people ; and he resolved, al'ter an interregnum of eleven

years, once more to assemble a parliament.

But during these long years of oppression and tyranny the minds
of men had not become reconciled to the yoke ; and on comincr

together again in their legislative capacity they immediately began
to deliberate on the old subject of grievances. The kin^^ wanted
money, and not complaints ; and after testing their temper for three
weeks, he grew angr}', and, ordering them licfore him, pronounced
their dissolution. But he soon repented of his haste. Strafford
was defeated almost without striking a blow ; and Charles, pressed
with diflicultics on every side, found it necessary to call another
council of his people, and on the third of November, 1G40 was
assembled at Westminster that famous body, destined to be known
through all time as the /.o/ig- Parliament.

It was now fifteen years since Charles ascended the throne.
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For ihc half of a generation England had been without a parlia-

uionl. The constitution lay in ruins, and arbitrary force had been

.substituted for popular law. Three successive parliaments had

been dissolved in as many years, for daring to assert the rights of

llic people, and now another had shared the same fate. What was

lo be done ? ^^'ere the people to recede or go forward ; to aban-

don their rights, or maintain English liberty in its original strength?

IVrttiiiatcly, the late war had just then fully revealed the king's

wc.iknoss, and the people resolved to strike for liberty. " Never,"

t.iys Clarendon, " had the attendance at the opening of a session

been i>o numerous ; never had their faces worn so proud an aspect

in ihc presence of sovereignty."

The new parliament commenced the work of reform with a bold

hnnd. The innovations of the archbishop were attacked, and

finnlly abolished ; the star chamber, the north court, and the court

of high commission, were annulled ; a law was passed taking from

the king all power to dissolve parliament without its consent;

StraiVord and Laud were impeached and thrown into the tower

;

the bishops were excluded from their seats in the upper house,

and finally seized and cast into prison ; Prynn, Burton, Bostwick,

l-zcighton, Lilburne, and others, were released from their dun-

geons ; the dissenting sects reappeared from their hiding-places,

and the power of the state was again exerted to protect the rights

of the citizen.

The king subdued his resentment, and, feeling his weakness,

quietly yielded to the storm
;
giving a reluctant approval to all

those sweeping reforms, and even consenting to the death of Straf-

ford, an active, able minister, from whose talents and boldness the

l>eo|)le h.ad suflcred much, and from whom they had most to ap-

prehend in the future. His execution relieved them from a press-

ing danger ; but the contemptible conduct of the king, in thus sacri-

ficing his ablest and most faithful minister, shows how little faith

could be reposed in him, even by his partisans. jMr. M'Cauley

tartly observes, that it is good there should be such a man as

Charles in every league of villany. It is for such men that offers

of pardon and reward are intended. They are ever ready to secure

themselves by bringing their accomplices to punishment.
'I'lic abortive attempt of the king to seize the five members

b.'f>up;ht his affairs to a crisis. Five days after, he quitted White-
li't.i to crucr it no more as an independent sovereign, and retired

lo Lie noriii for the purpose of assembling an army in order to re-

ilixn his lost prerogative. At York he was overtaken by commis-
•icacrs authorized lo propose terras for the settlement of all differ-
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ences between him and parliament ; but Charles was now sur-

rounded by his cavaliers, and inspired by too many high hopes to

yield anything to the demands of his people.

Both armies took the field in 1G42. On the part of parliament

the command was given to the Earl of Essex, a brave and experi-

enced officer, but by no means equal to the temper of the limes.

The war was consequently conducted without encrg}', and resulted

in no decisive advantages to either party down to the battle of

Marston Moor, in 1644, two years after. It was at this battle

that Cromwell appeared for the first time distinctly as the hero of

a well-fought field. It was his energy and skill which determined

the fate of that great battle, and henceforth he was to take a con-

spicuous part in the conduct of public alTairs.

As a public man he was not allogethcr unknown. He had been

a member of Charles's tiiird pailiament, also of the short parliament

of 1640, and now held a scat in llic Long Parliament. In these

bodies he was known as one of the firmest and most consistent

supporters of the popular cause, and was always found by the side

of Pym, Hampden, &c., in their resistance to the arbitrary mea-

sures of the king.

He entered the army as a cnptiin of horse, but was soon placed

at the head of a regiment whicii he had raised among his own ac-

quaintance. His men were remarkable for their orderly conduct,

piety, and conscientioiis support of the popular cause, and were

organized into a church undtT CroinweU's immediate eye. In this

regiment no swearing was allowed, no plundering, drinking, or

other disorders ; and, having the fear of God before their eyes,

they soon lost all oi\\Q.x fear

.

Such had been his success in the discipline and management of

his men, that before the battle of Marston .Aloor he had been pro-

moted to the rank of lieutenant-general. New-Castle, with six

thousand troops, was shut up in \'ork, and in the latter part of

June, Prince Rupert, the boldest and most dasliing leader of his

lime, appeared from the hills of Lancashire with an army of twenty

thousand fierce men to relieve the jilacc. The parliamentary army
under ]\LanchestPr and Croniv.ell drew out on the moor to meet
him, and the result was, to use the quaint words of Carlylc, *' four

thousand one hundred bodies to be buried, and the total ruin of the

king's affairs in those northern parts." Tlie prince had been suc-

cessful in his first assault, and the parliamentary army was routed

on the right wing ; but the squadrons ol Cromwell bore down with

such overwlielming force as lo retrieve the fortunes of the day,
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and bring out of tlie jaws of defeat the most glorious and complete

victory which had yet crowned the arms of the popular cause.

'Die circumslanccs of this great victory were such as to bring

Cromwell more prominently before the people, and make him at

c.ricc ihe object of admiration and of jealousy. The old generals,

n.ituraliy enough, saw in his rapid advancement danger to their

power, while the Scots and Presbyterians regarded his influence

as jhc chief obstacle to making their religion the religion of the

^t;llo.

Siiicc parliament had taken the "covenant," the Presbyterians

Ji.nl made a bold push to suppress the smaller religious sects and

tst.iblish uniformity throughout the kingdom. The assembly of

divines liad received orders to prepare a plan of ecclesiastical state

f^DVcrntnent, and four Scottish commissioners \vere appointed to

net in concert with them, that the established doctrines and forms

c-f worship might be the same in both kingdoms. Commissioners

);,-ul also been appointed in each county to investigate the conduct

and faith of the clergy, and no less lha« two thousand ministers

were, in a brief space, ejected from their livings.

Cromwell looked on these proceedings with decided disapproba-

tion. In religious matters he adhered to the Independents, and, as

the army was generally of the same religious faith, theyrallied around

liim as their leader, and formed a party adverse to the parliamentary

movement. In waging war against the tyranny of the English hie-

rarchy, he had not anticipated the establishment of another tyranny

equally odious, but had contended for that free toleration without

which there can be no true liberty. He therefore raised his voice

and exerted his influence against this new form of religious pro-

scription, and jiresented an opposition so formidable as to excite

the particular displeasure both of the English Presbj'terians and

their Scottish allies. One species of opposition led to another,

and Cromwell turned the tables on his enemies by censuring the

conduct of the leading oftlcers,' and the general management of the

war. lie and !Major-general Crawford, a Scottish oflicer of some

prominence, became accusers of each other before a committee of

war, and the feelings of the generals being shared by their follow-

ers, ihc dispute soon brouglit within its vortex the principal circum-

^l'l!lccs connected with the two campaigns.

^'''scx and Waller had been fitted out with armies no less than
four limes, and the resources of the nation had been tasked to their

»!'»Mi(.si to furnish supplies ; but, down to the last battle, nothing
)iad been accomplished. The timorous, undecided policy of the
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commandcTs had already protracted the war two years ; negotia-

tions for peace and the restoration of the king had been regularly

opened after every battle ; and the covenant, which brought the aid

of Scotland, bound the army to the defense of the tyrant against

whom they were waging a deadly warfare.

These circumstances gave Cromwell an advantage of which he

well knew how to avail himself, and he spoke out plainly. Indeed,

such a war little suited his direct and sU-aightforward mind. "I
will not deceive you," said he to the men about to enlist under his

banner, " nor make you believe, as my commission has it, that you
are going to fight for the king and parliament. If the king were
before me, I would as soon shoot him as another. If your con-

sciences will not allow you to do as much, go and serve else-

where."

Feeling thus, he acted accordingly. At the second battle of

Newbury, in October, the royal forces rather had the worst, and
Cromwell pressed Manchester, the commanding general, to follow

up his advantage, fall upon the king's rear as he retired, and make
an end of the war at a single blow. But jNIanchcster refused.

Twelve days after, when the king marched back to the relief of

Donninglon Castle, he again pressed the importance of an imme-
diate attack, in which the king must necessarily have been over-

thrown, but his advice was again overruled.

It was evident that these Manchestcrs, Wallers, and Essexes,

must in some way be got rid of; and Cromwell, being now as-

sailed, came out boldly and returned the attacks of his enemies.

He brought charges against Manchester befure parliament; but, as

this did not reach the root of the evil, ho soon after originated the

famous "self-denying ordinance,'' a scheme to cast off all these

dead weights at once. " What do tlie enemy say?" said he in his

speech on the occasion ;
" nay, what do many say who were

friends at the beginning of the parliament ? Even this—that the

members of both houses have got great places and commands, and
the sword in their hands ; and what by interest in parliament,

what by power in the army, will perpetually continue themselves
in grandeur, and not permit tlie war siicedily to end, lest their own
power should determine with it."

The design of the " self-denying ordinance" was to deprive the
" members" of their " great places." It proposed that they should
be recalled to their scats in parliament, and that others, not con-
nected with parliament, should be appointed in their stead. It

also allowed religious men to serve without first taking the cove-

nant. This ordinance had to pass, and the old oflicers laid dowu
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ll.cir commissions. Sir Thomas Fairfax was made lord general,

ntul Kssox was pacified with a princely pension. Ihe ' new

Uiodcl" went into operation, and parliament saw an immediate im-

provement in its affairs.

'i'lic
'• self-denying ordinance," and us results, are generally

nuoled as presenting the most indubitable testimony of Cromwell's

craftiness and ambition. The suspicious circumstance about it is,

lh';.t Cromwell, although cut off from his command by it, with the

n-Ht of the chief ofncers, never laid down his commission, but con-

f.nnod in active employment to the end of the war. Those who

r(-urd him as an overreaching aspirant, see in this fact the plainest

proof that the ordinance was introduced and carried into operation

fcr the purpose of clearing the field for his ambitious projects, and

dial it was never his design to comply with its requirements. But

the circumstances are easy of explanation without attributing his

coiiduct to cunning, duplicity, or an overweening desire to promote

his own advancement: and we are disposed to adopt that construc-

tion most in accordance with the facts.

'J'he "self-denying ordinance" passed on the fourth of April,

(1615.) It required all such officers as were members of parlia-

ment to lay down their commissions within forty days, and resume

their seats in parliament. Cromwell was not present when the

bill finally passed, ,but had been sent, with Waller and Mas5)%

into the 'west against Goring. A letter from him, dated on

\\'cdnesday, the ninth, represents him as busy with the enemy on

the preceding sabbath, (the sixth,) in the vicinity of Salisbury, and

he continued actively employed in this quarter for several weeks.

liut before the forty days had expired he went up to London, as

Spri-g tells us, to hand in his commission, "kiss the general's

hand," and take leave of the army. But just at that time Prince

Rupert, who was then at Worcester with an army, had sent two

thousand men across to Oxford to give convoy to a quantity of ar-

tillery. The committee of the two kingdoms who had charge of

all military matters met Cromwell at London, and desired him to

mtorcept the convoy. The order was of a nature to admit of no

delay ; and he immediately threw himself into the saddle, and, two

d.iys aficr, attacked and routed the detachment, took two hundred

l»risop.ers and a large quantity of stores, and then, marching rapidly

lo the Avest, gained a victory at Whitney on the 2Glh, another at

l^%Mipton Bush on the 27th, and on the 29th summoned the garri-

son ai Tarringdon, and attempted to carry it by storm, but drew

iff on the fir.<i or second of May, to comply with an order for join-

ing llic army a Reading.
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His successes were fully reported to tlie commons, and made
much noise through the country. " Who will bring me this Crom-
well, dead or alive ?" said the king, who had been sadly annoyed

at liis rapid movements and brilliant sallies. Fairfax was now in

daily expectation of a decisive action ; and being anxious that so

brave and capable an officer should not be lost to him at such an

important moment, he wrote to parliament, desiring that Crom-
well's command might be continued ; and it was accordingly

continued for another forty days by the house, and afterward for

three months by the lords. Jle also received an order to join the

main army at Northampton. He set out immediately, and reached

the grand army on the 13th of June; and on the following day

was fought the great battle of Naseby, in which he took so distin-

guished a parr. This great victory was the result of his prowess
and energy, and placed the continuance of his command beyond
the reach of all factious and " self-denying ordinances." It will

thus be seen that this circumstance, so much wielded to Crom-
well's prejudice, is susceptiljlc of an easy and natural expla-

nation.

The battle of Naseby proved to be a death-blow to the royal

cause. The king's affairs soon became desperate, and he finally

surrendered to the Scots, and the Scots gave him up to the Eng-
lish. He was sent, for the tii'ic, to llolmby Castle, in Northamp-
ton, and a long series of negotiations followed between him and
parliament, whh a view to Ins restoration. These proceedings
greatly displeased the army ; and all the jealousies and animosities

between the Presbyterians and Independents, which had been
smothered as long as there was a common enemy in the field,

Mere now revived.

The Presbyterians, who had a large majority in parliament,

sought to seize the government, and make their religion the reli-

gion of the state ; but the presence of the army was a perpetual

obstacle to their designs. Resolutions were passed to disband it

;

but they refused to be disbanded without their pay, and were evi-

dently not very anxious to retire and leave the field to their less

tolerant rivals. Foiled in the first olijccl of its wishes, parliament
next pushed on its negotiations with the king. They hoped to

persuade him into the covenant, and tiicir suit was backed by the
Scots, the queen, and the whole French court, who all urged him
to abolish the I'piscopal Church, and throw himself into the hands
of the Presbyterians, who were pledged at oiice to restore him to

his lost power.

The Independents of the army viewed these advances with
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.nhiriu. They were the friends of toleration, and could see but

lii'.K; advantage to tiiemsclves for all their toils and sufferings if

tiii-y were only to change the tyranny of episcopacy for that of

j)resbytcry. They were willing to tolerate both the one and the

uihcr, but they desired at the same time to secure liberty of con-

science for themselves and their children.

Tliuy rcsolvc(l, therefore, to prevent the consummation of such

an arrangement, and it was for this purpose that Joyce was sent

to seize the king. This was a movement of the Independents in

winch Cromwell is supposed to have participated, together with

ihc other ofliccrs and troops, though he openly denied all know-

Icii^'C of the transaction.

The king, after his seizure, was treated with the lUmost defer-

ence. Mrs. Hutchinson tells us that " he lived in the condition of

a guarded and attended prince ;" that " all his old servants had

free recourse to him ;" that " all sorts of people were admitted to

conic and kiss his hands ;" and that a great familiarity also grew

uj) between him and the principal officers of the arm)', particularly

Cromwell, I^'airfax, and Ircton.

'I'he feelings of Cromwell had evidently become very much
softened toward the king ; and when he witnessed the interview

between Charles and his children, after long months of separation,

lie spoke of it as a most touching spectacle—said that he had been

deceived—that Charles was the best man in the three kingdoms

—

and that, in declining the terms of the Scots at Newcastle, he had

saved the country from ruin.

With these ciianged feelings toward the fallen monarch, he soon

came to entertain the opinion that he might be restored to power,

wiih himself and friends at the head of the government to keep the

balance even between the contending parties, and that the affairs

of the nation might thus be advantageously and securely settled.

Xcgotiations were accordingly opened, and terms offered, nnich

more favorable to the king than any which he had yet received.

Tliese terms proposed that he should give up for ten years the

command of the militia, and the nomination of the great officers of

!^'.:ite
; that seven of his former counselors should remain banisiied

Ironi the kingdom ; that all civil and coercive powder should be

Nvi'didrawn from the Presbyterian ministers; that episcopacy
^!KnlUl, lo a certain limited extent, be restored ; that liberty oi con-
iiticmc siiould be guarantied ; that no peer created since the break-
ing; out of the war should sit in the upper house ; and that no
cavalier should be admitted to the next parliament.
Inder this new era of good feeling Mrs. Cromwell, Mrs. Ireton,
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and Mrs. Whalle)', were introduced at Hampton Court ; and the

king, it is said, proposed to bestow on Cromwell a peerage, with

the title of Earl of Essex, invest him with the honor of the garter,

and give him the command of his guards. Ircton, his son-in-law,

was to have the government of Ireland, and a distribution of like

favors was to be made to other prominent individijals in the army.

Several months passed in this courteous intercourse, and strong

hopes were entertained that it would result in that satisfactory set-

tlement of the kingdom for which the people had so long looked in

vain. But it subsequently appeared that while these negotiations

were going on, the king was, with his usual duplicity, giving encou-

ragement to other projects, by which he hoped to be entirely freed

from the trammels of his new friends, and restored to his ancient

power. *' Without me," said he to Ikrkley, who urged him to ac-

cept the proposals of the army, " these people cannot extricate

themselves: you will soon see them too ]iapi)y to accept more
equitable conditions."

In this country we arc so much in the habit of associating all

true liberty with republicanism, that such a settlement looks a

little like a betrayal of confidence on the part of Cromwell, and it

was certainly so regarded by a j)orlion of the army, which body

had imbibed strong republican tendencies ; and, having a most

cordial hatred for the king, could not regard with patience any

step looking toward his restoration.

But the civil war had not been undertaken to put down monarchy,

but to secure the individual rie;hts of the English people. All the

reforms thought to be most desirable had been made, and it now
only remained to settle the govi-rnmcnt in such a way as to perpe-

tuate the advantages gained. AN c confess, therefore, that such a

settlement does not seem to us to imply any imduc ambition, or a

betrayal of confidence, on the part of Cromwell ; but that, on the

other hand, it offered advantages more solid than any other course

which could have been adopted. Cronnvell would have made a

splendid minister, and would not, in our opinion, have suffered

himself to be seduced from the natii of duly by any influences

which the king could have throv.ii arounil iiim. English liberty

would have been at once permancnlly established, and the scenes

of blood afterward enacted, and ending, finally, in the restoration

of the Stuarts, would have been avoided.

But Charles had by no means resolved to commit himself to the

keeping of his new friends. While the negoiiations were going on

with Cromwell and Ircton, he was also holding out hopes to the

Presbyterians, and at the same lime Blirring up the elements of
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byterians and royalists ready to fly to arms, and his own forces

distracted and divided, he seemed to stand forsaken and alone.

But he quickly saw where lay the hopes of his party. His first

efibrts were directed to a reunion of those who had hitherto acted

against the king. With this view he called his friends around

him at his own house; he visited the London city councils, and

appealed to them to act with their former energy and patriotism
;

and he ordered a council of the leading ofliccrs to meet him at

Windsor early in 161S.

This meeting was one of unusual solemnity. The first day of

the council was entirely devoted to prayer; and as no clear indi-

cations of the path of duty were yet gleaned, the second day was

spent in the same solemn and impressive services. According to

the account of General Allen, after many had spoken from the

word and prayed

—

" The lieutenant-general did press very carnesdy on all those pre-

sent a thorough consideration of our actions and of our ways, particu-

larly as private Christians, to see if any iniquity could be found in

them, and wliat it was ; that, if possible, we might find it out, and so

remove the cause of such sad rebukes as were upon us. . . . And in this

path the Lord led us not only to see our sin, but also our duty, and
this so unanimously, with woig!it upon each heart, that none was hardly

able to speak a word to each other for bitter wccjiing. . . . And presently

we were led and helped to a clear agreement among ourselves, not

any dissenting, that it was our duty, with the forces we had, to go
out and fight against those potent enemies which that year, in all

places, appeared against us, -with an humble confidence in the name
of the Lord ordy. And we were also enabled, after seriously seeking
his face, to come to a very char and joint resolution, on many grounds,
at large there deluited, that it u;is our duty, if ever the Lord brouuhl

us back again in peace, to call Chirles Stuart, that man of blood, to

an account for that blood he had >\\ci\ and mischief he had done, to

his utmost, against the Lord's cause and people in this poor nation."

—

Letters and ISpeeches, p. 87.

It was, then, in this prayer meeting of generals—this council of

devout patriots—that the death of the king was decreed. He
whom no contract could bind ; whose word—" the word of a king"
—was like a rope of sand; who was the centre on which every

discontented faction rallied ; who, during six years, had deluged
the country in blood, was at last to be regarded as a public enemy.
The war, henceforward, was to be against, and not/07-, the king;
and, if taken, he was to be tried as a criminal and executed as a
traitor. Who will say that this was not a righteous decision?

With this distinct object before him, and sustained once more
by the united voice of the army, Cromwell returned to camp,
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quelled its disorders, and, having obtained the consent of the lord

i,'rnrr.-il. took iho Held and commenced active operations. Hamil-

\ov<, with an army of more than twenty thousand Scots, was under-

t'.ood 10 be advancing to the assistance of the king, and no time

wa* lo be lost. The country was everywhere in a state of insur-

rc«-uon. and Wales was actually in arms. Sir ]\Iarmaduke Lang-

tl.ile, who was opposed to Cromwell at Nascby, had taken the

hi-lii, seized 15orwick and Carlisle, and was on his way to join the

Hut iho celerity of Cromwell's movements baffled all the schemes
<} liif i-nemy. lie marched into the west, reduced Pembroke,
•{iiolud li;e rising spirit of royalty, and then hastened toward the

licrih to support Lambert, who was already watching the advance

<{ iho Scots. The two armies met in the vicinity of Preston ; and
si'Jtom;h Cromwell was less than half the strength of his anlago-

mn, yet, seizing a favorable moment, when the Scots had their

\ivcf. t;rc.-itly extended, lie fell upon them with his usual confidence

and JMjprtuosily, and in two or three successive engagements anni-

hil.itcd al! their forces. More than two thousand were killed, and
about nine thousand taken prisoners—the latter being more in

huniber than his entire army.
In the mean time Fairfax had reduced the insurrectionary spirits

in and about London ; and Cromwell, having now terminated the

fcccund civil war by one of the most brilliant campaigns on record,

rcinrncd lo the capital, to see that justice was executed against

Charles Stnart, "that man of blood," who was regarded in the

.irinv as the author of all the calamities of England.
\N e need not recount the circumstances attending the death of

ihr.kni:^. 'I'hat painful event was the result of a deliberate pur-

{> >6e on the pan of the army. We have already seen that it was
resolved upon by the council of officers at Wmdsor, and was then
»h-eined a measure so just and important as to be the principal
clement in bringing about that united action which enabled them
t« irumiph in the late campaign. Later Qvents had not tended to
•h.ike their determination.

"ut, right and equitable as the execution of the king might be,
lo Rtconiplish it was no easy matter. The people, bred up to re-
tj-^ci ihc royal person, contemplated such an event with horror.
Kc nKijoniy in parliament, so far from desiring it, were the open

»..voc?.ics of his return to power ; and the ordinary courts, guided
y t--e A'j\x\, of English law, must pronounce that the king could do
nou-r„n^r^ a,„j jj^jj^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^^^^ criminal charge.

liui the proverb saith that "where there is a will there is a
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way;" and "the way" chosen in this exlreinily was to exclude

from parliament by force such members as could not be relied upon
by the army, and intrust the duty of constituting a court for the

trial of Charles to the remainder. Cromwell was not in London
when Colonel Pride " purged the house," but no one doubts that

this measure was taken with his concurrence and advice. Both
he and Fairfax were appointed on the court, but the lord general

attended only one sitting. Cromwell, on the other hand, was a

constant attendant ; and it was his firmness, more than that of any
other person, which carried the state steadily through this tragic

scene.

For many years the guilt of this transaction was regarded as

little less than murder, and the part which Cromwell bore in it

attached an odium to his name which it will require other long

years entirely to wipe away. But at this day there are few per-

sons who question the ecjuity of that proceeding, however much
they may doubt its policy.

We do not think it worth while to waste words on the character

of Charles Stuart. The facts which we have narrated will settle

that pretty thoroughly with any reader not very deeply imbued
with the absurd doctrine of the divine right of kings. Weak and
insincere, he was unfitted by nature for his high station, and the

circle of his crimes extended through the whole decalogue. His
sentence declared him to be a tyrant, a traitor, a 77iurdcrer, and a
public enemy ; and the judgment of mankind will generally concur
in the correctness of its delineation.

The army had been excited against him by six years of cruel

civil war, during which much property was wasted and many valu-

able lives destroyed. All propo.sitions to restore him to his throne,

on terms which 'vould have secured the people against his injustice

and tyranny, had been rejected, and no hopes of a peaceable settle-

ment of the kingdom remained so long as Charles Stuart lived.

Mr. Macauley, who has no hesitation in acknowledging- the
justice of the king's sentence, reasons strongly against the policy
of his execution. He says that the blow which terminated his hfe
transferred the allegiance of every royalist to an heir who was at

liberty, and that, under such circumstances, to kill the individual
was not to destroy, but to release, the kiiii;. " To take one head,"
he continues, " it was necessary to strike the House of Lords out of
the constitution, to exclude members of the House of Commons by
force, to make a new crime, a new tribunal, a new mode of pro-
cedure."

Jt is certainly true that the constitution was changed—that the
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hou.*c cf parliament was violated, and all the proceedings relating

10 l!io king's death extraordinary. But these things resulted more

fiutn the rcvohnionary state than from the necessity of taking the

King's lioad. ]''.verything was now unsettled. Parliament, which

h.id ^o lung administered the government, had dwindled into con-

icnijU. lis numbers were greatly diminished ; it was torn by fac-

liojis ; il had been overawed by the army, overawed by the mob,

ami was the instrument of any master who chose to assert his au-

ihi^riiy. A new power had arisen, and was making itself felt in

ihr di'rtciion of public affairs. That power was the army. It first

iiAucd only to intimidate ; it then purged the house ; it next abo-

lished the lords, and then expelled the " rump," and set up a

government of its own. If the king had not been called to his last

reckoning, but had remained a prisoner in the tower, there is no

rcrison lo believe that these or similar disorders would have been

avoided. It was not, then, the " taking of one head" which gave

rise lo ihcsc changes in the government. They were the natural

rc>ull of the revolutionary state.

In considering the policij of the king's execution, it should not be

forgotten that il was Charles who had so often stirred up the ele-

ments of civil war ; that it was Charles who was coquetting by

lurns or at the same time, with every faction and every party
;
that

11 was Charles who was the centre of every discontented movement

;

iliat lo restore him to power was now impossible—to keep him a

prisoner was to preserve in the heart of the nation the elements

of perpetual strife. His death did indeed transfer the allegiance of

his [jcople to his son ; but that son was at a distance, and could

not return to claim his throne without levying open war, which was

much loss to be dreaded than internal faction. All the power of

Kn^land could not keep Charles from plotting mischief; but

Cromwell made very short work v.'ith his covenanted son.

After the death of the king, the governnient continued to be ad-

ministered by parliament—now reduced to a "rump"—assisted by

& council of state, forty-one in number, of whom Bradshaw was

president. In this council were Fairfax, Cromwell, Whillock,

lU-Aivy ^lartin, Ludlow, the younger Vane, &c., &c. Cromwell
was soon named lord lieutenant of Ireland, and set out in great

Hilo and ceremony for his new command.
Ireland was at that time little more than a nation of barbarians,

aii<l for many years the island had been a scene of the wildest an-

uchy. " Ever since the Irish Rebellion broke out," says Carlyle,

" sni changed into an Irish massacre in the end of 1641, it has

iKcr, a scene of distracted controversies, plunderings, excommuni-

VoL. VIII.~5
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cations, treacheries, conflagrations, universal misery, and blood,
such as the Avorld before or since has never seen,"

Ormond, the lieutenant under the late king, had returned thither

with a new commission, in hopes to co-operate with Scotch Ha-
milton in the second civil war; but arriving too late for that object,

had done the next best thing for the royal cause, which was to unite
all the discordant and distracted elements in the island against the
new commonwealth; and at Cromwell's arrival, Dublin and Dury
were the only two places still held by the parliamentary forces, both
of which had lately been invested by the enemy, and the latter was
still under siege. All Ireland was joined in one great combination
to resist the Puritanic government of the sister isle.

With the insurrectionary spirit scarcely quelled in England, and
the indications of a new civil war gathering in Scotland, Crom-
well saw necessity for the most vigorous and decisive action;
and he accordingly fell upon the rebels like the hammer of Thor,
breaking down and crushing in a way which soon terminated the
war, and tamed the rude and discordant population into the most
humble submission.

The cneni)', at his approach, retired to the stronghold of Drog-
heda, and, when summoned to surrender, gave no satisfactory an-
swer. The lord lieutenant immediately arranged his batteries," and,
having made a breach in the wall, carried the place by storm, after
a protracted and desperate struggle

; and, instead of giving the
usual quarter, put the whole garrison, amounting to over twodiou-
sand souls, to the sword. Much has been said of the cruelty of
this act, so dificrcnt from Cromwell's usual bearing after a victory.
The best explanation of it is to be found in his own dispatches.
Ho there regards it as a jusi jtidgmcnt of God, and expresses his
belief that it will prevent the elfusion of blood for the future. He
says :

—

" I am persuaded that this is a rinjhtoous judgment of God upon
these barbarous wretches, wliu have mibrucd llicir hands in so much
innocent blood, and that it will lend to prevent the eflusioii of blood
for the future

; which are the satisfactory t^^rouuds to such actions, that
olherwi.se cannot but work remorse and regret."

—

Letters and Speeches
p. 12S.

Carte tells us that " the execrable policy of that ren-icide

"

(meaning Cromwell) " had the effect he proposed ;" and whoever
looks over the history of the war will come to the same conclusion
as Cromwell's enemy. It spread abroad the terror of the conquer-
or's name so thoroughly, that, after the fall of Wexford, the garri-
son of which was, in part, dealt with after the same stem fashion,

5*
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parrison after garrison yielded quietly at his approach, until the

whole of Ireland was subdued.

In the midst of this campaign of triumphs he was samrnoned

back to l^ngland. The Scots had made a treaty with the Prince

of Wales, had proclaimed him as Charles the Second, and were

nicdilaiing a descent into England, for the purpose of placing him

on the throne. The lord lieutenant, on his arrival, was received

with all due honors, and from Bristol to Whitehall, says Carlyle,

wns one "wide tumult of salutation, congratulation, artillery vol-

Icviiig, and human shouting."

It would seem that Fairfax had resolved not to command the

army against the Scots. His wife was a decided Presbyterian,

and had strongly reprobated the proceedings against the late king.

She now probably favored the claims of Charles the Second, and

intlucnccd her husband not to f)ght the covenanters. Both Whit-

liK'.k and j.iidlow tell of solemn conferences at Whitehall, preceded

by prayer, in which Cromwell pressed Fairfax to take the com-

mand, and lead the army into Scotland ; but he continued to de-

cline, and finally sent in his resignation. Cromwell was then

appointed lord general, and with his usual promptitude took the

field.

In two brilliant campaigns—terminating, the one with the great

battle of Dunbar, and the other with the great battle of Worcester

—Cromwell subdued all the enemies of the commonwealth, and

left the unfortunate young king an outcast and a wanderer.

He next turned his attention to civil affairs. Mr. Curry thinks

" lliai now his ambitious purposes were, to a good degree, matured,

and that he began lo feel that it was the intention of Providence to

rai^c liim to the throne." If this was really the case, one would

ihink that so shrewd a man as Cromwell would have seized the

niomcMl when the country was ringing with his fame, and he was

high in the affections of the people, to consummate his object.

And yet il was nearly tw^o years from the battle of Worcester be-

fore he dissolved the remnant of the Long Parliament, and a year

from tliat event to his assumption of the protectorate. If his origi-

nal design had been lo mount to the throne, surely he would not

h.-ivc waited to try so many experiments. That he was ambitious,

wc «!o not doubt—so were Washington and Bolivar; but that he

•oiij^hl his own elevation at the expense of the liberties of England,

\rc see no good reason lo believe.

Il IS a very common thing in this country to hear expressions of

Kf^ci that Cromwell finished his career by seizing the reins of

goTerninent; and that he did not, like Washington, resign into the
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hands of the people his sword when his work was done, and retire

from public life till called forth by the voice of his countr}\

We doubt whether the different circunristances under Avhich

these great men acted have been sufficiently considered. When
Washington was offered the crown, by an army ready and willing

to sustain him, his conduct was such as we had a right to expect

from his previous character : but it is by no means certain that

Cromwell would not, under similar circumstances, have pursued a

similar line of conduct.

To Washington the path of patriotism and duty was perfectly

plain, and any high-minded man, not over greedy of power, would
have done as he did. England, the only enemy of America, had
made a treaty of peace with us, and left us free and independent.

We had no Prince of Wales hovering on our coasts, and making
interest with the surrounding nations to restore him to the throne

of his fathers. We had no great royal party, ready to rise at the

least appearance of weakness or disorder, and overthrow the

government. We had no violent internal factions—no great disa-

greements about the form of government—nothing to settle with
regard to the future.

Republicanism had grown with our growth and strengthened
Avith our strength. ]:]vcry state had its own constitution, laws,

and form of government, to Avhich the people had been accustomed
fur long years, and no great innovations or changes were demanded
by any party. Tiic whole framework of our government was al-

ready settled, and the revolution made us only independent of

Great Britain. Washington could, therefore, safely lay down his

power, and be assured that no disastrous event would follow.

It was not thus with Enghmd. There the people originally took
arms to secure certain riglits ; but in the course of the war they
found it impo.«^sible to make any terms with their king, and they
therefore took his head and discarded his family. A foreign prince
migiit have been imported, as v.as afterward done in '8S

;"

but the
army, into whose hands the power had fallen, Avas too republican
in its opinions to submit to such a step. The commonwealth
therefore fjund itself without a government, while the fiercest fac-
tions prevailed, and men were eveiywhere ready to sustain their
opinions by the sword.

England was indeed belted with difficulties. The republicans
would not listen to the restoration of the kingdom for a moment.
The nobility were mostly royalists, who were always ready to
lake arms for the crown. Scotland was the centre of Presbyteri-
anism, and was morose and ill at ease because it had failed to
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establish ihc nntion on the basis of the covenant ; while the young

kini; was watching tlie tide of events at the French court, ready to

lake advantage of any internal disturbance in order to vault into

ihc vacant throne.

Had Cromwell, under these circumstances, laid down his power,

no one cm doubt that a train of events similar to those which actu-

ally t')ok place after the death of the Protector would have ensued
;

that despotism would have resumed its iron sway ; that the great

and gK)rious progression of the people toward civil and religious

frocilom would have come to a sudden pause ; that Cromwell

l-iiiMSolf would have soon found a secure place in the tower, or

fck the hangman's rope tighten about his neck.

\Vc can see no way b«? wh.ich Cromwell could have resigned

his power without endangering both the liberties of his country

riii'l liis own personal safety. It was evident that he alone could

Rlccr the ship of state through the surrounding dangers, and that if

he rchiKiuisiicd the helm it must be lost. Anarchy and weakness

would have ensued for a season, and then Charles and despotism.

His only chance was to retain in his own hands the power of the

.*!tate, until the country had settled down into quiet and subordi-

nation.

JjCt the reader call to mind what actually took place after the

deat'n of Cromwell. The country then had been under a settled

government for several years, and the mantle of power dropped

quietly from the shoulders of Oliver to those of Richard, who was

proclaimed without a dissenting voice in every part of the nation,

and liic olucers of the father continued to hold their places under

ihc administration of the son. But wdien he discovered his own
iticomprtcncy, and gave up the government, the utmost confusion

followcel. First, a council of officers undertook the government

;

then they revived the "Rump Parliament;" then there was an

insurrection of royalists ; then parliament was expelled, and a

conimitlee of safety established; and finally Charles the Second

was brought back to compose the disorders of the nation.

It was not then, in our opinion, an overweening or impure ambi-

tion which urged Cromwell on to power, but circumstances, and

cirevimslances which he ought not to have disregarded. Mr.

^ aui;han, who has written very ably of this interesting period of

Ln^Ush iiistory, doubts whether he was ever at heart the advocate

of a republican form of government.
( Tonnvell was the friend of liberty, without being very deeply

v».*n»od in the diflcrent theories of government. The evils which
cx!-,lfd in tlic slate were sufficiently obvious to his mind, but how
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to devise a cure was exceedingly difficult. He gave the subject

much earnest attention, and evidently vacillated between different

theories. The republican form would have been most popular

with a large portion of the army, but in the midst of such fierce

factions and so many dangers he might well fear to trust it. Mo-
narchy, in the old form, seemed to be out of the question ; and, in

our opinion, he chose wisely when he resolved to institute a sys-

tem making as few alterations as the circumstances would admit

in that form of government to which the people had been so long

accustomed.

The people of England, at this time, had no clear notions of a

government purely popular, and were so little prepared for its

practical developments as to show to us, if not to Cromwell, the

litter impracticability of a scheme of government founded on that

basis. Royalists, Presbyterians, republicans, and levelers, had

all proved themselves alike intolerant, and each was ready to

defend his own views with the sword. Under such a state of

tilings, a government founded on opinion could not possibly hold

together.

We know that some writers think otherwise, and tell us that

liberty can always safely be left to take care of itself. Mr. Macau-
ley, for instance, says that there is only one cure for the evils

which newly acquired freedom produces—that cure is freedom !

"When a prisoner," says he, " leaves his cell, he cannot bear the

light of day : he is unable to discriminate colors or recognize

faces. But the remedy is, not to remand him to his dungeon, but

to accustom him to the rays of the sun. The blaze of truth and
liberty may at first dazzle and bewilder nations which have become
half blind in the house of bondage : but let them gaze on, and
they will soon be able to bear it."

In this beautiful passage Mr. Macauley seems to forget that the

sudden blaze of light which falls on the feeble vision of his pri-

soner when he steps forth into the beams of full-orbed day is apt

to produce blindness, and that the skillful physician graduates the

light according to the strength of the patient's eyes. In case of

long imprisonment and great weakness of vision, the remedy"
would be, not certainly to remand the prisoner to his cell, but to

introduce him to such a degree of light as he could bear, and thus
continue to admit more and more, till he could finally endure the

flood of day. And this strikes us as the true reading of Mr. Ma-
cauley's illustration.

We may be wrong, but we do not now recollect any instance in

the history of the world where a nation has passed at once from
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tK*>*|>f)tism to llic full blaze of republican freedom without suffering

a t;ounier-revoUition. Revolutions which attempt very great

rhan^os arc seldom, if ever, successful. The American revolu-

tion, the French revolution of 1830, and the English revolution of

lt)b8, were all successful, and resulted in the immediate and per-

n!.inciU enlargement of human rights ; but none of these wrought

fuddaincnlal ciianges in the government.

'J\hc attempt of the French to found a republic on the ruins of

their long-established monarchy was an utter failure. Faction

.viKcccdcd to faction, till, exhausted by their bootless efforts, the

people suffered the government to fall under the iron rule of Na-

polroii, and finally back into the hands of the Bourbons. The re-

volution of which we arc treating, suffered a similar fate. The

people first sought shelter from the rage of faction in the power of

(rornwcll, and then fell again under the yoke of the Stuarts.

It must, we think, ever be thus. Men suddenly set free from

long-cslablishcd restraints plunge into excesses, and thence fall

isito .some new despotism. They have been so long in the house

of political bondage, that they cannot endure the dazzling light of

full, unrestrained liberty, but are smitten with blindness, and grope

their way back to their old prison-house.

It is for this reason that the world struggled so long in vain for

lliat freedom which, since the days of Cromwell, has made such

asionishing progress among the nations. Men have sought liberty

in all ages of the world, and have been strong enough to overthrow

iheir tyrannical masters ; but, like an unruly horse which has

I'roken the reins and thrown its rider, they rush madly on, not

knowing what use to make of their newly acquired freedom, till,

exhausted by their bootless efforts, they quietly yield to the direc-

tion of some new master.

W'c do not believe that men are to wait for liberty till they have

become wise and good in slavery. That, to use another figure of

the gifted Macauley, " would be worthy of the fool in the old story,

wlio resolved not to go into the water till he had learned to swim."

Ihii as the man who for the first time trusts Inmself in the water

sliould be particularly careful of his footing, so that nation which
)u!$ never tried the sweets of liberty should be careful, when it cn-

tA^rs Its pure stream, not to be seduced too far till it has accustomed
iisclf to its new element.
A careful investigation of this subject will show, we think, that

the liberties of mankind arc not to be achieved by great revolu-

tions, bill by trial and experiment in a moderate way. Our own
countr)' enjoys a greater degree of freedom than any other in the
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wide world, and it is the centre from which the light has gone out

to illumine the nations. But our institutions had their origin, not

in the wisdom or device of man, but in a train of experiences

shaped by Providence, and over wliicli men exerted little control.

Ti}e Puritans, in pursuit of religious liberty, came to America.

Here they settled under the shadow of the Englisli throne, but re-

moved alike from its tyrannies and its corruptions. They grew up

in neglect, and being left to form their own political organizations,

they humbly copied the representative system of England, with

such modifications as their plain and homely circumstances re-

quired. Released from the dungeons of European despotism,

their eyes were gradually strengthened under their colonial vassal-

age, and they went on step by step, combating practical errors,

struggling against the usurpations of their imported governors,

complaining of wrongs, rooting out intolerance, declaring them-

selves independent, and finally binding themselves together by a

written constitution.

While, therefore, it is true that the only cure for the excesses of

freedom is frecdo?n, it is also true that the remedy is far from being

infallible, and that it is most successful when taken in bomoeopa-

tliic doses. In our opinion, then, any attempt to establish a re-

public in England would have failed, and Cromwell acted wisely

in shaping liis government in accordance with the usages and pre-

judices of the people.

Cromwell's ascent to power was easy and natural, and we can-

not see those evidences of an impure ambition which are so gene-

rally ascribed to him. As lord-general he was already the chief

man in the nation, and had long controlled, more or less, both the

militarj' and civil power. It was as easy for iiim to have stepped

into the vacant throne on returning in triumph from the battle of

Worcester, as it was to be proclaimed Protector three years after-

ward. But he paused, as we verily believe, to see what would be
most for the good of his country and the success of Protestantism.

After repeated solicitations from his parliament, he peremptorily

declined to take, the kingly office, and was never for a moment
intoxicated with the cup of power which he had so largely

tasted.

Cromwell was ambitious, but not for himself or for his family.

His ambition regarded his countiy, and the success of the Protest-

ant religion. He was ambitious to make England the queen of

the Protestant world, and ambitious to protect the persecuted and
down-trodden from the shafts of the opjircssor. His course toward
the poor sufferers of Piedmont is v/cll known. Indeed, the power
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of England was, in his hands, uniformly exerted to shield the

i*rotcslant churches all over Europe.

His administration was marked by the strength of his own steady

and vigorous mind. He had no fear of his power, and was not,

therefore, jealous of popular encroachments. He gave the country

a cunstiiiition far more liberal than any which had preceded it

;

cqnali/cii the representative system in a manner which even Cla-

rendon commends ;
gave parliament a voice in the appointment of

}iis juinistcrs
;
yielded up the entire legislative authority without

fVCM reserving the veto power ; and was the first statesman who

conceived the idea of religious toleration. It is v/orthy of remark,

loo, that his institutions became more and more liberal as his

power was established ; and, had he lived, we doubt not that the

urbilrary features of his government would have entirely disap-

ivnrcd.

No administration was ever more respected abroad. " The
lord protector's government," writes a Brussels correspondent in

Thvirloe, " makes England more formidable and considerable to all

nations than ever it has been in my time." His acute mind rea-

dily discovered where lay the great source of England's prosperity

and power, and his zeal for commerce surpassed that of all the

sovereigns who had preceded him. The impulse given by his

potent hand to the prosperity of England is felt, even down to the

present time.

His " besotted fanaticism," as his enemies are pleased to call

his attachment to religion, never clouded his perceptions of the

pui>Iic good. He surrounded himself with men of the highest

abiliiy and integrity, and liis court combined regal dignity and state

wiih the strictest sobriety, temperance, and good order. He was
also tolerant toward his opponents, and, where no doubts were en-

tertained respecting their integrity, he often raised them to place

and power. Blake, who made the English flag so terrible during

his ascendency ; Hale, the renowned and incorruptible judge ;

Burnett, the Scotch jurist ; and Lockhart, the .celebrated French
ambassador, were all stanch opponents of the protectorate, but

owed their elevation to his favor.

'i'hc cup of power, which so into.\icated Napoleon, produced no
pucii effect on Cromwell. Those successes which seduced the

* i"'-'nchman into endless wars, and finally led to his overthrow, had
no power over the practical mind of the great Englishman. Al-
thou^ll he never looked on war till more than forty years old, yei
Isc never fought a battle without gaining a victory, and never
guHied a victory without annihilating his foe. Although no states-
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man till he was thrust at the head of the Enghsh government, yet

his eagle eye watched over every department of the pubhc business,

and he was as successful in his foreign negotiations and foreign

wars as he had been at the head of an army. No prosperity made

him vain, no adversity fretted him ; but in the storm of battle and

on a bed of sickness he was equally ready to ascribe all to the favor

and goodness of God ; and he went down to the grave in the full-

ness of his power, in his own house, and surrounded by his family

and friends.

Although the government ultimately fell back into the hands of

the Stuarts, yet Cromwell's splendid administration was remem-

bered, and the revolution of 1GS3, regarded as so glorious an era

in English history, was the direct fruit of his labors. The people

'were never entirely satisfied with his government; yet when the

weak and corrupt sons of the laie king returned to power, followed

by retinues of prolligatc and debauched courtiers ;
" when the

Dutch cannon startled an effeminate tyrant in his own palace

;

when the conquests which iiad been made by the armies of Crom-
well were sold to pamper the harlots of Charles ; when English-

men were sent to fight under the banners of France against the

independence of Europe aiKl the Protestant religion ; many lionest

hearts swelled in secret at the tiiought of one who had never suf-

fered his countr)' to be ill used by any but himself."* The com-
parison was loo humiliating to the honest heart of the English

people, and they arose in their wrath and expelled the tyrant from

their throne, and invited a lorcign jirince to take his place.

One of the greatest faults of the work of 31. Guizot, placed at

the head of this article, is the flippancy with which it speaks of

Cromwell's iiypocrisy, fanaticism, and ambition. At one time he

is a " fanatic ;" then he is " devoured by ambition and doubt ;"

then he " hypocritically aflects moderation," &c., &c. It is true

that words like these are so familiar in all English history, that a

foreigner may well be excused for using them ; but we have looked

through his pages with great care to lind facts to sustain such lan-

guage, and have looked in vain. We have already expressed our

opinion in regard to the charges of ambition ; and, although our

article is unreasonably long, yet avc cannot part with the reader

till we have said a word as to his '* hypocrisy."

Mr. Carlylc has, we think, given to the world the materials for

making up an intelligent oi)inion on this subject. Wc refer to

Cromwell's letters. It is in his family, in i)rivate intercourse with

famihar friends, and in hasty notes and loiters, that a man breathes

• Macauloy.
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out liis ^o\\\. It is impossible for any one always to sustain an

assuincJ character. He may do so in his robes of office, in his

hU\c papers and public correspondence ; but to confidential friends,

and in i!ie bosom of his family, nature will speak out—the true

man will be revealed. Hence the public are always desirous to

pel iioKl of the private correspondence of statesmen and politicians.

Ilcnco the rapid sale of the late work of William Lyon M'Kenzie,

conlaiiuDg private letters from Mr. Van Buren, Mr. Butler, &c.

W'v, have seen Laud tried in this way, and condemned. His letters

\o .Strafibrd are said to be free from even the ear-marks of piety.

Charles was notorious for the discrepancy between his public acts

and liis private thoughts—his solemn negotiations and his letters to

his queen. Even Washington, in his letters to his brother, ex-

pressed apprehensions respecting the termination of the American

war which were breathed to no other individual.

Xuw we have looked carefully through all the letters of Crom-

well, contained in Carlyle's book, written to his wife, his daugh-

ters, his sons, (tc, cVc, with the view of detecting the cant and

hypocrisy about which we have heard so much; and the conclusion

to which we have come is, that he was a man eminently earnest

and sincere, deeply imbued with a sense of his responsibility to

Cod and his duty toward his fellow-man, and looking to the great

tribunal in another world as tlie place to which he was to render

bis account and receive his reward.

Cromwell professed to be a Christian ; he attended to the public

and i)rivatc duties of religion ; he had his daily hours for reading

the Scriptures, and for meditation and prayer ; he was blameless

in his deportment ; a strict observer of the sabbath ; spoke pub-

licly in religious meetings, and contributed immense suras annually

i.'i charities : but it is contended that all these observances were

put on for sinister i)urposcs, and used to preserve the favor ot his

pirty and assist him in his ambitious projects.

Hut hypocrisy, liowever perfect the cloak may be, will not sus-

t.iin a man in sick^iess and other trials ; it will flot give him confi-

dence in God ; it will not make him solicitous about the spiritual

111'" of his wife and children ; it will not support him in the hour
if death. Did Cromwell feign all these things? Was his earnest-

net s played off for long years by way of effect ? Did he carry the

dcvopiion into the bosom of his family and among his ciiildren ?

Dm il qo witii him down to the grave ? The thing is loo absurd
lo iidmii of belief for a moment.

i -^.U Cruuiwell was often mistaken, we do not doubt. His cha-

racter, like that of Luther, Knox, Calvin, and the other early
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reformers, partook of the enthusiasm of the times ; and he regarded

himself as fighting for the success of religion, and deliverance from

Popish and ecclesiastical tyrann}', and looked upon his successes

as evidences of the divine favor : but surely these errors, if errors

they were, are no proof of his insincerity, but show rather that he

is everywhere, and in all things, conscious of the pervading pre-

sence of the Most High.

His mother was an eminent servant of God, and his children

generally manifested a deep interest in the subject of religion.

They all came to him for advice and counsel, and formed together

a most affectionate and agreeable household. The industrious

Thurloe, in one of his diplomatic dispatches, casually remarks

:

" My lord protector's mother, of innety-four years old, died last

night. A little before her death she gave my lord her blessing in

these words :
* The Lord cause his face to shine upon you and

comfort you in all your adversities, and enable you to do great

things for the glory of your most high God, and to be a relief

unto his people. i\Iy dear son, I leave my heart with you. Good
night !' and thus sunk into her last sleep."

The subject of religion appeared ever to be uppermost in his

thoughts, and pervades his entire correspondence. Whether he

wrote to Brad.shaw, the president of council ; to Blake, the great

sea-king; to Lcn.thall, speaker of the commons; to Fleetwood,

his gcncral-in-chicf in Ireland ; or to his wife and children at

home, he is always the same—always urging the importance of

ihc spiritual life, and the transient and unsatisfactory nature of all

worldly good. In a letter to Bradshaw he says :

—

" Indeed, my lord, your service needs me not. I am a poor creature,

and have been a dry bone, and am still an unprofitable servant to my
Master and to you. I thought I should have died of this fit of sick-

ness, but the Lord scemeth to dispose otherwise. Truly, my lord, I

desire not to live unless I may obtain mercy from the Lord to approve
my heart and life to him in more faithfulness and thankfulness."

To Blake he says :

—

" We have been lately taught that it is not in man to direct his wav.
Indeed, all the dispensations of God, whether adverse or prosperous,
do fully read that lesson. We can no more turn away the evil, as we
call it, ihun attain the good; and therefore Solomon's counsel of doing
what we have to do with all our mii^ht, and getting our hearts wholly
submitted, if not to rejoicirifi, at least to contentment with whatever
shall be dispensed by him, is worthy to be received by us."

To Fleetwood, who married his daughter, and was now his

general in Ireland, he says :

—
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w t . .-o r..r thP neoole of God; that the Lord knoweth, and

;; ^^-'l r/in c ZntTfci L^c. are n.y wounds ;
which, though

w.U in duo ^"»" "•;"
^;;^^ l^^ ,,,,e of God, doth not discourage me

r.*^;;:" "^l^^^C^^^^^ love to thee and to my dear Biddy

r -;;.;ht r Xis a joy to my heart for what 1 hear of the Lord

^
> r^ Pnvforme, tha the Lord would direct and keep me his

"rl".u
•

"l I.!ess the Lord 1 am not my own. But my condition, to

rir*h :w.a blood, is ver>- hard. Pray for me.

(' .rlvlc in copying this letter, exclaims, in his own peculiar

Vi>w :

"Connie mv hrave Oliver! thou hast but some three years more

o^ , W hen tie coils and puddles of this earth, and of ^^s unthankful

d:.-.:" o a population, are' all behind thee and Carrion Heath and

r n.^elor Uvdi, [Clarendon,] and Charles Stuart, the Christian kmg

!..Lr,rk tWir ^ill; for thou^hast done with it; thou art above it m

Uir bci«:ne azure for evermore."

In a letter to his wife, he thus speaks of another of his daugh-

{c:n :

—

.' Mind poor Betty, of the Lord's great mercy. O ! I desire her not

cnhMo k the Lord in her necessity, but in deed and in truth to turn

o iu.n, keep close to him, and take heed of a departing ^^-^ ^"d of

lK->u, cozened with worldly vanities and worldly ^^";P^7' ;;^^?^^^^

daubl ^he is too subject to. 1 earnestly and frequently pray fur her,

and for him, [her husband.] Truly they are dear to me, very dear,

bud I am in fear lest Satan should deceive them.

To ins daughter, Mrs. Ireton, who afterward married Fleelwood,

he s.iys :

—

• Wl... ever tasted that the Lord is gracious without some sense of

Mrlf. vanity, and badness! Who ever tasted that graciousncss ot his

and U.-ranic less desirous, less anxious, to press alter full enjoymem .

Do.r h.an. press on. Let not husband, let not anything, cool thy

»jTc ctiou afi.-r Christ. 1 hope he will be an occasion to inllame them.

That which is best wortliy of love in him is the image of Christ he

Unrs. Look on that and love it best, and all the rest for that.

Another letter to his wife, written after the battle of Dunbar,

h.is these words :

—

"The Lord hath showed us an exceeding mercy : who can tell how

Kftii ii is ! mv weak faith hath been upheld. I have been m my in-

»«ra uvtn marvelouslv supported, though I assure thee I grow an old

lu^iK at.d frel the infirmities of age stealing upon me. Would my cor-

nip-.:v..n.'> i!;d as fast decrease ! Pray on my behalf!"

At a still later period he writes :

—

•* h jovs mc to hear thy soul prospereth. The Lord increase his

fiv.Ti lu thcc more and more. The greatest good thy soul can wisli
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is that he would lift upon thee the light of his countenance, which is

better than life."

We might multiply these extracts lo a very great extent, for

what we have here set down pervades Cromwell's entire corre-

spondence. But this is sufficient for our purpose. If Cromwell
was a hypocrite, his hypocrisy continued down lo liie day of his

death, and followed him " into the eternities." Just before his last

illness he lost his son-in-law, husband to the lady Frances, who
had been wedded but four months. He was a son of the Earl of

Warwick, who acknowledges the "faithful affections" and "Chris-

tian advices" which the Protector liad administered to him in his

afllictions. The old man followed his son soon after ; and in the

midst of these losses and these " Christian advices," Cromwell,
struggling with new seas of troubles, new insurrections, revolts,

and discontents, which had to he crushed, met with new afflictions

in that family circle where lay all liis real pleasures.

The lady Claypole, his favorite daugliter, and a favorite of all

the world, had fallen sick of a most painful disease, and lingered

in great distress. Hampton Court was a house of sorrow; "pale
death was knocking there, as at the door of the meanest hut. ' She
had great sufferings, great exercises of spirit ;' and in the depth of

the old centuries we see," says Carlyle, " a pale, anxious mother,

anxious husband, anxious, weeping sisters, a poor young Frances
weeping anew in her weeds."

Cromwell, for many days, was at her bedside, unable to attend

to any public business whaieviT, and just before her death broke

down under his continued care and watching. He was a most
tender and affectionate father, and the pains and sufferings of this

his favorite daughter took a deep hold of iiis feelings, and he never

recovered from the shock. In about two weeks after her death,

which happened on the Glh of August, 1658, he took to his bed,

from which he never arose.

Laid thus low by the hand of afHiciion, he called. for his Bible,

and desired a friend to read the follownig passage from Philippi-

ans : "Not that I speak in respect of want ; for I have learned in

whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content. I know both how
to be abased, and I know how to abound. Everywhere and by all

I am instructed, both lo be full and lo be hunc:ry, both to abound
and to suffer need. I can do all things through Christ which
slrcngthencth me." " Ah," said lie, " it is true, Paul, tjou have
learned this, and attained to this n)casurc of grace ; but what shall

/do? It is a hard lesson for me to tak»^ out, but," he added, "he
that was Paul's Christ is my Christ too,"
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lie spoke often of ihe " Mediator of the covenant." " Failli in

,»,. covlM.aMt." said he, "is my only support, and if I believe not

//r abid.-s fiilliful." When his wife and children gathered around

\is bed %von>in-, in sad anticipation of their approaching loss he

fcaiJ -Vovc not this world. 1 say unto you, it is not good that

you'^-houhl love this world. No, children, live like Christians. 1

icivr iho covenant for you to feed upon."

On another day he said, " It is a fearful thing to fall into the

l>nt .'» of the living God." This, says Maidstone, was spoken three

,:,nc.s his repetitions being very weighty, and with great vclie-

iiicnrv of spirit
" But then," he said, " all the pronfuses of Ood

Mc m lUm " On another occasion he said, "The Lord hath filled

„it> with as much assurance of his pardon and his love as my soul

fAn h-'ld" And again, "I am conqueror, and more than con-

nucrnr, through Christ that strengtheneth me. I am the poorest

%vKtrh that lives, but I love God, or rather God loves me.

'

•• Lord " said he, " however thou do dispose of me, contmue and

ra on to do good to thy people. Give them consistency of judg-

ment, one heart, and mutual love ; and go on to deliver thcni, and

advance the work of reformation and make the name of Cnrist

glorious in the world. Teach those who look too much on thy

instruments to depend more on thyself, and pardon such as de-

sire to trample on the dust of a poor wormy

lie died on the third of September, his fortunate day—the day

on which he won the great battle of Dunbar, in 1650, and the great

battle of Worcester, in 1651, and which, during the protectorate, was

.•tlwavs kept as a day of public thanksgiving. Maidstone was with

Vv.n 'through the previous night, and thus reports his utterances :

'• Truly Gt>d is good ; indeed he is ; he will not—" then his speech

f.-ulfd lum ; but, as I apprehend, it was, " lie will not leave me.

This .saving, " God is good," he frequently used all along, and

would speak it with much cheerfulness and fervor of spirit in the

midst of his pains. Again he said, " I would be willing to live to

be further serviceable to God and his people, but my work is done.

Yi-i (I'od will be with his people."

ilo was very restless during most of the night, speaking often to

himself. Something to drink was offered him, and he was desired

l'^ lake it, and endeavor to compose himself to sleep ;
but he re-

fuM-d. saving, "It is not my design to drink or to sleep, but my

dc«i^:n js to make what haste I can to be gone."

On tht: following morning he was speechless, and between three

ftud It-ur in the afternoon his light was quenched, and ins great

•|writ went, as we trust, to that abode where there is neither war
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nor faction, and where the wicked cease from troubhng, and tlie

weary are at rest.

Such was the death of the man whom Hume and liis contempo-

raries dchght to hold up to the world as a deceiver and a canting

hypocrite. Let the world do him more justice !

Carlyle says,

—

" I have asked myself if anywhere in modern European history, or

even in ancient Asiatic, there was found a man practicing this mean
world's afiairs with a heart more filled by the idea of the Highest?

Bathed in the eternal splendors, it is so he walks our dim earth. This

man is one of few. He is ])rojected with a terrible force out of the

eternities, and in the tunes and their arenas there is nothing that can

withstand him."

Art. IV.—1. Napoleon and his Marshalls. By J. T. Headley.
2 vols. New-York. 1847.

2. Waslungton and his Generals. By J. T. Headley. 2 vols.

New-York. 1847.

As the noblest animals undergo a longer period of gestation and

have fewest offspring at a birth,—as the progeny of man is more ex-

cellent than the innumerous spawn of the insect world,—so is it Avith

genius and its progeny. jMorcovcr, it docs not produce abortions

nor monstrosities ; it ever travails with perfection, and the worlds

of fancy and of reality deck its bed with their sweets. Obliquing

from these truths, and glancing with keen foresight upon the ten-

dency of crowds to swarm for the siglit of a Tom Thumb, or any

other novelty or deformity, Mr. Headley has exhibited his shrewd-

ness in the choice of subjects and the mode of treating them ; and

has betrayed the low grade of his genius by its wonderful fecun-

dity. Naturally prone to the marvelous and stirring as all men are,

our countrymen are now, and have been lor a few years past, foam-

ing with excitement growing out of the Oregon question and the

Mexican war. Their minds have, therefore, been a most inviting

soil to a class of writers who, with a single eye to the business

nature of the transaction, have flooded the country with books that

are expected to sv/im into profitable notice and demand upon the

flood of appetite and passion evoked by these topics. The princi-

ple upon which tlicy rely for success is the ardent love. of cver-

Tarying action—the intense interest that always attends the exhibi-

lioa of physical energy ; a principle wliich governs the mass of
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nunkind, to the dclriment of those more perfect and valuable quali-

tif-i, fxpericiicc and mental or moral beauty. These last do not

fv^sscHs the requisite element of popularity ; consequently they

|v.ivc no value, and in proportion as the former prevails they must

rrrcdc, just as the genuine lustre of the diamond ftides away be-

nd*? ilie j,'ross glare of a candle. And thus the inestimable pro-

diiruons of Marsliall, and Irving, and Prescott, of Longfellow, and

I):in.i, and Bryant—for which a taste had been created—are thrust

a«!;!<? and become tasteless and insipid, while the pungent and

ffjvohnis brood of these scribblers at once provokes and vitiates

\\,c palate. The taste of the people which had been educated up

to a love for sound writers, and an appreciation of their elevated

t!.(Mucs, has been depraved, despoiled, thrown backward upon its

primitive rudeness by crude and unprincipled dabsters who re-

m<ir»olcssly sacrifice the perfections of sacred art at the altar of

ftdimration ; who weakly surrender the freedom of reason to the

tyrnfiny of instinct.

Oijcof the earliest developments of our nature, and one of its least

noble aitributcs, is[that principle which disposes us to love the extra-

vn!:ijant, the grotesque, the wonderful, and the frightful. Ignorance

annihilates the difference of age, and thus we observe that this

\:\s\c exists to an equal degree in the gi-ay-headed negro, the gigan-

tic boor, and the puny child ; that it flourishes best where the rea-

soning faculties are rudest, or where the passions and affections

arc least cultivated. jMost persons have witnessed the combined
t'-rror and delight with which individuals of this class coweringly
hover around the narrator of legends of ghosts and goblins,

" Staring wide

With stony eyes,"

nt his uncoutli paintings of fiends, demons, and witches; and ea-

p/ r!y swallowing chronicles of murderers and highwaymen, with
t.'ic depending stories of hauntings and hangings, of indelible blood-
spots and creaking gibbets.

To delight in such stories, we say, is characteristic of the ex-
tfcnv-'s of youth or ignorance, or both. And it is no less indicative
t'. a nation's childhood or ignorance than of man's, when its indi-
ViJual members demand and maintain writers whose productions
?.rr of a cliaracter analogous with these legends. For we hold that

* '»^*r-^id relish for these stories is the next step.to a belief in thein

;

•n>l ii-ai the members of a community wliose taste is so depraved
v< not far m advance of the West Indian negro who trembles at
i..f tncniion of Obi ; or of the Irish peasant whose fears have peo-

VOL. VIII.-^
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pled with frightful habitants every bog and rock, every hill and

valley, of his unhappy land.

Without doubt, the writings of I\Ir. Headley are godsends to this

class of our countrymen ; and also to those, their brethren, who
pore over books of siiipwreck and miraculous escapes ; who have

a revolting fondness for " last dying speeches" and "confessions;"

and for the stirring records of highwaymen, pirates, and murderers.

His books contain just enough of Mood and carnage, of the tap of

the drum, the blast of the trumpet, and the trappings of military

glorj' ; they abound to the due amount in a raw admiration of

merely physical exploits, and rcqinrc the economical outlay of

thought that is exactly necessary to recommend them to the reading

mob. Perhaps, after all, something is gained, some improvement

indicated, one step more made upward upon the ladder of advance-

ment, when the confirmed devourcr of the unfriendly aliment just

alluded to is induced to take up our author. And if the gain be

small, the improvement impalpable, tlie step a slight one—what

then? Cold water, we know, if thrown upon intensely hot glass

will shiver it to atoms ; when, if it be first raised to the tempera-

ture of the metal, it may be applied with impunity. So, the full

blaze of the sun upon the eyes of the new-born babe will destroy

sight, while a gradual exposure would enable them to defy the

raid-day beam. Whether by intuition or design, through a necessi-

tous instinct, or by philosojthical forecast, Mr. Headley has adopted

this principle; and his writings are ingeniously calculated for the

capacities of the crudest nuiui. And tiie man or boy who has

gloated over the deeds of jMraics, and been stimulated by legends

of murderers, " et id genus o?/i/tc" will here find nothing to shock

his taste ; his critical and discriminating powers will still remain

undisturbed.

From what has been said it may be gathered that we do not

place any very high estimate upon Mr. Headley's qualifications as

an author; or, at least, that we liavc a mean opinion of the sound-
ness and tendencies of his productions generally. We do, indeed,

seriously and honestly believe that they arc suited to produce and
foster many evil results : that their tendency is to awaken the

ferocious impulses of the most excitable portion of an excitable

nation ; to throw men back in the world, and undo the silent and
perfect work of revelation and refinement : that setting up the

warlike character of its people as the higiiest mark of a nation's

greatness and prosperity, the noblest passion to which they minister

is a phrensied admir;ition of the grossly physical: that they cul-

tivate the same spirit that would prefer a practiced wrestler, or an
6*
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inYincil)lc boxer, before the most accomplished logician, the most

tirofuiuul statesman, the most rapt poet ; that would judge of man

by his dimensions in cubic feet, or by his gross weight of brawn

fliHJ muscles, rather than by his intellect or genius ; or, to particu-

larizi', that would rank Ben Caunt above Jol)n Milton or Edmund

lUirkc.

Notwithstanding the feeble disclaimer in the Preface to Na-

\Mj\con and his Marshalls, vol. i, pp. 2, 3, such is the tendency

end l»'acliii)g of Mr. Hcadlcy's numerous books. And if we read

him ariglit by the evidence which his productions furnish, these

rc?uhs liave their spring in a stubborn necessity of his nature, of

\\\\\c\\ ihcy arc the characteristic growth. We are inclined to be-

lieve liiat, waited upon by
" A gentle Hiisher, vanity by name,"

he \i one of that class wiio know no medium—who have no tem-

perate conservatisms—who are ever in extremes ; whose reason

and judgment are unable to keep pace wnth their passions or im-

pulses, and whose minds are competent to grasp easy generals,

but arc utterly unequal to the task of classifying intricate or in-

volved details. Thus, his praise runs into adulation ; his censure

into abuse. He never loves but he adores ; his dislike scarcely

slops short of abhorrence ; and, to use a homely expression, " his

gccsc are all swans." Owing to the pecidiar organization of his

mind, he is unable to contemplate more than one object at a time,

and the last one upon which it employs itself is its darling one.

Therefore, the individuals he illustrates are each his clients as

ihcy successively engage his attention, and he feels committed to

defend thorn with all the ingenuity he can command ; and if it be

ncctssnry to pluck the late favorite in order to adorn the present

one, he is liindered by no scruples. Blind to those modest virtues

whicii— rare, delicate, and priceless as the diamond—go to make
up the highest style of man, he is also unobservant of those minor

tms and petty passions which tarnish and debase him. Or, if he

W gifted with the power to discern these priceless qualities, he

s*\ lacks the fine sympathy whereby to appreciate them; and is

vj>\ Warmed by that generous indignation which has the courage to

ass.A'.jli error at whatever odds or however miimte. Unendowed
iiththc t^cnius to originate, or the hand to execute, those powerful
louclirs which give harmony and beauty to a picture, he is forced

lodr.ll in startling outlines, obvious generals, rash, hasty, and dis-

corviani d. nails. Such being some of the peculiarities of his mind,
*c src iioi surprised at his treatment of the characters that he
fc«€ai}>t» lo illustrate; and we have a key to the unstinted praise-
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or blame which he sliowers upon the one that for the lime being

occupies his attention, and which makes

" Every man with him seem God or devil.''

By some process' he has at length come to be infatuated with a

confused notion of glory, and all his faculties are directed to its sole

contemplation. Like a man who, having ventured to stare upon the

sun, finds upon withdrawing his gaze that all nature is a blank, and

that, whether opened or shut, his eyes serve only as media by which

goblin suns dance and gleam athwart his mind, so is it with him

:

he has looked so long and fixedly upon his dazzling ideal, that his

perceptions can entertain no other image. Or, like the beautiful Sara-

cen who only knew her Christian lover's name, and traversed Europe

crying, " Gilbert, Gilbert !" so his tongue can utter no other senti-

ment than, "Glory, glory!" Tiie same process which has thus

contracted his faculties till they are subservient to the one idea of

glory, has also served to mislead him in his conceptions of what it

is; and he often sets up a phantasm of his own imagination and

worships it as the true divinity. In his numerous visions of the

goddess she has ever appeared robed in garments of reddest hue,

—

her face llushed, her eyes blood-shot, her lineaments distorted with

fuiy,—while her bare right arm shakes a falchion dripping with

Imman gore, and which she menacingly holds over the world.*

.Such is his goddess, which, we dare aver, is no true divinity, but

tiie ''empty seemnig" of enchantment, the imposture of incanta-

tion. Tiiis is the lying feigning of that noble influence which lit

up JShaksjJcarc's path, and shall for ever illuminate his name and

consecrate his memory ; wiiich is seated far above the din of arms

and the clangor of physical force ; wiiich annihilates time and

space—drawing together in imperishable unity Homer, and Chau-

cer, and the bard of Avon, Spenser and Virgil, Dante and ]\Iilton

;

and which sanciihcs the names of Grecian, Roman, and English

sages and patriots.

It is plain that .Mr. lleadley is solicitous to rank as an historian,

• Since writinp tlic above our attention has been directed to a striking con-

firmation ot" ibi.s t)!>s<>rv;ition. It occurs in our author's description ot' Mural,

who. ho says, " invr.sicd battle with a sort of glory in itscit';" and whom he

describes a.s burstuiu' through the ranks of his Iocs at the battle of Mount Ta-

bor, " covered with bis own blood and those (J) of his enemies, and his arjn

red to the dliow that ^rafped his dripping sicord.^^ This passage is rendered

doubly revolting by the repetition of Murat's insanely profane remark, that,

while he was thus wet with blood, " he thought of Christ and his transfigura-

tion on that same spot nearly two tliousand years before, and it gave him tea-

fold courage and Blrcnglh."
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*' Time's witness, herald of antiquity,

The light of truth, and life of memory."

Ih;i it is equally plain that this bias of his faculties which we have

i>ccn con>idcriiig, utterly disables him for that high station. As
|»rn»ointecl by iiim, Clio is no longer the sober, steadfast, "strong-

cvctl imi.'<c.'" J3ut stripped of her ample and spotless robes, and

iri'-kcd oul in the frippery garb of an Italian improvisatrice, she

liiuuihs and rants, and pours forth a voluble strain of incoherent

woji!.*:. ?am\ of extravagant, half-incubated thoughts; while no vene-

raMc ii<Mi cackles more complacently over the exclusion of her

f ;:,M, llian she does over her equally frail progeny.

He would also be considered a man of genius, while he is unen-

li^hti-iied by a single coruscation of its divine fire; is neither warmed
by ii-s vivifying imaginings and brilliant hopes, nor actuated by its

j;rncrous and magnificent, though vaulting, aims; and hence, also,

he is incapable of delecting or sympathizing with either. Pre-

ferring; llic feverish, unreasoning, fitful, and clamorous clappings

of liu- populace before that steady growth and accumulation of

men's love, admiration, and gratitude, which makes its object the

property of "no age, but of all time," he gathers a crowd that he

may lij,tcn to its plaudits; he burns to achieve—not fame, but

—

p ipuiarily. Hence, his partial observations upon men and events;

\m discoloring of facts, his stupid idolatry of that lurid glory which
lights up the hero, and his total blindness to that more ethereal

essence which transfigures man by the magical play of his fancy,

iliC brilliancy of his imagination, the subtilly or strength of his in-

tcilocl; by the mild splendor of his virtues, or the attractive beauty
of cnl.irgcd affections and regulated passions. Hence, too, it is,

ihitto command his praise an object must be gross and palpable
;

Uut the more spiritual the form the less beautiful it is in his sight;

in projM.»riion as it is godlike it is unworthy of admiration. The
truth is, that Mr. Ileadley belongs to the more respectable branch
cf that numerous class in literature,—known by their spawn of books
With fiaunting yellow covers, startling titles, and contemptible wood-
cuts,— wlio are analogous to the demagogue in politics. These are
ciiKtly solicitous after noisy notoriety, being little scrupulous in
ihc use of means so as they accomplish this end. Painfully con-
':«ous of ilicir inferiority and of their radical defects, not even self-

orcoucrs upon the score of their own merits and deservings, they
)<^» »lrivc to attain by juggling arts that consideration which is

• l-i-'i 1,1noun sly awarded to real worth. Not daring with their weak
r-Mon? to fly boldly for the sun while he rides high in the full

»i>.'.-titior of meridian glory, they wind sinuously along, trailing and
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crawling upon the earth's surface that they may reach it by stra-

tegy at sunset. They listen for the yell of the populace, watch the

tide of its favor, truckle to its mean demands, and pander to its

craving and depraved tastes. Now, the man of genius contemptu-

ously scorns all this clap-lrap ; for the invariable characteristic of

genius is, that it never constrains its possessor to use the arts and

appliances of quackery with the purpose of gaining the suffrages

of the public. Popularity is not the great end he seeks. It is not

applause he covets—the thundering acclamations of an impulsive

populace, the sugared praise of friends or parasites, of patrons or

clients ; nor the stereotyped epithets of hireling critics. Mere
popularity he disdains, and all the arts which insure it ; for he

possesses an honest confidence in his own strength, and looks

calmly, patiently, and prophetically, into the future for his reward.

His ambition is not to build a lent rich with gold and tinsel work,

glittering with gewgaws, and dazzling the sight with rich and
diverse colors ; to raise a thin, flapping canopy, which the cold will

penetrate, rain tarnish, and the winds destroy ; which may indeed

evoke the fitful admiration of gaping crowds, but shall soon fall

into unseemly tatters, and be huddled away to decay and forget-

fulncss. He builds a temple, founded

" Upon so high a rock,

Higlicr standcth none in Spaine ;"

wliich shall be durable as the everlasting hills; and to which gene-

rations living in the " far country" of llic future shall gather to offer

up their homage of veneration, lie seeks fame! He burns to

achieve a name that men '-'will not willingly let die;" to print it

upon the rock
" That shall rot niolle away for heate.

And not away %s uh hlornie's bcate ;"

which, as the morning star of English poesy has said, was
" Written full of names

Of fulke that had afore p^roat fames

Of olJe time, and yrt ihey were

As fresh as men had written hem there

This self-day, or this hourc

That } on liem began to poiirc."

Therefore he docs not sigh for military renown. For the hero has
"no armor against iaic ;" like a comet he "rolls, and blazes, and
dies;" he is the child of the present; his fame is ever brightest
while the story of his prowess is freshest ; ilie boundaries which
he established shall be eradicated; his battle fields shall "laufh
and sing" under the rich vineyard or the bending grain; new ranks
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of men shall fill the vacant places of his viclims, and tinae shall

cunmuT the conqueror Not so with the man of genius. He is

not solicitous 10 perform mere deeds—to fire a temple, sack a city,

ron'juer an army, usurp a kingdom. To him these seem gross and

(arihly niruurcstations ; things of to-day, which, like the animal

that performs them, shall perish ; they obliterate from the records

of man the story of his advancement in arls, science, refinement,

antl ri-hgion; placing the extremes of social existence—the savage

rl.iofiain and the polished hero—upon one footing : for the former

iii:»y perform deeds as startling as the latter; and the whirl of bat-

tle i^raiifics the barbarous Maximin or his horse, as keenly as the

nccumplishcd Julian or the divine Augustus. And herein lies the

diilcrcnce between this spirit—the spirit of force, and the spirit

of tlioughl; between power which proceeds from matter, and power

whicii cn)analcs from the soul. The one retrogrades man to in-

fancy ; the other advances him, as if by one leap, to robust man-

lioml. The one hurls back the car of refinement and obstructs the

fountains of knowledge, hews at the key-stone of the temple of

liberty, and midermines the solid walls of religion; the other stands

in the stead of experience, as if by inspiration overleaps the bar-

riers of ignorance and time, and pours into the overflowing lap of

il5 possessor all knowledge and refinement, giving to him by instinct

what the average of men are generations striving to gain. Thus
it happens that it is ever in advance of its age ; and, as the example

of most famous men proves, is often undervalued by it—like a star

whose patient light is unobserved, or, if observed, unheeded ;
but

which, rolling on for ages, ever burning brightly, shall at length be

discovered to act as the sun of a universe of suns ; and men will

tiiihusinsucally do homage to it as the centre of all gravity, the

sf.1t of all material energy and order. Genius, which is the highest

rn.inifc.-tation of this bright spirit, advances the barbarian to all the

sublimities of man's capacities without depressing them or lower-

ing the standard of civilization or refinement. Its possessor waits

not for the slow operation of time, but springs fojrth like the Gre-

cian war-goddess, full-grown and vigorous. So was it with IIo-

m<T, the old-time barbarian; who, even now, when a century of

fenerations has lapsed, is the highest model for imitation, the day-star

«'f man's noblest ambition : and the hoary-headed harper, wreathed
»n Ju'< immortal robes of verse from his seat far away back in the old

^•'^'rl'J. l'lin;Ts around with the lavish hand of a creator what the

• .ow and plodding disciples of science exhaust centuries in ac-

quinns. For, while the influence of the spirit of force is destruc-

tive, that of this beneficent principle is creative. It produces war-
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riors that will live when actual heroes are forgotten ; croAvns ideal

beings with a more imperisliable fame than the most invulnerable

general can gain for himself; gives to the children of fancy a substan-

tial reality, and "makes a soul under the ribs of death." It is the

herald and harbinger of arts, science, and philosophy; the evangelist

of freedom ; the hand-maiden of religion ; and conqueror over lime.

The period has now arrived wiicn it will be proper to undertake

the unpleasant task of pointing out the special defects of our writer,

somewhat in detail. And although tlie productions of this gentle-

man abound in solecisms of language and gross violations of syntax;

although scarcely a paragraph occurs in wiiich he does not commit
some wretched verbal error or stumble upon some detestable gram-
matical heresy ; although he not only disregards mere euphony,

but pertinaciously uses such words and terms as are inexpressive

and inapt—inappropriate to each oilier and to the sentiments they

labor to convey ; notwitlislanding that his style is turgid, declama-

tory, and filled to repletion with ]>nfly adjectives—two or more of

which unhappy parts of speech are constantly to be seen hobbling

along with a haughty noun upon ihcir shoulders ; notwithstanding

all this, and that his writings are a fair field for criticism and pro-

mise tempting returns, we siiall only start the hare but will not

remain long upon the scent. We do not seek to display their nu-

merous venial faults. Our design has been rather to discuss their

moral bearing in general terms, and incidentally to classify the

author himself. Meanwhile we rest upon his books, and appeal to

them for the justice of our strictures.

Mr. Headley's writings arc justly censurable for these among
other faults : the feeble structure of his sentences and their redun-

dancy of superlative epithets ; the illogical arrangement and inse-

quencyof his ideas ; and his affectation of intensity both of thought

and expression. These faults we intend to exhibit without ad-

hering to any particular order ;
and, for a very obvious reason, shall

confine our attention more particularly to portions of his latest and
most popular work. Thus, at page 120 of Washington and his

Generals, he says—and the paragraph is given as a specimen of

these faults epitomized :

—

" Whether bowed in fasting and prayer hcforc God in behalf of his
country, or takinj^ the fate of the Ainericaii army on his brave heart
whether retrcatin;^ before ilio ovcrwhtlmiiii,' numbers of the eneinv or
pouring his furious sijiiadrons to the charge—whotlicr lost in anxious
thought, as his eye seeks in vain for some ray amiil tlic gloomy pros-
pect that surrounds liim, or spurrinj; his fri^litoned steed amid the
broken ice of the angry Delaware in the midst of the midni"ht ctorm
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wliothcr pallopini^ into the deadly volleys of the enemy in the strong

fjToM to restore the fight, or wearing the wreath of victory which a

fraK ful nation placed with mingled tears and acclamations on his brow

—

bo IS the same self-coUccled, noble-minded, and resolute man."

Here amidst a sea of epithets both "cold and hot, and moist and

dry," we have a description of one who is self-collected at tlie same

moment that he is lost or bewildered in anxious thought ! Who is

iiKikiiij,' active exertions to discover a particular natural phenome-

non, while his mind is confounded or pre-occupied with solicitous

nu'ihlalions ! Upon whose brow, as a sort of crowning grace we
jiroMimc, mingled tears and acclamations are placed in company

wiili the wreath of victory ! This we opine is what Mr. Headley

fancies to be " fine writing." This is one of his intei^se passages;

one of his powerful paintings !

Again at page 19 he says of Washington,—"Educated only in

iho conunon schools, he was oflered a midshipman's berth in the

Hrilish navy when but fourteen years of age." A captious critic

in!i;lit ask, "To whom does the term, fourteen years of age, apply;

to Washington or to the British navy?" But without tarrying to

discuss that point, we ask, what is the legitimate interpretation of

tills sentence, under the customary laws of composition? Plainly

tiiis; that the advancement and attainments of the person in this

unfavorable position—only "a common school"—were such as to

attract the attention of those in authority, and to induce the proffer

of the honorable station alluded to. As it stands, such is the mean-

ing of this sentence, or it is incoherent. The nominative part of

ihc sentence states a cause, and the objective gives its lateral re-

sult-s. But Mr. Headley means no such thing; and in the succeed-

ing sentence he shows that he was stating several distinct, inde-

pendent, and disconnected facts :—that Washington had been

educated at a common school, and that at a certain age he had

been an applicant for admission into tiie British navy.

And again, at page 21, we find an animated but fragmentary

description of Washington's perilous mission to ]\r. de St. Pierre,

liio Prench conuuandant upon the Ohio, introduced by the follow-

ing feeble and fallacious statement :
—" He was sent as commis-

sioner by Governor Dinwiddie to demand of the French com-
mander v:}uj he had invaded the king's colonies ?" At this junc-

lure Mr. Headley's intensify seems to have failed him; and such
as llu.s, according to his version, was tjie silly purport, the childish

fccoj.c, the peuy end and aim, of this important mission. Such is

Uc suimnary and even niggardly manner in which important poli-

tK:,nl transactions arc uniformly discussed by this artificial and
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headlong writer, in his liot haste to profit by liis popularity. His
powers are exhausted in the cilort to lavish romantic phrases and

plethoric particles upon physical and comparatively unimportant

performances, while histor>' is deliberately shorn of its slrengih,

and led about like a monkey in a raree-show, to tickle the mob and

pick up its pence. The truth is, that Washington's mission to the

French was one of great difiiculiy ; involving the most momentous
results, and requiring judgment, delicacy, and dignit)', firmness,

endurance, and moral as well as physical courage, in its perform-

ance. He was not merely to carry a bare message, in defiance

of "winter's cold or summer's heat." It was not for this that he
was selected to encounter difflcullics and distress, to hold an unde-

viating way " across rivers and morasses, over mountains, through

fearful gorges, and amid tribes of Indians." The infant colony

of Virginia contained scores of men who would have successfully

encountered all this. But Washington was chosen by those in

authority for these, heightened by other and rarer, qualifications.

They had observed in the vigorous man of twenty-one unflinching

patriotism, dignity above his years, cool judgment, strict integrity,

strong military propensities, and a thorough acquaintance with

Indian character. It is true that the ostensible purport of his mis-

sion was to demand of the ofilccr commanding the French forces,

"by what authority he presumed to invade the king's dominions,

and what were his designs." But he was also especially instructed

to observe the country through which he passed, and to note its

capacity for civil or military possession; to conciliate and confirm

the friendship of the Indians ; to discover the force of the French
then upon the Ohio, as well as the reinforcements that were ex-

pected ; to ascertain the number and position of their forts, with
the force in each, and the character of their equipments ; and to

penetrate, by his own observation, their designs for the future, as

well as their present condition and advancement. Such was the

intricate and delicate nature of his comniission
; and although the

difficulties by the way were numerous and imposing, althouo-fi liis

.sufi"erings and privations were extreme, Washington seems to have
held them cheap wlicn compared with what he endured after he
had reached his destination and opened iiis conference with the

French; who spared no wiles nor expense in their attempts to

decoy the Indians from their engagements with him, and also to

consume his time in fruitless negotiations. In his report to Go-
vernor Dinwiddie, he says of his feelings at this time :

—"I cannot
say that ever in my hfc I suflercd so much anxiety as I did in this

affair."
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Occasionally, too, in his travail aficr intensity, Mr, Headley

ntlocls the intensely imaginative vein; he would add poet to his

other titles. And yet we assert, without fear of serious contradic-

tion, that a purely poetical thought cannot be found in the volumes

wliich stand as the text of this paper; for, however promising may
be the opening of a passage, whatever be the intrinsic worth or

boaniy of a thought, it is ever mangled and deformed in the de-

livery. For instance, in his sketch of Arnold—in which, as in that

of IJreene, he exhibits more ability and a juster appreciation of

character than appears elsewhere in the collection—he thus dis-

courscth of the Dead River :
—

" This river receives its name from
\]\o silence and tranquillity of its current. It moves like tlie waters

of ()l)livion through the dark and motionless forest, interrupted only

at long intervals by slight falls." Were the late Wm. Hazlilt Mr.
Ileadley's critic, he would scarcely deem it necessary to assure us

that his allegory would hite no one ;—it being disarmed of its po-

tency by the ludicrous and unwearying struggles of the real with
the ideal. Meantime he would not fail to admire the new geogra-
phical teaching that is evolved, namely, that the current of the river

of oblivion "is interrupted at long intervals by slight falls." So
unfortunate is Mr. Headley with "figures," we cannot refrain from
expressing our surprise at his constant use of them. His treat-

ment of these unfortunates reminds us of those unhappy wretches
chronicled in the Arabian Night's Entertainments, who, while they
were yet men and retained human appetites and desires, were
doomed by the cruel enchantress, their mistress, to assume the
sliapc of beasts and birds, and to be for ever subject to her capri-
cious violence.

This poetical " caccethes" is also exhibited in his numerous
•It scriptions. In these—which are his proudest performances

—

his poverty is made painfully apparent by the sparsity of ideas,
the continual repetition of identical figures and modes of thought,
and by a uniform and unvarying general treatment. Thus, in the
sketch illustrating Greene's character, there are descriptions of three
hatilcs—at Guilford, at Hobkirk's Hill, and at Eutaw Springs.
' lie narration of these three events is confined within thirty con-
»>cruuvc pages, and yet in that short space the instances of his
l-o' Ileal presumption and poverty are almost numberless. In each
of

^
these descriptions there is an effort to depict the stillness and

Ro.ii;,r,ness of the scene, as contrasting with, and preparatory to,
»-»t^ whirl and noise of battle. In each there is a forest, which is
^'^'7'^'"

.

^^ ^'''^"t and slumberous save when the air or curling
•inoKc 8iirs the tree-tops. Then, too, there is in each a tedious
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prattle about sunrise, and dew-drops, and foliage, and a loquacious

lisping of the phrases, " floating banners," " martial music," "lines

of light," and " blesscci mornings ;" proving that the writer's aim

has been to gratify the senses with vain tinklings and empty no-

things, and to supply a rudder to his paragraphs, lil;e Butler's grand

mithridate for verses. \^'hile he is thus straining after general

ellect he is heedless of details, and disfigures his paintings by the

introduction of violent contradictions ; as in his bifold account of

the appearance of the troops engaged in the battle at Eutaw. He
says :

—" With the exception of the oflicers, there were few bright

uniforms to be seen. Whole ranks were barefoot and in rags,

and hundreds were stark naked, with nothing but tufts of moss on

their shoulders and hips, to keep the muskets and cartridge boxes

from chafing their skins." And yet on the ensuing page, when
the lights and shadows were to be so disposed as to harmonize

with the ensuing delineation of the battle, this tattered array is

described in language usually appropriated to a gay and brilliant

procession:—"With streaming banners and glittering bayonets the

American columns came steadily on."

Another blemish, too gross to pass unobserved, and that has been
severely commented upon by critics, is our author's constantly re-

curring repetitions. He has himself noticed this fault, as is com-
mon with men of his mold, only to extenuate it. In the Preface

to " Washington and his Generals," he says :

—

" I have avoiiltd repetition as tnucli as possible, but yet have chosen
in some places to let iliis faull remain, in order to secure an object I

could itoi reach without it. h\ Jibing over the same scenes, and fre-

quently over the same battles, it is not only inevitable, but necessary
to a clear narrative. Besides, the intense words of our language are

easily exhausted ; and one is ofii.'n compelled, in describing thrilling

scenes, to choose between a weak sentence and the repetition of strong

words, and perhaps of similar comparisons. Repetition has been a
Btanding chnrge against my ' X;i})oloon and Ins Marshalls ;' yet if I

were to rewrite it a thousand times I could not avoid it, without making
lialf the scenes tame and common-place."

Now, it is not only "'
in going over the same scenes," nor in de-

scriptions of the same battles and of thrilling occurrences, that this

defect is most frequently and olTensivcIy obtruded. The repeti-

tions w-hich destroy his character for artistical finish and for dignity
of style, and which lie against the fecundity of his inventive pow-
ers, and thc'vigor of his intellect, are repetitions of common-place
ideas, of cant words, of tinkling and intemperate phrases, of arbi-

trary modes of expression, of heated and stereotyped epithets, and
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of itlcDlical thoughls. The)^ are not sanctioned nor excused by the

dillicully of the case ; the subject docs not force them upon the

author, but, contrariwise, they are foisted by him upon it. They

nrc cither useless, or serve only to eke out a barren sentence ; to

su(>nly the place of studious, and so irksome, thought, and to make

\\\i the (Jue amount of verbiage. Furthermore, while this passage

is a truthful exemplification of our author's custom of pushing

Ins cruiic notions heedlessly forward, and of his determination to

nnkc all things revolve around and bow down to him as their cen-

tre, it also furnishes us Avith a characteristic specimen of his falla-

cious reasoning. For the unwitting confession which it contains

of the author's sterility, is tortured into an argument against the

copiousness of our noble English tongue :
—" The intense words

of our language are easily exhausted !" At the risk of provoking a

Muilc fur our earnestness, we do most indignantly deny that our

fronorous, million-hued language, is deficient in words of intensest

meaning; and that any dexterous trickery is necessary in order to

fV'prcss tlie most intricate or the most delicate, the most eloquent,

ihc most subtil, or the most sublime ideas by it. The mighty

masters who have " struck its golden lyre,"—Shakspeare, Milton,

Chaucer, Spenser, Dryden, Wordsworth, and our own Bryant,

among poets ; Burke, Sheridan, Fox, Wyndham, Erskine, Chat-

ham, \\'ebster, Claj', and Henry, among orators ; and also the

revered translators of our English Bible—all prove its unequaled

scope, its unsurpassed power. Throwing all others out of the

count, Shakspeare alone has touched its chords to every tone

—

i!Ow breathing from it soft music, as of whispering winds and
leaves; and now rolling off symphonies like "rattling peals of

liiundcr." Every shade of passion or of feeling, from the first

^rnawings of the "she-wolf,'" avarice, to its "himger-mad" satiety;

from the earliest stings of the viper, envy, to its final poison of

crime ; from stubborn hate to devouring rage and glutted revenge

;

frum tender, tear-compelling, dewy sorrow, to grinding anguish;

from broken-hearledncss to phrensy ; from lov-e's faint flush to the

burning fever of jealousy—whatever of intensity the mind of man
can conceive, or his language utter, this emperor of poets has

"^embalmed to a life beyond life" in our magnificent and copious
English.

^^ c have already afiirmed that Mr.Headley's writings tend to exalt

Ihc hcusual or merely physical part of our nature over the spiritual

^n<\ uiicllcctual
; that with him the mind must ever cringe before the

rc«.. nghi hand. And that this is no fanciful charge his delineation
of 'iXit cliaracter of Washington is standing evidence. This de-
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scriplion of Washington is but a new combination of his materials

for the article, hero ; the same as had been formerly used in de-

lineating Murat or Napoleon. Thus of Washington's boyhood, he

gives no other account than that he loved to leap and wrestle ;

that he was pre-eminent in all athletic sports ; that he was used to

marshall his playmates in mimic battle; and that he had a predi-

lection for the sea. No word of his manly probity while his years

were yet tender ; of his ardent love and his respectful considera-

tion for his mother ; of his precocious conscientiousness, industry,

and precision; or of the early strength of his character for integ-

rity and judgment, as was shown by the deference paid to him by

his playmates, who were accustomed to refer all their disputes to

his arbitrament. So also of his youth and early manhood ; the

barren text of this gentleman gives no syllable in illustration of the

rare judgment, the self-denying patriotism, and the transcendent

merit, which attracted the attention of the colonial government, and

resulted in his employment upon the most important and difficult

undertakings ; nothing of the warmth of his affections, the steadi-

ness of his friendship, the sensibility of his honor, or the purity

of his motives ; naught in relation to his public spirit, or his com-

prehensive views of public policy; nothing of that singular combi-

nation of dignity, probity, wisdom, virtue, and conduct, which in-

spired all his companions with reverence and love for him, and

which, when he was not yet twenty-four years old, created the

conviction among all classes of men—so that it was matter of

public observation even from the pulpit—that he was "destined

by Providence to perform some signal service to his country."

Naught of all this ; but in its stead we have a labored detail of his

adventures in proof that lie was bold, courageous, adventurous,

and able to endure great fatigue and suffering: we are told that he

"spent a good deal of his spare time in duck shooting, and was

consiilered a capital shot; thai he was a youth of strong and ter-

rible passions;" and that, "in a letter home, describing his first

battle, ho said, '1 heard the bullets whistle, and, believe me, there

is somclhing charnnng in the sound.'" Clutching eagerly at this

fiction of the gossiping auihor of the Castle of Otranto—to one of

whose heroes the cx[)ression seems more congenial than to Wash-
ington—and hailing it as a lucky provocative for the palates of his

readers, our author improves upon the text of his noble original

by remarking, as if with a patronizing caress, "There spoke the

bold young warrior, to whom the rattle of musketry and tlumder

of artillery arc the music that his stem soul loves." Equally false

and unjust is the assertion that Washington " was a youth of strong
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ft!;d terrible passions." Strong, his passions undoubtedly were

;

but lie early gained the mastery over thcnn, and held them firmly

tmdor conirof; or if he did occasionally give way to them, still it

ti false that they were ever intemperate, utterly false that they

were ever so exhibited as to merit the epithet ''terrible.'' It is

im-vosMblo to point to a single circumstance in his whole life that

will warrant the term. It stands, a miserable slander against the

«-.uu'ni/.od fame of our Washington. But then, in both these in-

flnnccs, a point is made,—the darling main-chance duly cared for,

iIk: sacred "ad captandiwi" principle enforced,—even though

Wasliinglon's character be sacrilegiously befouled. Wc use no

mincing terms ; we say sacrilege ! And it is no mitigation of the

evil to plead the haste, or the recklessness, or the ignorance, of hs

author. For if a noble temple is to be defaced, let it be by civil-

ized and rcfmcd men who will bear away its treasures, its stately

r< hinins, its works of art, and set them up for separate admiration

ii5 distant lands; but Meaven avert the blind inroads of Goths and

\'niidals ! lint if, in the delineation of Washington's youth and

cnrly manhood, he has shorn him of his characteristic and peculiar

greatness, and appareled him in the garb of a mere hero, he has

visited no less injury upon his maturer years. Those rare virtues

and rarer qualities of mind whose just harmony distinguish him

from all others, and have invested his memory with a sanctity which

years do not impair, are all passed heedlessly over. And if this

great man were to be adjudged upon the traits and incidents that

arc iicrc recorded of him, he would dwindle away to the populous

level of those brave soldiers and good generals who have graced

every clime and country, and every period of time. The whiteness

«•( \Vashin<j;ton's fame is sullied, and his symmetrical character

defaced, by qualities that fmd their rise in the mind of his pseudo

historian. Assaying to paint a character which he understood not,

rjnd wiih which he had scarcely a sympathy in common, he has

aspersed and blackened it—supplanting Washington's massive

principles and statuesque passions by his own flippant and petty

emotions. With the qualifications of a bricklayer he would dare

io reform the faults of a Venus de Medici ; and, while he mars its

Ix-auty and deforms its symmetry, would chuckle complacently

tJtrr his success.
Wc iinvc casually remarked upon the hot haste with which Mr.

n<'^dlcy passes over the period of Washington's youth, and his

failure or neglect to illustrate it. With the exccplion of his sketch

f'i Pu'.natn, and perhaps of Greene, this complaint stands against

rrcry character he has ventured to describe. To have dwelt upon
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the youth of the noble founders of our country ; to have witnessed

the gradual unfolding of their characlcristics, their tempers, and

their affections ; to have marked the incidents which swayed or

directed their tastes and principles ; to have shown in what manner

" The child was father to the man ;"

would have been dcligluful and instructive, and would have gone

far to redeem the bustling, animal tendencies of his writings. But

this would have required skill and care, and a studious investiga-

tion of human nature; above all, it would have cost time—and so

it was left undone. Beyond the history of some ordinary adven-

ture or idle prank, Aviiich had no bearing upon future character;

aside from a mere mention of the plirase, " early youth," that most

important season oi life is entirely forgotten or disregarded. i\Ioul-

trie first appears upon the stage at the age of thirty ; Knox's

eighteenth year and Lincoln's twcnly-second, Lee's twenty-fourth

and Stark's twenty-seventh, are the starling-points of their liistory.

Nor is this course pursued wilh these only; it is the same with

Marion and Morgan, with Sterling, Sullivan, Clinton, and several

others. And so the sympalhios of our youth are permitted to

slumber ; neither their virtues nor their exertions are stimulated

by the detail of worthy examples.

Thus, then, we are unable to commend ]\Ir. Ileadlcy's v>Tilings

to our countrymen as models upon wliiclj to form either their style

or their sentiments. As to the former, we must pronounce them

crude, gaudy, and flaunting—averring that they bear the same

relation to any acknowledged standard of literary excellence, that

the flaming red and yellow prints of the toyshops do to the produc-

tions of high art. Hasty, skciciiy, and superficial, tliey require no

outlay of thought on the pnrt of the reader, as they certainly did

not from the writer; are uni'avorablc to those habits of study and

application which we arc Ub^cd to bestow upon the grave matters

they discuss ; and are, at the same time, clogged with errors of

judgment, perversions of fact, unfounded opinions, and inconsiderate

assertions. Copious, fluent, and llorid, they intoxicate the youthful

mind and relax it, superinducing depraved tastes, and ministering

to that unsubslantialily which is so large an ingredient of our na
tional character, and of which such writings arc themselves the

spumy offspring and true type. Flippant and loquacious, they

cause the cultivated reader to exclaim, with the perplexed and
teased character in Ben Jonson's Poetaster,

—

" She told mc I should B\ire!y never perish

By famine, poison, or tlie enemy's liword :
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Tlic hectic (ever, cough, nor pleurisie,

Should never hurt me, nor the taicly gout

:

IJut, \\\ my tunc, I should he once surprised

1)1/ a strong tedious talker, that should vex

And almost bring mc to consumption.''''

Such -is our judgment upon this writer's style, while we consider

his pruduciions even more faulty in sentiment. Inculcating a blind

worship of ihc war-god, they advance the warrior before all others,

Iti.iiling statesmen, poets, and philosophers, succumb before him
;

ftfui ihcy hail war as the grand medicamentum that is to cure all

j!U, alleviate all burdens, procure all reforms, remedy all distress.

And .so the veil is removed from before the hideous demon whose

throne is built upon human skulls. Meantime, lest our manhood

should come to be affrighted at its hellish hue, we are to be accus-

lojncd iti our youth to gaze familiarly upon its glaring eyes and.

hai.;i;ard countenance; and even "smooth-faced, glorious boyhood,"

j» iMicouragcd to toy with its ensanguined blade, and to contemplate

wiih curious eyes its direful ravages. We believe this teaching to

be heretical. We affirm that it effaces God's image from the soul

uf man, and that its prevalence among a people will render them

tunuihuous and blood-thirsty, will drain the land of its best blood,

•Mid will lay desolate many a paternal heart. We believe, more-

over, that this teaching is time-serving; that it was carefully cal-

culated to chime in with the high-strung sensibilities of our nation ;

and that it panders to the appetites of a people who are but too

ready to embrace this "monster with the deadly sting." And
while wc deprecate the frantic eagerness w-ith which they lap up

ncw.s of battle and of bloodshed, we denounce as unwise, impolitic,

and unciirislian, all attempts to soften down the fiendish features

of tins demon, all efforts to blind men's eyes to his primitive ugli-

ness, or to accustom, and thus reconcile, them to his detestable

passions. For wc call to mind the fabling wisdom of an old poet,

and read that familiarity will rob the most frightful object of its

k-rrors :

—

" For the fox.

When he saw first .the forest's king, the lion.

Was alnaost dead with fear ; the second view

Only a little daunted him ; the third.

He durst salute him boldly."

^^ c have dwelt with particular emphasis upon the moral ten-

dency «f Mr. Headley's writings, because they are intended for,

ar>d will be universally read by, the youth of our country. These
wciinpulsivc

; ihcir passions arc yet in excess, and their reasoning

Vol. VIII.-7
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faculties dormant. They arc prone to admire broad and start-

ling masses of color, rather than a just harmony of parts ; and

are more powerfully attracted by dazzling, though evil, actions,

than by such as are momentous or meritorious. They reverence

the hand that executes more than the head that plans ; the animal

more than the man. Their appetites are yet chaotic, and they

devour the evil and the good indiscriminately ; careless or igno-

rant that tlie former, being more congenial to their nature than the

latter, is correspondingly powerful also. Moreover, this is their

" white paper age," susceptible to every impression, whether of

beauty or deformity. Now we are so old-fasliioned as to believe

that, as the neophyle in painting or sculpture dihgently studies the

best works of the greatest masters ; as he lavishes his time in

searcii of their perfections, and educates his tastes and elevates liis

nature by the contemplation of tlicir masterpieces—thus molding

himself in the love of beauty and grandeur, till they become fixed

properties of his soul—so the plastic mind of youth should be also

molded in the love and admiration of wisdom, honor, and virtue :

so taught to recognize these stcadtast principles from their counter-

feits, and to elect them as their guides. For we would have the

minds of tfie young cultivated in such wise that they will instinct-

ively reject vice, however gilded, and as instinctively prefer virtue,

liowevcr modest. Wc would instill a repugnance for the former

similar to that which we feel for the bloated spider or venomous
snake, and a love for the latter such as every child has for flowers.

We take leave of Mr. Jleiidlcy without touching upon the differ-

ences between .^^r. Lipi)'ird ami liimsclf—being contented with the

remark, that as tlic teaching of the one and its tendencies are justly

liable to the severest censure, so is it willi the other also. They
botii beat about for vicious excitements to taste, with the eager so-

licitude of professed romance writers : both exhaust their invent-

ive jKnvers in evoking taking titles, and torture their ingenuity in

the effort after startling and vivid descriptions : and both belong to

the throng of petty writers who obstruct the growth of a sound
national literature, by taking forcible possession of the popular
mind—prcoccupyuig it, to tiie disparagement of more elevated au-

thors. It may be urged, in the " cant" of the day, that the wri-

tings of these gcnlleincn arc " purely American ;" American in

their tendencies, style, and mode of thought. But are they more
so than the works of Chief Justice Marsiinll, Professor Sparks,

or Mr. Bancroft? Wc opine not. These eminent men have
treated upon our revolutionary history with the severity and dignity

appropriate to a topic so elevated ; and while Uicy maintain and

T
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exemplify American character, they are yet cosmopolitan—under

HchkI niul appr.UMated the world over. They have labored ear-

nt-siiy in the liighcst walk of art, eschewing all trickery and leger-

lictnain. I^ike the noble paintings of our countrymen, West and

Allsion, ihcir works will live " for aye ;" when the showy canvass

of feebler artists shall have passed away into decay and forgetful-

^jiT^. \,—An American Dictionary of the English Language:

exhibiting the Origin, Orthography, Pronunciation, and Drfi-

iiition of Words. By Noah Webster, LL. D. Abridged from

ihc quarto edition of the author. To which are added, A Synop-

sis of Words diflcrently pronounced by different Orthoepisls
;

and \N"alker's Key to the Classical Pronunciation of Greek,

Jyatin, and Scripture Proper Names. Revised and enlarged by

Cmai-ncey a. Goodrich, Professor in Yale College. With the

Addition of a Vocabulary of modern Geographical Names, with

llicir Pronunciation. One volume, royal octavo. Pp. 1400.

New-York: Harper & Brothers. 1847.

Nineteen years have elapsed since Dr. Webster's great work

was first completed and given to the world. It was, literally, the

labor of a life, and of a life, too, extended beyond the ordinary

hmits, and industriously occupied beyond that of most other men.

Soon aficr the author left college, when he had just published his

Spflliiig ]iook—a work of which twenty-four millions of copies

liavt! now been printed—he was advised by a literary friend to un-

(lorlakc the preparation of an English dictionary, suited to the

wauls ami institutions of our country. At that time he felt himself

wholly inadequate to the task proposed. But the suggestion seems

never afterward to have been absent from his mind ; and from this

IH-riod the study of the English language became the favorite, and,

during much of his time, the absorbing pursuit of his life. Soon
after this period he prepared an extensive course of lectures on
tm» subject, which were delivered in the principal cities of the

I niicd States, and gave him a high reputation, as a philologist

ami srhol.ir, among those devoted to similar studies, or who took
an iiitrrost in them. During his subsequent employment as a
inrri.-bcr cf the legal profession, and afterward, when, for a time,
he was ihc conductor of a public journal, his philological studies
were never relinquished. He was steadily accumulating materi-
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als in his favorite department, to be ready for future use, and was

constantly widening the sphere of his inquiries into the philosophy

of language; until, in the year ISOG, he published a small diction-

ary, in the octavo form, embracing many words which were to be

found in no other work of the kind, with the definitions corrected

throughout with much care, though necessarily expressed in very

brief terms. This publication he considered both as a preparatory

exercise, and as an experiment with the public in reference to the

great work, on which his mind had been so long and so intently

fixed. In the following year he entered upon the task of preparing

the American Dictionary, and continued his labors with his cha-

racteristic ardor and perseverance, in the midst of numerous diffi-

culties and discouragements, for the period of twenty years. His

views, at the hrst, extended no further than to the correction of

errors existing in the most approved English dictionaries, and the

addition of many thousands of new words, or new senses of words,

which he had collected from the best English authors in his exten-

sive course of reading. As he advanced, however, the subject of

etymology was continually forced upon his attention, and, as he

states in his preface, he found himself embarrassed at every step,

from not understanding the origin of the words which he was called

upon to define. At length he suspended his labors on this part of

the subject for a number of years, and directed all his efforts to

the single object of finding what are the primary senses of the

leading terms in our language, from which the secondary and re-

iiiolcr senses branch out in regular succession. To accomplish

this object, he found it necessary to go back to the other languages

from which our own is derived, until, at last, he embraced more

than twenty dillcrcnt languages in the circle of his investigations.

Having thus satisfied himself, to a great extent, on this branch of

the subject, and having obtained a clew to guide him in these in-

tricate and often perplexing inquiries, he resumed his suspended

labor on definitions with increased interest and success. He acted

on the principle, throughout, of never defining any important word

(as most of his predecessors had done) by a mere enumeration of

synonyms, or by a loose and indefinite description of its diflerent

uses. He went back to what he considered the ]jrimary physical

idea in which the term originated. He endeavored to bind the

diflcrenl and often discordant senses of a word together, by some

common principle ; to trace their origin from a common stock, and

to mark their devclojmient in a regular chronological or philoso-

phical order of succession. " It is," as an able writer has observed,

" owing to the fact that Dr. Webster proposed to himself this ideal
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of .1 definition, llial his dictionary so much surpasses every other
;"

anvl n !;? this which has enabled it to fight its way through much

c^'K^^^iiion, arising from causes to which we shall advert in another

p.iri of this ;irliclc, and which, we are happy to say, are now in a

«.'c.-»t measure removed. Besides this logical accuracy of defini-

Moth l>r. Webster added a new feature to his work, giving to it an

uuTt'siscd interest and value. We refer to his introduction, for

the nr»l time, into an English dictionary, of the leading and most

UDjvit.inl terms employed in the various departments of science

and l!>e arts. Tiiis was rendered indispensable, by a change which

Km uUn place in our literature wnthin the last thirty years. Sub-

jccis of this kind are now extensively discussed in our numerous

r.n:i widely circulated reviews and other periodicals. They consti-

tute no inconsiderable part of modern literature ; and it is a striking

jirrn.f of the sagacity of Dr. Webster, that he anticipated this

chsn-p. from its commencement, and furnished the general reader

with the means of entering intelligently into these new fields

vi i;iterc<;iing thought and speculation.

Having visited Europe, and spent a year in England and France,

for t!ie greater perfection of his work, Dr. W^ebster laid the result

of his hibors before the world, in the year 1S2S. The edition then

published contained twelve thousand words, and between thirty

and forty thousand defmilions, which were not to be found in any

j.rcccding dictionary. To the further improvement of his w^ork he

devoted the remainder of his life, so far as his advanced years

would permit. lie printed a second edition in 1S40, containing

>'-veral thousand additional words, with a correction of terms in a

ifw branches of physical science. After this, he still continued

the task of revision and improvement, by means o( addenda, down
to the lime of his death, in 1S13, a period of thirty-six years from

the commencement of his work, and of nearly sixty years from

those initiatory studies by which he prepared the way for the ac-

complishment of his great design. By these labors he has not

only erected a lasting monument to his own fame, but has conferred,

a:M>. an honorable distinction on the country and age in which he

Ij>c:!. and wiiose welfare, for generations to come, he did so much
to S'lvance. Errors and imperfections must, indeed, be expected

m nieh a work as is the American Dictionary. " No single mind
ctn filler, with perfect exactness, into all the multiplied distinc-

ii< f"% of tliought and action, among a highly civilized people."

1 l-.f lan-uagc, too, is in a slate of slow, but continual progress,

(urn one degree of refinement and copiousness to another, which
UiVi-!< some part of our best dictionaries behind it, every year of
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its advancement. Still, the American Dictionary has maintained a
high, a deserved pre-eminence, over ever}- other, especially in re-

spect to its definitions, in the general estimation of this country and
of Europe. As evidence of the views entertained of it in England,
the biographer of Dr. Webster states, that a gentleman who in-

quired some years since, at one of the principal bookselling
establishments in London, for the best English dictionary on
their shelves, was handed the work of Dr. Webster, with the
remark, " That, sir, is the only real dictionary which we have of
our language, though it was prepared by an American."
The volume whose Jitle is placed at the head of this article, and

which we propose more particularly to review, is an abridgment
of the large work, made in 1S29, soon after its first appearance, and
designed, by its price and structure, for general use and circulation.
It contains all the words of the quarto edition, with the leading
etymologies. " The definitions," as stated in the preface, " remain
unaltered, except by an occasional compression in the statement
of them. All the significations of words, as exhibited in the larger
work, are retained, but the illustrations and authorities arc gene-
rally omitted. In doubtful or contested cases, however, they are
carefully retained." A Synopsis of words difi^erently pronounced
by dilTercnt orthoepists was prefixed to the volume, and Walker's
Key to the Pronunciation of Classical and Scripture Names was in-
troduced as an Appendix. Tliis volume has been very widely cir-
culated throughout the United States during the last eighteen years

;

and It is by moans of this, chiefiy, owing to its low price and con-
venient size, that the American Dictionary has been known to the
great body of our citizens. We have, therefore, made it the basis
of the present article, though tiie remarks which follow arc, most
of them, equally applicable to the larger work.
Of this abridgment and the larger work conjointly, a very ex-

tended and thorough revision has recently been made by the Rev
Chaunccy A. Goodrich, D. D., professor in Yale College. Re-
specting this gentleman, who has been for thirtv'vears before the
public, as one of liie ofilcers of a distinguished literary institution,
It IS not necessary that we should speak at large. His well-
known literary tastes and iiabits, his long and familiar acquaint-
ance with English literature, and his industry and thoroughness in
all that he undertakes, eminently qualify him for revisin- and edit-
ing such a wurk, and afford the best ground of presumption that
his task has been executed with faithfulness and ability. He is
moreover, the son-in-law of Dr. Webster, and may therefore be
supposed to be in full possession of the author's views respectin-
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firrvl'iinc connected with the improvement of this work, while he

l.ti* huii ihc siroiigcst motives of personal attachment to make it as

|irrft'cl n^> possilSc : add to this that he has devoted about three

\f.s:i of assiduous labor to canning on the revision, and has also

i..vl the constant aid of two assistants in his labors for nearly

t.'ic sanu-. period. Wc are bound, also, to mention the peculiar ad-

vnnt.ij;'!* which Professor Goodrich has enjoyed for conducting

'.hn revision, and his promptitude in using them to the utmost of

!).« jHAvcr, that our readers may see the prima facie evidence which

ij.is vohnnc aflbrds, that no pains have been spared to render it as

cuinj<lctc as possible. Within the last few years, a large number

if works, in the form of special dictionaries and encyclopedias, have

.ipp<-arcd, far more perfect than any former productions of the kind,

which have aflbrdcd peculiar facilities for such an undertaking, and

cin't'lcJ the editor to give greater accuracy to his revision than

could possibly have been attained at an earlier period. He enu-

niorcilcs between twenty and thirty works of this kind, each one of

t!.-URi:ml authority, and most of them recently published, which

have been, as we are informed in his preface, collated with this die-

iR.!Mry throughout; such as the Oxford Glossary of Architecture,

(lbl5;) M'CulIoch's Commercial Dictionary, (1S4S;) in classical

aiiUquiiies, Smith's Dictionary, (1846 ;) in respect to the anti-

riuiiics of tiie church, the elaborate work of Coleman, (1841;)

ami Hook's Church Dictionary, (1844;) in natural history, Par-

luigton's Cyclopedia and Jardine's Naturalist's Library ;
in geology,

jjuncralogy, and some associated branches of natural history,

Humblc's Dictionary of Term.s in these departments; in manufac-

isitcsand the arls,Dr. Ure's Dictionary, with its supplement, (1845;)

I>'<uvicr's Law Dictionary ; Campbell's Mihtary Dictionary; Tot-

jfj.'ji Xaval Dictionary ; Hebert's Engineer's and Mechanic's Cy-

c;o{>ouia; Brando's Cyclopedia; and other works of the same

elevated char;icter for comi)leteness and accuracy ;
together with

a'.l ihc recent dictionaries of our language. It is perfectly obvious,

ihai in calhng to liis aid such works as the foregoing, and others

of equal merit which miglu be included in the list, the editor has

rj'.joycd great facilities for giving to his revision of the American
l>sci:onary a degree of completeness and general excellence, which

iisi<(Uc«iioiiably place it far above all others in our language.
hui, beyond all this, Professor Goodrich has not confined him-

»f.i to such aid as books, however valuable, could give him, but

f-'- !u8 derived very great assistance from his associates in otlice,

*n-l o;hcr gentlemen, whose names are a guaranty for the cor-

KvUiCbs and vakie of any information which they might give him
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in their various departments of study. The importance of such

aid, in a work so miscellaneous and comprehensive, no one can

doubt ; for, as the editor observes in his preface,

—

" It is quite impossible for any one mind to embrace, with accuracy,

all the various departments of knowledge which are now brought

within the compass of a dictionary. Hence arise a great proportion

of the errors and inconsistencies which abound in most works of this

kind."

To obviate, as far as possible, this evil, the editor has obtained

very important help in his labors from the gentlemen whose names

are given below, and to whom he has tendered, in the volume be-

fore us, his special acknowledgments for the service they have

rendered him. An arrangement was early made by him with Dr.

James G. Percival, who had rendered important assistance to Dr.

Webster in the edition of 1828, "to take the entire charge of re-

vising the scientific articles embraced in the work. And when,

after proceeding through two or three letters of the alphabet, he

uas obliged to desist, from causes beyond the control of either

party," other aid, from gentlemen in various professional depart-

ments, was procured. The IJon. Elizur Goodrich, formerly pro-

fessor of law in Yale College, collated the articles on law with

Blackslone and Bouvier's Jjaw Dictionary, and corrected the few^

errors that were found to exist. In the departments of ecclesi-

astical history and ancient philosophy, the Rev. James Murdock,
D. D., late professor in the 'J'hcological Seminar}^ at Andover, has

made a thorough revision, and furnished new and valuable defini-

tions in a great number of instances. The terms in chemistry have
passed under the revision of Professor Silliman, of Yale College.

Inai'.atomy, jihysiology, medicine, botany, and some other branches
of natural history, the editor acknowledges his obligations for valu-

able assistance rendered him by Dr. Wm. Tully, lately a professor

in the medical in.-^titution connected with Yale College. On topics

in oriental literature, i'rofcssor Gibbs is referred to as having lent

assistance. In articles on astronomy, meteorology, and natural

pliilosophy. Professor Olmsted has done much to improve the

work. The dclinitions in mathematics, after having been com-
pared with those given in the dictionaries of llutton or Barlow,
have been submitted to the revision of Professor Stanley. In the

sciences of geology and mineralogy, a thorough revision of the

whole volume has been made by James D. Dana, Esq., geologist

and mineralogist to the United States Ivxploring Expedition, and
associate editor of the American Journal of Science and Art,

whose contributions to the work have greatly enhanced its value.
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In practical astronomy and entomology, the name of Edward C.

Ilcrrick, Esq., librarian of Yale College, is mentioned. The arti-

cles on painting and the fme arts have been subjected to the

in-ipcction of Nathaniel Jocelyn, Esq., painter, of New-Haven, by

wjiom vomc new definitions have been supplied. In conclusion,

iho editor adds :

—

" A rorrespondence has been carried on with htcrary gentlemen in

Kiii:l.'i!i'l, and especially with one of the contributors to the Penny Cy-
clopf(h:i. Extended lists of words have been transmitted for exami-

tiiiioii, and returned with ample notes and explanations. Much
u!)sci!rity has thus been removed in regard to the use of words which
hnvo a peculiar sense in England, especially some of frequent occur-

ronco ai the universities, in the circles of trade, and in the familiar

intercourse of life."

^^'o have been thus minute in making these statements, derived

nv.'slly from the editor's preface, for the single purpose of showing
llial few ))ersons, if any, ever enjoyed so many and so important

ficilitics forgiving to the world a dictionary that should be entitled

to the character of a permanent and standard dictionary of the

English language.

We now proceed, therefore, M^ith our main design, which is to

give a somewhat full and e.xact account of the volume before us,

hs the result of a careful examination into its real intrinsic merits.

The editor informs us, that the additions and alterations of the

large work, which were made by Dr. Webster in the edition of

IS 10, have all been inserted, tinder their proper heads, in this

abridgment, together with his subsequent improvements down to

llic period of his death. In respect to the improvements made by
llic editor himself, in the course of this revision, we can state them
v.'itii greater clearness by considering the work under several dis-

t!f;cl a:<pccts.

First, in relation to the 7icxo words introduced into it. " Some
lliousands of such words," the editor informs us, " have been added
in the course of this revision." He subjoins, " The number might
l;.-ivc been swelled to manythousands more, without the slightest diffi-

culty." The difficulty, we are well aware, lies on the other side;
not in introducing new terms, but in judiciously and properly re-

uniiiing and limiting their introduction. It is the tendency of our
lan^^ua^c at the present day, and of all ^spoken languages, as know-
«f-:y:c increases, and the sciences are more and more cultivated, to

a«»umc an increasing copiousness, by the continual introduction
u.to t,!cm of new and before unused forms of expression. This ten-
•u'ncy needs, we think, to be watched and judiciously guarded, but
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not wholly repressed. We like what the editor has said on this

subject, and shall be excused for quoting his views a little further.

He says, in regard to this matter,

—

" There is at the present clay, especially in England, a boldness of

innovation which amounts to absolute licentiousness. A hasty intro-

duction into our dictionaries of new terms, under such circumstances,

is greatly to be deprecated. Our vocabulary is already incumbered

with a multitude of words which have never formed a permanent part

of English literature, and it is a serious evil to add to their number.

Nothing, on the contrary, is so much needed as a thorough expurgation

of our dictionaries in this respect,—the rejection of many thousands of

words which may properly tiud a place in the glossaries of antiquari-

ans, as a curious exhibition of what has been proposed, but never

adopted, as a part of our language, but which, for that reason, can have

no claim to stand in a dictionary designed for general use."

Still, while these remarks arc both true and important, it is ad-

mitted on all hands that some new words must from time to time

be introduced. The very progress of society, in the various ele-

ments of a higher and a higher civilization, demands it. And it

would be alike unwise and useless to attempt to prevent it. The
only difficulty lies in determining, by any fixed rules beforehand,

how 7?I a 71!/ and irhat new words shall be adopted into the language,

and stamped as legitimate and proper English terms. A just me-
dium is undoubtedly to be observed between the haste with which

some recent lexicographers have introduced into their pages the

fantastic or sportive inventions of such writers as Coleridge,

Carlyle, Charles liaml>, iVc. and the rigid purism of an older class

of critics, who can tolerate nothing but what has been sanctioned

by long and cstabli.shed usage. So far as our observation extends,

we think Professor Goodrich lias been fortunate in preserving this

medium. All his additions to the vocabulary which have fallen

under our notice appear to us desirable, and many of them, cer-

tainly, arc of the liighcst iniporiance. We subjoin a few, as speci-

mens of hundreds more that might be mentioned. A large propor-

tion, as would naturaUy be supposed, are term's in the various

.sciences, or stich as relate to new discoveries and inventions in the

arts and conveniences of life. In ciiemislry, geology, mineralogy,

and natural history, the additions appear to be very numerous, and
indeed there is hardly any department which has not received im-

portant accessions. Without specifying these, however, we will

mention a few terms which will be more interesting to the general

reader :

—

" Air-plant, n., a plant which grows by nutriment derived from the

air, without being rooted in oarih or any other substance." " Boulo*
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rani, »., [Fr.,] originalhj, the rampart of a fortified city; now, a public
w.iik or fitret't, occupying the site of demolished fortifications." " Cou-
pon, fi., [Fr.,] ail interest certificate, printed at the bottom of transfer-

able buinis, (state, railroad, &;c.,) given for a term of years. There are
as iiKu-.y of these certificates as there are payments of interest to be
made. At each time of payment one is cut off, (hence its name, cou-
j^n, fi cut-off,) and presented for payment." " Chaparral, n., [Sp.,] a
tliickel of low evergreen oaks." " Ivory-nut, n., the nut of a species
of J-Kilm. (the phytclephns macrocarpa,) often as large as a hen's ecro-j

con-^isiJMg of a close-grained and very hard substance, resembling th'e

liri.-Hi ivory in texture and color, and often wrought into ornamental
work." " Rancho, n., [Sp.,] in Mexico, a small hamlet, or large farm-
ing establishment for rearing cattle and horses. It is thus distinguished
from a hacienda, which is a cultivated farm or plantation." " Orotund, n.,

[\j. OS and rofinuhan,] a mode of intonation directly from the lar\'nx'
which has a fullness, clearness, strength, smoothness, and rinoin'r or
nuisiral quality, which forms the highest perfection of the "human
voice."

Wo a(!(l the following without giving the definitions :

—

" ALinn-cloch, almshouse, as distinguished in England from poorhouse,
anastatic printing, animal magnetism, hank hill, as distinguished in Eng-
land Iroin bank note, beeswax, bench-iuarrant, black-walnut, blach-vomit.
lilw-stocking, (the term is derived from the blue-stocking clubs, or
meetings of ladies, in Johnson's time, for conversation with distin-
puiblied literary men. A Mr. Stillingfleet, one of the leading members
whu gave these meetings their highest interest, always appeared at
thorn in blue stockings ; and hence this appellation was sportively given
to these meetings, and to the ladies who frequented them.) Betrayal,
hnhbinrf, brass-band, buhl, cactus, canonicity, childe, as in Childe Ha-
ri)lil, chrstori/. 'Fo send to Coventry, among military men, to exclude
from llie Rociety of the mess, to shut out from all social intercourse,
for con.liict regarded as mean or ungenllemanly. [The phrase has
been traced ^lo the time's of Charles 1., though with great doubt as to
»ti orujin. The following facts, mentioned by Baxter, may perhaps
explain it. Coventry was a stronghold of tlie Puritans, and, at the
toinmeticenicnl of the troubles, many of this despised sect in the neigh-
burmiT country, ' that would fain have lived quietly at home, were
Uncvd (by the royalists) to be gone, and to Coventry they ca?ne.'
Hctice the phrase, to send to Covcyitry, may have been handed down
fr.Jin ilie cavaliers to military men, and obtained its present applica-
Um\~-Ed.] Cast-steel, to chair, (Eng.,) chairing, cassava, catafalco,
t'lflrant. Chiltcrn hundreds, a tract in Buckinghamshire^ and Oxford-
»^-"^''. Fng., to which is attached the nominal office of steward under
1','^

^r-jwii. As members of parliament cannot resign their seats, when
''fv wish to go out they accept this nominal office, or stewardship, and

'l!*/"?*^'^'-'
^^^^'" ^.^^^^- Chinchilla, clinker, club-house, coir, conclavist,

"' .uant iti physics, conventioiialism, croupier, dead letter, dcmitint,

V"''
'''

' ''"P'^'^fnc, drosky, dumb-show, dumb-waiter, eau de Cologne, egg'
^*ifi{, fuU-pstic, false-keel, el-dorado, eminent domain, (in h\v,)fying
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buttress, flying-squirrel, gallopade, gradient, giincotton, hydropathy, hy-

dropat/iic, ice-cream, katydid, kyarnize, lariat, leverage, looming, letter of

credit, leflhandcd or morganatic marriage, lifc-bnoy, to lunch, mass-book,

malingering, among soldiers, messianic, magcllanic clouds, middleman,

in Ireland, navigability, neuralgic, or-molu, pall-bearer, philopcna, pou-

drcttc, patroon, pomology, pomological, pre-pay, prc-payment, prime-

minister, Puseyism, practical-joke, rcd-lcttcr-day, ratchct-xcheel, rcstora-

tionist, shako, shake-down, (Kng.,) stand-point, sea-letter, stampede,

Swedenborgian, toggle-joint, union of a Hag, voltageur, vomito, warehous-

ing system," &:c.

These terms, and a great multitude of otliers, are now introduced

into lliis dictionary for the first time. We have taken them with

but little effort at selection, and we believe they are a fair speci-

men of many hundreds of others which might be mentioned. .

While, then, we would strongly deprecate the needless admission

of new words into our language, and while we are of the opinion

that many which have already found their way into our dictiona-

ries ought never to have been placed tlicre, we would again express

our approbation of the course which has been pursued, in relation

lo this subject, by tiie editor of the revised work before us.

But, besides the adoption of new terms, every living language

is, from time to time, branching out its old words into new signifi-

cations, expressive of new shades of thought. The editor has

bestowed much care upon this department of his labors. One
cannot take up tlie work and look into any of its pages without

finduig, under very many of the important words, evidence of these

ciiangcs continually going on in our language in this particular,

and some new and careful explanation of the terms added, to con-

for.m tlie definitions to these new meanings. The following are a

few examples. Under the word ablution, the reader will find the

sixth definition, given by Profrssor (Goodrich, an entirely ne?o one,

yet it is one which a Roman Catholic priest will recognize instantly.

It is thus given :

—

" 6th. In the lioman Catliolic Cluirch, a small quantity of wine and"

water, which is used to wash the clialice and tlie priest's fingers, after

comnumion, and is then drunk hy the priest."

Under absorption, the second and liiird meanings given are new
ones, and yet they are both of them such as that their propriety

will be recognized at once. These meanings are, "entire occu-

pation of mind, as absorption in business," and, "in physiology,

the taking up of matter by the absorbent vessels, as the lacteals,"

&c. As a further illustration of the improvements made in this

respect, we subjoin the following, in wiiich the words italicised
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li.ive received new definitions correspondent to the sense ex-

pressed :

—

** To abstract goods from a parcel ; to appropriate money for build-

ing ships ; an appropriation to purchase books ; an accident has befallen

hiia ; ilio actual situadon of affairs, (Burke;) io approve ihe decision

of a court innrtial ; the adventures of one's life ; the alternate of a dele-

^utf to an ecclesiastical body; he abounded in anecdote; the attach-

tnnits of a jnuscle ; to bore with long stories ; he is a great bore ; a

rlialltiii^c to a debate ; the challenge of a sentinel ; a challenger at elec-

tions ; he has a great deal of character ; to act as the chaperon of a

lady ; the charge given by one clergyman to another at an ordination

;

iho W'csleyan connection ; the demise of Mr. Pitt."

This list might be extended to very great length. We have had

the curiosity to look over a large number of words, comparing the

fortncr edition with the recent one, in relation to this subject, and

wc have been struck with the very careful, and minute, and elabo-

rate revision which the editor has made, in respect only to the

p:iriicidar class of improvements here brought to view. The accu-

racy and care required in such a revision, few can fully estimate.

\\'c do not wonder to hear him say, that the preparation of this

volume lias, with all the assistance he has received, consumed
nearly three years of his life. What, then, must have been the

itmount of tliought—of careful, discriminating, patient, protracted

thought—expended upon the entire work, from its first conception

in the mind of the author to its present improved state !

l)csides these, there is another class of additions, of no small

importance, with which this volume is now enriched. We refer

to the insertion of a large number of words and phrases, from the

lenrncd and foreign languages, which have been of late \exy fre-

quemly quoted in English works of literature or science. It is

tlicrc'fure highly itnportant, for those who are unacquainted with

these langungcs, that words of this kind, which frequently occur,

should be introduced into a dictionary. This is very fully done in

the vohnne before us. The words are printed in italics, to indi-

cate that they are not yet naturalized in our language, and the pro-

nunciation is given, in most cases, by respelling.

^^ e may mention one addition more which the editor has made
to this abridgment: he has given it the character of a Synonymous
Uictionary. He remarks, as to this addition o{ synonyms:—

** Kvcry one engaged in literary composition has felt, at times, the
*<T.nl of huch a work ; a work not ialcnde(], like Crabb's, to discrimi-
nate iiiccly between the shades of meaning in similar terms, but to
rf''«<'iit, j'.ndor each of the important words, an extended list of others
itavnig the same general import, out of which a selection may b,e mado,

\
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according to the exigencies of the case. Under each of the important

words, all others having the same general signification are arranged

together, except in cases where they have been previously exhausted

in framing the definitions. This arrangement, it is hoped, will be

found of frequent use, even to those wlio arc practiced in composition
;

while it will aftbrd important aid to young writers, in attaining grace,

variety, and copiousness of diction."

From a cursory examination, we should think there were many
thousands of words to whicii the synonyms are thus appended.

And we think the advantages thus afiurdcd the young writer, espe-

cially, will be ample recompense to the editor for the labor he has

thus bestowed.

Wc will now advert to another topic, which has sometimes given

rise to an objection against this work, even among those who ap-

proved highly of its general character. Some have imagined that

because Dr. Webster entitled his work an American Dictionary of

the English Language, he was disposed unduly to favor what have

been called Avxericanisiiis, or unnecessary departures from the

purity of the English style. Such, we are persuaded, was not the

case ; but, if there ever existed any groiuid of complaint on this

subject, it has been removed, as wc are happy to find, in the revi-

sion now made. In respect to the title, American Dictionary, Dr.

Webster slates, as his reason for adopting it, that

" Although the body of the language is the same as in England,

and it is drsirahlc to pcrprtuatr that sameness, yet some differences must
exist. The institutions of this country, which are new and peculiar,

give rise to new terms, or to ni;w applications of old terms, unknown
to the people of England; which cannot bo explained by them, and
which will not be inserted in th'Mr diitionaries, unless copied from

ours. Thus the terms land-ofjlce, I'lnd-ntirrant, loeatiun of land, regent

of a university, intendant of a city, jdnntation, select-man, congress,

senate, assembly, court, &.C., are eiihcr words not belonging to the lan-

giiage of England, or they are aj)p!ii.'d to ihings in tliis country which
do not exist in that."

We have also numerous physical objects which differ from those

of England, and must therefore have different names for them.

To this necessary departure from English tisrigc, arising out of our

peculiar circumstances, no well-informed ICnglishman ever objects.

There are also a few words in constant use among us in whicli we
differ from the Englisii, such as store for shop, bookstore for book-

seller's shop, pantaluons for trowscrs, vest for waistcoat, lot for

field, house lot, city lot, prairie, to rlrctioncrr, electionecriyig, &Lc.

In respect to these, it is loo late for us lo effect a change, even if

there were any reason for allcmj)ling it. Still, it is desirable that
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our peculiarities in lliis particular should be as few as possible,

sriJ we are glad, therefore, to see Professor Goodrich point out

and Mi^Mualize such Americanisms as " a bad fix" " the balance^

of the evening," for remainder, "I admire to see a frank man,"

" Kloeks appreciate,'" for rise in value, and others of a similar cha-

racter, lie has also pointed out some other words, as ride, sick,

Sic, in wln'ch the English differ from us, by having departed from

former usage, while we have retained it. He has likewise shown

that mo<l of those familiar words in our older states which have

been condemned as peculiar to this country, were brought whh

liiom by our ancestors from Great Britain, and are still used there

ns local terms. He remarks,

—

" The recent investigalions of Forby, Holloway, and Ilalliwcll, have

thrown much light on this subject, and the nanies of these autliors are

ihordbre iVciiucntly placed under the words in question, to show their

orij^in and present use in England."

Wc come next to examine this revision in respect to what we

have always considered the peculiar and distinctive superiority of

Dr. \N'ebsler's dictionary over every other in our language, we

mean the cliaracler of its definitions. This is obviously the high-

est excellence in a work of this nature. The great, leading object,

for which a dictionary is needed, and is resorted to, lies in its defi-

nitions. It has, indeed, other uses. It may interest by its etymo-

logical inquiries ; it may aid in respect to pronunciation ; but this,

after all, is the first and most important use. How, then, has the

revision been conducted in this respect? How has the editor

succeeded in carrying out Dr. Webster's principles, and applying

them to this important subject? It is obvious, from the nature of

the caKC. that great changes were to be made in many parts of the

work. All the sciences, and most of the arts, are in a state of

rapid progress. Wliat was true nineteen years ago, Avhen the

work was first published, and even seven years ago, when some

portions of it were revised, is no longer true, in regard to numerous

things which were then the objects of definition. The classifica-

tions of natural science liave, to a great extent, been broken up and

changed. Later inquiries have developed new facts. New pro-

cesses in tiie arts have taken the place of old ones, and the terms

winch described them require a correspondent change of definition.

I)i. Wci)stcr, by introducing so large a body of scientific terms

intu ills dictionary, created an inevitable necessity of its being often

ro.viBiut. and greatly changed, from time to time. In addition to

ihiK. every work of this kind is, from the nature of the case, only

*i» ftpproximation toward perfect accuracy, and must be expected
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to fall short, in many respects. The whole volume has now been

subjected to a deliberate and searching revision, with a view to

the removal of every error that could be delected, and to bring

down the work to the present advanced state of literature, science,

and the arts. And, in doing this, liic editor has struck upon the

true mode of securing the highest degree of accuracy that can be

attained, and we wonder that it has not been applied to our dic-

tionaries before. He has engaged a large number of men, each

distinguished in his own department of knowledge, and perfectly

acquainted with its details, under whose direction the necessary

changes have been made. In respect to the mode of defining, so

far as we have been able to discover, (and we have turned our at-

tention particularly to the subject,) the principles of Dr. Webster
have been uniformly adopted, and in many cases carried out to a

still greater extent. . The characteristics of the work, in relation to

this topic, may, we think, be summed up in the following things,

and arranged in the following order of importance : First, great

exactness or accuracy of statement: the definitions by the author

give us the precise meaning and nothing more. Secondly, great

fi/Uncss of statement : ihey give us all the different meanings

which the w^ord has. And, thirdly, great perspicuity or clearness

of statement : the language employed in the description is simple

and easy to be understood, and the thought which it was intended

to embody is perfectly transparent. Examples might be given, to

almost any extent, in confirmation of these remarks. But our

limits will not permit. We shall just refer to a very few, that our

readers may judge for themselves :

—

" Vignette, (commonly proninmced vinyct,) n., [Ft. vignette,] a name
given to small engraved embclli-^liments with which books, bank-notes,

&.C., arc ornamonted. Such embellishments were originally painted on
the margins of manuscripts, usually in the form of small vines, {vignettes.)

whence the name. Properly, tliercfore, a vignette is a design which
is not surrounded, like ordinary pictures, with a border."

" Boodhism, n., a system of religion in Eastern Asia, embraced by
more than onc-tliird of the human race. It teaches that, at distant

intervals, a Bood/i, or deity, appears, to restore the world from a state

of ignorance and decay, and then sinks into entire non-existence, or,

rather, perhaps of bare existence, without attributes, action, or con-
sciousness. This state, called Nirvana, or A'icban, is considered as

the ultimate supreme good, and the highest reward of virtue on earth.

Four Boodlis liavc thus appeared in tliis world, and passed into Nir-
vana, the last of whom, Gaudama, became incarnate about five hundred
years before Christ. From his death, in 513 B. C, many thousand
years will elapse before the appearance of another; so that the system,

in the mean time, is practically one of pure atheism. The objects of
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worship, until another Boodh appears, are the relics and images of
(iaiKianu."

" Jlospicf, «., [Fr., from L. hospitiwn,] a term applied to convents in
Rotnc of the passes of the Alps, for the entertainment of travelers."

Wc arc. prepared now, having said thus much on the subject of
dcCmiiions, to proceed to another topic, the system of orthography
adoj.icd in this work. Some of Dr. Webster's views on this sub-
ject, we iiavc always been convinced, were incapable of being
carriod out into practice. They contemplated changes in regard to
the spelling of wards to which the habits and feelings of the great
body of the people were wholly averse. It became, therefore, a
rnaitcr of necessity, on the part of the author, to give up the cx-
jK-clation of seeing tliese changes ever realized, to the extent lie

had desired. Many of his peculiarities he did give up before his
death

;
and Professor Goodrich, acting on the same principles, has

Konc .still further in restoring the old orthography, until he has re-
moved nearly or quite all that is objectionable' in Dr. Webster's
tiv.sk-m, lie says in his preface :

—

"In rclercnce to orthography, some important alterations have been
made, but m strjct conformity, it is believed, with the author's princi-
pl.-s on this subject. The changes in our orthography recommended
hy Dr. Webster are of two distinct kinds, and rest on very diflerent
grcnmds. His main principle was, that the. tendencies of our lanmiaoe
to iircatcr simplicity and broader analogies ought to he icatched an'd chc-
nsfird uith the utmost care. He felt, therefore, that whenever a move-
nu i,t toward wider analogies and more general rules had advanced so
lar as to leave but lew excepdons to impede its progress, those excep-
Uons ouKht to be set aside at once, and the analogy rendered complete.
Ur. this ground he rejected the xi in such words ^s favour, labour, Sec.
Ut tlii-sc wc have a large number, which come to us, in most cases,
rum J.alin terminations in or, through the Norman French, but cncum-

bi-rr.l with a silent u, as in cmperour, authour, editour, &c. From this
entire class, except about twenty words, the u has been gradually
cropped

;
and, m respect to these, scarcely any two persons can be

louu,!, however strenuous for retaining it, who are in practice consistent
^'.'.h each other or with themselves as to the words in which this letter

V!.
"^'•'- ^» f^ct, we have reached a point where, unless wc take

^>
cL.stor, and the dictionaries which agree with him, as our auide wenave no standard on the sxtbjcet ; for Johnson, Walker, and others, retain.""in numerous words, into which no one would think of introducing
'' '" ^"'^'7' ^'-^y- -Public convenience, therefore, demands that wcuo II. uuc- what must ultimately be done. No one can believe that

*,ll , "^V .

°"'" ^^'"S"age will be arrested on this subject. The u
.n «|H,..,l,

y be omitted in all words of this class, unless, from the sa-

i-rhlTr.
"^ ^.''°^'^lions. it be retained in Saviour, which may stand

i J» lor a lime, as a solitary exception. Nor is it Dr. Webster
>0L. VIII.—8
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mIio is the innovator in this case, but the English mind, which has for

two centuries been throwing off a u?cless incumbrance, and moving

steadily on toward greater sim})licity in tlie structure of our language.

Such, too, is the case with certain terminations in re pronounced like

er, as centre, metre, &c. Wc have numerous words of this class de-

rived from the French, all of which originally ended in re, as cider,

(cidre,) chamber, [chamlrc,) &c. Those have been gradually conformed

to the English spelling and pronnnciaLion, till the number in re is re-

duced to about fifteen or twenty words with their derivatives, and in

respect to them, also, the process is still going on. Center is, to a

considerable extent, the s])olling of the best mathematical writers.

Meter is the word given by Walker in his Rhyming Dictionary, from a

sense of the gross inconsistency of altaching to this word and its deri-

vative, diameter, a difierent termination. Others are gradually under-

going the same change. Dr. Webster proposes, therefore, to complete

the analogy at once, and conform tlie spelling of the few that remain

to the general principles of our language. Acre, lucre, massacre, pre-

sent the only difficulty, from their liability, if changed, to be mispro-

nounced, and may, therefore, be suffered to stand as necessary excep-

tions. Another departure from tlie principles of English orthography,

•which Dr. Webster has endeavored to correct, is one that was pointed

out by Walker in very emphatic terms nearly fifty years ago. The
principle in question is this, that in adding to a word the formatives

tn^, ed, er, &:c., a single consonant (if one precedes) is doubled when
the accent falls on the last syllable, as in forgetting, beginning, &c.,

but is not doubled tc/nn tlie accent falls on any of the prcccdins; syllables,

as in benefiting, gardaiing, <tc. \\'alker, in his fifth Aphorism, says,
* Dr. Lowth justly remarks, that an error frequently takes place in the

words vorshipping, counselling, &c., which, having the accent on the

first syllable, ought to he written norshiping, counseling. An ignorance

of this rule has led many to write bigottcd for bigoted, and from this

spelling has freijuently arisen a false pronunciation ; but no letter seems
to bo more fre(]ucmly d!)u!)led improperly than /. AVhy we should

write libelling, h veiling, m riling, and yet offering, suffering, reasoning,

I am totally at a lo.ss to determine ; and unless / can give a better plea

than any other letter of tlie al[)]iabet for being doubled in this situation,

I must, in the style of I.ui-iiui in his trial of the letter T, declare for an
expulsion.' These were the deliberate and latest opinions of Walker.
If he had taken the trouble to carry them into his vocabulary, instead

of relying on a mere remark of this kind for the correction of the error,

-—if he had simply stated under about forty verbs how the participles

should be spelled, (for he did not give participles in his dictionary,)

and had altered a few other words, as worshipper \n\.o worshiper, travel-

ler into traveler, fee, the error would probably, by this time, have been
wholly eradicated from our orthography ; and Dr. Webster would have
escaped much ignorant vituperation for following in the footsteps of

Walker and I.,owth. Walker also says, in his Aphorisms, ' Why should
we not write dullness, fulhiess, skillful, xrillful, as well as stiffness and
gruffness?' 'i'hc principles of our language plainly require us to do
so, and Dr. Webster felt that the change might easily be made. The

8*
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words which need to be reduced to this analogy are only about eight

in mimbcr, including instaUment and inthrallmcnt, which, if spelled

wiih a sinclc /, are liable to be mispronounced, instabncni, &c. Again,

the words ixpcnsc, license, recompense, which formerly had a c in the

In^ii syllable, have now taken an s, because the latter consonant is the

oidv one used in the derivatives, as expensive, (fee. A similar change

is I'lecdod in only three words more to complete the analogy, namely,

defense, ojlcnse, and pretense, and these Dr. Webster has changed. It

is' .soniftiincs asked, 'Why not change /e/jcc also?' For the simple

reason that its derivatives are spelled with a c, as fenced, fencing, and

lln! word, therefore, stands regularly with others of its own class. Fi-

nally. Dr. Webster proposes to drop the u in mould and moult, because

it h:is been dropped from gold and all other words of tlie same ending,

b^iich are the changes under this head, as introduced by Dr. Webster

into his dictionary. In the present edition the words are spelled in

bolli ways for the convenience of the public, except in cases where this

fect'med to be unnecessary or was found to be inconvenient. These

changes, considering the difhculty that always belongs to such a sub-

ject, have met with far more favor from the public than was reasonably

to bo expected. Most of them have been extensively adopted in our

country. They are gaining ground daily, as the reasons by which they

;«ro sui>ported are more generally understood ; and it is confidently be-

lieved that, being founded in established analogies, and intended merely

to repress irregularities and remove petty exceptions, they must ulti-

niati'ly prevail.

" 'I'he other class of changes mentioned above rests on a different

basis, that of etymology. These will be estimated very diflerently,

according to the acquaintance of different persons with the languages

from which the words are derived. When Dr. Webster substituted

Irxdcgdom for bridegroom, fclher {ox feather, (tc, the German critics

hiuhly applauded the change. They predicted its speedy and univer-

sal rccfpiion, because similar improvements, on a much broader scale,

hnJ been easily made in their language. But Dr. Webster found the

cz'HC to bo widely difTerent among us. After an experiment of twelve

years, he restored the old orthography to a considerable number of

*uc-1j words. In the present edition it is restored to nearly all that

remain, from the full conviction that, however desirable these changes
may be in themselves considered, as they do not relate to the general

ajinlogics of die language, and cannot be duly appreciated by the body
ol the people, they will never be generally received."

In regard, then, to the orthography adopted in the revised edition

t>cforp us, wc see nothing to object to. The principles appear to

be correct, and founded in settled analogies. The conformity of

pood writers to these principles is becoming every year more and
more extensive. It will soon, we doubt not, be general. The
RTcwin^r circulation and use of this volume among the great body
U \\xv people will speedily insure this result. And thus a most
rftUublc end will be attained.
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In relation to the subject oi pronunciation, the work appears to

have passed through a very thorough and careful revision, and will

give, it is thought, general satisfaction. "The latest and best

authorities have been consulted," and the changes made appear to

have been made in accordance with sound principles and the most
approved standards. The editor's own views are of themselves
good authority. The " Key " to pronunciation he has somewhat
enlarged, and the pointed letters lie has used to a still greater ex-

tent, as indicating the pronunciation given. "Many thousands of

words have been rcspcllcd, and no eflbrts have been spared to

render the work, in all respects, a complete pronouncing diction-

ar}'."

The " Synopsis of Words differently pronounced by different Or-
thoepists," which was prepared by .Mr. Worcester for the edition

of 1S29, has been retained in this edition, but it has been entirely

remodeled, some of the authorities then adopted being now rejected,

and others substituted in their place. The authorities now made
use of are si.x in number—Walker, Perry, vTameson, Knowles,
Smart, Worcester—and a view of several hundreds of words, as

given by these diflerent authors, can be had at a single glance, and
with them the pronunciation of the author and the editor of this

work, as presented in a distinct parallel column, may be easily

compared. This Synopsis, as a guide to the best pronunciation
of words, is a happy contrivance, and one of much value.

" Walker's Key to the Pronunciation of Classical and Scripture

Names," as published in an appendix to the former edition, has also

been much enlarged and im|)roved, thus supplying an important

desideratum in such a work, and giving greater completeness and
utility to the whole performance. Of this " Key" we learn, that

" More than three thousand \\ ords liavc been added to it, from a re-

vised edition by the liev. W. 'I'lollupc, M. A., late of Pembroke Col-
lege, Cambridge, and from the ' (^'hi-ssical Pronunciation of Proper
Names,' by Tliomas S. Carr, of Kind's College School, London. A
careful revision of the work lias also been made throughout, in refer-

ence to the division of words into syllables, &c., in which the editor
has derived great assistance from Professor Thacher, of Yale Col-
lege. More than three hundred errors have been discovered and
corrected."

At the close of the volume there is annexed, by the publishers,

aVocabulary of Modern (Icographical ?sames, with their pronuncia-
tion, prepared by an associate editor of Baldwin's Universal Pro-
nouncing Gazetteer. This vocabulary embraces nearly five thou-

sand words, being the names of places of the most frequent occur-
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,^„c. in the modern geography of the globe and is designed to aid

,^. rr..dcr in the ri-^hl pronunciation of these names It is a

JV.^^• itni>orl:un aid to the student in geography, to the general

K^ocr and indeed to the more mature and accomphshed scholar

\ft U. t!ie mechanical execution of this volume, winch ordinarily

bclr. ihr name of the octavo edition, we cannot speak in terms of

Kx, niror.t: approbation. The typography is clear and beautiiul

;

ll r ,ajRT rxccllcnt ; the binding neat and substantial
;
and the form

w^hlv ronvcnient for use. The price is only three dollars and

1J:v ct-nts, a remarkably low price certainly for a book which, if

pj.nl.'d Willi the type of Prescott's Mexico, for example, would fill

nrarly ciglit volumes of five hundred pages each.

NVc would remark, in conclusion, that the work before us, in its

prt«nu revised state, is fitted to be a standard authority, in all

thi-^c mailers which appropriately belong to a dictionary of the

i:r.^;li^ii luiiguc. To this station already the American Dictionary

hiWiM^n. by ii= intrinsic merits alone, and taken decidedly the first

rank. It ha.s bad no blind partiality or spirit of favoritism to aid it

iaVi'»'n.« poi)ularitY and confidence, and we deem it well for such

a work as this that it has thus had to stand upon its own naked

h-.tnls. unsupported by foreign and adventitious aid. The ordeal

h-v.s mdocd been severe, but it has only rendered the triumph more

complete. A work which has thus forced itself, as it were, into

favor, has the best of all evidence that it is fitted to be, and will

be, a standard woik.

The reputation of Dr. Webster, as author of this great and elabo-

rate performance, will, we cannot doubt, be a solid and enduring

r< |.ui.-»uon. Few names will go down to posterity so deeply em-

hiiiivil in ihc earliest and best recollections and feelings of his

cou.nlP. men as that of the author of the American Dictionary. His

fkmc will never die. The literature of our language, which he has

tjonc so much to advance, will render it imperishable.

The editor, loo, of this valuable revision, has done a good ser-

vice lo his country and to the world by the years of assiduous

bvA woU-directed labor which he has bestowed upon it, to give to

It u% present completeness and finish. He will allow us, we hope,

in fV,.5inR ihis already protracted article, to offer one suggestion.

1 1 It ihis : The high character of the work before us must be sus-

UiivrU hereafter. It must keep pace, in time to come, with the

fc'Jtaiicing wants of the nation. To this end, other revisions will

ii'ii ii!ne lo lime be called for. We doubt not that the same

fxii.^luj hand, or some other, will supply them.
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Akt. VI.—Sketches of Matters and Things in Europe.

We dosed our last paper Nvilli a notice of taking the steamboat

at Belfast for Scotland, late in the evening. We had a quiet sea,

and slept sweetly until dayliglit, when \\c found the vessel making

the port of Ardrossan. We had on board, as deck passengers, per-

liaps a hundred and fifty Irish laborers, of both sexes, on their way
to Scotland to assist in galhcring tlie harvest. The deck presented

a singular appearance. There had been during the night a drizzling

rain; and, having no covering, the poor creatures had disposed of

themselves in the best v.ay tliey could. Some had put their heads

under the larpauling with wiiich the baggage was covered, while

others lay upon the deck without any sort of a shelter, and slept

soundly until the boat struck the dock. We were delayed some
little time for the cars, during which the deck passengers were

cither listlessly strolling about, or in groups discussing matters in

which they were interested. When the train arrived they took a

class of cars—what class, whether third ox fourth, w^e cannot tell;

but one v/hich furnished neither covering nor seats. The cars

were simply surrounded by a railing, and the people stood up like

so many sliccp going to the market; but they were apparently right

well contented, as they were constantly boiling over with glee.

AVe did not learn what the fare in these open cars was, but we
presume it was very low ; and it is certainly a great relief to these

poor pooi)le to be able to transport'themselvcs to almost any part

of the kingdom for a mere trifie, especially as they are so largely

dependent upon England and Scotland for employment in harvest.

Indeed, the harvesting in these countries seems to be done princi-

pally by Irish laborers.

In our way wc passed several straggling towns, and saw some
flourishing farms. Wc passed through Paisleij, a large manufac-
luring town, containir)g several fine streets and many commodious
buildings. In the old parts of the town are still seen the old iiouses

covered with thatch, "'j'he boundaries of the parliamentary borough
comprise four parishes, whose aggregate population in 1S31 was
57,'IOG, and was distributed among 12,:]0S families, of whom
nincteen-twentieths are in trade and manufactures." We noticed

a beaulifnl new church which we were told belonged to the Free
Church of Scotland

Wc reached dlasgow at late breakfast lime, and took up our
line of march fur the " ]']agle Hotel,"—a temperance house, where
we found excellent accoiumodations and reasonable charges. The
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house seemed well sustained, which speaks favorably for the

Scotch.

Glasgow is one of the most ancient roj'al burghs in Scotland.

Its origin is attributed to St. Kentigern, also called St. Mungo,

who, it is said, "founded a bishopric here in the year 560. Tiie

length of the city from cast to west is four and a half miles ; its

average width is about two miles. The derivation of the name of

Glasgow is not settled. In the Gaelic language it signifies a gray-

sniilli, and some suppose that it derived its name from its having

been in ancient times the residence of a person of that profession.

The place was a mere religious establishment until 1174, when,

by the charter of William the Lion, it became a free burgh or ba-

rony. Before the Reformation the inhabitants are said to have

been in a deplorable state of ignorance and superstition, attributa-

ble mostly to the ecclesiastical government to which they had been

subjected.

Glasgow is situated on the Clyde, which, until 1775, was only

navigable by vessels of small burden ; but since that time large

sums have been expended in the improvement of the river. The

banks have been widened, the bed deepened, and the numerous

sand bars and other obstructions removed. In 17S0 no vessels

exceeding forty tons could reach the city; but now ships of four

hundred tons have been loaded and discharged. Formerly only

lighters from Greenock came up to Glasgow ; now, ships from

America, India, and China, come up with ease and safety. Glasgow

has the advantages of a connection with the Atlantic by the Clyde,

and is also connected with the North Sea and the German Ocean

by the Forth and Clyde Canal.

Rut though Glasgow carries on considerable commerce, it is much
more a manufacturing than it is a commercial town. The cnlirc

manufactory of cotton for Scotland is confined to Glasgow and its

vicinity, liinens, cambrics, ^c, arc extensively manufaclurcd

licre, and the manufacture of iron is rapidly increasing and has many

local advantages. " According to the population returns for 1S31,

the city and suburbs contain 202,420 inhabitants, (93,724 males

and 108,702 females,) composing 41,965 families, of whom
2G,.'jb6 were engaged in trade and manufactures, 299 in agricul-

ture, and 15,080 were not comprised in the preceding classes."

Upon arriving in Glasgow the first object of interest we visited

Mas the uiiiversitij. The university and college buildings arc

Biiuntcd on the east side of the High-street, and consist of two
squares separated by a handsome library. The building presents

a front of three hundred and five feet in length, with three lofty
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gates leading to four courts and the interior of the buildings. This

noble institution was founded in M50 by Bishop Turnbull, and is

the oldest of the Scottish universities except St. Andrew's. At the

time of the Reformation the members, being chiefly ecclesiastics,

dispersed to avoid the popular fury. Beaton, the chancelor, car-

ried away to France all the charters and muniments of the college,

as well as the images and rehcs belonging to the catliedral, and

deposited them in tiic Scot's College at Paris. James VI. granted

it a new charter, and bestowed upon it some valuable property.

Its modern establishment consists of a chancelor, rector, dean of

faculty, a principal, and eighteen professors ; and the average

number of students is about twelve hundred. Tiiere is but one ses-

sion each year, which commences the 10th of Oct. and terminates

the 1st of May. Originally the term was longer; the change was

found necessary in consequence of the poverty of the students,

who were unable to absent themselves so long from home, being

obliged to earn means to prosecute their studies by pursuing some

branch of industry for several months of the year. The library is

said to contain 70,000 volumes, including the valuable collection

of Dr. Simson, the translator of J'^uclid's Elements, and the medical

works bequeathed by the celel)rated Dr. Hunter; besides several

curious manuscripts. The college buildings are neat and commo-
dious. The houses of the professors are contiguous, and upon the

east side of the buildings is a garden of ten acres, laid out in walks

and ornamented with shrubbery. Oliver Cromwell contributed

liberally toward the erection of llicsc buildings.

After a hasty view of the college we proceeded to the old cathe-

dral or high church. It is a most beautiful Gothic structure, and

was erected by John Achaius, bishoj) of Glasgow, in 1123. It is

three hundred and nineteen feet long, sixty-three feet broad, and

ninety feet high within the walls, and has two great square towers,

on one of which a spire was built about 1430, making the whole

height two hundred and twenty-five feet. Tiie other tower, it is

said, was never finished, but was actually undergoing the process

of completion when we were there,—a work which will occupy

several years. This superb building narrowly escaped destruction

from the disciples of John Knox during- the days of the Reforma-

tion, and is one of only two cathedrals which survived that great

struggle in all Scotland.

The interior is divided into choir, outer church, inner high church,

and vaulted cemetery. The inner church and the arched roof of

the adjoining vestry, supported by a single jnllar, are much admired.

The vaulted cemetery immediately beneath the inner church was
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at one period the old barony church. " Conceive an extensive

range of low-browed, dark, and twilight vaults, such as are used

for scpulchics in other countries, and had long been dedicated to

the same purpose in this, a portion of which was seated with pews

and used as a church. The part of the vaults thus occupied,

thouMi capable of containing a congregation of many hundreds,

bore\ small proportion to the darker and more extensive caverns

which yawned around what may be termed the inhabited space.

In these waste regions of oblivion, dusky banners and tattered

escutcheons indicated the graves of those who were once, doubt-

less,
' princes in Israel.' Inscriptions,which could only be read by

the painful antiquary in language as obsolete as the act of devotional

charity which they implored, invited the passengers to pray for the

souls of those whose bodies rested beneath."— Sir Walter Scott.

Looking back two hundred years, and conceiving of a congre-

gation assembled in tliis gloomy place, we could well appreciate

The powers of description which produced the above passage.

Here is still remaining the tomb of St. Mungo, the founder and

patron saint of Glasgow, at the west end of the cathedral, where it

has remained ever since the year 601. And also there are here

sarcophagi, or stone cofiins, said to be of Druidical origin, in which

the ancients buried those bodies which were not burned,—probably

the bodies of kings, or other great men.

The inner church was in great confusion, being incumbered with

stao-es and occupied by workmen, who seemed to be engaged in

effecting extensive repairs. One can scarcely gaze upon tliis vene-

rable pile without entering into the spirit of auld Scotch folk, who

are alwavs ready to exclaim with Andrew Fairservice :
—

" Ah! it's

a brave kirk—nane o' ycre whig-maleeries, and curliewurlies, and

opcn-steek hems, about it— a' solid, wcel-jointed mason-wark, that

will stand as lang as tlie warld, keep hands and gun powthcr aff it."

Standing on the south of the cathedral you have a splendid view

of the "Necropolis," or city of the dead, from which you are sepa-

rated by a deep ravine or gorge, through which murmurs a small

stream of water at a great depth. You cross this deep chasm upon

a stone bridge apparently as strong as the rocks upon which its

arch rests. By a winding, well-finished road, you make your

ascent to this place of unrivaled beauty. It is situated upon a

height which commands a fine view of the city and country across

the'^Clydc. Upon the brow of the hill is a massive monument of

the great Scottish reformer, John Knox, with his Bible in his left

hand, and his right raised in the attitude of preaching. There

are many other fine monuments here which we cannot occupy
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space to describe. The "Necropolis" is one of the nriost attrac-

tive places about Glasgow. In acklition to the splendid monuments,

it is ornamented by serpentine walks, shrubs, and flowers.

Glasgow contains many line public buildings and other objects of

interest to the visitor, which we cannot now particularly notice.

We must not, however, entirely pass by " George Square," and
" The Green." The former is in a central position, and is tastefully

ornamented. There is a monimient to the memory of Sir Walter

Scott,—a beautiful column eighty feet high, surmounted by a

statue of Sir Walter, with a Scotch plaid shawl turned over one

shoulder and then around the body under the arms, and one end

hanging over the other shoulder down to the knees. This is the

manner in which Scotchmen arc often seen fortified against the

cold. There is also a bronze statue to the memory of James Watt,

and another to the memory of Sir John More. It is all in all a

most lovely place to ramble and indulge in reminiscences of the

past.

The Green lies on the north bank of the Clyde, south-east of

the city. It includes one hundred and eighty acres, is surrounded

with gravel walks, and is a fine promenade, much resorted to for

health and recreation, and commands a splendid landscape view.

There is an obelisk one hundred and forty-three feet high, erected

to the memory of Lord Nelson ; one who, we should judge, has

more monuments erected to his memory in the British isles than

any other, not excepting the kings and queens. And upon all

these monuments must of course be inscribcxl the memorable words
of the admiral, before the famous battle of Trafalgar

:

—" England
expects every man to do his duty." But as death did not spare

the soldier, so the lightnings of heaven have no respect for his

monument: for soon after its erection it was smitten and rent by
Heaven's irresistible artillery with as little ceremony as the cedar

or oak is often riven by that tremendous agency. The damage is,

however, now completely repaired.

Our time was limited ; but still we determined to see a little of

"the highlands," and something of the beautiful "lochs" lying

quietly in the basins which nature, or rather the God of nature,

scooped out for their accommodation, that they miglit add to the
beauty and variety of the scenery. As we were obliged in all our
movements to consult expedition, we took a steamboat for Dum-
barton on the Clyde. The scenery was diversified with plains and
elevations, and clusters of buildings, or villngcs, of an antique ap-

pearance. Our attention was directed to a little town called Kil-

potricky said to be the birthplace of the patron saint of Ireland,
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where, it is said, there is still to be seen an ancient monument
erected to the memory of the old saint.

Dumbarton is a smoky old town, principally noted for its glass
manufactories and castle. The castle is upon a rock which shoots
up out of tlie bed of the Clyde to the height of five hundred and
sixty feet, and seems to furnish an impregnable position for a small
armed force. The rock is basaltic, is cleft at the top, and presents
two peaks, with a winding way up through the cleft. It is a mile
in circumference at the base, and is approached on two opposite
sides. There is a building near the commencement of the cleft,

where the commanding ofiicer resides. This, with a few scattering
sheep and goats climbing the crags, and picking the grass which
shoots up from its slopes, seams, and crevices, are all the signs of
life which we noticed about this famous rock. The situation of the
castle is singularly picturesque; and upon the highest point of the
right side of the cleft from the channel of the Clyde, those travelers
who have time to make the ascent can luxuriate in the most magnifi-
cent views. But we had to satisfy ourselves with the pleasure of
the mere imagination of the sight of Loch Lomond and the sur-
rounding hills

; the vale of the Leven,- Port Glasgow, and Green-
ock, upon the other side of the Clyde ; and the mountains of
Argyleshire, from " Wallace's Seat."

We left Dumbarton in, or rather upon the top cf, an omnibus
drawn by three wretchedly-jaded nags, which the merciless driver
did not fail to cut and slash witli his whip without a moment's in-

termission. The top of our vehicle was furnished with benches,
some of which were disarranged by all sorts of " luggage ;" amou"-
the rest, hunting and fishing apparatus, together with two miserable
hounds coupled by a rope. These animals were rather restiff, and
had quite frequently to be called to order, and were finally right
well co!itonted to be let down from tiieir unwonted elevationby
llic nape of the neck. But neither the discomfort of our position
nor the frequent stirring up of the heterogeneous mass of trumpery
piled up around us, as pass.engers v.-ere discharged, prevented our
taking a lively interest in the scenery which we passed.
We passed up the vale of the Leven, the outlet of Loch Lo-

mond, which is no longer the rural stream apostrophized by Smol-
lett; but '' mansions, cottages, prosperous villages, plantations, and
finely ornamented ])leasure grounds, occur in constant succession.'*
Tlie waters of this stream " are of the most limpid purity and soft-
ness, well suited to the purposes of bleaching and print fields, with
whicli us banks are covered." About iialf way from Dumbarton
to Ballock, the point where we reached the loch, we passed Dal-
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quharn House, the birthplace of Smollett. The building is small,

but in a good state of preservation, and kept in a tidy condition.

Upon the opposite side of the road, a little further on, is a Tuscan

column terminated by a vase, erected to the memory of Smollett

by a cousin-german of the same name, with an inscription in Latin

by Dr. Johnson. This monument is shamefully neglected, and

seems in places to be going to decay. Before reaching the loch

we passed through a splendid plantation or two, and had a sight

of Tillichewn Castle situated upon an eminence. It is a splendid.

Gothic edifice in the midst of grounds tastefully laid out and beau-

tifully ornamented.

Upon reaching the far-famed Loch Lomond we. entered the

steamboat Water Witch, which was waiting for the arrival of the

stages. We now turned away our eyes from the lowly vale through

which we had just passed, and thought no more of mansions and

castles, but directed our attention to the beautiful sheet of pure

water before us, and gazed with a kind of awe upon the ranges of

hills and mountains which upon both sides of the loch peered up

.

toward the heavens. We had seen mountain scenery as grand, and

more picturesque, in our own country. ]]ut this lake, together

with every foot of ground along its shores, had been made classic

by the immortal genius of Scott ; and in spite of yourself you con-

sider the peaks, crags, and caverns, which present themselves to

the eye, more as the haunts of Rob Hoy Macgrcgor and his clan

than as sublime specimens of natural scenery. But we now labored

under the embarrassment of a misty atmosphere and a cold drizzling

rain. But we buttoned up our box-coat to our chin, and gazed,

first on one side and then on the other, as we shot up between the

towering mountains and among the lovely islands which are scat-

tered upon the bosom of this crystal siicct of water. The largest

of these islands is Inchmurrin, being two miles long by one broad.

It is owned by the duke of Montrose, and is converted into a deer

park. There are said to be four hundred deer upon the island,

some of which could be seen feeding ui)on the lawn with a perfect

sense of security. The only human inhabitant of this island is the

game-keeper. Near the west end is an old castle in ruins, once

the residence of tlie ancient family of liCnox.

*' Where the lake begins to narrow, Ben Lomond, on the eastern

bank, raises its head to more than three thousand feet aboVe the sea.

Ben Lomond is a beautiful mountain, rising with a gentle ascent,

and covered with fine grass to the very summit."

—

Penny Cyc.

Indeed, all the mountains in the neighborhood of this lake, even

.ihe slopes of the rocks, every inch of them, where mold or moss
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can gain a lodgment, are beautifully verdant. This is the result

of the extreme humidity of the atmosplicre. The following brief

view of the scenery of Loch Lomond, by Sir Walter Scott, is as

just as it is beautiful :
—" But certainly this noble lake, boasijng

innumerable beautiful islands of every varying form and outline

which fancy can frame—its northern extremity narrowing until it

is lost among dusky and retreating mountains ; while, gradually

witlcning as it extends to the southward, it spreads its base around

the indentures and promontories of a fair and fertile land—afibrds one
' of the most surprising, beautiful, and sublime spectacles in nature."

The lake is about twenty-four miles in length, and we reached

the highest point of steamboat navigation just after dark. The
only public house in the neighborhood is one mile above, upon the

road which leads around the south-west shore from Ballock, Our
company were by' some means instantly left alone and without

specific information as to the direction and distance to the hotel.

After a lilile loss of time, by taking the wrong direction, we finally

found the place. It was a small house and appeared to be a new
estabhsiiment. \Vc could not imm-ediately ascertain whether we
could have accommodations. But finally the good woman, who
was a small, cleanly Scotch lady, informed us that two young gen-

tlemen, who had got in before us, had consented to take one bed,

and this would give us a room with two beds, which, if we could

sleep " two in a bed," would answer our purpose. Our room w^as

small and under the rafters, but the beds were clean and in good

order. One of the company asked for some " fresh water." Upon
iis arrival, the question was asked, "Is it fresh?" The answer
was, "Aye, quite freesh, I bringed it mysel about twel o'clock."

Some pleasantry was excited among the company by the idea of

" fresh water" which had stood in the pail eight or nine hours !

But when all had taken a draught of it, it was unanimously

])ronounced quite good. If the necessity of winter clothing through

the day had not convinced us that we had not been under an

American sun, the taste of this water would have wrought the

conviction.

As the boat was to leave at. five in the morning, we arose at half-

past four, and set off for the landing. It was now raining a shower,
and there had been a heavy fall of rain through the night. The
consequence was that torrents of water were dashing down the

rocks and flooding the road. But there was no alternative—we
must foot it and carry our luggage in our hands—and there was no

time for delay. We dashed through the rills and ponds, and, by
running most of the way, reached the boat just in time.
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We could now survey our position. We were between two

ranges of high mountains, beautilully verdant, striped with the

silvery foam of numerous rills and cascades dashing down the

rocjis above our heads. In spite of the dense clouds and falling

rain, the scene was truly inspiring, and though we never wrote a

line of poetry since we were born, and probably never shall under-

take to do so, we were almost tempted to undertake verse making.

Passing down the lake, we had a glance at Rob Roy's cave. It

can only be seen from the boat by (ixing the eye upon the point

beforehand, and then it is out of sight in a few seconds. It is an

opening under a rock near the water's edge. It is said the cavern

will contain from seventy to a hundred men.

Our plan was to have left the boat at Inversnaid, and taken

a conveyance across to Loch Katrine. But the weather was
so inclement that we abandoned this part of the enterprise.

The boat made a few moments' stoji at this point for passengers,

when, after starting, a man came running down the hill and

hallooing after us, but received in reply from our captain,

—

" Go to your bed an hour or two." We breakfasted on the

boat upon the delicious salmon from the loch for the moderate

sum of eighteen pence sterling a piece. We reached Ballock at

half-past seven, and were soon again at Dumbarton. No steam-

boat leaving the dock tliis morning fur Glasgow, we took a row-

boat and attempted to intercept a boat which was coming up from

Greenock, but a shower with a gust of wind meeting us directly

in our teeth we did not succeed. We took she her from the storm

behind a small stone pyramid, erected nearly in front of the castle,

perhaps a mile from Dumbarton dock, for a waymark. Here we
remained for an hour, when we were put upon a boat destined to

Glasgow. The steamboats upon the Clyde arc generally small,

comfortless things, which creep along, |)icking up passengers from

row-boats, as they do not land at mlcrmediate places. As yet we
have seen nothing tiiat bears a coinj.-irison with our American
steamboats.

From Glasgow to Edinburgh we passed upon the railroad with

\
great speed. We noticed the ancient town of Falkirk, near which
was the scene of the great battle between the Enghsh and Scotch,

in 1293, led on by Edward I. on the part of the English, and
William Wallace upon the part of llie Scotch. We had no time
to slop and avail ourselves of the splendid views which are re-

ported to be located here. We also noticed Linlitligow with its

stately old "palace" in ruins. Here the train paused for several

minutes, which gave us an opportunity of taking a fair look at the
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palace, which was in plain sight. It is a quadrangular edifice of

great magnitude. It was erected by the house of Stuart, and here

the unfortunate Mary first saw the light. What splendor and fes-

tivity were once witnessed within these walls ! What desolation

reigns here now ! Hunfian grandeur, and wealth, and pride, and
folly, are all destined to come to an end. These ruins are a striking

commenlary upon the mutability of all human affairs.

Edinburgh, the capital of Scotland, lies on the Frith of Forth,

about four hundred miles north of London. Its location is upon
ground which originally must have presented anything but a fair

and promising site for a great city. The ground consists of steep

hills, precipice?, crags, ravines, and marshes. The old town lay

upon the central hill, at the western extremity of which, upon a high

rock, is situated the castle; and at the eastern, in a-deep hollow, Ho-
lyrood Palace and Abbey. The sight of the castle was chosen, it is

probable, on account of its natural advantages ; and thai of the old

Abbey of Ilolyrood, on account of its retirement and gloom. A
road lay between these two points, about one mile apart, upon which
the town was most naturally formed ; and this thoroughfare bc-

tvv-een the castle and the religious house, the great central objects

and nucleus of a state in old feudal times, became a street,—now
High-street west, and Canongate east. On the north and south

sides of the old town were deep ravines, across which there are

now elegant and permanent bridges, but which were originally

passed by narrow, sleep lanes, running from High-street, called

closes and icy/tds. In crossing ihese bridges, which are upon a

level with the streets on each side, you look down from a dizzy
height, not into an abyss, or dashing torrent, but into a narrow,

dirty street, winding it.s way along a deep gully, appearing as if,

from extreme terror of the grandeur and bustle of the city, it had
slunk away almo-it beyond the reach of daylight. And from this deep
depression you observe the singular spectacle of a regular front of

buildings of. ten or a dozen stories, the uppermost of which are

neighbors to the habitations on the hills, and constitute ground
rooms upon the transverse streets at both ends of the bridges.

" Edinhurgh is supposed to have derived its name from Edinin,
a king of Northumberland in the time of the heptarchy. Simon
of Durham mentions the town of Edvjinshurgh as existing in the
middle of the eighth century; and in the charter of foundation
of the Abbey of Hoiyrood, in the year 1228, King David I. calls it

his hurgh of Edwinsbvrgh, whence we infer it was then a royal
burgh."

—

Pen. Cyc. The population of the city and suburbs of
Edinburgh in 1831 amounted to 161,990.
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Upon our arrival at the Scotch capital we took lodgings in the

York House,—a temperance hotel,—on Nicholas-street, near the

college. Our accommodations were exxellent, and charges were
reasonable. The first place we visited for the gratification of the

eye was "the Gallon Hill." Tiie grounds arc tastefully laid out

and finely ornamented. Several splendid monuments are located

here;—one to David Hume, and another to Lord Nelson. The
latter we ascended, and enjoyed a fine view of the city and suburbs.

Eastward, along the southern side of the Frith of Forth, is seen

Musselborough and several other small towns. The Isle of May,
the high hill at the junction of the Frith with the German Ocean,

and the Bass Rock, are all conspicuous from this point. Among
other ornaments of this beautiful spot is the foundation of a tri-

umphal arch, or monument, which remains in a state naturally

enough suggesting the inquiry. Did the good people of Edinburgh
begin this v.'ork without coimting the cost ? As it is, though a fine

foundation, it is no monument except of instability of purpose,

divided counsels, or prematin^e haste,—for the work remaining in .

statu quo can scarcely be attributed cither to the want of taste or to

the poverty of the Edinburghians.

Upon consultation it was resolved to see a sun setting from

"Arthur's Seat." We accordingly passed by "Holyrood Palace"

through " the King's Park," and were proceeding in the path wiiich

leads up a ravine which is the easiest ascent to the highest point

of " Salisbury Crag," where is seen a rock, peering above the

ground which surrounds it, called Arthur's Seat. As we were

moving rapidly along we were joined by two boys often or twelve

years of age, who kindly proffered us their services as guides. At
first we took little notice of the urchins, but were soon induced to

ask them a question or two, the answers to which showed shrewd-

ness and intelligence rather above what appearances promised.

Finally, they were asked for their terms. " Just what the gentle-

men please," was the answer. And finding they were not easily

shaken oft', we finally bid liiem come on and give us all the infor-

mation they had to spare. We first came to " St. Anthony's Well,"

a crystal stream issuing from the rocks and falling into a basin,

which is chiseled out in a solid rock, holding several quarts. Here
we found several more juvenile guides of both sexes, who hastened

to dip up some of the water in little tin cups with v.hicii they were

furnished. We drank some of the pure (not holy) water, and were

refreshed. On the left, a few rods, are the ruins of " St. Anthony's

Chapel," founded by the queen of James IV. Here was a favorite

haunt, just before the thunders of the Reformation broke upon
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Si4.*UtKl in the voice of John Knox, for those drones and pests of

C !jiiicn<Ivm, the monks. But what desolation reigns here now !

|6."»u*a ot' a slaicly temple dedicated to a tutelar god called St.

Ajuh.xiy; ornamented with statuary, pictures, crosses, and priestly

tA«r*, aiuj rnlivoned by the sound of consecrated bells, and masses

tciiuArdcAiT man unknown tongue; there is now a pile of stones and

im<iur. Lardy retaining enough of the indications of its origmal de-

e.gn i..*.:i»linguish it from the native crags and cliffs in its imm.ediate

r.T%h;H:riiocKl. A fair emblem of " holy mother church " at the pre-

truA ti.iy. 'I'iic cliapel was in length forty-three feel, and in breadth

»fA hci-hi C!t;iitccn feet; it had a tower at the west end forty feet in

Ir.-ht. It was originally inclosed by a stone wall extending some

.;.»t4!irc upon the hill. "The hermitage to which this chapel was

njKJhicii has a cell still remaining, which is frequently visited by

%ht> curiou*; its dimensions are sixteen feet by twelve."

—

Storer's

> 1- h * m l'.tiinhuri*h.

I^fttit:- \iiis luieresting spot, we ascended the hill, though not

«ii*j« .It \.%\toT. After resting for a few minutes upon the lawn, we

•.no* fiUii Razed around ; and on whatever point the eye rested,

—<i%t, wcfti, north, or south, near or remote—there was something

Wf .Sarin and almost enrapture the sensibilities of the soul. The

4tmi'^}.arre was happily free from haze, and there was nothing to

<^*>»i;ucilhc view. The city, with its lowers, spires, and monuments

;

lJ.c cistlc, shooting up on the top of a rock, with its walls and tur-

jcu; show the skill and power of man in their perfection. But

»Uric!iiiit^ the view to a distance—to the north, " the east and west

l^niunds of Fife" may be seen; to the north-east, the Island of

It^chkcuh. in the middle of the Frith; further eastward, the coni-

cal I.jU railed North Berwick l^aw, the Bass Rock behind, rising

;«f r,'^!ivhcularly out of the sea, and further on the Isle of May;

»v>u'.^^^.!sl arc seen the towns of Portobello and Musselburgh
;

l>a.*.riiii raise-s its cloud of smoke at the south; and south-west

kTr ihc Braid and IMackford hills, and the long range of Pentlands.

Isi tJiC wc?t may be seen the smoke of the town of Stirling, and

(vjjihcr on culminates the blue head and shoulders of Ben Lomond
fti»o%c ;ili other distant objects. In these far-reaching views the

» wk.» of (lod so far excel those of men, that, though they are taken

UiU tJic 6;unc field of vision, and seem to be mingled together, de-

*«»:ion tikes the place of the emotions of grandeur and sublimity.

1
1 ..^. • great and marvelous are thy works, Lord God Almighty."

^^ c ooicinded by an exceedingly precipitous way, in which wc
Uuu Hcjt; obli.^cd to hold on upon the crags until we could fasten

i*wj }.f f :« or toes in a crevice of the rock, or a slight depression

Vo{. V11I.—9
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in ihe adhering earth made by ihc feel of preceding adventurers.

At length we reached the road which winds its way around this

hill. Tliis road is quite a comfortable track for a carriage ; but

the queen is constructing a new one, to be graded and macadamized,
.we were told, out of her own private purse. Descending the hill,

we noticed a crag which presents the appearance of a human
face, which our guides informed us was called " Lord Brougham's
nose." Our course lay between Salisbury crag and " St. Leon-
ard's," the place designated by Sir Walter Scott as the residence

of "Davy Dcan.'^ '" There," said one of our guides, pausing, " is

the house of Jeannie Dean." The house is a small cottage situated

near the foot of the mountain slope. C'oming again into the King's
Park, our guides halted again, and, looking at the east, asked if we
wished to visit " Nicol I^Iuscliat's Carne." Being much fatigued,

we contented ourselves with merely having the location pointed

out from the position we occupied. "And how," asked we, "my
lads, did you learn all these locations ?" " By reading * The Heart
of Mid Lothian,' by Sir ^Valler Scott, sir," was the reply. The
shrewd little rogues had fully decipiiered our nationaUty, and ap-

peared to know well with whom they were dealing;—this we dis-

covered by asking them a few questions which were suggested by
something they said. "What countrymen are we?" we asked.

" Yer Amarican jantlemen," was the answer. "And how do you
know that?" we rejoined. "By yer hats," was the answer. We
followed up with, "And what is there particular in American hats?"

"They are rolled up all round," was the answer. "And what if

we had bought hats in jjondon T' asked we. " I should know you
by yer boots," said the lad. " And what is there in our boots dif-

ferent from those of this country?" we asked. "The toes are

wider," was the answer. " Well, my lads, what if we had bought
boots in London ?" asked we. " ^^'hy, then, I'de known ye by yer

talk," was the answer. " iJo you often sec Americans here?" we
asked. " Yes, sir, every day." " Ah, every day ?" " Almost
every day." We parted with our young guides, right well pleased

with the little fellows, and after an cllbrt to make them pleased
with us, which seemed quite satisfactory. On our return we passed
through " the Canongate," and were so eager to notice the antiqui-

ties that we attracted some attention—the people standing- and look-
ing at us as earnestly as we gazed upon the old buildings, which
had passed through so many revolutions and been the scene of such
a world of legends. But all were rcsjjcctful, and ready, to the best
of their ability, to answer any questions which we saw proper to

propose.
9*
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After a ni^hl'n n'pose we resumed our rambles. Our first visit
\

t,H** tn"Ti>!r;^ was to llolyrood Palace. This palace was com- {

tt^ffi^r-.i I'v James \'., and in its present form was completed by
j

4 i »t'.f% 11. It IS a quadrangle, inclosing a court ninety-four feet
\

K-j-aanr, an-l il* buildings are all four stories besides the attic, with
j

«».vf rti-rj4!i-n of ilio western side, which is only two stories. We
«rj9 «w>du*Mcd through the various apartments of the palace by

[

*.» f'j.i^'fU l.idy, who seemed both obliging and intelligent. We
|

fAujv^ (.'il.'w our notes into detailed descriptions without extending
(

XMc» ja|»rr further than would be advisable. All we shall attempt ;

at Rwrriy lo notice a few of the remarkable things which we here
j

e^<»rf«f<J. 'I'hc great gallery of one hundred and fift3'-six feet in

Vr»a-«h. Uy i\Nenly-sevcn and a half in width, and twenty feet high,

s* hwr^j; wi'.h ihc paintings, by De Witt, of a hundred and eleven

i*v*»tfrh» n{ Scoiiand ; the earlier ones, however, are considered

•tt^ti.^a^r. Some of these were defaced by CromweJl's soldiers 1

tfi^-e tJir drfr.ii of the royali.=ts at Falkirk, 1745. The marks of

»« ^if.It »>T IvivoMfJs arc siill visible on some of these old pictures.

Wf i»rfr «}i<»\vn the rooms and beds occupied by the royal refu-

^r% Uv;n Fnncc during the revolutions. But by far the most in-

»i«'tr»tjn;' nbjcct-s which we saw in the palace were the rooms of

M»yT. <jtircn of JScols, and the relics which they contain. In the

maf^n't bed- room is shown some tapestry, in a tolerable state of

}*T»rjv».iion, wiiich she wrought with her own hands when a child

—

»-»eTai rhairs covered with crimson velvet, and her bed. The bed I

**»' «rtin.i::i< were, doubtless, originally worthy of a queen, but they '

t--*-' » xhc n.ibieiico of time upon them ; and their present appear- I

MM-T ifviisraip*, that, remaining in their position without being used
j

«nri..*a<-»r<i. t»,fy will at no distant date fall to pieces and return to
{

<iv»i I r.c Jurjiitun: nf the bcJ is crimson damask, bordered with
|

r*T*f n »;'k t5*^cU and (rinses, which tradition assigns to the fair
|

}«.*jt r{ j}-,c mifuriunatc quc^cn. In this apartment is a small door 1

^teccr.ntijfatihi^ wuh a llighi of stairs, evidently designed as a se-
;

<?*< i^i»f.-j;^c between the queen's rooms and the abbey. Through
\

'X.k ;.».»».i.^o Darnlcy and his accomplices entered into the queen's
|

« K-a-ft iThi «.rj/.ed Uizzio, her secretary, while he was supping with !

U»p .^..rcn in a small room adjoining the bed-room. From this I

ru.«fc^ M^ imscrable secretary was dragged through the bed-room I

I'V^? ••
'.lie chamber of presence," where he was murdered—and

* •*** *'f »u!l to be seen upon the floor dark spots said to be the -.
;

r,t.n» li }.:» »>looil. \Vc will not pretend to determine the truth
j

« t*^ tf*o.t}.jn, that these spots are the veritable stains occasioned \

•
»•« t:.'>J of the queen's Italian favorite. Thijis may perhaps be
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admitted without allowing anything miraculous or judicial in the

fact. No one, we think, can tell why the stains made hy the blood

of the queen's paramour should be left upon the floor for centuries,

and actually be inciVaceablc, any more than that the same should

be the case with the blood of Darnlcy himself, who, however wicked,

was as unrighteously murdered as was Rizzio. But here we let

the matter rest—we saw the " large dark spots," and this is all we

cared about them. The "closet," as it is called, where Mary and

Rizzio were taking their supper together when the conspirators

entered, is a small room of, jierhaps, fourteen by twelve feet, with

a grate and fender, said to be the first articles of that kind ever

used in Scotland—and their rudeness almost identifies them as the

relics of a barbarous age. There we saw, also. Lord Darnley's

riding boots and spurs. The boots seem to be made of heavy cow-

hide with bottoms answerable. Tlie legs are so long that they

must have covered the knee when upon horseback. And it would

certainly lake a man of extraordinary strength of muscles to mount

a horse with them on without assistance.

The old abbey which was erected under the reign of David I.,

in 1 12S, is lying waste and going to decay. There is a fine monu-

ment of Parian marble here of Lord Bclhaven, chamberlain to

Charles L, erected in IG'J'J. We were shown the place of the

high altar where Queen Mary was married, and her confessing

room. And here also is seen, through a grate, the royal vault,

where a small parcel of bones arc lying upon a shelf,— all that is

left of the royal personages wiio had been here deposited,—the

place, as is said, having been ritled during the wars of Cromwell,

for the purpose of converting the leaden coffins into balls. So all

that remains of Scotch royaUy here in the royal vault is a heap of

small bones which a man can take up with one hand !

The palace is now undergoing repairs by order of the queen,

which furnished one of our party Nvith an opportunity of bringing

away a piece of the old palace which had been split from a window

frame, which was subsequently divided among the company.

On our return we examined the old residence of John Knox at

the head of the Canongatc. The building is of stone and bears

the marks of great antiquity. " And on the front wall, to the west,

is a figure in alto relievo, pointing to a radiated stone, whereon is

sculptured the name of the Deity in Creek, Latin, and English."

—

Pen. Cyc. The figure is an elligy of John Knox, of a few inches

in height, standing in a preaching attitude, with book in hand, in a

pulpit, in the corner of tiie house, about as high as the floor of the

second story. The figure is itself fio poor a specimen of the art,
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ihat, were it not for the associations, it would excite ludicrous emo-

tions. But here the great reformer really once lived, prayed, and

pri-achcd,—for we were told that he was wont to stand in a win-

duw in the second stor>' of this house and preach to the people who

crowded the street below. John Knox was a great and a good

man—doubtless, with faults. But we are not among those who

pel liown among his errors his faithful warnings and reproofs of the

quron fur the superstitions and licentiousness of her household,

ncr Ills stubborn resistance of her royal mandates in matters of re-

liqiun. He was by Providence especially suited to his work. An

oriliiiary nerve would have failed in the herculean effort necessary

to break to pieces the iron despotism which was crushing the

riphls of conscience in Scotland. And it was a high eulogium

wliich the earl of Morton pronounced upon his character upon the

occasion of his burial :
—" Here lies a man who never knew fear."

Dr. ICmory brought a letter from Mr. Hay, a Wesleyan minister

of I)u!>lin, to his father, Alexander Hay, Esq., of Edinburgh. This

pciiiloman was exceedingly kind and obliging, and took the pains

t(» conduct us to many places of interest in the city. He first con-

ducted us to Heriofs Hospital, which is simply a charity school

for boys.

"George Heriot, the founder of this hospital, was born in Edin-

b'.n-gh, about the year 1561. His father being a goldsmith there,

lie was brought up to that business. He began trade with the sum

vi jC1>M \\s. Sd., which had been partly furnished by his father,

and partly brought him by his wife. In 1597 he had the good

forlunc to be appointed goldsmith to the queen, and, shortly after,

goldsmith and jeweler to her husband, James VI., on whose ac-

ces-sion to the English throne, Heriot went to London. There, in

the course of a profitable profession, to which he gave unremit-

ting attention, he realized a large fortune, with part of which he

lundc considerable purchases in the vicinity of the Scottish me-

tropolis.

" By Ids will he bequeathed to the ministers and magistrates of

Edinburgh all that portion of his property that should remain after

debts, legacies, «tc., had been paid, to be applied by them in the

cr.:ciion and endowment of a hospital for the maintenance and

cdiiciuon of so many poor fatherless boys, freemen's sons of the

l"wu of J^dinburgh, as the funds would allow."— »S7ore?-'5 Views

tn Ediiihur^li.

Wc were introduced to the governor of the school, and by him

ciriduclcd to the chapel, dormitories, lecture room, kitchen, «i'c.

;

8ivJ finally the usual civility was offered us of a drink of wine
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from a cup constructed of a slicll—a univalve—rimmed and orna-

mented with gold, the work of Ilcriot, tljc founder. We admired

the cup—it is indeed an interesting and a beautiful relic—but were
under the necessit}' of declining iliu icine. The good governor had

the politeness to accommodate our scruples by ordering ^ome pure
cold water, which we took from this cup, our Scotch friends pre-

serving all due gravity, though it was sufHciently evident that our

tenacity was regarded as ultra.

This building is now two hundred years old. After the battle

of Dunbar, Cromwell used it for eight years for an infirmary for

his sick and wounded soldiers, after which it was appropriated ta

its original purposes. One half of Edinburgh, as it now is, is built

upon the Heriot lands, the value, and consequently the rents of

which are continually increasing. The income now supports three

thousand boys, many of whom arc preparing for the university.

How far was the original donor from foreseeing the extent to which
his foundation would benefit the city and the world !

From the hospital we passed to the church of Gray Friars, a

portion of which has been destroyed by fire, and is not yet restored.

Here we saw the monuments of Blair, Maclaurin, and others.

Also, in the neighborhood, an old monument to "the martyrs," with

an historical -and sentimental inscription. It stands in the location

where " criminals" were formerly buried. Here men of the spirit

of George Wisharl and Patrick Uamilto7i, when honored with

burial, were buried among thi'vcs and murderers; and burial,

even here, was doubdess thought too gootl fortune for the bodies

of men, whose souls had been consigned to perdition by the Ro-
mish priests for reading ami disseminating the Bible ! But their

witness is in heaven and their reconJ is on high.

From this point we were conducted to "the council chamber"
in the " Royal Exchange ;" ihence to the assembly hall, where we
saw a statue of "the jtretcnder,'" which was found in a box after

liis last unsuccessful clTorl to re-establish the line of " the Stuarts
;"

ihencc we came to " liic castle." This is one of the most promi-
nent objects in the city. It is seen from all points, being perched
upon a rock elevated three hundred and eighty-three feel above the
level of the sea. The castle is separated iVom the buildings of the
street on the east, the only side on which it is accessible, bv an
esplanade of about three hundred and fifty feet in length, and three
hundred feet in breadth. The area of the rock measures about
seven English acres. From the ca!>tle \vc had another splendid
view of the cily and suburbs. The new town, on the north, is

seen to great advantage from this point. We were conducted by
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art ofificer through the various apartments which are shown to

visitors, and, among other things, saw "the regalia of Scotland,"

—

the crown, two golden maces, sword of state, &c. The regalia

were placed in the castle in 1707, in an oaken chest in the crown

room, inclosed by mason work. It was believed that they had

been removed to England, until, on the application of Sir Walter

Scott, an order was issued, in 1818, by George IV. for a search for

them, when they were found. We were also conducted to the

room where James VI., afterward James I. of England, was born,

and were shown the window through which he was let down in a

basket, when three days old, and received at the foot of the per-

pendicular rock on the south-west side of the castle, after a perilous

descent of perhaps two hundred feet. The room is homely enough,

and shows the effects of time and revolutions. At one period it

was occupied as " a smoking-room." There was little sport in

being " queen of Scotland" in the days of " the unfortunate Mary."

We noticed the monstrous cannon, called " Mons Meg," cast at

Mons in Flanders. The length of this great gun is thirteen and a

half feet, and the bore nineteen and a half inches, " It was used

at the siege of Norham, and afterward burst in firing a salute to

the duke of York, on his visit to the castle, 1682." It was re-

moved in 1753 to London, and exhibited in the tower, but was

returned by George IV., in 1829, and is now mounted on an ele-

gant carriage and placed on the bomb battery.

From the castle we passed to a beautiful Gothic church—one of

the new churches of the Free Church of Scotland ; thence pro-

ceeded to the library of " the writers to the signet ;" thence to the

parliament house, St. Giles' church, &c. We were pointed to a

court yard where lie the bones of John Knox under the pavement,

without any monument to designate the particular spot.

We passed "the Methodist Chapel" without taking time to en-

ter it. There is a fine picture of this chapel in Storer's " Pictu-

resque and Historical Description of Edinburgh," with the follow-

ing description :
—" This beautiful structure was erected in 1814,

and stands in the south-west corner of Nicholson's Square. The
length of the building is about eighty feet, and its width sixty :

attached to it is a very neat house appropriated to the minister:

and under the chapel and house are some excellent rooms for sab-

bath schools. The whole building cost £5,000. The front is

rendered extremely pleasant and picturesque by the shrubbery of

the adjoining gardens ; besides which, the square has its centre

inclosed with an iron railing, and is adorned with a plantation of

trees."
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4^ r£*<cf ihrouHi the various aparlmenls which arc shown^to

.,»-..-^. ».v.l. .mo.,t; olhcr things, saw "the rcgal.a of Scotland, -
,v <•-*« l«o K'uKicn maces, sword of slate, &c. The regalia

^,..\u<U in ihc castle in 1707, in an oaken chest in the crown

*..!.. .arK...f-l hv mason work. It was believed that they had

rmsiicvl 10 Kngland, until, on the application of bir W alter

*n cfvii-r w.ts issued, in 1S18, by George IV. for a search for

,s.s^ uvrn ihcy were found. We were also conducted to the

t..«,'«h.'fc James VI., afterward James I. of England, was born,

•»' m^it »hown the window through which he was let down in a

W.iri. wbrn three days old, and received at the foot of the per-

^tf :.«,^'i)Ur riK-k on the south-west side of the castle, after a perilous

,f^*,'*M a pcrhaj.s two hundred feet. The room is homely enough,

v^ t>.^vt tlio cir.Hts of time and revolutions. At one period it

»M nrx-jr"^^'- «" "a Fmoking-room." There was little sport in

ttf .^£ ••^;r<'-n cf Scotland" in the days of " the unfortunate Mary."

W* ft-o.r-i ihc monstrous cannon, called " Mons Meg," cast at

VI ^^» tft rhrs-drrs. The length of this great gun is thirteen and a

5.J 1 icii, it^i ihc. bore nineteen and a half inches. "It was used

«4 sfrf m4t:c of Noriiam, and afterward burst in firing a salute to

i*^ ii'Ar'oi York, on his visit to the castle, 16S2." It was re-

tt.tr4 in 17:>:1 to London, and exhibited in the tower, but was

jhttcf^ry^i by George IV., in 1829, and is now mounted on an ele-

f i»i 1 4jriii:c and placed on the bomb batter)\

I f rm t).'- <M«tlc we passed to a beautiful Gothic church—one of

v.* t^v r'iisit-hcs of the Free Church of Scotland; thence pro-

«« ..n» t.> \v,r ljl>rnry of " the writers to the signet ;" thence to the

l«,>'.>»«et K>iij»/>, Si. Giles' church, &:c. We were pointed to a

•...v.'s tt,-^* 'Kt*rt^' he the bonrs of John Knox under the pavement,

# r uiH4 »\v m'^nti ::•.<' nl to <icsignatc the particular spot.

V% « ^(i»i.r^i "MJic .MclhiKJibl Cha[)el" without taking time to en-

*r« A Tuic \$ a finr picture of this chapel in Storer's " Piclu-

»«*,,ic»ir t»x1 HiHoricnl Description of Edinburgh," with the follow-

•n|j -Uu.n'^Aion:— ** Tiiis beautiful structure was erected in 1S14,

«.».. »'.»fKjt in the scuih-west corner of Nicholson's Square. The
W'i.tv*-. t4 ihc budding is about eighty feet, and its width sixty

:

«v.ti'V*l lo \\ IS a very neat house appropriated to the minister;

«.»»- uttirt thy? chnpcl and house are some excellent rooms for sab-

U.Y V..',. The whole building cost jC5,000. The front is

(Hit. .»rto f itjTtncly pleasant and picturesque by the shrubbery of

«»•» » . ..'.^nj. p:!rdens; besides which, the square has its centre

»u
: »^xj %i;.jj an jjQ,^ railing, and is adorned with a plantation of
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• A hasly glance at " the university" closed our survey of the won-

ders of Edinburgh. This institution was erected by James VI.,

1582, and opened the following year. Originally the building was

inferior, but in 1785 a subscripilion was raised for the erection of a

new structure, upon a plan prepared by the celebrated architect,

Adain. The foundation was laid in 1789, but the funds having

been soon exhausted, the work slopped until 1815, when a new
grant for ten years of £10,000 annually was obtained from parlia-

ment. Since then the building has been completed. The library

and apparatus are ample, and the students numerous. The faculty

are appointed, and the discipline exercised, b)' the town council.

There is a noble spirit of independence among the Scotch. We
saw many poor filthy people in CJlasgow and Edinburgh, but in all

our rambles through these cities we were assailed by but one soli-

tary beggar, and he was an Irish boy. We need scarcely say that

we left the splendid city of I'^linburgh abundantly gratified that we
had seen it, but regretting that our stay was so short.

The course upon whicli we had determined was through the

country, by Melrose. Wc accordingly took stage at three P. ]\I.,—it

having been expressly stipidatcd tliat our company should occupy

the front scat upon tlic top of the coach, and that we should stop at

Melrose over one stage. Having taken our seats in good season,

just before starting a claim was preferred to a place upon our seat,

and things seemed to be verging to a severe controversy. Our
friend, Dr. Emory, said wc had expressly stipulated for that seat

—

we were Americans and wished to have a fair view of the country,

and to sit together—but wo would leave it to the agent ; who had
been ensconced in his oflice without appearing to know anything

of what was going on. After this statement, made in a calm, dig-

nified tone, the gentleman, who was standing upon the ground in

quite a feverish state, was ciilled into the office, and, after a little

delay, came out and coolly observed, that the right was his, but,

out of courtesy to the American gcnlKMncn, he would yield it, and
then proceeded to take a back scat. <)f course wc said nothing
further about the right—thanked him for his kindness, and kept our
position. A Scotchman cannot be cither frightened or reasoned
out of what he thinks his right ; but give him a fair opportunity to

be magnanimous, and none arc more ready than he to "gan^ sic a
gate."

Our direction lay south, and of course we passed the splendid

old ruins of Craiginiller Castle. It stands upon an eminence, and
commands a most extensive prospect. This venerable pile is sur-

rounded by many fine old trees which appear to be as ancient as
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ihc casllc itself, which, according io an inscription on the gale of

iho ramparl wall which surrounds it, was built in 1427. The prin-

cipal towns we passed were Dalkeith, not far from Edinburgh, and

(ialashicls, not far from the confluence of the Gala and the Tweed.

The latter is famous for its woolen manufactories—particularly

inanufacluring the cloth called "Tweed." The situation of the

town is in a narrow vale surrounded by most romantic hills. We
had a iiiosi charming ride, and reached Melrose at seven o'clock.

.\ficr seeing our baggage deposited in the hotel, we repaired to

ihc old abbey, but a few rods distant. Here we found one of the

most splendid ruins in Scotland. A monastery of the Cistcrtian

monks was established here by David I., and by his munificence,

and that of his son who succeeded him, and "the nobles of the

court" who " vied with each other in the number and value of their

gift-s, in a short lime it became possessed of the most extensive

rovcnucs." Being upon "the border," the abbey necessarily suf-

fered much in the wars between the English and the Scotch. In

\:A\ it was burned by a party of English, and in 1559 the monks

were driven out and their properly wrested from them. A portion

of the old building was covered, and for many years used for a

church ; but a new parish church having been built, it is now wholly

deserted, and the modern improvements are blemishes upon the

grand old ruin. There is still to be seen an abundance of the old

sculpture,—Peter with his keys, Paul with his sword, the Virgin

and child. King David and his queen, and others,—besides broken

statues in piles here and there.

" The outside of the building is profusely embellished wdtli that

exquisite carving which characterizes the minutest portions of this

noble ruin. In ihc wall are numerous niches, with finely designed

canopies, and, though most of them are empty, a few still contain

statues. There are also, in excellent condition, eight windows on

the south side of the long nave of the church. The moldings

of these seem nearly as sharp and beautiful as when they passed

through the hands of the workman ; indicating, in a striking man-
ner. t!ie excellence of the stone, Avhich has so efiectually resisted,

noi only the rude treatment it has sustained from the hands of man,
but also the slow, though more sure, devastations of lime, for a

fR-riod of nearly seven hundred years. Each of these windows is

elegantly formed into the Gothic point, and has three mullions, ler-

inmaiiiig in a circle on ihc lop, within which circle are formed semi-

circles, hearts, and other figures. The height of each of these win-

duw.s, save one, is sixteen feet, eight inches, by ten feet in breadth;

and liic sides of each of ihem are ornamented by ihe heads of
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monks and nuns. Above the windows are bultress-pinnaclcs, beau-

tified with four carved points, and a point springing from the cen-

tre of the four. From these pinnacles arc flying buttresses to other

pinnacles, of admirable workmanship ; that on the west being

much the finest upon the building ; it is adorned with an image of

the Virgin, with the babe in her arms ; the head of the latter, how-
ever, is unfortunately wanting, for which circumstance the follow-

ing tradition sufficiently accounts.

"A person in the village of Gatlonside, to whom these relics of

Popish superstition liad long been objects of the utmost aversion,

set about completing the work of destruction, which the reformers,

with zeal more furious than well directed, had begun, but not alto-

gether finished. After this violent apostle of John Knox had suc-

ceeded in mutilating most of the statues that remained entire, he
exullingly boasted, that he had 'fairly stumped thae Papist dirt noo.'

The appellation of Stinnpij was in consequence bestowed upon
him, and is also said to have descended to his posterity. Tradition

further adds, that, when striking at the licad of the babe, a splin-

ter of the stone hit him upon the arm, by which circumstance he
was disabled from using it ever after."—jl/c/ro^e and its Vicinity.

Twilight found us wandering around and through this ancient

haunt of the monks; and we k-ft it with similar impressions with
those described by Sir Walter Scott in liis " Lay of the Last Min-
strel," occasioned by a moonlight scene at Melrose,

—

"Tlie moon oii tlic e:ist oriel tlione

Through skinlcr sliatts of tliapcly stone.

By foli.-\;fOtl tr.ic.cry coiiihinod
;

Thou wouhi'.sl have tlioiight some fairy's hand

'Twixt imjilar.s straiehl ihc ozier wand,

In many a ff^akish knot liad twined
;

Tlien fraiiiLii a sjn!i, when llic work was done,

And cliangid the %MlK)w-wrcutliS to stone."

On the west side of the south transept, and near the door, upon
the wall, is the following (|uainl inscription, which is designed to

indicate the name, country, ^.Vc, of the architect :

—

" Ihon : Murdo: sum: tytn : callct

:

was : I : and : born : in : parryss :

certainly : and : had : in : ktejung ;

al : ma.son : werk : of; santan

:

droys : ye : high : kirk : of: glas :

gu : mi Iros : and: fmslay : of:

nyddysdayll : and: »>f: palway :

pray: to : god : and : luari ; baith :

* and: sweet: eanct: ihon: to: kntp:

this : lialy : kirk : fra : skaiiU :"
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Aficr a rcfrcsliing night's rest we arose and took a carriage at

(ivc o'clock for Dnjburgli Ahbeij, four miles down the Tweed. We
came to the 'I'wced opposite the abbey, and raised a great shout in

ordrr to awaken the ferr)'man on the opposite side. After some

delay wc saw a clumsy Scotchman moving his way toward the

river. One of the company roared at him amain, if possible to in-

duce him to quicken his pace. This called forth a stentorian an-

B^v«T :
—" I 'm a' comin a'now." We were soon taken across this

Scolcli Rubicon, and hastened to the door of the keeper of the ab-

bey. We found no village here. The ruin constitutes the princi-

pal allraclion of the location. There is evidence that here was

onrc located a Druidical ten)plc. Indeed, it is conjectured that the

location derives its name from Brijs, which, in both Cehic and

Greek, signifies an oak. We saw a sarcophagus which is dated

t)22 years before the Christian era. Upon this site a monastery

was erected, of which Moden was elected abbot in 522. The

building, of which the ruins here remain, was erected in 1150,

under J)avid I., the great patron of the monks. Like all the

Homan Catholic churches, this was built in the form of a cross.

Tiicrc is yer in excellent preservation the great western door, a

lioman arch of fine workmanship, forming the nave or foot of the

cross; and opposite to this door stands a portion of the high altar.

A peak of the ruin, forming the left shoulder of the cross, is nearly

a hundred feet high, and in some directions can be seen at a great

distance. Tlie building was a hundred and ninety-five feet in length,

and at the transept v.'as seventy-five in breadth.

In addition to the antiquities of this place there are other objects

of interest. In a spacious hall are disposed upon pedestals busts,

in plaster of Paris, of some of the great men of history, among
wlioin we noticed General ]Vashington. Here are buried the

Krskines, antl .S';V Walter Scott. The author of Wavcrleij here

lies behind a plain railing, without monument or inscription to cele-

brate his praise or perpetuate his name,

Tlie present proprietor is taking every precaution to preserve

these ruins in their present slate, and to keep the grounds in a

gfxnl condition. There are many curious old trees to be seen here

— a cedar of Lebanon brought from Palestine, and an ewe-tree, said

lo h.i\ e stood there more than seven hundred years. In returning to

ilic furry we saw elevated above a high wall which incloses the

grounds of ilic laird of the soil, a sign, upon which one of the hum-
bug;* of iJicse great men appeared :—" Man-traps and spring-guns
tci here." Such remnants of feudal power and folly must pass

away before the light of the nineteenth century.
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We resumed our seats in our carriage, and proceeded to Abbots-

ford, the late residence of Sir Walter Scott, four miles above Mel-
rose, on the Tweed. The estate of Sir Walter a few years since

was "a naked moor," but is now under a high state of cultivation

and most splendidly ornamented.
" Sir Walter Scott was a most zealous agriculturist, and arbori-

c\illurist especially ; and it was allowed that he had done things

with this estate, since it came into his possession, which would have
been reckoned wonders, even if they had occupied the whole of a
clever and skillful man's attention, during more years than he was
laird of Abbotsford. There is some excellent arable land on the

banks of the Tweed, toward the little town of Jlelrose, which lies

some three miles from the mansion ; but the bulk of the property
is hilly country, with deep narrow dells interlacing it. Of this he
planted fully one-half, and it is admitted on all hands, that the rising

forest has been laid out, arranged, and managed, with consummate
taste, care, and success. So much so, that the general appearance
of Tv.-eed-side, for some miles, is already quite altered and improved
by the graceful ranges of the woodland ; and that the produce of
these plantations must, in the course of twenty or thirty years more,
add immensely to the yearly rental of the estate. In the mean
lime the shelter afforded by the woods to the sheep-walks reserved
amidst them, has prodigiously improved the pasturage, and half the
surface yields already double the rent the whole was ever thought
capable of alTording while in the old unprotected condition. All

through these woods there were broad riding-ways, kept in capital

order, and conducted in such excellent taste, that we might wander
for weeks amidst their windings without exhausting the beauties
of the poet's lounge. There are scores of charming waterfalls in the
ravines, and near every one of them you find benches or bowers at

the most picturesque )ioints of view. There are two or three small
mountain lakes included in the domain—one of them not so small
neither—being nearly a mile in circumference; and of these, also,

every advantage has been taken. Amidst these woods, the late Sir
Walter, when at home, usually spent many hours daily, either on
his pony or on foot, with ax and pruning-knife in hand. Here
was his study; he, it seems, like Jacques, was never at a loss to

find 'books in trees.'

'Tlie Muse nae poet ever fand her

Till by himscl' he learn'd to wander

Adown some trotting burn's meander.

An' no tliink lang.'"

Melrose and its Vicinity.
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The house stands upon the slope of the hill, within a few rods

of the Tweed. It is constructed upon a plan altogether unique,

devised bv the genius and conformed to the taste of the noble pro-

prietor. As a whole it is unlike anything else in all the world, but

its n;irls are ciilicr original portions of the structures of all ages

Rrui countrirs or close imitations of them. All orders of archi-

tecture found a patron in Sir Walter Scott, and are here brought

into a group. The following description is true to the life :—
•• The house is more than one hundred and fifty feet long in front,

and was built at two different onsets ; has a tall tower at either

ond, the one not the least like the other; presents sundry croio-

footoi, alias zigzagged, gables to the eye; a myriad of indenta-

tions, and parapets, and machicolated eaves ; most fantastic water-

5tl)0uis; labeled windows, not a few of them of painted glass; groups

of ri-^iit Elizabethan chimneys; balconies of divers fashions, greater

and lesser; stones carved with heraldries innumerable let in here

and there in the wall ; and a very noble projecting gateway, a fac-

ftiniile of that appertaining to a certain dilapidated royal palace,

which long ago seems to have caught in a particular manner the

pod's fancy, as witness the stanza :

—

' Of all the palaces so fair,

Built for the royal dwelling.

Above the rest, beyond compare,

Linlithgow is excelling.'

"

Melrose and its Vicinily.

You enter from the porch way, first into the " hall," a rather dark

and gloomy room, about forty feet long, the two lofty windows

being covered with coats of arms. The floor is of black and white

nuirblc from the Hebrides, and the w\alls of richly carved oak of a

d.irk color, and brought from the old palace of Dunfermline. The

"artiiory" contains a world of curiosities in the war line. Jlere

arc bows and arrows, swords and spears, darts, daggers, guns, and

steel armor, collected from all parts of the world, and representing

the modes of warfare in all ages. The armory is particularly ricli

in ould Scotch arms. Here is Rob Roy's gun, with his initials,

U. M. C, Robert Macgregor Campbell, engraved upon it. The

baronet seems really to have

« had a fouth o' auld nick-nackets,

Rusly airn cups and jinglin' jackets,

Wad hand the Lothians three in tackets,

A towmont' guid."

Tiie "dining-room" is hung in crimson, but almost entirely co-

hered with pictures. Among these we particularly noticed "the
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head of Mary, queen of Scots," in a charger, "painted by Amias

Canrood, the day after the decapitation," and sent, some years ago,

as a present to Sir Walter from a Prussian nobleman, in whose

family it had been preserved for more than two centuries. The
eyes are closed, and the features smooth and natural. }3ut the

associations are melancholy.

The "breakfast-room" looks toward the Tweed, in the front of

which, outside, is a small platform, where a highland band was wont

to perform while the baronet took his breakfast. The "drawing-

room" is a large saloon widi antique ebony furniture; the chairs

are beautifully wrought, and were a present from George lY. The
"library" contains fifteen thousand volumes—a most curious col-

lection of history, poetry, and romance. The "study" is about

twenty-five feet square, having a plain writing desk in the centre,

and the chair in which "the great unknown" sat when he wrote

his novels :—it is a plain arm-chair, wMth cushions covered with

leather. On each side of the fireplace are shelves filled with

books of reference, and there is a light gallery elevated and running

round three sides of the room, with a hanging stair in one corner,

which contains shelves filled with books. This room, "the lion's

own den," was never entered by any one except Lady Scott and a

servant. And, when swept and dusted by the servant, jMrs. Scott

was always present. The last room we shall notice is the "closet,"

which contains the wearing apparel of Sir Walter, and several

implements used by him when he went abroad over his premises:

these were his staff, his pruning-hook, .-^pade, hoe, &c. ]iut the

hand that wielded them is palsied in dcalli. At the front of the

door is a marble bust of Sir Waller's favorite dog, under which his

body was deposited. The most petty things were made to assume

a magnitude approaching subiin)ily, under the hand of this great

and singular genius.

We were reminded that this, Atig. 15th, was Sir Walter's hirth-

day, a fact which we had forgotten. And on this day his statue

was placed upon its pedestal under the superl) monument erected

in Edinburgh. We left Edinburgh a day loo soon to witness the

imposing ceremony, an account of which fdled so many news-

papers, but just in time to be in the room where Sir Walter Scott

breathed his last, upon his birthday.

We left Abbotsford with increased admiration of the genius of

Sir Walter Scott, and also with incrcascl regret that his great

talents had not been consecrated to God by a more decided devo-

tion to our holy Cliristianity.

We returned to Melrose, and look breakfast at ten o'clock, and at
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eleven look our scats upon the top of the stage for Newcaslle-

ujxin-Tync. We i)assed Jedburgh Abhcij,—a most magnificent ruin,

—an erection " by pious King David." Our way lay through large

•'m'K)rs." which, if they were but distributed among the people,

uml cullivalcd, would yield a living for thousands of the poor, who

arc in almost a starving condition. Our seats were rendered ex-

cccdii).:^!y uncomfortable by a rain which commenced soon after

wc left"' .\lolrose, and continued through the day. We all raised

our umbrellas, but then the difficulty was to avoid the drippings

from those held by our friends on either side. After becoming

ihorouglily wet, the " inside" having been emptied of its nohiUty,

wc obtained a sort of halT-Wa}^ consent of the driver to take a seat

there. There we were safe and comfortable. The following line

was lettered with a paint-brush in a prominent place :
" Licensed

for 17, 4 inside and 13 out."

We fell in with several of the hunting gentry, who had become

satisfied v/ith the "hunter's luck," and were making their way

liotnc. The season for shooting grouse had just begun ;
that is,

the time had come when the "game laws" permit this species of

sport. And taliing the men, we, in some cases, had to take gun,

dogs and all, with them. It was amusing to see with what anima-

tion these sons of Nimrod would talk over their success. One

who had taken quarters in an inn where the stage halted, came out

and accosted a companion upon the stage, with the question:

—

" What success ? what success?" The answer, as near as we can

rcxollect, was somewhat equivocal. " I," rejoined the knight of the

nniskct, "came in completely exhausted: I went out yesterday,

I saw severrd, and shot one;—I had that cooked for my supper, but

U has rained so severely to-day, I have done nothing. But there

IS game plenty at the north." The remarks were common-place
;

but the interest with whicii they were made, and the evidence of

excitement produced by shooting a bird about the size of a wild

pi'4Con, gave us some small idea of the reason why, in the old

world, hunting is so regulated by law as to \>c almost entirely

nionopolized by the gentry.

We passed a nobleman's hunting grounds this day, which show-

in a dilTcrent way, and upon somewhat a large scale, the importance

which is put upon the sport. For miles the country was divided

between forest and moor. Here thousands of acres, which, if

cuUtvatcd, would yield an abundant reward to the laborer, are

entirely unoccupied except by deer, rabbits, and birds. In the

vruxio of iliese "hunting grounds" is a large establishment, con-

uhling of a country-seat, a few cottages for "game-keepers,"—sta-
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blcs, and kennel. And here the proprietor spends a few weeks

—

sometimos only a few days—in the year in sporting. Such remnants

of the old feudal system still remain in England, Scotland, and Ire-

land : but how long the unnatural monopoly will be permitted to

continue, God only knows. The burdensome monopolies of the

old world are now under a pressure which may modify, or even

ruin them.

We reached Newcastle at half-past seven, and took quarters at

the " Queen's Head Hotel."

Art. VII.—critical NOTICES.

1. The Fhilosophj of Christian Perfrcdon ; embracing a Psychological

Statement of some of the Principles of Christianity on which this Doc-

trine rests : together with a Practical Examination of the Particular

Views ofseveral recent Writers on this Subject. 12mo.,pp. 159. Phila-

delphia": Serin & 13ali. 1818.

The subject o( Christian prrfrction is one which, at the present time,

excites as much interest, aial receives as large an amount of attention,

from the Christian mind of the country, as any other one theological

doctrine. Books liave been produced for and against the doctrine
;

reviews, and oilier periodicals, have discussed it, in the way of argu-

ment, pro and con. Philosophers have endeavored to bring it to the

test of philosophical analysis, an;] have dressed it up in the habiliments

of scientific nomenclature, while imaginative and eccentric minds have

reduced it to a mere ideal existence. It concerns considerate minds

to look over the mass of ihoni;ht—good, bad, and indifferent— which

has been evolved upon the sul»ject, and inquire how much progress

has been made, especially w iihin the jiresent century, toward a better

understanding of the doctrine, and a more complete experiment upon

it as d. practical truth. We have examined with some care, perhaps,

all the theories of Christian perfection, and are finally settling down

upon the conclusion, that, in the ;zcneral, so far as they look beyond

the lines dislincUy drawn in the Bii-le, they arc calculated to throw the

honest and consistent inquirer into perplexity and doubt. Mr. Wesley

theorized sufiicicntly upon the subject, and the difficulties, real or sup-

posed, in which his positions are involved, attach invariably to his

speculations, and not to his plain statenionts of the doctrine, or the fact,

of Christian perfection. But he was met with speculative objec-

tions, and attempts to push out the subject to ultimate doctrines, and

to show its antafionisin in relation to speculative principles, and he

sometimes made the effort to satisfy the demands of liis aniagonists. In
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M1IU0 instances he may have satisfied, or at least silenced them ; but

in ijon'^ral he seoins only to have furnished occasion for new objec-

unu* ami a^sauhs from other quarters. But Mr. Wesley's speculations

itjH'n t!it" stiliject are few, and in themselves harmless ; but those who

hive conio after him have so far exceeded him in this mode of trcat-

»n«j till' subject, that, could he rise from the dead, they would not be

wnliiii the reach of his vision without the aid of a telescope. And how

far w>ine of tlicsc men have " darkened counsel by words without know-

lrd:;«-," we will not now pretend to cay.

Tiio latest work upon the subject which has come under our ob-

»rrvatioii is the one whose title-page we have placed at the head

of this notice. AVe had seen "the philosophy" of almost every-

thin'^'
—"of relijrion," "of morals," " of the plan of salvation," and now

wo have before us " the philosophy of Christian perfection." And

It is no mean specimen of the mode of bringing out the rationale of

ChriNtian doctrine by philosophical investigations, now prevalent in

iK)mc o;hor quarters besides Germany. We wish we had space for a

full revimv of this book, but we have not. All v/e can attempt at pre-

sent is to ijive the reader a mere outline of the work.

The argument of the work is directed to the inquiry, " What is the

standard of moral perfection personally attainable by man V In pur-

<uing this inquiry, the author looks at the primeval state, or " the

originrd constitution of man," his present condition, and the provisions

m.idc for his recovery. His mode of investigation precludes his use

01 " tr-clinical language, even though it may be the language of Scrip-

iiiif," He says, " We propose to interrogate our psychology, that we
may see whether science, as the handmaid of revelation, can be made
\o aid in giving us any clearer views of the moral constitution of man,

or nny more definite ideas of the moral perfection made attainable by

hiJM." He objects to the statement of the doctrine found in our book

wpMi the subject of Christian perfection—"That it implies, simply,

loviiiir God with all the heart ;" and that it does " not imply a perfect

^i/lfillnK'iit of the Adamic law," on account of its " indefiniteness." But

»fur all his interrogations of " psychology-," as definite a response as his

orich' '^ivcs him, is, " that psychology furnishes" no "other limits" to

" the Mrcngth which this ' new and holy alfection' can acquire in the

hcirt—tlnn those which bound the goodness of God, and the glories

«r«.j i-^-rf^olions of his character." Is this much more definite than our

I»n.p.Hiiu.n ? But let us look a little further. He says :
" The moral

*ir\i'.}.,n procured for him, [man,] by the atonement of .Icsus Christ,

I* n<'..in,™ ifi^g ^}j^j^ ^j^ entire restoration to his original state of pcr-
ff'turi \\ (, fiijio^y jjjg author's italics, by the aid of which he would
K^^V^ hi* fptrifration still more specific. But how far lias he proceeded
Voi.VllI._io
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toward the ultimate truth he is pursuing ? Let us look at another leap

toward an absolutely specific view. " If there is any philosophy in

the principle, that he loves most to whom most is forgiven, wc might

even expect a more intense ardor of elevation in the soul of man,
• created anew in Christ Jesus,' than was ever exhibited by one who
had never sinned." See pp. oO, 51. Here we learn that Christian

perfection is somewhat above Adamic perfection ; but hou) much, we
know not.

On " the original constitution of man," our author's position is, " That
man, as he came originally from the hand of his Maker, was a being

of distinguished excellence and jierfection." This proposition will not

be disputed. But lest we should think too highly of our forefather,

he proceeds to guard his proposition by limitations. And he tells us

that man " was imperfect in knowledge," because " the woman, being

deceived, was in the transgression." He then proceeds to the doctrine

of " temptation," and makes it out to consist " in the conscious tend-

ency of the appetite to seek its gratification in the forbidden object."

And again :
" A conscious tei:doncy of some of the desires to seek

gratification in a forbidden object." And this " conscious tendency of

the appetite to seek gratification in the forbidden object," he makes to

be an essential " element" in the " temptation" of man in Paradise be-

fore his fall. Now, supposing a plain, unsophisticated person, were
to ask the author what he means by " a conscious tendency of the ap-

petite," or " of some of the desires," what would he say? Would he
say, without circumlocution, It means to desire? Or would he say.

This is philo.sophical language, which you cannot be made to under-

stand ? If he were to give the former answer, would he not leave the

inquirer to infer that there is no sin in desiring " gratification in a for-

bidden object?" Jlut if the latter, would he not be left to conclude

that none but philosophers can understand the responses of " psy-

chology " in relation to man's primeval state ? In other words, that the

Bible, at least so far as it relates to the introduction of moral evil, is a

scaled book to all, except our [)hilosophers and metaphysicians? But
we must pause in our course. Our object is not a refutation of the

author, but a mere development of his theory. This theory, so far,

sooms not to admit, that the solicitations and reasoning of Satan con-

stituted the original temptation. And this agency seems to be spoken

of in rather doubtful terms by his favorite German author. Dr. Vlhnann,

who agrees with our author in maintaining that, in temptation, " the

mind receives certain ideas, so as to feel, in connection with them, some

excitement of desire." " This," he says, " must be the case, even if we
choose to adopt the notion of a tempting agency working froni without,

of whatever nature the agency may be." INIark this language ;
" Even

10«
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tfure choose to adopt the notion of a tempting agency working from with-
out." 'J'liis language the author quotes without any note of dissent or
cxifiaiiation. He does elsewhere admit Satanic agency in the temptation

;

but ho must have the element of " desires to seek gratification in the
forI)i(ldcn object" come in to the devil's help, or such a thing as a
Ictupcitioii could not, by possibility, be originated by all the skill and
power liis Satanic majesty could muster.

Adam, then, was not only originally "imperfect in knowledge," but
hnd •' desires to seek gratification in a forbidden object:" and,l\irther-
nioro, our author says he " had his trials and afflictions before he fell

into sin." P. (io. However "distinguished" the "excellence" of
••man" was, "as he came originally from the hand of his Maker,"
it nnist be taken withnhe above abatements.

The ''second point of general agreement among evangelical writers,"
to which our author calls attention, and which constitures a panicukr
Ihcmc of remark, is, " That, by transgression, man lost much of his ori-
ginal excellence." P. 28. But how " much " of " his original excellence
man lost by transgression," we are not told. Indeed we should judge,
from what the author has previously advanced, that lie had verv htUe'
to lose, excepting of one kind. He tells us " that the perfcction'of our
first parents was essentially a moral perfection." P. 22. He distinctly
denies to man both "physical" and "mental perfection." Pp. 23,24.
Of course he did not lose by the fall what he never had. And as to
"moral perfection," he lost "much" of that; but it would seem from
the language employed, there was a residuum left—more or \e%s—how
much we arc not told. Again, in speaking of man's fallen condition,
he a.vks, " How, then, with the moral powers deranged, the natural ap-
I»'*tites and passions clamorous for gratification "—not a verv bad thing
this, since .Adam and Eve, before they fell, had the same " natural appe°
tjtos/' "seeking gratification in a forbidden object "—« and the will
at lea.st [.ariially enslaved by their action, could he come up to the re-
quiremcnts of this law ?" P. 34. The " appetites and passions," only,
IK-Tiiaps, act a little more fiercely than in Adam, and become rather
clamorous, " and the will is at least partially enslaved." And again,
ho says of fallen man, that " he has become subject to temptations'ana
nig'-rs, though not, as we can perceive, difiering materially in their

nature, yet more numerous and varied, than those which attached to
iJian's original condition." P. 36. The whole account being just about

lai any old Pelagian or modern Unitarian would have made up in
','""" to the fall of man, and its efTcccs upon
whalrViT it

•

^

excflh-nce."

*n to the fall of man, and its effects upon the race. The whole,
«, amounts to a negation of "much of man's orijinal

ll*t' tbird posiiioa taken by our author is, " that tho atonement by
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Jesus Christ had, at least for one of its chief objects, the eleralion of our

race." True enough, but suflkienfly general.

In approaching this point lie proves, very conclusively, that our

standard writers l;olJ to the permanence, or unchangeableness, of the

law. And his philosophical deductions bring him to the same conclu.

sion, namely, " That the perfect law, under which Adam was originally

placed, remains unchanged, and in full force." P. 42. Here onr author

is both orthodox and conclusive. Hut when he reaches his main object,

which is to inform us what are the tcachingsof" psychology ''with respect

to the nature and extent of Christian perfection, the results which he

reaches are not to us equally satisfactory. We have seen that the

natural depravity which resulted from the fall, according to our author,

is a mere negation—or as ho says, under this head, " the withdrawal of

God's favor, and the consequent loss ol' the principle of divine love in

ihe heart of man." P. 49. In proceeding with his account of the re-

covery of man, he presumes that the restoration of " God's favor," and of

"the principle of divine love," will supply the perfection which had

been lost in the fall—the want of which constitutes man's natural

depravity—and this "is nothing less than an entire restoration to his

original state ofperfection.'' P. .')1. Again he says :
" Thus the love of

God, when it is made perfect in the heart, is not a substitute for the right-

eousness of the law; but furnishes the power, and thus becomes the

guaranty, of its fulfillment." P. fn"). This position he endeavors to

})rove by Rom. viii, 4 :
" That the righteousness of the law might be

fulfilled in us." Our constrnction—that these words refer to the right-

eousness wrought for us by Christ, comhrnning sin in theflesh—he says is

"scarcely known among Biblical scholars," and that it "appears more

ingenious than sound." P. J'"', note. A further acquaintance with

" Biblical scholars" will convince our friend of his mistake. We are

fully sustained by some of the best " Biblical scholars," both ancient

and modern, among whom is tlie learned James Anninius, a name not

to be lightly treated in matters of Biblical criticism. And if authority

were of any w-jcrbt with this gentleman, we might inform him that

those who accord with him, in his construction of the passage in ques-

tion, are exceedingly few ; those who apply \\ic fulfillin<r of " the right-

eousness of the law" to practical ohcdicncc, generally, if not in ever)'

case, understandmg that fulfdlment in a qualified sense—such an obe-

dience as we can rt nder—" not perfect obedience to the moral law,"

as the author maintains it to be. See Benson, Mackni^ht, and Locke.

In his seventh chapter the author has a formal criticism upon our

views of the law, as expressed in our eleventh lecture. See Christian

Perfection, pp. 1209-298. We there attempt to show that Mr. Wesley
agrees with orthodox divines generally in holding that the law of perfect
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nuritv remains in full force, as the rule of human duty ; but that, as a

<i>icnan( vfvorks, or condition oflife, it is superseded by the gospel. With

ihc (loc'irino which is embraced in the above proposition, our author

pcrfccilv accords ; but undertakes to show that both ourselves and Mr.

WcslcV iniintain positions wholly at war with this doctrine. To prove

our self-contradictions, he quotes Irom our work on Christian Perfection

(pp. 21)2, 291) passages which contain the phrases "standard of obedi-

ence," " standard of character," and '• standard of duty," with reference

lo " the law of love as incorporated in the gospel." From these quota-

tions he makes the following inferences :

—

" Now, if these extracts can be considered as meaning what the

phr3Keolog\' most naturally implies, they teach, frst, that there is set

»)p in the gospel a new ' standard^of obedience ' and ' of duty,' 'such as

is practicable by man, fallen as he is,' a standard which, when reached,

is to be called ' Christian perfection,' though it comes short of ' the

claims of tlic original law.' And, second, that this new standard is 'the

law of love as incorporated in the gospel.'"—Pp. 80, 81.

Now we shall find no fault with our friend for these inferences, be-

cause the words he quotes, if taken apart from what goes before

and wliat follows, will admit of the construction which he gives it. In

attempting to give a formal statement of the sense in which we under-

stand Mr. Wesley and his followers to hold to the setting aside of the

law, we use this language : " The simple sense in which Wesleyans

hold that the moral law has been superseded by the law of faith is as

thf condition, of human acceptance." P. 271. And again, with reference

to several quotations which we made upon the subject from Calvinistic

authnriiics, and from Mr. Wesley's Plain Account of Christian Perfec-

tion, wc hold the following language :

—

*' Now where is the great ground of quarrel between Mr. Wesley

and hi;; opponents, touching the law ? On both sides, all agree that we

are not, in the gospel, put upon the terms of perfect conformity to the

.\damic law, as the condition of salvation. That ' true believers are

not under the law as a covenant of works, to be thereby justified or con-

tl*nim-d;' but that, as St. Paul says, ' A man is justified by faith, with-

c'jt the deeds of the law.' All admit that the law of perfect purity still

rtmiins, as an expression of the inflexible holiness of God, and as the

CrtMt rule of duty binding all moral beings to a state of allegiance to

thf ir ri'jhiful Sovereign. That its use is to expose the exceeding sin-

fuhirss of sin, and ' the terrible vengeance which awaits the sinner ;' but

that ii makes no provision for either pardon or sanctification."—P- 290.

Thrse are our forin:il propositions ; and we are free to confess that

» ft ought to have adhered strictly to the same phraseology throughout

;
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then we could not have been misunderstood. By "standard of obedi-

ence," and " standard of duty," we simply meant trhat is required, in the

gospel, of a fallen being, as a condition ofpresent and future salvation ;

and had we used the phrases condition of acceptance, and condition of

salvation, instead of " standard of obedience," or of " duty," we should

have avoided our author's criticisms at this point. And we would fur-

ther say, that we have no pride of autliorship that will prevent our

changing our phraseology whenever we see we can adopt one which

better expresses our meaning.

But while the author Ihids us in obvious contradictions on the subject

of the law, he leaves us in very respectable company ; for he thinks

" the expositors " of " the Wesleyan system " will finally •' feel com-

pelled to admit that there is some discrepancy in Wesley's writings on

this subject." P. 77,

What may be the case with such "expositors of this system" as the

author of " The Philosophy of Christian Perfection," we will not pre-

tend to say. They will j)robahly find the founder of iNIethodism " in

fundamental error;" (see p. 130;) but we think, notwithstanding, there

may be some thousands, instead of " some scores," who will take the

liberty to doubt the soundness of ihcir psychological deductions.

Our author makes an issue, point blank, with Mr. Wesley upon his

admission that our short-comings, arising from ignorance and infrmitij,

"are deviations from the perfect law, and need the atonement." P. 107.

He explicitly and repeatedly denies that any of this class of failures

require atonement at all, and undertakes to prove his positions by argu-

ments. These arguments we have no space to meet now, we merely

bring out the fact. And though he attempts to make out that his lead-

ing views derive support from portions of Mr. Wesley's writings, as

without some showing of countenance from this great man, " some

scores "would take alarm, and scarcely give him a hearing, yet he

has the candor to acknowhulge the discrc])ancy between his views and

those of Mr. Wesley in many important particulars. This is honest,

and we entertain fur this gentleman a much higher respect than we
should have done had he undertaken to torture Mr. Wesley's language

into an agreement with his notions, as some who entertain somewhat

similar views have done who have gone before him.

The perfection for which the author contends, as the reader will

have gathered from what goes before, is Adamic perfection—the per-

fect fulfillment of the original law. And he very consistently says,

" Consequently there are properly no degrees in that entire sancti-

fication of which we speak;" and further, that "the moral purity

thus required of us is absolute." P. 113. Indeed, according to this

novel theor)-, Adam and Eve, in Paradise, before they fell, would
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now be thought scarcely worthy to be called " little children " in

holiness. " Absolute " perfection is what Mr. Wesley's opponents

chnrj'ed upon him ; and that eminent man, together with Mr. Fletcher,

tiieadily and cxpliclly denied the charge. That an author, of no little

metaphysical acumen, should assert this species of perfection, and

attempt to prove it as a fact, from the experience of " Dr. Payson," we

think will take the world by surprise. But we are happy that he has

the candor to announce his dissent from Mr. Wesley upon several of

his most extravagant positions, and that none will, for a moment, be

tiMtipled to suppose that, upon this point, he agrees with " the Wesleyan

theory." But we must restrain comment.

Mr. Wesley maintains that there is such a want of " full conformity

to the perfect law," upon the part of " the most perfect," that, " on this

very account, they need the blood of atonement, and may properly, for

themstdves,aswell as for their brethren, say,' Forgive us our trespasses.'"

JHain Account, p. 116. But our author only admits of the propriety of

the offering up of this petition of our Lord's prayer, by " the sanctified

man," on account of a " never-ceasing doubt in his mind, whether he

docs constantly and fully use the grace he possesses, so as to omit no-

thing which it is his duty to perform." P.- 129. Perhaps, then, it would

be right for "the sanctified man," in repeating the Lord's prayer, to say,

when he came to this petition, " IfI have transgressed, Lord, forgive me."

This would be all that propriety would admit, according to our author.

We are much mistaken if our author does not entirely misunderstand

Dr. Fisk, when he says, in his Sermon on the Law, that " the law is

suited, not only as a rule of conduct, but as a condition of life, for the

holy ; but the gospel is designed as a provision of life for the unholy."

Wc gather from the manner in which this passage is used by our author,

that he supposes Dr. Fisk intended to say that " the law is suited, not

only as a rule of conduct, but as a condition of life,'" to sanctified Chris-

tians ; whereas we suppose him to mean that the law is suited as a

condition of life to those who have never sinned—to those who maintain

their obedience to the requirements of the law without deviation. This

is the only sense in which the proposition is true. And, much as wc

respect the character of Dr. Fisk, as a theologian, we could not follow

hiin in making " the law the condition o/ ///e " to the sanctified Christian.

If this were the fact, the first and slightest deviation from its high claims

would cut ofi'the delinquent for ever from hope. But if perfect obedi-

ence wore maintained, then the atonement, at least for the time being,

would not be necessary, either to pardon failures, or to render works

acrrptable to God. But the connections in which these words stand

most clearly vindicate Dr. F. from the imputation of holding any such

extravagant notion.
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Wc might take exceptions to the author's note, (pp. 92, 93,) and it

M'ould be easy to show that he misrepresents Messrs. Wesley and
Fletcher, and wholly fails in attempting to bring us into collision with
these eminent divines

; but wc have no space for this at present.
" Dr. ITpham " is the only author that this writer difl'ers from for

whom he has seen proper to express any special respect. He seems
deeply to regret that he is compelled to diObr from this excellent author.
He had "imbibed, from the examination of the work"—r^« Interior
Life—'^ a feeling of reluctance to throw any portion of it into the cru-
cible of philosophical analysis." P. 117. Yet. supposing "the cause
of truth " requires it, he takes up las cross, and gives the doctor a thorough
dissecting, finding him in the same condemnation with xMr. Wesley and
our humble selves—all holding in common that Adamic perfection is unat-
tamable by fallen men, in ihis state of probation, and that the most per-
fect stand in need of the atonnncnt for " involuntary sins," and for
"imperfections originally fiowing from their fallen condition, and their
connection with Adam." All this is proved by our author, by the
laws of " psychology," to be absurd enough.

But we must close this notice, alreadv°protractcd to a much greater
length than we at first intended. The work furnishes to oui" mind

'

another evidence, in addition to the manv which we had previously
observed, of the error o{ philosophical speculations upon the doctrines and
facts of revelation. We shall leave the author for the present, be-ging
him, however, not to suppose we have noticed all that we think o'bjec-
lionable in his book. ^\ o may resume the subject in our next number,
and enter more thoroughly into its merits.

2. Commentaries on the. Laws of Enrrhn.d : vi Four Books. Wtth an
Analysis of the \Urk By Sir W.li.i.vm Blackstone, Knt. From
the iwcnty-first London Ldxtum, with Copious Notes, explaining the
Uiauges m the Law, effected l,j Drrision and Statute, doicn to 1*844
logetherwith Notes, adaptluc; thr Work to the American Student. By
JoH.x L. \\ EXDELL, latc Stale Kepurter of \ew-York. In four volsNew-lork: Harper (i: Brothers. 1817.

Tiir extraordinary merit of this work of 8ir Wm. Blackstone is so
well understood, and so universally a.cknuwledged, that it is necessarv
only to point out what is peculiar in the present edition. With aiiauthor of whom our own great chancolor has said, that " bv the excel-ence oi his arrancren.eut, the variety of his learning, the justness of his
aste, and the purity and elegance of his stylo, he communicated to
these subjects, which are harsh and forbidding in Coke, tho attractions
o a liberal science and the embellishments of polite literature," no
ibertyot ckanging was admissible; nor cuuld any additions properly
be made except from the accmnulations of experience smcc his death
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Accordingly, the four eminent English barristers who prepared the

tuiMUv-lirsl London edition, from which the one before lis is printed,

essayed to make the work as nearly as might be what it probably would

have been made by the author, had he lived in the present time. In

copious but condensed notes they have explained all the chanL^es that

have been ( liecled, either by decision or statute, in the laws of Ihigland,

down to the year lSl-1. "J'he American editor has exhibited a sound
judgment and extensive legal knowledge in these important additions,

in which he has shown the law as it exists in this country under our

institiitiuns, and as it has been changed by legislative enactment, par-

lieidurly in the state of New-York.
Wc have great pleasure in commending Blackstonc's Commentaries

in this Review, because a knowledge of the general principles of the

law is an essential part of a gentleman's, and especially of a minister's,

education. To reason wisely of the laws of God, one should study
llioroughly the expositions of them, and their application by the sreatest

legislators and civilians ; by which we may be furnished with abundant
and just illustrations, and learn that all human institutions are benefi-

cent and jicrmanent only as they are rellexes of the divine. And,
moreover, in a republic, where every man is a citizen, some acquaint-

ance with the law, such as any one may derive from Blackstone, is

almost indispensable for the proper discharge of our most ordinary
public duties. We can add here no more than that this edition is ex-

tremely well printed, and that it is sold at a very low price.

3. Dr. Chahncrs^ Posthumons Works—Daily Scripture Readings: or,

Ilura: Bibhccc Quotidians. Volume first. New-York: Harper <fe

Brothers.

Thk first issue of the posthumous works of the lamented Chalmers
lias just made its appearance, in elegant style, from the press of the
Messrs. Harper. We have not had time to examine these " Scripture
Beading's," luit shall hasten to indulge that pleasure without delay :

nuanwjiilc, it is sufficient that we announce the publication, in order
th:it any who may not already have procured a copy may do so, and
thus possess one of the richest bequests to the church and the world,
of the present age. These volumes, whicli are to extend to some nine
or ten, cannot fail of a prodigious popularity : the original publisher, it

is reported, gave for the copyright ol' tliese precious literary relics the
enormous sum of ten thousand pounds sterling—more than their weight
in j^nld. Dr. Hanna, the son-in-law of the late Dr. Chalmers, is the
• ditor of the works.

•4. Ltfr of Jeremy Belknap, D. D., the Historian of New-Hajnpshirc

:

«"•"» ^ilrct ions from his Correspondtncc arid other Writin<js. Col-
lected and arranged by his grand-daughter. New-York : Harper d"

Broihcrs.

^
I II »: subject of this memoir has long rendered his name familiar by

.*u " Atncncuii Biography," ''History of Keio Hampshire," and other
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•writings : but a perusal of this modest biographical sketch introduces

us to a more intimate and very airreeable acquaintance with the cha-

racter and histon,- of this worthy individual. As a picture of life in

early times, the work is valuable and cnlcriaining; but as a portraiture

of a primitive Christian minister it will have the most cordial welcome.
A portrait accompanies tlie volume, which is a very good picture.

5. A Narrative of an Explorin<r Visit to each of the Consular Cities

of Chiria, and to the Islands of Hong Kong and Chusan, in Behalf of
the Church Missionanj Society, in the Years 1844-46. By tlie Rev.
George Smith, M. A., of .Magdalen Hall, Oxford, and late Mis-
sionary to China. New-York : Harper & I3rothers.

This new and verj' acceptable volume, on the present state of the

great maritime cities of tlic Chinese empire, abounds in interest and
important information, which is to a great extent new to the mass of

readers. We do not remember any work, devoted to this subject, from
which a more satisfactory notion could be obtained, than from Mr.
Smith's agreeably written and lunnnous pages. The illustrations which
accompany the work are beautifully executed, and comprehend, in ad-

dition to views of Ilong Koiig, ^'ictoria, and Macao, a number of cu-

rious f:ic-simi!cs of Chiiu'sc drawings. A valuable map also adds to

the value of the work, which, taken altogether, may be regarded as by
far the niot>t admirable production of its class—revealing more about
ihc manners, customs, and institutions of China, than any that has vet
appeared: and as that anomalous nation are becoming more and more
accessible to our commerce and the influence of religious truth, this

book is doubly valuable. We earnestly commend the volume to our
friends, as well deserving perusal and preservation.

6. Revolulionary Services and Civil Life of General Wm. Hull: pre-
pared from his Manriscnpts ly his Daughter, Mrs. ^NIaria Campbell.
Together with a History if the Campaign o/ 1812, and Surrender of the

Post of Detroit. By his Grand-son, James Freeman Clarke. "Svo.,

pp., 482. New-York: Appleton & Co. 1848.

We have been rather unexpectedly interested with this volume. The
time has doubtless come when impartial justice should be rendered to

the memory of the unfortunate general. The political animosities of
the period in v.hieh (.iencral Hull met his reverses are now frone by,
and the public ou^ht to be prepared to look at facts calmly, ai^d judge
of them impartially. Let the grounds of justification now set up by
the descendants of the general be carefully weighed, and let jibtice be
awarded. Upon the entire conclusiveness of the justification we do
not pretend to pronounce

; but we do say that it deserves serious con-
sideration, and goes far to mitigate the severe judgment that has rested
upon the name of Ceiifral Hull ever since the unfortunate affair of De-
troit. He was an oflicer in the revolutionary war during its continu-
ance, and never faltered at the post of duty. Wo cannot speak in too
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high terms of the filial affection and respect which have produced this

pul.licalion, and cannot but desire most earnestly that its ends may be

answiTod to the full satisfaction of those under whose auspices it

cvMnes forth.

7. A llrph/ to Dr. Milner's " End of Religious Controversy" so far as

the Churches of the English Communion are coticerned. By Samukl

Karmak Jarvis, D. D., LL. D., Historiographer of the Church, Au-

thor of " A Chronological Introduction to the History of the Church,"

A'c. 12nio., pp. 251. New-York : Appleton & Co. 1847.

Thf. present work is such as we should naturally look for from Dr.

Jams. It exhibits profound learning and research, and is generally

conclusive, only halting a little on the lame leg of "the churches of the

Kn<;li.sh coniinunion." On the doctrine of "tradition" the doctor seems

10 .stride the line between Puseyism and evangelism. He is not willing

to admit the divine authority of traditional interpretation, and so concede

" the double rule of faith ;" and yet he acknowledges in behalf of " the

churches of the English communion," that "they maintain, throughout

the I'raver-book, the catholic interpretation of tlie Scriptures as the

rule of faith and practice,"—in a word, the quod semper—rule of Vincent

cf Liren— a rule that is both nonsensical and impracticable. Dr. Jarvis

makes several things exceedingly plain; one is, that Dr. Milner is

often dishonest in his quotations. This is nothing new for a Romanist.

This class of writers deal in " all deceivableness of unrighteousness."'

This is their vocation ; and of course they must be expected to labor

in it. Notwithstanding the exceptions which we are compelled to

make to the book before us, we still regard it as a valuable contribution

to the great controversy with Romanists.

8. Life cf Major General Zachary Taylor. With Notices of the War
in 'j\eu>Mexico, California, and in South Mexieo ; and Biographical

Sketches of OfJeers who have distinguished themselves in the \Vur leith

Mrnco. Hy John Fkost, LL. D., Author of " Book of the Army,"
'• B..uk of the Navy," &c. I'Jmo., pp. 346. New-York: Ai)pl'-ton

<t Co. 1847.

This is designed to be a look for the times. It contains a complete

account of all General Taylor's engagements, and sketches of the move-

nifut-s of the southern division of the army. The work is illustrated

by diagrams, portraits, and battle-scenes,—many of them suthciently

li'urriblo. We only wish the author could have given us in the conclu-

frion of his book a history of an honorable termination of the war. We
lirttc war, and we deprecate the xcar spirit, and are not certain but such

books as the one before us may have a tendency to promote that spirit.

9. Lfc of Henry the Fourth, King of France and Navarre. By G. P.

K. James, Esq. New-York: Harper <fc Brothers.

li w writers of the age possess equal advantages with Mr. James
JQ tho qualifications of an historian of this particular epoch of French
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history : his reading and researches have evidently been in that direc-

tion, as is evident by reference to the titles of many of his numerous
historical romances. The age of this remarkable prince was pregnant

with great events, and distinguislicd by some of the greatest names in

the annals of France, among whom the duke of Sully stands conspi-

cuous. The terrible contests between the Protestants and the Catho-

hcs, the slaughter of the Huguenots, and the tragical demise of the

previous monarch,—all combine to give to this section of history an
extraordinary and powerful interest. These beautifully written, and,

we may add, beautifully printed volumes, can scarcely be perused by
any one without adding greatly to his stock of knowledge,—for many
new facts and elucidations are liere given, for the first time, respecting

the character of Henry IV.,—and few books could be selected better-

suited to contribute to his intellectual enjoyment. The work forms an

excellent sequel to the favorite volumes of Miss Pardoc on the " Court

of Louis AVr.,"—a jiroduction which has recently won such a host

of admiring readers.

10. Thomson''s Seasons. IllustrateJ by Seventy-seven Kxquisite Designs

by the Etching Club, 6fc. Edited by Bolton Couney, Esq. New-
York : Harper & Brothers.

This superb volume presents one of the most costly and elegant spf--

cimens of the art we have yet seen,—we ought rather to say the best

m its department. Every one is familiar with the rich and elaborate

poem which is here so charmingly embellished : perhaps few of the

standard productions of the nmse ailbrd so wide a scope for the skill

of the limner. This volume appears at a period ^\hen pleasure books
and works of Amcy and pictorial adornment are most rife ; but we
venture to say that this will be regarded with undoubted preference by
many, if not most, of those who seek a worthy token of regard for pre-

sentation, in the shape of an elegant and intrinsically good book. Un-
like the ''•Annuals,'' it is of perennial verdure and beauty. The pub-

lishers have, we observe, in progress a series of these classic and most
elaborate editions of the great poets, Goldsmith, Milton, Covvper, &c.

11. Outlines of General History, in the Form of Question and Answer

;

designed as the Foundation and the lit view of a Course of Historical

Reading. By Richard Grekn' P.\nKi:R, A. M., Autjior of " Aids to

English Composition," " Geographical Questions," etc. Harper &:.

Brothers.

The previous books from the pen. of Mr. Parker will form the rea-

diest passport to popular favor for this new work; in which it seems
to be the aim of the author to invest the study of liistory with an in-

terest it seldom claims in the ordinary scholastic method. Thus, his-

tory is made to appear as '^philosophy teaching by example," and not

simply as a series of events and names, \^'e commend this useful and

instructive work to all who have charge of the important task of teach-

ing as well worthy their attention ; and to all others as an excellent

common-place book of reference to supply the lack of defective memory.
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12. The Phihsophi/ of Life and PhUosnphj of Language ; in a Course

of Lrclurrs. iJy Fri:derick VoN Schlegel. Translated from the

tlcnuaii by iKc Rev. A. J. W. Morriso.v, M. D. New-York : Har-

pi-r it Jkotliers.

This is the last publication of the great German philosopher: his

lectures on the History of Literature won for him a reputation of the

lii:;hfst (udor. His present work is devoted to metaphysical topics

of hi;;li interest, comprising fifteen lectures, which treat, among others,

«>r ill." fi>li«)\ving subjects,—the soul, its relations with the Deity and

wiili kiiowicJge,—divine providence, as discernible in outward nature

ill the world of thouglit and the history of mankind,—an attempt to trace

the development of the human mind within himself, in science and in

pubhc life,—its progress and advancement to perfection, &c. The
•slylf is elegant and the reasoning profound. But the philosophy and
ihcoloijy of the work are truly German. Those who want a fair spe-

cimea of German metaphysics will find it here.

13. Soli's on the Parables of our Lord. By Richard Chexwix Trench,
M. .\., Vicar of Itchen Stoke, Hants; Professor of Divinilv, King's
(>ulK'ije, liOndon, and lOxamining Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of
OxforJ. First American, from the third English, edition. 8vo., pp.
-109. Xew-York : Appleton & Co. 1847."

"The Parables" constitute one of the most instructive and interest-

in? poriicms of Holy Scripture. And yet for the want of a correct un-
dcrsiasidiiig of their structure, and the rules by which they only can
be understood and interjncted, these portions of our Lord's discourses
are often most wretchedly mangled and misapplied. The work before
us oprns with nearly fifty pages of introductory matter upon the structure
and interpretation of the parables, in which we have condensed the
rrsulis ,)f nuich learned labor. The body of the work consists of dis-
ncrtaii.Mis upon l/ie thirty parables of our Lord, in which the author la-

bors lo tjoi forth their m.aning and the practical lessons which they
Icacii. \\ o rc-nard the book as a most valuable contribution to the
utoflv of Biblical learning, and almost a necessary appendage to the
hbrr»ry of a minister of the gospel. We cordially thank the enter-
pri>ing publishers for incorporating this learned and useful puI)lication
with the theological literature of tliis country.

M. Llnnrnts of Divinity : or, a Course of Lectures comprising a clear
and concise Vicv) of the System of Theology as taught in 'the Holy
'^npturrs. With appropriate Questions appended to each Lecture. By
»"v. Thomas N. Ralston, A. M. 8vo., pp. 463. Louisville, Ky.:
pui.iishfd by Morton & Griswold, and sold by the acrems of the M.
L. Church. 1847.

" <> iir as we are able lo judge, by a very cursory examination, the
I'rr».-!,i volume is not only orthodox in its principles, but able botli in its

' " ^"*^ '^^'^cution. " The design of the work," as the author informs
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us, " is to present a clear and comprehensive outline of the general

system of Bible theology in a smaller compass, and a form less intri-

cate and perplexing to private members, young ministers, and students

in divinity, than the more critical and voluminous works heretofore

published on the subject admit." Such a work w-as undoubtedly
wanted, and the eflbrt of the author promises to meet the desideratum.
The reasoning is clear and conclusive, and the style of composition
well suited to the theme. To those who want a concise system of
divinity we have no hesitation in recommending this work.

15. Memorials of the Inlroduction of Methodism into the Eastern States;
comprising Biographical Notices of its Early Preachers, Sketches of
its First Churches, and Reminiscences of its Early Stn/o-crlcs and
Successes. By Kev. Abi:l Stevens, A. M. Boston : Charles H.
Peircc, Binney & Otheman. New-York : Lane & Tii)pett. Cin-
cinnati : Swormstedt &, .Mitchell. 181S.

This is a pleasant and an instructive volume. It consists of such
historical notices, incidents, and personal adventures connected with
the early history of IMethodism in New-England, as will be read with
interest and pleasure, especially by .Methodists. The scenes and
events are sketched with no little beauty and vigor. The historv' of
the labors of our pioneers in diflerent parts of this country ought to be
wrested from oblivion while it may. The time will very soon come
when original information will be out of the question.

'

Our fathers
should be encouraged to write their history, and, where this cannot be
done, their children should take down their story from their mouths,
and put if into such a form as will enable the church to see what God
has wrought, and as will furnisli materials for a full and accurate his-
tory of the great revival of religion in this country through the instru-
mentality of the Methodist preachers. The mechanical part of this

work is beautifully executed in two forms, 12mo. and Svo., with largo
margin. We hope the author and publisher may meet with ample
encourageinent.

16. H KAINHAIAGHKH. The Four Gospels and the Acts of the

Apostles, in Greek. With Enolish Notes, Critical, Philological, and
Exegetical ; Maps, Indexes, ^-c, together with the Epistles and Apo-
calypse. The whole forming the comphtc Text of the New Testament.
For the Use of Schools, Colleges, and Theological Seminaries. By
Rev. J. A. Spencer, A. M.. Author of the " Christian Instructed,"
" History of the English Reformation," d'c. ro KaXov KciyaOov.
New- York: Harper <t Brothers. Large 12mo., pp. 612. 1847.

An American edition of the Greek Testament, suited to the use of
schools and colleges, has long been a desideratum. The present issue
promises fair. We have had it upon our lablu but a short period, and
have consequently only had time to read the editor's preface, and to
examine the "Notes" upon a few select passages. He informs us
that." the text is that of the learned and accurate Dr. Mill, printed at
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Oifonl, in 1707, at the same university in 1828 and 1830, and finally

i-Jcr ihc care of Dr. Burton, by whom it was adopted in his edition

•^'^M tuiii's. < )xrord, 18rn ." He has followed "the division into verses,"

iv.hcr nyamsi his " preference," by " the urgent request of the pub-

liiht-rs."" In this we think "the publishers" right. But to carry

«TCt hi", nrransemciit so far as might be, he begins each paragraph

HUh iht! word in capitals, and each sentence with the first letter a

CAjiHal. This arrangement is admirable. The mechanical execution

of tlio work is in the best style of the house. The type, of both text

and noirs, is large and free, and the paper fine. We wish the enter-

prise ihe largest success. And if furnishing this beautiful edition of

•.Kf (.'reck Testament in any measure contributes to the desirable

oh\cc\. ol introducing it into our academies and colleges as a text book,

ihr pii!)li.-,hcrs will have contributed to one of the greatest and noblest

olij.-iis. If we find occasion, or judge it useful, we shall probably

icsuinc the subject and treat it more at large.

17. A Memorial of the Ministerial Life of the Rev. Gideon Ouscley, Irish

Mtsyiontirr/. Coniprisii^g Sketches of the Mission in Connection with

v!uch he lahorcd, under tJtc Direction of the Wesleyan Conference;

tcith Xolices of some of the 7nost distinguished Irish Methodist Mission'

artcs. By William IIeillv. New-York: Lane <fc Tippett. 1848.

Tjik subject of this Memorial was one of the most extraordinary men
of his age. He devoted the greater part of a long and active life to the

work of a missionary among the Irish Catholics, preaching in both the

Knglish and Iri.sh languages wherever lie could raise a congregation

—

ofiun in the streets and markets—and his labors were, by the divine

blrssJMf:, crowned with large and glorious success. The whole book
c«»!i-^li!ulcs one of the strongest practical arguments against Romanism
wo cvfr road. It also furnishes abundant proof that the poor deluded
rjriinis of a ghostly despotism are, under some circumstances at least,

iH-rfrctly accessible. Multitudes listened to the ministry of Mr. Ouse-
l»-y in spite of the priests, and many were powerfully converted from
ih" t-rrnr of their ways. The fruits of his labors which still remain are

ftbundint,— sonic of them now adorn the Irish and English Conferences.

Kvery one ought to read the Memorial of Ousoloy as soon as it comes
within roach. The author was long a colleague and intimate personal

fruMul of Mr. Ouseley, and was well qualified to. do justice to his

»ubject.

)^- Ardst-lifc : or. Sketches of American Painters. By Henry H
Ti t Kj RMAN, Author of " Thoughts on the Poets," &;c. 12mo., pp
237. New-York : Appleton & Co. 1817.

I «ii> hook is made up of graphic sketches of twenty-three American
WU*;^. J-irinuing with }5enjamin West and ending with G. L. Brown.
I In au'.lmr brings out the peculiar excellences and defects of his sub-
if<u s'* artists with the skill of a master. The book is as fascinating
ij» r. is iiiiiriictive.
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SUNDAY-SCHOOL BOOKS ,• >
;

'

Published by Lane and Ttppctt, for the Sunday- School Union of the

Methodist Episcopal Church.

Some months have pnpsed sinrp wc liavc hoeii able to even glance at -tvbat is

doing in our Siuidiiy-school (Icpiirtiiiom ot" pnblicalion.

Attciilion to the subject liiis now coriviiK ed us tli:it, unless pomething is lacking

besides good books in siilnciLiit (jiiimtiiios, liistofidly gotten up and chfaply fur-

nished, liio Sunrlay-school r.inM^ n.ii>t triunij)!!. lii<]<'ed, wo iind before us not only
new books, but wlmle lil)rarics, lliat liavo been pulilislied since \vc fonnallv no-

ticed tlie issues of tliis departnietit. 'llio editor is prosecuting his j)!ans with com-
mendable zeal and with nnrkcd 6;n((<-ss, and every iViend of the sabbath-school

cause cannot but be cheen-d with a ron^taut ac( uiuulaiioa of books of the right stamp
which constitute the result of lii> lalrnts and iudusiiy. There is no lon:rer any
necessity for a deficiency of stiiialile books in this department:—only let the icant

appear, and the aupply will be forlliconiiug. Wo would call special attention

to the

CHILDREN'S LIHRAUV—Skuiks A and Series B.

Of the first series of this Iibrar>- llnre are ulready seventy-five volumes, which,
for cheapness, elegance of njijienniiice. and adaptation to the wants and taste of

young children, are probably uiifxcelled by any Sunday-school libraiy extaiit.

It is really enough to make one wi.-li he were ynung again to see the shining

red covers, the speakinj; pictures, ilie large, clear type, and the short and sparkhng
sentences which this library prrsents to the eye. But its highest excellence con-
sists in the pious and evanu'i'lic al .-t-ntimeiit that is contained in every book.

Series B now numbers fifty vebiuies of a larger size and of a slightly more ele-

vated character, altli(nu;h (piitf within th(> ran^'e of small cliildren.

Wc leai-a that it is ihe inlenli'n of tlie editor to enlarge tlie above libraiy until

each series shall number oh:- huiidriil volumes, and that several choice works are
now in press for this object.

To the regular

VOVTirS LIP. BAR Y
not less than thirty new vuIuk!''^ h lYe bi-i-u added since our former notice, of
which we subjoin aijbreviat'.-d luh-^ in tlieir niiiui'rical order:

—

379 Benevolent Truvelei UllC Life <.f Cyms
380 The Ball we live on VM William, the Converted Romanist
381 The Early Dead rW!? Indian Archipelago, vol. 1

382 Histoiy of Ancient Jeni^alein, by :!f)!> Do. do. vol. 2
Dr. Kitto. -100 Bilde Scholar's Manual

383 History of Modern do. 401 .Notices of Fuhchau and the other
384 The Arab open port.s of China, with reference
365 Life of the Saviour, vol. 1 to mi-sionary operations
386 do. do. vol. 2 402 IsluidofCuba
387 The I'.ncourager, vol. 2 10:5 llarri.-t Gray
388 The rrairie 10 S Tiie Devout Soldier

389 The Desert 10.') Ned.lv Walter
390 The River and the Sea 40(; I'aMin- J're.epls to a Female Sundav
391 The Mountain and Vi.ll.y Schohir

3.02 The Ei.-hennan'.s Son 407 Th-- lliuhland Glen
393 Tlie Coal Til 403 Th.< Life of Mohammed
394 Tlie Boainum's Dau^hi.-r 409 Lives of the Cicsais

395 Dawn of MiHlern Civdi/.atioa 410 lIada.ssah,or the Adopted Child.

Wc regret that our space does not admit of our noticing the above works seve-
rally, according to their merits. We may say ot ttiem without exception, that a
critical examination Nviii prove ihcm to be fat n'or.> valuable than manv volurnea
of far gieatcr preteiihiun*. Wo hope to give a full notice of some of 'the above
works in our next.
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EDITED BY GEORGE PECK, D. D.

_\,,T, ]_—Ilrports of the Wcsleijan jMethodist Missionary Society,

for the years iSlS to 1846, inclusive: in ten volumes. 8vo.

IauiJoii : Published by the Society.

I r IS now more tlian sixty years since the first Wcsleyan mission-

.-irics, under l!ic superintendence of Dr. Coke, were sent forth to

bhor in the colonies of Great Britain. It was not, liowcvcr, until

the year 1817 that the Wesleyan Missionary Society was formed

;

.-ilihougli, in the interval, the great work had been prosecuted with

tjiliijcncc, and attended with such success that, at the formation of

the Society, they had in foreign lands nearly one hundred mission-

aries, and a membership of two thousand. Having before us

tho .\nnual Reports of this Society, from the year 1S18 (the first)

to 1810, inclusive, we purpose to devote a few pages to its history;

iiuping thereby, not only to make the reader bolter acquainted with

their labors, their disasters, and their success, but to stimulate our

f)Wj» braticii of the Wesleyan family to greater zeal and move sys-

If'niatic clTort.s for evangelizing the world.

The object of the Society, as stated in their " Laws and Rcgula-

iions,'* is confined exclusively to the support and enlargement of

iornqn missions. The annual payment of one guinea, or a dona-

tion, ,at one time, of ten pounds or upward, entitles to membership

•ind to a copy of the Society's Annual Reports. The business of

the Society is in the hands of the British Conference ; which body

apl-Mjints a General Committee of fifty, including always the presi-

<lctit and secretary of the conference for the time being, to whom
in inlruvtcd the entire management of its affairs, subject to the

icTisiou of ilie conference, at their annual sessions. This com-

initicc IS composed of laymen as well as ministers, of whom eight

trivoimf; preachers, and eight other members of the Methodist

Society, arc selected from the country circuits ; the rest from resi-

VoL. VIIl._li
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dents in or near London, where meetings, for the transaction of
business, arc held monthly. Two general treasurers, one minister,

and one layman, arc annually appointed by the conference ; and
four of the preachers stationed in or near London are selected to

conduct the ollicial correspondence of the missions, and to perform
the other duties of secretaries. They arc expected to devote them-
selves, on the week days, exclusively to the interests of the Society

;

and, in common with other preachers, are subject to periodical

changes in their fields of labor, according to the rules of the con-
nection.* Very great care appears to be taken with reference to

ihe appointment of missionaries. Candidates must first be recom
mended by the preacher in charge of the circuit, approved by the

quarterly conferc?icc, antl examined and approved by the annual
district meeting, before their names are placed on " the list ;" from
which those who are deemed most eligible are selected and exa-
mined by a special committee in reference tolheir missionary views

• The expenses of conducting^ the Society's corrcspoiiJence, for the three
past years, are as follows :

—

1843. 1844. 1845.
Salaries of four secretaries, - - - _ £Q-21 575 919
House rent for do., with coals, candles, taxes, and

insurance, ------- 547 500 517
Additional furniture for do., witli repairs, - - 274 366 244

Making for the secretaries, - - - - jCl44S 1441 1680

Salary of accountant and clerks, - - - . (553 ^^7 -jjc

Stationery and account-hooks, ... joq J35 jjq

JC2231 2293 IJIiO

Previous to the building of th'' Wesleyan Centenary Jlall the business of the
Society was transacted in a rented house, in wliich one of the secretaries re-
sided. In the Keport for 1811, it is said, '-that the new and very convenient
Mission House, which they have now the pleasure and benefit of occupying,
for the transaction of the Society's multifarious business, has been liberalfy

and graluiloushj prcsmlrd to the .Society l)y the committee and contributors
of the Wesleyan Centenary Fund. In thankful commemoration of that fact,

it has received, in union with the noble building intended for more general
conncctional purposes, which is placed under the same common roof, the desig-
nation of T/tc Wcs/ojan Centenary Hall. Tiic Mission House is a gi/l to the
Society—a gift most munificent, seasonalile, and acceptable." There is

charged to the Society in ihc Treasurer's Ik-port for the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1845, for "taxes, rates, insurance, Sec, for The Centenary Hail,

£579 2s. -2(1. ;" being con-^iderably more than the rent, taxes, and insurance, of
the houses occujiicd by the four secretaries, mcluding their annual allowance
for coals, candles, &c.

ir
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And qiialificitions. Having passed these ordeals, it yet remains

thai llicy be approved by the ensuing conference ; and, even after

all lliis, ihc General Committee, if a majority sec cause, have the

ri;;lit to suspend the appointment. The plan for stationing the

missionaries is drawn up by the secretaries ; by whom it is laid

before the General Commitlce in London, and, if approved by them,

recommended to the conference.

The ''Standing Instructions" to all who are sent out as mission-

aries, relative to their conduct in foreign lands, enjoin, among other

things, cheerful obedience to all lawful authority; entire neutrality

with reference to secular disputes and local politics; and a course

of conduct that shall always evince that their only object is the

spiritual welfare of their fellow-men. Positively, in all cases, arc

ihey forbidden to '' folloiv trade ;" and it is the expressed desire

of the body by whom they are sent forth that they be "at the re-

motest distance from all temptation to a secular or mercenary tem-
per." AH their time and energies are to be sacredly devoted to the

<!ulics of ihcir mission; "because," say the Instructions, "the
commiitee feel themselves fully pledged to pay an affectionate

attention to all your w^ants, and to afiord them every reasonable
and iiccessary supply." Every missionary \rperemptorily required
to keep a journal, and frequently to send home extracts from it,

giving full and minute accounts of his labors, trials, discourage-
ments, and success, together with any information and religious

details deemed interesting. " Only," say the committee, " we
recommend you not to allow yourselves, under the influence of
religious joy, to give any high, coloring of facts ; but always to

write such accounts as you would not object to see returned in print
to the place v/here the facts reported have occurred."

1 he income of the Society, and its expenditures, have gone on
increasing, from the year ending June, 1S18, when the receipts
were X"20,G00, to the year ending December 31, 1S45, when they
amounted to the "cheering sum" of JCI 12,823; being an average
annua! increase, for the twenty-seven years, of about, in our cur-
rency, fifteen thousand dollars.* The disbursements, as per the
first Aiuiual Report, were about jCI 8,500; which had increased,
as ^V.\Ux\ in the Report for the year ending April, 1846, to one
hundred and twelve thousand pounds sterling; or more than half
a millwn of dollars.

Ihc loceipt.s for the year ending Decemher, 181C, were, as wc learn
ifoin a pruaj^nq.h in one of the periodicals of the day, £*115,7G2; being an
aavaiico of X2838.
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These amounts have been raised mainly bj' annual subscrip-

tions and collections, from the various circuits, v/hicli are formed

into "branch" societies, in connection with the district associations,

which arc called, "Auxiliary Societies." The treasurers of the

circuit societies are required to pay over all funds in their hands,

once a quarter, to the treasurers of the district societies ; by whom,
every three months, or oftencv, remittances, deducting only neces-

sary incidental expenses, arc required to bo made to the t^encral

Committee, in London. In addition to the amounts collected at

home, it is very gratifying to notice the fact that latterly considerable

sums have been received from the foreign stations, showing that

the converts from heathenism and idolatry have been taught to

know Ilim who said, " It is more blessed to give than to receive ;"

and thus, by their works, they give the best possible evidence of

iheir faith. In addition to the large sums which, of necessity, the

foreign stations severally raised for their own local religious pur-

poses, the Society received frum this source alone, during the year

ending April, IS-IG, moxcihvin fifty thousand dollars. Report, p. 2.

Honorable mention is made, too, in the Reports, and deservedly,

of the eflbrts of the children of Great Britain. The juve-

nile Christmas olTcrings indicate that there is no fear that the mis-
sionary spirit will die out when the fathers have gone to their reward.
The whole juvenile clforl for the year 1846 "is believed," says

the Report, "to have raised nearly £bbOO. For this noble, sea-

sonable, and most acceptable enlargement of their annual resources
for usefulness, the Society will, with the committee, be deeply

grateful to the interesting parlies concerned."*

^ On this subject the secretaries say, and we quote, as a hint that might be

followed out with happy results ia our own country :
—"That effort," the juve-

nile, "was suggested to tiie children and young people of the Wcsleyan soci-

eties and congregations, in order to prevent, in 1811, the recurrence of so

great an evil as the creation of a new debt, by the possible failure of the accus-

tomed income to meet the probable expenditure. The suggestion, though made
under the disadvantage of haste and inadequate preparation for such a move-
ment, was very generally and zealously sanctioned by the ministers of the

connection, by our juvenile friends, and by their honored parents. Onlv 07ie

xhUling, to be given or collected at Christmas, was respectfully solicited from
each child of ^Vcsleyan families ; and the produce was estimated at only

JCSOOO." It amounted, the first year, to JC4S90 ; and, in 1816, to the sum
named above. " Scarcely less gratifying," they continue, " if not more so,

than the pecuniary result, have been the numerous manifestations of good feel-

ing and good princijilo which the occasion called forth ;—very earnest wishes

having been expressed by juvenile collectors, that they may be ptrmitted to

enjoy a repetition of the like privilege and pleasure in future years. And why
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111 looking over the long list of " former donations of ten pounds

nml upward, to December 31, 1844," a list occupying twenty-one

columns, of the smallest type, we were not more struck by the

ji!)cralily ihorciu evinced, than by the ingenuity by which very many

of llie donors choose lo be known ; or, rather, to remain unknown.

Thus, tlic large amount of £1943 is credited to A. B. ; A. 13. C.

contributes jC2.3 ; A. D. ^^200 ; A. i\I. £200 ; A. P. £50, and thus

on, through the alphabet, down lo X. Y., who gives £700, and two

bcncfaclors who each chose the letter Z. I\Iore than two hundred

dilTorent contributors hide themselves under the simple designation,

" Friend ;" among them we notice " A Friend in America," £'40

9\, Gt/. ; and a "Friend in New-York," -C25 \0s. 8d. A number

of these "Friends" are donors of one hundred pounds each ;
seve-

ral of two, three, five, six, eight, and one of twelve hundred pounds.

Under the guise of a partnership concern, with the signature "Two
Friends," comes a donation of £'2100. Then we have " A. Debtor

still," £50 ;
" Anonymous," £2000, and a dozen others, with vari-

ous amounts, have selected the same signature. " xV Poor Telo-

lallcr," £40. "Debtor to the Jews and to the Greeks," £6(5.

" Debtor to Greeks and Barbarians," £250. " Debtor to Method-

i^m," £500. " It is the Lord's," £30. " Methodist who adopted

Jacob's vow," two, each £100. "To whom ray more than all is

due," £100. There are also pleasing recognitions of divine good-

ness under the designations, " Thank offering," " Talent to be

Improved," " Christmas Offering," " Profit of Commercial Specu-

lation," " Profits in Business," " Profits of first Edition of Memoir of

W. Carvosso;' £50; "Part profit oi Dr. A. Clarke's ^Vcslc\-

Faniily," £2G: "Net produce oi RicJiard Watson's Sermon on

the Ivcligious Instruction of Slaves in the West Indies," £44 ;
and

a great variety of others of similar character.

In the list of ''Donations upon Annuity, from, the year ISIO to

1815, inclusive," arc sums of one thousand, two thousand, three

tliousand, and one of ten thousand pounds ; whidi amounts, subject

to an annual interest during the life-time of the donors, revert, at

their death, lo the Society. The legacies, the receipt of which is

no'., if a niissionary exigency shall require itT ' The Lord hath need of f.'iC/n,'

an well as utlier hiborers ; and they may probably experience through life the

U'luficial influences of such an early and active engagement in his service.

They inuy, by God's grace,

*To love's halifual sense, by acts, aspire,

And, while they kindle, catch the gospel fire.'"

Report, 1842.
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acknowledged in the Reports, from the year 1815 to 1S43, inclusive,

are in number more than 350; on an average, more than twelve

per annum, or one for each month, during that period. In amount

ihey vary. We notice ihirtj'-scvcn of .£100, and less than X200;
as many between JC200 and jC500 ; eight of -£500 and upward

;

six of one thousand pounds each; one of jC1450; one £527-1;

and one, that of Miss Houston, of Ireland, amounting, within a

Irille, deducted, we suppose, by government, to ten thousand pounds

sterling.* Parliamentary and colonial grunts, for educational pur-

poses, and in aid of the schools in foreign lands, under the care of

the Society, arc also acknowledged as sources of revenue, thougli,

from their fluctuating nature, and, as in the case of legacies, their

uncertainty, liillc dependence is placed upon them. In alluding to

this class of miscellaneous income, and to a decrease in its amount
for the year IS-il, arising mainly from the diminished number of

legacies, the committee, while tlicy sincerely rejoice in the con-

tinued health and life of the Society's attached friends and support-

ers, and pray that, "long, if it please God, may they live, to gel

good, and to do good, while it is in the power of their hands to do

it," add, very seasonably, the respectful request that, "living or

dying," they will remember the i)aramount claims of the great cause

of missions on their ^''present, charity," as well as " on their mort-

uary arrangements and distributions."

Urged on by manifest and repeated tokens of divine favor, stim-

ulated by incessant calls for help, and met in all directions, and
from every quarter, with exhortalions and encouragements to go
forward, the commiltec appeared before their constituents, at the

annual meeting in ISIO, with the astounding, but glorious, news,
"that the Society Vv-as in debt more than fwcnty tJiousa?id pounds,''

which indebtedness had so increased during the succeeding year
that the balance due the treasurers, on the 21st of April, 18-11,

amounted to thirty-nine thousand nine hundred and sixteen poundsy
six shillings, and eleven pence— ti sum not far from two hundred
thousand dollars. Truly a large amount ; and well calculated to

alarm the timid, as it did ; better calculated, as it also did, to call

forth redoubled energies and increasing liberality. Witii the con-
sciousness of having simply done their duty ; and, at the same time,

* The government seems to vary ia its claims upon legacies ; thus, from
two beqiu^sts, of one huiulred pounds carii, acknowledged in the Report for

1813, a deduction of ten per cent, is made; and the amount received by the

Society is, in either case, uidy ninety pounds. Next year, from a legacy of

four hundred pounds, tiierc is deducted " less duty, £52 I2s. ;" or, more than
thirteen per cent.
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fccIiriK keenly iheir embarassments, the cominitlee speak of this

Jar-'C indoblcclnoss as necessarily resulting from the increasing

Mnrspcrily of the cause of God, in answer to the prayers of his

people; and, say they,—" Unless those prayers went out from

•fci'MJcd lips,' wc must prepare for the consequences. We must

ftasr to pray, or learn to give on a scale of corresponding gene-

rosity.'' A simple truism ; and yet how full of potency ! It is the

t i.lirc argument in a nutshell, a two-horned dilemma, presenting

^^\ alternative, upon which no true disciple of the Saviour will dare

10 hesitate. The managers continue :

—

" In the mean time, our object should be to prevent any further accnnm-

laiion of the debt, by resolute exertions to make the current year's in-

come udcrjuatc to its anticipated and unavoidable copcnditure. To this

j.ouit, jiisi now, and during the remainder of 1840, let our enernics be

.Hrc-cliMl Willi much more than former or ordinary zeal. Let no Brvinch

Socii-ty, or individual members, confine their eiibrts losachzm incrca^io

.»r <-ou'uit)iitions as ihey might deem sufficient, on the merely arithme-

tical pruici[)lc of giving their own insulated and average share of the

sum to hv. raised by the whole body of our friends. Such a principle

w,oi)lil bf, to a great extent, as fallacious and inefficient in future, as it

lius been proved to be, whenever adopted, in time past. Let all and

oacli, in every city, town, and village, do, not what others do, or ought

to do, but their very utmost and their best, even as God hath prospered

.•iiiJ enabled them ; measuring their liberality, not by the doings or sup-

pjstd duties of others, but by their own several obligations and means,

and hy the urgent, the paramount necessities of the case, which is really

:tnd truly xhvit o( souls perishing for lack of knowledge."

Then, with regard to the debt already e.visting, they speak in

language of strong confidence ; in the midst of all their anxieties,

a^^suring the Society and the world, that of its speedy liquidation

** ihey will not, they cannot, entertain a doubt or a fear." In this

rtnergency, we meet with no intimation of such a thought as recall-

ing one missionary, or of abandoning any held already occupied.

They speak, indeed, of the dire necessity, "most calamitous and

•iwfid," of refraining, for the present, from commencing any nem

missions, and from sending out wore men to those already esta-

blished
; but give no place to the monstrous idea of furling, for

this reason, the standard of the cross wdicre it had once been planted.

Minding to the Society's omission to send adequate reinforcements

10 cxiMing missions, the Report for 1812 says :—

" In tiiis way, money has been saved ; but who dare say that souls,

iminort.i! .souls, have not been lost, which, if duly sought, might have
i^rn roHii.l, aiwl recovered to holiness and to God ? The evil is to be

removed, not by any unwarrantable and habitual expenditure exceeding
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any income on which our Society can, as yet, reasonably calculate, but

by a rcsulutc and united dcterniination to increase our income, so as to

meet the proper expenditure. lusload of reducing the expenditure, by
ruinous retrenchments, and obstinate refusals to listen to tlie cries of

perishing men, to the level of the income already realized, it were surely

move Christian and more humane to put forth every lawful and practi-

cable ellbrt for raising the income to the level of that increased and
growing expenditure, which can be so usefully and beneficially employed,
to the utmost extent of our utiuost ability. None but an infidel at heart,

or a downright worldling, can fail to j)erceivc that we live in an age,

when the great i\Iaster and ]>ord rfiiiiircs that those whom he has
intrusted with ^ his goods,'' and coustituted his stewards for the rest of

the family of man, should be more than ever 'faithful' in the use of

worldly property, so that, with humble joy, and not v.ith shame and
grief, they may render to him their linal account."'

A subsequent Rcporl (1844) deals in still stronger language:

—

" In the present state of tlic world, wc may as well speak out at once,
like bold and honest, though guilty, rebels against Christ, and proclaim
our resolution not to execute at all the Saviour's commission and com-
mand, 'Go and preach the gosjiel to every creature,' if we are not pre-

pared to encounter large and even growing expenses. The tendency
to increased expenditure is continually operative, from the multiplication

of missionary families—the manifold contingencies to which such a

work, if extensive, must ever be liable—and, even from the vcnj success
with Schick it plcayrs God to crmcn our incipient efforts ; for here, as in

the matter of personal religion, one advance is sure to make an opening
for another, and to entail upon us the moral obligation of following it up
by further progress."

The result showed that th.c confidence of the committee was not

misplaced. Efforts were redoubled in every circuit, and almost all

largely increased their conlrihiitions. Foreign stations also respond-
' ed heartily to the call for help ; and the missionaries themselves, in

several instances, requested ;i reduction in their salaries.* With
joy and thankfulness, the Report for the year ending April, 1846,

acknov.-ledges a large increase in the sums contributed for the

* Tlie committee atlvei t, with feelings of much more tlum ordinary satisfac-

tion, to the noble manner in wliich tlic nussionuries in KaflViria liave practicallv

manirc5-tei] their synii.athy with liie Society in its fmancial (iifliculties. Besides

reducing their hitheilo customary diarges lor extraurdinaries, by a sum of

jC-JGG, they thcmselve-s suljscribc a further snin of £-2W, by a voluntary rc-

Itnijuishrncnt of ten percent, of their roiiuhr and ordinary income, as mission-

aries, and /)?T.sic;i/ the amount as an offering to the Socieli/.—Report, 1811.

Tlie missionaries in the Bechuana district have presented to the Society a

donation of ten pounds each toward the payment of its debt; a contribution

which they were not able to o.Tcr v, iihoiit an tlfort of self-denial.

—

Report, 1843.
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cuircnt expenses ; and announces to the world, in well-applied

capitals, " tlic Society is out of debt."

in adverting to the labors of the Society, we give the first place,

as is done in the Annual Reports, to Ireland, one of the most difli-

cull and least promising fields which they have undertaken. Poor,

ignorant, and superstitious, perhaps beyond any people on the face

of the earth, and, at the same time, watchcid over by the sleepless

vigilnncc of the Romish priests, it is not wonderful that the Irish

people, in those sections where the Papacy holds its iron sway, arc

averse to tlie teachings of what they have been taught to consider

the Protestant heresy. Gratifying success has, however, crowned

the labors of the missionaries in many instances ; and it is stated.

in the Report for 1S31, that nearly all the stations first occupied

arc now circuits, sustaining themselves without foreign aid. The
gospel continues to be preached there in the Irish language, as it

was by the indefatigable Grahain and the zealous Walsh, in the

days of ^Ir. Wesley. The most successful laborer in that field,

however, seems to have been the untiring Gideon Ousclcy. Fa-

miliar with the character and prejudices of the people, thoroughly

acquainted with their language, and wonderfully acute in detecting

and exposing the subtilties of Popery, hundreds, if not thousands,

of souls were the fruit of his ministry. Until within a few days

of his death, on the 14lh of May, 1839, he continued to travel and

preach, generall}', to three or four congregations every day.

One of the most interesting features of this part of the work is

llic system of missionary day schools, of which there arc upward
of sixty, containing more than four thousand six hundred ciiildren

;

many, if not the most, of whom arc of Romish parentage. The
^\x schools founded by Dr. Adam Clarke are still sustained by the

Society, and arc in active operation. The number of missionaries

and assistants is twenty-five ; of salaried day-school teachers, sixty-

five
; of chapels and other preaching places, two hundred and eighty-

four, and of accredited church members, three thousand one hun-

dred. About one-fifth of the entire expenses of the missions in

Ireland was met, in 1845, by collections in the mission stations,

and tiie balance more than made up by contributions received

tliro\i'j;h the Hibernian Missionary Society; so that, in this respect,

England has nothing to boast of on the score of liberality toward
her down-trodden neighbors and fellow-subjects.

In Germany the Society has one missionary agent, lie is sta-

tioned at Winnenden, in the kingdom of Wirtcmherg, and had
under his charge, in 184G, seven hundred and nineteen full and
accredited church members. The first notice we find of this mi.s-
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sion is in ihe Report for 1831, when a gracious work commenced,

and more than one hundred persons were awakened, and formed

into a society, under tlie care of a zealous leader and exhorter.

The succeeding Reports speak, for the most part, encouragingly

of the labors of the missionary, and of his prospects ; and it appears

to us somewhat strange that he has been left so long to labor alone

in that promising field.. He has, indeed, the assistance of several

local preachers and exhorlers, who have been raised up among
them ; but the entire annual expense of the mission is only about

seventy pounds.

In France and Switzerland are ten principal stations, one hun-

dred and twenty-four chapels and preaching places, with a member-
ship of one thousand and seventy-one, being about three hundred

more than in Germany, and two hundred and eighteen less than

were reported in ISII. They arc under the care of thirty-six

missionaries and other paid agents. Willia?n Toase is the well-

known superintendent of these missions ; or, as he is styled, the

chairman of the district. We find his name in connection with

this field of labor so long since as 1S18, although he does not appear

lo have been attached to it during the whole of this period. The
annual expenses of tliis district vary. In 1S43 they amounted to

£o\l4 ; but in this sum is included an item,, "rent of chapels,"'

the precise amount of which is not stated.

From Cadiz, in benighted Spain, the Society's missionaries,

who had comimenccd their labors under what were deemed favor-

able auspices, and who, for a season, breasted nobly the storm,

were finally driven, by the violence of Popish persecution, aud the

Society seems to have abandoned that entire kingdom, with the

exception of Gibraltar, to which post a Wesleyan missionary Avas

appointed so long since as 1804. Here the Society has sus-

tained one missionary ever since its organization. His labors, we
judge from t'lc Reports, are mainly confined to his own country-

men, the soldiers in the garrison and others, and do not seem to

liavc been very successful. In the Report for 1818, we are told

that "the work proceeds with encouraging success," and that the

"number in society is one hundred and twenty." After the lapse

of more than a quarter of a century, during which there had been

always one and sometimes two missionaries laboring there, the

membership amounted (Report for 1815) to only sixty-four, and

the year following, in which " the station exhibited marks of im-

provement," the luuuber in society was seventy-four, being a

decrease of forty-six in twenty-eight years.
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The Island of Malta, in the Mediterranean, containing, at that

lirnc a population of ninety-six thousand, speaking the language

of Kome and of Meeca, was made a mission station in 823, and

^v•,s deemed a field of " immense importance."* From the bigoted

intolerance of the Romish priests the missionaries received almost

cvorv variety of annoyance and persecution. Dr. ^nmh, a native

of the island, and a recent convert from Popish superstition, trans-

|,,ecl several sermons, and a part of the New Testament, with Mr

Wesley's Notes, into :\Ialtese, which language is also used, witli

some slight variations, m the Barbary States. For several years

the indications of success were encouraging; but, in the Report

lor 1S:M, the station at Malta is said, though "by no means with-

out fruit," not to have yielded " that harvest which might have been

honed for from so much labor and expenditure." In ibl3 we arc

told that the operations of the mission at this place do not extend

to the native Maltese; to whom, by Protestants, " little or no

access is gained;" and, in the succeeding year, the field, once so

pr..mising,\nd from which so much had been expected, seems to

have been entirely abandoned.
• -.--.r i

To Alerandna, in Eqypt, a missionary was sent in lb2o, w^io

in the following year, reports encouraging circumstances In Ib^J

an Arab school had been established, containing about forty boys.

In 1S30 the missionaries were fully employed in preaching, in

conversations, and in the distribution of the Scriptures and tracts.

"No obslruction exists to the preaching of Christ, if direct contro-

versy be avoided." In 1834 the committee, for reasons assigned,

determine not to abandon this promising field ;
but, the next Report

(lM<r>) tells us that the mission at Alexandria has been, wiili gieai

reluctance, " for the present relinquished," assigning, among other

reasons, "the failure of Mr. M'Brair's health, and the increasing

oxlenl and fatality of the plague which was desolating tliat part ol

''The Ionian Isles were regarded, by the committee, in 1828, as

- affording a valuable post of observation, from which suitable pre-

pruaiions may be made" for the spread of the gospel mto different

parts of Greece. Accordingly, in that year, two missionaries were

.appointed with directions to embrace the first opportunity to visit

the Morca and Palestine. Some favorable results were reported,

more especially from the Island of Zanle ;
but, m 1831, in utter

• Of the inhabitants of this island, Mr. Bartholomew, in a letter published iu

the Sociriy's llcport for 1830, says sixtccu thousand (about one-sixth) are

piicfcie and friars.
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discouragement, the field was given up, and, says the Report for

that year,

—

*' To this conclusion the commiuce were led with the less reluctance.

when they considered that loud and mnnoroiis calls are now addressed

to tlicni from i)laces where no obstacles exist to the full exercise of the

Christian ministry ; and, when they rellected further, that one great

object of their Mediterranean missions, the occupation of certain po.j^v

in advance, in which their aneuts might be ready to avail themselves of

any favorable openings lor tlic spread of the gospel among the varied

population of the contiguous countries, c/oo- not appear likely to he accom-

plished, at present, as far as the agency of this Society is concerned.^'

To Siccden'Vi missionary was sent in 1827, and from Stockholm,

wlierc he took up liis residence, he writes, in that year, of "pleas-

ing prospects ;" and, in the next, the Report speaks of " many
encouraging tokens of success." Mr. Scott, whose visit to this

country, in ISll, will be remembered by many of our readers,

succeeded to the charge of this mission in 1S30; and, two years

after, is spoken of as "having obtained an acquaintance with the

vernacular tongue, and preaching every week to crowded congre-

gations of native Swedes." In 183S the Society appropriated

five hundred pounds toward the building of a missionary chapel at

Stockliolm ; and the missionary writes:—"Blessed be God, the

work of salvation is going forward, especially in the Swedish con-

gregations. The crowds lately have been unusually great, and the

public services, in both languages, have been peculiarly solemn

and influential." In the Report for 1810, it is stated that "Mr.

Scott's ministry lias been owned by the great Head of the church,

in the conversion of many from the error of their ways ;" and in

that, for the next year an account is given of the opening of a " large

and commodious chapel,'" at which the services were conducted by

two distinguished clergymen of the Lutheran Church. Allusion

is made to Mr. Scott's visit tt) the United States, and the "import-

ant assistance " received by him in this country, toward meeting

the expenses of" building the chapel in the capital of Sweden," is

acknowledged in the Society's Report for 1842, which says:

—

" The iinpurlance of Mr. Scott's ministry, as a testimony for the

truth, is rendered more than ever apparent." The committee spe-

cially commend him to the prayers of the friends of the Society,

"that he may be divinely guided and sustained in the difficulties

by w hich he is surrounded." We turn, whh anxiety, to the Report

for the succeeding year; but, strange as it may seem, we find there

no mention whatever of Sweden. It was due to the friends of the

Society, and it was specially important, as a matter of history, that
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the committee liad given an account of the reasons for so lament-

ali'.c an event as the total abandonment of a station for which so

;rcnl an inlcrcst had been excited and so much money had been

cNprnded. 13ut those reasons the reader must seek from other

sources, 'J'iie treasurer's report (1S42) winds up its history, with-

out a word of explanation, by the item :
—

" Stockholm Mission

—

a fid rcliini of Mr. and Mrs. Scott andfamily, and ofMr. Edicards,

X"lv".> \}s. t3(Z." The total amount expended on this mission, from

wiiich ought to be deducted several Swedish donations, exceeds

live thousand pounds sterling, exclusive of the collections made by

.Mr. Scott.*

Passing from Europe, we come to what has been justly styled

the widest and most inviting field for modern missionary exertion.

it is the vast continent of Asia and the islands of the eastern seas,

containing a population estimated to amount to two-thirds of the

human race. Here the absurdities of Buddhism, the immoralities

of Drahminism, and the sensualities of Mohammedanism, have

held, for ages, almost undisputed sway ; but the obstacles presented

by cither, or by the three combined, do not begin to compare with

those thrown in the way of the truth as it is in Jesus, by the de-

i;rading, blinding, and intolerant bigotry of the Romish superstition.

It is estimated that, in this part of the world, there are, at least,

two hundred millions of human beings, who are, " directly or indi-

rectly, under the sway of Great Britain ; and it is probable that

pohtical and commercial intercourse has made the national cha-

racter of Britain to be known and respected by almost two hundred

millions more."

'I'ho accounts from the mission at Ceylon, we are told in the Report

fur 1 SI 9, continued to aliord the greatest satisfaction and toencourage

ihc best liopes. It had been established some five years previously.

Tlic mcmbersliip in Asia, including seventy in New South Wales,

was at this time three hundred and nineteen. " Wc occupy," says a

missionary on the south division of the island, " the whole of the

."Singhalese coast, in which we have sixty-three places where we
preach, and three thousand seven hundred and three children daily

• The facts are, that Mr. Scott, upon his return to Sweden, was accused, in

tJ.<' {tulihc journals, of having abused the Swedes and their religion when in

Ain« tica; and a persecution followed, which compelled him to leave Sweden.

llic w li,,lc was the work of desijjning men, who wished to find occasion against

fm^ of the most faithful and successful missionaries whom the Weslcyan Mis-

»i.>n3r\- S.K-iety have ever sent out. But, though the government closed the

\Vr,!.-yau Chapel, and expelled Mr. Scott, the work of God is going on, m spite

cf til opiKMiUion. To God be all the praise \—Ed.
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instructed." At these stations religious services were conducted in

ihc Singhalese language, and in the absence of the missionaries

ti)e liturgy was read by some one of the native converts. From
Cohunho, in the same year, information was received of the em-
ployment of native Singhalese in the work of the ministry, and two
priests of the highest order of tlie Buddhist priesthood having found

iheir way to England, were taken under the protection of the So-

ciety and their religious and litrrary instruction superintended by the

late Dr. Adam Clarke. A very interesting and allccting letter from
George Nadoris de Sijlva, who styles himself " high priest over

the Buddhist priests of his caste in llie Island of Ceylon," published

in the Report for 1819, explains the system of Buddhism, and ably

refutes its absurdities. After giving an account of his interview

and arguments with the missionaries, "with whom," says he, "I
strove and fought several times, my heart turned toward the Chris-

tian religion, as a plantain-tree which is bended by the heaviness

of its clusters." " It is to be noted," he continues, " that the reli-

gion of Buddhu existed in this island for the space of two thousand
three hundred and sixty years ; but that no such pagan opposer as

myself was ever converted to the Christian religion: consequently,

that God, who did break away my hardness and enmity, and made
me a Christian, may in a short lime make all the other heathen
opposers also to be Christians. And though there were ministers

of the Christian religion who formerly lived in this country, they
never converted even an Ocpaseke, or a littlc-learncd Buddhist; but
that after the arrival of the missionaries to Ceylon, even the

Buddhist priests and ministers were converted to the Christian
religion."

Great attention appears to have been paid, from the beginning,
to schools for the instruction of adults and native children, the main
object being always kept in view,— that of imparting religious in-

struction. "Every school-house," says one of the missionaries,
is "sacredly set apart as the liouse of God ;" and all who attend
are taught to regard it as a sacred place. The influence thus ex-
erted extends to the parents, friends, and neighbors, of the pupils,
and prepares the way for the preaching of the gospel in places
previously inaccessible. There were in the Singhalese and Ta-
mul districts, in 1820, eighty-six schools and nearly five thousand
scholars. As a specimen of the whole, and as a sample of the

manner in which these accounts are given, we copy from the Re-
port for 1820 the account of the Colpctty school:

—

*' The averaj^c attendance in ll\e school is from one hundred to one
hundred and twenty ;—a calculation which we take from the ' daily
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T,tiin» of numbers in the school.' Out. of this mimbcr forty-six boys

.'.jui tlurtccn «rirb can read very well in llic English Testament; sixty-

two Ix'vs and Hveniv-lhree gills can read the new version of the Sin-

i:!i:ilcse 'rcstainent ;' most of tho boys write their own language on iho

Ola, or. more properly, the Talipot leaf; fifty-two of the boys and

kcveral of the girls write copies in English on paper; and we hesitate

not to sav, ilial most of the children write their English copies much

bvitcr liia'n the generality of children in English schools, of the same

iitandinL' : indeed, their aptness in this respect exceeds anything we

iiMKiilv see in European cliildrcn. In addition to their daily exercises,

lh«\v are all learning catechisms, both in English and Singhalese, which

ihe'v coninnl to memory with great facility ; this they do principally

wh^^ they have finished their other work in the school, or when at

their own houses. Many of the children have got on so well with

their catechisms of difierent kinds, that they can not only repeat any

part oitlicr in Singhalese or English, but their minds and thoughts are

l>econie so conversant with divine subjects, that we can hardly ask

them auv question connected with the leading truths of the sacred

Scriptures, liut we shall have a speedy and correct reply. Their know-

ledge of (iod's word, and in many instances of experimental religion,

is reallv surprising. Many of tliem have taken great delight in com-

mitting to memory whole chapters of the New Testament, both from

llio cvans^elists arid the epistles, together with a number of psalms

and hymns, with which we have regularly furnished them, both in their

own and the English languages."

A practical printer was sent to Colombo, in Ceylon, in 1818,

.nnd ilie Society's press is kept in active operation by the labors

of the missionaries in translating catechisms, liturgies, and other

religious works.

" In addition to the entire New Testament in Singhalese, there have

bci.Mi printed at tlie mission press the parables of our Saviour, the dis-

rourses of Thrist. the sermon on the mount, separately ; Ostervald'8

Jl!^:ary of tlic IJible, abridged; prayers and collects from the liturgy,

all II, .Singhalese ; and the miracles and parables of our Lord, in sepa-

rate volumes, in the Tamul."

'I'iic remarkable conversion of another Buddliist priest is detailed,

and a copy of his address to the people, on publicly renouncing

idolatry, is given in the Report for 1827. Ilis name was Wallc-

i^cdcrc Piedassi Terrunnanse. Tie had been a priest for fifteen

yocirs—was a learned man and of the highest caste. He publicly

declared his conviction that there was no Irnlh in the Buddlui sys-

teiii, und thai there was no hope of salvation save that revealed in

tlic Christian Scriptures. After giving further account of his c.\-

perirnce he added,—"I now come openly, in the presence of this

rongrcgalion, and declare all these things. I lay aside my robes, and,

as an humble learner of the right way, take my place among you;
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and tlic prayer of my heart to the God omnipotent is, that, as I re-
joice in embracing this faith, all other hoatlicns may also be brou<Tht
to this knowledge through this .Saviour." As was to have been
expected, his sincerity and decision were soon severely tested.
lie was waited upon by a large delegation of the priests, his former
colleagues, and every possible inducement was held out to prevail
upon him to return. Threats were added to entreaties. Some said
if they had him in their power they would kill him by ''scraping
him in pieces with their nails." In this district alone (the Ceylon^)
there is reported, for the year 1S2G, an increase in the membership
ofeighl hundred and sixty-two. About this time the Weslcyan Insti-
tution for the religious instruction of pious young men of promising
talents w^as established at Colombo. Its object is to train them up
for posts of usefulness as teachers and missionaries among their
own countrymen. Favorable accounts arc given of the succ'css by
which this effort has been crowned. In 1829, at the close of the
public examination of the students, three left the institution to enter
upon the work assigned them; one as an assistant superintendent
of schools for the Negombo station, the second as teacher of
English and Singhalese at Amlamgoddy,—both to labor also as lo-
cal preachers,-and the third as an assistant to the missionary at
Jaflna. In the Report for 1 8 12 is a letter from .Air. Percival, of the
Tamul district, in South Ceylon, in which he says :—" Yesterday
one of my late students, a Tamul youth, whom we have named
David Stoner, preached for the first time in our large chapel, and
gave us a very excellent sermon. He is about twenty years of
age."

In the general summary, as given in the Society's Report for
1845, the entire aspect of the missions in both the northern and
southern districts of Ceylon is said to be one of great encourage-
ment and hope :

—

*

errors
In he southern, or Sin^hrUese, district, the soul-destroying crrc

of Buddlusm are losing- iheir hold on the minds of the natives. Twi
the people of Doudra have risen lu a body aj^ainst the Buddhist priests,ami avowed tlicr purpose to renounce thcui for ever

; but some intluen-
nal men among them produced a reeonciliafion. The missionaries areof opnuon that the lime is not far distant wlicn the whole system will
fall."

In these two districts (North and South Ceylon) there are, as by
Report of IS-lb nineteen missionaries, one hundred and fifty-nine
subordinate pazr/ agents, twelve hundred and fortv full and accre-
dited church members, one hundred and twenty day-schools con-
taining nearly five thousand scholars of both sexes, all of whom
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n?ceivc rclii^ious instruction. Truly God has abundantly blessed

tlio liibors of liis servants, and the spirit of the apostolic Coke may

Xook down well pleased upon this field, on his way to which, it

l>!«<:isod the groat Head of the church, in his mysterious sovereignty,

lu c-.ill him to his reward.

The next in order is the Madras district, in whicli there are four

luindrrd and twenty-one church members, and over two thousand

i.«:hohirs in the day schools, the whole under the care of eighteen

Mii-'iionarics and sixty-six paid agents. In 1818 there were in thi?

otuiro district but two missionaries—one at Bombay, and one at

.Madras. Tlie former proved an unproductive soil; and in 1S2I,

no apparent fruit succeeding, it was abandoned. In September,

JS'-20, was formed the station at Ncgapala/n, whence the mission-

ary writes:

—

" 'J'hc district is said to contain two hundred thousand inhabitants.

There arc niunerous towns and villages in all directions, which lilcrally

^\varl^ wilh human beings; and these vast multitudes are, to all human
appoarancc, pcrishin<T for lack, of knowledge, liaving no hope and with-

out (.iud in the world They all appear to be as depraved in their

actions, as they are blind in their principles. There is nothing in

heathenism calculated to restrain its votaries from vice. On the con-

trary, tlie very images which are the objects of worship, are many of

t'.ioiii porsonitications of sin. It was after I came here that my mind
NS'as first fdled with horror by a sight of the Ungam, an image too inde-

cent to be described ; and yet this scandalous tigure is daily worshiped
by all classes of natives, both men and women. Tlius their very reli-

gious services are calculated to corrupt the heart, to sensualize the mind,

and to lead to every description of vice."

Other stations were successively occupied; and some of them,

after a .sliorl season, abandoned. The annual reports from this entire

region are varied by sadness and joy. Now the hearts of the mis-

sionaries arc made glad ; and now, deep gloom seems to rest upon

iheir prospects. In 1830 the report is, that the laborers in this

distant qtiartcr arc rejoicing in the sensible manifestations of God's

presence, and " many idolaters have been converted from the error

of their way during the past year." Then, again, they allude to

liic apostasy of some for whom they entertained the highest hopes.

i'he severity of the persecutions through which the young converts

«n these regions arc called to pass,—expulsion from families, ridi-

cule, loss of caste,—may be imagined, but, by the dwellers in the

niid»i of civilization and refinement, cannot be adequately appre-

ciated. In this same year (1830) the mission at Calcutta was
"commenced under favorable auspices." In the year following it

Had *' found a wide and promising field of labor," and the schools

Vol. VIII.— 12
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were "thronged with interesting cliildren of both sexes." In the

Report for the year ending April, 1833, we are told—and the an-

nouncement almost induces the belief that the previous prospects

Jiad been exaggerated :

—

" The mission in Calcutta has recently passed under the serious

review of the conunitlce ; and it has been considered not to have pre-

sented those resuhs whicli warrant its continuance, especially as the

expenditure necessary for its support may be more usefully directed to

the improvement of sonic of those splendid openings lor tbe evangeliza-

tion of the heathen with which Pro\idcnce has favored the society in

some other parts of the world. The native chapel, which has been

erected at a very moderate expense, will be usefully occupied by some
other branch of tlic Christian church."

The year 183G appears to liave been one of great prosperity

to the mission. At the Madras station fifteen native converts

were received by public baptism,—one of whom was a Brahn)in,

called by the missionaries Jabez. On the first Sunday in August,

of lliat year, occurred one of the most memorable events in the

annals of missionary success. It was the public baptism, in the

Wesleyan Chapel at Madras, of Arwnvga Tamhiron. He was a

native of the province of Tanjore, and, when very young, was at-

tached to the sect Siva. Invested with the yellow robes, neck-

beads, holy ashes, and other insignia of that sacredly esteemed
office, he proceeded with others of the Siva sect to visit the most
celel)rated lioly planes, and to bathe in the Ganges and other sa-

cred waters. In these journeyings aM his associates, ten in num-
ber, perished by diseases and wild beasts; and he alone returned

to Madras, where lie was held in the liighest veneration. "Fifty
years of my life," he says, "have been thus spent. I sought all

heaihcn books, but found nothing for the soul. ... I found nothing

in heathen books, in heathen temples, in heathen ceremonies, to

sutisfij the soul. I met with this minister, [pointing to Mr. Car-
ver,] and he opened to my understanding the way of salvation, the

treasures of the Scriptures: they suited my dissatisfied heart. I

went again and again to the missionary ; I determined to abandon
heathenism

! By lieathenism I got money in abundance, and
honor

! 1 was worshiped by my disciples ; but my soul shrunk
back at the blasphemy of the God of whom I had heard." Almost
incredible was the sensation in all that region when his determina-

tion became known, and desperate the efforts to prevent its accom-
plishment. Numerous plans were laid to carry iiim off by force;

one of which nearly succeeded, and his death would have been the

inevitable consequence. " I should not have been left alive," said

12*
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" twcnty-foiir hours,—ihey would liavc beaten me to death."

The Lord, however, preserved him ; and, on the day appointed,

—

" At sovcn o'clock in the morning we proceeded to the chapel, dis-

laiil ni-ar iVmr iiiilcs. Crowds of natives had tilled the chapel and the

nn'ol in front of it, and we conld only obtain admittance by a private

chtranc<! The breathless anxiety, the deep silence, the earnest

ait'-ntiitn nwmifested by Europeans, country-born persons, and natives,

j»crt:iM-(l the solemnity of the whole service. But when Tambiran

ftppro.Hlieil the altar, the congregation rose simultaneously to witness

Jlic act <if his renouncing heathenism. There he gave up his yellow

robos. the sacred locks of hair, and the lingam, the abominable object

of niloration among so many of the Hindoos. He then received from

the hands of the minister a copy of the sacred Scriptures and the

luiirj.'V in the Tamul language, and knelt down ; and, after a gentleman

had audibly pronounced Wesley Abraium, he was solemnly baptized

ill tlie name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

The Chri^iian part of the congregation then stood round him and joined

in singing the hymn of praise which he had prepared ; and which has

since been published in Tamul and English, and sought for by thou-

sands of natives. The last stanza is here given :

—

" Encircling the temple in holy processions, witb prostrations and tears,

In every street and every place 1 saw the same figured images

Adorned with garlands, flowers, heathen vestments, and jewels.

And at all other feasts I slavishly served.

O lji)crating Ijord God ! O all-gracious Teacher, triune Deity!

Thou who graciously receivest me at thy feet

:

I worship thee, the Lord Jksus !

I worship!"

The Bangalore printing ofTicc continues to be a most successful

auxiliary, and issued, during the year 1843, of books of instruction,

reading lessons, catechisms. Scripture selections, English and

Canarosc dictionaries, and other works, no less than 547,580
pages. In the last Report before us the committee express their

anxiety to increase the mimber of laborers in this most important

fjtKi.

Our attention is next directed to the Australia and Va?i Diemcn''s

lAind district. To New South Wales a second missionary was
efni in 1817,—the first having been laboring there alone for the

»«o I)rcrcding years. In the Report for 1820 it is stated, that on
an avcr.igc not less than two thousand convicts are annually cast

•M^'n its shores
; which fact, taken in connection with its constantly

'"^'^*'*''''^^ commerce, engages powerful sytripalhy in its behalf as

a inis!<n)nary station
; and the hope is entertained that this colony,

Mr rally a den of thieves, may become the Great Britain of the

J^outhern Ocean, xvhence may emanate light to the myriads that are
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groping in thick darkness around llicm. In this year a missionary

was also sent specially to the aboriginal natives of New-Holland,

—

than whom no people on the face of the earth arc in a state of lower

degradation. The attempt was by many deemed utterly hopeless;

and the prospect, even by the missionary, regarded as discouraging.

In 1S23, after dwelling upon the dillicultics in his way, and detail-

ing some of tlie absurd and groveling practices of their superstition,

he adds :
" One soul, however, I am happy to believe, has, out

of this depraved class of human beings, by the blessing of God
upon this mission, been admitted to his glory." In 1828 the mis-

sion to the aborigines was, for the present, suspended ; and the

attention of the missionaries chiclly directed to the British inha-

bitants, convicts and others, in the colonies. In 1S37, the ground

having been again explored, it was determined to commence this

arduous undertaking anew ; and missions exclusively for the abo-

rigines have been established successively at Sivan River iu West-

ern Australia, where, by tiie last Report, (1846,) there were lifty

members—whiles and natives— in society; and in Australia Felix,

at a locality to which the missionaries have given the name, Buitt-

ing-Dalc, which reports as yet but tico accredited church members.

Tiic missionary at the Swan River speaks encouragingly, and,

referring to a season of revival among them, (Report for 1S46,) he

says :

—

" Many of the n:iti\ cs met toircther, and engaged for lioiirs at a timo
in jirayrr and bU[)j-i]icrLiif)n. To have seen these Ai;stralians bathed in

tears, broken in heart, and cryinET, 'Jesus, save nic ! Lord, save ine!

Come and save me now !' would have astounded infidels, and glad-

dened the licarts of our llnglish friends, as it has done ours. In the

course of the week several of our eldest native girls were scripturally

converted, and afterward tliree of the native youths. One of them is

married; ami he ami his partner—who had been previously 'saved by
grace'—arc now rejoicinir tngeUier in the faith and hope of the gospel,

and, by their consist. Mit spirit and conduct, are furnishing evidence of
the gracious change which they have experienced."

Several similar instances arc given in wiiich it is said the Aus-
tralian converts evince the genuineness of their conversion by a 1

remarkable attention to order, cleanliness, and industry. There
|

arc now within the limits of this district fourteen principal stations %

or circuits, eighteen missionaries and assistants, and two thousand '

eight hundred church members.
|

The mission to New- Zealand was commenced in 1820, in a
j

part of the island distant from the field already occupied by the
]

Church Missionary Society. The natives are cannibals ; and at
|
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the time were at war among themselves. One of the missionaries

Mvs :

—

'"
After nu- arrival, I learned that Siiuxgf.k and his party slew one

Uioiisnnd men,—three liundred of whom they roasted and eat before

ihe\ U It the field of battle In war the New-Zealanders give no

.lu.ifter u> iho men, and take all the women and children prisoners.

'!'i.'-Ne iIm'V divide among themselves, accordino to the number of men

liilid. 'I'lie slaves are conducted to the villages of those who have

tftkiii tliem captive, and arc compelled to labor for their owners; and

aro s<ini<nimes used in the most alllicting manner, being frequently

killn! .-md oaten as an act of revenge."—i\f;)or«>r 1822.

Of course the prospect of effecting any good among these bar-

barians, dwelling in habitations of criaelty and delighting in blood,

was to the eye of reason exceedingly dim. For several years the

messengers of peace were treated with contempt, and their stead-

fast refusal to barter muskets and powder with the natives e.xcited

ihrir anger. Early in 1827 the missionary premises were attacked

by a lawicss band,'and burned ; and the mission family, consisting

of si\ieen, including women in delicate health, and seven native

children, were obliged to flee for their lives. We have seldom

read a more affecting narrative than that drawn up by these de-

voted servants of the Lord Jesus, in which they give an unvarnished

account of their trials and sufferings, and of those horrible scenes

10 which tliey were witnesses when driven from "Wesley-Dale."

"However," say they, in conclusion, in the spirit of men who count

not their lives dear unto them, " we beg it to be distinctly under-

nlood, that our mission to New-Zealand, though suspenchul, is by

no means abandoned. While we arc not blind to the diHicullics

whicii at present obstruct its progress, we are convinced that it

inay yei l)c prosecuted with rational hope of extensive and lasting

u«cfuhicss." And it was even so. The next year they were per-

milled 10 resume their holy enterprise on an invitation from one

of i!ic chiefs, but in a part of the island some forty miles from their

former station. The death of the bloodthirsty SJnniQ;ci', in March,

1>2S, seemed to have a favorable inlluence on the remaining chiefs

;

a season of tranquillity ensued ; and the Kcport for 1S.31 announces

llivil "a few first-fruiis have been reaped in New-Zealand." The

I»eaccfiil death of a converted native, by name Jlika, a youth of

ciijhiccn, gladdened the hearts of those who were toiling in that

b.irbarous land, and they thanked G'od and took courage. In 1S34

ihe report from New-Zealand is still more cheering. Tiic con-

t<Tsion, baptism, and happy death, of a chief named Har JIac, and

of a >I.n-c, once one of the most abject, degraded, and vicious of his

r«cc, by name Kotcea, illustrated to those faithful men the trulli
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of the promise,
—"They thai sow in tears shall reap in joy." The

last words of Hae Hae were, " I am going ; farewell ! I am going

to Jesus. I have no fear." The day before his deatli he warned

and exhoried his weeping relatives and urged them to meet him in

heaven. The history of the slave, Koteea, to whom at his baptism

was given the name George Modcy, is full of interest, and may be

found, with an account of his zeal and anxiety for the conversion

of his countrymen, in the oMissionary Notices for 1834. In tlie

Report for the next year, so wonderfully had the work of grace

progressed, that sixteen native converts, some of them chiefs, were

employed regularly as assistants to the missionaries. A printing

press was sent out ; and, says the Report, " an indelinitely exten-

sive field for the employment of missionaries and the establish-

ment of Christian schools appears to open before the vSociety in

that part of the world." Frojn that time to the present, with the

exception of insidious, but for the most part unsuccessful, attempts

to lure away converts by the Roman Catholics, and a disgraceful

and sanguinary war waged by the English soldiers against the

natives in the north part of the island, all the accounts arc in the

highest degree cheering and encouraging.* The Report for 1846

gives as the number of chapels and other preaching places on the

island, one hundred and ninety-eight ; of missionaries, assistants,

and other paid agents, thirty-four ; of local preachers, (natives,)

two hundred and tv:enty-tivo ; and of full and accredited church

members, (in addition to three hundred and thirty-four on trial,)

three tJiousondJive hundred and seventy-one.

At Tonga, one of the Friendly Islands, the Society's first mis-

sionary landed on the 16ih of August, 1S22. He was received

with kindness by Palan and other chiefs, who readily promised to

• With refercnrc to Popish and olhcr opposition, the Report for 18-15 holds

ihis language :
— '• The agents of Popery are busily at work ; and certain in-

tolerant clergymen of a profcs.^rdli/ Protestant church are endeavoring, and

too sucocbsfuUy in .some places, to unsettle our native converts by calling in

question tlie niinisterial character of the society's missionaries, and the validity

of their minii-trntions.'' In the Keport for 1810, spcnking of the New-Zealand

district, they say :
—" Certain exclusive Episcopal clergymen are working a

greater amount of rnischirf by introducing among our people unprofitable dis-

putations, and by prejudicing them against their former religious teachers,

than even the emissaries of Rome ever have been able to effect. " One of the

missionaries deplores ''the evils resulting from the wilr/ high-churchism at

present rampant in the land." "A spirit of division," he says, "has been

engendered, and animosity and disputation have made their appearance in our

previously peaceful borders."
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tend llioir children to the proposed school ; and added, "We will

come ourselves and learn something from the white people."

'ITiO doctrine of the transmigration of souls prevails among the

natives of all these islands. An aged chief being asked how old

he was, replied, about a thousand years ; and " there is scarcely

a man on 'i'onga but thinks he has lived hundreds of years." The

islands are about one hundred and eighty-eight in number; the

natives are large, well-formed, and far more intelligent than the

i\o\v-Zealanders. Palan is represented as a remarkably fine look-

iu}4 man, and is "much heavier than two common-sized Europeans."

Vor twenty years previous to the arrival of the missionary the dif-

ferent islanders had been engaged in almost incessant wars, which

were conducted in a way more bloody and horrible than can well

be conceived in civilized countries. By their own acknowledg-

ment, the islands were more than half depopulated by these con-

tests, and the time selected for the commencement of this mission

seems to have been peculiarly propitious. In 1831 its success is

h.-\id to have been signal and gratifying, and there were then—al-

lijough but three missionaries had labored among them—two hun-

dred and eighteen members in the society,, and two hundred and

ihiriy-lwo on trial. In this year additional missionaries were sent

out, and a printing press, by which they were relieved from the

excessive and almost incredible toil of preparing manuscript books

of instruction for more than a thousand adults and children then in

their schools.

At the Jlahai Island, another of the group, the success of the

nn«;sionarics was still greater. In the Report for 1832, the king

is t^aid to have begun to meet in class; and soon after, having given

Ratisfactory evidence of a change of heart, was publicly baptized.

Ili.s heathen name was Paitfahan; and, in the midst of a congrc-

galifin of two thousand, after a sermon by the missionary, " in a

modest and devout manner," he publicly professed his faith in Christ.

" I hland here," said he, *' in the presence of God, and in the midst

of you, my people, to make known to you my mind toward the Lord

J»-hovah. I thank the praying friends for having sent a missionary

t'» my land, to instruct me and you, my people, in the things of God.

A short time ago I was wicked in my life, serving the devil with

all niy might; and I was very near burning in the unquenchable
fire of hell. But now, I thank the Lord Jehovah, and his Son,

ic*us Chri.st, for having sent the gospel here to teach me and you,

rny people, h is because of this that I stand here this day alive.

^•^r iho l-isi eight months I have been united to religious society,

•ivd i iiavc been earnestly seeking the Lord, that I might do that
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which is riglil in his sight, and I come this day to give myself and
these, my children, body and soul, to the Lord Jesus Christ, and
to be baptized in his holy name. I sincerely thank him for his

great love to me and to yon, my people, and I do now take him
for my Lord and my God ; and I earnestly desire also to be bap-
tized with the Holy Spirit, and to be filled therewith." On the
same island, soon after this event, was witnessed one of the most
signal triumphs of the gospel. It was the conversion of Tamuha,
a female who had been esteemed a deity, and to whom the natives
had long paid divine homage and adoration. So rapid, and withal
so deep, -was the work of grace thenceforward, that, says the Re-
port for 1S4G, "the word of prophecy has had its accomplishment,
and a 'nation has been born in a day;'" and, in the next account,
it is said of the twenty islands known as Hobai, "There remains
little room for the extension of the work. Idolatry has ceased to
exist, and almost the whole of the adult population are now mem-
bers of Christian society." The news of this wonderful work of
grace, it seems, had by this time reached Rome ; and in 1837 his
holiness, the pope, sent to the Friendly Islands a bishop and five

missonarics
; who, in an interview with several of the chiefs, pro-

fessed anxiety lo instruct the people in the old religion : that which
you have been taught, said they, is new and lately sprung up. The
iionest simplicity of these babes in Christ was, however, more than
a match fur their Jesuitical cunning ; and permission to stay was
refused them at every place where they called. " bless the Lord
lor this !" exclaims the missionary, in giving a plain statement of
llie facts

; and he concludes with the thrilling appeal :—" Who can
bid tltem God speed, and be free from the blood of souls ? No,
never, never may the mother of harlots, or her children, gain any
fooling in the Friendly Islands, or any of the islands of these seas !-^

O ! may God prevent, may Christ, the good Shepherd, prevent it

'

and may the Methodists, and oil the friends of our common Chris-
tianity, come furv.ard to send us more missionaries /" But the
man of sin does not so easily abandon his designs. Baffled and
driven off, as his emissaries were, they soon after appeared again,
itinerating to the various missionary stations, and endeavoring, by
every means, to subvert the faith of the converts. In the prosecu-
tion of this object, says the Report for J 845, "every species of
calumnious misrepresentation has been resorted to;" and in lliat

for 184G we have an account of their conduct at Uvea or Walliss'
Island, which is enough to make an.angel weep. The native teacher,
who had charge of the little society there, after detailing sundry
scandalous transactions, thus proceeds :

—
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•' Wc had built us a chapel, which was finished, and neatly ornamented

ill over with the various-colored sinnet ; and, afler it was opened, the two

t•ru•^!^ ^Hvc oriU-rs to the people of the island to bum it with fire, for it

was irulv iho devil's house ; and tlie house vas set on Jirc in the night,

and viiriicd down."

15y l!ic machinations of the priests a bloody war ensued, in which

ihc wriier of the above letter was slain, and a large proportion of

the converts were induced to attach ihemsclves, nominally at least,

lu the Popish religion ; and thus, in the opinion of the missionaries,

their goodly prospects arc, in that little island, blasted. In this

entire district there are but ten "paid agents," including mission-

aries and assistants ; while the number of " full and accredited

church members" is six thousand five hundred and nincty-

ncven.

'The Fccjee Islands, also in the South Sea, constitiile another

district. The natives were remarkable for savage ferocity of cha-

racter ;— cannibals, delighting to feast upon the flesh of their ene-

mies, and, indeed, esteeming it a religious duty to offer human

victims as sacrifices to their gods. Among these savages a mission

was established in 1836. In 1840, so diligently had the mission-

ary applied himself that he had composed a grammar and dictionary

of the language, had translated portions of the Scripture, and pre-

pared several elementary books of instruction : a printing press

was received from Great Britain, and copies were multiplied and

circulated in the schools already established. Enduring hardships

and privations, in the midst of perils and dangers, the missionaries,

men and women, seem to have been endued with more than mortal

courage, and they toiled on, trustingly, cheerfully, even amid scenes

like the following, which we copy from a letter sent hoinc in 1812:

—

" W'c have seen the numslod bodies of those who have !)een niassa-

cr«'il or slain in war, drao-ged on the ground, with a rope round their

necks, to the ])ublic market-place, and, in broad daylight, oflercd to the

{:ods, cut up, cooked, and eaten ; and all this in the immediate vicinity

of the mission premises. These horrid deeds are not the cdects of a

fit of passion ; the Feejceans do not eat men as a lion devours his prey,

as we liad thought; but the whole tragedy of rutting up, cooking, &c.,

»» performed without the least emotion, and without any apparent shame.
We have seen the widowed mother led alive to the grave by her own
^'•ns, and by their cruel hands strangled, and that without any apparent

rniiorse, either for the loss of a parent, or ihe perpetration of such a

horrid imirder. They are without natural afiection, implacable, unmer-
cifiil. We have wept over these cannibals, and remonstrated with them,
ofid June Ixen threatened idth death for such interference ; but, though
thus repulsed, we have tried again and again, and, thank God, wc aro

now beeoniiiig more successful."
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During almost the entire period, since the establishment of the

mission, wnrs have been raging among the different islands—wars
attended wiih almost every species of cold-blooded cruelty; yet, in

the midst of all, God's promises to his faiihful servants have been
verified, and gloriously fulfilled. At no time have there been more
than seven missionaries in the district; yet, as the fruits of only

ten years' labor, they report, in the four Fecjeean circuits, upward
of eleven hundred riiernbcrs, of whom forty-four are licensed native

preachers, who render cheerful and valuable assistance. As was
to have been expected, opposition and annoyance of another kind

are now to be endured. From the Report for 1846, we learn that

a Roman bishop and two priests had arrived at one of the islands
;

and, although the king was unwilling to reqeive them, yet the priests

remained, and will doubtless pursue their unholy work.

Passing from these islands of the sea, we come to the Society's

missions in Southern Africa. ^J'hcse are divided into three districts.

The first, tJie Cape of Good Hope, in which are nine missionaries

and assistants, and twelve hundred and forty church members;
second, the Bcchuana, employing seven missionaries, and reporting

a membership of si.x hundred and ninety-eight; and, thirdly, the

Albany and Kajfraria, in which are twenty-five central, or princi-

pal, stations,* seventy-six chapels and other preaching places,

twenty-three missionaries, and fifteen hundred and ninety-two
church members. In these, as in all the other statistics of the Soci-
ety, persons on trial for membership are not included. These
amounted to several hundred in the districts under consideration

;

and, in the Inst Report, the number of attendants on public worship
in South Africa, including members and scholars, is set down at

nearly sixty thousand. A glorious result to have been almost
entirely brought about within a quarter of a century ; and full of

interest is the history of this enterprise from the time when that

most laborious servant of the .Most High, Barnabas Shaw, com-
menced the work among the ''Little Namacquos.'' Resolutely
bent, by God's grace, on the salvation of the degraded Hottentots
around him, he built a dwelling place for himscif, and, soon after,

with such assistance as he could obtain, erected a chapel, in which
he gathered the natives, and talked to them about Christ. He
called iiis little solitary station Mount Zion. Strong in the faith,

he labored for awhile alone ; nor long without fruit. From the

• Many of these stations have been named by the missionaries. Thus, in

this district, we have Newton-Dale, Wesleyville, Mount Coke, liutterworth,

Beecham-wood, Clcrl.cliunj., and Bunlingville.
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.\aiiiacqiias the Lord raised up a helper for him

—

Jacob Links—
who, bciiipr employed by ihc Society as an assistant missionary,

labored lailhfuHy for several years, and was murdered by his coun-

IrvMH-n in 1625. William Threlfall, a missionary from England,

and anollicr converted Hottentot, were killed at the same time.

Hui liio work of God went on ; additional missionaries were sent

on; ; now stations were occupied ; and, to replace the martyrs, the

Report of the very next year speaks of three native teachers, of

decided piely and talents, raised up from one Hottentot family.

In addition to the numerous schools that had been established, a

seminary, of higher grade, designed for the instruction of persons

lu be employed as teachers and natives called to the ministry, was
commenced in 1838. It is called the "Watson Institution," and

nmnbercd among its first pupils three converted Kaffers, three

Jk'chuanas, and one Mozambique. A periodical in the Kaffer

language was also issued, and gained rapidly in favor with the

natives who were able to read. It was called Umshumayeli Wen-
(laha ; or, the News Teller. The articles inserted in its columns

were designed to advance the cause of the Redeemer by exposing

t!ic absurdities of superstition, and by the increase of general know-

ledge. It was supplied only to subscribers; as all were made to

understand, from the beginning, that it was to be sold, not given

gratuitously. In 1840 upward of three hundred copies were circu-

lated. At Thaba IJnchii, in the Bcchuana district, one of the fur-

lhc.>l stations in the interior of Africa, in the fourth year of its exist-

cnec as a missionary station, the adult natives had made so much
proficiency in reading that the missionary had translated and printed,

in the Sichi/ona language, several of the Saviour's parables and

other little works ; and from Plaatberg, another infant station, the

gr.uif>ing intelligence was received that, under peculiar circum-

stances, upward of three hundred dollars, or i^22 14s. sterling,

were obtained toward defraying the expenses of the station, besides

nearly ten pounds in missionary subscriptions. In the Report for

1^39 is a very interesting letter from the missionary at the Beka
station, in KaiVerland. We make an extract, which affected us

no; more by the ingenuity of the object for which the re(]uest is

tnadc, than by the singleness of purpose evinced by the petitioner :

—

" And there is another thing, as connected with the sabbath, v.hich

I nuiht bog leave to bring before the committee, or the friends of mis-
hioas coiicrally

; and that is, that they would furnish us with a qnantity
of lif sUi(T of which flags are made, that we may hoist them at different

iH.iriiH. 1 liavc one. here ; but Pato has requested that more may be put up,

•o that, as soon as ours is seen on a Sunday morning, all may be hoisted
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throughout the tribe, as a kind of telcgrapliic dispatch, announcing the

Lord's day. Many of the people plead ignorance, and the chief is

anxious to take this plea from them, so that, throughout this tribe, every

one may be able to know, by tliese silent, yet efilcient preacliers of the

law, that the sabbath-day has arrived. Had 1 my wish, and did I pos-

sess the means, I would not rest until tliis plan of telegraph was adopted,

every Sunday, throughout KafTerland ; the more so as the Wesleyan mis-

iiions alone extend throughout the whole length of KafTerland proper,

namely : about two thousand five hundred miles. I have never asked
any favor for any particular station before ; nor have I ever received

any ; nor is what 1 now a-^k, for the personal comfort of myself, or of

any on the station ; it is purely for the service of God, and therefore I

feel no delicacy in making the request."

Doubtless liic bunting was sent by the first opportunity; and long

may the flags wave as successive sabbaths dawn. In 1840 very

gratifying accounts were received from the mission among the

Mantalccs, a large and powerful tribe "until lately shut up in the

densest darkness." Their country is also included in the Bechuana
district. Two of these native converts died triuinphantly during

the preceding year, the first adult jMantalces, it is said, who have

departed this life in the failh of Christ. In this region isthcil/an-

tatcc branch of the Watson Inslilulion, at which sons of the most

influejilial chiefs and others arc receiving instruction,—a copious

grammar of the language having been prepared by the missionaries,

and printed, with other books, at the Society's press at Thaba-Un-
cliu. An improved edition of the entire New Testament, in the

Kaficr laiigtiagc—the first having been exhausted—and about three-

fourlhs of the Old Testament, the whole translation, ^vith the ex-

ception of a portion of fauTs Epistles, the work of the Society's

missionaries, were issued from their press early in the year 1S46.

The devoted liarnabas Shaw is still laboring in that distant field,

and with huii a sun, who v.'as born in Little Namaqualand, now also

a missionary, ami actuated by his father's spirit. Indeed, a more
zealous and successful band of laborers are nowhere to be found

in Christ's broad vineyard than the Wesleyan missionaries in

Soutlicrn Africa.

On the south-west part of the large Island of Madagascar a

mission was commenced in 1S24. A gentleman who had formerly

suflered shipwreck on that coast contributed three hundred pounds

toward the expense of the undertaking, and the committee invited

the prayers of Christians for its success. Two years after, it seems

to liave been abandoned for reasons which may have been well

enough known at the time, but which are not stated in the

" Reports."
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W'usTEUN Africa.—From this department of ihe work, and more

cprc-ially from llio Society's oldest station, Sierra Leone, the re-

iiMii?} have been, from the beginning, full of melancholy interest.

Tin* lirsl missionary sent lo this field was Mr. Warner, in 1811.

He filed in about a year after his arrival. Thenceforward, one after

.niiuthcr, in rapid succession, the missionaries have fallen under the

deadly inllueiicc of the climate
;
yet has there been no lack of la-

boiors, and tiie work of God has steadily advanced. Precious is

iUo memory of those who volunteered for this forlorn hope, and

who died there with their armor on. The first Report before us

announces the death of ]\Irs. Brown, and the removal of the other

nnssionaries for want of health. In 1819 Mr. Gilison died,—a few

inonths after his arrival ; i\Ir. Bell followed him to the grave in

ISxI'J, and in the next year both the missionaries, ]\Ir. Lane and

Mr. lluddlostonc, died within three months of each other. The
latter gives a touching account of the last sickness of his colleague,

and on the same page is recorded, by the pen of his widow, a notice

of his own peaceful departure. " He charged me," says she, " to

icll the committee that he iiad exerted every nerve in the cause of

the mission, and that he was dying happy in the faith." In 1824

iwo "heroic men," says the Report, "gave the preference to this

]>i)si of danger ;" one of whom, Mr. Harte, died in a few months.

In 1828 Mr. Courties and Mr. May were stationed there ; and the

next year's Report says, simply and touchingly, " their labors

were supended by death." In the same year died also Mr. Monro
;ind Mr. Peck, and Sierra Leone is again w^ithout a minister.

There was one yet left in Western Africa. Mr. iMarshall was

laboring successfully at St. Mary's, on the river Gambia; but him,

too, ihc Owner of the vineyard called lo his reward in the following

)C.ir. Soi long, however, was the field left vacant; and others

heard and answered to the Master's call. In 1835 is reported the

death of Mr. Clarke, who iiad been permitted to toil one short

year ; and, says the Report for 1836, the mission at Cape Coast has

l»cen suspended by the lamented death of Mr. Dunwell. Still seems
tlic Lord of the harvest, in his mysterious sovereignt3^ to be saying

lo his collective church, as he said of old to Saul of Tarsus, I will

*liow you how^ great things must be suffered for my name's sake.

I lie year 1838 was one of unprecedented mortality, and Zion was
t-allcd to mourn over the untimely departure of many of her most
devoted champions. Mr. Crosby and Mr. Patterson died at Sierra

1-rConc; Mr. Maer, wasted away by lingering fever, was released
f>n board liie ship in which he had embarked to return to his na-

tive land. Mr. Wilkinson, Mr. and Mrs. Hanop, Mr. and Mrs,
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Wrigley, all members of this mission, were cut down in the midst

of their usefulness. The Report for 1S40 chronicles the death

of Mr. Fleet and jMr. Parkinson. In 1841 two returned home
emaciated with disease ; while Mr. .Spinney, Mr. James, and Mr.

Jehu, were permitted to lay tiieir bones beside their brethren who
had gone before them. In the next year it was "the mou-rnful

duly of the committee to nnnnouncc the lamented deaths of Mr.

Thackwray, Mr. Walden, Mrs. Freeman, and Mrs. Ilesk ;" and, in

1843, Mr. Wyati, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Shipman, and Mrs. Swallow,

were called to their reward. In the early part of the year 1845,

Mr. Walkins, who had been very successful at the Akrah station,

was removed by death ; and, in about six months after, his suc-

cessor, Mr. Greaves, was summoned lohis heavenly home. Blessed

men ! they counted not tlicir lives dear unto them ; their moral

heroism is a precious legacy to the church of Christ, and we have

a melancholy pleasure in placing their names upon our fleeting

pages.
" God burios his workmen, but carries on his work."

In the midst of difficuliies of various kinds—opposition, perse-

cution, sickness, and death—the Sierra Leone Mission lias so pros-

pered, that the l^cport for 1846 sets down the number of full and

accredited church members at three thousand one hundred and

eighty-six ; on trial for membership, seven hundred and fifty-eight.

They are under the charge of four missionaries and two native

assistants. The number of local preachers on the three circuits

included in the district is fifty-seven ;— all of whom support them-

selves and rcniicr clliricnl service on the sabbath.

The Carnl'ia district, also in Western Africa, comprises four

principrd stations; St. Mary's,— first mentioned in 1824, and prose-

cuted under discouraging circumstances until 1834, when it was
visited with showers of gracious influence, and the year following

is reported as one of " unprecedented prosperity,"— Barrapoint,

Nagabantang, and Macarthy's Island. The peaceful and indus-

trious habits of the Fonlalis, at this last-named 'station, marked
ihcm out as fit objects of missionary zeal to the indefatigable Coke;

but it was not until 1832 that the Society, urged on by a pledge

from certain benevolent persons to meet the whole expense for five

years, resolved to plant there the standard of the cross. On this

district there arc now six missionaries and assistants, eight local

preachers, and a membership of four hundred and seventy-eight.

The third division of the West African jMission includes the

Gold Coast, Aslianti, Badagry, and other parts of Guinea. It

dales its commencement in 1835, when a missionary was sent to
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CajM>. Coast Town, who reported thai not only did the European

rrsidcius receive liiin gladly, but that many of the natives, the

fanUcs, were anxious inquirers,—one young man having journeyed

nriiriy fifty miles to converse with him on the subject of religion.

Froni its proximity to the powerful kingdom of the Ashantees, and

lis contii^uity to the Niger, affording facilities to the nations on its

banks, the mission at Cape Coast naturally excited much interest

from its commencement. In 18-10 one of the missionaries made a

journey to Ashantce, an account of which, published in the Appcn-

,iiv to the Kcporl for that year, is intensely interesting. He tra-

veled tlirough a densely populated region, and, in the midst of the

Hiost revolting scenes of heathenism, appears to have been favora-

bly received by the greater part of the native chiefs. At most of

the native towns he collected congregations, to whom he unfolded

fiis design in visiting them, and spoke of the blessings of the gos-

pel, " remarking," he says, "that as I was a minister of the gospel,

I coxild not prudently make them presents according to the usual

ruslom; il being beneath the dignity of Christianity, which is so

truly excellent in itself, that it requires no recommendation except

a conviction of its value." So favorable was the impression made

by the publication of the missionary's journal, that a special ap-

peal was made to the British public; and, in 1841, more than five

thousand pounds sterling were contributed for a mission to the

Cold Coast and Ashanti,—" one of the most important ^under-

t.ikings," say the committee, " of modern days." From Kumasi^

the capital of Ashanti, the missionary writes, under date January

•Jd, 1814:—

" Having boon, through divine mercy, spared to labor on this station

I'i'irin^' ilie past four months, I am able from constant and daily inter-

couisf wilh ihe {)eoplc to speak with greater confidence as to our

juii-specls of success, than when 1 last addressed you. It may, indeed,

be said that the present state of things is such as to warrant die ex-

I'octalion lliat ere lon^ a large accession to the kingdom of Clnist wdl

bo made from the (at present) degraded and sanguinary .Ashantees.

V.'ii'w now we have tlie most convincing proof that we have not labored

ni vain, nor spent our strength for naught. Some arc inquiring, with

n.iich apparent sinceritv. What shall I do to be saved? It has been

my happiness to admit on trial two or three interesting and promising

N'lsing men, (Ashantees,) who, from the spirit they manifest, bid fair to

adorn their t'hrisuan profession, and ultimately to be made instrumental

• •f '.MK)d to ilifir degraded countrymen. Besides these, there are others

c.f whose conversion to the faith of Christ we may justly entertain

Hron« hopes, but whom I have not yet thought it prudent to invite to

unite themselves wilh us, as. owing to the peculiar circumstances in

wiucb wo are placed, it is necessary to be exceedingly circumspect."
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In another part of the leiter he speaks of the cliaracter and ha-

bits of the Ashanlees as follows :

—

" The scenes I have been called to witness during my short resi-

dence here have in many instances been of the most soul-hanow-

ing description ; nor could I have thought it possible that human life

should be so little cared for, or ooiumon humanity be so foreign to the

mind, as is the case in Kutnasi. 1 do not exaggerate when I say that

during the past four months, at least eight hundred persons have fallen

by the sacrificial knife, not, one of whoso dishonored remains have

been laid in the grave. On several occasions I have seen the headless

trunks of these poor victims lying in heaps of from fifteen to twenty,

the swine and the turkey-buzzards either greedily preying upon them,

or standing by literally gorged with the flesh of one's fellow-man."

At the great yam-festival at the capital of Ashanti, in 1S45, at

which, in former years, literally torrents of human blood were sl'ed,

but one person—and he a condemned criminal—was put to death
;

and on the principal day of the feast, while the excitement was at

the highest, between one and two hundred natives withdrew from

the scene of temptation, and met together, at the call of the mis-

sionary, for the worship of the true God. In 1842 a mission was
commenced at Badui^ry, a region hitherto known only as the seat

of the most sanguinary superstition, and the scene of the worst

atrocities and cruelties of the slave trade. Schools have been

established, and already fruit has made its appearance. The last

Report, however, represents this mission, owing to wars raging

among the different chiefs, as in the most critical circumstances.

These bloody conflicts arise from the trafHc in slaves, still carried

on and encouraged by civilized and professedly Christian nations.

Four slavers were lying off the town, awaiting a cargo, at the date

of the latest intelligence ; and, says the missionary, " It is the trade

in human blood and bones,—man selling his brother,—and the cal-

lous, brutal, inhuman, and fiendlike stale of mind which must ever

be associated with it, that forms the mighty obstruction in our

path." The Report expresses the greatest sympathy for this "ex-
cellent missionary and his heroic wife," and earnestly commends
them and their mission to the prayers of all good people. The
membership on this district is set down at seven hundred and
fifty-one; there are twenty-four day schools, (one at Ashanti, and
one at Badagry,) in which are seven hundred and forty-three scho-

lars ;
the whole untlcr the superintendence often missionaries and

assistants.

We come now to the oldest, the most extensive, and, taking all

things into the account, the most successful missions under the

care of the Society. In 1786 Dr. Coke and three others landed
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ai Afttis[ua, in llic West Indies ; and from that time to the present

\'m Wcslcyans have been ministering llic word of life to the sLives

Rrui tree persons of color in those islands. It is impossible to

otKnalc the amount of good that has been accomplished by iheir

hhoxi ; and the light of another world will reveal the number, who,

l!!rju!;li ihcir instrumentality, have been made free in Christ Jesus,

and ;i(li!cd to the company of the redeemed in heaven. For the

convenience of the reader, and for the sake of brevity, we have

tiiruwn the more important statistics of the five West Indian dis-

tiici.'i, as given in the Report for 1S46, into the following tabular

farm :

—
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their native land, and handed down from one generation to another,

are also a great obstacle in the way of their conversion. The in-

fluence of the " Obi," or " Obiah" witchcraft, upon their untutored

minds is almost incredible. "A menacing word, or even a look

from one reputed an Obiah man, is sulFicient to fill their minds

with the most dreadful apprehensions of future evil ; and so pow-

erful is the influence of imagination, that, in many instances, that

which they most fear actually comes upon them : they sicken, pine

away and die, under a disease which has no cause but their own
superstitious fears."

In addition to the relentless hostility of many planters—the legal

owners of these human chattels for whom Christ died—the mis-

sionaries have had to contend with the perverseness of the local

governments, and bow to many ridiculous regulations imposed upon

them in their labors of love. Nfew, every chap.cl must be closed

by a certain hour; and now, no Maves are permitted to assemble

after dark—a restriction almost equivalent to forbidding their

meeting at all. Occasionally an insurrection breaks out—we
marvel that they were not a Inmdrcd fold more frequent—and lo

!

the missionaries are charged with its instigation, their lives are

threatened, their property destroyed, their chapels demolished.

On one occasion obsolete laws are raked up and enforced ; and on

others, the mob rules and tramples upon all laws,—as at Barbadoes

in 1623, when the chapel and mission premises were demolished,

the little ilock scattered, and the missionary and his wife obliged

to fly for their lives from one hiding place to another; and, as at

]Montcgo Bay, nine years later, where, under pretence that the cha-

pel was unlicensed, the niandatc went forth that it must be closed,

and the little society was forbidden, anywhere, to assemble for

God's worship. Th.c bigotry and intolerant zeal of Romish priests

have also been aroused, more especially at Hayti, from which
place the missionaries, in the Reports for 1821 and 1823, give

some outrageous specimens.

By the tempests incident to the climate, the tornado and the

luirricane, much loss in the destruction of chapels has occurred.

Dominica was thus visited in 1635; ruin and desolation were
spread throughout the colony, and many places of worship leveled

to the earth. St. Vincents sull'ered still more severely from the

same cause in 1832, and nearly every chapel was demolished.

By those still more terrible visitations, earthquakes, greater losses

have been sustained. In 1842 one of the mission stations was
blotted out of existence ; and instead of the usual account of its

religious state and prospects as given in former years, we have

13*
'
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the nflocling entry: "Cape Hayticn destroyed by an earthquake,

May 7, lhl2." The Kves of the missionary and his family were

xiifroifiiliy preserved. In the same year, and from the same cause,

many chapels, school-houses, and other mission buildings, were

il^^troycd in Antigua, Dominica, Montscrrat, Nevis, and St. Eus-

{tiiius ; lo repair and build which, says the Report, "many thou-

sands of pounds will be required." By means raised among
ihombclves, and with comparatively very htlle assistance from the

Sociciy, save as loans to be repaid at a future time, the damages
were, for the most part, repaired, and many new and enlarged edi-

fices were erected during the ensuing year. Indeed, one of the

most gratifying results of the missions in the West Indies is the

!sc!f-sustaining spirit which has been called into existence, and

wiiich, in the more prominent stations, is not satisfied without

<loing something, in addition, for the more feeble. This has been

remarkably exhibited since the ever-memorable 1st of August,

18:M, when was carried into effect the act of the imperial parlia-

ment for "the abolition of colonial slavery, so long," says the

Rcpurl for 1S35, "the sin, and shame, and curse of our country."

Tiic committee congratulate the Society on the accomplishment of

this great event; dwell on the peaceful circumstances which marked

the transition of nearly eight hundred thousand fellow-beings from

a slate of slavery to the enjoyment of freedom ; and gratefully ac-

knowledge the cheering religious prosperity immediately conse-

quent thereon. As evidence, they allude not only to the increase

10 tiic membership in the several stations, and the eager attend-

ance on the public means of grace, insomuch that the places of

worship arc now found (1S35) wholly inadequate, in many places,

for the crowds who throng thither, but to the abolition of Sunday
inarkeis. the voluntary sanctification of the Lord's day by many,
who, a.s slaves, were compelled to violate it, and to the doors,

Intlicrto closed, now opening in every direction for the messengers
of salvation. Eight years after the date of this event, namely, in

1*^12, tlie lleport says: "All the stations in the colonies of St.

("liristophcrs, St. Vincents, and Barbadoes, Jiave become entirely

Hi<i<'},cndcnt of British pecuniary aid." The same was said of

c-'i^hi of the central stations in the Island of Jamaica, all of which
''^Pi)ortcd themselves, and some contributed largely to the poorer
t'^xiciics. One case in particular, that of Bath, in Jamaica, has

honorable mention. Here there are no white persons but the mis-
siooiiries. The religious society and congregation consist entirely

<^'« blacks, and about a dozen Creoles. In addition to meeting all

l-'t expenses of their own missionaries, and building a chapel,
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wliich cost upward of -£2,500, ihcy gave nearly .£200 for llic

•relief of the feebler stations in the district. In the Report for

1844, say the committee,

—

*' Ten years have scarcely pnsscd away since civil freedom began
to dawn upon the negro population in the British colonies ; and already

our nnssions in those colonics, which once pressed so heavily upon
the general funds of the Socictv, exhibit such signs of advancement as

to warrant the expectation that they will shortly become self-sup-

porling."

Wc notice next, and finally, the labors of the Society on our

own continent.

The missions to the British dominions in North America are

included in five districts : Canada West, Canada East, Nova
Scotia, Ncw-Brnnswick, and Newfoundland. The chief objects

of their attention have been the emigrants from Great Britain, and

iheir descendants, who speak the English language, and bear the

Christian name. The labors of the missionaries appear to have

been thus exclusively confined until 1834, when the Society took

under its supervision several interesting missions among the native

Indians, which had been prosecuted with such success that, at the

lime of their connection with the British Societj', twelve hundred
of the Chippeways were professors of the Christian faith, A mis-

sion to the Esquimaux, on the coast of Labrador, had indeed been
undertaken in 182G ; but although the Report for that year speaks

of their "docility and susceptibility of feeling on subjects of reli-

gion as highly encouraging," yet the next year it was " impeded by
diflictdties ;" and, in lb28, "for the ])resent suspended." In the

Report for 183G, it is stated that, at the river St. Clair, a whole
tribe of pagan Indians had been converted during the preceding

j'ear. The number is not stated ; but four years after, the mem-
bership at St. Clair is set down at one hundred and thirty-one.

In 1840, in consequence of liberal offers of assistance from the

Hudson's ]iny Company, three missionaries .were sent to their

territory for the benefit of their " agents and servants," as well as

for that of the Indian tribes within their bounds. The cominittee

express their "deep sense of obligation" to the governor and
honorable company in general, and " especially to George Simp-
eon, Esq., tW governor in chief of their territories." Some suc-

cess appears to have attended these efforts, and the station at

"Rossvillc" reports a membership of one hundred and twenty-

one; that at " Moose Factory," eighty-three; none of whom, wo
suppose, arc Indians, or the fact would have been stated. Tlie
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Uunl station in lliis district is " Lac-la-Pluic and Fort Alexander,"

and the fourth is called " r^dinonlou and Rocky Mountain," neither

of which report any membership.

The i)rincipal Indian missions proper arc in the Canada V/est

district, and they arc represented generally as being in a flourishing

...liiion. At MJcrvillc, in the neighborhood of Rice Lake, is a

.imial labor school, toward the support of which the sum of i^lOO

nnuallv is given by the Indians themselves from their annuity

from lii'c British government. The school contains about thirty

pujuls, several of whom are reported to have made much pro-
j

Jicicncy in English grammar and geography. At Mud Lake the
j

uborigines have erected, entirely at their own expense, a very I

neat and convenient house of worship ; and at Grand River, where
j

the prospect was for awhile quite discouraging, a gracious revival
j

of religion is mentioned in the Report for 1S46. At St. Clair,
\

says llic Report for the preceding year,

•' Our excellent missionary has had to contend against the triumvi-

rafr, so clelcrinincd and active in the present day in their opposition to ;

tho 'gospel of Christ, infidclily, Popery, and Pitseyism ! But, having

obtained help from God, he has nobly maintained his grcRind. The

emissaries of Rome have made very little impression ;
albeit to seduce

the Indians from the simplicity of the gospel, they have, among many

oilier artifices, exhibited to them pictures of the Virgin, and the infant

S'.ivionr in her arms, in which the former is represented as an Indian

f'-inale, and the laUer as a papoose /"

\Vc are unable, from the inanner in which the reports are drawn
j

up, to give the precise number of Indians in ciiurch fellowship with
|

the Society. It does not, we judge, exceed eight hundred. In the
j

entire Canada West district the number of full and accredited |

church members, including Indians, is two thousand nine hundred
j

ami eighty-one; and in the East district, where the laborers, with
|

the exception of salaried school teachers, have been about as many, >

and where liic expenditures are not half so great, there is a mem-
j

bcrship of four thousand one hundred and fifteen.* The Nova

f^cotia district reports four thousand eight hundred and ten ;
the

New-Hrunswick, three thousand nine hundred and eighty-three;

and the Newfoundland, two thousand four hundred and ninety-

'iiiie. Tlie number of missionaries and assistants in the British \

• In this district ninny of the stations lie contiguous to the western part of

ihf Kate of New-York ;
" in consequence of which,'''' says the Report for

I^H. "the population is of a very mixed description; and Christian piety and

l^alty arc injuriously aflccted by the opinions which are propagated by wan-

4cring and erroneous teachers from the neighboring country."
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dominions in North America is one liundred and one ; of local

preachers, two hundred and thirty-nine.

But Ave have already exceeded our prescribed limits ; and, omit-

ting a multitude of reflections and observations which have crowded

upon us in taking this rapid survey of the operations of this great

institution, we close with the general summary of all the Weslcyan

missions as presented in the Report for 1S46 :

—

Central or principal stations, called circuits, occupied

by the Society in various parts of the world, . . . 284

Chapels, and other preaching places, at the above-men-

tioned central or princiijal stations, as far as ascertained 2,522

Missionaries and assistant missionaries, including ten

supernumeraries 397

Other paid agents, as catechists, interpreters, day-

school teachers, cScc, (this number has been very con-

siderably reduced, as many hundreds of teachers in the

Friendly Islands do not now receive any pecuniary re-

muneration for their services) 847

Unpaid agents, as sabbath-school teachers, &c. . . 6,832

Full and accredited church members .... 103,150

On trial for church nicmbership, as far as ascertained . 4,315

Scholars, deducting for those who attend both the day

and sabbath schools 71,625

Printing establishments 8

F.

Art. II.— 1. Ohscrvations on Popular Antiquities, chiefly Illus-

trating the Origin of our Vulgar Customs, Ceremonies, and
Superstitions. By Jonx Brand, M. A., Fellow and Secretary

of the Society of Antiquaries of London. Arranged, revised,

and greatly enlarged for this edition, by Sir Henry Ellis.

K. II., F. R. S., Sec. S. A., <fcc.. Principal Librarian of the

British Museum. Three volumes. London. 1841.

2. Dcmonology and Witchcraft. By Sir Walter Scott.

3. Article in Blackicood's Magazine— lite Divining Rod.

The work which heads our list is a most curious production.

The matters of which it treats would seem, at the first glance,

trivial and uninteresting, and, consequently, beneath the notice of

such men as the learned i\Ir. Brand and iiis laborious comment-
ator. Nevertheless, the subject, unpromising as it appears to the
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canjial observer, is pursued with all tlic learning, acuteness, and

mlirril research of grave investigation ; and the facts rescued from

oblivion are not \vithout their value in the historj' of mind. His-

tory lias loo long been written on anti-republican principles. That

which is ])ahncd ofl'upon the reader as the history of a nation, is,

in Hjos-t cases, the history of a few individuals only ; while the

j.torv of the people's joys and sorrows, employments and condition,

remains untold, save when incidentally involved in the chronicles

of the nobility. Many of our histories are little more than meager,

njisi-rablc details, of the manner in which one despot after another

made love and war, and dressed and feasted, till he was gathered

unto his fathers, and another reigned in his stead.

This mode of constructing history is contrary to all our ideas

of propriety and justice. If we can have but one, we would rather

know on what principle of conscription Xerxes raised his immense

artiiy for the invasion of Greece, than to learn how the silly monarch

pouted because of a storm on the Hellespont, and caused the sea

to be soundly Hogged for its disregard of court etiquette. We wish

the history of the people ; their actual state, their every-day man-

ners and customs, their hopes and fears : what they believed, and

what they doubted. Sir WaUer Scott, and Messrs. Brand and

Kllis, have turned their attention to one branch of this popular

exposition ; and we must confess that we have read their volumes

with no small interest. We cannot condemn the subject as puerile

Wc may indeed deride, as folly and weakness, the whole system

of amulets, charms, and superstitions of various kinds, which once

held sway over the multitude ; but we cannot forget the fact that

minds of culture and capacity have been brought under the same

dominion. Luther threw his inkstand at a devil who sought to

diyuuh him. Pope Innocent YHI. leveled a bull, and James I. a

volume, against the heinous sin of witchcraft. And the great

lioylc, in treating of the porosity of the human body, cites mindcls

as a proof of the ingress of external effluvia into the body. He
;idds, that he is " persuaded that some of these external remedies

do answer; for that he himself, having once been subject to bleed

ni the nose, and reduced to use several remedies to check it, found

liie moss of a dead man s skull, though only applied till the moss

uas warm, the most effectual of any."

The work of Scott is doubtless well knov/n to all our readers ;

And we recur to it only for corroboration. The volumes of 3Iessrs.

Br.ind and Fdlis (which have never been republished in this coun-

try) are more learned, and more laboriously wrought out, than

" Dcmonology and Witchcraft ;" and they also take a much wider
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range. They treat of days lucky and unlucky; marriage cus-

toms and ceremonies; customs at deaths and funerals; drinking

customs ; sports and games
;
popular notions respecting the ap-

pearance of the devil ; sorcery or witchcraft ; obsolete punish-

ments ; omens, charms, divination, vulgar errors, &c., &c.

We pass over the most of this vast multitude of various super-

stitions, and single out two or three, traces of which are found in

our own day. The first to which we beg leave to introduce the

uninitiated among our readers is rhaudomancy ; or, the use of

the divining rod. The popular belief was, and, to some extent,

is yet, that by means of a rod of wood, properly prepared and

managed, effects may be produced for whicli no natural cause can

be assigned ; that treasures hid in the earth may be detected, lost

goods found, future events ascertained, and even spirits evoked, by

a skillful operator. This superstition reaches back into remote

antiquity. It seems to be alluded to in the prophecy of Ezckiel

:

" My people ask counsel at the stocks, and their staff declareth

unto them." The Chaldeans, and all the nations of antiquity who
practiced divination, frequently employed wands for that purpose.

In heathen mythology the mystic wand figures very conspicuously.

Minerva is represented as wielding one that could make people

young or old, as circun)stances required ; Circe could change

men into beasts, and beasts into men ; it is hinted that the Ca-
ducous of Mercury ilid very materially assist his locomotion ; and

the apocryphal Abaris is represented as flying on an arrow through

the air from Scylhia, like a modern witch upon her broomstick

steed. It has been conjectured by some that the wand owes its

celebrity in mythology to the dim traditions of the rod of Moses
which have floated olY among the nations. Others say that the

devil, taking the idea from the rod of the .lewish lawgiver, taught

men how to employ the wand, and himself gave it efficacy. This

was the opinion held by many of later times, when the rod, though
shorn of a jwrtion of its glory, was still, in the popular estimation,

invested with marvelous powers. A celebrated philosopher, Mal-
branchc, who was consulted, in 16S9, with reference to the matter,

declared, very seriously, that none of the alledged effects could be

produced without the concurrent action of some intelligent cause;

"which cause," says the pious father, "can be no other than the

devil." Indeed, it did rcciuire some intelligent supernatural agent

to perform the wondrous exploits said to be accomplished by it;

for it "had the virtue of discovering not only treasures, metals,

landmarks, thieves, and muriherers, but also the adulterous of

both sexes."
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James Aymar, a common peasant of St. Vcran, in Dauphine,

flourished in Lyons, in 1G92, as a practical operator in rhab-

domancy. J lis fame spread far and wide. He ascribed his power

to no evil agency, no compact with the devil ; but was very pious

willial, attending mass and confession daily; and affirming, very

panciunoniously, that were he to marry, he w-ould lose his powers,

and becoiiic as other men. The magistrates of the city were so

ififalualed with his mystic arts, that he was employed to find the

author of a murder; and a man was actually hung, whom he pre-

tended to detect as the criminal. After astonishing the sages of

that goodly town for a lime, he was sent for to Paris, where, says

father Maibranche, "he made such a multitude of discoveries as

obliged many people to confess that we are now better enabled

than ever to assert, by indisputable phenomena, that devils can

prwiucc a hundred things, provided they are determined thereto by

the intervention of some occasional cause, such as the application

of a certain slick or wand." Multitudes came, laden with offer-

itigs, to ask his assistance. Some, who had been robbed, wished

to learn where the robbers were secreted. Members of rival vil-

Inge churches, both claiming to have in possession the identical

body of the same saint, came to know the true one. Others

brought a parcel of bones, or rags, or other relics, and desired to

know whether they had ever belonged to any saint ; and one

young man, who was betrothed to the daughter of one of his

neighbors, came to learn the real character of the damsel.

At the request of the prince of Conde, Aymar attempted to per-

form his wonders in the palace of that nobleman. Here he failed

r.itcriy, and " quite lost his reputation ;" and, although a certain

.M. \'allemont published a treatise apologizing for his failure, his

arts were exploded, and his occupation was gone. M. Buissiere,

the apothecary of the prince, wrote a book to explain his decep-

tions ; and the man who had been gravely employed to discover

Uio author of a murder committed in Rue St. Denis, was com-

P''!!cd to leave Paris in disgrace as an impostor. The last note of

bis fame is a doubtful story in Le Mercure llistorique and PoU-
liquc, 1G97. This states that the prior of the Carthusians of

N illcneuvc chez Avignon employed Aymar to discover the person

^lio had deposited an infant at the gate of the Capuchin monas-
lon,-. Aymar started from the gate, and, under the guidance of

Ins wand, followed the trail some distance, to another village,

Vkh(rc lio pointed out a house where he said the child was born.

Moreover, on Jiis way thither, he detected, by means of the wand,
Uic failicr of the child as he was passing by on horseback. The
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judge of the place, of his own accord, desired them to make no

further inquiry, and promised that the child should be taken back.
" Bui while this operator was disgraced, the instrument did not

wiiolly share his fate. The pretensions put forth in its behalf

were modified, and also somewhat reduced from their former

gigantic dimensions. It could no longer detect " murtherers,"'

and the parents of foundlings ; but was still in great repute as a

discerner of hidden treasures, mines, and subterranean currents of

M'atcr. It still astonished the learned, and puzzled the wise.

Agricola, the learned German metallurgist of the sixteenth cen-

tury, in attempting to account for its efTicacy, cuts the Gordian

knot by declaring that the devil is in it. Richelet affirms that

after what he has seen lie doubts not but that it possesses the

wonderful qualities ascribed to it : and Morhoff, v;ith all his

science, admits that it "was not clear to him whether the effects

are natural, or the result of demoniac agency." A M. Thouvenot,

in a memoir published in Paris in 17S1, took the former as the

true solution, and attempted to trace the relation between the

phenomena of the divining rod and those of electricity and mag-
netism.

The science, or superstition, in its abridged form, is yet extant

in America, England, and several countries of continental Europe.

Pn,-ce, the author of " Mineralogia Cornubiensis," gives accounts

of many experiments which he says were successfully performed

by the mystic instrument. A writer in Blackwood's Magazine

liius discourses on the proper mode of conductingthe experiments :

—

" You are to umlcrslaiul that, in minincr districts, a superstition pre-

vails amonff tlic pi.-oplc that some are gifted with an occult power of

detecting the proximity of veins of metal, and of undergroL:nd springs

of v/atcr. In Cornwall, tliey hold that about one in forty possesses

this faculty. The mode of exercising it is very simple. They cut a

hazel-twit; tliat forks natuVcdly into two equal branches; and, having

stripped the leaves oil", they cut the stump of the twig to tlic length of

three or four inches, rind each branch to the length of a foot, or some-
thing less ; for the end of a branch is meant to be held iu each hand
in such a manner that the stump of the twig may project straight for-

ward. The position is this: the elbows are bent, the forearms and

hands advanced, the knuckles turned downward, the ends of the

branches come out between the thumbs and the roots of the fore-

fingers ; the hands are supinated, and the inner side of each is turned

toward its follow, as tlicy are held a few inches apart. The mystic

operator, thus armed, walks over the ground that he intends exploring,

with the full expectation that when he passes over a vein of metal, or

underground spring of water, the hazel fork will move spontaneously

JQ his hands, the point or stump rising or falling as the case may be."
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'i'llis liaz.cl twig is tlic divining rod, in whose efficacy in finding
wai'V or nietal under ground thousands bchcvc most firmly, even
ninid t!ic unuitcrablc radiance of this gas-lighted century. It must
U' remarked, however, that in America the wand follows certain
It.vs unknown to Europe,

We are told that in Cornwall, the hazel rod, which is the only
one employed, moves whenever the operator passes over a vein of
lii.M.d or an undergroimd spring of water. Here we discover a
p-rind defect in the transatlantic instrument. The responses of
iho oracle, like those of Delphi, are ambiguous. The speculator
in iron mines may fancy that the omens point out a bed of ore,
whereas the fact may be that only a subterranean current of water
rdFerts the rod; and thus great expense may be incurred in friiit-
loss excavations. But in our own land, the proverbial acutenes.
nnd enterprise of the people have improved the art of divinino- and
earned it far beyond all the old world ever knew. It has-been
diM-<.vercd that the witch hazel, and certain other kinds of twi-s
iiidicatc the presence of metal; while, in order to detect currents
of water, it is necessary to employ the branch of some tree culti-
vated for Its fruit. Let no skeptic smile profanely while we re-
mark that the peach twig meets with general preference among
professional water finders. That hazel twigs were used in search"
«'ig for metals is proved by a remark in the " Living Librar}-, or
1 1 istoricall Meditations," puWished in 1621 :-" No man can tell
w!iy forked sticks of haziU (rather than sticks of other trees grow-
ing' upon tl'c very same places) arc fit to shew the places where
l.ic vemcs of gold and silver are—the stick bending itselfe in the
places, at the boitome, where the same veines are." Other autho-
rities state that the liazcl, willow, and elm, are all attracted by
•springs of water. The American distinction is a very important
ih.«covcry, if its truth can be demonstrated.
There is also a variation, on the two sides of the Atlantic, in the

'!'.-»;;nosis of a successful operation. The writer in J31ackwood
n"otos from the book of a certain Count de Tristan,' who claims
"'• t^redii of having investigated the subject at great length, having
'i^-Jc a series of experiments, and noted down the results with the
'I'^'M scrupulous accuracy. The philosophic count thus describes
I-"- movements of the divining rod :—

„f ".,.'V,rT '.T"" 7 ^}^'''' ^'^P^ ^^''"^ ''''''" '"'''^^ "PO" ^^'^ exciting tract

.^•i^\m-,r M I

' ' ^"'^^''^ '^^ ^"'^''^ horizontally, with its central anrrle

l.>nn..,„
"•"'' Sently to ascend

; it gradually attains a vertical

WvlZZTrTT''''^ " P"''^' ^^>'^^"^ ^^'^f' ^^"'^. lowering itself with its

*
'<^«ara the clicst of the operator, it becomes aoain horizontal.
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If the motion continue, the rod descending, becomes vertical with the

angle downward. Finally, the rod may again ascend, and reassume

its first position, having thus coaii)]ttcd a rcvoliuion. When the action

is very lively, the rod immediately commences a second revolution
;

and so it goes on as long as the operator walks over the exciting sur-

face. It is to be understood tliat the operator does not grasp the han-

dles of the fork so tightly but that they may turn in his hands. If,

indeed, he tries to prevent this, and the fork is only of hazel twig, the

rotary force is so strong as to twist it at the handles, and crack the

bark, and finally fracture the wood itself."

It is remarked, that although the general style of performance

on the part of the rod is accurately described in the above ex-

tracts, yet tiicrc arc some, a small proportion only, in whose hands

the wand moves in tb.c opposite direction. This anomaly the

writer above quoted attributes, with great acuteness, lo the pro-

bable fact of their being left handed. It was also discovered that

a coating of sealing wax upon the handles of the rod, or a cover of

silk, entirely arrested its operation. Tlie same eflcct was observed

when the operator, as he carried the rod, also grasped long branches

of the hazel, trailing upon tlie ground. We commend these facts

to those who design to give the subject a thorough investigation.

The American mode of holding the divining rod is the same as

that above described, but its motion is entirely dissimilar. In the

Gallic experiments, the rod is represented as rising under the

mystic inlluence; in America, it declines. After much inquiry,

we can fuid no traces of liiis upward tendency. The count also

speaks of complete revolutions
; but nothing of the kind is known

in democratic divination. With us, the strength of the downward
tendency is the criterion of the degree of excitement. And old

practitioners claim to have arrived at that degree of skill which
enables them, by this alone, to decide accurately what depth it

will be necessary to excavate in order to reach the object. Indeed,

we have been told of a practitioner who professes lo be able lo tell

the dillercnl strata of earth and stone which the workmen will en-

counter; and whose pretensions, extravagant as they may seem,
are received by many with implicit faith.

In this country the divining rod has been considerably used, not

only to discover ore in the mine, but to detect hoards of buried

treasure. Irving alludes lo this use of it in some of his writings.

The pirate Captain Kid is thought to have buried, in various

places, great store of pearls, diamonds, and golden ingots. Some
locate his hiding places on Long Island ; some on the banks of

the Hudson ; others, on Statcn Island : and the aid of the wand
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Ins many times been invoked to discover the hoarded wealth. It

\sM believed in those days that to seek Kid's money was to em-

bark in a most perilous enterprise. Tradition asserted that when

ili*^ pirates secreted their plunder, they always shot one of their

nunilKT. and buried him with tlie spoil, that his ghost might guard

tt Irom depredation. The popular superstition on this point may

bo U-arncd Irom the fragment of an old witch-song, which belongs

to the traditions of West Jersey :

—

•'
1 b.i\s- liiem bury their golden store at the foot of the pirate-tree :

Uo!(l Bhxckbcard cried, 'Who'll guard this wealth]' and, O! 'twas mercy

to .see,

How even the wretch, who fears not hell, turns pale at the thought of

death

!

Hut one bold knave stood bravely out, and offer'd himself for scath,

• 1 '11 watch it
!' quo' he ;

' for these forty years I 've wander'd o'er land

and sea,

.Kx\<\ 1 'ni tired of doing the devil's work, so bury me under the tree

;

And bi'Uer I '11 rest, as I guard this wealth, than you in the realms below,

Wlicro the soul cannot burst amid endless groans—where the pirate's soul

must go.'

So they shot him dead with a charmfed ball ; and they laid a broad flat

stone

Deep in the earth above the gold, and they stood the corpse thereon.

Now wo betide the daring fool who seeketh that gold to win

;

lx.1 mortals beware of the noble wretch who standeth that grave within."

Hist. Coll. of New-Jersey.

Inasmuch as the treasure was guarded by spirits, it was believed

thai iioihiug but spells and incantations of great power could wrest

\.\\c. gttld from the custody of the fearful sentinels. The magic wand
was ein[)loycd a few years ago, as Mesmerism has since been, to

discover the location of the lioard ; and then all that remained to

be done was to get possession of it. This latter part of the exploit

w.is by fir the more difliculi and dangerous, as the spirits some-
luncK proved unmanageable.

\Vc have heard of an instance in which three men performed
tlit^r midnight incantations over the place where treasure had been
b-.iiicd, but could not succeed in laying the spirits ; and there rose

»>;K>n ilicir vision the grim spectre of a negro with his throat cut,

-•Jtid the l)lood streaming down his breast in torrents. The catas-

truplie of some of these speculations was not so deeply tragic.

An old gentleman, yet resident at Port Richmond, on Staten

Inland, once related to us an adventure in which, in the days of his

youth, he was personally engaged; and as it will illustrate the
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superstitions and mystic arts wc arc discussing, we will give tlie

substance of it. Tradition had assorted that vast hoards of trea-

sure of various kinds lay buried upon the shores of Fresh Pond, a

little sheet of water which lies about a mile inland from New-
Brighton. It was currently reported that certain adventurers had,

on one occasion, dug almost down to the gold ; but just as they

were upon the point of grasping the treasure, the ghostly sentinel

rose upon them, and threw them entirely out of the hollow which

they had excavated, and drove them away. It was supposed that

their failure resulted from the absence of a charm strong enough

to lay the spirits. Our friend was invited to accompany a party

of men in a nocturnal expedition to the haunted spot. The Jason

of this modern attempt to gain the golden fleece was an old withered

Guinea negro, who had the reputation of being a great adept in

practical denionology, having doubtless been initiated into the

mysteries of the devil busb before leaving his native land. This

dark dealer in the black art, on this occasion, gave his disciples

many instructions for their guidance, one of the most important of

which was, that when they arrived upon the enchanted ground

they must not utter one syllable, or the charm which he contem-

plated would be dissolved. They arrived at the spot duly equipped

witii spades and picks, and also a goodly bottle of whisky, which
was designed to keep up their courage in tliis perilous enterprise.

Tiie old African commenced his incantations in solemn silence.

He first ascertained the precise place for excavation ; then he

walked round it three times in a circle, sowing mustard seed;

then he drew forth a rusty sword, and marched round in the same
path, hewing and cutting the air in all directions ; and the spell

was complete. No spirits (punning aside) could exist within that

charmed circle. The master of ceremonies gave the signal, and
they silently commenced the task of exhuming the gold, which no

doubt lay buried there. They toiled on witliout cessation, save

that occasionally some one of the number would lay aside his in-

strument, and, with the flask aforesaid applied to his lips, pass a

few moments in pensive contemplation of tlie stars. And now
Cometh the catastrophe. One of the diggers, a very thirsty soul,

applied the flask to his lips, and raised it to a horizontal position,

in vain: he elevated it by degrees till it approached the zenith.

His worst fears were realized; and, in the extremity of his con-

sternation, he burst out, "The whisky is all gone!" This un-

happy exclamation destroyed the spells wherewith the spirit senti-

nels had been bound. The horror-stricken Ethiopian commanded
them to desist from their labors, as they were at the mercy of the
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•pirju; and they abandoned ihc enterprise, and left the ground in

»iismay.

'riioui;li tliG idea that spirits keep guard over buried coin is now,

^* fur as Nvc know, an exploded superstition, yet a part of the

appliances resorted to by the money diggers has not .become

wholly obsolete. In the mining districts, both in Enghmd and

America, there arc a few believers who hold in respect the an-

cuMil art of wand divination. In some minds this fanciful notion,

as sonic would term it, survives in all its strength. The Rev.

.Xjr. 1) , an able minister of the gospel, who died in tliis county

i!i ihc year 1810, was a decided enthusiast in the art; and he not

only believed that it was possible to render a twig an unerring

tjuide to ore in the mine, but he believed just as firmly that he

liinisclf could perform the mystic operations with success. We
have hoard of his practically exemplifying his faith. He and a

clerical friend were once rambling over a mountain near Morris-

town, Ncw-.Iersey. Mr. B. cut a twig of the orthodox description,

ami carried it in position as he walked. Suddenly it was appa-

rently drawn down toward the earth. He called his companion's

attention to the fact, remarking that there was a bed of ore of some

description. After passing around in various directions, with his

diviner, he pointed out the course in which, according to the indi-

cations, the vein ran ; and remarked that at the foot of the de-

clivity they might possibly find the outcroppings of the stratum.

'I'licy sought these revelations, and discovered something which

ilie operator, who was gifted with a brilliant imagination, declared

proof posiiivc of the presence of iron ore. We ought to remark,

jfj justice to the subject which we are so gravely discussing, that

ihc pcrlornier did not adopt his theory on this side of the ocean,

but br()U;,'lit it with him from his native land ; and, consequently,

his pcrfurniances may serve to indicate the present state of the art

>ri J]ti;;land.

The most common kind of divining now practiced is that which
•8 resorted to in order to find suitable locations for .wells. Many
insiances of its application have come to our knowledge ; and we
'i'ivc met with not a few true behevers. An acquaintance of ours,

by way of testing the abilities of a professional water finder, re-

quested him to pass over a certain lot, and ascertain if water could
'><- found near the surface. The diviner, after walking around in

*:>Nf--rs directions with his instrument, pointed out a particular spot

^Utc the twig was drawn down very powerfully ; he then traced

^^'» Jrrcmilar line diagonally across the inclosure, stating that in this

'-"ceiiuri there ran an underground current, and that it passed be-
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nealh a corner of the house, and ibence out under ihe street.

Soon after this anoliicr diviner was requested to tr)' liis powers in

the same field ; and he took the same course, pointing out the

especially favorable spot, and tracing out the same diagonal line.

Not long after a third practitioner, under the mystic guidance,

went over substantially the same line. And yet our informant

was convinced that there had been no collusion whatever. It may
not be amiss to state, for the benefit of amateur practitioners, that

one of the diviners employed, instead of the natural fork, two

twigs joined together in the form of a Greek cross.

Doubtless this incident has gone home to the reader's organ of

rnarvelousness with great force ; but as we do not wish him to be

converted to the mystic faith too suddenly, we will furnish an-

other specimen of divination where with to prop his falling skepticism.

Two farmers, whose lands lie along a ridge of limestone, where

it is almost impossible to find water without excavating much be-

yond the ordinary depth, resolved to dig wells. A water finder

was employed ; he performed his operations in due form, and

pointed out a location which he declared favorable. The work-

men commenced their labors, and, after proceeding through several

fathoms of solid rock, meeting with no symptoms of water, de-

sisted, and'liskcd for another trial of the art. Another place was

designated by the wand, and an excavation there was attended

with similar results, A third trial resulted in a third failure ; and

they rested from their labors. Here the other farmer, like the

moon in the ode, " took up the wondrous tale." The peach stick

was again appealed to, and an excavation was made in accordance

with the response of the wooden oracle. The workmen proceeded

to a depth of more than seventy feet; but no signs of water ap-

pearing, the whole project was abandoned.

But let not readers of small faith rejoice. What art is there in

which novices and impostors are not found? Do not lawyers and

physicians, as well as dealers in magnetism and clairvoyance, be-

wail the fact that their respective professions and sciences are

frequently brought into disrepute by empty pretenders to know-
ledge? We will now leave the reader to decide for himself upon

the merits of rhabdology, trusting that we have given a tolerably

fair exposition of the very respectable antiquity, and the present

state of the art. We perceive, however, that we shall be placed

between the fires of two ranks of ungrateful critics ; the one class

will reprove us for treating superannuated follies with so much
gentleness ; the other will denounce us for discussing such serious

mailers with so little solemnity.
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Another brancli of mystic art yet extant is the remedial use of

G'nulfts, spells, ami mysterious collections of words.

'I'iic use of amulets is of very ancient dale. The nations of anti-

quity, c.-<j.ccially the Persians and the Egyptians, placed great faith

in llioir protective powers. They were accustomed to inscribe

lij.on various substances the insignia of their patrons among the

j-^fd-*, and the particular expressions by which they were supposed

10 be. rendered propitious. These were worn upon the person as

a defense against harm. Pliny mentions these amulets frc-

<|iitMiily. The Greeks called them rrepia-ra, (pc/MKT7]pia, &c.

;

ihc Romans styled them amulata, appensa, and pentacula. Jo-

f'-jihus, in his appeals to the historians of other nations, in proof
v\ jus statements concerning the flood and the ark, quotes the lan-

guage cf Berosus, the Chaldean, thus :
—" It is said there is still

Bomc part of this ship in Armenia, at the mountain of the Cordy-
ac-ins ; and that some people carry olf pieces of the bitumen, which
Uicy lake away, and use chiefly as amulets, for the averting of

liiij'chiefs."

'J'iie term itself— " amulet"—is said by Smith to be of Arabic
origin, and to signify "that which is suspended;" he also conjec-

tures that Arabian merchants introduced these things into Europe
as an article of merchandise. In ancient times, faith in mystic
rciiicdies was so general, and so strong, that the art of medicine
cofisistcd principally in a knowledge of the mode of constructing
\iU'l applying them. The ancient amulets that are now deposited
in the collections of antiquarians are of various descriptions. Some
in- roui^h pieces of precious stones—agate, jasper, and cornelian

—

otiicrs arc fashioned into the semblance of a beetle, a quadruped,
or a human finger or eye. There is good reason to believe that

1!k' modern custom of wearing diamonds and other rare minerals

«l>>n the person, took its rise originally more from the love of life

Vau from the love of ornament. Pliny mentions the use of vcge-
Uble amulets, and asserts that " any plant gathered from the bank
c. a brook or river before sunrise, provided that no one sees the
{•"fjon who gathers it, is considered a remedy for tertian ague,
>*'ica lied to the left arm, the patient not knowing w^hat it is;

* *^», that a person may be immediately cured of the headache by
''-ic oppiicalion of any plant that has grown on the head of a
»;Vi5uc, provided it be folded in the shred of a garment, and tied to

J-'ic
jKiri aflectcd with a red string." Q. Serenus Sammonicus, in

f"^ jH>cm on the art of healing, lauds a celebrated charm, in which

^- Word Ahrucudabra was written and worn in a particular way,
"*<»< ri..ic^ hereafter. Certain minerals also were tied to trees to

Vol. VIIL— 14
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render them fruitful, from v/hich practice we have doubtless de-
rived the modern custom of jilaciiig stones among the branches of
fruit trees to make them bear well.

In the earlier ages of the church the use of amulets obtained to
a considerable extent, and met with a degree of toleration from the
authorized teachers of the people. The old charms of heathenism
were indeed condemned. Men no longer copied off the few un-
intelligible words which were engraved upon the image of the
great Diana of the Ephesians—and wore the magic scroll upon
their persons to cause them to have good success in their enter-
prises. But the place of the discarded charms was supplied by a
profusion of semi-christian devices. Pieces of bread, which
had been consecrated in the sacrament of the eucharist, were
worn by the living, and buried with the dead, as defenses against
evil spirits

; and quantities of dust and earth, brought from Pales-
tine for the discomfiture of the devil, were sold at enormous
prices. A cross, passages of the Scriptures, relics of the
martyrs, images of the saints, and a multitude of things of the
same description, were worn by the people as preservatives
from witchcraft, disease, and misfortune. The following frag-
ment of doubtful tradition, written out, and worn on the person,
was^ thought an infallible cure and preventive of the ague :—
" When Jesus went up to the cross to be crucified, the Jews
asked him, saying, 'Art thou afraid? or hast thou the ague?'
Jesus answered, and said, 'I am not afraid; neither have 1 the
ague. All those which bear the name of Jesus about them shall
not be afraid, nor yet have the ague.' Amen, sweet Jesus ; amen,
sweet Jehovah

;
amen." Some amulets did not bear so great a

semblance of piety as this. A particular amulet, which had cured
diseased eyes innumerable, "when all other helps were helplesse,"
was stealthily ripped open by some curious mortal, and found to
contain the fullmvmg elegant language :-"Diabolus effodiat tibi
oculos, impleat foiamini stcrcoribus." The recent converts from
paganism combined heathen and Christian amulets together, and
thus, as they imagined, constructed charms of peculiar power. In
later tunes, the pope manufactured and sold amulets, as his priests
do to this day wherever the commodity is saleable. The reform-
ers discouraged the use of these contrivances, but the custom -ave
way very slowly; and instead of being destroyed, underwent va-
rious modifications. Burton, in his Anatomy of Melancholy, con-
demns words and spells as "the divell's policy;^' but adds, that a
spider earned about the person will cure tlic ague, and precious

14*
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»j..;ics will Ijclp most diseases. Still, multitudes believed in the

ci'ivary of the written charms. Defoe mentions, in his History

c.{ ihc Plapjue in London, that various kinds of mystic devices were

worn upon llic person to prevent contagion. One of those, in great

repute, was a small piece of paper or parchment, upon wliich was

in«Tibfd the mysterious, incomprehensible word, Abacadabara,

winch was very powerful against fevers. It was written in the

lullowing manner;

—

Abacadabara

bacadabar

acadaba

cadab

ada

d

Certain ciiarms, composed of herbs or stones, were supposed to

be able to defend the wearer even from being wounded in a battle.

So universally was this believed, that in the legal duels of the day

nn oalh was administered to the combatants that "they had ne

rharin, no herb of virtue." The Turks, as a nation, are said to be

Mill greatly addicted to charms, spells, magic words, figures, and
liuinbcrs. Bits of paper, two fingers broad, rolle4 in silk, and
cot)iaining a sentence or two from the Koran, are in great repute

when they go to war.

lUii amulets and charms enjoyed the reputation of preventing

disease when the people began to doubt their power to turn aside

cinnon balls. Quills of quicksilver and arsenic were suspended
Ironi the breast, or worn next the skin, as a protection against the

p.'nijiie and other contagious diseases. A certain silicious stone,

II) color a dark green with red spots, which went by the name of

blotxi-sione, was believed to bo a preventive of hemorrhage, par-

t!c\il:ir!y bleeding at the nose. The more philosophical attributed

llic ffiicacy of these things to causes purely natural, though not

yi wholly expounded; but the nudliludes went on, apparently
v^i'.hout very definite ideas of any causes, either natural or super-
^:«Uiral.

Here is the mode in which certain fevers might be cured; the

pr'scripiion is found in an old manuscript quarto, dated A. D.

" Wryt thys wordys on a lorell ]d.'}'Ysmael,-i'Ys7nael+adJ2iro

Y'*
r'<r ungclurn ul soporeiur ist.e homo N. and ley thys lef under

')» licd that lie wcte not therof, and let hym etc Letuse oft and
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drynk Ipe seed smal groundcn in a morter and temper yt vi'\X\\

Ale."

There is also a charm devised for llic comfort of those riding

long journeys on horseback : novices in the itinerancy v/ill doubt-

less iiail its publication as a great favor. It is found in the "Eng-
lish Physician," printed in London, A. D. 1674:— "If one ride

\vith two little sticks of elder in his pockets, he. shall not fret nor

gall, let the horse go never so hard."

But in our own land, and at the present time, these mystic ap-

pliances are not unknown. Some of these old remedies have come
down to us with even tiic minutire of the ceremonies. In an old

book, dated London, 1655, called the "Anatomic of the Elder,"

we have a recipe for constructing an amulet :

—

" If in the month of October, a little before the full moon, you

pluck a twig of the elder, and cut the cane that is betwixt two of

its knees, or knots, in nine pieces, and these pieces, being bound \

in a piece of linen, be in a thread so hung about the neck that they }

touch the spoon of the heart, or the sword-formed cartilage ; and
|

that they may slay more firmly in the place, they are to be bound
|

thereon with a linen or silken roller wrapped about the body till |

the thread break of itself. The thread being broken, and the
|

roller removed, the amulet is not at all to be touched with the bare

hands ; but it ought to be taken hold on by some instrument, and

buried in a place lliat nobody may touch it."

This was all that was necessary to effect the cure. In the two

centuries which have elapsed since that prescribed form was no-

ticed, nations have risen to power, and fallen back into obscurity

;

revolutions have swept over half the civilized world ; science has

enlarged her boundaries beyond all that former ages dreamed of;

and errors innumerable liavc perished : but that old superstition

seems immortal. We speak that we do know, and testify that we
have seen. In the year 1844 we became intimately acriuainted

with a young man, a member of our own church, who had lost his

health from some aflcction of the chest. Having suffered from the

disease a length of lime, he fmally resolved to travel some sixty

miles, and consult a famous German "doctor," residing near

Easton, Pa. He was informed by that learned personage that hi.?

disease was " caused by his lungs growing fast to his breast bone !"

He agreed to test the sanative powers of the German, and paid the

ever necessary initial fee. He received a small vial, filled with an

aromatic mixture, of which he was directed to take certain drops

every day. He also received, to be worn as an amulet, a little

packet, which our own skeptical eyes beheld and our own hands
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han.ikd. Il was about tlirec-fourlhs of an inch in length, a lialf in

Hhiili, nnil a fourth in thickness. We were anxious to investigate

At roMtcnls, hnl being informed, very seriously, that such a pro-

ijmiiun was forbidden by the magician, we refrained, or, perad-

ti-nturo, another Pandora's box might have disgorged its contents

u|H';i liic human race. It was the belief of the patient that divers

most potont words were inscribed upon the interior; but of this

ihcrc was no ocular proof. This packet was to be inclosed in a

hncn hag, and suspended upon the chest by a linen string, com-

jv-^od of more than one thread ; and thus it was to be worn until

It lifoppcd off. When this came to pass, it was to be buried, or

j.'.nrod in the fire; but on no account to be touched with the

ihi^ors, on j^ain of a return of the malady ; and a failure to comply

with oarh and all of these directions involved the total ineflicacy

vif tht" remedy— if no other calamity followed. In a word, all the

rc^ul.iiions ordaincil in 10)55 were in full force yd. What be-

<M!nc of the packet we know not. Our friend did not converse

\\\Mu tlic suliject with much freedom ; and, in candor, we must
confess that the fault may have been with us; for instead of

fonducling our investigations with the cool deliberation of a mcdi-

intive philosopher, we pursued a course which might very easily

have been consjlrued into ridicule. But to the result. In one of

lliC back numbers of the Advocate an obituary notice sets forth

ilic Cliristian life and peaceful death of our friend, all of which
«s true.

As this "doctor" is the most noted magic practitioner in these

pnrt?, we feel bound to give as full an exposition as possible of his

»y«ltMn t>f therapeutics. As we never were favored with an op-

fH»nunity of inspecting the old German black-letter tome, from
which he is said to <lcrive his unutterable wisdom, we shall l)c

«~o:npellcd to content ourselves with a bare statement of tlic facts

connected with practical operations, leaving the inquisitive to in-

vc!=ti^;ac the principles. We know of a nimiber of cases in which
iht^ doctor has been consulted. One w as, that of a child aftlicled

^'^1 a disease of the spine, which no human skill can lieal ; an-

^ '•''^r was that of an adult subject to epilepsy ; but no particular
"ncct fullowcd his appliances in cither case. And yet this mystic
{>ri!rtioc is in repute with multitudes. Hundreds resort to this

«»';:!C operator to recover lost health, or even lost property; and
4.1 ^aic received graciously, and comforted with consoling words
5»^'i lar':rc promises. We arc told that sometimes a score of appli-

'*?!'' ^''^- '"' *^^ various descriptions will be congregated together,
«"«%'» wailing for his turn to come to consult the oracle ; or, per-
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haps, if \vc may believe uncharitable reports, the whole conclave
of wise men and women will be wailing for the grand magician lo

recover from an interview with spirits of some description. The
moon has an important inllucncc upon the "doctor's" curative

operations; and when that blessed luminary is at the full—the
precise. time when the ancient witches sallied forth with their

brazen sickles, to gather herbs to be used in incantations—the
influx of patients is greatest.

The mode of treatment varies witli circumstances. A man is

said to have applied lo the doctor to be cured of a chronic rheuma-
tism, lie was received with solemn cercmoniousncss by the re-

doubtable personage whose deeds we chronicle. The formidable
tome was produced, over whose pages of German black-lelter the
doctor silently pored for some time with a sage and mysterious
air, while the palient sal by, becoming more excited and nervous
every moment. At length the occult researches were completed

;

the doctor closed the awful volume, shut its massive clasps, and
beckoned his palient to follow. He took him into a large room,
lighted with a dim uncertain twihght.

" And over all there hung a cloud of fear,

A sense of mystery the spirit daunted.

And said, as plain as whisper in the ear,

The place is haunted."

When ihey had entered, the doctor locked the door, and com-
manded the palient to divest liimself of his clothing; and as he
began to comply, Uk; doctor took out a long blood-thirsty looking
knife and a whetstone, and proceeded to sharpen his instrument in

most vigorous style, at the same time looking over sharply toward
his patient, and muttering some unintelligible formula of words.
The poor man who came to be healed stood quaking with terror,

expecting to be carved up scnmdum artcm, and feeling as if he
could almost escape through the keyhole of the door. Still, there
sat the terrible doctor clallcring away with his knife and his
Dutch, and casting portentous glances at his victim. A perspira-
tion broke out upon the patient in his terror, which would bave
thrown a steam practitioner into an ecstasy. And thus he stood,
and trembled, and perspired ; and thus the doctor flourished his
murderous weapon, pausing occasionally to feel the edge of his
knife, and survey the victim with a grim, ogre-like smile. This
fearful performance continued about lialf an hour, when the doctor
abruptly threw down his knife, and bade his patient resume his
clothes, and follow him down stairs. This he did with all glad-
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r.c^^^ of heart, and was dismissed with the kind assurance that he

ehoiild no more be visited by his old tormentor, the rheumatism.

Hut llie learned "doctor" does not confine his operations within

the narrow limits which circumscribe the faculty in general. He

iiMiiistcrs to the brute creation with as much success as attends

his labors in behalf of human beings—thus demonstrating the in-

ooMif>rirabIe superiority of his therapeutics over the vaunted science

of i!ic ordinary disciples of Esculapius. We have been informed

of a circumstance illustrative of his prowess in putting to flight the

ills to which brute flesh is heir. The thing is related thus :—

A

dog. in a rabid state, bit four or five swine belonging to a farmer

who believed in the efficacy of magic arts. He immediately pro-

ceeded to the doctors, and asked his aid. The old ceremonies

were enacted, and the farmer received a most potent amulet for

each of the affiicted quadrupeds, to be tied about its neck. On

the way liome, he unhappily lost one of the packets ; but as the

diviaiicc rendered it inconvenient, he did not return for another.

Of course one of the animals was left without an amulet, and that

one died, so the story goes, and is believed, too ; and the others

recovered. Our informant, doubtless compassionating the weak-

ness of our faith, gave us most gracious permission to harbor any

doubts we chose ; and we cheerfully grant the same privilege to

others.

As we set out with the determination to give an expose of the

doctor's general mode of healing, and his eminent success therein,

it would be unpardonable in us should we omit to mention his suc-

ccssftd treatment of \Yitchcraft. We know some fancy, that

fincc a few of them were made examples of by the enlightened

Puritans, the witches have thought it prudent to keep the peace,

and not molest their neighbors. But this is an error; and ihc

witch population is perhaps as numerous now as at any former

lime. It is true that they arc seldom seen whisking through the

air, mounted on broomsticks; but they may have laid aside their

J<ncient mode of conveyance since the invention of the magnetic

^degraph. One thing, however, is certain, the superstition which

reigned in Salem is not wholly extinct even now. To illustrate

this permit us to state a case, the history of which came to us in

"0 direct and reliable a form that wc have not the shadow of a

di.ubt of any of Us particulars, save the alledged supernatural fea-

tures of the circumstance. About seven years ago a little child,

whoyc parents are still, we believe, residents of the county in

^hich wc arc now writing, was most singularly affected. Its

great symptom was its resolute rejection of its mother from all
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maternal offices. No kindness on !icr part liad the smallest effect

in winning to her the aft'eciion which it lavished upon strangers.

The parents wore greatly troublt>d on account of these things
;

and, after various conjectures, concluded that the child was be-

witched. This position was defended by that extremely logical

argument, "If it is not witchcraft, xchat is it?" They were con-

vinced ; the neighbors were converted to the same opinion. Mul-

titudes came to behold the marvelous spectacle ; and it is said that

some of the less cautious ventured too near the charmed object,

and were also affected in a supernatural manner. This unaccount-

able state of tilings continued for two months, and the child's ex-

traordinary aversion for its mother became even stronger. Things

being thus in extremis, the parents had recourse to the magic

powers of our "doctor." lie viewed the little one with an air of

profound mystery, and pronounced the conjecture correct; the

cliild was bewitched. In order to deliver it from the malignant

power of its tormentor, it was necessary to detect the unknown
foe. An investigation was had upon this important point. 'I'he

doctor caused a vessel of water to be brought, over which he held

something, our informants knew not what, while he looked in-

tently into the water. After some moments of suspense, he pre-

tended to discover the cause of the mischief, and pronounced it a

man, one of the parents' neighbors. They immediately referred

to one with whom they had for some time been at variance; and

l)c was decided to be the one. The magician took measures to

dispossess the ciiild, and gave it an amulet, we believe, for its

future defense. The parents were admonished to have no deal-

ings with the author of the spell on pain of a return of the evil in-

llucncc. The little one was cured at once, and straightway became
as afTcctionate as could be desired. And so cndeth the story.

Crcdat Judaciis A}>cU't.

Nor are the powers of our " doctor" limited to the discomfiture

of witches and the healing of all manner of disease. His incanta-

tions are equally cJlicacious in discovering strayed animals and

stolen goods; and his aid is often invoked by the bereaved. Eccc
c-xcmphnn : A C(;rtaiji dweller in these parts lost a gun, which, as

lie thought, had been stolen. He applied to the doctor in the

emergency ; and, after a grand pow-wow, lie was directed to re-

turn homo, and go eastward, and he would find the missing article.

lie obeyed, perscvcringly trudging over hill and dale in the search;

but all in vain. He returned to the mystic sage with his complaint

of failure, and was very coolly informed that he had not gone east-

wafd far enough.
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W'c riii^^lit enlarge lliis collcclion of "o'er true talcs" indefinite-

ly; but lioubtloss cnougii lias been related to reveal the magnifi-

cent prolonsions of the magician, and to show that they meet with

ronsRlcriiblc. favor among the multitude. We are not treating of

lost arts, nor of defunct superstitions ; but of those which are at

this lime in the full tide of successful operation. It is hardly time

lor us to bewail the errors of those who hung old women, and held

horse-shoes in veneration.

I'ornut us, by the way, before leaving this branch of our subject,

to niahe a remark upon the strange misapplication which the New-

Kn;;landcrs made of the old Levilical precept, " Thou shalt not

sulTcr a witch to live." They understood this to imply that there

were secret emissaries of the devil among them, who must be

carefully ferreted out, and detected by the application of divers

occult processes and mysterious tests ; whereas, the law seems

rather to be leveled at those bold impostors who play upon the

ncdulily of the ignorant, and gain money or influence by openly

prcleniling to be in league with invisible spirits, by whose aid they

ran [tunish their enemies and reward their friends, and accomplish

ina!iy things, great and small, which arc impossible to ordinary

mortals.

SpcIIsy and mysterious collocations of ivords, have been in use

from time immemorial. We read in the prophets of those who
" have familiar spirits and wizards, that peep and that mutter."

The inarticulate sounds alluded to may have been their pretended

rcnvcrsc with demons, or the spells and incantations which super-

'lilion considered efficacious in " summoning spirits from the vasty

deep." It appears to have been the general opinion that by certain

ceremonies, duly performed, the spirits of the dead could be brought

back. Jn the eighth J:]cloguc of Virgil allusion is made to this

fancy :

—

" If13 ei^o snipe luyum fieri et se condcrc silvis

Mocrin, saepe ammas imis cxcirc srpulcris"

The Jews abounded in these superstitious notions, many of

•^Oiuh ihcy are supposed to have learned during their captivity in

Haijylon. They never acknowledged themselves indebted to the

'•riiiiies for their proficiency in magic, but claimed to have de-
rived their knowledge from Solomon. They probably considered
"lit a more creditable source. The rabbins describe Solomon as

* Krcat magician; and Josephus states that he left behind him
'"any spells to terrify and expel evil spirits.

I lie C'atholics, in their false Gospels, and endless legends of the

»*>"ia, iiavc made use of these marvels to add to the interest of
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their stories. A certain St. Margaret, a holy virgin, is said to

have had a grand bailie wiih an evil spirit; and, after she had
vanqnished him, she, as feminine curiosity would dictate, inquired

a litlle into his former history. " My name," replied he, " is

Veltis ; and I am one of those spirits whom iSolomon, hy virtue

of his spells, confined in a copper caldron at Babylon ; but when
the Babylonians, in liope of finding treasure, dug up the caldron,

and opened it, we all made our escape. Since that time our

efibrts have been directed to the destruction of righteous persons ;

and I have been striving to turn thee from the course of life which

thou hast embraced."

The ancient Scandinavians and Teutons also imagined that cer-

tain forms of words had power over spirits, and could even raise

llic dead. In the Vegtam Qnida, or the descent of Odin, the

scald thus describes the manner in which Odin performed incan-

tations at the tomb of the prophetess :

—

" He Sling a sonr,' of incantation for the dead
;

lie looked toward the north
;

He placed magic characters
;

He began to utter words of wisdom
;

He asked for oracles,

Till she unwilling rose."

The Anglo-Saxons abounded in spells, which were used for

many purposes
; for instance, a particular formulary was ordained

to render land fcrlile, and another to preserve their cattle from
harm. But ihe spells which appear to have been in most repute

were those which were supposed to be of remedial efficacy.

Allusions to this phase of superstition arc found scattered through
the classics from the time of ITomer. The words of Horace are

generally understood as implying the existence of spells among
the Romans :

—

" Fcrvcl avarilin, nv.scroqvc ci/pidinc pectus ?

Sunt verba ct voces, quUnis hnnc Icnire ddorcm,
Possxx ct magnam morbi de-poncrc partem.'''

£pisto2arum, liber i.

The early English poets frequently allude to the incantations
in use among the "weird sisters." Chaucer speaks of them
thus:

—

" Tlicrc saw I,—charmeresses,

Old witches, sorceresses,

-• That useu c.Korsisations."
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Spenser, in his Faery Queen, describes spells as being used to aid

in allaying pain and curing wounds:—

" Wliicli docn, he balmes and hcrbes thereto applyde,

Ami evermore witli miglitic spcls them charmed,

That in sliort space he has them qiialifyde,

And him restored to health, that would have algates dyde."

1 1 is astonishing to observe with what tenacity some of these

fancies retain not only their existence, but their definitive form.

Homer describes the manner in which the sons of Aulolycus, by

r«'pcating a charm over it, stanched the bleeding of a wound which

riy.'^scs iiad received in hunting. The same practice prevails to

this day. There resides, or did not long since, not far from where

we arc writing, a man who claims to have knowledge of a spell

wluch will cause blood to cease flowing; and in time past so great

has been his reputation, that from far and near he has had appli-

cations for aid. And, more wondrous still, his incantations were

clJicacious, it is said, if performed in his own house, while the

wounded one was at the distance of miles. This last circumstance

is commended to the attention of those who would resolve it all

into animal magnetism. What particular charm this practitioner

employed we know not: but the old quarto of 1475 contains the

following "charme to staunch blood :"—"Jesus that was in Beih-

Iccm born, and baptyzed was in the flumen Jordane, as slente the

water at hys comyng, so stente the blood of thys man N., thy serv-

vaunt, thorow the vertu of thy holy name-fJesu-fand of thy cosyn

f-wcio Sent Jon." The directions of the manner in which the spell

ia to be employed, are :
—" Scy thys charmc fyve tymes, with fyvc

Paler Nosters, in the worschep of the fyvc woundys." The mark

before and after the name of Christ probably calls for the sign of the

cross in the performance of the ceremony. Jt bears internal cvi-

<icnce throughout of being a charm of Popish origin, as far as the

formular)' is concerned.

.Vnothcr branch of magic therapeutics is the cure of burns, by

tlic repetition of a certain form of words over them. In all the

nuiliifarious authorities which we have examined, we find no men-
iioti of this particular application of spells ; but the probability is,

that, like the others, it is of very respectable antiquit^^ The fact

aile(!':;ed to be performed is the removal, by the charm alone,

*^f all pain from a scald or burn, leaving the injured surface

'» s(uch a state as to heal in an extremely short time. These

<"<^!looations of words, so powerful for the removal of pain, do not

proceed clearly and definitively upon the principle of prayer to a
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higher Power. Tlicy seem rather to be based upon the vague,

indefinable notion, that there is wondrous energy in words alone,

and are employed with no clear idea of invoking God, man, or

spirit, good or evil. Those whom we have questioned touching

the foundation of their faith in these things, never speak of llic

efficacy of prayer, though they may be professedly pious ; but al-

ways appeal to " facts,"—those things so noted for sullen obsti-

nacy. They will relate divers cases, in w^hich, '* to their certain

knowledge," the charm did a " power of good ;" and ask, with an

emphatic nod of the head, " \^''hat do you say to that?" We will

relate one of the cases Avhich were told us by some very honest

people, in the hope that ihey might be instrumental in our conver-

sion to the mystic faith.

An old gentleman and his helpmeet contemplated an expe-

dition of a few miles to a ncigiiboring town, to dispose of

sundry country productions. They traveled in their own con-

veyance, to wit, a small wagon, wherein the said produce was
packed in a quantity of straw. They trotted on gently in great

peace of mind, and probably indulging in an indefinite reverie about

nothing in particular. lUu the laws of nature are irrevocable. The
old gentleman had in his mouth a clay pipe filled with goodly Vir-

ginia tobacco, and the bowl thereof, by reason of multiplied joltings,

assumed various angles of declination, until it Avas upside down.

As the iheoiy of gravitation hinted, the contents fell down into the

straw and set it on fire. The twain dreamed on for a lime ; but

ihey soon found themselves riding enveloped in flames, like Phae-
ton, when the horses of his father, Pha?bus, ran away with him.

They sprung from the vehicle, and strove to rescue their goods

and chattels. At last the conflagration was stayed ; but not iintil

the old gentleman's hands were severely burned, and the wagon
had also felt the ravages of the devouring element. They com-
menced their journey anew, but the old gentleman was unable to

liold the reins, and was compelled to resign them to his helpmeet;

while he spent the slow moments in groaning over his blisters,

and casting pensive glances at the damaged vehicle. Wiiile things

were in this deplorable state they met a pedestrian, one of the

initiated, who kindly performed a moment's pow-wow over his burns,

and lo ! they were well. He resumed the ofHce of charioteer,

and drove without experiencing the slightest pain. And those who
related this story believed it all. If any of our readers, in the

innocence of their hearts, should be prompted to inquire whether

the same incantation prevailed to mend the wagon, we entreat

them not to mention it; as we ourselves, by that self-same inquiry,
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caused our informants to wax very indignant at our unparalleled

un^)clicf.

Am old German, \Yhose patronymic was Bone, and who also

rejoiced in the prefix of "doctor," was, in his day, a noted opera-

tor ill curative magic. He died, at a good old age, about four

years since, at his residence near Caldwell, N. J. A clergyman

rri.iird to us an example of Bone's powers, the account of which

had l)cen handed down in domestic tradition. One of our inform-

ani'.s relatives had burned his hand most severely ; and the "doc-

lor," who liappened to be present, oilered to cure it. Assent was

^ivcn, though more in sport than seriously. The doctor com-

mriiccd describing a series of circles willi his hand, passing over

the burn gradually, in the mean time muttering the mystic cere-

mony in his native language. When he had thus proceeded over

I'.alf the surface of lire burn, the patient so far forgot propriety as

lo indulge in a profane laugh; whereupon the testy old German

dri>|.'i)cd the hand and the whole ceremony, bidding his patient go

"mil his burn" to a certain place which we shall not mention.

But listen to the sequel. It is said that that part of the burn over

which he had passed with his manual gyrations and his Dutch

became well a long lime before the remainder. And then comcth

tlic old logic :
—" If that did not cause the difTcrencc, what did ?"

'riicsc mystic performances over burns have been far more com-

mon in time past than many imagine. We have ourselves met with

not a few veritable performers, and still more who had witnessed the

wondrous operation. We have heard some aflirm that they had
tlicmsclves really experienced relief from a pow-wow. One person,

who is by no means lacking in intelligence or natural judgment,

rtlntcs her experience as follows:—When about ten years of age

s!ic was scalded so seriously that her life was thought to be in

danger. An old German "doctor," the father of the one who figured

80 extensively with ainulcts, was sent for with all speed. Ho
came and commenced his mysterious evolutions. He would place

his two forefingers together upon the further side of the several

burns, and, describing a semicircle with each, bring them together

*>^m upon the side nearest him, repeating a charm all the while,

«if:i occasionally breathing upon the part injured. The pain ceased,

ard the patient fell asleep. The doctor remained till the next

inofiiing, when he performed a few supplementary pow-wows,
iKKKficd a fee of fifteen dollars, and departed,—leaving all in huge

!»'-iniralion of his wonderful skill; whicli admiration has not wholly

»i'.;'.-d from the mind of his quondam patient.

Tijc same person also related another case, of which she
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had personal knowledge, and which we wish, for a special rea-

son, lo quote in the present connection. Some ten years after

the occurrence just mentioned, a younger sister lind a singular

tumor upon her eyelid. It had been there a twelvemonth, and

had grown to the size of a pea. A neighbor, whose ollicc it

was " to teach the young idea how lo sIjooI," offered to remove it

by a painless operation. They called upon liim ai his scat of learn-

ing, but nothing could be effected there on account of the multitude

of spectators. He accordingly led the child into the church, which

stood near, and there said the mystic words, standing with iiis

patient near the pulpit, while her elder sister looked in at the door.

A nearer approach would have nullified the whole ceremony. He
passed his hand over the tumor for a minute or two, repeating his

formula in a low tone of voice, and then led her to the door, saying

that she must be brought again to him at the next new moon. But

before that arrived the tumor had vanished.

The design which we had in quoting this episodical case is this:

we fancy that at this precise point, some sage dweller in the city

will lift up his eyes from the page to the ceiling in deep medita-

tion \ipon the extraordinary tenacity with which the benighted

country people cling to antiquated superstitions. For the edifica-

tion of this imaginary gentleman, we beg leave to state the fact,

that the performer of the last described feat some time since re-

moved his residence to the goodly city of New-York, and opened

an office for the reception of patients, where he is at this moment
engaged in an extensive practice, removing tumors, curing stru-

mous children and scrofulous adults, and doing all those marvelous

things which none can do but one who is, as the old book says,

" the seventh male childe, by just order, never a girle or wench

being born between." We may add, moreover, that he has of late

become a noted operator in Mesmerism, and has manipulated a

multitude of his fellow-citizens, not to mention a host of patients

from more distant parts,— whether to their benefit deponent

knoweth not.

We arc aware of the probability that some of our philosophic

readers, in pondering over these marvels, will construct wise

theories touching the force of imagination, and sagely call to

mind the story of Sir Humphrey Davy's patient and his thermo-

meter, and also the French criminal who died because he was

assured he was bleeding to death. Many such things have wc

heard already. But the charm for fever was to be prepared se-

cretly, and placed \mdcr the head of the sick, "that he wete not

thereof;" and the ceremony for burns is sometimes performed over
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rhi!<?rcn too young lo coinprcliend the notions of iheir parents,

—

the rc.>!iilts being nevertheless salisfiictory to believers. We our-

tclvfs know a person of firm faith, \vho was called upon to perform

over a Imle chiKl that had been severely scalded ; and those pre-

fccnt were verily persuaded that it was not in vain, as the sufferer

urcMJcd, in their eyes, to be relieved at once. And those who rely

ui>on that grand resort of bothered philosophers, the force of ima-

iMuation, must also rciTiember that the "charme to staunch blood"

1^ niCi\ indiflerently for brutes or men, and is as efficacious in the

one case as the other. ]\Ioreover, there is a formula of words

ordained for the cure of the diseases of horses, and another to aid

in l!ie churning of butler, taught the people by a "learned church-

man in Queen Marie's days, whenas churchmen had more cun-

ning, and could teach the people many a trick that our ministers

now-a-days know not."

\Vc doubt not but that our readers are in a perfect phrensy of

curiosity to learn the mystic form of words by which, in llie case

of luirns, such wonders are wrought in our own day. And some
enterprising New-Englander may contemplate making an immense
fortune by practicing on this system among the parboiled passen-

^^rrs of the explosive steamers on the Ohio and Mississippi. This

thirst for knowledge is laudable, and it should be gratified. We
liave pursued our investigations into this branch of the subject

will) all the ardor and perseverance of which it is worthy ; and we
arc happy to slate that our researches have been crowned with the

discovery of three different formularies, all, doubtless, of equal

potency. One is crabbed Low Dutch; but as we have some scru-

ples about making a parade of learning, we refrain from quoting it:

!»esi(les, we have forgotten it entirely. We will, therefore, give

the Knglish version ; and, while we repeat it, we hope all will

comport themselves with propriety:
—"Fire is iire, and water

quenches thirst ; father and mother are never out of bread ; in the

name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. Amen."
To treat the matter seriously, as we needs must from the cha-

racter of the language employed, it would seem from the latter

J';i'f of the formulary, that this is an imperfect imitation of "the

pi'-iyor of faith," which, in the days of the apostles, "saved the

nek." But, in despite of the outward appearance, we are con-

vinced, from all that we can learn, that the form is not viewed as a

prayer, but literally as a spell or charm; being used in many cases

^y those who make no profession of piety, and not seldom by the

"penly profane. The former part of the spell has no definite

*Pi>!Jcation to the case of one suffering from a burn ; in fact, it ia
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perfect nonsense,—but mere sounds, without a shadow of mean-
ing, make as powerful a charm as any. Bacon remarks, with re-

ference to these remedial charms,—"There have ever been used.

either barbarous words of no sense, lest they should disturb the
imagination, or words of similitude, which may second and icci\

the imagination ; and this was ever as well in heathen charms as

in charms of later times."

—

Nat. Jlist.

Perhaps some votary of empiricism (employing the term in its

best sense) is disposed to apply the test by himself, repeating the

magic words. But we would assure him, with all gravity, that

they cannot be thus tested. By the operation of an occult law,

the form can have no power when it is learned by the present

mode of tradition. Its laws are as rigid as those of the succession

by virtue of which a certain " bishop of New-York," whilom im-

parted great grace to all upon whom he laid his apostolic hands.

We speak of his official acts, without the slightest allusion to mis-

cellaneous performances. These mystic laws demand that the

initiated impart the wondrous spell to those of the other sex only.

They are as tenacious of gender as the Greek article. If a man
reveals the formulary to one of the same sex, the novice can gain

nothing and the initialed loses the power for ever. We were un-

ha))pily instructed in the magic terms by one of the gender mascu-
line, and consequently the charm has lost its virtue, and become
fuhnen hrtdum. We are out of the " succession." Therefore,

if any of our readers should venture on experiments and meet with

failure, they arc cnlrcatcd not to be skeptical on that account.

In order to a full elucidation of our subject, it is necessary for

us to state that those who are endowed with these supernatural

gifts, hold them by various tenures, and subject to various condi-

tions. There is now an old lady in Easton, Pa., who uses divers

kinds of incantations to remove tumors and cure burns ; and she.

like certain of the same profession who flourished centuries ago,

avers that she can retain her power only by refusing to make any

charge for her valu;ible services. The moment she fixes a price

upon the exercise of the charm, its efficacy will be gone. But as

it was in the case of her predecessors, however, to receive a pre-

sent in nowise interferes with the virtue of her pow-wows. And
indeed once, in a very communicative liour, something like the

moment when the sun went under the cloud, and the juvenile fish

in the spelling book laid hold upon the book, she remarked that

if her visitors '' only knew what hard words she had to say, they

would pay her." 1 1 is to be hoped that if any of our readers should

ever ask her aid, they will not forget this pathetic appeal.
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Those wlio imagine that these follies are loo trivial to be ho-

ik c»l, ami have always been passed by with contempt by those of

i>fijui.iry intellect, little know the influence they have swayed over

she po[Hilar nund in times past, or the strength that has been put

jorih ill ycriously battling with ihem. There have been some in

ail ages who have rejected the superstitions of the multitude.

I.ucian ridicules the whole system of Greek mythology, and

Cicero woi»ders how two Roman augurs could look each other in

ihc Uwc without laughing. And when spells and magic remedies

wt-rc at the height of their fame in England, many, like King

J.inics, spoke contemptuously of them as the "kindc of charines

iliai, cotnmonJy, daft wives use." Now and then individuals re-

volicd from the tyranny of vulgar custom, like the " great learned

darkc," described in a pamphlet published in 1605, who, "in a

*l;iiingcrous sicknesse," obstinately refused to be assisted out of the

world ill any but the regular way, utterly scouting the "magnifical

incantations and sorccrie" offered him, and protesting with his

l.jtosl breath, that "he had lived all his life by the bookc, and

would now, God willing, likewise dye by the booke."

Since the invention of printing has furnished a new and power-

ful weapon, and the Reformation has given men the privilege of

ifunking, a mighty war has been waged against these superstitions.

Scores of volumes and pamphlets have been written, and ihc sub-

ject treated as a serious matter, as it has been in reality. But the

\iriory has not been wholly won. The elements of superstition,

\\\i\>:\\ hung the Salem witches, yet live; and though they may
now •' squat like a toad," it does not require the spear of Ithuricl

to cause them to start up in a form which will enable us to scan

their proportions. Tiie details of modern superstitious practices

r.onld be increased indcfmUcly. We could give an authentic in-

Maticc of a thief's returning his booty, in great alarm, when the rumor

was circulated that the "doctor" had been consulted touching the

matter. We could introduce the curious, personally, to a mother

^^ho stained her child's garment with three drops of blood and then

i'urtiod it, in order to cure the child's convulsions. Ex una, disce

"M.'jcjr. We have imported an immense quantity of superstition

Uc'.u the otlicr side of the Atlantic, and we also liavc some which
ir,\y be original inventions ; so that our population is, on the whole,

t- ifrably well supplied The American Walter Scott, who shall

*^'le up the " Dcmonology and Witchcraft" of his own land, will

^*i»d aliundant materials for his volume, and add an instructive

«l';«l-tcr to the history of mind,
liclvidere, N. J., 1847.

Vol. VIII.—15
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Art. III.

—

Hand-hook of Yoiinn; Artists ayxd Amateurs in Oil-

painting ; being chicjly a condensed Compilation from the

celebrated Manual of Boucicr, vnth Additional Matter selected

from the Labors of Mcrimcc, Dc Montabcrt, and other distin-

guished Continental Writers in the Art. In Scucn Parts. The

whole adapted, by the Method of its Arrangement and the

Completeness of its Detail, as well for a Text-book in Acade-

mies of both Sexes as for Self- instruction. Appended, a new

Ea^Aanainrij and Critical Vocabulary. By an American Artist.

New-York: Wiley and Putnam, Broadway. 1815.

If this were an a£;c of genius, the beautifully executed volume

before us would aflbrd incalculable facilities for its development.

Wo fear its precepts, gathered with painful labor from the experi-

ence of many practical artists, will be fated to profit mediocrity, or

to be wasted upon invincible stolidity. It is useless to aspire to

elevate insipidity, or to ilhm)inale dullness ; and those who enter-

tain the ))revalcnt notion that it is the prerogative of talent to dis-

card formulas, and disdain elementary instruction, will doubtless

deem tliis collection of primary principles superfluous. To us it

appears that initial training is as indispensable to genius as to me-

diocrity. Its beginnings will be far less exposed to be marked

with feebleness, or marred by eccentricity ; and it will the sooner

reach the point w!i<;re it is destined to burst from the trammels of

precedent, to reject the false and the accidental, and to seize and

apply the principles of thii true and the real, with the grasp of mas-

tery and the rcailine.s.s of intuition. In imitative art, brilliant and

forcible conception is not more highly requisite than fidelity of eye

and .skillful manipulation
; yet skill in manipulation can only be

attained hy lluil untiring practice with the implements of art, with-

out which even genius itself would achieve no triumphs. The
famous "nulla dies sine linea" discloses the secret of the success

of ihc gencrou.<? rival of Protogenes ; the perfect circle, struck out

upon paper with a single sweep of the hand, discovered the mas-

terly practice of Giotto to the' profligate Benedict IX. It is self-

evident that no instruction, no amount of facility in mechanical

execution, can compensate for the elevated conception, the untiring

range of fancy and feeling, that constitute the true artist; yet, to

show that "nice perception" and "natural adaptation" arc not

above the necessity for " thoughtful practice," the author of the

Hand-book tells us, in the " Address to the Young Artist," with

15»
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vrhid, he prefaces his instructions, that "even Titian was hard* at

T^X
•'•

that
" Raphael's early style was slifl, and that he has left

cxatm>los dn/^ and destitute of fine relief."

Tlu- liws of periodicity in sublime genuis are as little understood

„, iho.c of meteorological science. The second great age of the

\poUein art was certainly at an awful remove from the first, and,

uld.'u- bv the past, the interval to the next appearance of arlist-

ical'-rMtncss will be to former intervals in the ratio of the period

, f the I'.c Vcrrier planet to that of Uranus ;
and we have reason to

fear that tiie next age of the epic and dramatic in art will not arrive

vnu.l every existing representative of the "grand style," together

with any accurate knowledge of its principles and modes, shall

have shared the fate of the works of the Olympic ages. However

willin- to confess certain deficiencies, no recent age has been so

ontireU' wanting in self-complacency as to imagine itself utterly

dc-titu'te of models of true excellence; and several of these have

in.iul'ud the harmless vanity of fancying themselves the rivals oi

,!>c great masters. Critics, contemporary and proximate, mingling

Krsonal tastes, and not unfrcquently personal feelings and national

UjuJices. with professional sagacity, have meted out praise where

it was not due, exposed beauties that others have been unable to

sec, and detected merits that others have been slow to appreciate

\Vith Pliny, "the name of Apelles is the synonyme of unrivaled

and unattainable excellence;" the accomplished Fuseli would de-

jpoil llio encomium of those qualifying epitlicls to which it owes its

chief expressiveness. Burke regards Reynolds, " in taste, m grace,

in facility, in happy invention, and in richness and harmony of co-

loring, equal to the greatest masters of the renowned ages
;

Mis

Scc.uish bio-rapher thinks the words " a little loftier than is neccs-

«arv, and somewhat warmer."— Ce/Amm-Ao;//'.' Lives, vol. i, p. 2b{).

Th'e philosophical author of " Democracy in America doubts

•' whether Raphael studied the minutest intricacies of human nature

as thoroughly as David and his scholars," who were "as good anato-

mists as they were good painters " They represented nature fa.th-

fuilv. " Raphael sought for something better than nature . his

tn.u'^lator opines, that " to compare the drawing of David with that

tf Raphael, is to compare the science of a surgeon with that ol a

butcher: the former penetrated, by his art, into the hidden beauty

and truth of nature ; the latter dragged nature to the easel, and

• Har.l„cs3~want of tenderness, modesty, and truth in the coloring.-i):V

li..>n<7ry of the Hand-book.

\ D,y.u-83—sharp aud frigid preciseness of outline.—73.
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deprived her at once of life, truth, and freedom."

—

Dc Tocqucville,

vol. ii, p. 53.

National vanity inhibits the supposition that all greatness and

nobleness in art are still transatlantic
;
yet the tourist critics of a

score of years have scarcely discerned the first glimmerings of

arlistical excellence in America. ])e Tocqueville discovers the

deficiency, not in any lack of genius, but in the peculiar inllucnce

of democratic institutions: "the productions of artists are more

numerous, but the !ncrit of each production is diminished ; no

longer able to soar to what is great, they cultivate what is pretty

and elegant, and appearance is attended to more than reality ; in

aristocracies a few great pictures are produced, in democratic

countries a vast number of insignificant ones."

—

Dc Tocqueville,

vol. ii, p. 52. For the ingress of the age of the heroic in art, if it is

destined to come to us at all, we must bide uur time. To Rome it

never came until the throne of the Ca?sars had been exchanged for

the pontifical chair. Alexander llie Great did personal homage
to the genius of Apellcs

;
patrician and plebeian, in the eternal

city, contemptuously styled the knight of the brush " Sir Pictor."

Charles Fifth's co!ide-?ccnsion to Titian has been outdone by the

courtly honors, knightly privileges, and university imnnmities,

lavished by England upon artists, native and foreign ; but, in the

opinion of many, heroic art never crossed the Straits, if, indeed, it

lias ever transcended its Alpine boundaries. When and how the

poetry of art is to reach the cisatlantic shores, is a problem for the

future to solve. 'J he divinities of olden inspiration arc not mar-
velously alli'ntive to American invocation. The muses are wi-

thered spinsters, always sufiiciently fastidious, somewhat venial

in their old age, tinctured, perhaps, with the prevailing acquisitive-

ness of the times, and doubtless blessed with a feminine aversion

to bilge-water, nausea, and confinement in close state-rooms during

an Atlantic voyage, if indeed they be not troubled with visions of

tomahawks and sral ping-knives, the clatter and fumes of the

coarser arts, the stagnant level of American character, and the

rude jostle of vulgar equality and democratic politics. Future dis-

ciples of the Cj-.ic must allow them the usual freedoms and comforts
of honored st-niliiy—bolica, maccoboy, and the quiet retirement of

the Corycian cave
; it cannot be supposed that they longer de-

light in romping rambles upon the sides of Helicon and Parnassus ;

must invent, and, of course, patent, some mode of communication
with their haunts, by air-balloons, telegraphic wires, or Mesmer-
ism, and watch the return of those precious intervals of lucidness

when reason or fancy replaces for a moment the garrulous follies
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ri .Iccrcpit idiocy, or neutralizes the acidity of hypochondria and

do.itno.
. . 1 •

I

iUil. qcnius or no genius, with inspiration or without it, the

Nvi.rlil, jukI every ago of it, must and will liave works of art, such,

at least, as will serve the purpose—even if they perish with the age

tli.it produces them—of gratifying self-complacency, and of pro-

tnoting. in tl-.c grand total, the liappiness of the race. It cannot be

supposed that distance from the meridian of art, the intervention

of an ocean, and the formidable difficulties arising from the want

v( genius and its facilities, will induce us, the inheritors of British

uZ^.^, if not the possessors of British w^ealth, to forego the de-

hi^his'of form, or to eschew the luxuries of chiaroscuro. But

kw of us will ever be gratified with that which is the daily privi-

lrt;c of the Italian lazzaroni—the sight of the great works of the

dirtalors and sovereigns of the realms of taste. Such of the labors

«tf ihc pencil as are not immovably fixed, like the masterpieces of

J)a \iv.r\ and Buonarotti, to the walls they adorn, have lodged in

churches, in the apartments of the Vatican, in the palaces of kings

and nobles, in the halls and galleries of untitled wealth, in the col-

lections of the curious, and in the cabinets of connoisseurs. So

IK-rishable arc the materials of which the works of the modern

prand masters are constructed, that it is hardly to be expected that

any considerable number of their transferable productions will sur-

vive the rapidly decaying establishments in which they have

descended as heir-looms from generation to generation, much less

that tliose which do survive will find place in the tardy accumula-

Uon< of the western hemisphere. " Tiie Baltic of :\larathon " sur-

vived nine hundred years; "The Last Supper," upon the walls ot

tlic Dominican convent, lasted scarcely three hundred ;
damp and

smoke, the tools of artisans, French bullets, whitewash, and the

ropainting of those virtuosi upon whom the wrathful Barry ramcd

mdi-nation and curses, have condemned the frescoes of Leonardo

to the fate of those of Polygnotus. "The Transfiguration and

"The Last Judgment" will ere long have shared destruction witii

"The Centaurs" of Zeuxis and "The Iphigenia" of Timanlhcs ;

and "The Titian Venus" will have been entombed in oblivion

with "The Venus Anadyomene !"

/ r •

Thus, between the immobility and the destructibility of distin-

vnr.shod productions of the pencil, it becomes a serious question,

•' What is the Vcspucian continent to do for pictures ?" " ^^ e must

«mi>ort them at whatever expense," says the enthusiast^who dis-

crins excellence in naught but the old and the foreign. " \\ c can

do without them," cries utilitarianism ; "Uiey are a luxury, equally
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expensive and useless." " We can very well spare these Romish

incentives to idolatr}'," groans Piiriianism. "We nnist make ihcm

ourselves, and encourage home manufactures," adds restrictive

economy. Tlie importation of any considerable number of pictures,

unless, by some inconceivable revolutions, the wcslern empires

should, within a century or two, become the ravagers and dcspoil-

ers of the eastern, is out of the question ; that we shall dispense

with them altogether is equally improbable ; and the diflicultics in

the way of tlie progress of iiigh art among us are numerous. A
formidable, nay, an apparently insurmountable, obstacle to its ad-

vance meets us at the outset, in the want of divino-hcroic subjects.

" Religion was the motive of Grecian art;" religion was the motive

of art in the days of I^eo, and it cannot be denied that the grace

and greatness of the wonderful works of the former and latter ages

arc iniimately dependent upon and associated with the beauty and

grandeur of the subjects that winged the imaginations and imparted

Promethean energy to the pencils of their creators. Tiie superna-

tural of heathenism, as well as the supernatural of the divine ora-

cles, has produced, in representation, its highest eflect ; Olympus

has done sending celestial grace and heroism to the studio and ea-

sel ; the sublimities of Christianity have nothing to oftcr which has

not already been successfully treated. Mythology has become

fiction to fiction's self; the events of each dispensation have been

handled with a life, a freedom, and a power, unattained and unat-

lainal>lc ; the advent, the {ransfiguration, the agony, the crucifixion,

the resurrection, the ascension, the judgment, hell and heaven, and

myriads of minor subjects in the same sacred chain, have been

given to the world in a way to leave artists of greater boldness and

power than the sidf-complacent and daring West to despair of suc-

cess in I'lelds so often and so thoroughly explored. In these de-

generate days, unless they are the undoubted productions of some

genius of the olden time, madonnas are as little in request as Ve-

nuses, apostles as ,\po]los, and legends of Popish superstition rank

with the hippogritVs and centaurs of the heathen mythos.

Where, then, shall we turn the eye for epic subjects ? Poets

and j)ainters have ever occupied the same ground. The artists

of antiquity modcl(;d the forms and expressed the characters of the

same deities and heroes that figure upon the pages of Homer and

Lucian, Virgil and Terence; the painters of the fifteenth century

dipped their pencils in the sublimities that beam from the pages

of Milton and Dante; the artists of the present and future limes

must seek materials from the same source with the poets whose

glory it shall be to revive the fame and greatness of the epic ages.
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'Vhc philosophy of Dc Tocqueville in regard to the poetry of de-

m(x:raiic ages will furnish a clew to the class of subjects on which

liip (>aiiiicr may exercise imagination, and build eternal fame. De-

{i-.or.jaiic painters, as well as " democratic poets, will always ap-

j*-ar trivial and turgid if they seek to invest gods, demons, or an-

{^cls, with corporeal forms, and if they attempt to draw them down

Irani heaven to dispute the supremacy of earth." " Man, spring-

tiif; out of nothing," " crossing time, and disappearing for ever in

the bosom of God," is an object sufficiently poetical. Apply the

fulUAving lo the poetic in art:
—"Among a democratic people,

fK>',Mry will not be fed w^ith legendary lays or the memorials of old

\raiiilions. The poet will not attempt to people the universe with

!tuj>crnalural beings, in whom his readers and his own fancy have

ceased to believe ; nor will he present virtues and vices in the

mask of frigid personification, which are belter received under

ihcir own features. All these resources fail him ; but man re-

ni.iiiis, and the poet needs no more. The destinies of mankind

—

man liiinself, taken aloof from his age and his country, and stand-

ing in the presence of nature and of God, with his passions, his

Jjuh.ls, his rare prosperities, and inconceivable wretchedness

—

\m!1 become the chief if not the sole theme of poetry among these

liations."

—

De Tocqueville, vol. ii, p. 80.

J)cprived thus at a stroke of the legendary, the supernatural,

and the allegorical, the past has nothing to commemorate but a

U\\ unhcroic national events, a few political conferences, a few

iiijtinguished battles fought in uniforms of unmitigated blues and

\cllows, and the still more unpoetical straight lines of modern in-

liiitry tactics, glowing with flame and belching cannon, and murky

wiih .smoke—a great saving, by the way, to the artist, in the study

<^f grouping and expression—without the privilege of seating upon

A ^olll,lry curl of the sullen vapor that envelops the combatants

« single god to watch the progress of events, or decide the fortunes

cf the battle ! Yet, if man, if America, if the world and its desli-

t'lcs, arc to furnish themes for the epic poet, man, America, and

the world's destinies, must furnish themes for the epic pencil ; and

He may live to see, by an American Parrhasius, the American
iJ';mos f^tarting from the canvass.' What this picture or series of

f'^ctures of a democracy personified could be, none but an imagi-

»>iiion sufiicient for the creation could with any confidence predict.

^^ c arc certain that if the demos of the eclectic artist of olden

isfnc was not more agreeable in outline and expression than our

C'-'Uccptions of the existing demos, the dragon of the Apocalypse,

^ • group of Swift's yahoos, would be sightly in comparison.
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Man must be imagined much nearer the goal of human perfecti-

bility tiian a careful survey of his present state would indicate him

to be, or the grace of Apclles or (iuido, the grandeur of Angclo.

the majesty of Raphael, and the coloring of Titian, could never

invest the present and its vulgar common-places, much less the

future, of which that present is the forerunner and probable type,

with the dignity of reminiscence, far less with the power of the

supernatural and the sublimity of the divine.

Utilitarianism is uncompromisingly hostile to the progress of

elevated art. Some snarling economist has said, and the sentiment

has found an echo in the tendencies of the age, and particularly in

that spirit of the mercenary ''utile'' that pervades this republic,

that " one pinmaker is worth a dozen Raphaels." We would

commend to his perusal the remarks of the writer of the sixth ar-

ticle in the July number of the Foreign Quarterly for 1S37, where

he dissents from the opinion of the president of the Royal Acade-

my, Sir Mavtin Shcc. " I have no respect," says the knighted

successor of Reynolds, West, and Lawrence, "for the opinions

of political economists ; for the principle of commerce and the

principle of art are in direct opposition to each other." The writer

declares, and every philosophic mind will assent to his opinion,

that " Ihc interests of taste in art and those of commerce are iden-

tical
;'' that "the coarsest calculations of money-getting and the

most fastidious refmements of taste are intimately connected with

each other ;" that " the greater part of our manufactures are proved

to owe their merit, their attractiveness, and profitable sale, entirely

to the greater or less degree of taste which they exhibit in the arts

of design. If the natioW taste, therefore, be neglected, deterio-

rated, or perverted, the result is a depression of attractiveness and

a lindlation of demand, and consequently of profu." He claims

that the works he reviews exhibit '' an intimate union between the

most homely trades and the highest walks of art;" he shows that

"first-rate sculptors and statuaries have been regularly engaged m
producing designs for the most eminent silversmiths and gold-

smiths;" that "the celebrated miniature-painter to Napoleon was

employed upon the porcelain of Sevres;" that "our own 3Iarlm

bcgan'the career by which he has reached the acme of distinction

in his particular line of art, by painting for the coachmakers, by

glass painting, and china painting;" and, finally, that "the selfish

and exclusive classes who have endeavored to keep back the m-

dustrious classes from a knowledge of the principles or refmements

of taste, have in reality 'picked their own pockets,'' mutilated the

resources of those very classes, and impaired the commercial rove-
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nuea of the country." Thus intimate are the " duke and the vtile"

the Uhoral and the useful in art.

Protestantism lias always been sufficienily suspicious of religious

naintint^s. " Ordered,"* says the House of Commons of 23d July,

ItVl'), '"that all such pictures and statues there, (York House,) as

are without any superstition, shall be forthwith sold for the benefit

of Ireland and the north. Ordered, that all such pictures there,

.IS have the representation of the Virgin i^Iary upon them, shall be

furtliwiih burnt. Ordered, that all such pictures there, as have the

rf[)rcscnlation of the second person in the Trinity upon them, shall

he lorlhwith burnt." The Establishment, of whose rites and usages

50 large a number strongly savor of their Popish originals, has al-

wovs, 10 the great grief of artists, steadily refused its countenance

h) the rcintroduction of the legions of saints and madonnas which

the Reformation had swept from the walls of the churches. " No

lV->pish paintings,"! said the bishop of London, Avhen wailed upon

by llic dean of^ St. Paul's whh the generous offers of West and

licynolds, "while I live and have power, shall enter the doors of

tlic'mciropolitan church." The image and picture worship of that

rhurrh to which art is indebted for its greatest achievements,- might

well excite the jealousy and frowns of the advocates of the primi-

tive simplicity of Christianity
;

yet, before we pass over to the

cxclusiveness of Judaism, or adopt the art-annihilating sentiments

of those sects of whom Sir Joshua Reynolds has caustically re-

marked, "If they had had the creation of the world, they would have

chnhcd everything in drab," we should do well to acknowledge our

real indebtedness to Romish artists for those masterly illustrations

of sacred historj', that at the" paternal fireside first attracted our

infant eyes to the pages of holy writ, powerfully representing to

lint sense whose impressions are deepest, and most lasting, the

dramatic character of its principal events, elucidating its truths,

•and enkindling desires for a complete knowledge of its doctrines

and facts. At this day the power of pictorial illustrations as a

mode of initial instruction in history is universally acknowledged,

and ihe world and the church would have had as little to reprehend

AS to regret, had Romanism never converted to more pernicious

»iHcs the sublime and beautiful creations of her own unrivaled

sons.

The superfluous wealth of this country must be indefinitely in-

creased, before a sufficient amount of patronage can be relied on

f"r the rcmmieration of those who labor in the higher walks of

liberal art. Gait says the munificence of the Medici was equaled

• Cunningliam's Lives, vol. i, p. 4G. t I*»em, p. 241.
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by the few New-York merchants, who, long before the war of the

Revolution, vohmtarily toolc upon themselves the patronage of the

young Philadelphia Quaker, who, first of American artists, dclcr-

mined to forward his studies in classic Italy. The liberally re-

warded commissions, occasionally executed to young artists, to

accomplish the same end in a more delicate way, by removing

the sense of unrequited obligation, proves that the generosity of

Smith and Kelley, Hamilton and Allen, has not entirely forsaken

the guardians of the commercial and civil interests of the goodly

cities of Gotham and Brotherly Love. What individuals are unable

to accomplish, associated effort may elTect. The value of asso-

ciation for the furtherance of art was early appreciated. In this

country of voluntary associations, public galleries, academics, and

art-unions, liave a peculiar appropriateness. Such associations,

as well as the general and state governments, may order works

entirely without the bounds of individual liberality and wealth.

Young as our republics arc, they have been no indiflerent patrons

in the way of passing to future generations the features, and

sometimes the forms, of distinguished citizens, duly sprinkled with

cockades and ruflles, epaulettes and swords ; the war and the ora-

tory of '7(3
;
portraitures of political congr-esses, and battles, with

their illustrious actors, and memorable scenes. New slate capi-

tals, and rising cities, with spacious halls and crowning domes,

are annually increasing the demand for national and politico-heroic

subjects; and increasing treasuries will enable them to become

increasingly muniriccnt patrons.

Still, the want of a central capital, and the absence of great ar-

chitectural structures, must necessarily be serious hinderances to

the advance of American art. The demand for subjects of a civil

and historical character will be limited to the comparatively few

slate apartments adapted for their reception ; our churches, the

most numerous and spacious class of edifices with which the

country abounds, will never consent to be made picture galleries

even for the exhibition of the sublime events which form the ihemc

of incessant mcdilalion and song, as well as of constant discussion

and harangue from their reading desks and pulpits. Yet, in spite

of all these, and numerous obstacles that might be named, pictures

will continue to be made. If we lack materials and incentives for

the dramatic and epic, we have abundance of the historical, the

national, the semi-heroic, and indeed of the reminiscent poetical,

if the imagination will go in quest of it among the obscure tradi-

tions, and the half-illuminated story of those nations that are melt-

ing away from the face of the wide-spread lands which fate com-
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'sirt us to occupy in their stead. If there be any satisfaction in

MMkiiit^ reparation for the ten thousand injuries, as needless as

in»uiis to the wretch already on the tumbrel and bound for the

.;iiiilviiiiic, added by covetousness and hellish rage to the doom of

4i> irrevocable destiny—if there be any relief to the melancholy

<>l i!ie thought that the Americano-European races arc occupying

till- j^ravc-yard and treading under fool, the dust of fourteen millions

of those races that have turned their dying eyes toward the setting

Min, 10 avoid beholding the magical, but nevertheless sacrilegious,

tjansfurmation of the sepulchres of tiieir fatliers into cities full of

Jivsn;;; multitudes—it will be found, first, in the humane ellbri to

mitigate the condition of the two millions that yet stand, like a

licrd of their own buffaloes, with eyes flashing alternate fury and

tlfspair, on the very verge of that precipice, down which in a few

>carrf liic last of the race will have plunged; and, secondly, in

rhronichng their annals, seizing and preserving their lineaments,

tlioir forms gliding noiselessly as spirits among their own old

forests, bounding across the prairie with the fleetness of the wind

in pursuit of their own familiar game, scaling their green hills,

tlririing along their blue waters, rivaling the dignity of the Roman
forum in their council lialls, and outdoing Roman fortitude and

valor in their own wild and sanguinary warfare. If any class of

pioneers is needed in the van of this mighty and irresistible march

of civilization, it is that of artists. The. forest, the prairie, the

rugged mountain, the wild nook, the lake, the stream, should be

seized in all their original nature, and peopled with the groups that

H.-snd to-day gazing on those loved haurUs that to-morrow will re-

mund with the woodman's ax and the clatter of civilization, and

•ill their original magnificence, like the sad feet now unwillingly

leaving l!ie spot, will have passed away for ever. Right heartily

do we coincide with the views of a critic upon the pictures exhi-

bilcii this year at tlie National Academy, who discourses thus elo-

qisfiilly in the May number of the " Literary World :"

—

" NN'c wish it were in our power to impress it upon the minds

*>i our landscape painters, particularly, that they have a high and

t-i'Ted mission to perform ; and wo betide them or their memories

«^ tiioy neglect it. The ax of civilization is busy with our old

'<-'.'C5ts, and artisan ingenuity is fast sweeping away the relics of

•Hit national infancy. What were once the wild and picturesque

}:«unts of the red man, and where the wild deer roamed in freedom,

4Tr Vicconiing the abodes of commerce and the seats of manufac-

•.uri;s. Oi)r inland lakes, once sheltered and secluded in the midst

<-i uoblc forests, are now laid bare and covered with busy craft

;
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and even the old primordial hills, once bristling with shaggy pine

and hemlock, like old Titans as they were, are being shorn of their

locks and left to bhster in cold nakedness in the sun. Yankee

enterprise has little sympathy with the picturesque, and it behooves

our artists to rescue from its grasp the little that is left before it is

for ever too late."

The bent of American talent is readily discoverable from the

many productions of merit that have already escaped the pencil.

The calm, classic dignity, the quiet intellectual grace and military

majesty of Washington, have been a favorite study from the days

of Trumbull, Stuart, and Pealc. The beautiful scener>^ of the

Hudson, of the White xMountains, of our islands and bays, of the

picturesque villages springing up along the borders of our lakes

and streams, the^ransparcncy of our atmosphere, the splendor of

western and southern sunsets, the gorgeous beauties of our autumn

scenery, the legends of the Highlands, the embarkation and de-

barkation of the pilgrims, are among the subjects that have em-

ployed our artists. The heroic devotion of Catlin, "the medicine,'^

the "big double medicine," in sacrificing for years the enjoyments

of civilization to rescue four hundred sketches of Indian character

from the oblivion which is fast blotting all traces of that character

from existence, is worthy of praise and imitation.

In that branch of art in which British artists have attained dis-

tinguished fame, our own painters have long since reached a high

point of excellence. To the creation of heads neither Puritanism,

democracy, nor political economy, has a word to object; to invest-

ing them' with the dignity and grace of Jupilers and generals,

Venus and the tragic muse, no one, particularly the subject, will

oppose an iota of dissent. Paintings make painters, and^many a

youthful genius has lingered awhile in the galleries of Florence

and Venice, and the hoarded plunder of the Louvre, and returned

10 invest American forms and faces with the graces of the schools,

or to create landscapes "steeped in Italian splendor." The Ame-

rican artist, armed with crayons, delineators, and portfolios, is not

such a wonder in Italy as in the days when the route from London

10 Rome was loss expeditious than that from New-York at the

present day, and when the young Quaker, satirized in his riper

years as
" Europe's worst painter, and poor England's best,"

excited the admiration of the Italians by likening their favorite

statue to one of that fading race, with whom he himself narrowly

escaped being classified by the blind Albani. If the young aspi-

rant chooses to accumidate the elements of his art from the reflec-
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jions of the experience and greatness of former ages, more or less

uMble in all the works of distinguished contemporaries, he may
liiiiKi for himself both fame and fortune without leaving his native

rhercs. In our own academics he may learn drawing, a branch

of the imitative arts in which many practiced painters are deplo-

ribly deficient, yet which Fuseli rated, as Demosthenes did action

ill oratory, the first, second, and third qualification of an artist. He
(iiuy learn coloring ; for, nearly ninety years ago, to the first self-

cducaled artist that in green youth and inexperience crossed over

10 ilie Italian shores, it was said," Young man, you have no occa-

Mon to come to Rome to learn to paint." Drawing and painting

.•»ro one thing; the infusion of life and sentiment, grace and hero-

ism, and the proper balance of motion and repose, is quite another.

If the native capability for these exists, the instruction obtainable

at home is sufficient to bring it out; if it be wanting, not all the

works and instructions of all the foreign masters, living or dead,

could save mediocrity from slavish mannerism. To see, to com-
pare, to contrast, to elevate the soul with the terrible outline of the

architect of t'he dome of St. Peter's, to melt it with the softer

j^rnces of the divine Sanzio, and perhaps to imbue it with the

rough nature of the Dutch Rembrandt and the Flemish Rubens,
niiu;ht all be valuable stimulants to real genius, but would be totally

unamcricanizing to copying servility.

Before us lies a work, the thorough study of w^hich should pre-

cede the voyage to Rome. From the point where the drawing-

master leaves the student, it takes him, and initiates him into all

the mysteries of the practice in oil. If it be borne in mind that

Jour years out of the ten required at the hands of the pupil by the

aiicjcnt masters, were devoted exclusively to linear drawing,—to

fojni and outline,—the modern student will not approach this

branch of his art until he is thoroughly practiced in the use of the

<-'rr»yoM, and has his mind thoroughly imbued with the elemental

principle of the Grecian schools, "that acuteness and fidelity of

'*yo form precision; precision, proportion; proportion, beauty: that

it is the 'little more or less,' imperceptible to vulgar eyes, which
f"Ji5ititutes grace, and establishes the superiority of one artist over
aiiijihcr; that color, grace, and taste, are ornaments, not substitutes,

*'f form, expression, and character ; and, when they usurp that

title, degenerate into splendid faults."* When this department of

*•"! education has been thoroughly attended to, let him procure the

"Hand-book of Oil-painting." For the aid of genius, or for aca-

*J^tnic and self-instruction, for the makers of portraits and land-

* Fuseli,
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scapes, cabinet pieces, and all those transient amateur cftorts thai

bring pleasure without renown, that add to fireside comforts inorcr

than to national glory, this work aflbrds facilities ofTered by no

other. Tiie esotery of ancient science and art has, in almost all

departments of learning and mechanics, been replaced by free in-

struction ; it is passing strange that this empiricism of the schools

should cling with so much tenacity to this particular brancii of the

fine arts, that artists of the present hour should selfishly hoard all

the little secrets, and mysteries, and tricks of color, by which they

produce effects peculiar to the productions of their individual pencils.

It is a remark worthy of their attention, which cur compiler has

clioscn from his author as a part of the motto of one of iiis prefa-

tory pages :

—

" In all the arts, if persons who have given themselves to research

had comnuinicated to their fellows the particular modes of operation

which succeeded with them, the arts would have been the gainers ;

these auxiliary means do not confer talent, but they facilitate the labor

of the artist."

—

Boiivicr.

Sir Joshua Reynolds "considered his knowledge as a part of his

fortune, and concealed it as a spell, to reveal which would undo
him. All iiis own preparations of color were most carefully con-

cealed, and pcr[)etually locked secure in his drawers,—never to

be seen or known by any but himself."* The selfishness of the

president was nut less destructive to the interests of art than the

madness of Hlake, whose "method of coloring was a secret which
he kept to himself, or confided only to his wife, believing that it

was revealed in a vision, and that he was bound in honor to con-

ceal it from the world."t The labors of Bouvier, rendered into

English and intelligibility by our American artist, will do much
toward doing away with this quackery and putting every student

into possession of a thorough knowledge of the elements of his art.

With this book in his hand the student will not be compelled to waste
precious lime in fruitless and uncertain e.x'pcriments ujjon pigments,
with the chemical qualities and chromatic effects, and, perhaps,
even names, of which he is unacquainted ; he will not be necessi-

tated stealihdy to watch the manipulations, or endeavor to analyze
ihc preparations, of a jealous instructor, or to catch hints from
oracular advice

; nor will lie be stunned with tiie, to him, unmean-
ing direction so often repeated by the first president of the Royal
Academy, " Study, studij the great works of the great masters for

ever." The most timid novice will proceed with confidence and

• Cunningham's Lives, vol. v, p. 56. f Idem, vol. ii, p. 155.
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rn5C to acquire a knowledge of the nature and practical use of every

'•loinont of the manual department of his new vocation. AVithin

tht' limits of its design, "that of detailing j^raclical i?ist.ruction to

flic youn^ and inexperienced" we hesitate not to allow that which

I'ic American artist claims for his compilation^ " the value of being

tin: most complete instruction book in oil-painting ever published."

—Preface.

" .'Ml other treatises seem to take it for granted that the reader is

inort> or less exercised in the art ;—the Manual of Bouvicr supposes

noihincr of the kind : from the mixing of his tints down to the spread-

uii: of his varnish, and even the removing of the latter when it needs

rciirwing, every subject that it handles is treated with the most minute

dclail."

—

Preface.

The professed adaptation of this treatise to "academies of both

^cxcs," i)oints to the fact that oil-painting is rapidly becoming a

f.kvorilc branch of instruction in the ornamental department of semi-

naries of liigh grade. Simple pencilings, crayon sketching, water-

landscapes, flowers, and India-inks, no longer bound the ambition

of the boarding-school drawing-room. Delicate olfactories ex-

change burgamot and otto of roses for the odious fumes of turpcn-

imc and oil ; delicate hands wield the tiresome rauller, weary

under the pallet and rest-stick, and flourish the brush as servilely

.•rs the paid copyist of drapery and backgrounds. Square yards of

l.-nidscapc duly striped with blues and greens in imitation of the

iraudy lithographs of the print-shops, moonlights resplendent with

the hues of clialk and charcoal, perspectives as distorted as those

with which Hogarth caricatured the artists of his day, descend

from groaning easels to grace a quarterly exhibition with the lustre

of drcncliing glazings and copal ; and, thenceforth, to empannel

richly gilded frames and adorn the walls of farm-house and village

p-irlors, close shuttered and desolate during twelve months in the

>car. Of all this fifth-rate daubing and uninspired copyism, our

estimate is certainly lower t^an that of the examining committee

f>f u noted seminary, who, in an official report retently published

in one of our periodicals, in noticing a school exhibition of oil-

paintings, congratulate themselves and the public that "tame and

ehildhkc water colors are giving place to the higher and bolder

<-i'-"I)Iays of the art in oil." How greatly it detracts from the supe-

r;'»rity so felicitously ascribed to oil, when we recollect that the great

I'^uiicrs of antiquity produced all their splendid effects without the

"iid "foil ; that the exhumed paintings of Herculancum represent art-

«»t8 employed with water, and not with oil; that the master-pieces

^J Ixjonardo di Vinci, Buonarotti, and Raphael, are in fresco, and
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not in oil; that Michael Angclo was "never known to employ oil in

painting," and that " he called oil-painting the art of females and

idlers;" that the mad Blake declainis against the "villainy of those

who first brought oil-painting into general opinion and practice
;"

and, finally, that the course of instruction at West Point, where the

elements of art receive, under Professor Weir, far higher atten-

tion than in any of our ordinary academics, limits the pupil to

drawing, India-inks, and water-colors ! So far as the circumstance

of making oil-painting a branch of instruction in the schools is con-

cerned, we have no hesitation in joining in the congratulations of

the committee. If the course aimed no higher than the education

of youth in cabinet landscape, it wotild in so far tend to increase

a love for the fine arts, and to elevate the taste of community by

diffusing even a twilight knowledge of their elementary princi-

ples. The Hand-book supplies to this department a cheap and

comprehensive text-book, commended to general use not less by

the extent and variety of the information it affords to begiimcrs in

painting, and by its close attention to method,—an indispensable

requisite for an instruction book,—than by the highly literary and

American character with which its abstract principles have been

invested by its ingenious author.

The education oi connoisseurship, the capacity to judge and cri-

ticise as well as to enjoy,—a point of high importance to the inter-

ests of elevated art in any country,—is an end proposed by the

author of the Hand-book.

" Besides aniateiirs, there is another kind that never assume the

pencil, many of whom chiim and are allowed the designation even of

connoisseurs, without lliai knowledge of the art which I do insist upon
it is essenlial not only lo form a judge of its beauties, but to make one

really tlieir ardent and consistent, certainly their enlightened, lover.

It cannot, I think, ho doubted that a true relish of any of the arts can

only be possessed after some acquaintance with the modes by wliich

their results aru attained."

—

Preface.

Since the days of West, receiving his pigments and initial lessons

in their tisc from the Cherokee Indians, and manufacturing his

own pencils from the hairs of a favorite family cat, how many of

our distinguished artists have been almost as scantily furnished

and as rudi-iy instructed ! To the youth in our commercial empo-

riums, public galleries, artists' rooms, and even the show-cases

and windows of the framemakers, afford abundant stimulants ;

while the numbers of instructors and depositories for every kind

of material furnish liim every facility for improving his hand and

furnishing his mind, if his tastes take the direction of a love for the
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Mnctical in art and the desire of its acquisition as a profession for

hfr. But in our wide-spread country, in villages and parts of the

land remote from tlic seats of art, how oflcn has some circumstance

sruiu^od the latent talent for imitation, for the cultivation of which

no means were at hand ; and even when materials were procured,

ihe easel erected, the unsoiled canvass suspended upon its pep;s,

the pallet covered with glowing patches of virgin colors, how
oiicn iuis genius, pencil in hand, been frightened at its own temc-

ritv, and looked dismaj' at the snowy blank before it,—like the no-

vii-o in linear geometry, who, after standing awhile, chalk in hand,

U>fore an empty blackboard, retired to his place, naively saying

\o his jirofcssor, he had good ideas on the subject, but knew not

Itow to begin the picture

!

Part ]''irsl of the volume contains twenty-four chapters upon the

" Materials and Implements of Painting," and closes with " show-

jntj l)y an actual bill of sale, at what cost the beginner may essay

his talent for oil-painting;"—an item that reminds us of the fact

thai llic unearthly and the spiritual are so indissolubly wedded

with the gross and material, that even genius has never been able

i?» break away from the toils of trade and speculation, and that the

t-ompletcd productions of the pencil are as infallibly subjected to

* old calculations in paltry pounds and pence, as are the materials

furnivhcd for their creation at the hands of the carpenter and

''olorman.

Part Second treats of the arrangement of the painter's study, the

irnnagemcnt of its lights, direct and reflected, precautions against

•!u9l, the advantages and disadvantages of glazing and its materials,

and of impasting, or thick painting. From this we give the reader

one extract—to present all we desired to do would be to trani>cribe

* large j)ortion of the book.

" In lan.lscapes, in the liglits of ihe fore-grou.ul and of parts that are

f=os meant to be remote, and to retire, a free impastin[j, done with sj)iril

«n<l a icady touch, tells with the happiest effect. Good paiiilinqs of

'bin description are not unfreqiient, even in our annual exhibitions ;

^n«i to examine one with attention, wiJl avail the student mueh more

^HiTi ri Iriiatli of instruction. He ^\^n sec how those little ineipudities

--f color on the trunks of trees, the ibremost leaves that catch the light,

••-" forifu of uptossed waters, the rugged, and broken, and moss-grown
''^l.^. the large plants that seem to be nearest to his hand, give a

t^^'-iivx] and vivid contrast with the thinner and uniform touches of the

'»<-'-din<r and obscurer parts, and die transparent glaze of the shadows.

l"'»«'n. ai'.'iin, in other pi.-tures, the lights of sinning bodies, such as

"">'->r and Airniture,—all tlicse things are touched sliarply, boldly, with

* "i.L'le touch, and seemiiiijly without study. With a single touch—
^•** l-ilKjring at the stroke, modeling into shape, and relouciiing care-

VoL, Vlil.—lG
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fully those lights that should bo sharp, is more than waste of time
;

the spirit is gone, the force, the truth,—not to say that the light is dim-
med by the very act of manij)iilaiion."—P. H-i.

Parts Third, Fourth, and Fifih, occupying one hundred pages

of the body of llic work", arc devoted to portrait-painting and its ac-

cessories. This, as has been before inlitnated, and as allowed by
general consent, is the department of American, as it ever has been

of British, art. If the royal mantle of Angelo has ever dropped

upon the Britisli Isles, from the days of Sir Godfrey Kncller to the

days of Sir Martin Archer Sliec, it has fallen upon the shoulders

of the manufacturers of portraits; a department to which the great

father of modern art never condescended but in a single instance,

and in that it is said of him that " he painted the ruling passion

rather than the man." If American genius has shown cleverjiess

jn any line of the art, it is in the fac-similes of living humanity thai

cover so large a portion of the walls of the National Academy at its

annual exhibitions, and that, in the language of Johnson as quoted

by the biographer of Reynolds, fulfill so important an office "in
diffusing friendship, in renewing tenderness, in quickening the

aftections of the absent, and continuing the presence of the dead.'**

For practiced artists, the author reminds us again thai he does

not write; and then i)rocoeds lo unfold ihe processes indicated by
Bouvicr, with such fidelity and minuteness that a studious boy of

ordinary genius might soon master these primary lessons, so en-

tirely analytical are the methods of coloring laid down for beginners

by this cxp'^ricnced artist. The pupil does nothing in the dark;

lakes no step oi which he does not immediately see the propriety,

and wliicli (Kk-s !>.ol instantly create the necessity for the one which
follows, lie is langhl ''the composition and methodical arrange-

ment of his first pallet," the necessary quantity of each of the

elemental colors which he is lo employ, and to mix and grade

them so jis to j)roduce all the various shades required, from the

most liiiuinous llcsh-tints to the darkest hues of plain background.
There are thirteen rows for the flesh-tints, willi three linls in

each row. Wiio, uniniliatcd in coloring, would suppose the num-
ber of gradations in tint in the human countenance to be nearly

"forty;" which, by skillful blending, may be varied lo the verge

of infinity ? The fourteenth row contains shades for the hair, the

fifteenth for Unen, the sixteenth for "backgrounds of apartments, or

others thai are not skies."

When the pallet of the beginner is duly stocked with colors,

there arc a dozen chapters lo tell him how to dispose of them ; he

• Cunningham, vol. i, p. 237.

Id*
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n l.in^lil how to transfer his clesij:jn to canvas, the process of tlie

rir»l paiiititu^ or dead coloring, the method of blending or melting

lii» lints together, how to add his fmishing touches, how many

,IIivs or siuings, if he is painting after nature, must be devoted to

{ii«! work, how to color his backgrounds and other accessories

j.rccssnry to the completion of his undertaking.

|*arl I'ourlh brings the student, in this close process of analysis,

10 the second or fmishing pallet. In the construction of the first,

tunr parent colors were employed. Preliminary to this, sixteen,

With the needed compound proportions of each, are enumerated;

f 111 of which the novice is to construct twenty rows for his carna-

tions with their reflexes and shadows, and two rows for his back-

v;rounds, linens, and drapery.

I'art Fifth has eight chapters upon the material and management

< f draperies. Part Sixth treats of landscape-painting,—a part of

tlu- work which we feel no hesitation in commending to the con-

hi«icralc attention of such boarding-schools as have incorporated

lliis <-oinparatively easy department of oil-painting into their course

f f instruction. Wc think its thorough study would remove from

the walls of the semi-annual exhibition-room, some of those "mon-
«5rou8 pieces, where the skies of Italy glow upon the dark herbage

and humid soil of England, and Grecian ruins molder by the side

v( CJothic castles, while the shepherd of Arcadia waters brick-red

rows in the stream that owes its visible origin to the snows of the

Helvetian Alps," &c.—P. 264.

On temporary varnishes, with which Part Seventh opens, the

sulhur di.srourscs thus :

—

" Supposing now that our novice has finished his picliiro, whether

!sTu!t(-.ipf, groiip, or single heati, he will lie impatient to varnish it.

U'.- firr:itlios upon it—a vajjor gathers bolJIy on the colored surface,

^n.l ohsiciircs it a few secomls ere it disappears: ho touches it with Ins

j'ri;;frs—they leave no mark—his picture is dry. It is, hut it is not

tJ''»roui<hly so; not hard-dnj, so to express it. To varnish it imme-
'a'.cly would prevent tlie further evaporation of the oil, which, thus

t'nprisoacd, would more or less imbrown his colors ;
perhaps, too,

|^•<'^o colors, straitened by tlieir yet harder over-couch of resin, and
"i".« itnpfdod in their natural expansion, whih^ still imperfectly dry,

"ill ^er^l their restraint, and the picture will open in cracks. lUit what
i-'-n ? Thfi lapse of months may be needed to complete the drying ;

*-'»J, in ilio mean time, for the purpose of exhibition, or to be enabled to

;^!^M' of the efiucl of his performance, the artist wishes to remove that

•nrjoil-irity of appearance which is caused by the dullness of some

;
ii'.N an«l tlio glistening of others, and prevents a just view of the whole.

li» thu case he makes a varnish of the white of eggs, which is done in

^ following manner," &c.—P. 281.
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Passing by "the mode of varnishing with mastic varnish," the

methods of removing maslic varnish when necessary, and the modes

of repairing injured paintings, we come to tlie author's conclusion,

which, it is perhaps needless lo add, lias our hearty approval.

" While so much has been prescril)cd for the preservation and restora-

tion of paintings, it would be quite as useful if something could be done

to promote their destruction ; for, out of tlie vast crowd of pictures, old and

new, that here as well as in l^uropo are giving mostly a false direction

to public taste, or preventing its expansion, ninety out of every hundred

misht disappear lo tho mani'l'.st advantage of the art; whUe of the ten

rcmainins, live arc all the bolter, or would be so, for any obscuration,

that in rendering their characterih^tics less obvious should help also to

veU their defecLs."—P. 29G.

To one v/ho simply desires lo maintain, for literary or other pur-

poses, a running acquaintance with the terms and phrases of art,

ihe Analytical Index and Explanatory and Critical Dictionary,

which fdl out ihc remaining hundred pages of a work comprising,

as lias been already shown, such an amount of valuable matter,

would be well worth the price of the entire volume. As a refer-

ence book on this branch of art, it would be a valuable accessory

to any library, public or private.

AuT. W.— The Life of Christ, in its Historical Connection and

Historical Development. By Dr. A. Neaxder. Translated

from the fourth German. Edition, by John ^I'Clintock and

Charles JO. Bia:.mi:.nti!al, Professors in Dickinson College,

8vo., pp. 450. New-York : Harper & Brothers. 1843.*

It is an essential clement of the wisdom of God, in the govern-

ment of his kingdom on earth, that all heresies and schisms, all

errors and diseases, must in the end promote the cause of divine

truth and the welfare of the church. This law has been anew

illustrated \\\ the history of that notorious book, the "Life of Je-

sus," by Dr. 1). I\ Strauss, which appeared first in 1S35, and, ia

its fourth edition, in 1840. That work, designed by its author to

subvert at once the history of our Saviour and the foundation ot our

hopes, has called forth some of the most able defenses of the gospel

history that have ever appeared ; and thus, instead of weakening

The writer of lliis article bejrs the readers of the Review to bear in mind

that Englisli is not his imlivc tongue, and to excuse the imperfections of his

style on that acooiinl. 'J'he object of the article is to give a condensed ac-

count of one of the most import-int controversies in modern German theology.
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x\s basis, has established it more firmly than ever. Among these

iirft>i«scs is Ncandcr''s " Life or Christ ;" the translation of which

lias furnished the occasion for this article. It is true that Neandcr

would i)robably iiave written a similar work as the necessary com-

pIonuMit to his "Planting and Training of the Christian Church

(»y ihe Apostles," and as the foundation of his great work on ccclc-

•lastical history ; but it would neither have appeared so soon, nor

fissumcd its present shape, had not Strauss's book first been

writicn.

To write a biography of the God-man is doubtless one of the

most arduous and responsible tasks which the theologian can be

called to undertake. Indeed, many regard the task as too sacred

.ukI lofty for any human pen. Even the genial Herder wondered

how any one could hazard the allenipt after the inimitable record

l»y JoiiN, " who lay in the Masters bosom." But without the life

of Him, who is ''the way, the truth, and the life," not only exe-

I:c^is and church history, but also didactic and moral theology,

must remain incomplete. Without it, divinity would lack its

i orncr-slone ; the stream of church history its fountain-head ; and

morality its life-blood and its. highest pattern. The entire New
Testament is a commentary upon the life of Christ; nay, such

ilso is the history of the church, and the holy life of every true

believer. But its proper and principal sources arc the four Gos-

jids; for they contain all the^material essential to a systematic

hiography, although they are not given to us as complete lives of the

Saviour, but only as I'ecording such of his acts, miracles, and dis-

courses, as their special aims and the wants of their readers re-

quired an accoimt of As, therefore, the (Gospels arc the sources

of this department of Biblical literature, it has always been closely

conneclcil with the criticism of the Gospels—with all inquiries into

ihcir nature, authenticity, and integrity.

Tour views have been taken of this important subject, all, ol

roursc, aftecting the entire system of theology and of ])ractical

rtlipion. Three of these belong to the sphere of infideliiy, and

JiviY be said, even in a scientific point of view, to involve greater

diiricuhics than that which we place first in order below—which
we deem to be the only true and tenable view, and which has, of

laie, come out in new triumph from the deep struggles of modern

<»cnnan theology.

I- The first is the Orthodox or Supranaturalistic \ic\\ of Christ's

ht'-'. Tiiis view, which is as old as Christianity itself, is held by

*hc evangelical Protestant churches in common with the Ponian

Caiholic Church. Its bearing may be summed up as follows:

—
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The four Gospels are divinely inspired books, and relate genuine

history, without error or contradiction, ('luist is G04.I and man in

one person; was conceived by the Holy Ghost, and born of the

Virgin Mary. The miracles ascribed to him by the evangelists

were truly performed by him, and were tlie natural manifestation

of the power of God dwelling in him. All his words arc spirit ami

life—the revealing of a new spiritual creation. He died on the

cross for the sins of men; rose again on the third day; and

ascended to the right hand of the Father, wiicre he rules, " head

over all things to tiie churcli, wiiich is his body, the fullness of him

that fillelh all in ail."

2. ^rhe second view is the Dcistic or Naturalistic, according to

wliich the evangelical history was the product of an invention im-

posed upon the world by its authors ; and Christ an ordinary man,

who, from selfish and interested designs, has been raised by his fol-

lowers to the imaginary dignity of a divine being. This position was

fu'st taken by the heathen oj)[)onents of Christianity, such as Cclsus,

Porphij) ius, and the emperor Julianus Aposlata. It was after-

ward adopted by many of the English Deists, e. g., Morgan,

Chi'hb, and particularly W'oolston, in his "Six Discourses on the

Miracles of our Saviour." The French infidels of the last cen-

tury, Voltaire, the JCnci/chjH^.dists, and the author of the Si/ste??ie

(!e la A'atiirc, followed, yea, even exceeded, the English Deists in

hatred of Ciiristianity ; and brought on, as a natural consequence,

the French Revolution, with its horrible scenes, and with its ridi-

culous attempt to depose God himself, and seat human reason

upon the throne of the world. But the most remarkable and

scientific cxjiosition of tlii.s view is to be found in the anonymous

Fragments which Lcssini^ discovered in the library of Wolfenbiittel,

and which he began to publish in 1774, not "because he agreed

with them, but because he wished to rouse the spirit of inquiry."

This called furih the witty remark of Sonlcr, that Lessing's pro-

cedure was " like selling a city on fire in order to try the engines."

It is now well known that the real author of these Fragments was

lUrinann Samurl Rcimanis* According to the Fragments,

the laws and doctrines of the Old Testament were too barbarous

and dangerous to have come from God; the miracles of Scripture

were so contradictory, absurd, and incredible, that they could be

nothing else but deceptions practiced to secure the reverence and

obedience of the superstitious multitude ; the design of Jesus was

a political one ; his relation to John the Baptist rested on a pre-

* Gwlitt has I'ut this boyunJ doubt ia the " Lcij'ziger Literalurzinlung,"

1827, No. 55.
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v.ous mutual compact to recommend each other to the people

;

,.ul his plan ^vas fmally frustrated by his unforesce.i death ^vhlcl.

|.;. c'.'^ciplcs tried to evade by making the world believe he had

n'ri^cM and by cunningly modifying his doctrme accoromgly.

It would be, of course, labor spent m vam to set about anytlnng

'.ke a serious refutation of such wicked crudities at this day. I o

bMiui the most sacred experience of millions of Christians, nay, the

uholc liistor)' of eighteen hundred years, upon a wretched impo-

s.uon or even upon a skillful trick, of selfish hypocrites, is not

.>n!v an insult done to Christ and his apostles, but to the human race

:wul' common sense. No writer of any self-respect would dare now

,u fall in with such a view. One glance even at the lofty sublimity

of the moral character of Christ and his apostles, as it strikes even

the casual reader in every line of the New Testament, is enough

to class such a theory among the grossest absurdities which e%er

proceeded from a perverted human brain.

3 Not so contemptible, but yet not much better if carried out

to it. ultimate results, is the Ralionalistic or Euhcmenstw* mode-

of explaining the life and miracles of Christ. This view was held

bv several (ierman theologians about the close of the last and t.ie

b'f'dnning of the present century, and reached its classical perfec-

tion in the "Commentaries on the Gospels" and " Life of Jesus,

bv Or PuTLUs, a man whose extensive learning and mental acumen

might, under the influence of the Spirit of God, have done great

service to the cause of truth and piety.
.

Hv nationalism is commonly meant that form of theology whicli

r.-ceives onlv so much of the Christian religion as can be under-

stood bv our natural reason, {ratio,) or, more properly speaking.

hv our common scnsr. Interpreters of this school hold reason to

be. of course, as pure and sound now as when it proceeded ori-

Hinallv from the liands of the Creator; and they make it the rule

:.nd jud-e of all truth, even of the word of God. ^^ halevcr goes

iKVond its horizon, is cither rejected as the superstition of bygone.

ages, or explained awav as poetical figure, and brought down to

the level of cverv day thoughts and events. Rationalism has an

uiborn hatred of mystery, and tries to make everything clear and

p.-dpublc. Gbthe has characterized it in his usual masterly

way :

—

• From Euhcmcrus, the heathen forerunner of the German Nationalist

Pavlus. He explained the gods of the Greek mylholo-y as sapcs l>er, c

»^«^^% and tj-rants, whose deeds painc.l them divine honors.—Cf. Dtod. ^icu .

Hibl. Fragm., 1. vi ; Cicero, de Nat. Door, i, 42.
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" Daran erlcenn 'ich den gclehrtcn Ilerrn

Was ilir nicht tastet, stclit ouch meilenfcrn,

Was ihr nicht fasst, das Iclilt each ganz uiid gar,

Was itir nicht reclinet, glaubt ilir, sei nicht wahr,

Was ihr nicht wiigt, Jiat I'lir cucli kein gcwicht,

Was ihr niclit miinzt, das, nieint ihr, gelte nicht."*

The German Rationalists, like our Unitarians, have a very high

opinion of the moral beauties of our holy religion ; but they

reject the doctrinal basis on Avhich it rests. They look upon

Ciirist as the greatest sage and the higliest model of character;

but they will jiot admit his divinity in the sense of the church, lie

is, after all, a mere man, diflcrcnt from others only in degree,

prhnits inter pares. Everything, therefore, in the evangelical his-

tory v.'hich transcends the power of man, and the capacity of com-

mon sense, must be cither denied or explained naturally. Dr.

Paulus sets out with the remark, that the Biblical critic must care-

fully distinguish between the fact itself and the judginent of tliosc

who performed or v, lio related it ; and that his duty is to select the

former in its original purity, free from all the disturbing influences

and opinions of the time of its occurrence. The miracles of Christ

will thus be found to lose their supernatural appearance, and to be

cither deeds of philanthropy, of medical skill, or of accident and

good luck.

To be more clear we shall adduce some specimens of this so-

called natural interpretation, which, however, turns out to be most
unnatural and absurd. The glory of the Lord, which, in the night

of Christ's birth, shone about the sheph.crds of Bethlehem, was an

i<;nis fatuus. The miracle attending Christ's baptism is reduced
to thunder and ligiitning, and a sudden dispersion of the clouds.

The tempter in the wiluerness was a cunning Pharisee, sent out

by the Jewish authorities to try whether Jesus could perform
miracles, and whether he might not be used against the Roman
yoke. The changing of water into wine was a wedding joke, and
the delusion of the company must be chargecl uj)on the twilight.

The feeding of five thousand men can easily be explained by sup-
posing them to have brought their own provisions with them. The
(laughter of Jairus, the youth of Nain, and Lazarus, were not really

• Ileri'in I recognize the high-learned man

!

What yon luive never handled—no man can
;

What you can't grasp, is sheer nonentity
;

Wliat yvu cannot aecourit for, cannot be

;

What your sciUes have not proved, can have no v/eight

;

What you 'vc not stamped, can never circulate.
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a.aJ and needed only medical assistance. Christ's walking on the

,r^ r'.sts on a false translation ;
^reoc^aTdi- Ht rn^^aXaoajjc, means

, nlv *' lo walk around the sea on the high bank,'' which, of course, is

nolh.n- extraordinary. The Saviour's resurrection was an awaking

rom a'lrance or swoon ; and Dr. Paulus attributes a great deal to

x\c •^i)ii-cs and the coolness of the grave in resuscitating the slum-

Kcrin- powers of life, and does not forget to quote Josephus,

( Vi(al3 ) who makes mention of a man who was brought to life

arain after having been taken down from the cross. The ascen-

s,,n is cxplaincd^in this way, namely, that Christ, hidden from his

t'l^cii^los by a cloud accidentally intervening between them, disap-

l^-ared among the trees, and soon died in some unknown place in

consequence of his wounds.

h scorns to be almost incredible that men should waste so much

learning and acumen of mind in support of such hypotheses, winch

arc not only revolting to our moral and religious feelings, but even

U> conmion sense itself, the highest authority of Rationalists.

This system, however, as it reached its culmination, dogmatically

,„ Wc'rschridcr, exegcticallv in Paulus, is also dying out with

iJK-tn;"^nd it is one of the greatest triumphs of modern German

philosophy and theology to have scientifically conquered this form

of infidelity. To be sure, the Rationalismus convnwus swe vul-

i^ans, as it is sometimes called in distinction from speculative

Rationalism, has a great many adherents yet among older minis-

icrs and laymen of superficial education. It has assumed, even

v.itiiin the last few years, a new practical importance m the party

oi the " Fricmh of Light," with the preacher Uhlich at their head,

and among the followers of the pseudo-reformer Ro?ige, one of the

shallowest men that ever succeeded in making a noise in the

world. But It is noticeable, that not one theologian of any dis-

iniciion as a scholar belongs to them. Among the German uni-

\crsities that of Giessen is the only one where Rationalism has

MiU the preponderance. In Halle, where it had its chief scat be-

fore Tholuck's arrival, the writer of this recollects very well, that,

curing his stay there in 1839, Professor Wcgscheidcr had only

fru.n uvo to six hearers ; while twenty years before, he had from

three to four hundred.

The professorship of Paulis, in Heidelberg, was toward the last

icdiiced to a mere title. The general superintendent, Rohr, who

used to exercise an unbounded authority in the grand duchy ot

.^rixonv, has been completely ridiculed in his well-known contro-

versy with Hase, professor in Jena. Dr. Brctschneider, of Golha,

Has only weight yet by his scholarship, which does good service
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in his valuable edition of llic Corpus Rcfornnatonim now in progress.

Of liis dogmatic theology Marhcinckc remarked, so long as twenty

years agoT " The general superintendent, Bretschneider, has called
|

my dog°matik at once pietislic, mystical, and transcendental. It is

|

but justice to mention in apology for him, first, that he belongs to
|

a long exploded theological tendency ; secondly, that he docs not *

kno\\^he meaning of the terms he here uses ;
and, thirdly, that ho

^

professedly judges only according to his own subjectivity, which

means as much as nothing." The philosophy of common-sense

Rationalism is so shallow that it could not possibly satisfy such pro-

found thinkers as Schleierjnachcr, SchcUing, and Hcgcl ; and they

have completely overthrown it. Its general view of life is so prosa-

ical, that the poets of the romantic school, the two Schlegels, Ticck,

and Nuvahs, made it the subject of keen sarcasm. Its interpre-

tation of the Bible, in its vam attempt to reconcile its theory with

the sacred text, does such violence to all laws of grammar and

sound hermeneutics, that it received its death-blow from the

gigantic progress of the later German philology. Even men who

sympathize dogmatically, either in whole or in part, with the tenets

of Rationalism, such as Fritzsche, Meyer, Ruckert, de Welle, and

Winer, reject its interpretations on mere philological grounds;

and have to acknowledge that the church, and particularly the re-

formers of the sixteenth century, have rightly understood the Bible.

It is an undeniable merit of Strauss, that he has triumphantly ex-

posed the grammatical sins, the philosophical absurdities and in-

'

consistencies, of the natural interpretation of the miracles. His

"Lcben Jesu" is a complete refutation of the " Leben Jcsu" by

Dr. Paulas. Thus one infidel has killed another, justifying the

hope that the same fate will fall upon Strauss. Indeed, this de-

sirable result has already been partly brought about by the infamous

productions of Weisse and of Bruno Bauer.

It is perfectly obvious, on the stand-point of modern exegesis, that

the system which we have been describing is utterly at war with

the plain, natural meaning of the sacred writers, and that it charges

ihem with the imbecility of mistaking every-day occurrences for

miracles. But who in the world can earnestly believe that those

fishermen, who have exerted more influence over the world than

all the philosophers, poets, conquerors, and kings, put together.

w^ere destitute of their proper senses and ordinary faculties?

Rationalism only removes one miracle in order to put a much

greater one in its place.

But it must not be concluded that because this kind of Rational-

ism has been overcome scientifically by modern German theology,
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.n.1 .nav be placed thus far among anliqualcd lieresics, thai it is

,Uo dcJirovecl practically, much less that with it infidelity in gene-

ml has been silenced. On the contrary, unbelief Nvill constantly

Mninic new forms, and continue to exist as long as the church is

nnlilanl compelling it to enter more and more deeply into the

„alvirn of our most holy faith. From those very scientific quarters

,n wiiich the common-sense Rationalism had been slam and buried

U.crc arose a more fearful enemy of Christianity who threatened

\o di-^olvc the Avholc liistory of the Saviour into visions and dreams

of the imaoination. This leads us to the consideration of the most

,H,werful attack which has ever been made against the Gospels

from the department of learning and science, and which has, as

.hcadv mentioned, helped to call forth the work of A^f^^^f
•

.

4 'h.c fourth and last point of view in which the life of Christ

has been treated is the M>jthic, which sinks our religion to the

level of iieathen mvthologics, thus destroying its objective reality,

n.d making it the product of speculative fancy. It has been said

thai the aUr^oncal mode of interpretation is the mother ot the

luvlluc. \Vc hnd it among the Jews in Alexandria, who had

hr^cW imbibed the ideas of Greek, particularly Platonic, phi.o-

sophv', and tried to reconcile it with the Old Testament, which

could onlv be done by going beyond the literal sense. Plulo, the

eoicmporary of Chri'st, is well known to have reduced this alle-

gorical interpretation to a system. The celebrated Origcn adopted

a, and applied it also to the New Testament. According to his

uu-hotomic anthropology, he distinguished three meanings in the

r»ihlc-lhe literal or historical, the moral or psychic, and the mystical

or pneumatic ; the first corresponding to the body, the second to the

»nul. the third to the spirit.! But Origcn's allegorizing tendency

did not lead him to deny the sacred history ;
and no example can

he adduced from his numerous writings on the New 1 estament m

prc;of that he sacrificed any of Christ's miracles. He only con-

sidered the historical sense as insufficient in itself. So also in the

n.n.tu-m church, down to our day, the allegorical uitcrpretation

l-i^ been largely made use of for practical purposes without the

»:-..;Ktest intention of giving up a particle of ]^ibhcal history. Still

li Uiu^i be confessed that the tendency to allegorize is in itself un-

sm
ms.

»» WIUM DC COIUUSSOU lUcU UIi; n,iiuv,..^,. v- »

tL-und. and will easily lead minds of a decided leaning to spiritual

Jinu idealism to a decided disregard of external facts and for

li'-Mdcs, it opens the door to all kinds of arbitrary interpretation.

li >liows a much greater reverence for the Bible, to take out only

Vide St.rau.is, Lcben Jcsu, vol. i. p. G, fourth edition.

t Horn. V, in Lcvit., ^ 5 ; De Trincip. iv, 11.
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what is in it, than to put in one's own notions and fancies. The
allegorical interpretation in most cases turns out to be imposition

instead of exposition.

The mythic interpretation took its rise toward the end of the

last ccntur}', and was intimately connected with the critical inves-

tigations of that period into heathen antiquity, particularly of the

origin and nature of the mythological religions, licijne, the cele-

brated philologist, laid down the principle that all the history,

philosophy, and religion of antiquity, proceeded from myths.* The
genial Wolf tried to make the very existence of Homer doubtful,

and ascribed his inunorlal poems to the poetical spirit of the Greek

nation. The great historian Niehuhr dissolved the old Roman
history, as related by Livy, into myths and unreliable traditions.

No wonder that in such a critical and revolutionary age the prin-

ciple of Heyne and Schclling was applied also to the religion of

the Bible. It was done by certain neological critics, who had,

from the start, some misgiving at the natural interpretation of their

fellow-rationalists. Gablcr, Vatcr, de Wcttc, Eichhorn, and

Lorenz Bauer, interpreted first some parts of the Old Testament
history mythically ; Ammoix, Gabler, Eichhorn, Kaiser, Ber-

thohit, de Wcltc, Jfasc, and Usteri, extended the process to the

New Testament, but yet only to a partial extent. Ammon and

Hase, for instance, confined the mythic view to the beginning and

end of Christ's life ; Eichhorn and de Wettc to those parts of the

first three Gospels which are not confirmed by the Gospel of

St. John.

To J)r. David Frirdrich Strauss undoubtedly belongs the

honor {!) of having carried this stand-point consistently through the

whole evangelical history. He left his predecessors far in the

rear in ability as well as in boldness ; and his " Ijcben Jesu" will

always remain llic classical work of this school. It may be said

to be the concentration of all former efforts made by human reason

and human learning against the basis of Christianity ; and a suc-

cessful refutation of it would be the greatest triumph of theology.

The wrher of this sketch, who, soon after the ai)pearance of the

work, studied in the university where it was written, and where
the personal recollections of the youthful author, and of his stirring

lectures to the students of Tiibingen, were yet quite fresh, recol-

lects very well what an immense sensation this production made
throughout Germany. Hardly a day passed that it was not made
the subject of the most earnest and exciting discussion. Some

* " A mythis omiiis i>riscorum hominum cum hisloria turn philosophia pro-

cedit."

—

Ad AjioUod. Athcn. Bill, notae, p. 3, seq.
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lhvii:£:'iit lli.1t thn hour of ihc downfall of the Christian church and

rrli;,Mon had struck, while others expected good results from the

truimlc. " This is the crisis of the disease," they said ;
" thou-

,aiuls will siirink from the fearful abyss, and return to the good

old failh ; the church will overcome this enemy as all others, and

then slaixi more firmly than ever." Some even expressed the hope

tint ihc author himself, if he sincerely inquired after truth, could

not remain in this extreme position, and would, ere long, recall his

t-rrors. At first none seemed to venture on the arena to oppose him,

Init soi)n a whole host of answers from both orthodox and semi-

oriiiodox theologians appeared, and calmed down the fears of the

agitated friends of religion.

Strauss was born in 1806 at Ludwigsburg, in the kingdom of

Wrutcmberg. As a student at Tubingen, he was always indus-

trious, retired, seemingly modest, correct, and, at one time, thought

even to be pious. In talents and scholarship he stood first in his

class, lie finished his education at Berlin, from which city he re-

turned, somewhat changed, to Tubingen. He cultivated his mind

particularly in the school of Schleiermachcr's criticism and Hegel's

metaphysical pantheism. His learning is not so extensive as that

of 'J'hohick, Ncander, Baur, and others, but very well digested,

accurate, nice, and adroitly managed. His acumen is admirable.

No discrepancy in the Gospels, how slight soever, escapes his

observation. He acts toward the records as a lawyer, who hears

their accounts, and seeks to involve them in contradiction, in order

lo destroy the weight of their testimony. He writes with more

elegance, clearness, vivacity, point, and wit, than most of the

(-icrman theologians. At the same time his work is characterized

by an air of calmness and indifference in regard to the result. He
pulls down the most venerable structures of antiquity without a sigh

or regret. It seems not to cause him the least pain that his con-

clusions, if they arc correct, must deprive millions of their only

comfort in life, and their only hope in death. There he stands

'ij>on the ruins of the greatest and most sacred life which ever

opIH-ared among men, like a marble statue, with the all-suilicient

air of a Stoic philosopher. It is true, in the last chapter he affects

to build up again what he has destroyed, by referring lo an ab-

stract idea what the church finds in the person of Jesus Christ.

A miserable substitute indeed ! " Humanity as a whole," we are

t^'ld, " is the God-man, the Saviour of the world, the child of the

Visible mother, nature, and of the invisible father, spint. Humanity

«» the incarnate God ; she performs miracles by subduing nature

^ her Wonderful inventions, such as steamboats and railroads.
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We are saved by failh in litis Christ, tlial is, by coming to ihe

painful consciousness of our individuality, and fuiding ourselves, at

the same lime, embraced in the general race, which constantly

rises from the grave"—the only immortality known in pantheistic

philosophy.* In a speculative church like this all worship would

have to be the worship of genius, (or hero-worship, as Carlyle

calls it;) all prayers must be addressed to the spirit of humanity,

that is, must be self-adoration. Can such a system save an im-

mortal soul ? Thus far, at least, it has not.

Strauss is a Rationalist in the general sense of the term, so far

forth as he rejects everything which he cannot comprehend with

his natural reason ; but his philosophy is of a very difierent kind

from that^of Rationalism proper: it is not deistic, but pantheistic;

it does not separate God froin the world in an abstract way, but

confounds the two by deifying the idea of humanity ; it is not

popular, but speculative and transcendental ; not Ebionitish, but

Gnostic. His inlideliiy is more refmcd and profound than that of

Bahrdt, Paulus, jiohr, ur Wcgscheider, but on this very account

more dangerous where it once has taken hold. While the older

Rationalists retain the tenets of natural religion, particularly the

three ideas oi Kant, namely, God, liberty, and immortality, Strauss

would fain deprive us of a personal God, of a personal Christ, and

of individual immortality. While Paulus holds fast to the his-

torical character of Christ's life, only excluding all supernatural

and miraculous agency, Strauss dissolves nearly the whole of it

into mythological fables, produced, not from any impure motives,

to be sure, as the Wolfenbutlel Fragmentist would make us be-

lieve, but unconsciously, by the creative power of a pious en-

tliusiasm.
*

Strauss requires from the biographer of Jesus that his heart and
mind be perfectly free from religious and dogmatic suppositions

and prejudices ; and claims, in the preface to his first edition, (vol.

i, p. V,) this freedom ( Vuraussctzungslosi<ykcit.) as the fruit of his

own philosophical studies. This, however, is a conceit. It is ab-

solutely imj)ossil)le for a theologian to gel rid of all suppositions,

else he woidd have to give up himself, and commence with nothing.

Bui of the creature the maxim is perfectly true, ex nihilo nildl jit.

it is the privilege of the Creator only to make something out of no-

thing. Wcmustreqnire,rather, that the biographcrof Jesus proceed

from right suppositions, from sincere love of truth, and deep reve-

rence for Him whom the most superficial observation shows to be

the greatest benefactor of mankind, and the only comfort and hope

• Lebeii Jesu, vol. ii, p. 710.
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of millions. Slrauss was full of false prejudices from the bcgin-

r.irik'. »'» ^P'tc 0^ '''=^ assertion lo the contrary, lie had eslablislied

in Ins mind, before writing his work, the principle, that miracles

arc impossible; that the Hegelian philosophy, as he understood it,

was ihe only inic philosophy; that the orthodox and rationalistic

vjinv of the evangelical history was obsolete ; and also many other

suppositions, which guide and determine him more or less in all

his arguments and conclusions.

Our critio does not reach such a height of folly and absolute

skoplicism as lo deny altogether the historical existence of Jesus

Christ ; but he reduces it to a mere skeleton. According to him,

Christ was a religious genius, who first awoke to the consciousness

of the essential unity (or, rather, identity) of God and men. But

i!ns is all : in no feature was he specifically diiTercnt from other

individual men. The superhuman glory with which the evange-

lists surround him is nothing but the reflection of their own mis-

tiken ideas. His views may be thus set forth :

—

15y rat/thus we are lo understand the representation of a religious

jdca in the form of a fact which the author honestly believes to have

really happened. It is intimately related to the creations of poetry;

but it diliers from them, at the same time' in this, that the poet, in

must cases, is conscious of the unhistorical character of his pro-

ductions, while the mythus rests always on a self-deception in this

respect. The mythus, moreover, has not a simply individual cha-

racter, but proceeds from the general spirit of a religious society

or of a nation.* Older writers have made a distinction between

historical and philosophical myths. But the first, (historical mylhs,)

which rest on some fact, arc better called legends, {Sagcn, for

which we cannot find a term precisely corresponding in English.)

Now the first Christian community was pregnant with the i\Ies-

6ianic ideas of ihe Old Testament, which assumed new vigor and

hfc from the person of Jesus. Moses had announced a prophet

like him. Dcut. xviii, 15; Acts iii, 22; vii, 37. The Messiah

was lo proceed from the family of David, and from the town of

IJcihlchem. Isa. ix, 7 ; xi, 1; Micah v, 1; Luke i, 32; Matt.

»i, 5 ; xxii, 42 ; John vii, 42 ; Acts ii, 30. He was to be, accord-

>"K lo jjrophecy, a prophet, priest, and king, performing all kinds

tl miracles; opening the eyes of the blind, unstopping the cars of

ihc deaf, making the lame man to leap as a hart, and the tongue

t'f the dumb to sing. Isa. xxxv, 5, seq. ; xxxii, 3, 4 ; Matt, xi, 5 ;

• Conip. Baur^s Review of Oitfricd Midler's " Prolegomena za ciner wissen-

KhafiHcl.cn Mytholo;;;ie," in Jahji's Jahrbuchern f. Phil. u. Pacdag., 1828,

'^- i,
l». 7 ; Strauss, Leben Jesu, vol. i, ^^ 14, 10.
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|

Luke vii, 21, seq. He was to suffer and to die for the sins of his
|

people, isa. liii ; at the same time, liowevcr, he should not see i

corruption, but rise triumphantly from the grave. Psa. xvi, 10; I

\cts ii, 31 ; X, 35. Tlie enthusiasm for Jesus excited m the dis-
j

ciples made them believe that all these prophecies were fulfilled in
j

him, and their own ideas assumed, unconsciously, the nature of ![

external facts. They were not able to hold fast the idea of a divmo
\

human Saviour in its abstract universality ;
and thus the Christian 1

church generally since that time has always identified it with the
j

individual Jesus of Nazareth, until some philosophers and critics

|

in the nineteenth century discovered the incongruence of the abso- 1

lute and the individual, and succeeded in saving the idea of a God- I

man by sundering it from the inadequate historical and individual

form with which the imagination of antiquity had clothed it.

This is the general substance of the work in question. Tlie

manner in which Strauss carries out his principle is rather mono-

tonous. He takes up the different accounts of the Gospels on each

part of Christ's life, involves them in contradiction with each other.

to prepare the way for the denial of their historical character, and

then goes on to show that the orthodox exposition, as represented

in our days maitdv by Olshauscn, cannot be maintained ;
and from

this he passes over to th.c rationalistic interpretation of Paulus and

others to prove that it is equally untenable from philosophical as

well as cxegetical reasons. Having thus, as he imagines, destroyed

the former uitcrprctations, he thinks himself driven to the mythic

view as the only one consistent with the principles of sound

criticism.

Without pretending, of course, to bestow a thorough review on

the work, which would require us to write a hook, we mention

some of the arguments which shake the foundation of this dange-

rous system. The importance of the subject is such that our

readers, we hope, will willingly consent to examine it a little

further.

Tiic two chief grounds on which Strauss rests his attempt to

invalidate the extraordinary events in Christ's life, are the apparent

contradictions j« the accounts of the Gospels, and the alledged

impossilnlity of miracles. The first is of a critical, the second of

h philosophical, nature.

Every careful reader of a Synopsis Evangeliorum must see at once

that the four Gospels differ frequently, not only in chronological ar-

rangement, but also in the accounts tiiemsclvcs. The ditlerencc is

most striking in the rclalion of the Gospel of St. John to the so-called

Synoptics. But it will be found, at the same time, that these differ-
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COCC8 do not affecl any essential point either in history or in doctrine.

\11 ihc leading portions of Christ's life stand out clear and impreg-

ivablo ;
yea, the discrepancies go only to co?ifirm the general titith of

the Rospcl history ;
adording the strongest possible proof that there

was no collusion among the evangelists. Each drew from his own

observations and sources with perfect honesty and conscientious-

ness. Moreover, the differences are not contradictions, but co?n-

fJnncnts of each other. A building or a landscape may be repre-

'^ciitcd from different sides, so as to furnish occasion for many

jMciurcs; why not an immortal man also? It was absolutely im-

'y.^sstUc for one evangelist to give a complete picture of the Sa-

'v.our, in whom the fullness of the Godhead dwelleth bodily. Even

Soc-rates, who was a mere man, could not be fully represented by

,.ne disciple. How different is Plato's description of his character

r.tui system from Xenophon's ! And yet the one only gives, as it

wore," ihc bodv, the other the soul, of the same person. There is

P.u tionbl that" if Strauss had applied the same acumen in harmo-

tu/.ing tiie four Gospels that he has done in dividing them, he

woul.i have been much more successful, because the truth would

have been on his side.

Unt even if we grant that the so-called harmonistic efforts can-

nu\ remove all the real differences, does it follow that the life of

the .Saviour is a mythus ? No more preposterous conclusion could

be drawn than this. If such a conclusion can rest on such a pre-

i!n«e, the whole history of the xoorld falls to the ground. That is

< r.c of the best portions in Tholuck's book against Strauss, in

v.i.ich he proves, with considerable learning, that the same, nay,

uiuch greater, discrepancies exist in the accounts given by the

greatest historians of facts in profane history which no sane man

l.as ever dreamed of doubting.* We shall only hint at one ex-

imple. Tiie Life of Alexander the Great was written partly by

tye-witncsses of his own actions, by his warriors and friends, such

t\ PlolemcEUs, Aristobuhis, Nearclws, Marsijas, Eu?nencs, Baeto,

tVc, of whose writings Arrian, Plutarch, and Straho, have pre-

»crvcd faithful extracts. A comparison of these writings affords a

«holc string of discrepancies. One leaves out what the other

itiaies as the most prominent facts in the life of his hero.

'I'tioy do not even agree in regard to the date of Alexander's death.

I'-'-t/wries and Diodotus, who wrote down the events daily as they

Incurred, say that he died the 11th of June ; but Aristohdus and

f'loUmarus, who were present at his death-bed, mention the 13th.

• Hr. A. Tholuck, die Glaubwurdigkeit der evangelischen Geschichte, se-

«-<e!H <\Jiuon, p. 443, Beq.

Vol. VIII.—17
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According to Arislobuhis, Alexander had reigned twelve years and

eight montlis ; according to Diodurus Siadus and Castor, twelve

years and seven months ; according to the first book of the Mak-

kab., Joscphus and Eratosihc?ics, just twelve years ; according to

Cornelius Nepos and Livy, thirteen years ; and Justinus makes

it thirty-five years and one montii

!

To come down to later limes, it is well known that the bio-

graphers of Luther disagree about many events in the life of the

great reformer : for instance, the place and circumstances of his

birth ; the time of the death of a certain friend, which decided

his conversion ; the date of many of his most valuable produc-

tions, &c. A learned and willy theologian, the late Dr. Wi/rm,

of Wurtemberg, has written (in opposition to Strauss) a " Life of

Luther," in whicii he dissolves the reformer's entire history' into

mere fables. This kind of rcductio ad ahsurdum is of no little

force. There is more agreement, on the whole, among the four

biographers of Jesus than in the accounts on any other great man

in the history of the world. The differences, therefore, which

still may remain in the Gospels do not furnish the least founda-

tion for such a skepticism as we have here under consideration.

It is perfectly plain from the whole " Leben Jesu," that the

ruling argument is not a historical or critical, but a philosophical

one, namely, the supposed impossibility of miracles. This always

gives the uUimatc decision. Strauss says, " A change of water

into wine contradicts the laws of nature ; therefore, the second

chapter of St. John must relate a fable. / cannot comprehend

how ihe dead can rise from the grave ; therefore, the resurrection

of Lazarus and of Jesus is an impossibility." Thus he makes his

mental capacities, in ridiculous and wdcked presumption, the mea-

sure of all truth. But this argument proves too much, and, conse-

quently, nothing, according to a well-known law in logic ; for

neither Dr. Sirauss, nor any philosopher, has succeeded yet in

understanding the fact of the first creation, or the generation of a

single individual, or the nature of the union between soul and

body.
" There arc more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

Than aro dreamt of in your philosopliy."

To confess the imperfection of our present knowledge, and to bow

before the infinitude of truth, is wisdom ; to reject the reality of

things because we do not understand them, is folly itself, and re-

minds one of the blind man, who denies the existence of the sun

and of colors because he camiot see them. The skepticism of

Strauss has its ultimate root in his pantheism, that is, in the denial

17*
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of ^ personal livin- God. His God is a sheer abstraction, the

1 /.-,! of luunanity, which comes to sclf-conscioasncss and active

jr ilitv only in individual men. It is the object of philosophy and

,f speculative iheoloc^y to show the utter untenablencss of such a

,'r.urq>lion of the divine Being. \Yherevcr God is understood to

he the almighty, omnipresent, self-conscious, cvcr-hvnig, and m-

drpcndenl ground of all existence, we must ascribe to him likewise

t'.,.- power of suspending, or rather of subordinating, the laws of

j!',iure, the work of his own hand, to the higher objects of his spi-

ruu;il kingdom. And if we once believe the solemn declaration

of Jesus Christ, that he and the Father are one, we ?nust expect

from him miraculous works. It would b5 a miracle, indeed, if the

Saviour of mankind had not done things surpassing the standard

of merely human actions. With him, miracles are rather natural

a mnticr of course ; the necessary manifestations of a higher world

in \\n> lower sphere of existence in order to raise the latter to the

life of God itself.

Mythological fables originate in times, and among nations, in

v.hich the '"conception of the one true God is wanting, and fan-

la^lic imagination rules over clear reason. But the age of Christ

was comparatively a critical one, and was distinguished by the

luKdiCst culture which antiquity attained. The productive period

of Grecian and Roman mythology had long passed away ;
and the

educated heathen philosophers and poets, far from adding new

material to the fanciful religion of their ancestors, were rather dis-

posed to treat the whole of it either with skepticism or with down-

rij'ht scorn and sarcasm.

\lorcover, the creation of mvths requires, that the real or ima-

ginary person to which they refer be removed from the writer or

nvcnlor by a considerable distance of time. It is impossible to

una-ine that the whole gospel history should have been thus in-

vcnt"ed within the short period of thirty years after Christ s life on

curih He was known personally by hundreds and thousands.

His miracles, his words, his death, were not obscure occur-

rcnros, but public before the world. The apostles and disciples, in

n'ilc of their oriental ori-in, had at least as good sense as we have

Si. Paul, moreover, was a scholar of keen mind, and such a depth

of thought as to leave even the greatest sages of Greece far in the

rv.ir. He most certainly could not be so easily imposed upon,

ini!ch less as he was originally an enemy to Christianity and a

Knsccutor of the church of the Most High.

The whole theory of Strauss, therefore, is destitute of founda-

tion, and falls to the ground, if it can be proved that the Gospels
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were written by the men whose names they bear. He feels this

very sensibly, and tries, therefore, in the introduction to his work,

to unsettle this old belief of all Christendom, and more particularly

to shake the authenticity of the Gospel of John. But this is the

very weakest portion of his book. He passes over this most im-

portant question, which ought to be settled first, before he has any

right to proceed, with remarkable levity and superficiality. The
genuineness of the Gospels is better supported by the oldest tra-

ditions than that of any book of antiquity. It is true we have no

satisfactory testimony in favor of tlie Gospel of St. John from the

first century, at least not satisfactory to a skeptical mind. But
IreiiCEUs, who flourished after the middle of the second century,

declares distinctly, that Jolin, the disciple of the Lord, who "leaned

upon his bosom," wrote, after the other evangelists, his Gospel

during his slay at P^phcsus.* This testimony is the more import-

ant, as Irenajus had spent his youth in Asia !i\Iinor, and lived

there in intimate intcrcovn-se with the venerable martyr Pohjcarp,

the disciple and personal friend of St. John himself. " I recol-

lect," says Irenff'us, in one of his letters,! "those scenes of my
youth much better than things which have happened but recently

;

for what we learn in our youth grows up with the soul, and be-

comes so much interwoven with it, that I am still able even to

point out the places where the blessed Polycarp used to sit in de-

livering his discourses, that I still remember his going out and
coming in, the peculiarities of his mode of life, the form of his

person, the orations which he delivered to the people, and hoiv he

spoke of Jiis intrrrourse with John, and the others, who had seen

the Lord ; how he related their speeches, and what he heard from

them about the Lord, his miracles and doctrine—all of which
Polycarp comniunicatcd as received from those who were eye-

witnesses of the word of life, and in agreement with the Scriptures.

To all these things I listened at that time carefully, according to

the grace of (iod given unto me ; I marked them not on paper, but

on my heart; and repeat them constantly, according to the same
grace." But still more, Polycarp and Papias, the apostolic fa-

thers, and cotemporaries of John, knew and quoted his first epistle,

J

• Adv. II aT., iii, 1, "E-eira 'luuvvr/c 6 ^adijT'rjq tov Kvptov, 6 Kal e~l c-ri-doq

avTOv <iva7rfCi.>r, Ka'i avrur {^e^u>KE to i^vayyt/jov, tv 'Ei/zwcj rf/g 'Kciar iiarpiSuv

.

f Ap. Eu.scb. Hist. Ecclos. v, 20.

\ Eusebius, Jlist. I'ccl., iii, 39, KtxpV^f^i- ^ ^ avToq (6 IlaTriag) fiapTvpiatc

anb Tf/g irportpag "ludwov i-KiGTo7Sjg. Polycarpi Epist. ad Philipp. c. 7 : Huf

yap, Of <i^• //?/ 6fio?.oyy "lijaovv Xpiarbv tv aapKi k?.Ti?.VT5i-vai, avTixpiarog iart, (cf.

1 John iv, 3.)
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which every critic must acknowledge to have proceeded from the

sarnc pen as llic Gospel, so much so, that both productions must

*\mA or fall together. Yea, even in the concluding verso of the

(Ii'^nol itself we have, in all probability, a testimony of the disciples

ijf Julin and elders at Ephesus, John xxi, 24 :
" This is the disciple

wlijrh icstifioth of these things, and wrote these things: and t/;e*

know that his testimony is true."

All these testimonies of the oldest church tradition are most

powerfully supported by the internal evidences of the fourth Cos-

jH'l itself in favor of its genuineness. The writer must have been

T\\\ eye-witness of the events which he relates, according to his ov.'n

declarations. John i, 14; xix, 35; 1 John i, 1-3. He speaks

of himself in a somewhat mysterious way, calling himself "the

tiisriplc whom Jesus loved," (John xix, 26; xx, 2,) or the "other

disnple," (John xx, 3, 4, 8,) or the disciple who was "leaning on

Jesus' bosom." John .xiii, 23, 25. It is evident, however, from

ihcKC passages, that the writer nmst have been one of the three

favorite apostles of the Lord. It cannot be St. James ; for he dictl

as early as A. D. 44, before any book of the New Testament was

written. It cannot be Peter ; for the disciple who was leaning on

Jesus' bosom is expressly distinguished from him. Therefore it

jnust have been St. John
;
yea, it is very likely that the appellation

of the disciple " whom Jesus loved," is nothing but an explanation

«f his own name, which, according to the Hebrew, signifies " Je-

hovah (that is, Christ, in the Old Testament, John xii, G) has been

merciful."

If Strauss would be consistent, he could not possibly stop with

liis theory, but must proceed to the monstrous conclusion, that the

writer of the fourth Gospel, and in fact all the authors of the New
'I'cstamcnt, were willful impostors, and thus fall back upon the

jK.sitiun of the basest of English Deists, Erench infidels, and of the

Wulfenbuttel Eragmenlist. Although his Leben Jcsu is written

\\iih more scientific force than all former attacks against Chris-

tJ3nily, it labors under most difficulties, and can be most readily

r»'<iuccd ad ahsurdum. Take, for instance, his view on Christ's

J'sisrrection. According to him,. it rests on mere visions of the

^i>'>^lles. ])nt what sensible person can earnestly persuade hini-

»tlf \o believe that not only eleven, but, according to St. Paul's

^<"|»orl, (I Cor. XV,) fifty persons had the same vision at one and

* From this we conclude that there was more than one who wrote this

*<"?»^, as the evangelist, in speaking of himself, always uses the third person
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the same lime in clear daylight ? And then, again, to make the

whole history of the church, ihja most powerful and overwhelming
of all realities, rest on a false dream—what a preposterous imagi-

nation ! This really is substituting a much greater miracle in the

place of those which the plain Christian humbly receives, and
from which he derives all his comfort in life and hope in death.

Thus we are forced back, even by the process of a critical

mvesligation, to that view of Christ's life which is as old as

Christianity itself, and wliich will live as long as He who is the

life and the resurrection itself, while all systems of infidelity are

doomed to oblivion and perdition. Wc may fairly say, even of

Strauss, that he belongs already to a bygone age. He will never

revive again, except it be among transcendental Unitarians and
Universalists in the nan world. In Germany his palmy days are

for ever gone. His bouk has called forth a great number of most
valuable jiroductions, by whicli our good old faith in the historical

Christ has been more firmly established than ever.

To this anti-Sliauss literature belongs Dr. Neandcrs " Leben
Jesu Christi," a book which has not only a passing, polemical, but

also a permanent, positive value. The opposition to Strauss, to be
complete, required a work which should cover the whole ground,

and should put a vxw building in the place of that deplorable ruin

of a spirit rejoicing in destruction. We are very glad that this

book has 'made its appearance in the English language. Pro-

fessors M'Clintock and Blumenthal have a claim to the lasting

gratitude of American theologians for executing this task, which
was by no means easy, owing partly to the subject itself, partly to

the peculiarities of Neander's style. But they were aycU qualified

for it. l*rofcssor Blumenthal is a German by birth and education ;

Professor M'Clintnck by inoculation, at least as far as the language
is concerned ; and we cannot but believe that their united labors

have produced about as good a translation as anybody in this

country could have prepared.

We have detained our readers already too long to enlarge upon
the prbduction of one of the greatest theologians of the age. Be-
sides, it needs no recommendation from our pen ; our praises

would be ratlier presumptuous. The reputation of the venerable

man who occupies a prominent place not only among the regene-

rators of evangelical iht>ology and piety of modern Germany, but

also among the divines of all ages, and who has justly been styled

the father of church history, has long been established in Europe
and America. His extensive and tliorough learning, his tender

conscientiousness, his unfeigned humility, and his truly catholic
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fjunt, arc acknowledged on all hands, and will be found fully

itjanifcsl in this production. We would, therefore, only n)ake a

icw remarks with the intention to prevent, if possible, his work

Wioxc us from misconstruction.

Ncandor's Lcbcn Jesu 'takes substantially what we have called

the orthodox view on the life of the Saviour, acknowledging him

to bo llic God-man, and the only ground of salvation, and receiving

ilic New Testament as divinely inspired truth. But it is probable

that some who are not intimately acquainted with German tiieology

will doubt the soundness of some of his positions. We confess

ilial we ourselves, with all our veneration for this truly great and

good man, cannot approve of all he says, and wish many portions

and expressions of his work were rather more strongly marked,

particularly on account of his English and American readers.

}Jut two considerations must alwaj'S be kept in view, tending

grcallj- to modify the unsatisfactory impression which some read-

ers niigiit at first receive. In the first place, Neander's style is

characteristically loose and indefinite ; and this is, to a great ex-

tent, connected with some of his virtues, his liberality and con-

bcienliousness, but^ also with a certain carelessness as it regards

form. Thus we must account for many expressions on the divine

nature of Christ, which, at first sight, and severed from their con-

nection, might seem to approach even Arian or semi-Arian views.

Ii would be the greatest injustice, however, to charge him with

any such heresy. His Church History (vol. ii, part 2) sufliciently

^}lows the contrary. In the second place, it must not be forgotten

that the German theology had to pass through gigantic struggles,

of which we in this country can hardly form any clear idea.

Itationalism, in the wide sense of the term, may indeed be con-

hiderod the most powerful antagonist of the church which ever

lias made its appearance in history. It is the more so, as it wears

n» Germany the respectable dress of great learning, moral earnest-

ness, and sometimes even of a certain piety, as, for instance, in

ihc case of dc Wette. Should we wonder to find that those men,
who, by divine Providence, have been called upon to overcome
«his fearful enemy, have brought away some wounds from the

I'liilc-ficld? Even thus Clemens and Origcn, in opposing Gnos-
ti'ism, were tinctured with some of its features ; and even
Augustine could not deny altogether the school of Platonism,
ihru\igli which he had passed into the church. But we must go
• tirthcr, and say, that Rationalism is not ahsolutebj false ; it has

'ouic right to exist. There are some things in the old orthodoxy
—or {icrhaps we should say in the received mode of philosojihizing
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upon Christian doctrine—which must undergo severe criticism.

It is, after all, a human system which requires constant reforma-

tion. The mouth of reason cannot be stopped entirely. It ought

humbly to submit, to be sure, to the divine reason, as revealed in

the Bible and in the faith of the church. But it is the object of

Christianity to enter not only into man's heart, but also into his

mind and thought. Theology and Christian philosophy is a con-

stant process, by which revelation and reason are to be brought

nearer and nearer together, until ultimately, to speak in the lan-

guage of St. Paul, wc may see as we are seen, and know

even as we are known. Neandcr would not embrace an ortho-

doxy of mere cotnfort and convenience, but he would carefully

weigh the arguments on both sides, and rather leave a. matter unde-

cided than to pronuuncc a hasty judgment merely to suit the taste

of blind traditionists.

Germany has the great mission to settle scientifically, for the

benefit of the whole church, the great question involved in the

very nature of Protestantism, between Rationalism and Supra-

naturalism, private judgment and authority, reason and revelation ;

and thus to restore tiie old faith, but in a new form, which shall

mark a real progress toward the ultimate reconciliation, and free,

intelligent agreement, of the human mind with divine truth. This

mission, it must be confessed, is not fulfdled yet. German theo-

logy, and, we may say, all Protestantism, is at the present time in

a transition state. But if we really believe in that God who rules

the hearts, and also the thoughts of men, and by his adorable wis-

dom turns the whole stream of history to his glory, we cannot

possibly despair; wc must rather, full of hope, look for a new

reformation, which shall complete the glorious work of the six-

leentli century.

P. S.

Mercershurg, Pa., Jan. 22, 1848.

Art. V.

—

Iliston/ of the Conquest of Peru, with a Preliminanj

Vicrn of the Civilization of the Incas. By William H. Prls-

coTT. Svo., 2 vols. New-York : Harper & Brothers.

In our last number we attempted an analysis of i\Ir. Prescott's

powers and processes as an historian, and hazarded some general

remarks on Ferdin:ind and Isabella, and the Conquest of Mexico.

Wc were comiiellcd to postpone the consideration of his last work
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unui ihc present time, and we now resume the subject with a

puucvilar reference to the History of the Conquest of Peru.

'Hiis work has probably been the most extensively popular of

Mr. Presrotl's histories, though the subject would not seem to

5-imil so many elements of interest as the others. In Ferdinand

and Isabella he had a period of time crowded with important

rvciiis and striking characters, a period which witnessed the or-

;Mni7.ation of a powerful nation out of seemingly discordant ele-

Tiicnls, and which opened to the historian the whole field of

Kumpean politics during one of the most important epochs of

liioJein civilization. In the Conquest of Mexico he had an epic

>tory, capable of the strictest artistic treatment, with that strange-

ness 'in incidents and scenery which fastens most readily on the

ailcntion. If he has made the present work more interesting than

'.he others, it must be owing to greater felicity in its treatmem.

'I'liis felicity docs not arise from a departure from his historical

method, or from the adoption of a new form of composition, but is

itic rcsuU of a more complete development of his method and Ins

5lyle. In the Conquest of Peru, his characteristic merits are dis-

I'laycd in th.eir best aspect, exhibiting the effects of time and ex-

perience in giving more intensity to his conceptions, and more

certainty to his language. Accordingly, we have not here to

chronicle a decay of power, but its freer and more vigorous ex-

jression.

Mr. Prescott's leading excellence is that healthy objectiveness

of mind which enables him to represent persons and events m
ihcir just relations. Of all his histories we think that the present,

while it illustrates this characteristic merit, approaches nearest to

the trutli of things, and presents them with the most clearness and

vividness. The scener>', characters, and incidents, widi which his

history deals, are all conceived with singular intensity, and appear

CMi his page instinct with their peculiar life. The book, on this

\vry account, has been charged in some quarters with exaggera-

tion, with giving more importance to the subject than its relative

i-.-.-sition in history will warrant. This objection we consider as

nnplying its greatest praise. We admit that the Conquest of Peru

>;^K-s not take that place in the history of the world, as commonly

Hr.iicn, which it assumes in Mr. Prescott's narrative; but vve

llnnk that history, as commonly written, conveys but a feeble

notion of persons and events. Undoubtedly the wars between

<'!iarles V. and Francis I. were more important than the skir-

mishes of the Spaniards with the Peruvians : but we by no means

.".^knowledge that this is indicated in Robertson ;
and we think it
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a strange blunder of criticism to demand that the historian shall

place his work in relation to other histories, instead of making it a

mirror of his subject, and, because the usual description of the

battle of Pavia conveys no idea of an engagement, require that the

account of the capture of Atahualpa shall convej' no idea of a

massacre. The truth is, Mr. Prcscott has done, in this matter, all

that criticism can sensibly desire, in observing the natural rela-

tions of the characters and events with which he deals, and in

varying the intensity of his representation with the varying im-

portance of the different parts of his History. If he had capri-

ciously given prominence to some things which would naturally

fall in the background, or exaggerated others out of their proper

connections, his work would have been inconsistent with the truth,

and justly amenable to criticism ; but, instead of this, he has re-

produced, with vivid accuracy, the whole course of the conquest,

solicitous only to convey clear impressions of actual things, and to

print them on the mind in their true character and vital relations.

If in doing this he has shown more force of conception and felicity

of narration than the class of dignified historians ; if he has avoided

all verbal forms and barren generalities in the surrender of his

mind to the objects which impressed it ; if, in short, he has been

more desirous to exhibit his subject than to make a show of him-

self, we protest against his being judged by rules which he does

not pretend to follow, and having his excellence tested by prin-

ciples drawn from tiic defects of other historians.

Indeed, the great merit of the work consists in its representing

a portion of universal history as a living, appreciable reality. The
comparative narrowness of the subject, and fewness of the cha-

racters, enabled him to perform this with the greater completeness.

There was less room for generalization, and more for individuali-

zation ; more space for pictures, and less for propositions. Ac-

cordingly, everything is reahzed ; everything stands out in its

distinct shape and dimensions, and moves on with the general

movement of the narration. We become acquainted not only with

tlie leaders, but with their individual followers; discerning their

motives, the complex action of their passions, the strange jumble

of ferocity, valor, superstition, and diabolism, which v.'ent to make
up their characters. It must be confessed, we are placed in the

company of a herd of graceless rascals, who, with ail their valorous

vice and heroic baseness, richly deserve the gallows ; but we are

still not among demons or monstrosities, but among bad men. It

is human nature, we perceive, though human nature in a form so

perverted as to make us almost ashamed of it. An insight so vivid
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,„,„ the character of .he soldiers of Pizarro and Almagro, and of

".. convcnlional morahty of the age, gives us a knowledge of the

: „cJ which we can easily apply 10 persons of more historical

, nance and events of greater magnitude. In Peru we have

Twere. a microcosm, wherein we can see Catholic l-.urope a.

u was at the commencement of the sixteenth centmy ;
the little

...rid is a fair diminutive of the great world and more compre-

"
sihle from its compression. Its study enables us to undcrs and

,„.',;cwhat the nature of that moral confusion which springs from

.viu lion of eternal laws ; from the skirmishes of Puarro we can

„ 1 character of those awful wars which we read of in history

V tl so even a pulse; and from the cruelly and rapacity of the

S nilrds w. see ho^ thin is the partition which separates the

„. .„lnr soldier from the proficient in rapine, massacre, and Inst

IV; believe if history were written throughout with this truth to

tlnngs, that in increasing our knowledge it would .mpro,-e our

norV judgments. The reason that the gigantic vices of the

Zerful do not commonly draw down upon their heads a corres-

: K , . bad of infamy, is owing to the feebleness wi, i which those

I : are commonly conceived. We are sensible of the cnerg,

.nch men display, and glow in the rectal of their
^-V^fl'^^^

overlook the guilt and baseness of the means they often enplo^

U order that alt historian should rightly affect us m tins mat it

is not necessary that he should set certain <=°"»™"P'"^7„fJ ^''^

distances in his narrative, declaring how naughty >' .s ° tn^" »

cul each other's throats and blow out each others trams, bmt

is iinportam that, in representing a battle he should >"=''-

J^^^^^,
hcl he sufTerings it occasions, and the demoniacal P»^^'- ^ ""

leashes. Tins cannot be done by expressing the d»«l
-^ ™

J
in 1 row of fi"urcs. We have read accounts of Auslerliiz anu

e ,sic w^ucirmspired us with less sympathy than the aceou,,.

nven by llr Prescolt of some contest where liardly a hund cd

:: e U ei In the Conquest of Peru we gam some "O"on the

filhomless baseness of brazen selfishness and ''^P""' '
"^ ~

,rcat energies developed by the conquerors ;^»» P°f f
> "^„'j

into respect. If the contemplation urges us to fix a d^Aer and

more indelible brand of reprobation on the impudent 0"°™ "^^o'

all pnbhc criminals, of all robbers and murderers on » S^''
"f

J

there will be some check given to that .absurd ''P°'l'»''^f
"f

e°
-^^^if;

depravity, that idolatry of great men who have ->'™J^,S ?=,';"

interests of the race, which now fills the temple of fame -tl T tans

(loiu the shambles, and inspires emulation instead of lio.ror amon„

llic energetic spirits of every age.
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It seems to us that Mr. Prcscolt thus produces morality of cflcct

by truth of representation. This is as much better than moralizing,

as the perfume \Yhich escapes from a rose is better than rose ^vate^.

If the historian has the heart and brain to grasp the truth, he may

safely leave the rest to the reader's moral instincts. But this power

of truthful representation is not a common quality. It implies tlie

possession of a healthy mind, with large powers harmoniously

balanced; it demands capacity as well as conscience, freedom

from prejudice as well as freedom from fraud. It is not ever the

prize of good intentions. It balks even the honest and intelligent,

when force of conception is not accompanied with a corresponding

felicity of style. In the case of Mr. Prescolt that combination of

powers, analytical, reflective, and representative, which constitutes

his truthfulness, is expressed altogether in the unobtrusive form

of narration and description. The distinguishing peculiarity of the

present work is, that all the processes of the historian s mind arc

suppressed, and the results alone given. By this method ho has

added to the interest of the history, but deprived himself of all

that reputation which half-bred minds confer upon the show of

judgment and argumentation. His narrative reads as simply and

clearly as if it had cost no labor of thought and investigation.

I^Iany of its delighted readers will be but little impressed with the

force of the mind wlience it proceeded, and pronounce it almost as

ca.sy to write as to peruse. It may not, therefore, be out of place

to attempt here an analysis of the narrative process, and indicate

the various pov/crs it calls into action. Such a course may have

some effect in checking the presumptuous underestimate which

undeveloped geniuses ever put upon fmished works, which have

been so artistically organized as to seem artless.

If we form an idea of the materials from which Mr. Prescott's

History was constructed, and place them in opposition to the work

itself, we cannot fail to see a great space between the two, through

which the historian's mind must have passed in successive steps.

In cotemporary histories, biographies, chronicles, state papers,

&c., principally in a MS. form, he was compelled to search for

his facts. In the examination of these, contradictory statements

were to be reconciled—falsehood, error, prejudice, credulity, and

all the many foims of misrepresentation, were to be detected—and

order and connection were to be educed from the midst of con-

fusion. The industry, the research, the analysis of character, the

long trains of minute reasoning, the sagacity which instinctively

rejects the smoothest and most plausible lie,—in sliort, all those

intellectual powers which arc exercised in a judicial scrutiny of
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fvulciicc, and wliich, wlien exhibited lo the reader, convey so high

j:i onuiion of an liistorian's mental capacity, Mr. Prescott is con-

'.•nt \o haiiisli from his page. After subjecting his authorities to

triis alembic process, and sifting out the truth they contained, the

!,u-is thus mastered were to be vividly realized in their original life

4m! placed in tlicir right relations, so that the principles they em-

!.v>.iicd or iUustratcd could be distinctly apprehended by the reader

without being expressed to him in propositions. Here, also, was

1 h)rig and delicate process, wdiich Mr. Prescott suppresses, in

which the historian, at once surveying the whole field of events,

md imderslanding their individual import, sees both the intentions

f ihc actors and the operations of general laws, brings cflects into

•.iisiinct and vital connection with causes, and from the loose links

<;f occurrences rivets the chain of events. After his facts had

lims been connected so as to form an organic whole, after the his-

tory had taken its shape in bis own mind, he had still the additional

i.tsk of embodying it in a form of expression which would convey

It lo other minds exactly as it animated his own.

^Vc do not suppose there can be any controversy as to his suc-

cess in this last and most important process. It would be difHcult

u> name a History which excels that of the Conquest of Peru in

the art of making the forms-and colors of things shine through the

expression. The style is a running stream, which mirrors objects

%o fully and distinctly that we are hardly conscious of the medium

•Jirough which they are seen. Such a diction impresses us only

'•y what it conveys. On reading the book for the first time we

:ould easily recollect its events, and retained clear conceptions of

is characters ; but we should have been puzzled to answer a ques-

tion regarding the structure of its style. We hardly noticed a para-

irraph in which words took the place of things, or in whicii any-

ihuig was said merely for the sake of saying it well. Yet we

tound, on an after examination, sentences bending beneath the

v^ciqht of matter, instances of terse, keen, tingling expression, of

verbal felicities, of animated and picturesque description, and an

absence of that baldness and poverty of language which usually

•'!i:\r.-icierizcs what is called a simple style. The diction is neither

*tiUcd nor mean; it neither courts nor discards ornament; but

moves on with a beautiful and dignified ease, yielding gracefully

»«> the demands of different objects as they rise, and with all its

s'-nuinc simplicity and fine abandonment to the things it describes,

:» siill always the style of an historian, not of a story teller. To
rroscrvc thus a certain inherent dignity of manner, without a sacri-

'»cc of sweetness, melody, raciness, and " polished want of polish
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—to maintain constantly a distinction between the historian and

the chronicler, the narrator and the gossip—to glide so fearlessly

along the dizzy edges of familiar narration without ever slipping

into1)athos or flippancy—is a triumph which few have succeeded

in achieving, and which Mr. Prcscott himself has only fully

reached in the Conquest of Peru. In considering his remarkable

felicity in narration, it is not singular that he has reduced to this

shape a great deal of matter which might have been expressed in

a difierent and more ambitious form.

In this incomplete analysis, we think we have indicated that

good narration is not a single power, but a combination of many

powers ; that it not only implies sensibility, imagination, and com-

mand of language, but also often includes the results of the most

toilsome drudgery of investigation, and the most stringent exercise

of understanding. In passing from the form to the subject of the

present work, the fust feeling of the reader is that of regret that so

much power should be lavished on such a theme ; and surely if

Prcscotl's narrative had stopped with the mere conquest of Peru,

we should think the matter unworthy of his pen. We hardly can

bring to mind another instance of such an audacious violation of

all principle, moral and political, as the invasion and theft of Peru

by the Spaniards. The enterprise Avas dignified by none of those

high thoughts anrl great passions, which often lend a kind of moral

interest to actions which justice and humanity must still condemn.

It was essentially a buccaneering expedition, whose naked object

was plunder and murder, without any pretence of bigotry or super-

stition to modify its depravity ; and it was conducted by a herd of

vagabonds and profligates, who broke into a country as a band of

burglars would break into a dwelling. The black flag of the

pirate waves over the whole immortal gang whose courageous

avarice subverted the empire of the Incas. Their fame is the

fame of mfamy. They would occupy no place in the memories

of men if their rascality had not sounded depths of wickedness be-

yond the common experience of men. But, considered as a pirat-

ical expedition, iheir enterprise was successful. They glutted

their cruelty and rapacity to the full, committing more murders,

producing more misery, and obtaining more money, than any other

band of robbers that ever organized for plunder. They proved

themselves master workmen in the ignoble art of ruining nations,

and were eminently successful in sowing the seeds of ineradicable

hatred against the whole Spanish race in the hearts of the people

they oppressed. They were the enemies not merely of the Peru-

vians, but of human society itself, violators of order, of justice, of
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humanity, of every principle ^vhich binds communities together. If

V.c iiisJorian had left the subject with the triumph of these valorous

i-u;cnsts and reprobates, he might have had much to interest and

instruct tlic reader, in exhibiting the meeting of two dissimilar

ricos; in detailing wild and stirring deeds of adventure performed

antid scenery the most striking and sublime ; and in representing

t!ic worst passions of the human heart in unbridled exercise, re-

flraincd neither by humanity as a sentiment, nor by humanity as a

fnthcy, as they swept in a storm of fire and blood over the doomed
rrijpire of Peru. But such a limitation of tlje subject, rich though

}{ would be in description and characterization, would leave a pain-

ful .«:onsc of moral confusion on the mind, and would lack historical

and artistical completeness, Mr. Prescotl has therefore done well

in devoting but half of his work to the conquest, and in proceeding

uii to narrate the bloody feuds of the conquerors, and the final set-

tlement of the country under Gasca. This extension of the subject,

by which we sec the fearful retribution which followed guilt, and

ihc natural operation of those eternal laws which it had violated,

tiiough it occasions a greater diversity of persons and events, really

furnishes the requisite unity of the work. In this respect we do
not know but the subject, as treated by Mr. Prescott, has more
inic iustorical unity than the Conquest of ]\rexico ; for, though it

has less unity of stor)', it has a wider variety of incidents and cha-

racters included under a stricter unity of law.

'I'he History of the Conquest of Peru is introduced by a long

and luminous dissertation on Peruvian civilization, which contains

ail the facts which are knov,-n regarding the institutions and mode
of existence of the people. This presents a clear view of the na-

tiotial life of tiie Peruvians, comprehending their religion, govern-

ment, science, letters, mechanical arts, and industrial energy.

There is much in this dissertation to startle our imaginations and

>Hi?cttlc our theories. We arc accustomed to consider govern-

tticnts as taking their character from the character of their people,

—

Hs being growths, not manufactures. Even in most despotisms the

tyrant seems but the nation individualized. In this respect there

'^ little diflerence between Austria and the United States, Turkey
a'"! Prance. In Peru, however, we have the spectacle of the most
humane and perfect of despotisms, having its source in the govern-
"ioni, and working down into the masses, molding their character
"ito new forms, and effecting a radical change in their nature. We
r^Tccivc savages reduced to obedient and unquestioning subjects,

^"dcr a theocracy which had as complete possession of their souls

** ^f iheir persons. But the strangest mystery of all is, that the
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Inca despots appear to liavc regulated their acts b)^ fundamental

principles, and to have shown none of those insane caprices which

are characteristic of absolute sovereigns. Adored as gods, and

implicitly obeyed as governors, they seem to have made the

physical well-being of their people and the development of the

resources of their empire the objects of their government, instead

of gratifying their self-will at the expense of both. Property and

money, beggar}' and idleness, were alike unknown in Peru. The
state looked out that every person labored, and that every person

was comfortable. It treated its subjects as a kind master treats

his domestic animals. Their wills and understandings were not

recognized as having an existence, in regard to matters of govern-

ment; but they were not oppressed. The Incas seem to have been

the wisest despots the world has seen, in forbearing to exercise

capricious power, and in making the happiness of their people the

policy of their administration. Into this land, thus governed, the

Spaniards brouglit war, poverty, misery, pestilence, famine, and

Catholicism. Their object from the beginning was to wring from

the wretched inhabitaiits all they possessed, and to doom them to

a slavery which dilTcred from a massacre only in its prolonged

suffering. They had not even the wisdom of the pagan masters

they supplanted ; and, in the folly of their tyranny, dried up the

very sources of wealth. Their policy was one of blunders as well

as crimes. They might have considered the natives as oxen and

liorses, but their stupidity consisted in exterminating them by over

labor. It is curious that in all the arts of government, which it is

equally the interest of despots and democrats to practice, and in

which the greatest power is reconciled with the greatest benefi

cencc, the Incas were immeasurably superior to the Spaniards.

It might be said that the conquest was the victory of a superior over

an inferior race, and that the natural consequences w^ere tyranny

and rapacity, l^ut we have not tiiis poor excuse for Spanish

Christianity and Spanish civilization ; for in the case of Peru the

conquerors ruined a country which had been subdued previously

by the Incas, and in which the superior race had used their power

to civilize tlie savages they conquered, and to improve their condition.

In every liu:ht in which we can view the subject, wo must be com-

pelled to award the Incas wisdom and beneficence superior to the

Sj)aniards, and to acknowledge they approached nearer to the idea

of Christian civilization.

Foremost among the forcible characters with which Mr. Prescoti's

History deals are Pizarro and Gasca, the representative of rapine

and the representative of law. Pizarro is one of those marked cha-
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,,^tor^ branded with the hot iron of universal reprobation, about

^Kun ihcrc can be Utile difference of opinion, lie seems to have

been sent into the world, or, at least, to have been sent uito 1: eru,

.. order to render depravity despicable; and it is but justice to say

i^-,t l-.c appeared to feel the dignity of his great mission, and dog-

;;.;ilv bcu lus energies to its performance. He had in large mea-

vu-c'all those qualities which awaken admiration for the worlds

»;ulr!icrs,-a clear head, a hard heart, force of will constancy of

nurpo.e, daring, dauntless courage, complete surrender of his nund

lo one object,-but ihcy were all developed in connection with such

„,,llerable baseness, fraud, hypocrisy, and cruelty, that he seems

il.c very genius of infamy impersonated. The mmd instmclive y

M.urns aitd hoots at him as a cold, calculating, vulgar villain, with-

out anv generous enthusiasm, without any loity purposes, pcrform-

.,.. the most enormous crimes from no mixed motives, and in his

combu.ation of great capacity with cruelty, treachery, and mean-

ness, never appearing in a more noble shape than as a sort o mon-

strous con^pound, made up of Alva, Arnold, and bcapm 1 liere is

„o danger that such a character will be attractive to the imagma-

uon, or^lhat his ignoble depravity will wiri for him, out of the jail

.ml the pirate ship, any other sentiment than contempt or abhor-

„nce He had not even that honor which is said to obtain among

uncvcs. and as a trickster and liar occupies a peculiar eminence

f.f infamy among his comrades as well as adversaries, lie xli

v.,dun himself a superiority to all scruples of shame or conscience,

.nd knew that he could outwit the worst and wickedest of his gang

«i llu'ir own weapons. Some portion of his courage and daring

:nay have sprung from the inward conviction that he could Ije

..heed in no exigency from which he could not extricate h.msel

t-v crime, lie obtained an empire by being capable ot an act ot

ucachcry beyond the conceptions of any of its inhabitants
;
and then

Ulempled lo cheat his accomplice out of his portion ot the spoils

t-y a refinement of perfidy of which that old rufiian had never

Jrcamcd. He was ever sounding new deptlis of baseness, and

cT,;;nialing unheard-of schemes of rapine; and his companions and

f -llowcrs must have continually felt with deep humility how insig-

n.f.cant were their most strenuous efforts downward compared

*»iii ihc giant leaps of the trickster Hercules at their head. Dn-

nriij ihc whole narrative of his exploits and adventures we anx-

»-n:il> look for some event in which his great energies will appear

ftj.Mioctcd with some moderation in wickedness; but we arc con-

»»«->uallv disappointed. When he marches with less than two hun-

<<fcd men right into the heart of an empire, we expect some new

Vol. VIIL—18
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development of the science of war or diplomacy, some brilliant

achievement of arms or policy. But it all ends in the old story of

massacre and pillage, supported by the old plea of necessity and

prudence. We continually feel that all he does would be infinitely

clever in a buccaneer, a highwayman, or an incendiary, but it

awakens none of the associations connected with a conqueror.

Essentially a vulgar villain, he has incurred not merely the con-

demnation of the good for his depravities, but is visited with the

secret hate of energetic wickedness everywhere, for so rudely

tearing aside the decent drapery of sin, and depriving vice of all

its dignity. He has made murder and robbery on a great scale an

everlasting jeer to levity, and an everlasting stigma to benevolence.

With all this it is doubtful if, in the quality of courage, a braver

man than l^izarro ever lived. He did not know fear. Famine,

fatigue, pestilence, had no convincing arguments for him. He

feared neither nature, man, nor God, but pushed doggedly on m

his course of practical atheism, breasting the elements, slaying his

fellow-men, unconcerned about the future. His courage, there-

fore, great as it was, has its disgraceful side ;
through this, his

hif^hest quality, the insensibility and lowness of his character glare

like an imp from the pit. Could we occasionally refer his crimes

to weakness, in)pulsc, or bigotry ; could we sometimes see his force

of will strutrgling with the phantoms of conscience, or the dread

monitions of religion,—if from that mass of bad passions festering

at liis heart anv signs of a soul had ever flashed ;
if, in short, he had

sometimes, fur varictv sake, performed a noble, or refrained from

a wicked, action; wo might modify a little the contemptuous horror

with which we view liis courageous baseness. But, as it is, he

stands out there in history, naked and shivering under the pitdess

pelting of a storm of execration, not as a warrior and conqueror,

but as a trickster, traitor, liar, thief, incendiary, murderer;—an

embodiment of the Newgate Calendar, sneaking under the titles

of marquess and conquistador. There is, however, one incident

connected with his death which evidences some sensibility. It

cannot be said of him that lie died and made no sign. After de-

fending Inmself, with his accustomed valor, against his assassms.

he was ovinpowered by numbers, and received several terrible

wounds. "Jesu!"heexclaiinedinthatdyingmoment; and"tracmg

a cross with his finger on the bloody floor, he bent down his head

to kiss it, when a stroke, more friendly than the rest, put an end to

his existence." There is something sublime in this flashing fortn

of the religious sentiment in the moment of death, from a nature

which seemed destitute even of religious bigotry and superstition ;

18»
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aj'.tl somciliing liorriblc in the contemplation of the only religious

ad of a long life of lurbulencc and sin being baulked b}^ the very

l-.and whicli felcw ids body. That dark spirit passed to its last

account with its hoarded lusts thick upon it.

In .strong contrast with Pizarro and the other Spaniards, and the

vnly honest man in Mr. Prescott's volumes, is Pedro dc la Gasca;

and the most attractive portion of the work is devoted to him. lie

was a peaceful ecclesiastic sent out by the Spanish government to

recover Peru, after the previous viceroy, Blasco Nuiiez, had been

tlopuscd and slain, in an insurrection against the royal authority,

headed by Gonzalo Pizarro. The country was entirely in the lat-

irr's hands, and the people were with him. Gasca entered the

coinitry without any military force
;
proclaimed pardon for all past

oficnscs; announced the revocation of the ordinances which had

provoked the rebellion ; by inimitable coolness, sagacity, and

energy, succeeded in winning over some of the most important of

(«on/.alo"s captains; and, in a comparatively short tinic, entirely

mined the insurgents and reinstated the royal authority in every

part of I'eru. ^ 'J'iie whole work, both in its conception and direc-

tion, was exclusively his own. The only thing that Spain gave

him was absolute authority, and he conquered Peru by the simple

force and wisdom of liis single mind. Such a conquest was a

{grander exercise of genius than ever Cortez or Pizarro displayed,

and we think that, n'ext to Columbus, Gasca takes the first rank

among the great Spaniards connected with the discovery and co-

lonization of America. His genius would be contested by some,

because he was one of those rare men who possess great powers

in such perfect harmony with great virtues, that the might of their

nauirc is only seen in the eflbcts they produce. To the vulgar

tyc their unobtrusive excellence often passes for commonplace.

•Ml repose unbounded reliance in their integrity and inlclligence,

and ihcy generally succeed in everything they undertake, but their

i.'i.^acious virtue is rarely honored with the name of genius. They
«irc called men of moderation, of common sense,—men who origi-

^'^\c nothing but can apply everything; and in general estimation

thf y hear about the same relation to narrower and intcnser natures

v»liu;ii liorlit bears lo lightning. Though the first be the greater

«^« \nc two, it does not excite so much admiration. Now it seems
»o us that force and insight are the characteristics, and influence

''0 measure, of genius ; and where we see great results produced

"y a sagacious proportioning of means to ends, we infer the genius

^' ihcir author. Gasca's course, indeed, strikes us more by its

«^*U lligcnce than its moral elevation. A man of the most stainless
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integrity, he was still to crush a rebelHon, and restore a country
to its allegiance to the Spanisii crown, by means which would be
operative among a collection of depraved soldiers and petty tyrants.

Superior himself to vanity, ambition, avarice, fear, and treachery,

he saw perfectly into the characters of those whh whom he was to

deal, understood the nature of the complaints wliich had led to the

rebellion, and understood also the feeling of lingering loyalty which
still dwelt in the fears or the sentiments of the rebels. He first

gave them no excuse for continuing averse to the crown, by abol-

isiiing the ordinances which had caused their resistance; and then

proffered those inducements to tiie followers of Gonzalo which he
knew would bo operative in the minds of knaves. If anything

were wanting to comjjlete our contempt of the Spaniards in Peru,
we have it in the detestable treachery of the men who deserted

and betrayed Gonzalo, after having been sworn to his interests

and enriched by his bounty. The great motive, after all, for flock-

ing to the royal standard was the plunder of the rebels after they

had been defeated. Gasca knew more than all the captains and
intriguers in Peru put together ; and by virtue of this knowledge
he gained the mastery of all. The only man who could have
prevented by his intelligence the destruction of the rebels, was
Gonzalo's Mcphislophclian lieutenant, Carbajal ; and his advice,

which was submission, Gonzalo would not follow. It is curious

to contemplate Gasca among the profligate soldiers of Peru, if it

were only to observe tiie instinctive homage which vice pays to

virtue. His qualities, like diamonds, derived their value from

their rarity. There were enough courageous slabbers and reckless

intriguers in the country, there was no lack of gold, and silver, and

merchandise, but truth and lioncsty were scarce and inestimable.

Tlic usual laws which regulate supply and demand began to ope-

rate. Among a set of liars, and perjurers, and traitors, and murder-

ers, a true, faithful, loyal, and just man, was at once a phenomenon
and a priceless treasure. At the same time, he comprehended all

Peru in his capacious mind, and he ruled it because lie knew all

its inhabitants better than they knew themselves. Virtuous him-

self, all the resources and tricks of vice were more visible to his

eye, than if he had mastered them by experience. No plotter, who
had passed all his life in intrigue, was so sure in his judgment of

.rascality, so certain in the means lie took to circumvent it. He
was one of those wise men v/ho read tilings in their principles,

and lie therefore never made mistakes. He saw, as in prophetic

vision, the remotest results of all his acts; and accordingly when he

had commenced a course of policy lie never wavered, never expe-
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nc-nt''*ii a doubt of liis success, because he knew what must happen

(fM.'ii the nature of tilings. This insight into the principles of

ru'nt.'!, this settled faith based on the clearest intelligence, is the

crowning glory of the genius of action. Gasca, in Peru, evinced

4 capacity for government which the complex affairs of an empire

would not have exhausted.

In order to do full justice to iJr. Prescott's work we should

present to our readers some extracts illustrating its excellences of

i:.ur:ition and description, but this our limits will not permit. The
nund of the author yields itself with a beautiful readiness to the

:n.^i)iralion of his subject, and he leads the reader along with

jiiiu through every scene of beauty and grandeur in which the

f-tirring adventures he narrates are placed. We would refer the

reader to the description of the passage of the Andes, as an evi-

dence of the accuracy with which pictures of scenery may be im-

prcsscil on the historian's imagination, and, through him, upon the

Trader's, without the original objects ever having been present to

ihc eye of cither. See vol. i, pp. 3S1-385.

The description of the massacre at Caxamalca is also exceedingly

vivid a.Md true, and is probably one of the most splendid passages

\\\ Mr. Prescott's works. Sec vol. i, pp. 414-423.

After this bloody, treacherous, and cowardly massacre, Pizarro

adtiressed his troops before they retired for the night. When he

had ascertained that not a man was wounded, " he bade them ofTer

n\) thanksgivings to Providence for so great a miracle—without its

care iltey could never have prevailed so easily over the host of

ihcir enemies ; and he trusted their lives had been reserved for

still greater things." No invective, though steeped in fire and

r.tH, is calculated to excite so much detestation as this simple

^taiement of the murderer's blasphemous hypocrisy. It is one of

those monstrosities of canting guilt, " on which a fiend might make
an epigram."

It is curious to observe, in the tangled web of intrigue, treachery,

5nd murder, which meets us in the history of the conquest, how
ihc moral laws which were violated by the conquerors avenged

themselves. Murder generated murder, and misery brought forth

njisory. First, Alahualpa was murdered by a legal farce got up by

\hn;)gro and Pizarro; then Almagro was murdered in the same
^'••ly by Pizarro; Pizarro in his turn was assassinated by the fol-

lowers of Almagro's son, Diego ; and the latter fell in battle with

'^"^ 'Spanish authorities under Vaca de Castro. Hernando Pizarro

T'^'^sed the largest portion of his life in a Spanish prison; Juan,
*hc best of the brothers, was killed by the Peruvians ; and Gon-
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zalo, a man of some generosity and openness of mind, and of a

cliivalrous temper, after having arrived by rebellion to the supreme
command in Peru, was betrayed by his followers and executed as

a traitor. In these various feuds, most of the original gang of

pirates wdio conquered the country cither fell in battle or were

executed on the scaffold ; their stolen property passed into the

possession of others ; and even the few who did not die a violent

death were under the control of two masters—gambling and licen-

tiousness—which gave them poverty and disease for wages. As
their crimes brought no good to tlicmselves, so, also, they laid Peru

under a curse from which she has not yet recovered. The seeds

of a new empire can never be sown by the outcasts of an old one

;

and those who look upon a couvjtry with the eyes of a pickpocket,

will soon ruin everything in it wliich nature v.'ill allow human folly

and wickedness to destroy. The history of the conquest of Peru,

as presented in the vivid pages of i\Ir. Prescott, is capable of con-

veying many lessons on the retribution which follows conquest

and rapine, which late events in our own history show that we
have incompletely learned. It would seem that every, man of

common intelligence and common patriotism would rather see the

power of his country palsied, than made the instrument of crime.

Such a misuse of strength never has and never can be successful.

The poisoned chalice will inevitably be returned to our own lips,

for the world is ruled by divine, not demoniacal, agencies. Look
at the subject in what light we may, from the view of religion or

the view of common sense, we must still admit that we cannot

balk or elude those ctcu-nal laws of the universe, 'which deny last-

ing power to the energies of robbery and the schemes of rapine.

The laws of Gotl, in their slow, silent, and terrible operation, will

still move tranquilly on, turning all our glory to shame, all our

strength to weakness ; though we, in the mad exultation of our guilt,

turn night into day with our bonfires, and rend the skies with our

huzzas.
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Anr. VI.

—

Sacred Harmomj ; a Collection of Music adapted to

the Greatest Variety of Metres now in Use: and, for Special

Occasions, a Choice Collection of Scntoices, Anthems, Motets,

and Chants. Harmonized, and arranged icith an Accompani-
iiient for the Organ or Piano Forte, by Samuel Jackson.
Willi an Improved System of Elementary Instruction. New-
Vork : Lane & Tippett. 1848.

TnKRE is no subject within the circle of human science which
o[)('n-> a wider and richer field for discussion and investigation,

i!i.i!i that of ?nusic. All other sciences are the creatures of the

iiitollecl—are the result of study, analytical examination, and re-

llcclion. Astronomy, geology, mineralogy, architecture, chemistry,

A:r., arc of this description. The human intellect created them,

and history takes note of their origin. All these sciences have dis-

tinct and exclusive reference to the outward world,—the visible

licaveus and earth, tiicir material relations and phenomena. They
never, and can never, transcend the circle of the finite and limited.

Hut music belongs not to this category. Before any of the above
sciences existed, it was! and no history can discover to us its ori-

irin. It is clearly not the creature of human study,—the cjfcct of

^cicnliflc investigation, however much these may have aided us in

cominehending it. Like the religious sentiment itself, it is allied

!') the unfathomable mystery within ns,—to the infinite which is

^i^')ve and around us. In this respect it even takes the precedence
f'f poetry, which has also around it the sacred investiture of mys-
iery: for poetry has never been but a lofty and beautiful, though
•omcwhat vague, form of thought, a melodious expression of ideas,

lioad the fragmentary poems of Hcsiod, or the hymns of Orpheus.
\vliich are among the oldest extant, and we shall find that these

venerable poetic pieces are merely sung philosophy,—earnest at-

tfnipts to unravel the marvels of the universe, or explain the sci-

<^"cc of the world. But music was anterior to all this. It filled

l-ic sold of man as a divine sentiment, and lighte'd up the heart

<'f the rudest savage with a wondrous joy, before science illumi-

'''tcd his intellect, or poetry embellished his thoughts. The fol-

lowing dialogic piece of Boileau, which we have hastily translated
ii;ln r.nglish prose, is a clear expression of our thought.

POKTRV.
" "\ cs, by the fdiintain's brink, you cun with me breathe fortli a love-burdened

* iJ". tpako Thyrsis moan, and gentle Climcnes. But when /make gods and
''•ri«s Bj>cak, your prcsui.iptuous harmonies and empty cadence give me but

'•'i*.e aid,—leave then thy ambitious care.
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MUSIC.

" But / possess the art of embellishing the rarest wonders of thy creation ;

and long ago, to hoar my strains, the rocks, and hills, and woods, found ears !

POKTHY.

" Ah ! sister, this is too much, wc must separate.

MUSIC.

" Let it be so. I shall still know how to please and solace man, and my
strains, less trameled, will be more sweetly powerful.

POrXKY.

" What strange, mysterious power, binds mc to this spot, though glad would

1 remove? What soft, melodious murmurs, float through all these places, and

deposit everywhere an infinite sweetness ?

Mirsic.

" Ah ! sister, it is (jod's harmony, descending from the heavens!"

]\Iiisic is, indeed, a divine force or energy sent fortli from ihc

eternal ihronc. Il is ilic niosl ini})ortant of sciences, because il

is older than any uihcr, and because of the mysterious character

of its influence and pijwer. It seizes on our entire soul—it pene-

trates to the doptlis of our being, and causes our hearts to swell

with emotions of Joy or grief, wc cannot tell why or how. It speaks

not to the head; to the intellect it utters no words—no intelligible

ideas or notions of things, like the lecture of the savan, or the

speech of the orator, and yet it moves us more powerfully and

dccTjly. Wc speak here a fact of universal experience. All men
arc conscious of the power of vmsic, yet no man can define it.

Wc enter our lemplos of worship, and listen to the lesson and the

sermon. Wc arc enlightened, improved, and comforted. But

when the .solemn organ-tones roll up clear and loud, and fdl the

sanctuary of the ^Most High with divine harmony, then it is that

wo recognize the ])rcscncc of the unseen Power, and feel that this

is indccil " the hou.se of God and the gate of heaven." As we lis-

ten to the joyful anthem, wc lose more and more our identity

—

plunge deeper and deeper into a delicious roverie, until wc arc

completely carriml away, floating on a sea of harmony from this

outward world, forgetting all its selfishness and. sin, its cares and

distinctions, its dissrnsions and its woes. Higher and still higher

arc we borne, onward and still onward carried, till at length we
seem to be marching among the golden stars, or walking the streets

of the city of o\ir (lod !

As invaic touches thus the deepest mystery of our being, and as

it is so closely allied to the religious sentiment, it is not strange

that it should have been employed in all ages of the world as an
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aid 10 worship. Ages before the Christian era, the music of wor-

»hi{), or sacred music, was studied as an art. It formed an import-

ant feature in tlie ceremonies of all the ancient religions. The
icrnplcs of J'lgypt, of Greece and Rome, in the south, and those

of 'J'iior and Odin, and the sacred groves of the Druids, in the north,

resounded with the solemn song and hymn of praise. And every

reader of the sacred writings knows that the Hebrew worship was

almost entirely musical and ceremonial until after the first captivity,

when the synagogue was established, and the reading of the pro-

phets and the sermon were introduced.

.Music formed a part of the Christian worship from the first
;
yet

St is probable that many of the melodies then used were of Grecian

or lioinan origin, but accompanied with Christian hymns. In the

primitive church the singing was sometimes in solo, sometimes

cntiphonal, or in alternate choruses, as among the Jews in David's

tunc, and sometimes it was congregational. Pope Gregory the

Great, (.V. I). 590,) was a great patron of sacred music. The Gre-

^01-ian Chant derives its name from him, and this species of com-

position was the foundation of all our Christian church music. It

lias ever been popular in England, where it was early introduced,

and also in Germany.
The construction of music in four parts was developed through

the use of musical instruments, of which the organ took the first

rank in tlie churches. Figured harmony {cantus figuratus) here

originated, which, in the fifteenth century, was generally adopted

as the method of varying, extending, and embellishing, the several

parts assigned to the accompanying voices of a melody ;
while the

liicf voices upon wdiicli the fundamental melody depended, sung

nearly jn monotone, (hence it was caniiis firmus canto firmo, plain

chant.) The invention of measured music caused tiie choral to be

performed in more regular time and method, and gave greater facili-

ties to harmonization. Choirs of skillful singers became neces-

wry, and the art made rapid advances thenceforth.

In the Roman and Anglican Churches music has ever held the

^'iiicf place in the religious exercises, and hence they have always

•"en the unwearied patrons of the science. At first sacred music

^-s simple melody, but as the intellectual began to predominate

^'vcr the sensual, and men began to act more from reflection than

•nipulsc, the need of harmony began to be felt, and the art became
more severely scientific.

'1'in.Te probably never was a time when music, and especially

'-'Crod music, was cultivated with more ardor in this country, tliau

*» present. Also abroad, Germany, Italy, and England, have, wilhm
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the few last years, produced works which are every way worthy

the divine art they aim to elucidate. Among the fruits of this lau-

dable zeal with us,—besides a large number of works which arc

already in general use among our choirs, and which merit for the

most part considerable praise,—we have now the pleasure of hail-

ing the advent of a new competitor for public favor;—a new book

of Sacred Harmony, which we think peculiarly merits the attention

of the musical world. Yvom a careful examination of its contents,

we discover abundant proofs that the editor, Mr. Jackson, has

brought to this work a fervent and enthusiastic love of the art,

experienced judgment, and extensive scientific attainments. Wc
give this work a double welcome, as being the thing particularly

needed in our choirs at the present time. We hope to be able to

sustain and clearly elucidate this point as we progress.

No subject in this country has occasioned a comparatively greater

expenditure of words, ink, time, patience, money,—in truth, ot

everything but sound sense,—and to so little purpose, as this of

"church music." And the sole and simple reason of all this is,

the whole subject, with some solitary exceptions, lias fallen into

unskilled hands. Persons with some love of the art, it is true, but

without science, or any considerable insight into the nature of the

subject, have undertaken to "promote the cause" in its several

departments. And undertakers, only, have they proved to it, alas !

in too many instances.

^^'c liavc just said that music touches the shores of the unseen,

and deals with the dread verities of eternity. We now say that it

is a medium through which wc receive much that is noble or

exalted. Through it come pure and spiritual impressions, lofty

sentiments and thoughts, and a reverence and love of all that is

beautiful and lovely. ]5ut while its nature is thus profoundly myste-

rious, like everything else which presents itself to intelligent beings,

it must be subject to scientific order, and can only be developed

in suitable eUtciency and perfection through the operation of fixed

laws and definite rules. Persons, therefore, who arc unacquainted

with these o[)erations, can be of no service in impartmg musical

knowledge, or in furthering musical effect, however acute may be

iheir latent ajiprehension of these things. Much has been written

and said about "the character of church music," and yet to this

day we have no fixed and acknowledged standard among us, to

which we may aspire. Few advances have been made toward the

realization of that ideal excellence to which all the laws of har-

mony tend, and the absence of which is painfully and almost

universally felt, where such excellence should most abound—
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uiRJor the sh:idow of ihc altars of the most high God ! How comes

.\ j.> i).iss that music, the heaven-horn gift of the infinite Being to

Ins church, has been suffered to play the harlot in the highways

inJ among the hedges of the profane world; to be decked with all

n»ihncss by their hands for their uses; but to return in rags and

'.^rioinmy to minister in the presence and service of Him who gave

j; ' She has been driven from the sacred retreats of her home, and

l:nt;crs. half-divested of her divineness, in our theatres, or revels in

\^:»ntoniicss in the opera. We have observed that the reason of

this, is the giving of the concerns of our church music into unsci-

rntific hands. This has arisen through parsimonious considera-

j;t>i)s growing out of a narrow view of the importance of the subject.

In David's time the "chief musician" was found in the church,

\indor royal patronage ; and we hope to see the day when the

( hiiich tiiroughout tliis land shall be seen offering unto God the

fifbl and best fruits of all onr increase in this divine art.

Much of the music of the church in this country is burdened with

serious impcrlcctions, arising from two causes. First, the nature

or construction of the music performed ; and, second, the manner

of its execution, or performance.

As the latter is intimately associated with the former, we shall

not dwell upon it, but confine our attention, as is more consistent

widi our present object, to what we regard as the chief and radical

cause.

Any one will see that it is absolutely essential that musical com-

}v.'silions designed for the holy ofTices of the church, should have a

'^isiinct and peculiar character. The musical performances of the

c|K:ra, or stage, or the airs associated with licentious songs, would

be as. much out of place in the tabernacles of the Eternal, as the

^'j'asphcmous orgies of hell in the courts of heaven. It is clear that

>;uTcd music should be as far removed from any style which pro-

<iiiccs, so to speak, secular emotions, as earth is from heaven; or,

4< the solemnity and awe of a worshiping congregation arc re-

nioved from the selfish eagerness of the market-place ; or, as the

liolv, calm, and pure joy of the Christian, is removed from the de-

lirious pleasures and excitements of the carousal. It must have a

J^-culiar and fitting character, suited only to purposes of devotion.

li should be capable to embody and express clearly, in its myste-

.""'iis tones, the whole experience of the Christian ; na}^ the whole

fiF'^'ricnce of the human soul. The wail of the remorseful, the

«'jppliration of the contrite and penitent, and the exceeding peace

&'vl lf,fiy repose of the triumphant Christian, should be heard m
)'.» solemn cadences. But the passions, which iu secular music
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are permitted to run wild in fierce riot, should, in the music of

tlie sanctuary, appear chastened as by reverential awe, and in-

spired as with holy hope.

Ballad tunes, which may have been introduced into portions

of the church through necessity,—there being a want of genuine

and appropriate compositions adapted to the metre,—must be

rejected as entirely unsuitable, through their general style and

associations, to the great and solemn uses of worship. In private,

before the home altars, it may be expedient to reclaim and use

these, but not in the congi-cgation. Psalmody whose harmony is

elaborated with a profusion oi dissonances and diminished intervals,

is utterly unfitted fur congregational purposes. It is impracticable

for use ; and besides, the effect thus produced, in most cases, is

inconsistent with that simple grandeur and majesty of style which

arc befitting tiic exercises of public worship. On the other hand,

those meagre and paltry productions,—the offspring of amateur

professors,—whose prominent quality is a kind oi juvenile simpli-

city, and which (with shame be it said) are much in vogue among

many of our congregations at the present day, should be discarded

as utterly inadequate to the dignity and purposes of the oflke they

aspire to. Tlie performance of such " stuff," for vmsic 'twere

libelous to call it, is an evil, the magnitude of which can only be

truly measured by the degree of susceptibility of any congregation

to good or evil impressions, or by the capacity of the soul for suf-

ferhig. Their utter impotency in themselves of exciting any emo-

tion, "save, perhaps, that of disgust, is sufficient evidence that they

arc not the suitable medium through which the praises of a wor-

shiping assembly should be addressed to the :\Iajesty of heaven.

So far'^from lending aid to the noble sentiments of the poetry, and

bearing upward the soul of the worshiper as by a "chariot of fire

and horses of fire," they rather serve as but the coftin which

receives and entombs those utterances as they fall lifeless from

his lips.

Many times have our religious sensibilities been shocked, and

our heart pained, by the performance of profane and inappropriate

melodies in the house of God. We have more than once heard in

the place of prayer the very same airs which resound through the

halls of revelry and the chambers of licentiousness. And will it be

supposed that the young Christian, just rescued from the worship

and love of the world and pleasure, can be improved and advanced

on his way to heaven by these light and sensual melodies ?—melo-

dies which necessarily remind him of the excitements of the thea-

tre or other scenes of dissipation !
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h is the performance of these various and inappropriate styles

of composilion which has unsettled and debased the taste of our

congregations, and destroyed that tiniti/ of eflccl so desirable in all

jacred services.

Tiie evil of which we here complain, will not be considered an

unimportant or imaginary one by any who appreciate a lofty mu-
ncal standard, and are conscious of the intimate relation that exists

briucen music and our religious sentiments. Take music from our

cliurciics, banish it from our altars, divorce it from our religious cere-

monies,— it would be like robbing the soul of its wings,—like sweep-

ing; the sun from the heavens,—we should feel the absence of it in

ihe profoundest depths of our hearts. As an aid to devotion, appro-

priate music is invaluable. It is also an aid to faith, and revivifies

our drowsy sensibilities. In some mysterious manner it reveals to

u>, dindy and vaguely it may be, a vision of the glory from which
we liave fallen, and of that perfection to which, assisted by divine

j^rncc, we may attain.

\\c always judge of the merits of musical, as of other compo-
sitions, by their pouer to elevate the soul, and to stir up deep and
strong emotions. In this aspect, and in view of all we have

previously said in this paper, the ivoi-k under consideration gives

many evidences of excellence and superiority. The editor has

ever kept his eye on acknowledged standards, and appears never

to liave lost sight of this purpose through the entire and vast

variety of compositions which he presents to us in this work. He
abjures those innovations and vulgar eccentricities which shallow

science and distorted taste have rendered somewhat fashionable,

to ijic manifest injurs' of devotion and the decline of a pure stand-

aril, 'riic hymn tunes in this work are generally rendered in equal

time,—showing a delicate appreciation of an important element

of ecclesiastical elVcct, so often marred by the rnn-and-jinixp rhythm

of those triple and compound movements with which too many
of the tune-books of our choirs are so abundantly supplied. Com-
mon sense and the best authorities concur in the decision that

f'pial time is the measure best adapted for psalmody designed for

the use of the congregation. To make our idea more generally

Jf.tclligiblc, we will take, for instance, the tune of Old Hundred,
wijirh, by its popularity and extensive use in the church through

many successive ages, is proved to be singularly well adapted to

ihc sacred purposes of public worship. The reader, if he will take

'•'10 trouble to analyze the peculiarities of this tune, will find that

"^ exceeding charm, and its adaptedness to almost every psalm

•"d hymn, lies in llic simple and uncmbarras.scd majesty of its
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style;—which, heard even oul of ihe church, and in those phices

where men arc the most immersed in the business and pleasures

of the world, is capable of lilling the heart Avith an overpowering

solemnity, and of awakening the dread sentiment of responsibility

to high Heaven. It has no eccentricities, no startling points, yet it

penetrates the deepest recesses of the heart, and envelops the

soul in an atmosphere of celestial melody ! Now let the reader

sing this venerable tune in tnple time,—making every other note

twice as long as the preceding one,—and he will apprehend our

meaning, and perceive the serious mischief which such an appor-

tionment of time would introduce into this composition, entirely

destroying the effect above described.

The varied qualitv, compass, and pitch of the human voice, evi-

dently indicate that God designs that he should be worshiped with

harmony, and not with melody alone, in the great congregation.

And, also, that one individual shall exercise as many notes ot his

peculiar scale or compass of voice, as another, in the glad chorus.

The meager harmonization and blundering counterpoint of many

tunes which are employed in the w^orship of the congregation, ex-

clude the possibility of this design ever being realized, so long as

they are the adopted medium of praise. They compel, too often,

the voices which accompany the principal melody to pipe on in a

wearisome and impotent monotone, or else they carry them without

their appropriate sphere and compass, and thus at once defraud

both singer and people of their eflicient and legitimate service.

The science of the editor of the "Sacred Harmony" has pro-

vided against these evils by the judicious and effective distribution

of his harmony, and the rich and varied 7notion he has given to the

several parts.

Music, as we have before hinted, has in this department ot

the science been gradually approximating perfection. Tiic

age in which we live is enlightened and critical, and we every-

where see efforts making to approach a lofty and intellectual style.

In the history of church music, as in everything else which regards

the nature of progress, it has happened that, fust, the heart, the

affections, and sentiment, came and bowed at the foot of the cross

and before the altars of Christ, and then the intellect followed and

sat with docility and submission in the holy place. So at first,

simple melody, expressing sentiment and feeling, resounded in our

churches, and in its passionate tones the sentiments of iiope, and

love, and faith, found a voice. But to-day, in our exercises of wor-

ship the utterance of feeling is not enough. The intellect, thought,

demands a voice, and wishes to be heard in the solemn chant
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acma.Hls in ibc form of music to do honor to our holy faith, to in-

rcasc the ardor of devotion, and to contribute somcthmg to the

i.fc of the soul. Our author has evidently had this in view m

;l,c preparation of tlie work before us; and vvc arc convinced

;»i,U in this respect also, this work—both in its melodies and

,1. harmonics, in its voice of sentiment and feeling, and in its

.nusical ullerance of thought, of ideas-will be found to be all

Uial is desired.
, r \

la all sacred pieces, the music intended as a medium of approacli

to ihc "hi-h and holy One," or as an expression of the calm, in-

telligent, and tranquil joy of the Christian, the composer ^should

remember that
'• God will have mercy and not sacrifice. Op-

pro-^Kcd with the weight of infinitude and eternity, and penetrated

wilh a sense of those fearful responsibilities which reach away

ihrou-h the unending future, he will seek a subdued and thought-

lul "^tvlc—such a style, in a word, as he would think proper in

such a frame of mind and feeling to address to the car of the

Ahnighiv. H J

Tlic best models of counterpoint have evidently been adliered to

m this work. The parts are suitably distributed, and the singer is

never tortured by having a note assigned him which he cannot

reach, and which is not within the province of his part. In this

respect the work is deserving no little praise, and is decidedly

superior to most of the tune-books now in use. The work is sup-

1)1 ird with an organ accompaniment, in which the parts are

written in their proper place. This is one of its crowning ex-

cellences, and one which will be readily appreciated by organ-

ists—especially those who arc unacquainted with figured har-

mony. Ws inducing a proper manner of taking the harmony, it

will greativ contribute to a pure and efficient style of organ play-

ing, ^vhcre'ver the work under review is introduced. \Vhen il is

colisidcred how much the organ is capable of contributing to the

majesty and power of sacred music, this remark will not be thought

ui\important.
'

i ,1

No instrument was ever invented, or, indeed, can be devised,

more appropriate to the solemn offices of the sanctuary, than the

or^an. The compass of its voice seems to be almost infinite.

Wuh wondrous fullness it expresses every emotion, fcehng,

cntimcnt, and passion, of the human heart. In its mysterious

tones the profoundest aiTections of the soul find a voice
;

but

^•licn it is touched bv profane and unskilled hands, no irreverent

v*ord from the lips o'f the preacher could be more painfully and

»eadily realized in its inconsistency and effect upon the hearers,
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than arc the short-comings of this noble instrunnent in its high and

holy mission. But let it be played by a \Yell-discipliiicd performer

—by one who knows how to control its mighty and infinitely varied

voice, and each pious worshiper will ever welcome its heavenly

tones with inexpressible joy. So adapted is the organ to the sa-

cred and sublime purposes to which it has ever been consecrated.

How well has Herder, the gifted German poet, described the won-

derful capacity of this instrument to the purposes of religion, in

the following words :

—

" From lightest shepherd's reed the strain ascends

To tymbar.s thunder, and the awakening trump

Of judgment! Graves arc opening ! Hark! the dead

Are stirring

!

" How the tones hang hovering nov,'

On all creation's mighty outspread wings,

Expectant, and the breezes murmur ! Hark !

Jehovah comes ! He comes ! His thunder speaks

!

" In the soft-brcn thing, animated tones

Of human words, speaks the All-merciful!

At length the trembling heart responds to him ;

Till now, all voices and all souls r. once

Ascend to heaven ; upon the clouds repose,

—

One hallelujah ! Bow, bow down in prayer !"

We doubt whether there arc any Christians who are really con-

scious of the amount of their indebtedness to music ;
but its influ-

ence for this reason is no less effective nor less powerful. As the

breath of summer infuses warmth and animation through our

frame, although we think not of it,—as the perfumed air of spring

impregnates our garments with the sweet fragrance gathered from

innumerable flowers, while we are unconscious of it, so the music

of the house of Ood imparts to us the elements of immortal life,

and breathes into our souls a peace that the world cannot give nor

lake away.

In the employment of music as the agent of lier power, and a

means of regeneration and spiritual growth, the church has acted

advisedly. Nay, we think she has acted by divine direction. No

sinner is entirely lost, no heart is entirely obdurate, if there yet re-

main a susceptibility to the charms of music. With a redeeming

grace it penetrates the stricken heart, and soothes and comforts the

suffering spirit, by reviving the sentiment of piety, and creating a

deeper sense of the imminent and universal presence of the Al-

mighty. Touching, as it does, the deepest mystery in man and the
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universe, calling up out of ihc liidden dcplhs of eternity, it seems

i<» lio a distant and feeble echo of that everlasting hymn, that

(iHL;lity chorus, which ever and ever swells around the eternal

throne. There is no science which possesses such power to stir

u|> deep and strong emotion as this. And if there be a man who

m unconscious of the elevating influence of sacred music ; who

feels no emotion, no enthusiasm ; whose heart does not swell and

ihrub with mysterious joy as he listens to the solemn chant and

the sacred song; he is an object of the profoundest pity. All tliat

i« divine within him is dead. His soul is withered. Extinguish

the beams of the sun, quench the light of the loving stars, and those

ravlcss orbs, plunged into the fathomless bosom of endless night,

would be fitting types of such dark and desolate souls ! It has

U.on somewhere said, "He is not wholly lost who still loves

music ;—the desire of moral, may grow out of natural, harmony.

Nor is one utterly unhappy who remains susceptible to its pov/er,

—yioldnig it leave to do what it is well able to do,—to correct suftcr-

uig with a superior satisfaction and peace, and misfortune with the

•cnsc of a perfection that passeth not away."

Ki\T. Vn.— The Philosophy of Christian Perfection: embracing

a Psychological Statement of some of the Principles of Chris-

tianity on which the Doctrine rests : togetJier luith a Practical

Examination of the Peculiar Vieivs of several Recent Writers

on this Subject. Philadelphia : Sorin & Ball. 184S.

Wf, regard this work as an appeal to philosophy to supply tiie

<icfccis of revelation. In his Introduction the author says,

—

" Most of those who liave written out their experience have used

•J.c technical language of their several sects, so that this experience
o(u-\\ appears discrepant, and sometimes contradictory ; and even when
^K-y h;ive employed the language of Scripture, if we refer to the com-
8>^iits of sectarian writers, we find ourselves equally unable to ascer-

'•*in ilic meaning of the terms they have chosen to use. So important

* I'Ui of the experience of the Christian ought, doubdess, to tind an

*'-f'iuite expression in the well-defined terms of psychological

<icncc."

Ag;iin, referring to Dr. Peck and President Mahan, he says,

—

" When the one tells us that perfection 'implies simply loving God
*'^h all the heart;' and the other, ' that he looks to the very Uod of

»*»cc to sauciify him wholly, and preserve his whole spirit, and soul,

Vol. V1II._i9
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and body, blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ,' though

they place before the mind an attainment possessing high moral attrac-

tions, there is an indefinitenoss in the view," &c.—P. 10.

And again,-

" In the treatise upon whicli \vc now enter, we propose to intcrro-

gate our psychology, that we may see whether science, as the hand-

maid of revelation, can be made' to aid in giving us any clearer views

of the moral constitution of man, or any more deiinile ideas of the

moral perfections made attainable by him, ... to render iniolligible

to all who arc acquainted with the modern terms of metaphysical

science, the great system of Bible truth. . . . The disuse, therefore,

of all technical languauc, even though it may be the language of Scrip-

ture, so far as it has^beon employed in difTercnt senses, will not be

deemed afVcctation."—Pp. 8, 9, 11.

The opinion of this writer, therefore, clearly is, that \Yhile the

Bible teaches the truth in relation to Christian perfection, its mode

of teaching is defective, or, at least, that we shall find a more ex-

plicit and ^philosophical mode of "expression in the well-defined

terms of psychological science." The question raised by this

position is a" question of fact, which should be carefully con-

sidered. In (.'ermany it would scarcely excite attention; for

there Rationalism is allowed the right to improve at discretion,

and even supersede, the teachings of revelation. But in America

any attempts at such license will be received with suspicion ;
and

our author undoubtedly felt that he was assuming a position which

would subject him to the severest criticism. We differ from him

entirely upon this question of fact, and for the following reasons :—

1. Tiic Foible is the language of infinite Wisdom. Both as it

regards the doctrines taugiit, and the mode of teaching, we here

have "the mind of the Spirit." Who would wish, even in the

most indirect manner, to intimate that such judgment could be

erroneous? that "the words which the Holy Ghost teachclh"

would be less definite and less perfectly adapted to communicate

the truth than the phraseology of mere uninspired men ? From

such a responsibility it would seem any man should desire to be

saved ; and yet what can be plainer than this implication in the

very starting point of our author? Indeed, the existence of the

book originated from it ; for had he believed that the Scriptures

held the plainest, truest, and most appropriate language of which

this subject admits, he would not have sought improvement m iHc

style of philosophy, much less would he have formally discarded

the technical language of Scripture, and consulted " psychology

to ascertain the nature, extent, and obligations of Christian perfeo-

19*
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iK>n. i^Jt to onr minds, if there were no other reasons for believ-

ing l!io teachings of the Scriptures more rehablc than those of

p»yoholc)gy, the fact of their divine origin would be sufficient.

How could the omniscient God have failed to know what were the

«anl5 of the minds to be instructed, and the best mode of accom-

p'i^hi^g the object? Can we admit for a moment that, for the

\uuo: and success of his doctrines, he made liimsclf dependent

upon the improvements and fidelity of future metaphysicians ?

The tiling is impossible.

V.'. The "terms of metaphysical science" are not "well-de-

tjncd," in. the high sense claimed by this author. Upon the con-

trary, we affirm that no department of science presents more
oijlicuhics to the success of conventional agreement than this. In

»tij)pnrl of this we have only to appeal to the general sense of men,

to the history of philosophy, and to the nature of mental phe-

nomena.

In IK) branch of study have men in general so litlle confidence.

Thry have not the power of analysis which a correct appreciation

of its true progress requires. They are not able to distinguish

tnith from hypothesis, and hence the general tendency to condemn
the wliolc. They believe and assert that no safe reliance can be

fvlarcd upon the terms which metaphysicians use, and there cer-

lainiy can be no way of accounting for this general feeling of in-

dcfitiilencss without allowing that there are some grounds for it.

We cannot avoid remarking here how verj'- improbable it is that a

JcH-trine, in which the whole world is so deeply interested, should
u^ allowed by infinite Wisdom to rest upon a science for its de-

^riopment, which is scarcely two hundred years old, and which
«« so illy adapted to convince the understanding and command the

U\\\\ of the nuillilude.

Hiit do tlie most sagacious critics succeed in estal)lishing the

wmcnclature of mental science so as to make it a safe basis of

t-itological investigations ? Who does not know that almost every
^f since its origin has had its school of philosophy difTering so
*»'-<-'!y and essentially from every other as to unsettle the very
''•"ndations of the science? To which of these will our author
''fv-l ns for the "well-defined terms " so perfectly adapted to teach
^'»'? true doctrine of Christian perfection, and unite all theologians
*••'' have tlius far been destitute of a terminology sufficiently une-
^tJivocal to settle the controversy? To the English, the Scotch,
Uh' I-rcnch, or the German school? America has no philosophy.
Ar>a this is not because she has adopted as satisfactory any of the
»-^rcign systems, but because she is thoroughly dissatisfied with
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the whole of them, and has not yet age and independence enough
to construct a system for herself. Individuals of more or less merit

have entered upon a sort of ccleclicism which has transported dif-

ferent parts of diverse systems, and thus they have laudably en-

deavored to give direction to the jihilosophic spirit in this growing
country ; but it is easy to see that they have taken on a cast of

sensualism, common sense, skepticism, or mysticism, just as they

have leaned more or less to the dillercnt schools of Europe.
Again, we inquij-c what author or class of authors shall give law

to theology upon this or any other point in dispute ? Does not

this writer very Well know that the moment he should declare his

election, he would compromise himself with the numbers who in-

cline to other and conflicting theories? Truth there unquestion-

ably is in metaphysical philosophy—profound, splendid truth,

^luch of it has been developed by the numerous, elaborate inves-

tigations which have been going on for some two centuries. But
who, before our author, has ever intimated that it has been reduced

to sufiicient system and certainty to give it the rank of law and
umpire in tb.eological controversy ?

This indcfmitencss is in the nature of the subject. 3Iind caimot

be studied like matter, by means of perception. It cannot be thrown
into the crucible and chemically analyzed ; it cannot be illustrated

by apparatus, and made intelligible to the most ordinary capacity.

Its dilVercnt states are so spiritual and fugitive that the most pro-

found attention and sagacity can with difficulty detect its hidden

laws, and approximate the true knowledge of their complicated

relations. It is not, therefore, a matter of surprise that so litUc

progress has been made, and so little agreement produced, but

rather a reason for gratitude that so much has been accomplished.

The more difhcult the acquisitions the more valuable they are, and

the greater the reason for long-continued and far-reaching investi-

gation. Effort must succeed effort ad infinitum; but let us

never be enticed to believe that our favorite science has at any
period of its progress become so settled and universal as to govern
the investigation of practical doctrine, upon which the salvation of

our souls depends.

3. History is against the view which this writer takes of the

rank of science in this relation. The primitive church was safe

so long as she preserved her strict reliance upon 'Uhe word'' for

her doctrines and her instructions. Departure from this standard,

and attempts to improve revelation by philosophy and tradition,

produced Romanism. The Reformation was an appeal from

"philosophy" to the Bible, and it succeeded. The Wesleyan
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tnorcmcnl was from tlic teachings of men, and to revelation. In

<;rrinariY, an appeal to "philosophy" has interrupted evangeHsm,

trii loft the church bleeding at every pore. Nothing but a return

\o ihr record can save her from destruction. ^Methodism has been

•,»;!is far eminently a religion of one hook. This is a lirst eflort to

Kitrixiucc into her literature the philosophical spirit as a test of

inith in controversy; and we must say we devoutly hope it will

\^ the last. We deprecate the day when our Christian sentiments

iljail be accountable at the bar of any man's philosophy. AVhy

mil men persist in this inverted order? Why will they not bring

ill their philosophy to the test of revelation, instead of attempting

u ^'tiidc revealed truth by the uncertain rules and forms of philo-

*.|)liy? Has not the church in every age prospered in its great

work of purifying and saving men just in proportion as she has

adhered to the liible in her teachings ? And has not a resort to

mere human philosophy always crippled her energies, and reduced

hrr lo the rank of a worldly establishment ? Well, indeed, will il

\^. for us if we profit by the experience of the past, and guard -wilh

»>itheicnt care every avenue to the heart of our system against the

v'.tlrusive Kationalism of the times.

A. Wc shall be able to show^ that this reliance of our author has

filled him, and that his eflort to develop psychologically the true

•loctrine of Christian perfection has misled him just so far as he

h:is depended upon it. And, moreover, that it is more in appear-

a.ncc than in fact that his book is entided to be called " The Philo-

'•phy of Christian Perfection." If we succeed in this, it will go

U\ toward settling the question of fact ; for if psychology does not

\<i<\ the writer to the truth in this matter, it can hardly be claimed

3< a dcfniiiig science, superior to all others, in the controversy.

Hy a careful perusal of the book it will appear that the writer

J:i<? first formed a speculative opinion in regard to the nature of

Christian perfection, and that his whole discussion is strictly con-

f'>rmcd to liiis opinion. It will be found thus clearly expressed:

—

"The moral elevation provided for him (man) by the atonement of

)*-'<\x% Christ is nothing less than an entire restoration to his original

i 'ictf cf pcrfeclion. . . . Renewed, it is lo be nl)served, in t/ic same

I
i-m^r in which Adam was created, embracing even the knowledge

I
<^!»<fnial to a moral perfection."—P. 51.

How he reached this opinion we may not be able to ascertain.

^*> « presume his starting point was not revelation, but psychology.
H-- jnay have commenced with the unchangeable identity and in-

. '•"•trnctibiiity of rnind, and hence inferred that man is now essen-

. U»l|y ij,e same being that he was designed to be at the first, and
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that lie always was ; that he only needed morally rcgulaling to

restore him to his pristine state ; and, hence, that we have at the

present day, living and walking among us, men as perfect as Adam
was when he came from the hand of his Creator, and as many such

as there arc sanctified Christians.

It would certainly seem, at first view, that our author thus erects

a very high standard of Christian perfection, so much so as to dis-

hearten most, if not all, who may attempt to judge of themselves

by it. For it is presumed that if the best man upon earth were to

ask himself the question, Had God produced me immediately by

creative power, would I have been exactly what I now am? he

would answer, No. lie would be humbled in the dust by the

certain conviction that physii-.ally, intellectually, and morally, he is

but the mere wreck of what human body and mind once were, and

that every moment of his gracious acceptance must be for other

reasons than any now existing in himself.

But this undue elevation of the standard of perfection is only

apparent with our author. Indeed, it w'ill be found, upon exami-

nation, that he has lowered instead of raising the standard. He
had sagacity enough to see that this fancied perfection existe'd

nowhere upon earth : that admitting the ordinary estimate of

Adamic perfection, cither his theory was false, or the gospel was

a failure. Neither of these alternatives w^ould answer his pur-

pose, and hence nulhing remained but to lower the standard to the

fact. This Adamic perfection must be made out to be nothing

more than wiial was common to sanctified men, and must be ren-

dered consistent with their undeniable weaknesses, errors, and

mistakes. Our readers .shall iiow see how the writer proceeds to

accomi)lish the task which he had thus imposed upon himself:

—

" What wo may call the essential perfection of our first parents in

paradise cotiKl not, however, have been in any important sense a pliy-

skill porlVctioii. We cannot for a moment suppose that tliere is any

njercly material, physical sense, in which they could be said to be cre-

ated in the 'likeness' and 'image' of God. It 'would, hov/cver, be

aside from our purjjose to attempt to ascertain with precision the limits

of their physical powers. Limits these powers must have had, even

in .\dam, who was produced iii a slate of maturity, directly by tlie

power of his Creator, unless their possessor had been invested with

omnipotenoe. We arc not aware that anybody supposes tliis, and

hence, instead of attachinir to Adam any undefined or illimitable decree

of physical excellence, w^e cannot but conclude that all his physical

powers were limited, and, at least in this sense, imperfect."— P. 23.

" Nor was the ( ssential perfection of our first parents a mental per-

fection. .Vdam was created directly by God ; and, of course, received

mental endowments exactly equal to the office he was to fill, and the
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dotifs ho was to perform. He was to give names to all the objects of

uiiuri' ; ami was to be an example to all wlio should rise up around

Isrii, uf the judicious exercise of the 'dominion which Cod intended to

*-!«-«•' }iim 'over all tiio earlh,' and 'over every livin<^ thinn tlial moveth

utKin tlio earth.' That he sliould be furnished with mcnlnl capacities

Kvond what was intended for his sons, is, therefore, no more wonder-

ful than that God has, from time to time, in the history of the world.

«!,.lowL-d particular men with extraordinary powers for the accomplish-

ni'Mit of his (Treat purposes. We have no evidence that Jhe, who was

Ins c'ljual in all the essential elements of perfection, had any very ex-

i.Mordinary mental endowments. The deception by which she was led

iit hiu would rather indicate a want of great intellectual acuteness, and

tint even on a question of morals."—l*p. 2-1, 25.

" Ihit if, as we have concluded, the 'likeness' and ' image of God,'

in which our first parents were created, was irrespective of intellectual

power, consisting only in ' righteousness and true holiness,' and em-

bracing only thc° ' knowledge ' requisite to the correct perception of

moral truth,—then all is plain."

•• Those, therefore, who elevate their conceptions of a perfect human

nature so high as to divest it of human appetites and of human aflbc-

lious, and to free it from the liability of error in judging and acting, do

It without any warrant from Scripture, or support from sound reason."

—Pp. 25, 2G.
" i'-ven they, [our first parents,] as we have seen, must have been

Uiiperfcct in many important respects."—P. 123.

" W'c can conceive of no other perfection than such a moral perfection

as we have here defined, suited to a being of limited powers. And

.i)i.-i\n, this view, to our mind, furnishes the only true basis for growth

ju human perfection. Adam's younger son would have been as csscn-

ti^dly perfect as his father ; and yet, with every development of mental

jKiwer, and with every acquisition of knowledge, he might, as did the

iiifanl Jesus, have grown in ' favor w'ilh God' as well as 'witli man.'

These seem to be the replies which psychological science gives to our

interrogatories touching this matter."—Pp. 26, 27.

Wc must here express our surprise that a man of pliilosoiihical

discrimination should claim the above as a psychological argument.

l.oi the reader carefully examine these extracts and then turn to

liic book, if he has it, and see if he can find a place in which ccr-

lain well-defined and settled metaphysical truths are stated, and

ll'.en these conclu.sioiis logically deduced from them ;
or where

wc are shown the reasons of these results in any menial power or

phenomenon whatever ! The fact is, there is no such thing in the

»''M, and this is not the last time our readers arc destined to meet

^ii!i this surprise.

Hut the point of special interest is the true bearing of these ar-

r.'inients upon the leading object of the writer, namely, the practi-

'v-ib'hty of Adamic perfection. Has he succeeded in the attempt
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lo bring down tins primeval standard to the highest attainable ex-

cellence under tlic gospel dispensation? He denies to Adam "phy-

sical perfection,"—and upon what grounds? Why, merely because

liis pljysical powers were limited in extent: because he was not

omnipotent. And for the same reason he denies him " mental

perfection.*' But he claims for him " moral perfection," merely

upon the strcngtli of tiie negative argument. As much as to say

he had some kind of perfection, but it was not "physical" nor

"mental," therefore it must have been "moral." But ought he

not, as a philosopher, to be aware that in denying him mental, he

iiad denied him moral, perfection also? What is to be the seat of

this moral perfection, if not mind? He must refer to the perfection

of poiccrs alone, for he will not allow that moral imperfection is

anything but the derangement of the powers of mind. And would

he not admit that these moral powers were imperfect in the same

sense with the "physical" and "menial," that is, limited in ex-

lent? He certainly nuist do so, and hence he has furnished the

means of destruction to his own fabric.

It will be admitlcd strange, that this gentleman did not correct

his errors at this point, by availing himself of the palpable distinc-

tion between perfection in character and perfection in extent. But

for the inlluencc of his speculative opinion, and the evident impos-

sibility of proving our imperfections upon Adam in any other way,

he certainly must have done so. We claim perfection in kind for

Adam, physical and mental; and in mental we include moral per-

fection. The ])iuof is in the nature of God and in revelation. A

being of unlimited poucr, wisdom, and goodness, made a human

body and breathed into it a living soul. Were there any defects in

the workmansiiip of such an Architect? Surely not. In every par-

ticular it must liave been perfect. Not only was the body in every

organ and tissue com[>lete, but every function was true to the de-

sign of the great Intelligence that formed it. The mind, in its power

to know, and think, and feel, and will, met its precise design. It

had the capability of moral distinctions, of moral impulsions, and

moral retril.uilions, without a defect. God had exerted his holy

power to produce such capabilities, and he must have succeeded.

No corruptions weakened or defded this pure moral nature, no fell

disease preyed upon his body. " Good," all good, " very good.

'

Now, can this autiior question this ? And can he claim any such

perfection for any man now living? Let it be marked that perfec-

tion in extent is mA tlie question. This is not predicable of any

finite being. However earnestly it may have been argued in this

"Philosophy," it is not, and cannot be, a (picstion.
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But another attempt to accommodate this speculative opinion is

fnnnd in liis discussion of the subject of "temptation." His views

ii[xM) this point are thus defined:

—

*' Where, tlien, shall we find the element in question ? [Demand for

ri-bistniice.] It is, doubtless, to be found (in such a temptation as we
MC considering) in the conscious tendency of the appetite to seek its grati-

flcati'in in the forbidden object."

" The appetite being but a modification of desire, the same clement

mav be found in any temptation to evil; and its general designation

would be a conscious tendency of some of the desires to seek grotftcatwn

m a forbidden object.^^—P. 19.

Here is the doctrine plainly avowed that the desire to yield to

a sohcitation to evil is essential to temptation. It is hence claimed

tliat such desire may exist in the mind of an entirely sanctified

Christian, and indicate no sin or need of atonement, if the will de-

cide against it. This is the standard for a holy man under the

Christian scheme ; and, of course, as our author has undertaken to

assert the identity of perfection before and after the fall, he must

show that our first parents were capable of a "desire to seek gra-

tification in a forbidden object" while they retained their original

purity, and that the fall occurred only when this desire obtained

the consent of the will. The writer shall speak for himself :—

*' Suppose that Eve, as she walks through the garden, has her atten-

tion attracted by the forbidden tree ; and, perceiving ' that it was plea-

sant to the eyes,' pauses to admire the beauty of its foliage and of the

rich fruit which hangs from its boughs, till she is diverted by the

U5(.lody proceeding from some neighboring bower, or by the approach

uf her companion in bliss, or some heavenly visitant. Here the for-

bidden tree has been contemplated with emotions of beauty, and yet

ihey have furnisheJ no occasion for resistance. There was nothing

as yet to resist ; since, undoubtedly, it was among the most bcautilul

trees of the garden, and was one of the works of God which she had

not been prohibited from looking upon, but only from tasting. Suppose,

r>qain, that her attention is aUractcd by the beauties of this tree, as she

is admiring all the works of its Creator, and she tarries beneath its

sh;ide till hunger begins to steal upon her; when her mind turns to the

clusters of which she has often eaten, and she seeks her sole compan-

ion, and with him sits down to the rich provision adbrded by the otlier

'rcos of the garden. ' The woman saw that the tree was good for

food.' We may even suppose then, in this case, that the forbidden fruit

»& the innnediate occasion of thus exciting the appetite; and yet there

jK furnished no occasion for resistance, since the appetite here seeks

i--^ graiificatioii only in allowable objects. The most that from the

•i^iture of the case could be even here suggested, would be the idea of

f-^syihle danger ; in which case her pure nature might have shrunk

^furn the furlhcr contemplation of the templing object, or have put itself
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into an attitude of repellency or defense. And even this supposed idea

of possible danger must have liad its origin solely in the original admo-

nition, and not in her experience, unless she had already received some

other evidence than we have as yet supposed of the seducing infiuenco

of the forbidden tree.

" But suppose, again, that she has had such experience of its se-

ducing power ; and, as the consequence of this, that tlie beauty of the

forbidden tree has become abhorrent to her moral sensibilities, so that

she looks upon its attractions only with loathing. Here, again, there

is no occasion for resistance ; all she has to do is to yield to the feel-

ings of repulsion which she in:^tiuctively has.

" In tracing this chain we must, then, somewhere have omitted a

link. We have as yet found no demand for resistance ;
consequently,

no temptation—at least, no such temptation as could naturally lead to

actual transijression. We have not even seen any natural origin of such

a sense of danger, as could produce the abhorrence and loathing we

have in this last case supposed."—Pp. 17-19.

Wc have seen how this link is supplied. It is "the conscious

tendency lo seek its gratification in the forbidden object." Now,

with all deference lo the talents of this author, we must say that

this whole "theory of temptation" is one of the most perfect

specimens of learned nonsense wc iiave ever seen. What are the

facts lo be accounted for? Why, simply, how a holy being entirely

disposcd to do rigiit should be tanpted to do wrong ; and how such

a being can become a sinner. How should a boy tempt another to

become a truant? Ask him, certainly, and perhaps urge him; but

if he docs Tiot wish to go, he is not tempted ! If he does not resist

hbnscJf, he has nothing lo resist. His decided and persevering

resistance to liis tempter was no resistance at all, because he did

not wish to disobey his lather ! The devil tempts a man in the

.sense of solicitation to evil. The man feels no inclination to com-

ply. His pure spirit shrinks with horror from the very idea of sin,

and he refuses faithfully and pcrseveringly ; but this, says our

author, is no " temptation," because the man had no " conscious

desire to seek his gratification in forbidden objects." There was

nothing lo resist because he had not himself to resist !
What an

unaccountable error then in the divine command, "Resist the devil

and he will lice from you." It should have been, " Resist yourself

when the devil approaches, for if you are tempted you will certainly

have a conscious desire to yield, and this desire is the only thing

lliat can call for resistance !" If it is the legitimate effect of meta-

physical speculations in theology thus to mystify a perfectly plain

subject, we are sure no one would wish to submit to their guidance.

We will only add, that if this theory is true at all, it is universally

true. If a desire of gratification in the forbidden object is csscn-
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lial 10 any temptation, it is essential to all ; and will our author

ii.-!.:i()\vlodgc that every time he has been tempted by the devil he

bns fell a sensible inclination to yield ? And when he has felt this

desire, has he liad no condemnation for it? no need, on this account,

of pardon and purification through the blood of Christ ? If so, we
nrc verily sure that his experience differs materially from that of

oiluT good men. But we believe no such thing of him. We have

mi doubt but, times without number, he has been conscious of

icmplalions to forbidden objects, when the first and instinctive im-

pulses of his soul were utter aversion to the suggested sin. And
jf, upon careful observation, he discovers an inclination to com-

pliance, we have no doubt he flies to the blood that cleanseth from

bin ; for so it often happens that practically good men are better

than their theories.

JJul let us attend to the second question. How can a being

perfectly holy become a sinner? Admitting, at the outset, that this

(juestion is not necessarily a theological question ; that a revelation

of the fact, without the philosophy of the fact, is sufficient for the

purposes of faith ; we think it right to suggest a different answer

from that furnished by the book we are reviewing.

\\'e start with the proposition, that an impure desire, or, what we
deem the same thing, " a conscious tendency to seek gratification

in a forbidden object," is impossible to a perfectly pure mind. Ob-
.<crve, we do not say that such a mind may not receive a wrong
bias from without—that evil thoughts and wrong tendencies may
not be produced in it by the power of Satanic influence. This is

not the ipiestion. But when evil suggestions are made wholly by

foreign agency, do they And any response, any corresponding feel-

ing, passion, or desire, in a spirit thus entirely holy ? To answer.

Yes, is to be guilty of the logical absurdity of claiming in the con-

clusion something not in the premises—of asserting elements In

tiic stream not in the fountain. The mind's phenomena—its

ihonglits, feelings, and volitions—arc nothing but the mind in a

certain state. In no one of them can you have anything but the

mind—the mind exactly as it is. If, therefore, you have a per-

fectly pure mind, you certainly must in every case have pure

mental states. This argument must, so far as we can see, be de-

cisive against the theory of o\ir author. His assertion that such
an inward desire, so corresponding with an outward seduction to

^••jI, is perfectly pure, does not relieve his view, though it strength-

^ns ours, for by this a new issue is raised. Is a desire to do a

ihing recognized as wrong, sinful, or impure, an impure desire ?

s« entirely a separate question from the origin of sin; and to slalo
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it, is to secure an affirmative answer from every unbiased mind.

But it is enough for the purposes of our argument to have csta-

bhshed our original proposition, that an impure desire is impossible

to a perfectly pure inind. Our pliilosophic author ought to sec

that however far he follows the motions, feelings, or desires of this

sinless mind, so long as he claims innocence or purity for thoni, lie

has done nothing toward accounting for the fall. The gulf is just

as wide between purity and impurity as ever, and hence his theory

has not the slightest tendency to settle the questions which it raises.

A philosophic mind can certainly see no nearer approximation to

sin in one state of holiness than in another.

We are now prepared to inquire directly into the origin of evil

in the case of Eve. And wc cannot allow that she had any desire

to seek gratification in the forbidden object because it was for-

bidden. In other words, from the premises established, she could

have had no desire to sin. She desired to eat of it for other rea-

sons, which desire had nothing of the nature of rebellion in it.

Read the sacred narrative :
—" Now the serpent v.-as more subtil

than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made. And
he said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of

every tree of the garden ? And the woman said unto the serpent,

We may cat of the fruit of the trees of the garden : but of the fruit

of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, God haih said, Ye
shall not cat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die. And the

serjicnt said unto the woman, Yc shall not surely die : for God
doth know, that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be

opened ; and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil. And
when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it

was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one

wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat ; and gave also unto

her husband with her, and he did eat."

Here notice,— 1. Tiie command was intelligible and positive.

2. The penalty was distinctly revealed, and most fearful in its

nature. 3. Faith in what God had said, so long as it continued,

preserved our first parents in their integrity. 4. The tempter was

one of arch sagacity. 5. His first and great effort was to induce

unbelief in what God had threatened, and in this he succeeded.

6. The desire of Eve was based upon a sensation and two specu-

lative opinions, in the origin of which Satanic agency was doubtless

largely influential. 'I'hcse were, "that the tree was pleasant to

the eyes;" "that it was good for food;" "and a tree to be de-

sired to make one wise." These, and these alone, were the rea-

sons of the desire, and the wish to sin against God was not among
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l!icm. 7. The only thing thai was necessary to lead to the act,

namely, to intluce the belief that slie could do it safely, and even

Willi prorital)le results, having been accomplished, she ate the

Innl, and her husband also. 8. The word of God, not the word

of the devil, proved true, "the eyes of them both were opened."

(jod's displeasure fell upon them—they began instantly to feel the

penally, " Dying ye shall die." 9. Hence, it is clear that tanpta-

linn from the devil, and unbelief in the agent, originated the first

iin, lohich was " a transgression of the lawy Can anything be

clearer which depends upon rational inference from revealed pre-

mises? And if it be inquired, Where was the demand for resist-

ance previous to the origin of desire? we answer. Just where the

icmptation of the devil commenced. Had she resisted the devil

suflicicntly, she never would have had occasion to resist herself;

and had she continued steadfastly to believe God during the trial,

she never would have felt the desire to sin which followed it.

Our duty requires the application of these principles to the case

of sanctified persons under the gospel dispensation. They " being

made free from sin, and become servants to God, have their fruit

ufito holiness, and the end," if faithful, " everlasting life." While

the remains of carnal nature were within them, they originated

wrong desires and passions: "The roots of bitterness springing

.up troubled them." Their enemies were not only "the world,"

and " the devil," but " the flesh " also. But " the blood of Jesus
"

lias " cleansed them from all sin ;" hence this enemy, called the

flesh, is not merely conquered, as before, but destroyed—removed,

according to the gracious promise :
" I will sprinkle clean water

upon you, and ye shall be clean from all your filthiness, and from

all your idols will I cleanse you."

Now the desire of sin cannot arise from within :
" The good

man, out of the good treasure of his heart, bringeth forth good

things." The devil sometimes assaults him with great violence,

and sometimes approaches him as " an angel of light;" but in all

these conflicts he is on the Lord's side. Once he had himself

dso to flght ; his most grievous enemy was " the flesh ;" his

greatest danger in engaging the world and the devil arose from

ihcir inward ally, the struggles of which often called forth all

the energies of his soul, and gave his outward foes fearful

advantage over him ; but now, " being made free from sin," every

ftower of his soul is absorbed in doing and suffering the will of

God. Himself he need not resist; for all there is of strength, pre-

ference, or desire, for Christ's sake, is on the side of truth and

holiness. Nor is it the less so for being artfully or fiercely assault-
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ed by temptation. The simple rule of his lieart and life is, " Re-
sist the devil, and he will flee from you ; draw nigh to God, and
he will draw nigh to you." Faith transfers the battle from liis

poor feeble soul to the Redeemer. lie who was victorious upon
the mount of temptation, is his sure defense. In the spirit of filial

confidence and triumph he may say to his foe, There is the poivcr

you defy; there is the arm you must break before you can

crush me.
" Who in the strength of Jesus trusts

Is more than conqueror."

Now let the original temptation get the mastery over this man
;

let his faith in the promises or threatenings of God fail ; let him
take his trust from Christ, and place it upon himself; and sec how
quick lie is conquered. Shorn of his divine strength, he becomes
weak as another man. Through unbelief he falls from his stead-

fastness, and his soul, once pure, becomes corrupt. Now if he

undertakes to rally, as God grant he may, he has himself again, as

well as the world and the devil, to subdue. Now the temptation

produces " a conscious tendency to seek gratification in a forbidden

object;" nay, the desire of carnal pleasure arises directly from his

unsanctified nature. " Out of the heart proceedeth that which de-

fileth the man."

The proof in confirmation of this rational view is in experience.

To this we confidently appeal. Does not every merely justified

person feel this " conscious tendency to seek gratification in the

forbidden object ?" Is it not the greatest grief of his heart ? Does
he not weep, and mourn, and pray over it, feeling satisfied and
happy only as he gets the victory over it. The charge of God to

him in precisely this state is, " Go on unto perfection." He obeys
the command—the Saviour's words are fulfilled: " Every branch
thatbcarcth fruit, he purgcth it, that it may bring forth more fruit."

He was sanctified in part before, but now the apostolic prayer is

answered :
" Tiic very God of peace sanctify you wholly." And

suffer us to inquire, Do those desires of carnal pleasure now arise

from his heart, wholly consecrated to God? Docs that spirit,

where purity reigns, meet the seductions of the devil with " a con-

scious desire to seek gratification in the forbidden object?" Grati-

fication ? It has no inclinations to gratify with carnal delights.

Weak, indeed, it may be—" weaker than a bruised reed"—but
love divine is its only "gratification;" swallowed up in God, his

glory is its only delight. It spurns the unholy pleasures which

temptation offers as soon as they are recognized.

Now let those who enjoy the blessing of perfect love judge whe-
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ihrr tliis is liic true relation of their souls to worldly enjoyment, or

wlicihcr they i\nd in every temptation "a conscious tendency to

M'ck gratification in the forbidden object!" From the whole force

of experience, observation, and Scripture, we verily believe our

appeal will be sustained by the unanimous support of those who
Know the things whereof they aflirm.

In conclusion of this topic let us remark, that the author of this

theory of temptation does not hesitate to claim its unrestricted

application to the temptations of the immaculate Saviour

!

•• Thoiiqli not tempted in every identical way in which it is possible

for m:in to be tempted, we cannot doubt that his temptations were the

.•.anic in nature, and at least equal in degree, with those to which our

lir^t parents or any of their proper olTspring could be innocently sub-

ject. lUit wo have seen that these are all subject to temptations which
reach beyond the mere thoughts.''—P. 147.

Can it be possible that any man will adhere to a theory that

pushes him to such extremes'? The Saviour of the world in every

temptation actuated by "a conscious desire to seek gratification in

a forbidden object !" The holy Redeemer feeling a desire to wor-

ship the devil ! Assaulted by the prince of darkness in many
ways, and in every instance being obliged to grapple with and

put down a desire to do the hellish deeds to which he was urged !

and inclining to seek gratijication in such acts ! Whose soul does

not recoil with instinctive horror at such an imputation? And yet

as the Saviour was " tempted in all points like as we are," better

U seems to allow it than to admit that we may be tempted without

it. and thus ruin a favorite theory. Whoever can endure to read

'in elaborate attempt to prove a doctrinal consequence so preposte-

rous and shocking, may find it some ten pages in length in "The
Philosophy of Christian Perfection," from p. 145.

Iku it is time to introduce the author's views upon the subject

of depravity. His governing idea of Adamic perfection required

peculiar opinions on this subject also. These he found already

originated and argued in Edwards on Original Sin. Want of room

\vill not allow us to quote them at length ; they arc familiarly stated

and fully indorsed in Upham's Mental Philosophy, vol. ii, ^ 189-196.

It is claimed that

"the injury consequent on Adam's sin consisted in a derangcmont
i^f the powers which God had given liim, and not in the acquisition of

^'»y constitutional principles in themselves evil."

Why did the writer say constil utional principles, except to make
a defense easier ? Certainly no one ever claimed that constitu-
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tional principles, either good or bad, arc acquired in any way.
But principles, in themselves evil, may, nevertheless, have assumed
the government of the soul.

The author says truly that " this derangement of his moral

powers was such as to render him incapable of keeping the divine

law ;" and " that this incapacity did in no way tend to release him
personally from the claims of the law under which God had placed

him," (p. 34 ;) but sums up in relation to Adam's descendant as

follows :

—

" First. He is constitutionally destitute of the love of God as a con-

trolling principle of his nature. Second. As one consequence of the

absence of lliis rcguhling principle, he early finds liis appetites and
passions, and all the lower eloincnts of his nature, clamorous lor in-

dulgence, and inip:i!ient of control. Third. From his connection with

a sinful world, he must, on rcacliing the years of discretion, find him-
self more or less under the inlluence of habits, whose tendency is to

incline him to transgression and sin. Finally. It follows from all

these considerations, that even prior to the effects of voluntary sinful

indulgence, his moral power is enfeebled by Adam's disobedience, and
he has become subject to temptations and dangers, though not, as we
can perceive, di!Tcriiig materially in their nature, yet more numerous
and varied than those which attached to man's original condition."

—P. 36.

Here is this queer use of the word " constitutional " again. He
is " constitutionally," as his Creator made him, a man ; but a

fallen, depraved man. " He early finds his appetites and passions,

&c., clamorous for indulgence." "Early?" One would be in-

clined to inquire, How early ? This indeliniteness has a reason,

which will presently appear. .How does he come to be inclined
" to transgression and sin ?" Why, " from his connection with a

sinful world, he must, on reaching the years of discretion, find

himself under the influence of habits, whose tendency is to inchne

him to transgression and sin." Whose habits ? His own, or other

people's? As "he finds himself under the influence of 'these'

habits," they must, it would seem, be his own. Pic must have
formed them sometime previous to his " reaching the years of dis-

cretion." lUil as this is impossible, and his dilliculties arise from
"a connection with a sinful world," the habits of others must be

intended. Had the author said example instead of " habils," he

would have avoided this obscurity. A little bad literature here

;

but the theology is worse, Btit how is it with this moral being

previous to l!ic effect of these "habits?" Why, "even prior to

the effects of voluntary sinful indulgence his moral power is en-

feebled (notice, 'enfeebled' only, not dej)raved) by Adam's dis-
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c4»c<li<-ncc, and he lias become subject to temptations and dangers,

thoit^h not, as we can perceive, dilTcring materially in their nature,

jrt more numerous and varied than those which attached to man's

orit^inal condition." It is strange that any educated man will

«ril<! so loosely. Here arc these "temptations and dangers"

Arisnig directly from "Adam's disobedience;" and yet not "dif-

fering materially in their nature" from lliosc Adam sufl'cicd before

li!s Fin

!

liul let us examine this theory of depravity as a whole. This

f.iition of it differs in no essential particular from that which we

h;ive in Edwards and Upham, and to which our author refers us.

l! asserts that the depraved action of the natural and moral scnsi-

biiilies is depravity, and the whole of it; and that the absence of

love to Cod is the sole cause of it. It is only " early" that man

finds his appetites and passions, and all the lower elements of his

ti.ilurc, clamorous for indulgence and impatient of control, when,

"from his connection with a sinful w'orld," he finds himself under

the iiillucnce of bad "habits" or example. His powers are "de-

ranged " or " enfeebled" only in consequence of Adam's sin ; and

how even this could occur, the author makes a very feeble and

tncflcctual attempt to show.

\\q object to this view, that it assigns a result of depravity for

Its cause. If it be said that " men are depraved because they fail

lo love God," we ask, Why do they fail to love God ? The
answer would be, " Because they are depraved ;" and thus we iiave

a clear specimen of reasoning in a circle : Men are depraved hc-

aiusc the}/ fail to love God, and they foil to love God because they

arc depraved! The only point atwhich this argument canbc deemed

vulnerable is that which asserts the cause of Mr. Edwards' cause. In

f'gard to this it is only necessary to insist that no other fact than

man's innate original depravity is adequate to account for this uni-

frri,al failure to love God. If man be not a sinner, in the sense of in-

^< rent depravity, prior to all voluntary sin, then the universal de-

fection of the race remains unaccounted for, and the Scriptural

history of the fall of man fails to explain, as we deem it was in-

I'Muiod to do, the present rebellious and wretched state of the

hwnian family.

^>iir author talks of " the infusion of evil into man's nature " in a

*^'iY almost to indicate a forgetfulncss of the spirituality of mind.

n<- undoubtedly believes that it is an indivisible unit, withouUbody

^ p^irts, and, hence, that all this language is perfectly idle. This

>' a form of expression that our opponents have chosen for us.

^'CUninly no man can find it either in our Articles of Religion or

Vol. VIII.—20
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in our accredited standard authors. Our Scvcnlh Article is Me-

ihodism on this subject as we understand it, and are wiUing to

defend it
:

—

"Original sin standcth not in the following of Adam, (as the

Pelagians do vainly talk,) but it is the corruption of the nature of

every man, that naturally is engendered of the oUspring of Adam,

whereby man is very far gone fronr original righteousness, and of

his own nature inclined to evil, and that continually."

This is a plain view of facts, which it would be difTicult for a

thinking man to deny. Our author, wc presume, would be very

reluctant to deny it ; and yet " the corruption of the nature of^evcry

man that natura'liv is engendered of the offspring of Adam," is in

language of verv dilTcrcnt import from "a derangement of the

powcrrwhich God had given iiim," "constitutionally destitute of

the love of God," "his moral power is enfeebled by Adam's dis-

obedience," and tiie like.

The great error of this writer is in transcending the^ proper

limits of philosophy in iiis psychological speculations. We claim

that its true sphere is the facts, and not the manner of the facts.

This is an admitted general principle in mental science. But it

seems that in this attempt of psychology to give law to theology,

tlic old error of grappling with the mode of mental phenomena is

to be revived. Not content with ascertaining the nature and extent

of depravity, it \u\\>\. be shown hoio wc are depraved. The method

wiiich the author has adopted has misled him. He is determined

to be a pliilosophic theologian instead of a theological philosopher.

Hence, assumed psychology is his starting point. It is true, that

if this primary position were infallibly certain, and his processes

of ratiocination were so also, this a priori method ought to lead

him to correct results. But is it so? How has it become so?

Indeed, wc can conceive of nothing more directly injurious to the

credit of philosopliy than such imprudent, extravagant assumplion-s

in its favor. The uncertainty of this foundation has imposed im-

mense dillicuhy upon all who have depended upon it to harmonize

their conclusions with revelation.

But let this method be inverted. Let us take revelation fully

supported by fact, as the basis of the investigation, and ascend a

posteriori to the limit of philosophy. Here is the universal sin-

fulness of unrcgcnerate human nature. God's law is trampled

under foot ; the rights of man are superseded by the demands of

selfishness; the creature is preferred to the Creator; the body to

the soul ; time to eternity. There is war in this world over the

scene of peace and order : war with conscience ; war with duly ;

20*
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war willi God, and war with man. However humane and lovely

ihc n.Hiural inlcllcct and earlhly dispositions of men may sotnclimes

a'M-car, whcii you call for them in the field of religious labor, of

pious action, under the influence of genuine Christian motive, they

«rc not there. In the field of selfisJmess they arc always to be

(ound ; in that of God's glory, never. To go into the detail of

j>nK»f, where the memory of past consciousness, or present expe-

rience, or universal observation, combine to attest the Scriptural

VK'W. nnist be wholly unnecessary. Here, then, is the starting

j»(,i„t_.solid foundation on which to base an argument. "The
Jruii is corrupt;" the stream is impure. What, then, can be

carrier or more legitimate than to infer that the tree is corrupt, the

fountain impure ? The mind's natural religious phenomena are

unmixed sin. It must, therefore, be psychologically correct to

infer thai its religious stale is totally sinful. Show us an uncon-

verted man who is in any sense or in one single respect a pious

man, and we will admit that the state of his soul is not totally de-

praved, and also that the general principle of total depravity is not

predicablc of human nature. But so long as no such man can be •

fonnd, and the Scriptures include all under sin, we must insist that

universal sinfulness clearly indicates, and indubitably proves, "the

corrjiption of the nature of every man, that naturally is engendered

of the olTspring of Adam, whereby man is very far gone from ori-

pnal righteousness, and of his own nature inclined to evil, and

lliat continually."

Here, then, is the mind's condition inferred from the mind's acts,

ji;M as we infer its powers from its phenomena ; a totally depraved

Hale ascertained from a totally depraved action : and this is the

limit of philosophical inquiry. Attempt to settle the ?noih of this

Hvpravily, and you rush at once into midnight darkness, where the

ii^ht of revelation and psychology never has penetrated. Here

w ihc point at which the bold and daring spirit of philosopliy

must be checked. Wc may not with impunity assume to settle

*-hr manner of moral more than of intellectual condition and

<i''v;'!op[nent.

We pass now to the consideration of his views upon "the na-

ture and extent of the divine provisions for man's recovery from

«''•-' moral effects of the fall." Having prepared the way by at-

'' fnpiing to show that Adamic perfection was really quite imper-

^^ft, that in their state of original purity our first parents were

luhic to errors of judgment and practice, and subject to "troubles

"d trials," and that they were capable of a conscious desire to seek

gratification in a forbidden object, without, however, m the least
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aflecling their moral rectitude in the sight of God ; and by assert-

ing a negative depravity only—implying nothing but the withdrawal

of God in his love and holiness from the soul, and hence requiring

no renovation, no "cleansing from sin," only "regulating in the

relative position of its powers"—our author proceeds to set forth the

claim of Adamic perfection for sanctified persons under the gospel.

This perfection must, of course, be strictly legal if it is Adamic,

and hence the liist thing is to show that the law is unchangeable

and binding upon every man in all its force for ever. This posi-

tion is a true one, and we are happy to give our readers the sub-

stance of the argument by which it is supported.

A third arrangement may be conceived, that would have re-

leased the posterity of Adam, either altogether or in part, from the

obligations of the moral law ; in other words, in regard to man,

the moral law might have been altogether abrogated, or at least so

far repealed that its claims might be graduated by man's enfeebled

powers. Inasmuch as such a plan has been suggested, as indeed

the one adopted by infinite Wisdom, it is deserving of a moments
consideration.

The great objection to this view is, that it seems to presuppose

that the principles of rectitude are dependent upon the divine vo-

lition, in such a sense as to be liable to repeal or change ; whereas

it appears to us that the law to which a Being, infinite in perfec-

tion, v/ould, from the very nature of the case, make his intelligent

creatures subject, cannot, without a species of impiety, be sup-

posed else than perfect. This law, then, of which the rule of per-

fect obedience in the garden, and the commandments given on

Sinai, are exponents, must be the same for men and for angels,

and for all possible created intelligences. We do not mean to be

understood, that the immutability of moral distinctions has its

origin in " the nature of things," and is something extraneous to

the divine Intelligence, to which " God himself is amenable, and

desires to be considered as amenable ;" and in such a sense that

it can be said to be " the duty of God" to do this or that. We
believe that such forms of expression are not only wanting in

philo?oj)hic accuracy, but that they present trutii to the mind in a

wrong aspect, and are evil in their tendency. We believe, never-

theless, that the principle on which the distinction between right

and wrong rests is eternal and immutable, not " existing interwoven

and imbedded in the nature and constitution of things," but exist-

ing as an clement of the divine constitution. Belonging thus to

God himself, it is not "a principle of nattire" any more than it is

"a matter of creation." It is neither; but it is coexistent and
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cootcriiiil with the Deity. With Dr. Wardhiw, author of the

Christian Ktliics, we say: "It is evident tliat there could be no

authority extraneous to Deity, and no principles of rectitude but

mich as liad their subsistence in the divine mind." With this

jmniutabihty of moral distinctions, however sustained, any change

i.'j the requirements of the law of perfection is entirely at variance.

W'c cannot, then, admit it for one moment; and are, therefore,

driven to the conclusion that the perfect law under which Adam
was originally placed remains unchanged, and in full force. This

\vc believe to be the sentiment of Christian philosophy ; and Knap])

but gives it utterance when he says :
" Moral laws are in them-

srives universally obligatory, and unalterable as the laws of na-

ture."—Pp. 38-13.

In regard to this argument we think it proper to reniark,

—

1. That it is perfectly conclusive and amply sustained by the

best theologians of every period.

2. Thai it is not a psycliological argument. It is true that the

author believes it to be " the sentiment of Christian philosophy,"

and it is, so far as sound logic, or drawing correct conclusions

from a comparison of related ideas, may be justly styled " Chris-

tian philosophy." But no powers or phenomena of the human
soul form the basis of the argument or conduct the development

of this important truth.

3. The inference drawn from the position established is a non

fcqui/ur, and, hence, if true at all, must rest upon proof other than

t'nc unchangeable character of the divine law. This inference,

tfiough not presented in immediate connection with the prcnu'ses.

is abundantly claimed in dilferent- parts of the book, namely, that

'V obedience of the perfect Christian is a strictly legal obcdicnrr.

'I'hc question upon which we join issue here is simply this, the

nnmutable claims of God''s law being in full force upon the agent,

can he be accepted of God, or in any true sense ^'perfect" vithout

}<rjectly obeying that law ? Our author would say No to tl)is

'juestion ; wc answer. Yes.

And, 1. By universal Protestant consent man's acceptance

*nd " perfection," must coinmence without legal obedience

;

"•T. in other words, nothing he does, or can do, has the slight-

''i tendency to render him just before God. In the language

•jf •'Scripture, " A man is not justified by the works of the law, but

by the faith of Jesus Christ;" and of our Ninth Article, " Wc arc

3' counted righteous before (^lod only for the merit of our Lord and

•*>.iviour Jesus Christ by faith, and not for our own works or de-

serving :—wherefore, that we are justified by faith only is a most
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wholesome doctrine, and very full of comforl." Such then is the

relation of the offender to the divine law that his acquittal depends

upon the intervention of an atoning Sacrifice made available by

faith.

2. If perfect legal obedience be the condition of acceptance at

all, it is universally so; that is, it must be the sole ground of

the divine approbation for every pardoned sinner and at every mo-

ment of probation, if it is for one such person at any single moment.

It cannot be partly for Ciu-ist's sake and partly for legal obedience,

or for one at one time, and the other at another, that the smile of

divine complacency is granted. To assert the acceptance of the

Christian for one moment upon legal grounds, is, therefore, to deny

the necessity and use of tlie atonement, and the intervention of a

Mediator for all Clirislians at all times. Is the author prepared

for this? Obsfirve, we do not speak of apostates. We mean
those, and those only, who live so as to retain their Christian cha-

racter. For purposes of pardon, whether at, or subsequent to,

conversion, it is conceded that a Saviour is necessary. But if

obedience is subsequently as perfect as before the fall, we utterly

deny the necessity, and even the possibility, of mediatorial inter-

vention.

:j. jf this theory be true, we claim that there can be no grades

of Christian character. But upon grounds of legal obedience the

•jucstion is not how much of the law they shall keep. They keep

the wfiolc or nothing, and the whole up to the utmost extent of it;

and hcnc(>, at every moment of their truly Christian lives, meet the

most rigorous demands of uncompromising justice. Certainly,

then, there can be no religious diversity among them. God has not

)nadc a separate law for eacli individual. There are not as many
infinitely perfect divine laws as there are Christians. No: for the

author says, in language already quoted, "This law then, of which

the rule of ])erfect obedience in the garden, and the commandments
given on Sinai, are exponents, must be the same for men and for

angels, and for all possible created intelligences.-" Now all Chris-

tians arc, as such, exactly alike, or this theory is false.

We presume the author anticipated trouble from this view, and

hence he has, in the latter part of his book, taken a most extraor-

dinary position.

" What is ilint clctncnt in llic law under wliich men are now placeJ,

[Why now?] call it hy what itamn we will, which adapts it to all il-s

subjects ? What is it wliich ndapts it equally to the intellect of a

Pascal, or a Sii William Jones, and to that of the obscure Chrislian

in the hiunblcst walks of life? It is the clement expressed by tho
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worJ just. The Psalmist pronounced the Law hoh/, yet at the same

unic just and good. The justice of this law consists in its entire

adaptation to the circumstances of every individual who is under it

;

B„d what we wish to remark, is, that the same principle which siuis

\]w law to the varying circumstances of individuals, at the same tiiue

niidors all change in the divine law, considered as a rule of life,

entirolv unnecessary; and obviously removes from the holy man all

fii>ccss'itv of violating, whatever may be the weakness of his mental or

physical powers."—Pp. 104, 105.

Hero, then, is this "perfect law," which "must be the same for

men and for angels, and for all possible created inlelligcnccs,"

brought down to '' the varying circumstances of individuals !" ** of

every individual !" And this is the man who complains of Dr. Peck

for what he is pleased to term his " new standard of obedience !"

though the doctor only claimed, as the context should have shown,

and as he sufficiently explained in the last number of the Review,

ihal what a man can do is all God requires of him '\as a condition

of acceptance."

\Vc would simply ask, if this immutable law was not in full force

upon Adam after he fell, before he was redeemed ? If we arc to

believe our author, it certainly was, as he claims its binding obliga-

tion upon all men at all times. But was Adam able to keep it^

We suspect not ;—unless, because the law was "just" it was

adapted tu his existing condition. And is not the law in full force

upon the finally lost, and upon the devils in hell ? Certainly it is;

fiT it never relaxes its claims upon those who are once responsible

1') it. But, says our author, no impossibilities are required ;—the

l.-iw must be perfectly adapted, therefore, to the "varied circum-

-stanccs" of these inhabitants of ihc world of woe !

Tlicre is no escaping from this position but by retraction ;
for

if the reason why the law can be perfectly kept by man is tlie fad

ihat it is binding, then wherever it is binding it can be kept. And

i! its binding force depends upon its adaptation to the precise cir-

f uHistances of its rightful subjects, then it must be i)erfectly adapted

lu the condition of all men and angels, both good and bad.

But does this writer really intend to claim that a man's duty is

hn.ited by his ability ? He certainly does, as will appear from his dis-

»'ni from Dr. Upham's proposition, namely, "God is to be regarded

as righteous in exacting from us whatever wc could or might have

rendered him, if Adam had not fallen, and if the race had remained

holy." " Against this doctrine," he says, " in whatever language

I'- IS couched, or by whatever formula expressed, wc feel bound to

•ntcr our solemn protest." So that if a debtor, on his way to pay

i'Js creditor a thousand dollars, is drawn into dissipation, and, at the
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wevy last moment of the stipulated credit, loses his all by gambling,

he is discharged from the debt. His obligation, forsooth, must be

limited by his ability ! The ability to meet the claim he really once

had, but he has voluntarily destroyed it ; and what is to be done?

Why, the claim must at once adjust itself to his new and unex-

pected circumstances. Adam, too, in paradise kept a law which

was adapted to his noble powers as the perfect creation of a perfect

God. But by sin he fell lo a stale of deepest degradation and utter

helplessness. This faultless, immutable law, however, had the

property of adjusting itself to the new circumstances of its erring

subject, and hence at once regulated its claims by the ability of the

sinner, though he had by an open abuse of his freedom and con-

tempt of that law disposed of his ability to keep it, as it stood be-

fore the fall, ^^'c presume that any further develcpment of such

absurdity is wliolly unnecessary.

4. If we may claim that the goodness and wisdom of God have

provided a Saviour whose gifts supply our strength, whose merit

atones for our sins and makes up the difference between our actual

services and the just claims of the law ; that merit being available

upon the exercise of a faith which produces the utmost exertion

of our gracious ability, and the purification of our motives, then we

may claim also that accepted Christians do not necessarily keep

the law lo its utmost extent, even though the law remains in full

force. And here we come upon plain common ground : Paul saith,

"I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me." Not,

I can perfectly keep the law, and therefore have no need of Christ.

Again: "For Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to

every one that believeih." Of the ceremonial law only, our author

would say, then, '"To him that bclicveth" not, the ceremonial

law is all of il \\\ full force. " The lav/ is our schoolmaster to

bring us to Christ." "But of him are ye in Christ Jesus, who

of God is made unto us wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctifica-

lion, and redoinption.'' Now we have seen that perfect obedience

lo the law would supersede the necessity of all this. Christ would

in that case be only our justification, not "the end of the law for

righieousness." not our "wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctifi-

cation, and nHhiiipiion." But mark that decisive passage in Gala-

lians ii, CO, "Jl :
"1 mu crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live;

yet not I, but Christ livcth in me ; and the life which I now live in

the flesh, 1 live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me and

gave himself for me. I do not frustrate the grace of God, for if

righteousness come by the law, then Christ is dead in vain." A
clearer, fuller argument, against the doctrine of legal perfection.
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and in favor of the lolal dependence of ihc Christian upon the Sa-

viour and his atoning merits, instead of his own works, for his ac-

rrptance, need not be sought and is not reciuired.

\Vc have found that the entire hfe of the Christian must be a

hfe. of strict dependence upon the merits of Christ; and that the

moment he sliould be judged by the character of his own acts,

compared witli the rigor of divine justice, he would be condemned

without mercy. All that Wesley asserts, in the following evangc-

hcal lines, is therefore strictly true of every soul:

—

" Every moment, Lord, I need

The merit of thy death."

C)f course this must include the state in which sanctification is in-

complete. " If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to for-

}rivc us our sins, and cleanse us from all unrighteousness." Not

"to regulate our moral powers," but " ?o cleanse us^ And, "if

wc walk in the light as he is in the light, we have fellowship one

with another, and the blood of .Tesus Christ his Son cleanscth us

from all sin."

Tims wc think it fully appears, that the inference of the fact of

perfect legal obedience from the immutable claims of the law is a

uon scquilnr.

We now enter upon the direct question :—Is Christian perfec-

tion Adamic perfection? And if not, what is it? And we claim

that the controversy is now reduced to comparatively narrow limits.

Wc have removed one by one the great pillars upon which the

••luthur's theory rests. He depended upon psychology to prove that

liio Adamic state was quite imperfect, but it proved no such thing.

It became clear, upon examination;that his conclusions were based

upon. imperfect analysis, and his processes conducted by mistaken

analogies : that the only sources of truth upon the subject were

tiic perfections of God and the Holy Scriptures; and that these

formed the conclusion of man's finished physical and mental (in-

•'hiding moral) perfection.

He invoked the spirit of philosophy to prove upon Adam, previous

'" his full, " the conscious desire to seek gratification in a forbidden

object,"—such desires as we now sometimes have ; but there was
I'O response. It was found that these desires could not coexist

V.11I1 perfect purity.

He sought psychologically to develop a depravity that implied

'•"> inward corruption, and that consisted only in the derangement
t^f |>owers still the same as before the fall, resulting from the absence

^'f love to God, and hence requiring no destruction of inward sin to

restore the soul to its pristine state : but there were the stubborn
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facts of a totally depraved life, incontcslibly indicating a totally

depraved mind; there was the universal failure to love God, argu-
ing, conclusively, the universal sinfulness from which it sprang.

And then he seized upon a glorious truth—the unchangeable cha-
racter of the law—(in the support of which, however, he found no
room for "our psychology")—which it seemed must surely imply
Adamic perfection ; but no such conclusion luould folloio his pre-

mises. The Scriptures would insert, as utterly indispensable, the

blood of Jesus between the best actions of men and the rigorous

claims of the law ; and hence ihis strojig reliance failed to uphold
the new philosophical system. Other minor arguments there are,

in considerable numbers, scattered through the book, which we
deem it unnecessary to examine in this review. The following

reasons for denying Adamic perfection, under the gospel, will, we
think, properly close this discussion :

—

1. Adam was a perfect man. A perfect man must be one whose
body and soul arc right, compared with a perfect standard, as it

exists in the mind of the Deity. He knows what is right ; and that

knowledge is his law. From his infinite knowledge he must com-
pare every fact of man with perfect truth. And first, in regard to

the character of body and mind: he knows what ought to exist in

them, lie knows what every organ and tissue of a human body
ought to be ; and this knowledge is, of course, the standard by

wiiich he would judge of the physical powers of Adam. And we
claim that, by the test of this law, they were perfect. The proof,

as we have before seen, is the fact that he made them just as they

were. Xow had llicy, in any sense, deteriorated from the time

when they left his furnung hand, they must still have been compared
\vith that perfect standard, and would have been imperfect. But
there could have been no deteriorating cause operating upon the

constitution of man previous to the fall. There was perfect health

in a sinless state. We can conceive of the law of progress and

development in full force at that period, though we cannot of the

action of disorder and decay.

Mental character must have been compared with the same infal-

lible standard. The knowledge of what it ought to be, was com-
plete in God

; and that was his law. This required perfection in the

power of intelligence, the power of thought, the power of reasoning,

the power of feeling, and the power of determining. It was the

same, whether these powers were appropriated to natural or moral

subjects. Had they been less in kind than God knew they ought

to be, they would have been imperfect. But could God have

made them so? No one would admit it. The power of knowing
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ihc rij;ht, of choosing llic right, and of doing the riglit, was, ihere-

loro, ccrlainly perfect ; or, in other words, exactly what God knew

It ought lo be. And the capabihty of indofinile mental progression

must have been com})lelc also, compared with the same law. So

f;ir we can sec no room for cavil.

Ne.\l, as lo the use of these powers. Here we arc compelled, by

cur starting point, which is the character of God, to set iiji the same

claim. What may have been the character and extent of piiysical

action and development, we do net now know. But it is certain

that if there had been any abuse of the physical laws, such abuse

would have been sin. God knew what ought to be the action of

every muscle in the body, the function of every organ. The slight-

est variation from this standard would, of course, have been a phy-

sical wrong, and condemned by the knowledge of God. This know-

ledge, or what God knew lo be right, must have been the law to

which man was responsible for the use of his body. ']'o assert that

lliis law was violated would be to predicate sin of a sinless state ;

which is impossible.

IS'or could there have been any perversion of mental powers in

this perfect state. The ability lo know was brought into action

where and as God knew it ought to be. The acquisition of intel-

ligence from perception, consciousness, and reason, must have been

exceedingly rapid. How rapid we cannot tell ; but God's law was

its literal standard. Thought was always pure, always right, as to

ilic ciiaracler, subjects, and extent of it. Had it varied in any of

these respects, from what God knew it should be, it would have

l)ocn sin against that faultless law. The sensibilities were exactly

what ihcy were expected and required to be. Every emotion, every

desire, reached the standard of immaculate holiness. The same

principle secured the correct determination of th.e will.

Tims, in character and conduct, Adam was di perfect man. Not

merely " morally perfect," as our author has claimed, but physically

and mentally, in precisely the same sense compared with the same

standard—ihc knowledge of God as lo what he ought to be. This

1^ -\damic perfection.

•Vnd we now inquire, Are there any such perfect men ? This is

a question of fact ; but one which every person is able satisfactorily

W> answer. The Scriptures aid us in this judgment. " We are

fwls for Christ's sake; but ye arc wise in Christ: we are weak;
bill ye arc strong: ye are lionorable ; but we are despised," tSjc.

"My strength is made perfect in weakness." "For when I am
>vcak then am I strong." " Sorrowful, yet always rejoicing." How,
^*c ask, would these expressions have suited the condition of Adana
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and Eve before the fall ? " We are weak," " perfect in weakness,"
" when I am weak," "sorrowful," and the like. No physical or

mental "weakness" was true of them; and hence a sense of it

would have been impossible. Ikit here are Paul and his associates,

among the most eminent and perfect of Christians, realizing and

confessing the weakness of poor human nature in themselves, and

more than intimating their power as Christians, or, in other words,

the extent to which they appropriated, by faith, the power of Christ,

depended upon their true sense of it; while others, of most defect-

ive Christianity, imagined they were strong. With his eye upon

his own imperfections, compared with the stern law of God, and also

upon Christ, who strengthened him, Paul could consistently say,

" Most gladly, therefore, will 1 rather glory in my infirmities, that

the power of Christ may rest upon me. Therefore I take pleasure

in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in dis-

tresses, for Christ's sake ; for when I am weak, then am I strong.

I am become a fool in glorying : ye iiave compelled mc ; for I ought

to have been comincnded of you : for in nothing am I behind the

very chiefest apostles, though I be nothing." Surely Adam never

could have said this.

But further; upon the question of fact, experience and observation

arc decisive. No individual has anything more than to know him-

self to be aware that he is a very imperfect man. Those who have

deepest understanding of the facts of their own hearts, have the

most overwhelming sense of their own utter unworthiness ;
and

that even compared with their own knowledge of the intended and

required character and destiny of man. And if so in the light of

wiiat they know, how must it be in the light of what God knows they

ought to be ? Sometimes indeed fancy has arrayed a human being

in the garb of complete perfection ; but, at near approach, the vision

has always vanished. Bodily condition is below the standard of a

divine formation, showing, at every point, with more or less dis-

tinctness, depending upon the truthfulness of the view, the sad

effects of the fall. Nor can its practical use be vindicated by the

law, as it has always and invariably existed in the mind of the

Deity. It neither moves so truly nor so briskly ns it should, to

fulfill its ]\lakcr's high behests. Tiie soul is clogged by its dull

mortality, and enfeebled by its relation to a long line of degenerate

ancestry. Its discriminations often fail ; its impulsions are com-

paratively weak; and its retributions often untrue. The relations

it holds to (jod and man are but obscurely perceived, and the duties

they demand freciuently unknown till it is too late to perform them.

Ah ! these are very imperfect bodies—imperfect minds.
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•J. Adam had no need of a j\Iediator. His intercourse was direct

witli Ciod. He asked for nothing through th.e name of another, or

for the sake of another. His own perfect rectitude was the ground

and the condition of his full and instant gratification, whether his

wauls were of physical or spiritual origin. The fact that no Medi-

.•.lor was provided, is the proof. And can our author, can any man,

claim tliis degree of excellence for any Christian ? If a servant

of Christ were as perfect as Adam, he must have the same rights,

and be met with divine supplies upon the sam.c terms. The laws

of divine communication are immutable. Admitting the necessity

of atonement for the forgiveness of sins, the soul, brought into pre-

cisely the same state of perfection with Adam, would sustain the

«ame relation to God, and of course have no more need of the name

of Christ than he. Upon this tlieory you sliould therefore never

hear a perfect Christian pray, 0, Lord, bless me for Christ's sake

;

hear and answer me for Christ's sake ; save me for Christ's sake !

for in perfect legal Adamic obedience he is already blessed—he

is }icard, and answered, and saved on his own account, or by virtue

of fulfdling the law.

• But no Christians approach God thus. Their first experience is

a view of their need of Christ, and an act of sincere dependence

upon liim ; and their mature experience is an utter renunciation of

self, and a total reliance upon Christ for everything and at every

moment. Observe the life of such a man ; listen to his prayers,

md sec the all-absorbing charm of his soul. it is Jesus, Jesus,

Jesus ! Nay, feel the power of perfect faith, and drink perpetually

from the living fountain of purity, and sec how totally you will ac-

cord with the sentiment of the apostle, " Most gladly, therefore,

will 1 rather glory in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may
rest upon me ;" or with the dying exclamation of the sainted

Wesley,—
" I tlie chief of sinners am ;

But Jesus died for inc."

'I'hc actual intervention and indispensable necessity of a IMediator

to gwc the best of men audience with the Deity, to supply all their

'loficicncies by the merit of his blood, and plead for them before the

'.iirone, without ceasing, therefore proves incontestibly that theirs

i' not Adamic perfection.

Other arguments there are in proof of this great truth ; but, for

•ho purposes of this review, they are not necessary, and hence will

h'J omitted.

Now a brief attention to the question. What perfection is attain-

^h!e in this life 1 We answer, Christian perfection ; or, that which
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originates in Christ, appropriates the merits of Christ, and lives to

the glory of Christ.

. It is the perfection of sanetification, or entire deliverance from

inward sin. " Tlic very God of peace sanctify you wholly." " The
blood of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleanseth us from all sin."

It is the perfection of the (Christian graces. Love is the princi-

pal of these. '' " Perfect love casicth out fear." " Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with

all thy mind, and with all thy strength, and thy neighbor as thy-

self." Upon this we remark: 1. That the obedience rendered to

this command is less than obedience to the perfectly unchangeable

law, by just so much as the powers of man are less than they would

have been if he had never been a sinner. 2. That it implies pure

motives and the full devotion of all the capabilities of the soul and

the body to God. 3. That the power of filial, perfect love, the

spirit of love, and the exercise of love, are all from Christ, and all

the obedience rendered is through faith in his name. In no other

way could it be accepted. For Christ's sake, "it is accepted ac-

cording to what a man hath, and not according to what he hath

not." 4. The deficiencies of our service must be atoned for bv
the blood of Christ, or the law must bend to accommodate them.

The latter is impossible; therefore the former must be true.

Upon each of liiesc topics we should be pleased to enlarge ; and
we should bo happy to review the criticisms of our author upon the

systems advocated by distinguished divines ; but our limits will

not allow it. That portion of the discussion which wc abbreviate,

is, however, so well understood, and has been so long and gene-

rally matter of agreement among theologians of the .M. E. Church,

that extended amplification is less important. And the writers

assailed will, wc have no doubt, defend their own works, so far as

they are defensible. We therefore close by expressing the devout

and earnest wish I'nat all novelties of doctrine, as well as errors in

practice, upon this great subject, may be calmly, firmly, and suc-

cessfully resisted
; that the Bible may remain our text-book upon

this and every theme of faith and duty essential to salvation ; and

that experience may speedily become so general as to supersede

wild speculation and profitless controversy.
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Art. VIII.—CRITICAI. NOTICES.

I.
Skftrhrs of \VcyJri/an Preachers. By Rohf.rt A. WrsT. With a

rorirnit of Dr. Hunting. 12nio., j)p. 400. New-York: Lane &
Tipi'oti. 1848.

W'l: li.ive nothing like this book upon our catalogue. It contains

i.krtchcs of the characters and public labors of Wesleyan ministers.

Ti;!, aiiihor's extensive acquaintance with the Wesleyan ministry

aflonled him peculiar advantages for the accomplishment of his under-

t.ikin"; and his powers of description, his judgment in the selection

, f iniiih-nts, and the felicity with which he transfers his own vivid

t .iiiccr'tions to his pages, impart rare e.vcellence and higli interest to

i!m- work. The reader will here find both excitement and nourishment,

atmiscmcnt and instruction. The author wields a nervous pen, and

t'fti'u throws off a passage, which, for brilliancy, will compare with the

best sp(>cimens of English composition. Some of the skclchcs have

!'«•( I) jHiblished in the Advocate. These have, however, been greatly

rrilarged and improved. The book contains many !>/ictrIirs which

h.ivc never beft)rc ai)peared, of equal interest with those that have

htcn before the public. All who have *heard or read of the leading

fpirits in the Wesleyan Conference will be gratified with the opportu-

nity of making their acquaintance through one who knows them so

we'll, and has the happy art of telling what he knows in a manner so

ri)n.>>istent with the principles of good taste and elevated moral senti-

fiicnl. Let all obtain this book as soon as possible; and that they will

rrnJ it through when they have obtained it, we consider as certain be-

yond a doubt. And it is equally certain that they will be both pleased

nwA profited.

'1. Lrclures on the Law and the Gospel. By Stephen H. Tyng, D. D.,

Kector of St. George's Church, New-York. Sixth thousand. 8vo.,

pp.401. New-York: Robert Carter. 1848.

Tni: suliject of these Lectures is one of vast importance. The pro-

jK-r distinction between the law and the gospel, and their relations to

••ach other, are subjects which arc not sufiicienlly studied by those who
arc " set for the defense of the gospel." Our author is an evangelical

<'3lvinist, and, consequently, entertains notions of imputed guilt and

t'.:iputcd righteousness held by the old Calvinistic school. These views,

however, onlv give a tinge to the work, not being pushed out to those

An'iuomian conscipienccs which have sometimes been attached to

»U<ni. Upon the nature, permanency, obligation, and uses of the law,

/'r. Tyng is perspicuous and orthodox. The Lectures glow with a

I'iiit. piety, and zeal, which render them really grateful and attractive

'•^ a devout heart. The style of composition is beautifully (lowing and

l^>werfully impressive. The book is well got up, and accompanied by

» !«;riking likeness of the author. Notwithstanding the exceptions

^hic-h, as an orthodox Arminian, we take to a portion of the theological

r-^rrjscology of the work, we still say distinctly thai it is a good and

'-"fill book—one which will amply compensate the purchase and
lert'Jing.
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3. Recdlectiotis and Jirftecfions of an Old Itinerant. A Series of Letters on'ijinally pul>-

lisht'd in t/tc Christian Adroaite and Junnia!. and tin: Wtsltm Chribiian Adiiicate. liy

Rev. Hi-.NKV Smith. Xcw-York: I.aiic ^ Tippett. 18-18.

Tins book contains a nuiltitudc of pood things. Those who have read the letters

ill the Advocate will be ylad to have them in a neat little volume. Father Smith is

anion;,' our worthies who have lalxni'd Ion;.' and faithfully for the salvation of sinners

and the building up of the eiiureh. and are now devoutly waiting for their reward.

^V^lcn he shall have gone to hcuvtii, he will yet speak through this pious and
instructive volume. Tlio>-e who wi^h to sec how the fallo-rs labored and sullerod,

should piocure and peruse thi'< book, ilay it be a means of keejiing us in lively

remembrance of " the way the fathers trod," and of preserving in healthful and vigor-

ous action our excellent system.

4. ExjMricnce and ^finisl^|inl Jm'-"i's oj'Tlri'. Thomas Smith, late an Itinerant Preacher

of thn (iivp<-l in th^: ^f'thrxli:'! J'^pisaipal (Jntrch. Compiled chiffly from his Journal.

By Ilcv. David D.vii.y, of the I'hiladcljiliia Conference. !New-York : I>anc &
Tippett. 1848.

We have here a record of the labors and successes of an ardent and faithful min-

ister of .lesus Christ. Tin' iiniik-nts of the book are interesting and instructi%-c.

Wonderful success followed the labors of Mr. Smith, and he has noted many singu-

lar providential occurrences, which almost wear the appearance of romance. We
doubt not but tlie book will bo read with great interest and profit by many more than

those who were personally ac(piainted with the subject. The compiler has accom-
plished his jiart with great judcmeut, and is entitled to the thanks of the church.

Of course we recommend the v>ork, especially to our own people.

5. The Nature and MinistriJ of Holy Anfjels. By Eev. James R.iwsoN., A. M. Kew-
York :" Lane & Tippett. 1848.

In this work the autlior has brought out what the Scriptures teach upon the subject

of yood an^ji Is. The theme is elaborated and reduced to practical jmrposes. The
composition is chaste, perspicuous, and often elevated. As a manual upon the sul>-

jcct, the work before us has no rival. It seems to be just what is wanted upon the

jiubjeet. anil wc hope it will meet with an extensive cu'culation. We recommend it

without the slightest reserve.

6. A Scries of Sktichs, Lit< mry nt,d R'-li'jimis, desiijncdfar tlie Jmprovenicid of tin- Ymnuj.

By Erwik House. IMited by B.F. Tefft. A. M. 18mo., pp. 320. Cincin-

nati: Swormstedt & Jlitehell. 1S47.

Wk are most happy to call the attention of our readers to tliis book. The style is

chaste and elevated, and the sentiment truly evangelical. We cannot do better' than

to give the editor's account of its character and objects:

—

" The leading object of the book is to furnish tiseful, and, at the same time, attrac-

tive reading, to the young. The elegant literature of the day has become so corrupt,

so full of Tiioral poison, that an ctiort must be made to y)rovide works for desultory

perusal, ^\hieh, while they inform the understanding:, shall plea=e the imagination
and improve the heart. We have impressed a liter.ny taste upon the minds of the

rising ;:eneratioii. Books adapted to their years they will have ; and, whatever they

have, they will read. This njipetite we have spent time, and money, and energy, to

create; and. now, we must supply the food. The following Sketches, so various in

matter, and so pure in style, may' be safely adopted as a work prepared expressly to

meet this demand."

We could most earnestly desire that this little work might be put into the hands

of all our young people of both sexes. It is an admirable and attractive volume.

^*^ In consequence of an unusual demand for sj)ace. in the review department

of this immber, wc have been obliged to lay over a huge number of Critical Notices.

We must, for this, beg the indulgence of authors and publishers.
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METHODIST QUARTERLY REVIEW.

JULY, 184S.

EDITED BY GEORGE PECK, D. D.

Art. I.

—

Life and Religious Opinions and Experience of Madame
de la MotliC Guyoji : together luith some Account of the Per-

sonal History and Religious Opinions of Fenelon, Archbishop

of Camhray. By Thomas C. Upham, Professor of Mental and

Moral Philosophy in Bowdoin College. In 2 vols. Vol.1. New-
York: llarpcr & Brothers. 1847.

A LOVE for the mysterious is among the original instincts of our

nature. Whatever is detected by our senses, or comprehenucd by

our reason, is esteemed common, and fails to give interest. Though

a thousand known divinities were confessed and duly worshiped,

the soul were yet unsatisfied, and would secretly breathe out its

aspirations to the unknown God. Nor should these emotions be

accounted the mere vagaries of an ill-disciplined fancy. Their

source lies deeper ; and they argue, not the wreck of man's origi-

nal cliaracter, but his essential -spirituality, by virtue of which he

is, in all the phases of his social and intellectual condition, a reli-

gious being. Endowed with powers of cognizance beyond those

of sense, and of perception above reason, the requirements of his

nature can be satisfied only by communion with the spirit v/orld.

('onscious, from the instinctive intimations of his own heart, of his

'dependence upon a superior power, he requires as the object of his

confidence and worship a being of a superior nature. It is, thcre-

f^^-rc, as repugnant to sound philosophy as it is to the dictates of

•iivinc Wisdom, to require a merely rational theology, or to submit

ih'.' subtil doctrines of experimental religion to the inadequate tests

tif reason.

It is sometimes assumed with much apparent confidence that

''ligious zeal is a sign of little learning, and want of mental acu-

"!cn
; but we believe that facts disprove the assumption. Dullness

iJiay doubt against evidence, and deny the truth, liowevcr plainly

Vol. VIII.—21
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proved ; but it never goes beyond the truth, nor seizes that wliicli

is too subtil for the grosser senses. Ignorance may wrap itself ni

its own imaginary greatness, and fancy itself to be the centre of the

universe, for which all things exist and around which they move

;

but religion leads the spirit out of its snail-like seclusion of selfish-

ness, to commune with other natures, and to converse with superior

beings. Such intercourse enlarges the views and perceptions of

the soul ; and as it tends to increase the scope of the understand-

ing, so it indicates a somewhat elevated cast of the mind. Bio-

graphical history strongly corroborates these statements. !Many

of those who have been distinguished as mystics, have evinced

extraordinary powers of intellect. As a class they have been re-

markable for vigor of understanding, and, in many instances, for

extensive erudition. It should indeed be added, that for the most

part they have been persons of ill-balanced minds, whoso imagina-

tions were but partially subjected to the judgment. This is, indeed,

characteristic of the class ; for by this alone is the enthusiast dis-

tinguished from the devout but sober Christian. The impulses

of a glowing heart, operating upon a strong and susceptible imagi-

nation, over \'fhich the judgment has but little control, occasion

intemperate fervors, and sometimes lead to that voluntary faith

which is properly the basis of enthusiasm. And yet we are not

prepared to pronounce an unqualified condemnation of this enthu-

siastic fervor. Compared with its opposite,—a cheerless skepti-

cism,— it is to be cherished as a real good. ]Many of the most

'illustrious names in the annals of the church, arc those of persons

who are known as mystics,—through whose agency the declining

cause of piety has been revived, and the church brought back to

recognize the essential spirituality of religion.

Among persons of this class, few^ are better known, or have made

a more conspicuous figure in religious literature, than the principal

subject of the work whose title stands at the head of this article.

Many have admired her character, and some iiave in part adopted

her notions, though she had had but few disciples. That work,

however, shows, that even at this distant period, and in Protestant

America, and, strangest of all, in Puritanical New-England, she

has made a convert worthy of her largest ambition. The author

of these volumes is favorably known in the republic of letters as

the compiler of several treatises on mental philosophy,—some of

wliich are extensively used as text-books in colleges and schools,

—and recently he has sent forth a number of works on practical

and experimental divinity. By means of these he has gained lor

himself a place in the affections of many devout Christians of dif-

21*
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frrcnt denominations ; for in writing them he has carefully shun-

ned a conlro\crsial style, and has maintained throughout a deep

lone of devotion to God, and charity to all mankind. It was im-

possible, liowcver, for him wholly to avoid the promulgation, by

nnplicalioa at least, of certain theological opinions ; but in doing

lins he has generally chosen to set forth only fundamental catholic

iriillis, and has skillfully separated the essential from the non-

essential. He has evidently read much in works on experimental

<!ivinity, and the mystical writers of the Romish Church during

ihc seventeenth century seem to liave both engaged his attention

and captivated his heart. A shading of mysticism is plainly pcr-

ccpliblc in his former religious works, but they contain so much

llial is really excellent that their incidental defects have been over-

looked; and coming from a source whence very little of the kind

has emanated for a long time, they have been hailed as an indica-

tion of a struggling for a higher religious experience in that quarter.

The mystical character of these works is, however, only partially

developed
;
(though clearly visible to any discriminating reader ;)

hut the Life of Madame Guyon gave occasion to complete what

before was only in embryo. As therein exhibited, Professor Up-

liam is unquestionably a mystic,—using that term as contradis-

tinguished from sober but devout and evangelical Christians,

—

and this fact, thus exhibited, must greatly circumscribe the in-

fiULtice of his religious works. The judicious religious instructor,

though he may still regard their author as a good man, and espe-

cially commend the devout spirit that pervades his writings, will,

nevertheless, hesitate to recommend them as guides to the untaught

but inquiring spirit. Compared with the experimental writings

of British divines of the seventeenth century, they have many de-

fects with very few compensating advantages; and, viewed by the

tide of the standards of Wcsleyan theology, as set forth during the

!-iHt century, their light is as the glare of the meteor compared with

ihc steady radiance of the mid-day sun.

The literary character of the work requires but a passing

remark. Professor Upham is so well known as a writer, that no

J'OUcc of the style of this work is necessary, further than to say that

in this particular it is not unlike its predecessors. A verbose style,

b'irdoncd with expletives and explanatory clauses, is made the

^chicle of thoughts generally simple and inlelligiblc in themselves,

*!"'(], whenever tiic subject admits of it, despite of these disadvan-

^^t;es, expressed with a good degree of clearness. The conduct

•'^ llic narrative is commendable. A gentle vivacity pervades the

^hoic, and the reader's interest is seldom permitted to decline

;
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and it may be presumed, thai ^vhocvc^ begins the perusal of these

volumes will not choose to lay ihcin aside till he has read the last

page.

In this work our author comes before the public, not merely as

the biographer of ]\Iadame Guyon, but as her apologist and inlcr-

preter also. He seems to concede her unfitness to speak for her-

self, and, by implication, declares the public incapable of under-

standing the depths of her half-expressed doctrines ; but being

himself perfectly instructed in these mysteries, and having also the

power to render them intelligible to the uninitiated, he has kindly

undertaken to interpret them, and to exhibit as high and holy truth

what would otherwise appear as nonsense or falsehood. »Such

apologists have been seen in other instances ; and if IMadamc

Guyon would recognize herself in her modern attire, she nn'ght

congratulate herself that it has fared better with her than with some

others.

Before proceeding to a more particular analysis of the work

under review, we will pause to notice a peculiarity that pervades

all the religious works of this author, but is especially prominent

in this one. A peculiar dialect, differing very considerably from

the language of the Scriptures, or that of the most approved Pro-

testant writers on experimental divinity, is adopted and maintained

throughout. St. Paul speaks of "the carnal mind," Prof. Upham
of " the life of nature ;" the apostle exhorts to " put off the old

man," our auilior to the " anniliilation of self;" the former sets

forth the Christian's privilege to be " filled with all the fullness

of God," the latter to become " one with God." If it should be

contended tiiat the terms of the second class are only synonyms

of those of the first, the defense were insufificient. Why should we

introduce a new and unnecessary nomenclature in religious dis-

course, thus obscuring the sense that should be made clear? The

reader of works of this class, if iiitherto lie has learned only the

proper meaning of words, must begin by learning a new language,

.ind at last remain in doubt whether he has "correctly interpreted

the occult sense of the writer. We cannot but consider it a capital

mistake in Prof. Upham to adopt the cabalistic language, the cant,

—as it may be styled, without intending any opprobrium,—of the

Mystics and CJuietists of the Romish Church in former times. It

is granted that words may obtain a peculiar signification in certain

circles, within which that sense may be sulliciently intclligihlo

;

and also that when a subject lying beyond the usual limits of thought

and discourse is made ihe theme of conversation, language nm^t

be accommodated to that subject, and words used in a new and
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peculiar sense. Hence it will always seem lo those who have no

perception of spiritual things, that those who speak of them use

cant and cabalistic language. But as every science has its appro-

priate forins of speech, so has experimental divinity ; nor are its

peculiar forins and phraseology to be chosen at the caprice of indi-

viduals, or exchanged by them at pleasure. Jt is no less important

to "hold fast the form of sound words," than to set forth sound

doctrine ; for that is essential to this. The Bible should be the

rule and standard of our religious language, as well as of our failh

and morals; nor can we too decidedly condemn his course, who
socks to substitute for its universally intelligible terminology the

dialect of a sect or party. "Words are things ; and he who adopts

a new verbiage in religious discourse will soon be found lo have

changed his doctrines too. This whole afl'air looks suspicious,

and if it does not originate in doctrinal error, (as is generally the

case,) it necessarily tends to that end.

In using the writings of iMadame Guyoii our author has pursued

a somewhat novel process. Her language is not translated ac-

cording to its verbal signification, but mtcrpreted as he chooses to

understand her meaning, though quite differently from its literal

sense. Her phraseology, however, is retained, as too valuable to be

dispensed with, and so nearly are the style and expressions of the

biographer assimilated to those of his subject, that it is sometimes

difficult lo distinguish the language of one from that of the other.

But a more objectionable feature is his affectation of metaphysical

acumen in illustrating the phenomena of religious experience. \\''e

call this an affectation; for, though use may have rendered it most

familiar lo him, it is, nevertheless, unnatural; and, if so, habit can

not make it anything else than an affectation. That this mode

of conveying religious instruction is not the most excellent, will be

readily granted by all who regard our Lord Jesus Christ as the

preat Teacher. But few minds can appreciate such teachings ; and

if our author WTOte only for the favored few, he was poorly em-

ployed. It is but justice to presume that such was not his design,

and we gladly charge the infelicity of his manner to error of judg-

ment, rather than to a defect of his heart. Siill it is to be rcgreilcd

that so decidedly respectable a writer should permit liimself to

atlopt a manner by which he is perpetually reminding his readers

that he is a professor of mental philosophy, and author of certain

Ucatises on that subject. Simplicity of style is a cardinal c\c(^-

Iffice in practical religious instruction, for the want of which no-

ining else can compensate.

Having made these preliminary observations, we will now pro-
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ceed to examine and analyze tlic subject matter of the work itself,

reserving any further criticisms till called up by passing occa-

sions.

Jeanne Marie Bouvicres de la .Clothe, better known by her mari-

tal name, Madame Guyon, was born on the I3lh day of April,

1648, at Montargis, a considerable town situated about fifty miles to

the south of Paris, in what was formerly the province of Orleanois.

Her family was respectable and somewhat above plebeian rank.

She was the child of a second marriage of both her parents, both

of whom had children by their former marriages. When only two

and a half years old, she was placed m the Ursuline Seminary of

her native town, but continued there only a few months. At an

early age she was committed to the care of the Benedictine nuns

at Montargis, and afterward was a second time with the Ursulines,

and still later with the Dominicans. While in the seminar}- of the

last-named order an event occurred, which, as it probably exerted

a considerable intluence on her after life, deserves to be noticed.

A Bible was by some oversight left in her chamber, and, young as

she was, she seems to have in some degree appreciated its excel-

lence. Being left much by herself, she devoted her hours of soli-

tude to reading her newly acquired treasure. She says of herself,

" I spent whole days in the reading of it, giving no attention to other

books or other subjects from morning to night. And having great

powers of recollection, / committed to viemory the historical parts

entirely.'^

She gave early indications of a religious turn of mind, and her

autobiography details several instances of juvenile piety, marked

by the usual traits of childish devotion—tenderness and incon-

stancy, ller father, w^ho seems to have been a religious man,

favored this inclination, and when she was but little more than

twelve years old, suggested that she should receive the holy eu-

charist. This pious suggestion, seconded by the instructions of her

paternal half-sister, who had already entered the Ursuline Convent,

was the means of leading her to a more decided devotion to a reli-

gious life. She even had some thought of taking the veil herself,

but was overruled by her friends. She, however, went through

the formality of a preparation for the holy sacrament, and in due

time was admitted to that ordinance as given in the Roman Catho-

lic Church. At tins time she declares that she was an entire

stranger to the inward power of religion, of which fact her history

bears sufhcient evidence.

When she was about fifteen years of age, her father removed to

Paris, taking his family with him. Paris was then, as now, the
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centre of French refinement and licentiousness ; and especially

ihcn, with Louis XIV. on the throne of Charlemagne, \vas it the

gi-at of elegance, luxury, and worldly greatness. Such a place

and such associations, could not be otherwise than dangerous to

IJic religious character of Mademoiselle de la IMothc, as events

amply proved them to be. Her modesty, beauty, and accomplished

manners, added to the standing of her family, procured her many
suitors ; and, after fluttering in the gayety of the metropolis for

about a year, she was married to j\I. Jacques Guyon, a person

some twenty years her senior, and of a spirit most uncongenial to

hers. His father had been an undertaker on the public works,

especially the canal of Briare, and by successful adventures had

amassed a fortune, and was honored by his sovereign with a

patent of nobility. The arrangements for the match, on the part

of the bride, were made by her father;—nor had she ever seen her

future husband until a few days before their nuptials. When this is

considered, and also the disparity of their ages and the diversity of

ihcir associations, it will not be thought strange that their union

was not happy. But though inexperienced youth, and all the deli-

cate sensibihty that parental tenderness had induced, were thus

suddenly ushered into the responsibilities of the marriage relations,

yet even there a husband's smiles and confidence would have

strengthened her heart and cheered her spirit among her too

arduous duties, had such favors fallen to the lot of the youthful

Madame Guyon. But her husband was a man of unrefined man-

ners, avaricious and low-minded, and evidently jealous of his wife's

mental superiority ; which feeling he did not fail to manifest in

such ways as would readily occur to a person of a mean spirit.

To heighten her infelicity she found her new home occupied by

one not at all inclined to give way for the new comer. Her mother-

in-law, who was the prototype of all her husband's bad qualities,

v.iihout any of the more amiable ones,—of which he was not wholly

destitute,—was still in the vigor of womanhood, with the energy

of a tigress and the spirit of a vixen. A more uncongenial situa-

tion than that in which the youthful bride of M. Guyon found her-

self placed cannot be readily conceived; and she seems to have

been fully sensible of its infelicity.

Other events of a character well calculated to beget seriousness,

ftnd to induce her to seek the aids of religion, occurred in rapid

moccssion soon after her marriage. Her husband's business

sHairs became embarrassed, which increased his unkindness and

Jnorosencss of spirit. In less than two years she became a mother,

and was bereaved of her own mother and her paternal half-sister,
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—the religious guide of her early youth. These afflictions bent

her gentle spirit to the very earth. The world lost much of its

influence over her, as she saw her earthly hopes and dependences

blasted and cut off around her. In these extremities she deter-

mined to return to the Lord from whom she had wandered ; which

she at once began to do by humiliation, good works, and prayer.

Her biographer remarks :

—

" She laid aside all such reading as was incompatible with her

present poshion, and confnicd her attention chiefly to the most devout

works. One of these books, which, notwithstandmg its Catholic origin,

is much esteemed among Protestants, was the Imitation of Christ, by

Thomas a Kempis—a work which is widely circulated and read among

devout people of all denominations of Christians Some of the

works of ]M-ancis do Sales, also, which she mentions as having read

at an early period of her life, were consulted by her at this lime, with

great interest."'—P. 44.

But her views of the ways of religion, derived, as they necessa-

rily were, from the prevailing instructions of the Romish Church,

or from the imperfect and harassing teachings of mystical

writers like Kempis and Francis de Sales, were inadequate to the

task of affording her the wisdom and consolation that she needed.

She sought to be justihcd by works, for as yet she had not learned

a more excellent way. About this time she passed a considerable

season at her father's residence in the society of a devout lady,

then temporarily resident there, whose life and conversation seems

to have been highly profitable to her :

—

" Among other things, this devout lady remarked in connection with

what she had observed of lier various exterior works of charity, that she

had the virtues of ' an active life ;' that is to say, the virtues of activity,

of outward doing: but that she had not the ' truth and simplicity of the

life within.' In other words, that her trust was in herself rather than in

God, although she might not be fully aware of it. But Madame Guyon,

in recurring' to this juniod afterward, says significandy, 'My tunc had

not yd come ; I did not understand hcr.^
"—P. 46.

But such was her honest earnestness, and the steadfastness of her

purpose to be a Christian indeed, that she eagerly embraced every-

thing that promised to facilitate her in the attainment of salvation.

Her spiritual guides were, at best, of'a doubtful tendency; though

evidently some of them did not confine their notions of religion to

outward observances, but conceived truly exalted views of its

spirituality and power. She gives an account of an interview with

one of this class, a Franciscan, who, when she had told him of her

exercises and dillicultics in seeking the peace of her spirit, replied.
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" Vour cfibrls have been unsuccessful, niadame, because you have

sought williout, what you can only fuid within. Accustom your-

holflo seek God in your heart, and you will not fail to find him."

Jn tliis remark we have, though in a somewhat infelicitous form

of words, a statement of liie great evangelical doctrine of faith—and

its infelicity was probably less felt in that case than it would be

with us ; for so completely were the teachings of the church en-

grossed with a dead formalism, that the call to Christ within could

not fail of a salutary tendency. The remark proved to be a word

in season. The same expression might have been made a thou-

sand limes to others, or to herself at other times, without making

any marked impression ; but her heart was then prepared to re-

ceive the light and the quickening power of the Holy Spirit. She

thus describes her mental exercises at this interesting crisis :

—

" They [tlie Franciscan's remarks] were to me like the stroke of a

dart which pierced my heart asunder. 1 felt at this instant deeply

wouiuled willi the love of God ;—a wound so delightful that I desired

it never might be healed. These words brought into my heart what I

had been seeking so many years ; or rather they made me discover

what was there, and which I did not enjoy for want of knowing it. . . .

From that moment he [God] had given me an experience of his pre-

sence in my soul—not merely an object intellectually perceived, but

as a thing really possessed of the sweetest manner I slept not all

that night because thy love, O my God ! flowed in me like, delicious

oil, and burned as a fire which was going to destroy all that was left

of self, in an instant. I was all on a sudden so altered that I was
hardly to be known either by myself or others. I found no more those

truuhlesome faults, or that reluctance to duty, which formerly charac-

terized me. 'I'licy all disappeared, as being consumed like chad" in a

great lire."—Pp. 52, 53.

We give her own account of these interesting transactions, as

best adapted to convey a correct notion of them. It is not very

difficult to trace in it the chief features of that spiritual change, of

which multitudes of the most sober and discreet Christians attest

the divine and soul-saving reality. Thus, after a long and painful

conflict with the powers of sin and unbelief, her soul was enabled

\o rest in God through faith in the atonement. Her experience

liad probably gone beyond her speculative faitli, and she had found

a salvation of which her creed, as taught by the accredited dcpo-

Mlaries of religious knowledge, gave no account.

In his observations on Madame Guyon's conversion, the biogra-

pher distinguishes between the illumination of the understanding as

'o religious truth, and the renewal of the heart; and claims for her

^•oth one and the other. The distinction is not unworthy of altcn-
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lion, especially when, as is now the case, there is a strong ten-

dency to a merely intellectual religion. Formerly these internal

works of the Spirit were severally denominated "conviction" and
" conversion." Whether the superiority of the new terminology

will compensate for the inconvenience of a change we will not at-

tempt to determine. Her experience bears strong marks of beinp-

the genuine work of the Holy Spirit;—it was her heart, rather than

her imagination or her senses, that was affected. • And though she

was filled with great joy when first delivered from the power of

condemnation, she soon learned to distinguish her spiritual conso-

lations from the soul's communion with God, in which the essence

of religion consists. This is probably intended in the following

characteristic expression, by the author:—"The leading and deci-

sive characteristic of her religious experience was the subjection

and loss of her own will in its union with the divine will. It may
be expressed in a single term,

—

union.''^

This subject is largely elaborated by our author in Madame
Guyon's own dialect, and illustrated by extracts from her writings,

and the "one idea" rung through all its changes. His statements

seem to embody the principal element of the doctrine of faith, though

expressed in an unusual style.

Madame Guyon dated her conversion from the 22d day of July,

1C68; when she was twenty years old, and had been married about

four years. The annual return of that day was regarded by her

with great interest, and subsequent occurrences rendered it still

more notable in her personal history. There is no good reason to

doubt the reality of her conversion at that time, as both the accom-

panying exercises and the fruits attest its genuineness. The grace

of God was now permanently with her—a spirit of life and power;

but it was surrounded by the frailties of humanity and the corrup-

tions of the carnal mind within, and by the spirit of the world that

knows not God, without. But her spiritual change was decided

and strongl)' marked. No room rejnained for doubts; for the faith

that had delivered her soul from condemnation, also sealed her

heart with the Holy Spirit of promise, and enabled her to recog-

nize her filial relation to her reconciled God.

The practical duties of a religious life now demanded her atten-

tion. This is often found to be the most difficult part of personal

godliness, especially to one living among those with whom reli-

gious profession does not imply separation from the world and the

consecration of one's self to God. She, however, considered these

to be parts of her duty as a child of grace, and her actions corres-

ponded to her convictions. She says :

—
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•••I bade fiircwell for ever to assemblies which I had visited, to plays

Hi 1 diversions, to dancing, to iniprofitablc walks, and to parties of

tilrasnro. Tl)e amusements and pleasures which are so much prized

(ltd esteemed by the world, now appeared to mc dull and insipid—so

iiiiicli so that I wondered how I ever could have. enjoyed them.'

'• Without going into particulars it may perhaps be sufTicient to say,

tliat from this time it became her object, in her dress, in her modes of

living, in her personal habits generally, as well as in her interior dis-

positions, to conform to the requisition of the inward monitor, the com-

forter and guide of holy sotds, who now began to speak in her heart."

—Pp. 6G, 67.

The world seldom fails to resent the affront offered to it by those

who renounce its proffered goods for the sake of the gospel. This

Madame Guyon fiilly experienced :

—

•*
' When the world saw that I had quitted it,' she remarks, ' it per-

fcccntcd me, and turned me into ridicule. I became the subject of its con-

vfrsation, of its frivolous stories, and of its amusements. Given up to

its irreligion and pleasure, it could not bear that a woman, who was

little more tlian twenty years of age, should thus make war against it,

and overcome it.'"—P. 75.

She especially experienced the truth of our Lord's promise to

his faithful disciples, that "a man's foes shall be those of his own
household." Her husband was not pleased with her religious

course ; but he did not wholly withdraw his affections from her, nor

altogether deprive her of religious privileges. But her mother-in-

law, as if incensed that her victim had found a source of enjoy-

ment of which she could not deprive her, pursued lier with every

form of i)city persecution, and labored with fiendJsli ingenuity to

embitter all her pleasures—in wliichshe was aided by other mem-
bers of the family. She was, however, enabled to endure all her

afllictions with patience and resignation ; and in her bitterest per-

fcculions, like her divine Master, she " opened not her mouth."

Religious experience, though essentially the same in all cases,

js incidentally modified by circumstances. In the case of Madame
<iuyon two modifying causes are especially worthy of notice. Her
own mental character was peculiar. Though her intellect was of a

}^!.:;ii order, her judgment was not clear and discriminating. Her

imagination was fertile and always active ; and so mucli did it in-

r^'.i'jnce her perceptions, that she seemed to dwell among unsub-

*'anlial forms. Her affectional and impulsive powers were very

strong; so that her feelings, rather than her judgment, became the

rule of her conduct. She saw nothing clearly, but wherein percep-

'J'-in failed, imagination more than supplied tlie defect ; and what

^^^s only imaginary as to its cause, became a substantial reality iu
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its cfFecls, and ihc whole energy of her active spirit was called into

exercise accordingly. To whatever she assented she gave her

whole soul ; and wiiatcver she approved of, received more than a

mere approval. When, therefore, she became a Christian, great

zeal and warm devotion to religion were the natural results of the

sanctification of a soul so constituted. The usual cold and spirit-

less forms of religion did not satisfy her ; a more active charity

was recognized as her reasonable service, and her sensitive spirit

required the stimulus of oft-recurring religious exercises. As a

second modifying agency, the circumstances of the nominal church

about her must be taken into the account. Theological dogmas

often serve as barriers and limits to circumscribe the action of

spiritual impulses ; conventional usages and notions of fitness exert

a controlling inlluence over their manifestations ; and ecclesiastical

rules are, to a great degree, the laws of religious life and character.

Madame Guyon had, with the most unreserved sincerity, chosen

the Christian's portion, and therefore she desired to be wholly the

Lord's. But for the requisite helps in the work of actual conse-

cration she looked to her accredited spiritual guides. She was a

sincere and unsuspecting Romanist, and the doctrines and disci-

pline of her church wxre her rules of faith and practice. She had

learned the plague of her own heart by painful experience, and now

felt the need of deliverance from its indwelling corruptions. But

how could this inward purification be effected ? Of the way of faith

she knew only what she had experienced, and probably in this

her speculative notions came far short of her practical exercises.

Her church pointed her to penances, prayers, and outward observ-

ances ; and, as for the Bible, she seems to have made but little use

of it as a guide and teacher. To those, therefore, she had recourse.

The attempt is sometimes made to distinguish between the

expiatory and the disciplinnry character of religious austerities.

Professor Upham attempts this in behalf of Madame Guyon. ^^ e

do not deny that there is such a distinction ; the difficulty is in

keeping it clearly and practically before the mind: nor can we

agree with our author that the object of his admiration is above

suspicion on that point. She made a war of extermination against

her natural appetites and desires, without much discrimination as

to which were essentially evil, and which only incidentally so.

Her purpose seems to have been not so much to cleanse her heart,

as to lay it waste—to dismantle it. Her course is thus stated by

her biographer :—

" She refused for a time to indulge them [her appetites] in anytliin;:,

m order that she might regain her lost control, and be enabled afterward
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to rtnploy them aright. She curbed them strongly and strictly, even

lx«yond what might otherwise huve been necessary, not only for the

purpose of breaking their present domination, but for the purpose of

a.-imilling the terrible iiifluencc of that law of habit, wliich gave to their

domination its permanency and power."—P. 81.

All tliis appears very well, and would be harmless, and perhaps a

u>cful discipline, if it were all. But the statement is not ingenu-

ous and full, and our author has shown elsewhere, by quotations

from Madame Guyon's writings, that she did not stop at a whole-

some discipline of her own spirit, but resorted to voluntary self-

tortures to effect her inward sanclification. She says:

—

"
' I kept my appetites under great restraints ;—subjecting them to a

proce.ss of strict and unremitting mortification. It is impossible to sub-

due the inordinate action of this part of our nature, perverted as it is by
long habits of vicious indulgence, unless we deny to it, for a time, the

smaUest relaxation. Deny it firmly that which gives it pleasure ; and,

if it be necessary, give to it that which disgusts, and persevere in this

course, until, in a certain sense, it has no choice in anything which is

presented to it.'"—P. 85.

The above gives only a faint expression of Madame Guyon's

ascelism; for, in passing through the hands of her "interpreter,"

it has been prepared for Protestant ears ; but the spirit of it is re-

tained. Waiving all other objections, we would ask, by what au-

thority these austerities are to be inflicted upon one's self? Both

.Madame Guyon and Professor Upham have written much about

the subjection, or, as they choose to express it, the "annihilation,"

of the human will ; and though we do not altogether agree with

ihem in this matter, yet as respects austerities it should be strictly

adhered to. Wc are specially cautioned in Scripture against

"voluntary humiliation" and " will-worship," and are taught that

God requires "obedience rather that sacrifice." "Do thyself no

harm," is a divine commandment, incumbent on every man, and not

lo be dispensed by any human authority. But 3Iadame Guyon's

design in using austerities was as objectionable as was their ten-

dency. She seems to have been more intent upon the destruction

cT licr natural powers than upon their sanctiflcation. It was not so

much purity of heart as its dcadhcss, that she sought through sclf-

Jiinicled tortures. Christianity requires the jiurification of our

natures, rather than the extirpation or suspension of our active

powers. In this our holy religion infinitely transcends the systems
of the greatest philosophers. I'he "carnal mind," whose destruc-

tion is the great design of inward religion, is not identical with the

essential properties of Iniman nature; "but it is the corruption of
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the nature of every man," and therefore its extirpation implies no
more than the purification of the heart. All the original powers
of the soul ma}^ be used to the glory of God, and the legiiinutc

design of religious discipline is not to destroy them, but to briiiT

them into his service.

The period in the life of IMadame Guyon now under considera-

tion covers a space of about six years, extending to the twenty-sixth

year of her age. During this time her religious state was greatly
diversified with lights and shadows. When abroad her associations

were such as could not be agreeable to her feelings; or if her heart
at any time inclined to their pleasures, it was but to prepare for

itself more bitter repentance. At home her religious privileges
were circumscribed with the most malevolent watchfulness. She
was seldom permitted to be alone ; and if she at any time sought
out some secret place to commune with her God, her absence was
noted and made the occasion for sneers and reproaches. Iler own
spiritual strength was comparatively small, and her faith weak; yet
she grew in grace and became more and more established. Toward
the close of this period, when she had been bereaved of her father,

her daughter, and other cherislied friends, she formally renewed
her espousals to the Lord by a written deed of consecration ; a
covenant that was never forgotten by her in after life.

About the beginning of the year 1674, Madame Guyon entered
upon a remarkable period in the history of her religious experience.
She styles it her season of privatiori and desoIatio)i, and thus de-
scribes it :

—

" ' I scorned to niyscif cast down as it were from a throne of ciijoiy-

merit, like Nebuchadnezzar, to live among beasts—a ver)-- tryini^ and
deplorable state, when regarded independently of its relations', aiid yet
exceedingly profitable to mo in the end, in consequence of the use
which divine wisdom made of it. Considered in comparison with my
former state of enjoyment, it was a state of emptiness, darkness, and
sorrow; and went far beyond any trials I had yet met widi.'" P.'l5'3.
'"Loaded with miseries of all sorts, weighed down with the bnrdon

of continual crosses, I at last gave up all hope. The darkness of an
eternal niLdit settled upon my sonl. Looking upon myself as a victim
doomed for destruction, I had not the least expectation of emcrijin;;
out of the distressing state in which I found myscU'. As in the case
of the Saviour in the extremity of his suficring, God seemed to have
forsaken mc. But thanks be to his grace, my heart bowed in entire
and holy submission. Lost as I was, or rather as I seemed to myself
to be, I could not cease to love.

" ' Believing as 1 did, in tlie strange position of my mind, that I could
never again he acceptable to God, and never received by him, I dis-

tinctly and fully recognized his justice and his goodness ; and could
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rvot repress the longing desire I had to do something to promote his

"lory. I couUl praise the Lord out of the depths to whicli no lower

,J,-ptlis seemed possible.'"—P. 182.

Such cases, which are sufficiently numerous to be accounted a

cla«<^ may bc'parlly explained as resulting from an original pecu-

liarity of mental character —a natural proclivity to dcspondmg

ucws and feelings —and from want of understandmg the gospel

\vay of salvation ; but in most instances they must be referred to

llic voluntary action, or inaction, of the individual. Both of the

former causes may be presumed to have operated in this case, and

prohably the influence of the last was not wholly wanting.

Madame Guyon supposed herself to be forsaken of God, not

because of an unusual resistance to the Holy Spirit, but because

he did not love her, nor desire her salvation. She indeed contesscd

her nnworthincss of his favor, and seems to have tortured her mind

into a kind of insane acquiescence with what she blasphemously

supposed to be the will of God—that she should be damned.

There is no means of accounting for many of the vagaries of

diseased mental action, and nowhere else are these phenomena

so strangely exhibited as in religious experience, for m nothing

else are the mysterious powers of the soul so fully called into ac-

tion. For more than six years was she the victim of these painful

dcspondings,—relieved, indeed, at distant intervals with gleams of

fleeting and unsatisfving hope ; till at length, without any outward

cause for the change, she was delivered from her captivity, and

enabled again to rejoice in the goodness and loving kindness of God

iier Saviour.

As, during their conthiuance, I\Iadame Guyon considered her

"desolations" as coming from the Lord, so she ever afterward

%ic\vcd her sulTcrings as of divine infliction; but Avith this remark-

able diiTerencc, that, whereas before she looked upon them as

altogether punitive, she now saw them to have been disciplinary

and corrective. This subject involves an important question in

practical divinity, upon both sides of which great names arc ar-

rayed, and high authority may be appealed to ;
and upon the de-

termination of which vastly important consequences are suspended.

.Mystical writers generally have taught that among the disciplinary

dispensations of grace, spiritual dearth holds a prominent place

;

l.'iat God, for wise and gracious ends, takes away the consolations

f'f liis grace from the faithful souls whoni he loves, to teach them

to walk by "simple faith," in contradistinction to the light of faith.

This was ^Lldame Guvon's opinion, in which, as in almost every-

filing else, her biographer has followed her ; and he has availed
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himself of this portion of his narrative, as an opportunity to set

forth a pretty full statement of his views on that subject.

He confesses that this part of the history of Madame Guyon is

peculiarly liable to be misunderstood ; but intimates that he per-

fectly comprehends it all. lie begins :

—

"The Christian life, in the highest sense of the term, is a Jifr. offiiith.

This is generally admitted and understood, but it does not appear to he

equally well understood that to live by emotions, to draw our activity

and our hope from sensible joys, is to live by sight rather than hy faith.

Joy is not life, but merely an incident of life."—P. 153.

This distinction between faith and sight we deem unreal, and

not agreeable to Scripture, Faith and sight are, indeed, distin-

guished and placed in opposition to each other in the Bible ; but

what do the sacred writers mean by sight, as the term is used in

that connection ? Evidently not every kind and degree of perception,

but natural perception. Faith has a sight of its own, distinct and

difTcrent from those of sense and intellect; and it is this seeing

faith that St. Paul so pointedly opposes to sensible and intellectual

perception. Wherever this faith is, there always will be a percep-

tion of God, and of the things of God ;—of that God who has said,

" I am the light of the world ; he that followeth me shall not walk

in darkness, but shall have the light of life."

He proceeds,

—

" God designed to make her his own in the highest and fullest

sense And in order to do this, it became with him, if we may so

express it, a matter of necessity, that he should take from her every

possible inward support, separate and. distinct from that of unmixed,

naked faith,"

—

Ibid.

By "naked faith" our author seems to mean a faith that is di-

vested of its divinely appointed accompaniments, light, peace, and

joy in the Holy Ghost. But unless we greatly err, this "naked

faith" is not that of which St. Paul discourses with such hea-

venly unction of soul. The apostles knew nothing of it as belong-

ing to the gospel, but St. James has described it so accurately

that it cannot be mistaken. Saving faith is never alone, is never

without fruits,—among which jieace and joy hold a prominent

place. The triad of Christian graces arc as really inseparable

in the heart of the believer, as are their glorious prototypes upon

the eternal throne, and those as these arc united in all that is done

for man's salvation.

. That wo may do our author no injustice, as well as to give the

reader who may not have the work at hand a better notion of his

views, w^e will let him speak for himself yet more fully :

—
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• It is (me, unJoublcdly, that we may enjoy the will of God in the

vivh of God ; that is to say, while we take a do<,'rcc of satisfaction in

j!i*o consolations ihcinselves, we may rejoice in them chiefly and cspe-

ciiliv as indicative of the divine will. But, in the eavlier periods of

Christian experience, we are much more apt to rejoice in our joys,

thin to rejoice in the God of our joys. The time had come in which

CJod saw it necessary to take away this. prop on which she was resting,

jn some degree at least, without knowing it.

'• She could love God's will, trying though it often was to her na-

tural sensibilities, when it was sweetened with consolations. But she

was now called to endure another and a deeper trial. The question

now |)roposed to her was whether she could love God's will, when
standing, as it were, alone, when developing itself as the agent and

minister of divine providences which were to be received, endured, and

icjoiccd in, in all their bitterness, simply because they were from God.
" This was a question which, under tlie circumstances of the case,

could not well be tested, except in connection with that state of inward

aridity to which we have referred ; a state which, in itself con.siilcrcd,

c.inuot properly be designated as painful, and still less as condemna-

itjry, but which is sometimes described as a lifeless or drad state ; that

IS to sav, dead, not in the sense of being without religion, but dead in

respect lo a particular kind or class of emotions ; a state which is

without life in the sense of its being vncmotional. In other words,

joyous emotions have either ceased to exist, or their natural results are

overruled by influences originating in feelings of a diiierent character.

Cod's hand is in this result; and" it is well that it should be so. As
r.ien may make a God of their own intellect by being proud of their

intellect'; or may make a God of their will by being proud of their will

;

M they may make a God of their joyous emotions by taking a wrongly

plRced pleasure in them. And just so far as this is the case, it is

proper for God, in the exercise of his gracious administration, to take

aw;iv such emotions. He turns their channels back ; he smites our

farthly delights, and opens the sources of providential sorrow, and

overwhelms them, and they disappear. And in doing this he does not

take away men's religion, but rather takes away an idol ; or, if that

term be too strong, he certainly takes away that, whatever we may
fcajue it, which perplexes and injures religion."—Pp. 155, 156.

Two particulars are especially worthy of nolicc in the foregoing

txiract. The first is, that the author either does not understand

^imticlf, or else he is not satisfied with his own statement of the

''•ihjecl. This is evident from the frequent recurrence of such

clauses as, "that is to say," "as it were," " in some degree at least,"

"in other words," &c.,—phrases which infallibly indicate dimness
fend confusion of ideas.* The other is, that this statement does not

It might afford a little critical amusement, if some one would count up
i'~'« ti'iinhcr of times that some of these clauses occur in these volumes—their

f-iffic 18 legion.

Vol. VIII.—22
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cover the case of Madame Guyon. Her "desolations" were not

ihe result of the smiting of her " earthly delights," nor of any "pro-

vidential sorrow." And our author seems to have been dissatisfied

with what he had written ; for he immediately proceeds to qualify iiis

remarks, and gives us a curious specimen of backing and filling.

He observes that the subject " involves a nice analysis of the men-

tal operations;"—that by emotions he does not mean "all emo-

tions," but particularly refers to "joyous emotions;" and that he

does " not mean all of iliem,'" but means "emotions in the ivrong

place ;" and concludes by saying, " This remark will be better un-

derstood, (?) when we add further, that religion, considered in its

element or foundation principle, consists in faith in God, and in

those desires and purposes which naturally flow out of such a faith."

Really this is saying a great deal to express nothing ; for, like the

bcvrildcred traveler, he lias gone around an entire circle and come

back to the starting point.

We doubt whether true faith can exist detached from its object,

which is God,—not in the abstract, considered apart from his be-

neficent relations to us, but as he has revealed himself—our Father,

our Friend, and Redeemer. To talk, therefore, of making our

joys an object of faith is to talk nonsense, and to think of having a

faith in God, otherwise than as he has revealed himself, is absurdity,

to say nothing of impiety. But if the Avriter means, as probably

be does, that we should wholly disregard our own enjoyment, and

love and serve God only on account of his "inherent goodness and

holiness," irrespective of liis relations to us, we object to his scheme

as supererogatory and impracticable. Our love to God necessarily

takes the form of gratitude ;:—" we love him because he first loved

us ;"—he asks no more, and has not given us the power to render

him more than this.

The practical importance of this subject must be our apology for

dwelling so long upon it. The inclination to despondency is quite

strong enough in devout minds, without the aid of a notion that we

must be sorrowful in order to be Christians ; and there are many

other ways by which to account for the "desolation of our joys,"

less dangerous than to charge them to the will of Heaven. To do

this is alike dishonorable to God and ruinous to ourselves ; and so

closely does the heart, many times, cling to its moping melancholy,

that wholesome religious instruction often fails to induce the suf-

ferer to burst the spell that binds him as with fetters of iron. How
hopeless then must be his condition who has taught himself to re-

gard his sorrows as divine dispensations, to be cherished and re-

joiced in ? Nor is the case relieved by the consideration that because

22*
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ihis "hovir of darkness" is from God, it ceases to be a just occasion

fur condemnation. Unbelief has its logic as well as faith—and at

sisch a season unbelief bears rule. But religious despondency is

imicli less the creature of reason than of feeling. If, therefore,

il could be shown that the want of consolations is no good ground

;o doubt as to tiie divine favor, the desponding spirit would doubt,

iievorihclcss. The direct tendency of this state of mind is, invari-

ably, to plunge the soul deeper and deeper into spiritual darkness

nml unbelief. We will add, the Scriptures teach notiiing of this

sort, but the contrary. To 'Svalk in the light as he is in the light,"

is the privilege and the duty of the faithful ; and though grievous

iri.'ds may befall the righteous, yet divine consolations are mingled

with them all. They may and should "rejoice evermore." During

this remarkable period i\Iadamc Guyon's external history was

diversified by some painful vicissitudes. Among these nmst be

reckoned as chief, the sickness and death of her husband ;
for,

notwitiistanding the incongeniality of their characters, there evi-

dently existed some affection between them. She was too good at

licart, liowcver erratic in spirit, to be otherwise than kind to all

about her; and toward her husband she entertained something of

ihat reverential esteem that becomes a wife. Nor was M. Guyon

wholly destitute of the gentler virtues; and, when left to himself,

under the chastening influence of sickness, his better feelings

gained the ascendency. His heart was touched ; his conscience

smote him for his past unkindness ; and, in deep emotion of spirit,

he sought her forgiveness. A complete reconciliation was not

difiicult to be effected, for she was as artless and as free from

malice as a child. She scarcely left his bedside during his whole

sickness, and was comforted in his death with the hope that he was

not wholly unprepared for his great change.

Being now left a widow at the age of t\venty-eight, and having

the cares of a family, and of a large and complicated estate, upon

l;cr hands, a new field of duty opened before her. Soon after, she

retired to a private residence, with her three children and a nurse;

^vhcre, though her heart was the abode of " desolations," her hands

^verc engaged in active charities. Her own household engrossed

most of her time and attention ; but the poor of her neigliborhood

»oon knew her, and "the blessings of him that was ready to perish"

came upon her. She even aliempted to remedy the defect of her

'^rly education, and actually studied Latin, that she might avail

^i<-rsclf of the works of the myslical writers in that language.

All this time her inward conflicts and sorrow of soul continued

Without abatement. Since she had made a league with unbelief.
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it is not strange that she was a subject of severe and painful tempt-

ation?; and though she strongly strove to avoid all actual sins, yei

to her morbid conscience the temptation to sin became an occasion

for condemnation and self-reproach. Her solicitude to avoid ihc

commission of sin induced her to seek the aid of religious counsel

and instruction. This, however, did not occur till near the close

of the period of her darkness, and it evinces a change in her feel-

ings. The clouds were breaking, though she was not aware of it.

There is a recuperative energy in man's spirit, that is often found

sufficient to resist a vast amount of morbid influence, and which

sometimes seizes upon comfort as with the hand of violence. This

evidently was the case with Madame Guyon. She, however, ob-

tained but lilllc help from the spiritual guides with whom she was

surrounded, which led her to seek aid from one in whom she had

great confidence, but who was then in a remote part of the kingdom.

As that individual acts a somewhat conspicuous part in her subse-

quent history, a more formal introduction may be agreeable to the

reader.

Francis dc la Combe was a member of the religious order of

Barnabites—an ecclesiastic of a finished education and of polished

manners, possessed of a quiet and devout spirit, slightly inclined

to mysticism, but withal buoyant and hopeful. He first saw ]\Ia-

damc Guyon, previous to the beginning of her "desolations," by

means of a letter of introduction to her given by her half-brother,

Father de la Molhe, to La Combe. Their first interview was

formal, on account of a mutual shyness ; but they were kindred

spirits, and this was detected on both sides,—and

" One toucli of nattirc makes the whole world kin."

They became interested in each other, met again, and exchanged

sentiments more freely. She was the greater mystic, and so un-

dertook to instruct him more perfectly as to the nature of the " in-

terior life ;" but he was more expert in the practical pan, and soon

outstripped her in the work of faith, and in turn became her guide.

Induced by her internal exercises, at the time of which we were

speaking, Madame Guyon determined to write to La Combe, and

to lay open her whole heart to him. The view which he took ot

lier case in his answer, favored the inclination of her mind to

returning hope. He told her " tliAt she ought to regard these afllic-

tions as an evidence of the goodness and mercy of God, who was

thus painfully but kindly removing the earthly props on which her

spirit leaned." This met her case. She pined to find a basis of

hope, and this gave it. The night of her sorrows was far spent;

na.ure refused to grieve longer, and happily for her she found a
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xviv to rejoice in God. This correspondence occurred early in the

vctr 1681 • the eventful 22d of July-the anniversary of her second

t.,r\h-was approachuig, and she began to anticipate its coming

xvnh nnicli hope. She wrote again to La Combe, requesting him

to make lliat day a season of special prayer m her behalf The

I'cpc of deliverance, at that time, grew stronger as the ^ day ap-

proached; this strengthened her faith, and "according to ncr faith

il was done unto her." On that favored day the clouds passed

.tuav and the light of divine glory shone m upon her soul.

Of 'the facts of this case there can be no rational doubt; but they

xmU be dififcrently explained, according to each one's views of cx-

nrrimental divinity. Those who regard religion as more than an

outward form, will here recognize the agency of the Holy Com-

forter- but whether the work wrought was only a change m her

views' and feelings, or whether her changed exercises were the

effects of a thorough spiritual renovation, is more doubttul. Ihe

subject of them regarded them as the result of such an internal

chan-e, and her biographer coincides in that opinion. Ihat she

was truly pious, according to her knowledge, is evident; and that

she had attained to an advanced state of religious experience is

scarcely less certain. Charity requires the conclusion that the

highest attainable degree of spiritual purity may coexist with great

infirmities and many practical errors.

Madame Guyon describes her spiritual state after she was de-

hvercd from her protracted sorrows, as a "deep pervading peace

rcsuUing from the fact that all my desires were fulfilled in the will

of God." "
I desired nothing," she adds, " feared nothing, willed

nothing." There is nothing peculiar in this statement of tnc sou s

cxcrcises-nolhing more than is commonly experienced in the

early stages of religious experience. Peace is the hi^t Iruit

of the Spirit of adoption, and this necessarily implies the subjection

of the whole soul to God, though not the entire purification of the

foul. She remarks further,

—

" One characteristic of this higher degree of experience was a sense

of inward purity. My mind had such a oncnc.s with God such a

man- with the divine niturc, that nothing secned to ^;^^-<li;°7 ^^
^°^^

U and to dimimsh its purhy. It experienced the trnth of thatdeclara

tiou of Scripture, that to the pure all things arc pure. —F. l^o.

A question in psychology might be raised as to whether inward

purity, which is only a negative quality, is a subject of consc.ous-

r.css." We should be inclined to doubt, were not the assumption

indorsed by such high authority as our author, though even lie
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sometimes sacrifices the metaphysician to the mystic theologian.

The idea intended in the last extract is a grand one; the Claisiian

may live in the world with all its pollutions, and yet be kept from

its evils. 'But the language is dangerous on account of its extreme

liability to misconstruction. With her no doubt the idea was

"pure;" but the same language has often been used as a license

to the grossest impurities, and the illustration by which it is fol-

lowed only increases its dangerous tendency. It is a favorite An-

tinomian maxim, that, as the rays of the sun come in contact with

all manner of defilement and yet are not themselves defiled, so the

"pure in heart" cannot be otherwise than pure, though immersed

in all inward and outward sins. That she did not see this danger

is not surprising; but what shall we think of her clear-headed,

Puritanical biographer. Shall we likewise acquit his heart at the

expense of his judgment? It is not enough to plead the wholesomc-

ness of the doctrine set forth, as she intended it ; it is the facility

of perversion that effectually condemns the language used, and

this should have restrained the biographer from reissuing it with

his own indorsement.

The change which had occurred in Madame Guyon's religious

views and feelings presented to her a new aspect of things. Her

consecration must now become actual, and she earnestly desired

to know and do her duty. Induced probably by the prevailing

notion that such institutions were the appropriate abodes of piety,

she first directed her thoughts to a convent ; but after a brief hesi-

tation, she decided not to become a nun. Her children required

her care and protection, and it is greatly to her honor that she pre-

ferred that piety which leads to the discharge of relative duties, to

the fictitious devotions of the cloister.

On the other hand, the question of a second marriage was pre-

sented to her; but after mature deliberation and much prayer, she

"resolved to be God's alone." Without depreciating her piety at

all, we may presume that motives originating in herself had some

influence on her determinations. Religion sanctifies the aftoctions

and purifies the motives, without destroying the original and ha-

bitual inclinations of the soul. She was constitutionally inclincil

to rule, and, having once tried the matrimonial yoke, she chose not

again to be in subjection. Still she was not at ease. Her spirit

was restless, and she desired to be doing good; and, not content

with her present sphere of action, she sighed for distant fields, and

craved the labors and privations of a missionary.

It should not be forgotten that Madame Guyon was zealously

attached to the Roman Catholic Church, not only as a Christian,
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but also as a partisan ; she was a Romanist as distinguished from

Proicstanls, with whose opinions and practices slie liad ample

opportunities to become acquainted. She sympathized with the

BPirit of her church as then manifested m France—a spirit ot

earnest propagandism. The Church of Rome, aroused from its

Icth-ircry by the incursions of the reformers, was then making

.ircnu'ous efforts to regain its lost ascendency, and France was the

chief field of the contest. A cruel persecution had been set on

fool by the French monarch and his priests ; and to further the great

desi-n of
" extirpating heresy," the missal and crucifix were joined

10 the sword and fagot, and the missionary became the fellow-

bborer with the dragoon.

Geneva, lying upon the very border of France, was one ot the

Ptroii-holds of the Reformation, but was still claimed as a portion

of the domains of the church, and had its titular bishop, wlio

resided at some distance from the city and beyond Us jurisdiction.

Upon this fair city, as a gem to be recovered for the church, Ma-

dame Guvon fixed her heart; and she felt her spirit inchning her

to "0 thither as a missionary. Her history at this point begins to

cxlTibit indubitable signs of mental aberrations. We do not inti-

mate that a wish to convert heretics is a proof of insanity, though

we confess that her zeal was hardly compatible with a sound mind

and the religious character for wliich we have given her credit;

but lier choosing for herself a task that had baflled the utmost

clTorls of Rome for more than a hundred years, mdicates a far-gone

case of religious Quixotism. It was in vain that her duty to her

fatherless children stood in the way of her favorite project; all the

claims of humanitv and relative obligations were silenced by one

perverted text of Scripture :—" He that loveth son or daughter

more than me, is not worthy of me."

h happened that D'Aranlhon, the titular bishop of Geneva,

whose diocese lay among and near the Alps both in I ranee and

i^avoy, was at that lime in Paris. With h.m Madame Guyon

.ought an interview, and partially opened to him her designs, and

obtained his anprobation of them. She according y broke up her

hltlc family, and leaving her two sons at Paris, with only her little

daughter and her faithful nurse she set out upon her pilgrimage.

Prubablv vcrv few who have devoted themselves to the cause ol

Christ, have done it more sincerely or more in the spirit of sacri-

ficc than did Madame Guvon; and however ill-advised slic may

have been, we must at least commend her sincerity and applaud

her honest self-devotion. She had disciplined herself to resist

*'
ihc life of nature ;" and if an affection were natural, that alone
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were sufficient to render it virtuous to do it violence. It was to no

effect that her natural alTcctions moved in her heart to her httle

ones whom she was abandoning; she had forgotten that "obedi-

ence is better than sacrifice." Relative to this part of her hislorj-

she remarks :

—

"'The ties with Avhich God held me closely united to himself were
infinitely stronger than those of llesh and blood. The laws of my sa-

cred marriage, in which 1 had civen myself to the Lord, to be his in

the most intimate and sacred relation, obliged me to give up all, to fol-

low my Spouse whithersoever it was his pleasure to call me after him.

Though from time to time 1 had doubts and trials of mind, before 1

went upon this religious mission, I ought to say that after my departure,

I never doubted of its being God's will that I should go.'"—P. 221.

Had she known more of human nature, and more of her own
heart, she would have detected the sophistry of her conclusion,

that because she fell no further doubts after she had gone forth

upon her " mission," therefore it was of God. In her slate of per-

plexity a decision was itself a relief; and with her strong powers

of volition a decision was final. Having made her choice, she

woold approve it ; not only for the same reasons that first induced

it, but also, and with greatly increased atlachinent, because it was
her own.

She proceeded from Paris to Lyons, and thence to Anecci, the

residence of liie bishop of Geneva. The next day, the auspicious

22d of July, (16S1,) was celebrated by D'Aranthon, in honor of

her coming, by certain religious services al the tomb of St. Francis

de Sales, who was buried at that place;—"where," she adds, "I
renewed my spiritual marriage with my Redeemer." The next

day slie went to Geneva, but passed onward in a few hours to Gex,

a small town in France, where she took up a temporary residence

with the Sisters of Charily. About this time her former confessor

and director died, and D'Aranthon assigned her La Combe in his

stead—an arrangement highly satisfactory to Madame Guyon.
Here she remained for a short time without special occupation;

and her own statements show that she was luxuriating in a volup-

tuous religious sentimentality. But hers was an active charity

as well as a lively sensibility. She presently engaged in benevo-

lent labors in behalf of the poor and sick of her neighborhood ;
for

which she was applauded by her associates and also commended
by the bishop. But her animal spirits, to say nothing of the do-

signs of Providence, called her to another sphere of activity : she

sighed for something further, but knew not what. In her religious

conversations she had begun to speak of the "interior life"—of the
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intrinsic as well as the relative sanctificalion of the vessels of grace;

and in the simplicity of her heart she stumbled upon the great fun-

damental prmciple of vital religion—she spoke of salvation by

faith.

•' Both ihc thuiff and the manner of the thing struck those who heard

it with astonishment. Sanclification itself was repugnam
;
and sanc-

lificatiun by faith inexplicable. In the Protestuul Church it would

have been ha'rdly tolerable ; but in the Catholic Church . . . the tolera-

tion of a sentiment which ascribes the highest results of mward expe-

rience to faith alone, was impossible. So that, instead ot bciug re-

carded as an humble Catholic, as she supposed herself to be, she lound

luTself suddenly denounced as a heretic. But the word was in her

l.oart formed there by infmite Wisdom ; and in obedience to that deep

and Sanctified conviction which constitutes the soul's inward voice,

she uttered it noio, uttered it always, though bonds and imprisonments

awaited her."—Pp. 238, 239.

Though surrounded by ecclesiastics and religious persons, she

stood abne in her views of the power and efficacy of faith. La

Combe, who resided some twenty miles distant, alone supported

her; and even he rather sympathized with the sentiments of her

heart, than coincided with her newly declared opmions. His ec-

clesiastical relations to her called for his interference in the present

exigency of her affairs. Having visited Gex for this purpose, and

perceiving the opposition she was likely to meet with, he invited

her on his return to accompany him to his residence at Ihonon.

Here the director soon became the disciple, and in a short tune

was made a convert to the new faith of his spiritual protege, which

he ever afterward maintained in fidelity to her, and to his own

conscience, though at the expense of all the world besides

After a brief sojourn at Thonon, Madame Guyon returned to Gex

where she employed herself in instructing all to whom she had

access in experimental religion. Shortly after this. La Combe

was called to preach on some public occasion, and with the zeal

of a new convert he availed himself of the opportunity to set forth

his newly acquired views of salvation by faith ;
which led to new

commotions, and incipient but abortive persecutions for heresy.

D'Aranthon finding that his new auxiliary was likely to bring him

more plague than profit, wished to place her in a situation where

the latter might be increased and the former avoided. He i)ro-

r>cscd to her that she should give her property to one of the reli-

gious houses at Gex, and become its prioress. This he supposed

would give her a field for the exercise of her active spirit, ana at

the game lime afford her a covert from the storm of contempt and
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persecution which was gathering about lier. This, loo, she had

herself frequently proposed to do ; but now her answer was, that

the voice of God in her soul called her to a new and higher mission.

The influence and authority of La Combe were next invoked to

bring her to compliance, but he was found as little complaisant as

she. D'Aranlhon was grieved, perhaps olTended ; and though he

behaved with much prudence and moderation, his subsequent re-

lations to both Madame Guyon and La Combe were antagonistic.

Her own spirits during this time were at the flood-tide of rapturous

exultation. She believed herself to be perfected in all the Chris-

tian graces, that her own will was annihilated, and that she had

become "one with God." She arose at midnight for purposes of

devotion, and found no need of her alarm-watch to warn her of th.e

time. "It seemed to me," she remarks, "that God came to nie

at the precise time and awoke me from sleep, that I might enjoy

him." Jlcr language and expressions are at this point ofiensively

fondling and voluptuous. She no doubt knew something of spirit-

ual religion, but her spirituality was greatly intermixed with earthly

elements. She knew Christ, but it was after the flesh ; because

she had not attained to that purer spiritual affection which distin-

guishes the perfect Christian.

But clouds and storms were gathering around her, and severe

trials beset her pathway. Her doctrines were unpopular, and her

manners oflcnsive ; and she was made the victim of numerous

petty annoyances, designed to drive her from the place. She,

therefore, removed from Gex to Thonon, where she enjoyed a

season of quiet and great inward peace; and though she was aware

that her name was asj)crsed- by her enemies, she was not in haste

to justify herself, but calmly awaited the developments of Provi-

dence. But the fame of her good deeds as well as the slander

of her enemies reached her new abode ; and many who sighed in

spirit for something better in religion than vapid forms, sought

from her the words of life. Her instructions, as given at this time

and recorded by herself, are singularly evangelical, but greatly

discolored by mysticisms. Here she was again visited by D'Aran-

thon, who renewed his solicitations to her to become the prioress

of a convent ; to which she opposed her divine commission to

another work, and wholly declined the proposal. This rather

silenced than satisfied the bishop, and they parted not in tlie best

temper toward each other,

Madame Guyon's relations to the Church of Rome were now

apparently becoming critically delicate. In spirit she had for some

time ceased to be a consistent Romanist, and now her breach with
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D'Aranthon seemed to threaten a formal rupture. But the danger

was only in appearances. ^ladame Guyon was a thorough, even

a bi'i'otcd Roman Catholic, despite of lier piety and experimental

acquaintance with a purer faith. Such anomalies are not of very

rare occurrence in the Cliurch of Rome. She, however, continued

her customary method of giving religious instruction to all who

came to her ; and such was the interest awakened upon the sub-

ject that she presently became the centre of a wide-spreading rcli

gious influence. As may be presumed, this did not fail to awaken

opposition. The powers of the church were at length evoked

against her and her party; and both she and La Combe were or

dcred to leave the diocese.

She, therefore, left Thonon, where she had resided about two

years, and came to Turin in Piedmont, having been invited thither

by the marchioness of Prunai, a lady of kindred spirit with herself,

and who had also drunk deeply of the cup of earthly sorrow. While

she abode at Turin her manner of life was much the same that it

had been at Thonon, and her labors were followed by similar

results. But Italy was not her appropriate field of labor, nor had

she purposed to make it more than a temporary retreat. After a

brief sojourn, therefore, she prepared to return to France, and

being invited by a religious friend, she went to tarry for a season

in the city of Grenoble.

It was while Madame Guyon resided at Thonon that she first

aucmpted authorship. The state of her health compelled her to

seek some repose from the constant labor and excitement occa-

sioned by the numerous visitors who frequented her residence for

religious instruction ; and this season of quiet was occupied by lier

in composing a little treatise on religious experience. Ii was en-

titled "The Spiritual Torrents," and under the figure of the pro-

gress of streams of water toward the ocean, she attempted to illus-

Irate the progress of souls in grace. The salient idea is that of the

esi-cntial identity of the human soul and the essence of God, like

that of all detached portions of water with the ocean. As the vapor

is separated from the ocean by its form, so, by sin, souls are sepa-

rated from God. The conversion of the soul answers to the con-

densation of the vapor; for as the water then immediately begins

to seek the ocean, so the regenerated spirit instinctively aspires to

(iod and holiness. And thus following up the figure, the various

forms of religious experience, the advances and retrogradations of

Christian life, are all attempted to be classified and illustrated by

ihc various kinds and characters of streams of water. Our author

becomes eloquent in discussing the subject-matter of this treatise,
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and shows plainly that in it he finds his own cherished faith. He
discourses upon it in this wise:

—

" Like the mystic writers generally, like Cudworth and Leigliton

among English writers, the authoress of the Spiritual Torrents insists

much upon the hannony of tlio human nnd divine mind. This is her

mode of expression ; a moJe of expression, which, when properly un-

derstood, not only conveys a high religious truth, but is based, as it

seems to me, upon a correct mental philosophy. Sin is only anollicr

name for divergency from God, who is the truth and the good. When
we recognize the great truth th;it our life is from God, and accept his

appointed way of return througli Clirist our mediatorial sacrifice, and

cease to be divergent by becoming one with him, then we cease to sin.

And this is always the case when the human will is entirely in har-

mony with the divine will."—P. 323.

In his further " interpretations," he proceeds to point out the

difference bclwccii a "submissive" and a "harmonious" will. The
former, he tells us, "is only brought into posmo?i by the sentiinent

of duly;" but the latter "carries the heart with it,"
—

"it is not only

concordant, but is onc^

" And then the question comes, How is this harmony to be brought

about,—a harmony which places the centre of all human wills in the

centre of the cterntl \\'ill ? And the answer is, Just in proportion as

we dislodge the human life from its own centre, which is self, it has a

tendency bv the laws of its own nature to seek the true centre, which

is God."—P. 32t.

We give these extracts rather as specimens of their author's

manner, than with any expectation of enabling the reader to under-

stand his meaning. After carefully studying his remarks in this

part, we may venture a guess;—we dare not do more. There

seems to be some glimmering views of evangelical truth, very

awkwardly set forth, and mingled with much lliat is erroneous and

of pernicious i)ra(:tical tendencies.

Tin's work embodied the elements of Madame Guyon's theolo-

gical system, though in a somewhat chaotic state, exhibiting her

as a devout enthusiast, deserving some praise' and much admira-

tion, but painfully demonstrating her unfitness for a pattern or

teacher of experimental godliness. Nor is the evil taken away by

the labors of Professor Upham ; and though we may accord to him

the praise of piety and of an honest purpose to do good, we must

still believe that his works, especially this one, are likely to do

much more harm than good. His statement of the stale of perfect

sanclification, to say nothing of its puerilities, presents the idea of

the lethargic beatitudes of Vishnoo in his eternal repose, rather

than the intelligent and fervent zeal of Christian love. Its ten-
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dcncy is to exalt the idle contcmplativeness of the cloister, above

the active charities of social life; to induce an undue regard for

impressions, which, if tiiej' may be the work of the Holy Spirit,

j)iay also be, and much more probably are, the creatures of the

imagination; and to cherish spiritual pride and the worship of self,

iiiider tiic semblance of the most profound liumility,—for how rea-

dily may the deceitful heart, while seeming to worship the Godiiead

within itself, glide unperceivcd into the worship of itself?

Wc have noticed jMadame Guyon's arrival at Grenoble. The

lady by whose invitation she came thither, who seems to have

had some knowledge of her history and cliaracter, desired her to

rcinain there for a season; and as Providence seemed to point to

this, she assented to do so. She accordingly took lodgings with a

jtoor but pious widow in an obscure part of the city, where she

passively resigned herself to the will of Heaven. But no sooner

was she come thither, than her arrival was noised through all the

religious houses of the city; and she, who sat down in solitude and

among strangers, was presently thronged by a multitude of deeply

interested visitors. With these her conversations were exclusively

religious, and her instructions highly spiritual ; and their effects

were truly remarkable. The whole city was agitated by a new
and unparalleled religious excitement. She remarks:

—

"
' People flocked together from all sides, far and near. Friars,

priests, men of ihe world, maids, wives, and widows, all came, one after

another, to hear what was to be said. So great was the interest felt,

tliat for sonic time I was wholly occupied from six o'clock in the morn-

in<; to eight in the evening in speaking of God. From the situation in

wliich I was placed, it was not possible for me to aid myself much in

the remarks I was called upon to make, by meditation and study. But

God was with me. He enabled me in a wonderful manner to under-

stand the spiritual condition and wants of those who came to me, and

to say to them something which was pertinent and satisfactory. Many
were the souls that submitted to God at that lime;—God. only knows

how many. Some appeared to be changed, as it were, in a moment.

Delivered from a state in which their hearts and lips were closed, they

V ere at once endued with gifts of prayer which were wonderful. Mar-

velous, indeed, was this work of the Lord.'"—P. 357.

Of the nature of this religious awakening, and of the extent of

'he work in the hearts of its subjects, it is impossible to form any

certain judgment. i\radamc Guyon evidently believed the whole

<jf it to be the genuine work of the Spirit, and no doubt that cases

<^'f merely resolved doubt, and probably of satisfied curiosity also,

\vere set down by her as real conversion. If in this she over esti-

Hiated the effects of her cllorls, the error is venial and far from
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being singular. Whether there was a revival of pnrc religion,

resulting in genuine conversions to God, on that occasion, must
remain a mailer of doubt, for want of further information as to the

nature of the exercises of the inquirers, and as to their subsequent

lives, by which alone professed conversions can be tested.

About eight miles from the city of Grenoble, in an almost inac-

cessible mountain dell, was situated the celebrated monastery of

the Grand Charlcrusc. The discipline of that convent was mucli

more rigid than that of most religious houses, and hitherto a wo-

man had never been seen witliin its sacred precincts. Induced

by their reputation for piety, Madame Guyon determined to visit

these holy monks in their mountain fastnesses, and so, all unasked,

she set out and forced her way onward till she reached the conse-

crated valley. When it was known that she had come into their

seclusion, and was awaiting an interview at the house of reception,

some distance lielow the convent, father Innocenlius, the prior,

took with him a nmnber of his most venerable brethren to be wit-

nesses of their interview, and called to see her. Tlic impression

made upon the mind of the venerable friar was unfavorable. He
perceived her waywardness of mind, and probably delected in her

both the fanatic and the Protestant, though he would not be likely

to distinguish them very accurately. She returned the same day

to the city. As may be readily presumed, her great success and

growing reputation were the signal for new hostility to herself and

her doctrines. The lady, by whose invitation she had come to

Grenoble, moved by jealousy as Madame Guyon supposed, became

her enemy ; and the confessors, finding perhaps their craft in dan-

ger, raised an outcry against her.

The season of ^Madame Guyon's stay at Grenoble, notwithstand-

ing the press of outward and public duties upon her hands, was

occupied by her in writing two of her most considerable works,

—

" A Short Method of Prayer," and " Commentaries on the Holy

Scriptures."

The latter of these works was begun at Grenoble, and conliiuicd

through several years, till she had gone over the whole of the

sacred volume. In nothing else is intellectual obliquity so readily

detected as in the use and interpretation of Scripture ; and by this

delicate test I^Iadame Guyon's partial insanity is abundantly de-

monstrated. Her notes are for the most part practical and experi-

mental ; and, as may be presumed, are expressed in the wihifsl

strains of transcendental mysticism. She supposed herself to he

the subject of the immediate influence of a divine afllalus, and

considered her expositions as immediately inspired. To favor her
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ecstasy she wrote moslly in the night, and so sensibly did slie fancy

lliat she felt the presence of God, that she "both begun and left

ofT writing as he pleased to order it; writing when he gave the

inward light and strength, and stopping when lie withheld it." She
further adds, "I wrote with great rapidity, light being difl'iised

within me in such a manner that I found that I had in myself latent

powers of perception and knowledge of which I had but little pre-

vious conception." We.- may smile at all this, as the babblings

of an enthusiastic woman, whose fevered fancy had dethroned her

understanding : but whoever does this, must now beware ; for in

so doing he includes the author of the "Interior Life" in the same
condemnation. In remarking upon this subject he says :

—" She

seems in this to have been an illustration and proof of the Scriptu-

ral declaration, that those who do the will of God shall know of

the doctrine whether it is true. God taught her just as far as she

was his." A more pernicious enthusiasm, than that here broadly

indorsed by Professor Upham, never cursed poor erring man ; for

it substitutes the vapors of an over-heated brain for the plain com-

mon sense of the Bible, and is sufficient in any case to change the

truth of God into a lie.

" There, is one passage illustrative of the operations of her mind, in

the preparation of her commentaries, which it may be proper to repeat

here. ' In writing my commentaries on the Book of Kings, when I

gave attention to those parts which had relation to King David, I felt a

very remarkable communion of spirit with him—as much so almost as

if he had been present wdth me. Even before 1 had commenced
writing, in my previous and preparatory contemplations, I had expe-

rienced tliis union. By a remarkable operation upon me, I seemed to

comprehend very fully the greatness of his grace, the conduct of God
over liim, and all the circumstances of the states through which he

passed. In his capacity of leader and pastor of Israel, I was dcejdy

impressed with a view of him as a striking type of Christ. The Saviour

and his people are one. And it seemed to be nothing less than that

pure love and holy union, which I had previously experienced in con-

nection with the Saviour, which now extended itself to the king of

Israel, his antitype, [antetype?] and embraced him and also other saints.

It was in the experience of this intimate union with Christ, and with

those who are like him, that my words, whether wriuen or spoken, had
a wonderful eflect with God's "blessing in forming Christ in the souls

of others, and in bringing them into the same state of union."

Whether disembodied spirits ever hold intercourse with those

that arc in bodies has been doubted by some good orthodox Chris-

tians
; but here we have it set down as a matter of fact, tested by

experience. But what follows makes a yet larger draft upon our

faith, or rather gullibility.
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" A considerable part of my couinicnts on the Book of JiiJ^cs hap-

pened by some means to be lost, lleinif desired by some of my friends

to render the book complete in tlial i)art which was wantiiijr, I wrote

over again the places which were missing. Afterward the papers

which had been mislaid, were found. My former and latter explica-

tions were found on comparison to be conformable to each other, with

scarcely any variation."

This is tlicopneusty with a witness. The long-mooted question

of literal inspiration may now be given up. After recording the

fcregoing, the aiuhor very coolly adds :

—

" From the connection in which this statement is introduced, we are

led to infer that she regarded the sameness of the two explications

as resulting from the sameness in that inward and divine operation

•which alone gives the true light. The Lord guided her."—P. 377.

Thougli ^ladamc Guyon wrote Notes on the whole Bible, yet

she gave especial altcnlion lo the Canticles, the visions of Ezekicl,

and the Apocalypse,—portions that have bafiled the skill of merely

critical and oxegetical commentators, but which presented no dilFi-

cultics to her mind. A mystical sense w^as found in everything;

and the whole Bible seemed to her imagination replete with doc-

trines which she fancied she had been taught by immediate inspi-

ration. That she made that mistake, is not wonderful, considering

the slate of her mind; but how the same fancy could gain a place

in the mind of any one at all acquainted with ''Disordered Mental

Action," we arc at a loss to divine.

About this time, and for the benefit of her numerous disciples

at Grenoble, Madame Guyon prepared the other work already

spoken of—"A Short Method of Prayer." This treatise is better

arranged, and on the whole much more satisfactory, than was her

first publication ; but the subject and scope of thought are almo.-t

identically the same. She begins with a statement of the nature

of prayer, as she understood and applied the term—not the offcriii'4

up of specific petitions, but " tliat state of the heart in lohich it is

united to God in faith and love.^^ How far this notion of prayer

diflcrs from that taught by the Church of Rome, we will not delay

to specify ; but as is often the case, in breaking away from one ex-

treme of error she passed to the other. Prayer is made lo consist

essentially in the state of the heart rather than in its exercise :
in-

stead of being an act, as it is uniformly considered in Sciipturc, il

is here spoken of as a frame of mind,—a passive yielding of t.ie

soul to the instinctive impulses of the " religious life."
'1 1"-"

doctrine, more fully developed, afterward gave her much trouble

;
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and al it gave llie stamp of Quietism to licr system, it caused

jor'doclrincs lo be disapproved by most sober and discreet Chris-

nans.

lint in consideration of the infirmity of beginners in religious

exorcises, she permits the use of formal prayer to such, as the lame

require a crutch, which would be only a hinderance were ihcy not

lime. Upon this part her instructions are such as are given in

Scripture to all; and, we may add, are worthy of the careful attcn-

uon of all grades of Christians. But when she comes to consider

a higher grade of spiritual life, her mystical notions appear again.

h was her folly to trust to her own heart, and it is not strange that

she thus became a blind leader of the blind. Believing herself to

liavc been smitten by God with sorrows and spiritual "aridity." as

3 means of sanclification, she recommended like visitations to all

wlio would advance in religious experience. She, therefore, pro-

ceeds lo inculcate the duty of self-abandonment—hy which is im-

plied not only a renunciation of all dependence on one's self for

any meritorious agency in procuring salvation, and the entire sub-

jection of the wiU to God, but also a total unconcern for one's

individual welfare, making the glory of God the single object of

desire. In this connection she abundantly lards her pages with

such expressions as, " the annihilation of self," " the death of self,"

" the extinction of the will," " the crucifixion of the life of nature,"

iVc—phrases which in other connections would bear a Scriptural

construction, but as there used must mean a total indifTercncc of

the soul, whether salvation or damnation be its eternal doom. The

soul thus self-abandoned is considered to be in a state of pure or

unselfish love, which is the acme of spiritual sanclification.

In ]iursuancc of her leading topic, the method of prayer, she pro-

ceeds lo set forth what she considered as the highest form of this

ncrcd exercise, which she styles the prayer of silence.

"The prayer of silence is one which is too deep fur words. It is a

^'.Mc of the soul v.hich docs not speak, because it has nothing to say.

h has a consciousness of having God, and in the fullness and riches

of it-s possession it rests ; U is silent, it asks nothing more."

" ll has so simplified and consolidated its petitions .... that U has

Urdiv anythlncr to say, except to breathe forth in a desire unspoken,

7".^ uhII be done. This pravcr, so simple and yet so comprehensive,

^^y he said to embody the 'whole state of the soul. He who utters

diis prayer, uUcrs all prayer.''—Pp. 317, 393.

That there is much here that is really excellent, cannot be denied;

tut it is also very liable to be abused. Man, in his present state,

•'•reds a sensible mode of religious communicalion, and tangible

Vol. VIII.—23
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means of grace. Hence Christianity is presented to us a^ a for-

mal and sacramental religion, as well as one of essential spiriiualiiv.

It is dangerous, and indicative of spiritual pride, lo fancy one's .sell

to be above the need of the divinely appointed means of grace

—

among which formal prayer is a principal one.

The publication of tiic "Short lAIelhod of Prayer" produced an

unusual excitement in Grenoble and its vicinity; for, through tin-

agency of some pious persons, fifteen hundred copies were pre-

sently circulated, which were eagerly read by all orders of persons.

Its religious influence, which soon began lo be fell on all sidc.^,

spread dismay among the ecclesiastics, and was the signal for a

combined opposition lo its doctrines and its author. But her mind,

in this state of her alTairs, was buoyant with joyous excitement,

which opposition only increased ; for her spirit w'as of that kind

that delights in tempests and whirlwinds. The gathering storm

became daily more threatening, so that even her tried friends,

among whom was the bishop of the diocese, advised her to depart

from Grenoble. Accordingly, leaving her daughter and nurse at

the convent where they had been during her slay in that city, she

set out for Marseilles,

She was now more than ever before an exile and fugitive in the

world; for she literally went out, not knowing whither she went.

She descended along the banks of the river Isere, to its junction

with the Rhone, where, embarking upon the latter river, after a

variety of painful adventures, she came to Marseilles. Her re-

ception at thai ancient city was such as she had not anticipalrd,

though she had como prepared for whatever might befall her. She

says:
—"I arrived at Marseilles at two o'clock in the morning, and

that very afternoon all was in uproar against me." She had brought

wilh her from a pious friend at Grenoble, and a man of rank, a

letter of introduction, and a copy of the "Short Method of Prayer,"

to a knight of Malta, resident in that city. The book was taken

up by ihc knight's chaplain, who, glancing hastily over its pages

and discovering its character, spread the alarm against the newly

imported heresy. The matter was presently brought before the

bishop, who, having examined the book, declared that he liked tt

very xccll; and the same judgment was given by several other

learned and juflicious persons. She, however, found it necessary

to depart from Marseilles on account of the clamor. She, there-

fore, prepared to depart, though she knew not whither to go; but

recollecting the kindness of tlic marchioness of Prunai, and hi''

frequent invitations to visit her, she set out for Turin. Her journey

thither, by the way of Nice and Genoa, was the most laborious and

23*
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piiiiful that she ever performed ; and after nearly a month spent

upon it, ill the midst of \vinter she reached Vcrciel in the vicinity

of Turin. There she found La Combe, who was residing in thai

j)!.icc, where he was highly esteemed. The bishop, too, received

ht-r kindly, and treated her courteously. But her physical strength

L>o<!;.in to give way under her labors, and trials, and constant men-

;al excitement; and, soon after her arrival at \'crciel, she was pros-

trated by a fever, during the continuance of which she experienced

marked kindness from her new friends. ]jike D'Arantlion, this

bishop desired to retain 3Iadame Guyon in his diocese, and pro-

posed to form for her a select religious house or congregation ; but,

as in the former case, she felt an "intimation" against it, and there-

fore declined the kind proposal. It wa.s also presently discovered

ihat the state of her health, to which the climate seemed to be un-

propitious, forbade it. As soon as her health would permit, there-

fore, she began to think of removing, having determined to return

to Paris. La Combe accompanied her by direction of the order

of which he was a member. Her route lay by Turin and ]Mount

(-cnis. Near the former place she paused to call upon her valued

friend tlic marchioness of Prunai, with whom she spent a brief

season, and then resumed her journey. She crossed the Alps in

safety and came to Chamberri, in Savoy, where she met her half-

brorher, Father de La Mothc, whom she had not seen for several

years. Though so nearly related to each other, they were strangers

in spirit; yet their rneetmg was cordial, and La Mothc was not

ahogether unmindful of his duty to his sister. They presently

proceeded to Grenoble, where was ^Ladame Guyon's daughter,

now ten years old, whom she designed to take with her to Paris.

Public opinion had greatly changed in her favor during her ab-

sence, and now she was solicited to remain there to be employed

in connection with one of the hospitals of the city ; to which, as

in other similar instances, she declined to accede. After about a

M-cck's delay she resumed her journey, accompanied by La Combe,

lior daughter, and her female attendants, and reached Paris on the

tv.-rnhj-lccond day of July, IGSG—five years after her departure

from that city.

At this point our author very naturally closes his first volume

;

anil here we will close this protracted article, fearing that we have

already exhausted the reader's patience. Here, too, the subject

properly closes; for though Madame Guyon lived many years

«ft'-r\vard, and was engaged in many highly exciting alTairs, yet in

^i! these she acted a subordinate and comparatively unimportant

P3rt. Ill the second volume a new and very different set of per-
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sons appear upon the stage, whose real and circumstantial great-

ness casts her into comparative insignilicance.

The first volume is in many respects the more important por-

tion of the work, as it contains the elements of the doctrinal and

experimental system of divinity with which the name of Madame
Guyon is so intimately associated ; but in point of grandeur and

imposing circumstances, and of whatever strikes the imagination.

the advantage is altogether with the second volume. The subject

of Quietism, of which it principally treats, may hereafter receive

a further notice in our pages. As a summary of our views, given

above, we will close with the remarks of another on this subject

—

one who was capable at once of sympathizing with Madame
Guyon's religious feelings, and of correcting the aberrations of her

intellect—John \V'esley :

"As to Madame Guyon herself, I believe she was not only a

good woman, but good in an eminent degree ; deeply devoted to

God, and often favored with uncommon communication of his

Spirit. But I know, from her own words, she was far from infal-

lible
;
yea, that she was actually deceived in many instances—the

more frequently, because she imagined herself infallible, incapable

of being deceived. She had naturally a most fertile imagination,

together with vast impetuosity of spirit. Hence she rushed for-

ward, taking everything for divine which was strongly impressed

upon her; whereas much of it was from her own spirit, and much

from the grand deceiver. It is true, the anointing of the Holy One

taught her of all things which were necessary to her salvation.

But it pleased God to leave her to her own judgment in things of

a less important nature."

" The grand source of all her mistakes was this—the not being

guided by the written v.-ord. She did not take the Scriptures for

the rule of her actions ; at mo.st, they were but a secondary rule.

Inward impressions, which she called inspirations, were iier pri-

mary rule. The written word was not a lantern to her feet, a light

in all her paths. No; she followed another light—the outward

light of her confessors, and the inward light of her own spirit. It

is true, she wrote many volumes upon the Scriptures. But she

read them not to learn, but to teach ; and therein was hurried on

by the rapid stream of her overflowing imagination. Hence arose

that capital mistake which runs through all her writings, that God

never does, never can, purify a soul, but by inward and outward

suffering. Utterly false ! Never was there a more purified soul

than the apostle John. And which of the apostles sufTcrcd less

yea, of all the primitive Christians? Therefore, all that she says
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on tills licad, of 'darkness, dcseilion, and privation,' and the like,

if fiimiatnentally wrong.

"'riiis luiscriptural notion led her into the unscriptural practice

cf bringing sullering upon herself; by bodily austerities; by giving

away her estate to ungodly, untliankful relations ; by not justifying

i.cryclf, tlian which nothing could be more unjust or uncharitable
;

and by that unaccountable whim, (the source of numberless sufler-

iiiRS which did not end but with her life,) the going to Geneva to

ctwircrt the heretics to the Catholic faith.

"And yet with all this dross, how much pure gold is mixed!

So did God wink at involuntary ignorance. What a depth of rcli-

^ion did she enjoy ! of the mind that was in Christ Jesus ! What
iioights of righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost!

J low few such instances do we find of exalted love to God and

our neighbor; of genuine humility; of invincible meekness, and

unbounded resignation ! So that, upon the whole, I know not

whether we may not search many centuries to find another woman
who was such a pattern of true holiness."

—

Works^ (Book Room
edition,) vol. vii, p. 5G2, 563.

New-Haven, Jan., 1848.

.\kt. II.

—

Mental Discipline, with Reference to the Acquisition

and Communication of Knov:ledge, and to Education gene-

railt/ : to which is appended a Course of Theological Study.

Ry'Rcv. Davis W. Clark, A. M. George Peck, Editor.

New-York: Lane & Tippcit. 1847.

Thk above is the title of one of the best books lately issued by the

Methodist Episcopal press. It is a book which will be useful—
;>ormanentIy useful—and cannot be read without profit by any.

'I'iic auiiior has evidently had two classes of persons particularly

Jn view while writing the book, namely, students and ministers,

and especially young ministers of the gospel. For the latter, he

has made one of the best books we have.

Tlic great work of leading the young mind to tlie stores of know-

'<;^'ge is only second to the great work of leading it to Christ, to

liohness, and to iieaven. And in respect to the author of this work

Krniit us to say, once for all
—"and we testify that we do know"

—he lias a holy and burning interest in behalf of the youth of our

'-'id, and an unquestionable ability to point out the way of know-
'fi-'SC, and also an actual experience on his part in the business of
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its acquisition and communication, having liimsclf been engaged
in the business of leaching, and at tlie head of one of our most
flourishing literary institutions for several years past, lie is, ihcn,

in every way Avell fitted for his task.

The two grand topics of the work arc, first, llie acquisition

;

and, second, the communication, of knowledge. In these arc

laid the foundations of a severe and perfect mental disciplino.

In the acquisition of knowledge we obtain that invigoration of

our intellcciual powers, and, to use the language of the author,

"the formation of those mental habits, that will facilitate sub-

sequent attainments—enabling the mind successfully to grapple

with and overcome difiiculties, to thread the intricacies of logic, to

discriminate between the real and sophistical in reasoning, and to

obtain clear, precise, and comprehensive notions." There is also

a true discipline of mind which arises out of the communication of

knowledge. By teaching, we learn, and " secure those mental
aptitudes which will enable us to impart knowledge in a more lucid,

concise, and effective manner." We have just now represented

mental discipline as arising out of the acts of acquiring and com-
municating knowledge. The converse is equally true. By good
mental discipline, both the acquisition and communication of

knowledge is wonderfully promoted. There is a reciprocal influ-

ence between these two things to establish and advance one

another.

Part Third, which relates to the diversities of mental character,

is by no means the least valuable part of the work. "It is an

inquiry of great wisdom," says Lord Bacon, "what kinds of wits

and natures are most proper for what sciences."* "The varieties

of mental character, from vvhatever causes they may result, often

require dilTcrent modes of training and discipline. Hence tiio

importance to him, wlio vvould have his powers properly balanced

and regulated, of carefully discriminating the various grades oi

intellectual character, and especially of determining the class to

which his own mind belongs, that he may choose an appropriate

system of mental discipline." We do not remember to have seen

this subject anywhere so fully developed as in the work under

review. We would commend this part to the special attention of

the student. It will assist him very much in making a wise choice

as to the field he may occupy in subsequent professional or literary

pursuits. At the close of the work there is subjoined " a course

of theological study," that is, a list of the leading doctrines and

principles in a complete course of Christian theology has been

• Advancement of Learning, quarto, p. 90.
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made out, and references given under each topic to sources of

lufDriunlion upon that special subject. This " course of study
"

will be found of the greatest vaKie to young ministers, and others

wiio study and investigate the doctrines of our holy rehgion.

Tlie above is a brief analysis of this excellent little work, from

which the bearing and objects of it may be at once inferred. Its

ihcological character betrays the author's solicitude for the pro-

gress of divine knowledge. This we regard as a chief merit of

ihe book, Avhich is calculated to make it more extensively useful.

Dr. Johnson, in his Life of Dr. Watts, remarks, that "whatever

he took in his hand was, by his incessant solicitude for souls, con-

verted to theology." We are glad to see this feature of the work

brought out so prominently. An awakening desire is beginning to

be manifested, especially by the church of which the author is a

member and a minister, for the literary, theological, and Biblical

improvement of its ministers. This desire is manifested by the

increased attention given within a few years to the course of study

which has been sanctioned and enjoined by the highest judicatory

of tlic church. It is also manifested by the numerous theological

associations tliroughout the northern and eastern conferences,

among our ministers and preachers, for mutual improvement in

ihcological knowledge. And, further, in confirmation of this fact,

v.-c would refer to the actual organization and establishment of a

" Biblical Institute," or theological seminary for ^lethodist preach-

ers, whose services are not immediately required in the regular

work. We regard the work before us as but the reflection of the

common feeling and spirit among us.

Though there is some diflercnce of opinion in regard to the kind

of facilities we should encourage for ministerial improvement, yet

I believe we are all agreed in this, that it is desirable and im-

portant for the work of the ministry that its candidates should pos-

sess good literary qualifications, as well as gifts and grace. With-

out these, that is, gifts and grace, the minister is but a sounding

hrass and a tinkling cymbal. These constitute the foundation, and

arc the indispensable prerequisites in the character of a minister

of the gospel. We do not go so far as some of our brethren of our

sister churches as to make it essential that every young man, whom
^'od calls to the ministry, whatever his circumstances may be,

must first, before his entrance into the work, go through with a

f^urriculum of literary and theological studies. But we do go as

far as this, and sa}', when a man believes himself called of Cod to

tntcr the ministerial work, that it is his duty to avail himself of

every opportunity of acquiring a knowledge of the sciences, and
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especially of Biblical and ihcological science, of which he is now
called to be a teacher. Any young man who neglects study, and
will not improve, it seems to us should be considered as decidedly
disqualified for the sacred office. " Study," says the apostle Paul,
"to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that ncedelh not
to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of trutli." 2 Tim. ii, 15.
And the great apostle himself, though filled with the inspiration of
the Holy Ghost, made "books and parchments'' the companions
of his travels and labors. 2 Tim. iv, 13. He seems, also, to have
been familiar with the literature of his time, both Jewish and
heathen. He was brought up at the feet of Gamaliel, the greatest
of the teachers in Israel. He quotes the Greek poets, Cleanlhes
and Epimenides,* and refers familiarly to the doctrines of their

philosophers. We say, then, that any young man wiio does not
love study, had better pause before he enters the ministry ; and
unless he can contract a love for it, let him turn to some other
employment—God calls not him to the ministry. And this we
understand to be xAIclhodism. "We advise you," says the Dis-
ciphne to the preachers, (ch. 1, sec. xvii,) " 1. As often as possible
to arise at four; 2. From four to five in the morning, and from five

to six in the evening, to meditate, pray, and read the Scriptures,
w^ith notes, and the closely practical parts of what Mr. Wesley has
published

; 3. From six in the morning till twelve, (allowing an
hour for breakfast,) read, with much prayer, some of our best reli-

gious tracts. Why is it that the people under our care are not
belter? Other reasons may concur, but the chief is, because we
(the preachers) are not more knowing and more holy. But why
are we not more knowing ? Because we are idle. We forget our
first rule, 'Be diligent; never be unemployed; never be triflingly

employed. Neither spend any more time at any place than is

strictly necessary.' We talk—talk or read what comes next to

hand. We must, absolutely must, cure this evil, or betray the

cause of God. But how? 1. Read the most useful hooks;
2. Steadily spend all the inonnng in this employment, or at least

five hours in the four and twenty. ' liut I have no taste for read-

ing. Contract a taste for it by use, or return to your former
employment." This is Methodism; and this is as it should be.

It is the apostle's doctrine :
" Till 1 come give attendance to read-

ing.'' 1 Tim. iv, 13. To our minds it seems scandalous and

shameful for any man in the ministry—a professed teacher of the

people, and of that most excellent knowledge, the knowledge of

* Acts xvii, 28; Titus i, 12. See Clarke's Com., in loc ; also Bloom-
field's Notes.
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the way of life and salvation, to neglect the improvement and cul-

Ijvation of his mind by reading and study when he has the oppor-

luniiy for so doing.
, . .

i i .

Hut as wc have already remarked, on this point, as to the duty

above referred to, there is no marked difference of opinion among

i,s. Preachers and people are united upon this, that when a can-

didate will not study to show himself approved, he is not fit for tlie

fricred office. "The priest's lips should keep knowledge." An-

other point in which we are all agreed is, that it is highly neces-

sary tliat every candidate for the sacred office should have some

general literary qualifications—as an ability to speak readily and

grammatically" in that language in which he proposes to preach,

and to read from and expound the Holy Scriptures. It will be

understood that we are now speaking of candidates for deacon's or

cider's orders, and not of local preachers, who are properly, when

not ordained, only laij preachers. There are many of this class

among the Indians and the slaves of the south, and even among

the poorer and uneducated classes of the middle and nortucra

Mates, who preach the gospel with great usefulness, and often in

the demonstration of the Spirit, and with power, and yet who are

not able to speak the English language correctly, and are not ab e

even to read the Scriptures intelligibly. God forbid that we should

shut the mouths of these men. Let them fulfill their mission.

They have the Spirit of Christ. Let them preach Christ, though

it be in ungrammatical,-and even broken, English. The pure water

will flow through an unsightly aqueduct as well as through a silver

tube. But so"^ far as the writer of this article has been able to

ascertain, it has not been usual to ordain such men, and thus

clothe them with the full powers of the Christian ministry. \N e

fay it has not been usual. Extraordinary exigencies, however,

have arisen in the church when it has been thought necessary to

depart from this rule, and to ordain men with very deficient iie-

rarv qualifications. But these are only exceptions. Certain lilc-

rarv qualifications, as we liave stated above, have always been

required, and should be required, in order to mamtain the charac-

ter and credit of the ministry, and the advancement of the work

of God.
,

We are not only agreed that a knowledge of the language and

an ability to interpret and expound God's Holy Word in the con-

gregations of our people are now necessary, but also that a course

of theological study shall be pursued by candidates for the minis-

try, and that, for the term of four years; and before they can be

received into full connection, or ordained deacon or elder, satislac
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tory evidence of a compliance with lliis requisition must first be

given. It lias now become the law of the church, not only by com-

mon consent, but an ordained and recorded statute, which must be

regarded by all. It is thus recorded :

—

"It shall be the duty of the bishops, or of a committee which

ihey may ap])oint at each annual conference, to point out a course

of reading and study proper to be pursued by candidates for the

ministry for the term of four years ; and the presiding elder, when-

ever sucli are presented to him, shall direct them to those studies

which have been thus recommended. And before any such can-

didate is received into full connection, or ordained deacon or elder,

he shall give satisfactory evidence respecting his knowledge of

those particular subjects which have been recommended to his

consideration."—i)/5cz/»/me, chap, i, sec. 9, 3.

An occasional objector there may be found to tlie course of study,

but they are few and far between ; and it will, without doubt, gene-

rally be found that such are neither great proficients in, nor great

lovers of, study.

Our present plan, then, in training our candidates for the ministry

is to send tiicm into the circuits, with the Bible and the standard

works of the church, together with such books on generat science

as are deemed proper for them to pursue ;—they are required to

preach, read, and study. They are to be directed in their studies

by the presiding elder, and are examined at the end of every year

by the annual conference ; and if at the end of four years they are

deemed workmen, sufiicicnt for the great calling of the gospel

ministry, they are received, commissioned, and sent forth with the

full powers of ambassadors of Christ. This, in many respects,

has proved an admirable plan ;—and many under this plan have

arisen to great usefulness and eminence in the church. It is a plan

which Iras made our young men practically wise, and many liave

become learned and able ministers, especially those who have had

the advantages of the old circuit plan. But within ten or twelve

years past, in many parts of our work the circuit system has been

abandoned, and multitudes of small stations have sprung up in their

place. AN'hclher this is a wise or unwise policy it docs not become

us now to inquire. But if we may be allowed the expression of an

opinion, we would say that this policy is deteriorating the itine-

rancy and the itinerant spirit; and is wonderfully detracting from

the power, and glory, and success, of original I\Iethodism. For

ourselves we earnestly pray to be restored again to the ancient

plan. The multiplication of small stations has multiplied the de-

mand for preachers, and it has been found necessary to place young
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ami inexperienced men in charge of churches, willi all the burden

ot" government, and preaching, and study, prescribed by the confer-

ence. The consequence has been thai the churches in many places

linvc not prospered. Some of the young men have become dis-

couraged and turned away from the work; others have sunk under

this burden of responsibility into an early grave ; while a large

majority Jiave gone on, and notwithstanding the many disadvan-

tages they have labored under, have done, and are now doing, well

in the ministry. It has been found, too, that many of those who
graduate to the ministry under this plan, have no settled habits of

study, and arc exceedingly superficial in the branches they have

gone over. In the mean time the educational spirit and a desire for

literary improvement have increased greatly in the church. Other

denominations have educated their candidates for the sacred office

with the greatest care and thoroughness. And it has been thought

by many, unless Ave take greater care in the training of our candi-

dates for the ministry, that in a few years we shall lose in a great

degree our hold upon the public mind, and also our influence over

the educated portions of our own people. The welfare of souls

whom God in his providence has committed to our care, should

lead us to ponder this matter well. Permit us to ask why it is that

Methodism has not that influence with the educated and wealthier

classes of the community, that it has with the poor and the unedu-

cated ? Is not our mission to the whole world, and to all for whom
Christ died? Ought we not to preach the gospel to every creature,

to the rich as well as to the poor, to the wise as well as to the un-

wise? We glory in the fact tliat God has made us instrumental,

above others of his servants, in carrying the gospel to the poor.

]iut while we have been so successful here, ought we not to have

been, and should we not be, equally successful with the opposite

classes of society ? If there has been a fault in this matter among
us, ought we not manfully to acknowledge it, and set about its cor-

rection? We believe the Metliodist ministry need not be inferior

to any other on earth. In zeal and labors we are second to none.

In natural talent and experience wc are not behind. But in solid

ministerial character, and in extended and varied learning, we have

to acknowledge our lamentable deficiencies. But a brighter day is

dawning. Our young men are anxious to avail themselves of every

advantage wiih.in their reach for improvement, especially in Bibli-

cil and theological knowledge. Our elderly ministers, especially

the more intelligent among them, arc approving this desire, and

rejoicing that while they in the early stages of their ministry were

wil!)out advantages, their children and successors are beginning to
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enjoy them. We hail this spirit as an omen of good to the minis-

tr)', and, by consequence, an omen of good to the church.

But while there has been a general agreement in regard to the

importance of the cultivation of sacred learning among us, and the

intellectual elevation of our ministry, there lias been much diver-

sity of opinion in regard to the best manner in which these ends

may be attained. By some it has been maintained that when a

young man stands forth as a candidate for the sacred office, as one

who believes himself moved by the Holy Ghost to take upon him

the ministerial work, that he should at once go into the work of

preaching the gospel without any special previous training for it.

That whatever knowledge it is needful to gain in order to preach

the gospel and do the work of the ministry, can better be gained in

the actual performance of ministerial duties; and that any young

man of proper industry and perseverance will overcome all the

difficulties in his way, and make himself a useful servant of the

church, and a workman that need not be ashamed. Tliis plan has

its advantages, especially of making men practically acquainted,

and at an early period, with the duties to which they expect to de-

vote their lives. But its disadvantages must be allowed to be ex-

ceedingly embarrassing, and in many cases destructive to ministe-

rial character and usefulness. A young man without even a know-

ledge of tlie granunar of his native tongue, and ignorant of tlie

sciences wliich are taught to some extent in all the common schools

of the land, ignorant, withal, of the Bible, the very book he is called

upon to expound and enforce, and ignorant also of theology as a

science, having only a few common-place ideas of the great

system of Christian doctrine, must necessarily feel himself em-

barrassed, and often distressed, in the performance of the duties

of his ofhcc. Not a company does he go into, but lie fmds men
whose intellectual attainments are superior to his own. Not a

congregation does he stand before, in which he is not sensible there

are some w!io are able to teach him in the doctrines and duties of

our lioly religion. To require of such a one to construct a ser-

mon—such as a sermon should be—is like requiring a man to con-

Btrucl a liousG who lias not yet learned the first principles of the

art of building.

Feeling this difficulty, a large proportion of our young men in

the northern sections of the church have gone to our conference

seminaries, and there, by a residence of a year or more, liave belter

prepared themselves for the sacred work.

But it has been objected by some that this is goi7Jg to school to

learn to preacli ! That prcacliers are not made by going to school,
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lull by the Holy Ghost ! and that a man who is called to preach

ihc gospel has no need of doing this. But where is tiie Bible

rrouiid for such objections as tiie above? Where is the rational

ground? Is it not expecting the end without the means, to suppose

that the Holy Ghost will make a man a minister, without his

nutting forth any eflorts to become such himself?

We believe it is a well-established principle in the divine govern-

ment tiiat we are not to expect any valuable ends or objects without

using means 10 ntTarn them ; and this principle is carried out in

respect to the sacred office in all the history of the church, as truly

as it is in regard to any other office, or to any other work. The

lawyer must first become acquainted with the laws of the land,

before he can expound them to his neighbors. The physician

must first study the rules of the healing art, diseases and their

remedies, before we will permit him to exercise his functions upon

the sick of our families ; and even the maker of a coat, or a shoe,

must serve an apprenticeship of years before he is considered qual-

ified to carry on the business of his art. Can it be possible that

it is the will of God, that a man or set of men may take upon them-

selves the sacred office, the most elevated and responsible of all

ofiices among men, without any previous preparation? Is it reason-

able that a man who is to become the teacher of the people, should

himself be untaught? We say, the history of the church, and the

history of the sacred office in every age, prove a different doctrine.

In the original organization of the Jewish priesthood, the Levites

were set apart by the authority of Jehovah to perform the functions

of the sacred office. Their business was not only to offer sacri-

fices and burn incense, but also to multiply copies of the law, and

teach the people. That teaching the law was a part of tlie busi-

ness of the Levitical priesthood, is evident from various passages

of Scripture. Moses said of the sons of Levi, "They shall teach

Jacob tliy judgments, and Israel thy law." Deut. xxxiii, 10. At a

season of declension Jehoshaphat, a pious king, sent Levites and

priests " throughout all the cities of Judah ; and they taught in

Judah, and had the book of the law with them, and they taught the

people." 2 Chron. xvii, 7-9.

The priests and the Levites resided in fort^'-cight cities, which

were located at different points throughout the land ; six of which

^vere cities of refuge. They resided in these communities by di-

vine appointment, principally that they might have a better oppor-

tunity for mutual instruction and consultation; and where the young

n^en, who did not enter upon the regular duties of the priesthood

until the age of thirty years, might be trained and instructed for
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lljcir sacred work." Num. iv, 23, 30, 35, 30, 43, 47; 1 Cliron. xxiii,

3 ; Luko iii, 23. "From the very first platforming of the Cliiirch

of Israel," says Lightfoot, "the tribe of Levi was set apart for the

piibhc ministry, to attend upon the altar at Jerusalem, and to tcacii

the people up and down the nation; and for the belter fillin-^ of

them for teaching they had eight and forty cities allotted them.
These cities were so many universities, where the ministerial tribe,

distributed in companies, studied the law, became learned, and
thence scattered through the whole nation, dispersed learning and
tiie knowledge of the law in all the synagogues."

—

Works, vol. v,

p. 120. Besides the Levitical schools, there were in after times

the schools of the prophets, in divers places both of Israel and Ju-

dah. Tiiere was a school of this kind at Naioth, near Rama, tlie

residence of Samuel,* over wiiich he presided.! There was an-

other at Bethel, and another at Jericho, in which Elijah, and after

him Klisha, was president and teacher. 2 Kings ii, 3, 5, 7, 15.

There was also another at Gilgal, where the sons of the propliets

or disciples are represented as sitting before Elisha. 2 Kings iv, 3S.

And from this passage, also, we learn that they sat at a common
table, and at that time tlie number of members of this school was a

hundred men. 2 Kings iv, 43. We should be pleased to pursue the

subjfcl of the Jewish schools, both Levitical and propiiclic, but

our limits for the present forbid.^ Enough has been said to show
thni It was not an uncommon thing for candidates for the sacred

ollicc under the Jewish dispensation, to tarry awhile after their call

• .Srumitl established the first school of the prophets.—Sec Dr. Clarke's

Cotn. on 1 Sam. xxv, at the end.

t I Sam. xix, 20, et seq. The word Naioth, Heb. nro from ni; to dwell,

means a (hcelling, halitation, and is rendered by the Chaldee paraphrase

K:E;i'';X r"- huuse of learning. It was probably the house where the "so.ns

of tlio prophets" were gathered for the purpose of receiving the instructions

of Saniuul, and of engaging in the pursuits of sacred study.

X The college spoken of in 2 Kings xxii, 14, was properly a divinity

»cliCM)|, where, as Mr. Benson says, " the sons of the prophets, and otiicrs

»ho devoted themselves to the study of God's word, used to meet and discourse
oMhc thin.^'s of God, and receive the instructions of their teachers. The
^ ~

. ;*r ^^crc a kind of divinity schools in which the law was expounded.
Such w.r.- th.- schools of Ilillel and Gamaliel ; also those which were sub.sc-

qucntly <'M:i!.Hshcd at Jabneh Tsipporis, Tiberias Magdala, Ca-saroa, and

other ].:a<-' s. l{:ibbi Jochannan, who compiled the Jerusalem Talmud, was
prcMdent i>^ one of these schools eighty years. On these subjects sec Jahn'i

Arc/urol.ur,f, vi\. 1, pp. 117, 430, 463 : also LighlfooVs Works, vol. iii, p. 397;
T, p. 4'J ; X, pp. 75, 174, &c.
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from the business of the world, to enjoy ihc instruction needful

befurc ll)cir entrance upon the full discharge of nnnistenal dunes.

J ct us now briefly inquire, if fliis principle in regard to muiiste-

riaUreparation did not also prevail under the gospel. If we mis-

akc not, It is even more fully and distinctly recognized under the

co.pcl than under the law. John the Baptist and our Lord Jesus

Christ himself, tarried, and entered not upon the work of preaching

ihc gospel untd they were about thirty years of age, (Luke ni 23,)

conforming in this to the requirements of the Levitical law. Is no

Ihis exam;ie of our Saviour a suitable rebuke to those who wdl

urcc on young men, and press them into the work of the ministry

while both the mental and physical systems are yet immature and

;„,formed ; and often to the ruin of the young men, the injury of the

church, and the disgrace of the cause of Chnst? How much

better It would be, it seems to us, were they to tarry awhile

,n,il they become matured in mmd and body, and suitably trained

structed, as were Samuel and EUsha, for that most laborious

and responsible office which a man is called to fill on earth! ^UM

it-be said that souls are perishing, while our young men are stud>-

in.7 Were not souls perishing during that long thirty years m

which John was ''m the wilderness," and Christ unknown in hi

own city, Nazareth, and probably laboring at the carpenter s trade

J
Were not the fields white unto the harvest theii, and were not the

laborers few? Were not the necessities of the ^rld a hundred

fold more urgent then, than they are at this moment? Where then

is the propriety now of urging young men into the work, who are

still unmature'and unskillful in the word and doctrine (

Our Saviour did not thus. He called the twelve disciples; as

cUsciples they remained for three full years before they became

aid were sent forth, the apostles of Christianity. The example

our Saviour m selecting illiterate fishermen to be I- ^p-^ -^

has been often quoted by those who plead for an untutored and

unlearned ministry. Butfm the first place, all these aposUes were

acquainted with the original languages and idioms of the Ik) y

Scriptures, which it requires years of study to ""d--^^^"^.';"^.

^f
amid the scenes, customs, and rites, of which we obtam a k ou-

Icdge with much pains and labor. Besides, for the P^nod of t n e

vcars they assuredly did listen to his mstructions both in p bhc

'and private; followed him in his sojourn.ngs from place to place.

as scholars at that day attended their instructors ;
were eye- N.t-

ncsses of his miracles, and of his n.ajesty in the holy mount ol

transfiguration; and after his resurrection he visited them for o ty

days, ^nd taught them out of the Hebrew Scriptures the things
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concerning himself; and, finally, having finished his inslrnciions, as

"ihey beheld, he was taken up, and a cloud received iiiin out ofihcir

sight." If it was necessary for the apostles to spend three vears

with the great teacher himself to be properly qualified for the work,

is it too much to ask of our young candidates for the ministry now,

that they spend a moiety of this time with the best advantages liiey

can command, before they present themselves as teachers of the

people in the things of God ?

Again, the apostles received the plenary inspiration of the

Holy Ghost, and were endowed with miraculous gifts; and

were freed from the necessity of study in a great nveasure on the

promulgution of truth. Yet even the princes of the apostles, as

Peter and Paul, were under the necessity, or at least found it the

better way, to read and study. Peter was a diligent student of the

Scriptures, and especially of Paul's Epistles, 2 Pet. iii, 15, IG;

and Paul also was engaged with his books and parchments. If these

great apostles found it necessary to study, what will become of

those ministers of this day who neglect it entirely? Does it need a

prophet to predict they will become barren and unfruitful ?

In further answer to the objection, that the apostles were un-

learned men, we would remark, that though this was probably the

case when they were first chosen, yet afterward they did become

truly learned in all that relates to the great work of the gospel.

And also it appears, from the writings of several of them, that they

were no mean proficients in the arts of composition, both in the

Hebrew and Greek tongues. St. Matthew, in all probability,

first wrote his Gospel in Hebrew or Syriac, and afterward trans-

lated it into ("reck. St. John has given to the church three epistles

besides his Gospel and Revelation; and no scholar will deny the

simplicity and beauty, and even classical correctness, of these

compositions, if we except the occasional phrases which wear a

Hebraistic dress. Peter has left two finished and divinely wrought

epistles, James one, and Jude another; and though some of thcin

may have -been unlearned and ignorant men in respect to Jewisii

questions and Rabbinic learning, yet in the science of salvation by

Jesus Clirist, in profound and spiritual knowledge of the prophetic

Scriptures, who among the Jewish doctors was their equal? iJn^

in the case of the apostle Paul we have a distinguished exam[)lc

of sanctified learning, and of the honor which it pleases God to

put upon it. He preached the gospel more widely in foreign lands,

and wrote a larger portion of the inspired volume, than any of the

twelve. Pie received his birth and early education in the learned

pity of Tarsus, famed through all the eastern world for its schools
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in pliilosopliy and the polite arts; and, according to Strabo, (lib. xiv,)

as a j)iacc of education excelled even Athens and Alexandria. Here

»l is probable that Paul received his early instruction in (^recian

learning. After this he went to Jerusalem, and was brought up at

ihc feet of (jamaliel, the most celebrated of the Jewish doctors.

The apostle himself bears testimony to his proliciency in study :

I "prufucd in tiie Jews' religion above many my equals in mine

(.\vn nation, being more exceedingly zealous of the traditions

of my fathers." Gal. i, 14.

Paul probably graduated at the Jewish schools, and, as Selden

supposes, was formally set apart by ordination as a teacher of the

Jewish religion. He was a tent-maker, it is true ; but every Jew
must have some trade. Tiie old Jewish proverb was :

" He who
docs not teach his son a trade, teaches him to steal." Paul, after

his conversion, first preached the gospel at Damascus, and then

remained in Arabia for two years ; during which time it is highly

probable he not only preached the gospel, but in this secluded

region gave himself up to the study of the prophets, that he might

be belter prepared for the great work of the gospel, both among
llie Jews and the Gentiles. Let it not be said that there was no

need of study in the case of the apostle, as he was under inspira-

tion, for there is no evidence that the apostle Paul, or even any of

the other apostles, were constantly under the influence of plenary

inspiration ; and, further, this would have superseded the use of

ilicir natural powers altogether, which was certainly unnecessary

in all the ordinary concerns of the apostle's work ; and it is certain

God does not work miracles unless there be an adequate oc-

casion.

In further support of the proposition, that it is both Scriptural and

reasonable that candidates for the sacred ollice should give thcm-

ssclves to study in preparation for it, wc would advert to the cases

of Timothy, Titus, and otliers, who were under the personal in-

structions of the great apostle for this object. In the opinion of

Moshcim, that great church historian, the apostle Paul taught

'i'lmothy, and Titus, and others, together, as candidates for the

ministry are now often taught in our seminaries and colleges. He
iip.'Js proof of this in these words, in 2 Tim. ii, 2: "The things

ihou hast heard of me among many witnesses, the same conunit

ihou to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others also." Be-

sides other references which might be given, says ]\Iosheim, it

appears from Iren?eus, {Advcrs. Jlcercscs, lib. ii, cap. 22, p. HS,
td. Massuet,) that St. John employed himself at Ephcsus, where
J'C spent the latter part of his life, in qualifying young candidates

Yoi.. \TII._24
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for the sacred ministry. And the same author, as? quoted by
Euscbius, (Hist. Ecclcs., lib, v, cap. 20, p. 188,) rcprcsciitjj

Polycarp, the celebrritcd bishop of Smyrna, as having lai>orc(l in

the same way. That the example of these illustrious characters

was followed by the bishops in general, will scarcely admit of a

doubt. To this origin, in our opinion, are to be referred thus("

seminaries termed " Episcopal schools,"* which we find attached

to the principal churches, and in which youth designated for liu"

ministry went through a preparatory course of instruction and

discipline under the bishop himself, or presbyter of his appoiiu-

ment."t Whether the above view of Mosheim oh 2 Tim. ii, 2, is

certainly the true one, we will not pretend to say ; but other pas-

sages found in other parts of the epistle certainly confirm it

:

" Hold fast," says Paul, " the form of sound words, which thou

hast heard of me." 2 Tim. i, 13. " But thou hast fully known my
doctrine," or leaching. 2 Tim. iii, 10. '* Continue in the things

ihou hast learned and hast been assured of, knowing of whom thou

hast learned tliem." 2 Tim. iii, 14.

Much other evidence might be adduced from the Scriptures,

which, to our mind, is fully conclusive that it was ordinarily the

custom to admit only such men to the sacred oflice as had been

duly trained therefor. It matters not whether they were trained

alone or in company, in the fields or in the city, out of schools or

in schools, the principle of preparation and training, in sacn^d

study, on which we would now insist, is the same. It is still

more clearly evident that this was the case in the early Christian

church, and continued so to be for many ages. Thus we (\n''^

Jerome (c/e Scriptorihus Ecdesiasticis) saying of Polycarp, that lie

was " a disciple of John ;" that Papias was " an auditor" of John

;

that Quadratus was " a disciple of the apostles :" and that he

means by these expressions that they were students under the

apostles, is plain from the fact that he uses precisely these terms

when speaking of the relation borne by others to their known and

regular instructors. Thus he tells us that Clemens xVlexandrinus

was "an auditor of Pantoenus," and succeeded him as head of the

ecclesiastical school at Alexandria ; that Origen was a disciple

of Clement; that Tryphon was an auditor of Origen, Dionysins

See Enfield's Hist, of Philosophy, book vi, chap, ii ; Moshcim's ».'!.

Hist, by Murdock, vol. i, p. 100 ; Hallam's View of Europe in the Mi'i'!'<;

Ages, chap, ix, p. 1; Prof. Emerson on the Catechetical School at A!< <•

andria ; IJib. Hopos., vol. i.

f Mosheim ; Commentaries on the Affairs of the Christians before llic Tui.''

of Constantine, vol. i, p. 223, note, Vidal's Translation.

24*
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"a very distinguished auditor of Origen ;" tlint Firmeanus and

I actanlius were " disciples of Arnobius ;" and that Irena^us was

"a disciple of Polycarp :" and Irenneus is represented by Euse-

l.uis as speaking of his studies, and of the blessed Polycarp his

iDSirucl.or.*
, , r i i

In tiie early Christian church even schools ot theology were

founded, as we have already noticed. The most famous among

t'ir.c was that at Alexandria, founded, as it would seem, from the

uurds of Jerome by St. Mark himself. To this school multitudes

{locked to hear the lectures of those celebrated teachers, Pant;onus,

Clement, and Origen ; and for three hundred years it continued to

.end forth the beautiful streams of learning and religion over the

wide face of the church. Our limits will not permit us to go into

a full account of this celebrated school. For further information

wc would refer the reader to the article of Professor Emerson in

ihc Biblical Repository for 1834. A number of other schools of

the same character became celebrated, as the schools at Ca^sarca,

at Antioch, and at Nicomedia, and others.

'I'hus stood the case in regard to the education and training of

candidates for the mmistry, both in the apostolical and the prmii-

iivc ciuirches. We now pass to notice, briefly, the state of things

as it regards candidates for the ministry in the Wesleyan and in

'.lie Methodist Episcopal Churches.

Our remarks upon this point, on account of the small space lelt

us, must be brief. That great and good man, Mr. John Wesley,

f.irly turned his mind to this subject of the preparation of^his

preachers for the sacred office. Rev. Mr. Grindrod says,—"At

ihe first conference of the people called Methodists, held in Lon-

don, in 1744, the establishment of an institution similar to that

which now exists, was a subject of conversation. The question

was then asked, ' Can we have a seminary for laborers?' And the

tnswer is,
' If God spare us till another conference.' '\ he next

vcar the subject was resumed :
' Can we have a seminar)'^ lor

iahorcrs yet?' Answer, * Not till God gives us a proper tutor T

.So important did Mr. Wesley consider the improvement o his

frcachcrs in learning to be, that he contemplr.ied the eslabhsh-

n- nt of a seminary for this sole purpose. Mr. Watson, in his

Uc of Wesley, p. 173, says, that "the reason why it was no

afterward carried into effect, appears to have been, the rapid

N-rcad of the work, and the consequent demand for additional

• For the above facts and quotations wc are indebted to a discourse on

Tholotrioal Education, by Dr. Howe of South Carohua.

iGrindrod's Compound of Laws and Regulations of Methodism. London.
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preachers." He declares, however, thai meanwhile "Mr. Wes-
ley looked to Kingswood school as subsidiary" to this desi'_;ii.

As Providence did not seem at thai lime to favor the design of
j

Mr. Wesley in establishing a school of the prophets, he adopted

what he considered the next best plan for the improvement of lus

preachers, that was, the recommendation, perhaps we ought to s:\v

ihc injunction, of a course of study upon the preachers. In Mr.
Wesley's larger Minutes, in answer lo question 29, he says,

—

" Read in order, with much prayer, first the ' Christian Library,'

(containing fifty volutnes,) and the other books which we have

published, in prose and verse, and then those which we recom-

mended in our rules of Kingswood school." Tiiis course of study i

and reading is full three limes as great as the conference course of

study among us. The classical course of reading itself was much
more extensive than that of most of our colleges and universities in

this country. Let it not be said, then, that Mr. Wesley designed

to encourage or train up an unlettered ministry.

The same spirit has animated the most eminent of the Wesleyan

ministers, the coadjutors and successors of Mr. Wesley. They
have ever aimed for a high standard of ministerial talent and minis-

terial attainment; and, by consequence, we now see in the Wes-
leyan ministry a body of men second lo no other on the face of the

earth in learning, in talent, and in labors for the extension of

Christ's kingdom, and for the good of mankind. Mr. Fletcher,

the celebrated author of the Checks, was for some lime president

of the prophet school at Trevecca; and Mr. Benson was engaged

at the same lime, and in the same school, as tutor. Dr. Adam
Clarke exclaimed, near forty years since, " We want some kuvi

of seminary for educating such workmen as need not be ashamed.

The lime has come, and now is, when illiterate piety can do no

more for llie interest and permanency of the work of God than

lettered irrcligion did formerly. Speak, speak, speedily to all \

our friends !" It would delight us to quote much more of the same
j

nature from these and other great lights of the Wesleyan body,
;

such as Watson, and Bunting, and Hannah, and Jackson, in sup-
j

port of ihe principle of literary preparation for the ministerial 1

work ; but we must be content with a single passage from ."^Ir-
^

Jackson's eloquent Centenary Sermon :
—" Sanctified learning has \

been of the greatest advantage lo the church in the elucidation ol j

Scripture and the silencing of gainsayers. It is the science falsely *

so called, which places itself in opposition to the revelation of God. I

that the sacred writers so earnestly rebuke and deprecate. 'I !"•'

most devout and useful men that have ever served the Lord Jcsiis
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C!iii.><l in our community, have been men of sound and varied

Bcliolarship." Acting upon these principles, the Methodists of

Kn^land have at length realized the idea of .Air. Wesley in the

establishment of two large and flourishing Theological Institutions,

one in the south, and the other in the north of England. They arc

now in the full tide of successful operation ; and scores of young
men are now in fields of vastly more extended usefulness, espe-

cially those that are in the missionary work, for having enjoyed

the advantages of these institutions.

\\'c would, before we leave this topic, ask a brief attention lo it

as it appears in the history of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Immediately after the organization of the church in.l7S4, the

bishops and preachers engaged in the project of building Cokes-

bury College vv'ith much zeal and success. One of the objects of

ihe institution, as given in the printed plan, was stated in the

following words :
—

" The institution is also intended for the benefit

cf our young men who are called to preach, that they may receive

a measure of that improvement, which is highly expedient as a

preparative for public service."* liut Cokcsbury College was

strangely unfortunate. Twice were its noble structures burned to

ashes. The preachers and peo})le, and even Bishop Asbury, be-

came discouraged ; and the only plan for the literary improvement

of the ministry was the "course of study" recommended by Mr.

Wesley in the larger Minutes, already referred to. In 1816 the

General Conference made it the duty of the bishops " to point out

.1 course of reading and study proper to be pursued by candidates

for the ministry ;" and it was made the duty of the presiding elders

to superintend the matter, and lo direct such candidates to their

Fludies. This rule remains in the Discipline essentially the same

till the present day.

3'rom the above, then, it will be seen that our church has not

been forgetful of the improvement of its ministry. It is a point

\vhich has been kept steadily in view, though it must be acknow-

ledged not with that success we could have desired. -In the mean
time great improvements in general education have been going on

among us. Seminaries, colleges, and even universities, have been

established, and a new spirit has been awakened in behalf of the

nsing ministry of the church. Many, especially among our young
nicn, who have felt and believed themselves called of God to the

^vork of the ministry, but who have seen themselves unqualified

for it, have sighed in secret for some better means for the attain-

rncnt of Biblical and theological knowledge, especially the former.

* See Emory's History of the Discipline, p. 151.
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They have resorted to our seminaries and colleges
;
but there their

wants have been only partially supplied. The community aroun<l

us, the age in which we live, and, in fine, the necessities of ihc

church, demand at our hands more adequate provision for Biblical

instruction. It must be provided somewhere, either in connec-

tion with our colleges, in our conference seminaries, or m separate

Biblical schools. Wc absolutely must do it, or in a measure be-

tray the cause which God has committed to our hands.

The little work, an analysis of which we have given in the for-

mer part of this article, is the result of an awakened interest on the

part of its excellent and able author to the claims of this great sub-

ject He does not advocate any specific mode of theological edu-

cation ; nor would we be understood as having done this in the

preceding remarks. What we assert is, that prcparalion for the

great work of the ministry is necessary. How this preparation is

to be attained, is a matter of small consequence compared with the

preparation itself. It does not matter, we repeat, whether this

result be attained in the circuit, in the seminary, or in the college,

only so it be well attained.

This little book will be an essential aid to all students and can-

didates for the sacred office. Tiie invaluable instructions of

Burder, Claude, Osterwald, Fenelon, Blair, Watts, Mason, and

Porter, and manv other great lights of the church, arc here con-

verged to a focus ; and all who will, may from this excellent work

recdve incitement and direction in the heavenly labor of saving

souls. , . ,,

We have not quoted individual passages to show its excellences.

This would have been like showing bricks for a sample of a house.

One must read the work in order to have an appreciation of its

excellences. Mr. Clark, as a writer, combines beauty with strength.

Drapery and ornament occasionally appear in his style, and otten to

excellent purpose, but never to profusion. It is rather diffuse than

concise ; always sufficiently so to be perspicuous but never is it

prolix. These are the right kind of qualities for didactic writing

,

and we earnestly hope that the author of this very useail work will

not stop here. Let him continue to use his talent for the glory

God and the good of mankind.
,, , . j rr^ml

Before we close this article we would make a few additional

remarks in regard to the "topical course of theological stud)

with which the volume closes. This "course o study ha^

greatly enhanced the value of the work, and will of itself be

deemed by some worth more than many times the price of tl e

book Not a sermon should' be preached unless some important
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Christian doctrine be handled therein. But it is important to know
liow other and abler minds have thought upon tliesc points before

us. This course of study will at once refer the young minister,

when he may wish to discourse on any particular theological point,

to the most able discussions on that point in the language. Fur-

liicr than this, works on general science and literature, which

would be useful to the preacher, have been briefly referred to.

This part of the work has been done with great judgment

and ability. It could hardly be expected that, in a concise course

of study, all of the best works could be mentioned ; and some may
think, as their favorite authors have been omitted, it is very

defective. We, for ourselves, should have been glad to see

some of the most important works referred to, which might have

aided the young minister in the study of the original Scriptures. Rut

if this be liiouglit desirable, it can easily be done in a subsequent

edition. We were glad to find, in what the author calls a "digres-

sion," the diligent study of the Greek and Hebrew languages recom-

mended, for the better understanding of the Holy Scriptures. No
man is independent as an expounder of God's word until he makes

this most valuable of acquisitions. It is true that the acquisition of

these languages is difficult, but not so difficult but that even ordinary

diligence and perseverance will succeed. It is a strange and im-

pious neglect in our seminaries and colleges that the Hebrew and

Greek Scriptures are not diligently taught, as well as the fables of

Greece and Rome. But the future is full of hope. We will not

cease to labor and pray that more correct views in regard to sacred

learning may pervade our widely extended communion. Too much
learning, when sanctified, we cannot have. There is always nnich

danger that we shall have too little. What greater curse can there

be to a church than "ignorant priests who cannot teach, and will

not learn?" Rightly did the prophet denounce them. O let us

arise as one man, watch, pray, labor, and study more, and save

our heritage from reproach I
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Art. III.— 1. A7i Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the

Wealth of Nations. By Adam Smith, LL. D., and F. R. !S., of

. London and Edinburgli ; one of l!ie Commissioners of His

Majesty's Customs in Scotland, and formerly Professor of

Moral Philosophy in tiie University of Glasgow. In two

volumes. Dublin, mdcclxxxv.

2. A Treatise on Political Economy ; or the Production, Distri-

bution, and Consumption, of Wealth. By Jean-Baptistk Sav.

Translated from the fourth edition of the French, by C. R.

Prinsep, M. a. With Notes by the Translator. In two vols.

Boston: Wells & Lilley. 1821.

3. On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation. By

David Ricaudo, Esq. Second edition. London : John Mur-

ray. 1819.

4. The Principles of Political Economy : with a Sketch of the

Rise and Proi;ress of the Science. By J. R. M'Cullocu, Esq.

Edinburgh : 1835.

5. Elements of Political Economy. By Samuel P. Newman,
Lecturer on Political Economy in Bowdoin College. New-

York : 11. Griirin and Co. 1835.

Despite the cHbrts and wishes of the party of immobility,

sciences true and useful are evidently on the increase. Not only

are old o^s improving, but new ones arc multiplying; subjects

which, a few centuries ago, lodged reluctantly, if at all, in the bold-

est i(nagiriation, have since sprung into theory, acquired for them-

selves a " local habitation and a name," and exult in formula; and

principles, an ignorance of which is properly set down to a

scholar's discredit. How vast is the debt of gratitude which wc

owe to the patient student—to the persevering philosopher ! ^^ c

are no friends to novelty for its own sake ; we are inclined, from

education and experience, to receive original statements at a dis-

count, sometimes higher and sometimes lower, according to cir-

cumstances. " Lo here ! and lo there !" present us no attractions.

Quidquid acccpis diligenfer expende—" Take nothing for granted

unless it be self-evident, and admit only wiial is fairly proved"— i'^

our motto. At the same time, this does not discourage invcstitza-

lion, but in vigorous and healthy minds promotes it rather. Ex-

plore deeply the mine of thought, pursue the promptings of a

well-regulated curiosity to their utmost limit ; but for any sake,

preserve us from pseudo-philosophy, or at least excuse us from

receiving it. We wish to be so far conservatives, as to retain wIk*i
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in tlie past is excellent and approved, and to adopt with caution

Buch conclusions as are only in a transition state. These prin-

ciples we believe are deducible from the general practice of the

world ; and to them all inquiries have been more or less subject.

Judge, then, if the faithful and indefatigable inquirer after truth is

not a benefactor to his race, and a hero withal ; and so much the

more commends himself to our admiration, in proportion as he has

won his victory in defiance of all opposition, prejudiced or honest.

Good men and true may have smiled at Franklin with his kite and

string, and hoped the approaching shower would restore him to his

reason : at this time engineers are elevating wires through our vil-

lage, which will convey intelligence five hundred miles in less time

than the reader has consumed in wading through this paragraph.

Truth is mighty, and rnusl prevail ; but, 0, let us cherish the noble

and daring hearts which have not abandoned her in the hour of

fcarfulnessand unbelief! Blessed be their memories for ever

!

Progress is the order of the world. That is a cheerless and

cowardly thought which reckons history as the product of human
activity only. Human instrumentality constitutes but a single

factor, and the least eflicicnt one. God reigns at the head of

affairs; supreme Intelligence is over all—we are not left to our-

selves. Hence, though awful periods have come, (and may yet

come,) when antagonist forces seemed to induce a stationary and

almost regressive state, still, in spite of turns and windings, the

main stream moves'ever along. " All is conducted," says a recent

writer, _*' by a higher spirit, which urges forward the wheel of

history, turns even tlie passions and errors of men to its own
service, and, through all events, bears the world continually on

toward the glorious end established for it in the counsels of God."

One of the subjects v.hich modern history has seen classed with

the sciences, is political economy ; and the works enumerated at

the head of this article comprise but a very small fraction of what

has been written upon it.

In what we may have to say, we propose to present a brief out-

line of the general subject, the measure of value, the causes of the

delay in completing the science, and some remarks upon its pre-

sent state of advancement.
Mr. M'CuUoch defines political economy to be

"the science of the laws which regulate tlic production, distribution,

and consumption, of those articles, or products, which have exchange-
able value, or are either necessary, useful, or agreeable, to man."

Value.—"The word value has been frcq\icnlly eujployed to ex-

pre9s, not only the exchangeable worth of a commodity, or its
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capacity of being exchanged for other commodities, hut also its

vtiliti/ or capacity of satisfying our wants, or of contributing; to our
comforts and enjoyments. lUit it is obvious that the utility of coinui<j.

ditics—the capacity of bread, for example, to appease hunger, or of
water to quench thirst—is a totally din'orent and distinct ciuuliiy from
their capacity of being exchanged for other commodities. Dr. Smith
perceived this difVerence, and showed the importance of carefully

distinguishing between the utility, or ' value in use,^ as lie ex-
pressed it, of conunodities and their value in exchange. But he did

not always keep this distinction in view ; and it has very often been
lost sight of by subsequent writers. There can be no doubt, indeed,

that the confounding together of these opposite qualities has been one
of the principal causes of the confusion and obscurity in which manv
branches of the science, not in themselves difficult, are still involvc.i.

When we say, for instance, that water is highly valuable, wc unques-
tionably attach a very difierent meaning to the phrase from what wo
attach to it when wc say that gold is valuable. Water is indispensable

to existence, and has, therefore, a high degree of utility or ' value in

use ;' but as it can generally be obtained in large quantities without

much labor or exertion, it has in most places but a vcrv low value in

exchange. Gold, on the other hand, is of comparatively little utility;

but from its existing only in limited quantities, and from a great deal

of labor being necessary to procure a small supply of it, it has a com-
paratively high exchangeable value, and may be exchanged or bartered

for a proportionably large quantity of other commodities. To con-

found these diirerent sorts of value, would evidently lead to the most
erroneous conclusions ; and, hence, to avoid all chance of mistaking

the sense of so important a word as value, I shall never use it except

to signify exchangeable worth, or value in exchange ; and shall always
use the word utilUy to express the power or capacity of an article to

satisfy our wants or gratify our desires."

—

Principles, part i.

We deem no apology necessary for the length of this extract.

The importance of obtaining at the outset a clear and specific

meaning of a term so capable of ambiguous application as the

word value, is obvious at once ; and it is creditable to Mr. I^I'CuI-

locli that the promise to use it in the sense just ascertained, wa.-?

faithfully adhered to throughout his work. Wc expect to meet

this troublesome word again when wc come -to notice the " mea-

sure of value,"

Productio.v.—"Production is the adapting of material objects to

the wants of man."

—

Newman's Elements, p. 20.

This definition is shorter than tliose usually given, and covers

the whole ground. Production contemplates no creation from

nothing. It is only adapting to useful purposes what is already at

hand, and consists, from first to last, in nothing more nor less than

a series of transmutations—changes of place and form. The doc-
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trine, that since creation no addition has been made to the amount

of niatter, is one to which political economy heartily subscribes.

Hut over' matter already in existence, and so constituted as to

admit of a great variety of forms, production exercises an almost

unlimited control ; and it is only by changing the forms of objects

that labor is enabled to increase their value.

"To create objects which have any kind of utility is to create

wealth- for the utility of things is the ground-work of their value, and

tboir value constitutes wealth. Objects, however canuot be created

bv hunmn means ; nor is the mass of matter of which the globe con-

sists capable of increase or diminution. All that mau can do is to re-

produce existing materials under another form, which may give them a

value they did not before possess, or merely enlarge one they may have

before presented. So that there is, in fact, not a creation ot matter,

but of utility, [value;] and this I call production of vralth. —bays

Treatise, book i, chap. 1

.

From this explanation of the term production, it will be seen

that it constitutes one of the main, topics of the science. It will

be interesting, therefore, to notice more in detail some
^

of the

arrangements by which, in the ordinary course of affairs, mate-

rial objects " arc " adapted to the wants of man." It is now gene-

rally a-reed that labor is the true source of wealth ;
and in arriving

at a knowledge of the means by which industry, intelligibly di-

rected, accomplishes its great objects, it is customary for writers

on political economy to select their illustrations from what they

suppose to be the regular progress of communities. Against such

a course no one can entertain a reasonable objection, provided a

strict regard is had to facts. Society in its rude state possesses

no property ; is destitute of mechanical contrivances ;
makes no

effort toward accumulation. On the contrary, as it emerges from

barbarism, it gradually approacl;es toward an acquisition o these

advantages, and just as it comes under the influence of civilization

and refinement, in the same proportion do the circumstances which

are favorable to production come into full operation.

"If we observe the progress, and trace the history of the human

race in different countries and states of society, we shall find that their

comfort and happiness have always been very nearly propcrtiuna o

the power which they have possessed of rrndormg their labor efic tive

m appropriating the raw products of nature and adapting them to the^

t>s..^'Tl.e savacre, whose labor is conimed to the gathering of Mid

fruits, or to the picking up of shcll-t.sh on the seacoast, is pl^^ed at

the verv bottom of the" scale of civilization, and is, m point o comfort

Jocnlodly inferior to many of the lower animals. The first stop in 11 o

progress of society is made when man learns to hunt wild animals, to
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feed himself with their flesh, and to clothe himself with their skins.
But labor, when confined to the chase, is extremely barren and jire-

carious. Tribes of liunters, like beasts of prey, whom thev are jusilv

said to resemble closely in their habits and mode of subsistence, are
but thinly scattered over the surface of the countries which thev oc-

cupy ; and notwithstanding the fewness of their numbers, any unusual
deficiency in the supply of game never fails to reduce them to the ex-

tremity of want. The second step in the progress of society is made
when the tribes of luiriliMS and lishers learn to apply their labor, like

the ancient Scythians and modern Tartars, to the domestication of wild
animals and the rearing of flocks. The subsistence of Iicrdsmen and
shepherds is much less precarious than that of hunters ; but they are

almost entirely destitute of all those comforts and elegancies which
give to life its chief value. The third step, and the most decisive, in

the progress of civilization—in the great art of procuring the neces-

saries and conveniences of life— is made when the wandering tribes

of hunters and shepherds renounce their migratory habits, and become
agriculturists and manufacturers. It is then, properly speaking, that

man, shaking ofT that indolence which is natural to him, begins fully

to avail liimself of his productive powers. He then becomes labo-

rious, and, bij a ncccssarj/ consequence, his wants are then for the first

time fully supplied, and he acquires an extensive command over the

articles necessary for his comfort, as well as his subsistence."

—

M'Cul-
loch's Principles, pp. GG, C7.

To llie same point, the celebrated author of the Essay concern-

ing llie Human Understanding argues, with his usual power.

After showing that two acres of land, the one highly cultivated,

tiie otlicr unblessed with the efforts of husbandry, may possess llic

same natural, intrinsic utility; but that, under these different cir-

cumstances, the one benefits society to the value of £b annually,

wliilc the other may not produce the worth of a penny, lie says,

—

"'7V.S labor, then, which puts the greatest part of value upon

land, ivithout which it would be ivorth scarcely amjthing. 'Tis to

that we owe the greatest part of its useful products ; for all that

the strawbran bread of that acre of wheat is more worth than the

product of an acre of good land xohich lies waste, is all the effect

of labor. For 'tis not merely the ploughman's pains, the reaper's and

thresher's toil, and the baker's sweat, which are to be counted into the

bread wc cat—the labor of those who broke the oxen; who digged

and wrought the iron and stones; who fitted and framed the timber

about the plough, mil], oven, or any other utensils, which arc a

vast number ; requisite to this corn, from its being seed to be sown

to its being made bread; must all be charged to the account ol

labor, and received as an effect of that. Nature and art furnish

only the almost worthless materials in themselves."

—

Locke's Ess.

on Civ. Gov., book ii.
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Iruliistry being llius ihe acknowledged source of wealth, the

ncxl iiKiuiry is, How can its highest productiveness be most ad-

vantageously promoted? Labor in itself may yield no profit, and

thus become worthless, unless conducted on principles founded on

just experience and observation. There are three great " arrange-

ments" upon which political economists have agreed as mainly

contributory, nay, essential, to the productiveness of labor. They

arc,

—

1

.

The right of property.

2. The division of labor.

3. Barter or exchange.

With regard to the first of these arrangements, it needs only to be

staled in order to be admitted. A community of goods, however

ardently it may be sought and hoped for by those reformers who
promise " the glorious restoration of injured humanity to its long-

lost, but, nevertheless, eternal and inalienable, rights," has hitherto

proved impracticable ; and it is dubious whether modern experi-

menters upon their favorite " subject," 7}ian, will succeed, at an

early period at least, in prevailing with society to break up its pre-

sent relations. As long as cupidity, or the desire of accumulating

wealth, remains inherent in the race, there must, and will be, dis-

tinctions in property : some will acquire more than others ; and

those governments which provide for its security to him who, by

his honesty and industry, enlarges his possessions, evince not only

a profound acquaintance with human nature, but also with those

measures which contribute most effectually to national prosperity.

The division of labor is introduced at a late period in a people's

civilization. It is not at once that men discover its advantage.

Every one wishes to produce by his own agency and contrivance

whatever is necessary to supply his wants; and until he discovers

that, by pursuing a multiplicity of employments, he is not likely to

succeed well in any, he will be unwilling to abandon them, and

thus compromise what he delusively counts his natural independ-

ence. He fails all the while to discover that the members of a

community are placed in peculiar relations ; and that the different

parts of the social machinery are so adjusted as to work well only

\vhcn their operations are carried on with mutual reference to each

other. On the advantages of this arrangement, no writer has ex-

pressed himself with more clearness and facility than Dr. Adam
'^mith:

—

" To take an example from a very triflin<^ manufacturer ; but one in

^hich the division of labor has been very often taken notice of:—

A

Workman not educated to this business, [the manufacture of pins,] nor
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acquainted with the use of the machinery employed in it, could scarce,

perhaps, with the utmost industry, make one pin a day, and cer-

tainly could not make twenty. But in the way in which the business
is now carried on, not only the whole work is a peculiar trade, but it

is divided into a number of branches, of which the greater part arc

likewise peculiar trades. One man draws out the wire, another
straightens it, a third cuts it, a fourth points it, a tifth grinds it at the

top for receiving the head. To make the head requires tuo or three

distinct operations ; to put it on is one peculiar business ; it is even a

trade by itself to put them into the paper : and the important business

of making a pin is, in this manner, divided into about eighteen distinct

operations, which, in some manufactories, are all performed by distinct

hands, though in others the same man will sometimes perform two or

three of them. I have seen a small manufactory of this kind, where
ten men only were employed, and where some of them, consequently,

performed two or three distinct operations. But, though they were
poor, and, therefore, but indifferently accommodated with the neces-

sary machinery, they could, when they exerted themselves, make
among them about twelve pounds of pins a day. There are in a pound
upward of four thousand pins of a middling size. Those ten persons,

therefore, could make among them upward of forty-eight thousand pins

a day. Each person, therefore, making a tenth part of forty-eight

thousand pins might be considered as making four thousand eight hun-

dred pins in a day. But if they had all wrought separately and inde-

pendently, and without any of them having been educated to this par-

ticular business, they certainly could not each of them have made
twenty, perhaps not one pin in a day : that is, certainly, not the two

hundred and fortieth, perhaps not the four thousand and eight hun-

dredth part of what they are at present capable of performing in conse-

quence of a proper division and combination of their different opera-

tions."— Wealth of Nations, vol. i.

This statement of the great advantage of the division of labor

proceeds upon the supposition that the machinery and materials

are all furnished spontaneously, or witliout previous cxerlion, to the

workmen. It leaves out of sight the toilsome and coniplicatcd

process of extracting from native ore the metal of which these pins

are to be made, as well as the number of persons and variety of

trades employed in the construction of the apparatus for making

them ; and the observations of Locke on the diflcrcnt agencies

brought into requisition in procuring a loaf of bread are equally

applicable to the subject in hand :

—

*' 'Twould be a strange catalogue of things that industry pro-

vided and made use of about every loaf of bread, before it came to

our use, if we could trace them. Iron, wood, leather, bark, timber,

stone, coals, lime, brick, cloth, dying drugs, pitch, tar, masts, ropes,

and all the materials made use of by any, or in the ship that

brought away the commodities made use of by any of llie work-
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ij'.cn to any part of llie work ; all which it would be almost impos-

sible, at least too long, to reckon up/'

—

On Civ. Gov., book ii.

Dr. Smith did not fail to perceive the reasons why a judicious

division of labor assists so greatly in the productiveness of industry.

lie thus sums them up:

—

" First. Tho increase of dexterity in every particular workman
;

jccvnJli/, the saving of time wiiich is commonly lost in passing from
one species of work to another ; aoJ, lastly, to the invention of a great

liunibcr of machines which facilitate and abridge labor, and enable one
nian to do the work of another."

—

Wealth of Nations.

In the arrangement of barter or exchange, we see one of the

most cflective methods of accumulating wealth ; and a mere glance

at the contents of a well-filled store-room will suffice to show how
extensively it is adopted. The word is usually understood as re-

ferring not only to those exchanges of products which take place

between members of the same community, but to those also which
occur between distant portions of the same country, or between

different countries. In this sense it embraces commerce. And
there is one remark which will apply to this arrangement in com-
mon with the last, namely, it is the result of experience, and not

of appointment by legislative authority. It arises in the ordinary

course of things, and springs from the principle of selfishness.

Whenever two men have accumulated an amount of different pro-

ducts beyond their own immediate necessities, it is only natural

that they should trade with the excess ; and as soon as it is found

mutually advantageous to the parties, it will be continued and ex-

tended.

DisTRiBUTiox.~As the subject of distribution (another term in

the definition of political economy) involves an extensive view of

the various classes among whom the products of labor are ulti-

mately to be divided, its discussion must necessarily be brief in an

article like the present. We should far transcend our limits were
we to enlarge upon the topics of price, wages, money, rent, capital,

interest, &c.
In a comprehensive way, then, the inhabitants of a country are

divided into three classes—laborers, capitalists, and landlords. To
t'ne of these every person, who is not dependent upon charity, must
belong. The officers of government, civil and military, are la-

borers
; and so arc the members of the learned professions. They

yield their services for valuable considerations ; these considera-

tions are wages ; and just as much so as the wages received by
lac daily laborer. The other two classes are readily distinguished.

I he whole subject of distribution, therefore, is brought down to
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an inquiry into the principles which regulate rent, wages, and
profits.

1. Rent.—Land is said lo be an agent gratuitously furnislu'd to

mankind, by whom it is afterward exclusively appropriated
; and

as soon as its products become an object of demand, its appro-

priation becomes a source of profit to the individual. If protits

arise from it above the expenses of cultivation, others besides the

owners will be willing to cultivate it under certain conditions.

This surplus in the profits is the basis of rent—" the price paid by

the farmer to the landlord for the use of the natural and inherent

powers of the soil." llcnts arc of two kinds—produce rents and

money rents ; the former being the payment in kind of the jjro-

ducts which have been raised, and usually in some stipulated pro-

portion, the latter being in money, and having no dependence upon

the amount raised. It is generally agreed that the landlord pos-

sesses peculiar and lasting advantages in the arrangement, while

those of the farmer are but temporary. If public improvemcnis

arc eflectcd in the neighborhood, they operate to raise the rent ; if

improvements have been made upon the farm itself, the farmer

derives the interest of them only until the expiration of his lease,

when it devolves again to the landholder.

2. Wages.—Whenever men are left at liberty to select their

employment, wages will either be equal or constantly tend to it.

If one branch of business is found lo be more profitable than an-

other, others will be deserted and that crowded, until an equili-

brium in the general rate is restored. This is the theory ; but, in

fact, there arc inequalities which arise from two circumstances :

—

First. The nature of the employments themselves. Thus wages

will vary (a) with the agrceableness or disagrccableness of ihc

business
; (6) with the easiness or cheapness, or the difHculty and

expense, of leariiing the business
;

(c) with the constancy or incon-

stancy of employment
;
(d) the small or great trust which must he

reposed in the workmen
;

[e) the probability or improbability of.

success.

Secondly. The governments of Europe have occasioned ine-

qualities of a more important kind. This is done {a) by limit-

ing the competition in some employments to a smaller number of

persons than would otherwise be disposed to enter into thcni

;

(/>) by xncrcasing the competition in some employments beyond

what it naturally would be
;

(c) by obstructing the free circulation

of labor and stock, both from employment to employment, and

from place lo place.

3. Profits.—Tliis term has a threefold application, and embraces
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tlic primary distribution of the gross products of a nation among
i!ic landholder, the capitalist, and the manager or undertaker. In

ihc first application, it conies properly under the subject of rent,

wliicli lias already been noticed. In the second, it includes inte-

rest, and the results of the employment of capital in various

branches of trade. In the third, it refers to the remuneration of

ilic agent who undertakes the management of a particular depart-

i::cnt of business.

Interesting as it would be to enlarge this meager outline, we
ire admonished that our space will not permit it. We must,

tiicrcforc, finish this topic with one or two general remarks.

The whole process of distribution must be regarded, from be-

c;inning to end, as a result of production. In the great work of

production, a vast number of agents are necessary. It cannot be

cirried on without them ; for, as we have already seen, natural

agencies lead to no accumulation of products, unless they are

made available by human labor and ingenuity. But no person

will engage in the improvement and direction of natural agencies

iniless he is assured that he will receive out of the gross amount
of the products a portion corresponding in some degree with the

share he may have in the work of producing them.

However unequal the wages of labor, and the profits of land and

c.ipiial, may at first sight appear, there is, nevertheless, a remark-

able equality, or tendency to equality, in them all, whenever other

Circumstances are equal. Different speculations, it is true, may
;.-oui to result more favorably than others ; but when all things

.ire taken into account—the greater risk—the diflerent degrees of

''-iiU—the time employed in learning the business—the re^-pecta-

'-ility or disgrace attending its pursuit—the constancy of cmploy-

.'iient, (fee.—the wages and profits are ultimately reduced to a

^onnnon standard, and, if left alone, always tend to equalization.

The establishment of this principle was one of the greatest ser-

T!''cs rendered by Dr. Smith to the science of political economy.
^t•lhir)g can be clearer, more convincing and satisfactory, than his

•'masoning on this subject. The equality of wages and profits has,

ff'-T since the publication of his work, been always assumed as

*iniiitcd and incontestible."

^'oNsuMPTioN.—This is the last of the terms connected with the
'

-'Uiition which we shall notice :

—

" I5y consumption is not meant the annihilation of matter, for that is

'^•'•iliy impossible with its creation, but merely the anniliihtion of
• •'•'f qualities which render commodities usohil or desirable. To
^''ii^iime the products of art and industry is, therefore, renUy to de-

VoL. VIII._25
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prive t}ic mnttor of which they consist of the utility, ami, conspqucnilv,

of the exchangeable value, comuninicated to it by labor. Ami, In m.'.-,

wo nre not to ineasure consumption by ilie weight or number of tli..-

]>ro(Uirts consumed, but exclusively by their value. Large consumi*-

tion, therefore, is the destruction of large value, liowevcr small liio

bulk in which that value may happen to be compressed. . . . Cou-
.suniption, in the sense in which the word is used by political econo-

mists, is synonymous with use. We produce commodities only iliit

we may be able to consume or use them. Consumption is the ijrcat

end and object of all human industry. Production is only a means lo

attain an end. No one wonld produce, were it not that he iniu'lit

afterward consume. All the products of art and industry arc dcstimd

to be consumed or made use of; and when a commodity is brouL'lit

into a fit state to be used, if its consumption be deferred, a loss is

incurred. All products are intended either to satisfy the immediate

wants or add to the enjoyments of their producers ; or thev are in-

tended to be emjiloyed for the purpose of reproducing a greater valuf

upon themselves. In the first case, by delaying to use them, it is

plain we either refuse to satisfy a want, or deny ourselves a gratifica-

tion it is in our power to obtain ; and, in the second, by delaying lo

use them, it is equally plain we allow the instruments of production lo

be idle, and lose the profit that might be derived from their employ-

ment."—.If CuZ/ofA'*- Principles, pp. 390, 391.

Consumplion goes on under diflerent circumstances. It is

soineiiiues rapid, at other tiines gradual : an iron machine is

equally consumable with a loaf of bread, though not at the same

rate of progress. It is sometimes only partial, as a horse resold

by lite possessor, when an equivalent is held in exxhange. It is

also involuntary, in the case where properly is burned ; and ino-

jncnlary, as in the case of pleasure received at a concert. 15'!'.

under whatever circumstances it goes on, it is absolute. Value is

created only once, and can only once be destroyed. Where no

value is communicated to matter, none can be taken away fr(>ni

it; thus land cannot be consumed, though its improvement and

productive agency may; but if these are once exerted or niac'o

use of, they cannot be used again, for they have ceased ^o exist.

From the preceding extract from ^rCulloch, it might bo in-

iLTrea that political economy sanctions indulgence in every gratiti-

caHon with which a person may wish or be able to furnish hiinselt

;

or, lo say the least, it does not draw distinctly the line between

productive and unproductive consumption. The difliculty of draw-

ing such a line is known only to those who have attempted it

Still there are some principles by which valuable conclusions nnv

be formed on this subject. It may be set down, for example, tin',

as a general rule, " consumption is productive if it occasions, di-

rectly or indirectly, the production of the same or a greater quantity

25*
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of vahinblc products, and unproductive if it has not that eflect."

In this way industrious nations are greater consumers than poor

ones, for they produce infuiitcly more. Hence the folly of rocom-

tiicnding as models those nations whose wants arc few, as some
writers liave recommended Sparta. She was in this respect only

on an equality with savages, who are poorly provided for. It is

vastly belter to have many wants, with tiic ability to gratify them,

since this multiplies the race, and enlarges the pleasures of each

individual. In a national point of view, the balance between con-

sumption and reproduction becomes a matter of the liighcst im-

portance. Indeed, it determines the proi^perily of a people. If

the balance be in favor of reproduction, population and the

means of producing comfort and happiness will increase ; if there

is no proponderancy either way, society will come to a stand

;

and if consumption be in excess, national decline is inevitable.

Whether individual expenditures should be regulated by law,

or left to each one's discretion, is an old question. Rome, and

some other countries of Europe, undertook to fix the outlays of

llieir subjects. Experience and argument have long since dis-

proved the expediency of such legislation. It is a most ruinous

policy. " Sumptuary laws are a manifest infringement on the

right of property; and no legislator can fetter his subjects in the

disposal of the fruits of their industry, without rendering them less

zealous about their acquisition, and paralyzing their exertions."

Who is to draw the line between necessaries and superlluiiics ?

If an individual cannot do it even in his own case, how shall a

c;rave and reverend body of senators do it for a whole people ?

I'conomy is the knowledge of our means, and the best mode of

employing them; avarice is mere hoarding, not for the purpose of

reproducing, but from an instinctive or mechanical imj^ulse to

hoard ; and luxury is the consumption or use of dear or costly

articles; but taste, education, temperament, and habits, will so

vary the individual notions of economy, avarice, and luxury, that all

allcmpts to settle the boundary between them must" be frivolous

itid ineffectual. Besides, it has been well remarked that govern-

ments were not instituted for the purpose of keeping the accounts,
and balancing the ledgers, of their subjects, but to protect the equal
fi^ius and liberties of all. To allow " luxuries " only to those who
* can afford it," is to create unnecessary distinctions ; and, what
's worse, it damps the spirit of industry and enterprise : and while
^ic liberty of disposing of their earnings as they please injures no
'^i^'", but benefits all, it contributes to the general amount of valu-
able products in a nation.
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"A watch," says Dr. Palcy, "may be a very unnecessary a[>.

pendagc lo the dress of a peasant
;

yel, if the peasant will till ihc

ground in order to obtain a watcii, the true design of comnicrcc is

answered: and the watch-maker, while he polishes the case and

fdes the wheels of his ingenious machine, is contrib\}ting to the

production of corn as ctlcctually, though not as directly, as if he

handled the plough or the spade. The use of tobacco is an ac-

knowledged supcriUhty ; hut if the fisherman will ply his nets, and

the mariner fetch rice from other countries, in order to procure

himself this indulgence, the market is supplied with two important

articles of provision by the instrumentality of a merchandise which

has no other apparent use than the gratification of a viliaicd

appetite."

It is stated that at one time citizens of England were stationed

in the pillory for tlic crime of wearing so important an article of

luxury a? a shirt; and as late even as 1577, Hollingsworlh, in his

Chronicles, indulged in dolorous lamentations upon the wicked

and increasing prevalence of chimneys, and the substitution of

earthen ware for wooden platters. Voltaire, too, was not free

from prejudices of a similar kind. In complaining of the de-

generacy of the times, he remarks, that while Henry IV. could

dispense wilii tea, colTee, and chocolate, and breakfast on a '' glass

of wine and wheaten bread," the products of " Martinique, Mocha,

and China, are now required for the breakfast of a servant
!"'

These articles cost France fifty millions annually, and he could

not see how she could long support such presumptuous extrava-

gance ! The dilhculty is neatly dispelled by M'CuUoch :—

" Voltaire forsot that the commodities widi which the gold and silver

exported to India are purchased are the produce of the industry M

France; and that the dr^ire of acquiring tea, coffee, cj-c, is tht sv.r^

principle that sets this industry in motion. It is, therefore, obvious in'ic

in the event of the importation of these things being prcventeJ, tlic ro

would 110 lunscr be a motive for the exertion of that industry ili:it '>

now employed in the production of the equivalents given lor tlu ni

;

and France', instead of becoming richer by such a measure, would -"
•

come just so much the poorer."

—

Principles, p. 400.

Measure of Value.—From what was said on a preceding p^igc

it will be recollected that the word value is susceptible ot more

meaning'^ than one, and on this ambiguity many of the greater'.

errors in the science originate. And Archbishop Whately incluues U

among ambiguous terms, and remarks :
" As value is the on.)

relation witii which political economy is conversant, we might ex-

pect all economibls to be agreed as to its meaning. There is no
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.ubicct on which Ihey are less agreed ."-Lo-ic. It has been

shown hoxYcvcr, that, hke any other word of various signiiicalions,

us special meaning can be fixed and agreed upon by common con-

sent But our business is not so much now with a word as witli

an object—not so much the name as the thing. A standard mea-

sure of vahie—one which shall be uniform at all limes, as well in

I nation's early history as in its highest civilization-was for a long

lime a great desideratum. Why, it was asked, can we not have

an invariable measure of value, as well as a statute mile or bushel ?

'J'iic answer is simple and obvious : no substance ever can be

found which possesses the properties requisite to constitute it a

ro-rect permanent standard. Every substance is liable to varia-

tions and must be ailected by the operations of supply and de-

mand. Wheat, for example, is subject to the fluctuations of the

market- and this again depends on the supply; and this last again

on the facility and success with which agricultural operations are

conducted. "Wiieat or grain of any sort, therefore, is not to be

ihought of. Dr. Adam Smith proposes labor :—

" Every man is rich or poor according to the degree in which he

can afford to enjov the necessaries, conveniences, or amusemoiiis ot

human life. But after the division of labor has once thoroughly taken

place it is but a very small part of these with which a man's liibor can

viipply him. The far greater part of them he must derive Irom the

labor of other people, and he must be rich or poor according to Uic

quantity of that labor which he can command, or which he can aUord

to purchase. The value of any commodity, theretore, to the person

\vho possesses it, and who means not to use or consume it l.imselt,

but to exchange it for other commodities, is equal to the quantit\ ot

hibor wliich it enables him to purchase or command. Labor, there

fore, is the real measure of the exchangeable value of aU commodities. —
Weallh of Nations, book i, chap. 5.

To illustrate his meaning still further, he goes back to the ori-

ginal stale of societv-before the probable introduction of any

other medium of excliangc-and thence infers that the real price

of every commodity is the toil and trouble of acquiring- it :—

"
If among a nation of hunters, for example, it usually cost twice the

labor to kill a beaver which it does to kill a deer, one beaver should

n.turdly exchange for or be worth two deer. It is natura tha tla

which is usually the produce of two hours' or two days labpr should

be worth double of that which is usually the produce of one dav . or

one huut's labor."—Book i, chap. i.

That this doctrine would hold m the case he has supposed, there

IS probably little doubt. While such a stale of society continues,

there can be no progress ; and if any system whatever of exchange
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were to prevail in the community, labor might be " the orit^inal
j

purcliase-money paid for all things;/' although to us there .seems J

no prevailing reason why it should be selected rather than any- \

ihing else. Be that as it may, however—admitting, for the ;>;d;o

of ar^-ument, that among the lowest barbarians labor obtains as a

measure of value—still J)r. Smith leaves out of sight two import-

ant facts, which must not be separated from the question ; jhst,

ihat commodities of exchange arc susceptible of increase from the

same amount of industry, or, in other words, owing to diflerent

circumstances the same amount of labor will produce unequal

amount of products ; and, secondly, tliat labor itself must vary in

value not only by the proportion between supply and demand, but

also by the continual change in the price of food or other neces-

saries on which the wages of labor arc expended.

" If the reward of the laborer were always in proportion to what ho

produced, the quantity of labor bestowed on a commodity, and tlic

quantity of labor which thai commodity would purchase, would be

equal ; and cither might accurately measure the variations of such

things : but they arc not equal ; the first is, under many circumstances,

an invariable standard, indicating correctly the variations of other

ihiuf^s ; the latter is subject to as many fluctuations as the commo-
dities compared with it."

"It cannot, therefore, be correct to say, with Adam Smith, 'that as

labor may sometimes purchase a greater, and sometimes a smaller,

qnaiuiiv of goods, it is their value which varies, and not that of the

labor which purchases llieu) ;' and, therefore, ' that labor alone, never

var}-iiig in its own value, is alone the ultimate and real standard I)y

which the value of all commodities may at all times be estimated and

compared;' l)Ul it is correct to say, 'that the proportion between the

quaiuities of labor necessary for acquiring dilfereiU objects, seems to

be the only circumstance which can afibrd any rule for exchanging

them for one another; or, in other words, that it is the comparative

quantity of commodities which labor will produce^ that determines

their j)ve>cnt or past relative value, and not the comparative quantities

of commodities which are given to the laborer in exchange for his

labor."

—

Ricardo''s Economy, chap. i.

On tiiis subject, M'Culloch expresses himself with his usual

clearness and force :

—

" This distinction must be kept clearly in view. Dr. Smith seetns

to have considered the quantitv of labor required to produce a comiimo-

dity as an equivalent ex])ression for the quantity of labor for which that

commodity would exchange ; and that, consequently, it might be sniu

that the real value of A is to the real value of 15, as the quantity of lal>or

required to produce A is to the quantity of labor required to produce 1^;

or that the real value of A is to the real value of B, as the quanuty

of labor for which A w ill exchange, is to the quantity of labor for whic.i
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U will exchange. But the diflerence hotwecn these two proportions

;« in most cases, notliing less than the diflVrencc between what is true

a:ij wli.1t is false. And it is to Mr. RicarJo's sagacity in dislinguish-

ini; between thcin—and in showing that while the first is undeniably

co'rrccl, the second, instead of being an equivalent expression, is frc-

(iinntlv oi)posed to the first, and, consequently, quite inaccurate—that

the science is indebted forone of its greatest improvements."

—

Principles,

pp. 222, 223.

As already hinted, no article of human subsistence can be made

to answer for a permanent standard of value. Corn, for instance,

must vary with improvements in agriculture, with the perfection

or deficiency of machinery and implements employed in husbandry,

with the discovery and cultivation of new tracts of land, with the

increase of population, and also with the extent of the prohibitions

which governments may enact with regard to its exportation. At

first sight, the precious metals might appear less liable to varia-

tions than cither labor or articles of provision ; but they are sub-

ject to general influences of the same kind. These are briefly

summed up by Professor Newman :

—

•' 1. The value of money will var)- with the labor and expense re-

quired to obtain it; that is, with the cost of production. As this re-

mark relates to the material of money, it can apply only to a specie

currency.
" 2. The value of money will vary with variations in the proportion

of the amount found at any time in a nation to the amount required for

the purposes of a circulating medium, or, as it is more commonly ex-

pressed, with the relative variations of supply and demand.
" 3. Money is subject to nominal variations."

—

Elements.

In proof of this last point he quotes from Dr. Smith, who main-

tains, with truth, that the denomination of coins originally ex-

pressed the iDeight of metal contained in them. Tiius, the Roman
pondo contained a pound of copper ; the English pound sterling,

during the reign of Edward I., a pound Tower weight of silver,

and so of other metals and other denominations. It is not uni-

versally true that " names do not alter things." If flfty millions

of pounds sterling arc to be paid, nothing is easier in the world

than to order that that amount shall be called one hundred mil-

lions, and by this means enrich the royal cofTers at the expense

<jf the royal conscience. Dr. Smith accordingly attributes tlie

'Hniinution in the quantity of metal entering into tiic several coins

It) the avarice and injustice of princes and states : and surely they

'J'jk generous liberties with it ; for " the English pound and penny

<^'-':ilain at present about a third only—the Scots pound and penny
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about a iJiirtij-sixth—and tlic French pound and penny about a
sia-hj-sixth jiart of liicir original value !"

After all, however, political economy suffers no serious losa from
the inability of its friends to secure and agree upon a uniform and
never-varying standard of value.

" Though it is quite visionary to expect to find what cannot pos-
sibly exist—an invariable standard of exchangeable value— it is not so
dinicult as might at first sight be supposed, to trace all variations in
the exchangeable value of connnoditics to their proper sources. 'J'ho
discrepancies that obtain between the real and exchangeable value of
commodities are not arbitrary and caj.ricious. They all depend on a
very few principles whose operation and eficct admit of being charlv
exhibited and defined. And when tliis is done, the proportion which the
exchangeable value of a commodity bears to its real value, may at any
given period be easily determined.''—J/'Ci/V/oc/i'^ Principles, part ii.

Wc have thus bricHy sketched the measure of value, not, per-

haps, because of its superiority in importance to many others

^vIlicll might be selected, but because the most partial examination
of it will serve to show an interesting fact, namely, that no man is

qualified for the high and responsible office of legislation who has

not given to political economy a considerable share of his atten-

tion. The two sciences of political economy and politics are, it is

true, separate and distinct. The great business of the politician

is to investigate the basis and principles of government ; to stuJy
the comparative excellence of its various forms ; and to trace the

practical duties and obligations arising from the reciprocal relations

of rulers and people. The political economist finds his business

somewhat in advance of this. He judges of the measures of

government, and not of its constitution. If he finds those mea-
sures to be inconsistent with the prmciples on which the prodiic-

liun, distribution, and consumption of wealth, are most advanta-

geously conducted, he is expected to notice them, and point out

their mischievous tendency. To be silent and inactive under such

circumstances would be highly reprehensible ;. and accordingly the

best writers on political economy have always felt themselves com-
pelled to canvass without reserve the acts which national author. ly

may have established.

But although the two sciences have their appropriate depart-

mpnls, and are characterized by pecidiar diQ'erences, they arc,

nevertheless, so related as frequently to bear upon each other;

and questions may, and often do, arise, which cannot be salisfao

torily discussed without a knowledge of both. One thing at Ica-i

is certain : those jmnciplcs wdiose operations lead to the accuniu-
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lation of wealth in a country cannot be successfully learned from

politics alone, and for this reason they do not necessarily depend

on the form of government. National prosj)crity may be just as

•Tcat in a monarchy as in a republic, provided the circumstances

which usually contribute to it are the same in both. Tlie re-

marks of 3Ir. M'Culloch on this subject are loo striking to be

withheld :

—

"The laws which regulate the production and distribution of wealth

are the same in every country and stage of society. Those circum-

stances which are favorable or unfavorable to the increase of riches

and population in a republic may equally exist, and will have exactly

ihc same elTects in a monarchy. That security of property, without

which there can be no steaJy and continued exertion ; that freedom

of cnijaoino in every diOerent branch of industry, so necessary to call

the various powers and resources of human talent and ingenuity into

action ; and that economy in the public expenditure, so conducive to

the accumulation of national wealth; are not exclusive attributes of any

particvdrir species of government. If free states generally make the

most rajild advances in wealth and population, it is an indirect rather

than a direct consequence of their political constitution. It results

more from the greater probability that the right of property will be held

sacred; tliat the freedom of industry will be less fettered and re-

stricted ; and that the public income will be more judiciously levied

and expended under a popular government, than from the mere circum-

stance of a greater proportion of people being permitted to exercise

jiolitical rights and privileges. Give the same securities to the sub-

jects of an absolute monarch, and they will make the same advances."'

—Principles, pp. 57, 58.

Docs it not appear singular, then, that if political econon)y has

for its object the general prosperity of a nation, it should, notwith-

standing, be so long in rising to the rank of a science ? \Xc are

aware that to some persons this question will present no difiiculty

whatever. A recent writer, after congratulating " young America"

on the progress she has made within thc'-past fifty years, makes a

lengtliy digression for the purpose of uttering lugubrious wadings

over the present tendency to the physical in our enterprises. He
pronounces this the age of the understanding, as distinguished

from the age of the reason, and adds, the confession is made with

mingled emotions of sorrow and joy—the latter, however, beingralher

^ diminutive ingredient in his cup. True, we have made some

advance in social improvement ; we have joined in the march of

n-iiions ; and, to our credit be it spoken, that to the industrial and

scientific avocations of life wc have even added some claims to the

title of intellectual : but let us not deceive ourselves ; for, after all,

^e know comparatively nothing of tiie fmc arts, aslhetics, and the
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high ideal and spiritual capabilities of man—so intent, cv<mi to

phrcnsy, are ^ve upon the acquirement of the material and ihc

practical. He comforts us, however, with the tliought that, ba.l -.u \

things are, we are not wholly responsible for our wretched ph-hi

;

'

for we have inherited it, for the most part, from our ancestors

:

and lest they should be disturbed in their resting place by so grave

a charge, he kindly apologizes for them by assuring us they could

not help it. Flying from the old world in their haste and flurry,

they brought nothing with them but the spirit of liberty, and, re-

leasing it from scholastic sophistry, and the rubbish of dilapidated

dynasties, they clothed it in fleshly habiliments, and instructed it

in the best methods of seeking a living for itself. As example

goes before precept, they kindly led the way ; and then coni-

menced the struggle with nature, the groveling utilitarianism,

wiiich has pursued us to the present hour, and is molding all uiir

habits, feelings, and institutions. Alas for us !

The term utiU(arianis??i has become within the past few yca.'-s

a word of reproach, and may in some cases be correctly applied

;

but we confess we never could see the justice or propriety ol

allowing it so extensive and sweeping an acceptation as it ha^:

obtained. Notwithstanding the protest so solemnly entered by the

sentimental, we arc disposed to believe that the acquisition of

wealth in an honorable way is not in itself so sordid and disgrace-

ful ; nay, we hold that a man is actually under obligation to secure

as large returns for his labor or his capital as he can consistently

with other obligations; and the reasons are obvious. Wealth fur-

nishes the means of improving society ; and when it is not accu-

mulated, society must retrograde. Whenever communities And i;

necessary to engage in a constant struggle to supply the immcdiaio

and pressing wants of the body, no time can be spared for the cul-

tivation of the mind. The natural and necessary result of such a

state of things must be the prevalence of illiberal and contracted

views. The possession of a competency, therefore, is highly de-

sirable, not merely as a means of physical enjoyment, but as a

means of civilization and refinement. Indeed, history justifies the

inference that the elevation and improvement of society are in

direct proportion to the increase of wealth.

" It is certain tliat the comparative barbarism and refinement of

nations depend more on the comparative amount of their woaUh ih'-.u

upon any other circumstance. ^1 poor proplc arc never refined, ivr '

rich people ever barharons. It is impossible to name a sincflc nauoii

which has made any distinguished Jigurc cither in pliilosopby or tin-

fine arts, without having been, at the same time, celebrated tor us
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».-alih. Tho age of Pericles and Phidias was the flourishing age of
Crrcian, as the age of I*clrarch and liajjhacl was of Italian, conuiieicc.

The indiicncc of wealth, in this respect, is almost omnipotent. It

rii>id Venice from the bosom of the deep; and made the dc'scrt and
tandy islands on which she is built, and the inihealthy swamps of Hol-
land, the abodes of science and of art. In our own country [Eui(land]

v.A ell'ects have been equally striking. Tho number and enunen'ce of

our pliiiosophers, poets, scholars, and artists, have ever increased as

il-.c public wealth, or the means of rewarding and honoring their labors.

h.ive increased."

—

}rCuUoch's Principles, part i.

These views are amply sustained by the best writers upon the

ii'.bjcct of political economy ; and yet .Air. Say, in his Introduction,

>!iows very clearly that no correct systematic treatises upon it were
published earlier than the sixteenth century. The general policy

of the ancients is not to be named—their treaties, and the methods

by which they governed their conquered provinces, prove that they

know next to nothing of the nature and origin of wealth, and of its

proper distribtuion and consumption. If v.-e inrjuire into the causes

v.juch contributed to keep this science in obscurity, wc siiall find

l;»cy were chiefly the following :

—

1. The existence of domestic slavery.

This evil is as old as war itself. After the very earliest con-

fjucsis, the captives w ere treated as slaves ; and the victors, in-

ttead of cultivating among them the spirit of industry by holding

out the inducements of honorable reward and the hope of elevating

their social condition, extorted from them their unwilling labor,

and thus checked every motive to enterprise. From a mistaken

tiew of v.-hat constitutes true greatness, some of the ancient

Kovernmcnts prohibited their citizens from engaging in any manu-
ticiuring or commercial occupations ; and where such sentiments

prevailed, labor must have been regarded as beneath the dignity

of freemen. Even the master minds of the age could not rise above
t'lis narrow prejudice ; and Cicero declared tiiat extensive coin-

liicrce was only tolerable, while the more moderate was sordid

lid low. He regarded it as impossible to pursue these occupa-
i-jns and retain any of the principles of manliness or honesty

:

"'"^ordidi etiam putandi, qui mercantur a mcrcatoribus quod statim

^citdant, nihil enim proficiunt nisi admodum mcntiantur. Opifi-

•-"»qiic oinnes in sordida arte versantur, nee enim quidqiiam in-

s'"nuum potest habere ofRcina. . . . ^Mcrcatura autem, si tenuis

•^^'l sordida putanta est; sin autem magna et copiosa, multa undiquc
^i'i'ortans, multisque sine vanitatc imperliens, no)i est admodum
^'i"]'erunday It is true that agriculture did not meet with so
«• uiTul disapprobation as other brandies of industry. Groat men
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engaged in it occasionally. Thus we arc frequently reminded that

Cincinnatus left his ploiigli in the furrow, pkiccd himself at ihc

head of the army, led his country to glorious victory, and then re-

turned to the peacefid and quiet enjoyments of rural life. And ii

is only sheer justice that, as Cicero has been quoted to show his

opinion of labor, he should be allowed to express himself upon the

respectability of the cultivation of the soil :
—" Nunc venio ad

yoluptates agricolarum, quibiis ego incrcdihilitcr ihlector. . . .

Quid ego irrigationes, quid fossiones agri, repaslionesquc pru-

ferram, quibns fit multo terra fa'.cundior? . . . Di.vi in eo libro

quern de rebus rusticis scripsi ; , . . nee consetiones mode delcc-

tant, sed ctiam insitiones
;
quibus nihil invenit agricultura solcs-

tius."—Dc Scnccf, ^ xv. All this reads very fuiely, and would

seem to indicate that this branch of business was exempt from the

odium to which others were subject. But two things are forgotten

in the glowing ])icture : first, that Cicero is merely recommending

the pleasures of rustic life as a refuge from the enjiui of old age

;

and, secondly, that throughout the different changes of the govern-

ment, the cultivation of the soil—the drudgery, to be plain—was

for the most part conducted by slaves, thus rendering it igno-

minious for men of rank and fortune to turn their attention to

production.

Though after the fall of Rome, and the establishment of feudalism,

the servitude of the lower class of society was less rigorous, the

condition of neither lord nor vassal was such as to lead to wealth.

The lord had too much land to cultivate properly even with free

labor ; and history demonstrates (hat he who can earn nothing liit

his living will prove a dear bargain to his employer. In the ages

of chivalry and feudalism, therefore, the means which usually

operate in the general development of a country's resources were

neglected ; and, of course, the science of political economy was

not likely, under such circumstances, to progress rapidly,

2. The prevalence of wars, and the supposition that military

glory was essential to the prosperity of nations.

While on the subject of production, it was shown that the pro-

teclion of property constitutes one of its most effective aids. N"

man will aim at afiluence who possesses no assurance that h"-"

will be protected in his just rights.

*' Experience has abundantly shown that these benefits [careful cul-

tivation of the soil, itc] result from this arrangement. Men will n''

labor unless they arc pcrmiucd to reap the fruit of tlicir labors ;
neiii.- r

will economy be practiced in tlie use of those supplies or resoiiri<'i

which are not appropriated by individuals. Every one, in his cag^T-
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ncss to supply his own wants, becomes reckless of the general good."

—,\'ewiiiitii, chap. ii.

In accoidancc with these views, all civilized governments, wliich

rci^ard their own perpetuity, make it an object at an early period

to invest individual proprietors with the power of disposing of their

j>roperty in a manner agreeable to their own choice, l^cyond

»,.i05-tion, a man's powers of mind and body are his own ; and

whenever the honest results of their activity are interfered with,

hi? right of property is violated. ^Vhen this is done, public and

private distress must inevitably follow. No advantages of soil,

climate, or intellect, can compensate for the deprivation. Other

calamities may be outlived; famine and pestilence maybe for-

goilen : but this wears out the spirit of a people, and renders re-

covery hopeless. Travelers tell us that in the Ottoman dominions,

no property is hereditary but what belongs to the church. All

other possessions revert, upon the death of their proprietors, to the

sultan. 'J'he result is, a total recklessness as to the future, for no

one will provide for an unknown successor. This, it is said, is the

reason wliy the Turks are so careless about their houses :
" Tiiey

never construct them of solid or durable materials ; and it would

be a gratification to them to be assured that they would fall to

pieces the moment after they had breathed their last." The vio-

lation of the right of properly is, in short, a violation of a natural

law ; and the bitter experience of mankind shows that no law of

our being can be infringed with impunity. Nor does the case of

the Jews present any exception to the general rule. Recent facts

have demonstrated that their boasted wealth has always been

prcatly exaggerated. When the governments of Europe denied

liicm the privilege of holding any property, or of engaging in agri-

culture, their only resort was commerce ; and having no syste-

matic competition in trading, some of them became wealthy ; but

ihc great mass of the Jewish population are no richer than other

people.

Now it is admitted on all hands that when a country is engaged
in war for a long lime, all the evils of insecurity of properly are

l-raciically realized. Particular descriptions are always more
striking than general assertions ; and for this purpose we make the

following extract from Dr. Arnold's Lectures on Modern History.
It presents a thrilling sketch of the blockade of Genoa. After de-

scribing ihe investment on the landside by the Austrians, and the

sh'^lting out of all supplies by the British squadron under Lord
^'-iih on the Gulf—both arrangements contemplating the reduction
of the French garrison—he proceeds :

—
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"It is not at once that the inliabilnnts of a great cit}- accuslomcd

to the daily siglit of -well-stored shops and an abundanl niarkot,

begin seriously to realize the idea of scarcity ; or that the wcahhy
classes of society who have never known any other state than one

of abundance and luxury, begin seriously to conceive of famine.

But the shops were emptied, and the storehouses began to be

drawn upon ; and no fresh hope of supply appeared. Winter
passed away, and spring returned so early and so beautiful on

that garden-like coast, sheltered as it is from the north winds by its

belt of mountains, and open to the full rays of the southern sun

;

spring returned, and clothed the hill sides within the lines with its

first verdure. But that verdure w^as no longer the delight of tlic

careless eye of luxury, refreshing the citizens by its loveliness and

softness when they rode or w\alked up thither from the city to enjuy

the surpassing beauty of the prospect. The green hill sides were

now visited for a very different object. Ladies of the highest rank

might be seen cutting up every green plant which it was possible

to turn to food, and bearing home the coumion weeds of our road-

sides as a most precious treasure. The French general, Masscna,

pitied the distresses of the people ; but the lives and strength of

his garrison seemed to him more important than the lives of the

Genoese ; and such provisions as remained were reserved in the

first place to the French army. Scarcity became utter want, and

want became famine. In the most gorgeous palaces of that gor-

geous city, no less than in the humblest tenement of its humblest

poor, death was l)usy ; not the momentary death of battle or mas-

sacre, nor the speedy death of pestilence ; but the lingering and

most painful death of famine. Infants died before their parents'

eyes ; husbands and wives lay down to expire together. A man,

whom I saw in 162.') at Genoa, told me tliat his father and two of

his brothers had been starved to death in that fatal siege. So it

went on, till in the month of June, when Napoleon had already

descended into the Plains of Lombardy, the misery became unen-

durable, and Massena surrendered. But before he did so, twenty

thousand innocent persons, old and young, women and children,

had died by the most horrible of all deaths which humanity can

endure. Other horrors which occurred during this blockade I pa^s

over; the agonizing death of twenty thousand innocent and iicii>-

less persons recjuires nothing to be added to it."

—

Led. IV.

We have here a sight of war in one of its most terrific aspects

;

but awful and harrowing as it is, it falls far short of reality. When

the peace of nations is disturbed, military law will necessarily pr<^*

vail more or less ; and though " the French general may pity t''®
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Jjsircsscs of the people," slill " ihc lives and strength of his garri-

iow 5oeni to him of more importance than the lives of the Genoese ;"

and if cither party starves, it must be the latter. And the worst

of it is, the citizens can have no choice but starvation ; for they are

shut in by the elTort to shut the enemy out, so that the people are,

.iftcr all, subject to the army. Rcccntlj^, \\c are aware, llie con-

duct of war is not so brutal and cold-blooded. Lord Napier says,

there is as great a difference between the modern and ancient

holdicr as between the sportsman and the butcher. The English

army while advancing into France, in 1S14, respected persons and

property, and paid for every article of food ; and it is some salis-

laclion to know that our own troops have done the same during

our dilficullies with Mexico. And yet with all these improve-

ments, there must, nevertheless, prevail during the existence of

hosliliiies, especially near the theatre of conflict, a state of fearful-

ness and insecurity, which cannot help preventing the proper and

natural development of a country's resources ; so that, while Dr.

Arnold congratulates himself and the English nation that " Nelson,

was spared from commanding at the horrible blockade of Genoa,"

there is yet room to fear that in his capacity as a naval ollicer, he

was the instrument of producing misery and wretchedness beyond

the immediate effects of actual conflict. One thing at least is cer-

tain : the spirit of military glory, however much it may serve to

inflate national vanity, never fails to be injurious in the long run

;

•ind every political economist would gladly say with Bielfeld, one

of the ministers of Frederick the Great: "If I were to write a

dictionary I would not allow the word tear to occur in it."

3. Tlie spirit of philosophy which prevailed in ancient time.

The Christian religion has been stigmatized as hostile to the

cultivation of the arts and conveniences of life. Of the truth of

iuch a charge, every person conversant with the subject is enabled

to judge. For ourselves, we regard it a.s obviously false. Com-
pare the social condition of any nation where Christianity lias been

•uloptcd in its theory and practice, and what is the conclusion?

Not, certainly, that revelation tends to the- hinderance of civiliza-

tion and rehnement. A Christian is "the highest style of man;"
und we are constrained to view the system as contemplating the

restoration of the entire man—physical, intellectual, and moral.

His capacities in these respects were perfect prior to the fall ; they

''pcrated witliout interruption or collision ; and were intended so

'0 operate in harmonious action for ever. Moral evil fomid its

^^':>y to earth; sin broke up the primordial union; and, in its

*lcad, substituted misrule and antagonism. And while constitu-
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tions and systems purely human have uniformly failed to counter-

act the dreadful cflecls, and must for ever fail, Christianity pro-

poses to accomplish the work ; and, from its nature and source,

it must ultimately triumph. "For, for this cause was Chri.st

manifested in the world, that he miglit destroy sin"—and when
the cause ceases, the effects will necessarily be at an end.

But in addition to the falseness of the charge, it can be fairly

and successfully retorted. The moralists of Greece looked upon

the refined mode of living as an evil of no ordinary magnitude
;

and legislators allowed their systems to be molded by the sainu

sentiment. Lycurgus,forexamplc, banished commerce from Sparta,

and interdicted the use of any but iron currency. He established

an equal distribution of the lands ; and required every citizen to

eat at a public table, where the conversation was marked as much
by gloomy gravity as instructiveness. Personal liberty even was

violated ; for parents were not allowed to train their own children,

but had to give them up to the disposal and education of the

state. And although in other states less summary measures ob-

tained, still the accumulation of property was dreaded as being

subversive of those warlike and self-denying virtues whicli they so

much admired.

4. Even after political economy began to be cultivated, its pro-

gress was slow, on account of the peculiar prejudices of the

limes. Though resting on a few general principles, the science,

nevertheless, deals largely in facts ; and these, to minds fond of

generalization, were not likely to be palatable. With some per-

sons, nothing is so agreeable as a high order of classification. It

is a vast saving of trouble. It supersedes the necessity of patient

analysis ; and though, it may lead to error and inconsistency, it is

never abandoned without a struggle. It must be tolerated like a

"splendid sinner," for its very " captivating powers." J^very one

must observe, however, that if this whim be gratified, all science

must suffer. If rules are to be first framed, and then applied to

facts, experimental philosophy is a wretched misnomer. The
sweeping generalizations which are unable to discover any differ-

ence in tlie several parts of a work whicli co-operate toward form-

ing a whole, can never arrive at a clear exposition of the means by

which the final result is reached.

We must add, that, besides this prejudice, the whole subject was

discarded from the public schools.

" At the establishment of the universities, the clergy were almost

the exclusive dcpc)sit:iries of the little kiiowlcdi^re then in existriico.

It was natural, therefore, that their peculiar feelings and pursuiis
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shoiilJ have a marked influence on the plans of education thry were
finploycd to frame. Grammar, rhetoric, Ionic, scliooi divinity, and

civil law, comprised the whole course of study. To have appointed

professors to explain the principles of commerce, and the means by
which labor misht be rendered most ellective, would have been con-

sidered as equally superfluous and degrading to the dignity of science.

The ancient prejudices against commerce, manufactures, and luxury,

retained a powerful influence in the middle ages. None were pos-

sessed of any clear ideas concerning the true source of national

wealth, happiness, and prosperity."

—

WCnlloclCs Principles, part i.

How diflerenl the present state of tlie science ! Before us lies

a volume of catalogues from the principal institutions of learning

in our country; and in every cue of iliem political economy holds a

place in the junior or senior studies : while in the old world it has

ceased to be a novelty. As long ago as 1S21, ]\Ir. Say announced

its advancement in the following enthusiastic strain :

—

" It is now taught wherever knowledge is cherished. In the uni-

versities of Germany, Scotland, Spain, Italy, and in the north, pro-

fessorships of political economy are already established ; henceforth

this study will be prosecuted, among them with all the advantages of a

regular and systematic science. While the University of O.xford pur-

sues her old and beaten course, Cambridge, within a few years, has

established a chair for the development of this new science. Par-

ticular courses are delivered at Geneva, and many other places ; the

merchants of Barcelona have at their own expense founded a professor-

fchip on political economy. The study is iioss- considered as an essen-

tial branch of the education of princes ; and all who are worthy of that

high distinction blush at being ignorant of its principles. The emperor

of Russia has been desirous that his brothers, the grand dukes Nicholas

and Michael, should attend a course of lectures under the direction of

M. Storch. Finally, the government of France has done itself lasting

honor by creating the first professorship of political economy in this

kingdom, sanctioned by public authority."

His sanguine prediction has been fully realized. The prin-

ciples which lead to public prosperity have everywhere been in-

vestigated ; and the ship of state is now no longer left without

chart or compass to the mercy of every adverse wave and wind.

Tlic sources of wealth have been disclosed ; the elements of na-

tional advancement have been shown to be invariable quantities in

the great problem of human activity ; and in our own representa-

tive government especially, each citizen, feeling the obligation to

qualify himself to deliberate on public affairs, and to do his little,

^ut not unimportant, share in promoting the public welfare, is

•availing himself of the teachings of that science which, of all

oihers, can best enable him to arrive at solid conclusions.

Carlisle, March 24, 1847.

Vol, VIII.—26
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- Art. IV.

—

Wesleij and his Biographers.

" In labors more abundant."

—

Paid.

"Lord, let rae not live to be useless."

—

Wesley.

It is not yet a cenUir)- and a half since John Wesley was born.

It is but little more than half a century since he closed his eventful

and useful life. Extensively known and read while living, he lias

not been forgotten since his death. His name is on every tongue,

and is wafted by every breeze. And, as year after year passes

away, his history elicits new inquiry respecting his doctrine and

manner of life ; and every particular, however minute, or appa-

rently unimportant in itself, is sought after with the greatest avid-

ity, both by friends and foes. His remarkable career and almost

superhuman labors astonish the thinking; and the results of those

labors are cause for devout thanksgiving with every truly pious

individual.

Mr. Wesley was born at Epworth, in Lincolnshire, on the 17ih

of June, 1703; in 1720 he entered Christ's Church, Oxford; in

1725 he was ordained a deacon by Bishop Potter; in 1726 he was

elected fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford; in 1727 he took his

degree of master of arts; in 172S he was ordained a priest by

Bishop Potter; in 1729 the name of ]\Icthodist was first applied to

his brother Charles ; in 1735 he went as a missionary to Georgia;

in 1733 he returned to England ; in 1739 he formed the first

"United Society." From this formation, the Methodist Church,

wherever it exists, has sprung. On the 2d of March, 1791, in the 1

eighty-eighth year of his age, and sixty-sixth of his ministry, Mr.

Wesley died, "in sure and certain hope of eternal life, through the

atonement and mediation of a crucified Saviour."

In whatever respect we consider Mr. Wesley's character, it pre-

sents to us something remarkably striking. There is, indeed, in

its formation a happy union of what constitutes the good, the use-

ful, and the great. Where all the powers or faculties of the mind

are uniforndy developed, it is dilficult to point out in which supe-

rior excellence is displayed. Perhaps in the art of governing in

the church, as an elder, he excels. In considering his character,

however, and his extraordinary labors, and the success of those

labors, we are constantly reminded of an ever-present and ever-

watchful Providence, surrounding, and guiding, and giving a con-

trolling influence to his actions. i

Wesley was one of those men raised up in the church to do an
^

important and special work. Religious communities, as well as
:|

2G* \
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civil governments, degenerate ; and a decided and powerful move-

ment is necessary to bring them back to the principles and practice

of the gospel. To do this, as the history of the church clearl}'

shows, something out of the ordinary course of operation is re-

quired. Without some extraordinary measures, it is diflicult, if,

indeed, it is not impossible, to arouse the dormant sensibilities of

mankind, and startle them from tlic slumber of ages.

Every reformer, whether in the church or state, must expect to

be charged with rashiess by those of more prudent and fearful

mind. The very men, indeed, who concede that a change is highly

important, but who have' not energy and firmness of character

enough to stem the current of popular sentiment, nor fortitude to

endure the obloquy which an eccentric course would bring upon

them, are the first, frequently, to raise the cry of ultraism, enthu-

siasm, and ambition, against those who have. And the measures

which an enlightened posterity will approve as wise and necessary,

will, by many of this class of persons, be regarded as ill judged

and uncalled for. In the estimation of these, Luther was an ambi-

tious youth seeking for distinction, rather than to advance the cause

of religion in the world : Cromwell was a hypocritical wretch, rash

and unrelenting, and caring for nothing, so he might accomplish

iiis fiendish purposes : and Wesley, in the same strain, and from

the same motives—envy and jealousy for the most part—has re-

ceived as large a share of reproach and abuse as has fallen to the

lot of any other individual.

Portraitures of Wesley and i\Iethodism, and works on that sub-

ject, from the penny tract to the volume of high pretension, have

appeared at the rate of about four productions a year, since the

organization of the first society m 1739. These have emanated

from Church and dissenting priests, from mitred heads and laic

liands ; and also from a class, sui generis, of odJs and ends, em-

bracing seceders, formalists in religion, and opposcrs of all Chris-

tianity. Some of these productions are clever caricatures
; others

abound in low wit and obscene detail, and are couched in the ordi-

nary parlance of Christopher Sly. And of most of them it may be

Raid, "What time they wax warm, tiiey vanish away."

Since ]\Ir. Wesley's death, besides 'numerous sketches of his

character, drawn by different individuals, there have appeared six

imposing " Lives" of him. Tliose we design in the present article

briefly lo notice. And if it should appear to our reader that we
•iro not disposed to extenuate their faults, we trust it will be equally

apparent lo liim that we do not set down aught in malice.
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The first Life of Mr. Wesley was written by Rev. John IIamp-

goN, Jr.; it made its appearance, in 3 vols. 12mo., in 1791. li was

the dcsi'Mi of Mr. Hampson to pnblish his work while Mr. Wesley

was living- This was not done, however ; and the memoir was

not given to the public till its subject was beyond the reach of ii»

intbicnce.

The father of the author of tliis work, Mr. John llarnpson, Senr.,

became one of Mr. Wesley's assistants in 1755, and continued wiih

liim for thirty years, when, taking offense, he left his connection.

John Hampson, Jr., entered the traveling ministry in 1777, and

left it with his father in M^b.—Myles's History of the Methodists.

Such was the course pursued by Mr. Hampson, Senr., that thoui^h

he continued in the traveling ministry with Mr. Wesley, he seems

never to have stood high in his estimation. The son was intro-

duced to the conference by his father; and his, says Mr. Moore,

was the first instance of a preacher's irregular admittance into the

connection. Whatever cause Mr. Wesley had to be dissatisfied

\Yilh the father, "in the issue he had still less cause," says the same

writer, "for satisfaction in the son."

In filling up the deed of decfaration, by which the right to ap-

point preachers to occupy the pulpits in the chapels throughout the

Weslcyan connection was secured to the conference, legally com-

posed of one hundred members, the Hampsons' names were omit-

ted. This so offended them that they endeavored to make a parly

against the deed. Tliat attempt failed, however; and having made

an apology at the following conference, :Mr. Wesley, through the

intercession of Mr. Fletcher, consented to appoint them agam U'

circuits. But before the end of the year they left their Avork; t!ic

father to superintend a school in the county of Kent, the son wiih

a view to enter the ministry of the English Church. They both

addressed letters of resignation to Mr. Wesley, which were read

10 him by Mr. Henry Moore. " The father," says Mr. Moore,

" wrote under a strong feeling of resentment, and displayed many

of his old principles. The young man wrote with more mildness,

and expressed some grateful acknowledgments of the many bencUts

which he had received ; but it was very apparent that lie tn'>

roughly participated in the irritation of the father. Quite cnonuU

was said by both about the arbitrary power exercised by Mr. ^> e-

Icy; wl»o look little notice of these letters at first, only saying
I'J

me, ' You sec the strength of the cause.' But he was afterward

much moved, when he considered the mischief that might coinc,

and said with some warmth, * I have been loo tender of these nicn.
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You should have opposed my receiving ihem again. You know I

halt on that foot.' "-Moore's Ufe of Wesley, pp 6, 7.

Such were the circumstances in which a Life of .Air. W esiey

was undertaken by Mr. Hampson. That this Life would be

friendly, or impartial, toward Mr. Wesley, was not m the least

expected As Mr. Hampson was about to enter the mmistry ot

-the Church," it was necessary that he should furnish satisfactory

evidence, by defaming Mr. Wesley and ridiculing Methodism, that

he was no longer tainted with the dangerous infection.

Mr Hampson was indebted to Mr. Wesley for his education

which he received at the school in Kingswood. His standing and

position in society he owed to Methodism. And yet, as Mr.

Southey remarks, he had not the heart to do his early patron jus-

tice Wanting, indeed, was he in heart, as his ingratitude clearly

shows. And It is no marvel, when all the circumstances in his

case are considered, that Mr. Wesley should have concluded that

he had been too tender of the man. But how ^t"kingb^ and b a^^

lifully does the leniency of Mr. W esley contrast with ^^^^ "amp-

son's charge, pertinaciously made even in h.s letter of resignation,
.

of arbitrary power !

>. i:f^ ATr
Designing to publish his work during Mr. \A esley s life Mr.

Hampson judged, as U would seem, some apology necessary for so

strancre a procedure under the circumstances. Hence, in his i^re-

ce,°he says :-" For some reasons of which it is not necessary o

info;m our' readers, as well as others which it may be proper o

mention, the author had long determined at a fit OPP t- to

write the Life of Mr. Wesley. It was more ^l-" P^^^^^^ ^"^
,^^

Life would not be overlooked. Some one would be ccr an to un-

dertake It : and considering the color of h.s most -t.matc conn c-

lions, and the unlimited deference with which, in this c re e as

been the fashion to regard him, a danger was apprehended lest the

public should be misinformed, either by the suppression of some

important facts, or by a partial and inaccurate relation.

'This apprehension was a powerful incentive to the present

work; and occasioned an adventure not who ly destitute o d th-

culty or of danger. There must necessarily ^!'^\^'^'%'[^2'.

culty in the delineation of characters replete with light ^"d shade

distinguished by great virtues, and sulhed by strange pecul ar ue

^

"The only circumstance which seems to demand
^-f^^^^

the publication of these Memoirs during Mr ^\ esley ^ .^'^?-

^^^^
he a mere private gentleman, whatever might be his distinction m

.he republic of letters, such an apology might ^e necessar> liut

hi. case is peculiar. He has been for more than half a centur>, m
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the most extensive import of the \vord, a public character. It is

impossible to make liim more so than he has rendered himself."

Mt. Hampson uas so much concerned lest the "public" should

be misinformed respecting Mr. Wesley's character—lest so!nc

important facts should be repressed, or partially and inaccuraicly

related by his fricisds—that he was willing, out of devotion to the

public good, to disregard the decencies and proprieties of life. A
Life of Mr. ^^'csley, while its subject is still living, and without

his consent, or knowledge even, and which rcllects upon his moral

character, is to be thrust upon the community by one no way

connected with him, and but poorly qualified for the self-imposed

task.

Mr. Hampson not only discovers strange peculiarities in ^Ir.

Wesley, which "sullied" his character; but in America "his recti-

tude of conduct," he says, "is not so clear as might be wished."

—

Vol. i, p. 192. Either Mr. Hampson w'as profoundly ignorant

of the circumstances connected with Mr. Wesley's residence in

America, or, in tliis base innuendo, he was actuated by " malice

aforethought." 'J'he statement is a gross slander. With ministe-

rial dignity, with manly prudence, and with Christian fortitude,

Mr. Wesley conducted liimsclf in his severe trials; and his charac-

ter, after passing the fiery ordeal, so far from not being morally

"clear as might be wished," shines as gold that is purified.

My. Hampson's apology for mobs belongs to another age ; and

the seriousness with which he relates the reported follies of some

of Mr. Wesley's preachers—leaving oflf the use of tea and coflcc,

living on vegetables, and sleeping on boards, in imitation of him

—

borders on the ridiculous. But these and other kindred thinp;s.

together with the vanity of our author, ought not at this day to l-c

disturbed. Indeed, we have no disposition, and it is not our de-

sign, to follow Mr. Hampson in his Memoirs of Mr. Wesley. Hi-

work, except for its subject, would have dropped dead from the

press, and had never been known beyond the limits of Sunderland

As a documentary Life, it has no value; its incidents, manufac-

tured for tiic occasion, are of a coarse character; and its criticisms

aj-e of the most petty kind.

The next Life of ^Mr. Wesley was written by Dr. Cokr and

Mr. MoouE ; it is an octavo volume of six hundred and forly-t\'> '»

pages, and was published in 1792. This biography was written

and published under peculiar circumstances. .Air. Wesley li"^''

bequeathed, in trust, his papers to Dr. Coke, Dr. Whitehead, niy

Mr. Moore, to be burned or published as they should sec good.
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A misunderstanding, on which we shall remark by and by, arose

bciwcca Dr. ^Vhitehead, who had been appointed to compile a

Life of ^Ir. Wesley, and the conference : after which it was

deemed best, as it had already been announced, that a Life should

bo prepared forthwith by Dr. Coke and Mr. Moore. This was

uiuicrtakcn ; and before the next conference the work was pub-

lished, and an edition of ten thousand copies sold. Another edi-

tion had been published, and was being sold when the conference

assembled.

—

Mylcs, p. 213.

I Dr. Coke w-as a clergyman of the Church of England, and be-

l came connected with Mr. Wesley in 1776. Their first interview

K was at Taunton, on the 13th of August of that year. Mr. Wes-

I ley says :
" Here I found a clergyman. Dr. Coke, late gentleman

fc commoner of Jesus College in Oxford, who had come twenty miles

I on purpose. I had much conversation with him; and a union then

began which I trust shall never end."

—

Works, vol. iv, p. 459.

llis talents, and his fortune, which was considerable, he devoted

to the service of God. Into Mr. W^esley's measures for the spread

of the gospel he entered with zeal; he stood high in his favor, and

shared largely in his confidence. Southey says :
" No other of

the active members of the connection was possessed of equal for-

tune and rank in society ; and all that he had, his fortune, to every

shilling, and his life, to every minute that could be employed in

active exertions, were devoted to its interests."

—

Life of Wesley,

I
vol. ii, p. 224.

^
Mr. Henry ]\Ioore entered the traveling connection in 1779.

I He, too, stood high in the estimation of ^Ir. Wesley, and was inti-

I n)ate wiih him till death closed their earthly intercourse.

{,
From their intimacy with him, and the unreserved manner in

\ which he communicated with them. Dr. Coke and Mr. Moore were,

so far, well qualified to do justice to the character and fair fame

\ of Mr. Wesley. Their work was prepared for the press in great

t liaste, of which it furnishes sufficient evidence. They give a plain,

I unadorned relation, of the principal events in the life of Mr. Wes-

I:
ley, and the rise and spread of Methodism, both in Europe and

i

America.

In the "Dedication" of their work "to the preachers of the gos-

pel, late in connection with the Rev. John Wesley," the authors

remark :
—" Our aim in compiling this account of the life of our

liODorcd friend, and of that great revival of religion in which he

Was so eminently engaged for more than half a century, has been,

^ir^l, that mankind at large may know what he was, and what he

t^^d, or rather what God iias done by him. And, secondly, that all
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those who are his sons in the gospel may have continually bcforc

them, ho\y faithfully, zealously, and pnitlently, he labored; and may

thereby be more abundantly stimulated to be followers of liini, as

he was of Christ."

They flatter themselves that there is nothing material rcspcctins^

Mr. Wesley, which they have not recorded, "^^'c scruple not to

say," their Preface runs, " there is nothing material rcspcctinc;

him that is not given in this volume. All his private papers were

open to our inspection for several years. He himself also informed

us of many important passages of his life, which he never inserted

in his journals, and arc known to few but ourselves. Some of

these it would have been dangerous or uncharitable for him to

have published to the world. But we arc under no such difficulty.

The persons concerned arc now in eternity, and their characters

very little known to the present generation."

This work has been superseded by a new Life, by Mr. I^Ioore,

so that it is now out of print. It is important, however, as a con-

necting link in the history of the past.

The third Life of Mr. Wesley in order is that by Dr. John

Whitehead. As this work has occasioned much controversy,

and is the great text-book of those, who, for various purposes, and

from dilTerent motives, wish to hold up to the world I^Ir. Wesley

and Methodism in an odious light, an extended notice of it and its

author v.-ill not be out of place.

Dr. Whitehead entered the traveling connection in 1764, and

located in \169.—Mi/Ics. He then settled in business in Bristol;

and subsequently kept a school in the vicinity of London, where

he also studied medicine. He became tutor to some young gen-

tlemen, and traveled on the continent; during which time he re-

ceived a diploma as doctor of medicine, from one of the German

universities. On his return to England, having made the acquanit-

ance of some inllucntial members of the society of Friends, he was

induced to become a Quaker. By the aid of his new associates,

he was appointed a physician to the London Dispensary. In ^

few years he again joined the Methodists, and was a local preacher

in London at the time of Mr. Wesley's death.

When Dr. Whitehead returned to the Methodist connection,

"he was received by Mr. Wesley," says Mr. iMijJcs, "with Ins

usual kindness." In his will Mr. Wesley bequeathed to him, m

connection with Dr. Coke and Mr. Henry Moore, all his manu-

scripts, to be burned or published as they should see good.

It having been determined, after Mr. Wesley's death, to publir^h
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n biography of him, and Dr. Coke and Mr. Moore being fully en-

f^agcd in iho work as itinerants, it was proposed that Dr. White-

head should compile it. To this " several objections were made,

cliicfly on account of his known versatility, and the short time he

had been in the connection since his last admission." Tliese ob-

jections, however, were obviated by ]\Ir. Rogers, the superintend-

ent in London, and who was one of the doctor's particular friends.

It was then agreed that the doctor should write the Life ; and, at

his earnest request, and with the consent of Dr. Coke and Mr.

Moore, Mr. Rogers delivered into his care Mr. Wesley's manu-

scripts, that he might at his leisure select such as were needful

for his work ; the whole to be afterward examined. Dr. White-

liead proposed to Mr. Rogers thai he should receive one hundred

pounds for his trouble and loss of time ; this sum, the executors,

at the instance of Mr, Rogers, raised to one hundred guineas, as

being a iiandsomer sum.

—

Mijlcs, pp. 195, 20i. "To this pro-

posal," says Moore, " Dr. Whitehead cheerfully acceded ; and it

was unanimously adopted as the resolution of the meeting. The
manuscripts were also deposited with him, under an express stipu-

lation that they should be examined according to the will of the

testator, previously to any of them being published. At the fol-

lowing conference this agreement was confirmed in every par-

ticular, and Dr. Whitehead was appointed a member of the book

committee in London."

—

Life of Wesley, p. 8.

After having entered into this engagement, in an evil moment
one of his friends suggested to the doctor lliat by retaining, as lie

had it now in his power to do, the copyright of the intended bio-

graphy, he might realize two thousand pounds. Tliis suggestion

acted with fearful potency on his "versatility;" and the poet's

" trash " was too strong for the doctor's virtue. Money ! Two
thousand pounds !

" The temptation to seize such a prize for

himself," says Mr. Curry, the American editor of Soulhey's Life

of Wesley, "proved too strong for the doctor's integrity. He,

therefore, determined to make the work his own property. This

produced an alienation of feeling between himself and his former

friends ; and having the rod in his own hands, he did not fail to

apply it, thus making his Life of Wesley a scourge to both him
and his followers. Having sold at once his Methodism and his

conscience, he retained no love for the former, and but little regard

fur the latter. It could scarcely be expected, under such circum-

fciances, that there would be either the heart or the will to do justice

to the subject undertaken."—Vol. i, p. 40G.

Myks, who wrote at the time these things transpired, and who
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was well acquainted with the parties and circumstances, has cjivcn

us a succinct history of the course pursued by Dr. \Mutchcad and

the conference. After referring to the agreement of the partitas fur

the compilation of a Life of Mr. Wesley, he says:

—

*' Dr. Whitehead, however, soon after the conference, to the

astonishment of all concerned, declared liis intention of publishiiu^

the ' Life' as an independent man. He also declared that he would

make such use of the maiuiscripts of Mr. Wesley, with which lie

had been intrusted, as he liimseJf should think proper, and that he

would not sujfer them to he examined as Mr. Wcslcij had ordered

in his iviU, previous to the publication, unless the two otiior trus-

tees of these manuscripts would enter into an engagement that lie

should retain in his hands all those papers which he should judge

to be necessary for the work. He insisted, also, that the copyright

of the book should belong to him ; and that if it should be published

from the IJook Room, he would have half the clear profits.

"As the doctor had engaged to compile the Life for the Book

Room, (that is, for the charity to which Mr. Wesley had bequeath-

ed all his literary property,) the committee expostulated with him

on his unfaithfulness, and the extravagance of his new demands.

Their expostulations were, however, in vain. They had acted

with great simplicity toward the doctor. Having a high opinion

of his integrity, and attachment to the cause in which they were

all engaged, they had given all the necessary materials into his

hands, and so were com{)letely in his power. He was fully sen-

sible of this advantage, and persevered in those demands, with

which he knew the committee could not comply."

—

ChronoJo^iccd

History, p. 212.

He then adverts to the efforts that were made to persuade the

doctor to regard the "will" of the dead, and act honestly and

more honorably with the living; all of which, however, was in

vain. In the mean time, Coke and Moore's Life came from the

press, and ten thousand copies were immediately sold. The doc-

tor, as it would seem, began to think now tliat the two thousand

pounds—the price of his intcgritj'—like the maid's fortunes, might

be feasted on in the imagination, but never realized. He now

makes various propositions affecting himself and his work. Ti)C

following is the final one, with its results :

—

" ' All the manuscripts of Mr. Wesley shall be fairly and ii>i-

partially examined by Dr. Coke, Mr. Moore, and Dr. Whitehead.

Such papers as they shall unanimously deem unfit for publicatiun

shall be burned immediately ; but of the remainder. Dr. ^^ hiio-

head shall be at liberty to select such as lie thinks necessary for
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his work ; and the remainder to be given into the hands of Dr.

Coke and Mr. Moore.'

" Such was the doctor's proposal, even in this stage of the busi-

ness. After many declarations that he was wilHiig, and had often

proposed, to enter into an examination of I\Ir. Wesley's papers, at

length it fully appeared wliat kind of an examination he would

consent to, namely, that his single negative should preserve any

paper from destruction ; and his single affirmative enable him to

use any paper in such a way as he himself should think proper;

and this the doctor called a fair and impartial examination !

" As there could be no hesitation, among npriglit men, upon such

a proposal as this, a reply was immediately sent, signed by the

president and secretary, pointing out the injustice and total want

of ingenuousness, as well as the unfaithfulness to the deceased,

which was manifest in the proposal respecting the examination of

the manuscripts ; and again declaring, in substance, that while he

refused to fulfill his duty uprightly, as a trustee of ]\Ir. AVcsley's

papers, they could have nothing to do with him in any other cha-

racter. To this the conference received no reply. The confer-

ence were tlius obliged, as the committee had been before, to leave

the doctor to pursue his own way, contenting themselves with

bearing their testimony against an evil which they could not pre-

vent."—iVy/cs'5 History, pp. 214, 215.

Such is the history of Dr. Whitehead in connection with the

biography of Mr. Wesley. From these circumstances, a little

knowledge of human nature, in man's fallen state, will enable us

to infer pretty correctly respecting the character of the " Life."

Whatever character Dr. Whileliead may have borne, we do not

on that account discard his work. Facts recorded by iiim respect-

ing Mr. Wesley, and those associated with him, are as essentially

true as though they were stated by any other person. ]>ut the

doctor does not always state the facts ; and, frequently, when he

docs, he leaves out much that is essential to a right understanding

of them : and, besides—as if fearful that his distorted view of the

subject will not accomplish all he designs—he draws from these

incorrect statements most strange and un;iulliorized conclusions.

'I'iiough a dissenter himself, he endeavors to court popular favor

from the Church party, by exalting Charles Wesley at the expense

of his brother John. The authority which Charles exercised at

I'Mies, he applauds, while he condemns the exercise of less autlio-

I'iiy by John, as an assumption of power. He is compelled to

admit Mr. Wesley's "tolerant principles," (vol. ii, p. IBS,) and the

next moment, forgetting it may be what he had written, he charges
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him with possessing a determination to be " Ccesar or nothin;^'."

—

;

Vol. ii, p. 167. •

""

'

His charge against the preachers, of animosities, jcalor.sjcs,

corruption, and chicaner)-, worse than tliat even of poHtical dema-

gogues, has long since fallen back upon himself. He wrote

for party purposes, and, of course, must make out a case, in order

to sustain himself in his unfortunate position. The language of

Mr. Curry, before quoted, is severe, but none too much so: iiavifi'^

sold his iMethodism and his conscience, he had not the heart nor

the will to do justice to the subject undertaken.

It is due to those who seek after truth on this subject, to know
that Dr. Whitehead, after compiling his Life of Wesley, thoui^h

he returned the bulk of the papers to Mr. George Story, the book

steward, retained scmie vahiable ones in his possession xvhich were

never returned.—Life of Henry Moore, pp. 779, 208. "An honest

man," says the poet, " is the noblest work of God."

Controversy biases the judgment; party requirements deprive

a man of his own opinions ; and gold dust will put out his eyes.

Let us compare Dr. Whitehead, free from all these influences,

with Dr. Whitehead, led captive by them.

After noticing the ordinations by Mr. Wesley, he says :
—" The

persons whom Mr. Wesley ordained have no more right to exer-

cise the ministerial functions than they had before he laid hands

upon them.

"A scheme of ordination so full of confusion and absurdity, as

that among the i\rcthodists, can never surely fdiate itself on .Mr.

Wesley : it must have proceeded from some mere chaotic brain.

wliere wild confusion reigns. Nor can I easily believe that Mr.

Wesley would ever have adopted so misshapen a brat, had not his

clear perception of things been rendered feeble and dim by flattery,

persuasion, and age."—Vol. ii, pp. 2G9, 270.

Yet liiis same Dr. Whitehead, after his return to the MclhoJist

connection, solicited ordination from Mr. Wesley's hands ! And

when Mr. Wesley, knowing his "versatility," would not trust him

with so im[)ortant an office, "his disappointment was extreme."

—

Moore's Life of Wesley, p. 9.

Again : when Dr. Whitehead, at the instance of the trustees f f

the City Road Chapel, preached a funeral sermon for i\Ir. Wesley,

he said:
—"If we consider his qualifications for inquiring afi'^r

truth, wc shall find that he possessed every requisite to examine a

subject that we could expect or wish a man to have—a strong

natural understanding, liighly cultivated, and well-stored with the

knowledge of languages, and of the various arts and sciences ;
l''i
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h.nd a reverence for God; he was conscientious in all iiis ways
;

and intent upon discovering the truth in everything that became

the subject of his inquiries. . . . Cautious in his inquiries, lie

Kought truth from the love of it ; and whenever lie found it, had

I'lrnincss to embrace it, and publicly to avow it. These arc evi-

Jcdccs of a strong and liberal mind, possessed of every requisite

to prosecute inquiries after truth. ... So far was he from fol-

lowing a heated imagination, or taking up opinions as an enthu-

siast, that he maintained we ought to use our understanding, com-

jt.ire one thing with another, and draw just conclusions from

fcuch comparisons, as well in matters of religion as in other

tilings."

But this same Dr. Whitehead, who, to obtain the " 7)ioiiey,''^

must write as the noted " committee,"* constituted to " advise,

support, and defend him," should dictate, informs the readers of

lus biography, that Mr. Wesley, who was so " cautious," and who
gave such " evidence of a strong and liberal mind ;" who was " far

from following a heated imagination, or taking up opinions as an

enthusiast ;" and who " possessed every requisite to prosecute in-

quiries after truth ;" was " weak :" that he held " metaphysical

science in low estimation ;" was " often mistaken ;" easily duped

by others, not "duly considering whether they had sufficient

ability and caution to give a true judgment of the things concern-'

ing which they bore testimony;" that he was "credulous," and
" believed most of the stories he heard concerning witchcraft and

apparitions."—Vol. ii, p. 169, et al.

Driven to the shift, how many shapes man can assume ! In this

case, the recklessness manifested in these strange contradictions

of Dr. Whitehead is only equaled by his subsequent sycophancy.

After having bespattered the character of the illustrious dead

—

violated trusts reposed in him by the dying—done his utmost to

scandalize the chief ministers of the Wesleyan Church—and in-

tliilged in crocodile tears over an alledgcd departure of Methodism
Irom its "original" calling—he fawns around Mr. Pawson, and

hcgs to be admitted into the society again, and to be restored to

his place as a local preacher !

Before dismissing Dr. Whitehead and his biography of Wesley,

* Says Mr. Pawson, the advocate and friend of Whitehead, in a letter, dated

I-^ndoii, May M, 1798, sent to Mr. Moore, spcakin;:^ of a visit which, in con-

I'^'-'tion with some other brethren, he made the doctor :
" I found the doctor

ifi a difTicult situation ; he was not at liberty to make what concessions he

lliouf»ht good, his committee being;- ecjuallij concerned urith himself, and they

*tould not sufftr him to criminate them.'"—Life of Moore, p. 187.
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we will indulge in a remark or two upon the "Introduction" of

the recent American edition of his work by Rev. T. H. Stockton,

pastor of the Methodist Protestant Church, Philadelphia. Dc
fective and disingenuous as Dr. Whitehead's Life is, this intro-

duction, in the latter respect, surpasses it. It is difficult to con-

ceive what prompted Mr. Stockton to pursue the course he has in

the present instance. We are aware of the circumstances in re-

gard to the Methodist Episcopal Church in which he has been

reared : and it would appear as though the views and feelings of the

sire had descended tothe son. Was it necessary to justify thedefection

and secession which placed Mr. Stockton in his present position, to

calunuiiate the character, and cast odium upon the name, of some

of the best of men, and upon the British Conference ? This Mr.

Stockton has done. In his zeal to defend Dr. Whitehead, and, In-

consequence, those, whether Puseyites or latitudinarians, who en-

deavor, through and by him, to injure Methodism, and wrongly to

impress the public mind respecting her usages and polity, he has

been led into strange errors, and to make most glaring mis-

statements.

In speaking of Dr. Whitehead's work, Mr. Stockton says :—

"Its accuracy, it is presumed, will not be denied. . . . Indeed,

as far as we have seen, his opponents never denied the authen-

ticity of his materials, or the fairness with which he exhibited

them; but censured him merely for keeping and using them

against their will, and in violation, as they assert, of his obli-

gations."

It would certainly be reflecting too much upon the understand-

ing of Mr. Stockton to suppose, even, that he did not know that

the friends of Mr. Wesley had other objections to Whitehead and

his work than his merely keeping and using, in violation of his

obligations, the manuscripts of Mr. Wesley. Had he never seen

Dr. Clarke's letter to Mr. Moore, in which he refers to the "manu-

scripts," to Whitehead's connection with Kilham, and to his

'* scandalous refections^' upon the preachers?

Mr. Stockton gravely informs us that Dr. Whitehead's "tempo-

rary union with the Friends "—this union continued till the intlu-

ence of Robert Barclay, and other influential Quakers, obtained

his appointment at the London Dispensary—" his request for or-

dination, and his asserted expulsion, ought to receive qualification^

which would invest him with honor rather than reproach." ^''

doubt ! And the same qualifications would invest the secession-

ists of 182S with honor! And, besides, it is in accordance with

the Scriptural declaration, " Men will praise thee when thou docsl
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well for thyself." Let me become a Quaker—so this reasoning

runs—or a secessionist, if I can thereby obtain an important ap-

pointment, gain a desirable position, or acquire a little notoriety.

.Such a course would be rather a reproacii to me, to be sure, but

the circumstances will so qualify my actions that they will " invest

nic witli honor
!"

There arc a number of things in this "Introduction" which we
had designed to notice—the use made of the " British Critic," the

"Analytical Review," "Kilham's Life," and the cliarge of "per-

sonal and official improprieties," made against Dr. Coke, Mr.

Moore, and their associates—but we cannot do it now without ex-

tending this article to an objectionable length. In our notice of

Moore's Life of Wesley we shall refer to two or three particulars

in this Introduction, directly affecting its author.

Robert Sotjthey, Esq., LL.D., Poet Laureate, is Mr. Wes-
ley's next biographer. It is with Mr. Soulhcy, as the biographer

of Mr. Wesley, that we have to do. His poetry we have never

read ; and if we had, we should have no great confidence in our

judgment respecting its excellences. The critics, however, bating

some defects, wdiich are seen more or less in all human produc-

tions, say it is good.

Mr. Southey has carefully gathered up the materials for his

work. The style in which lie has written this biography is always

pleasing, frequently captivating. It is thought by some to be the

best of his prose productions ; others give that praise to his Life

of Nelson. There is a fascination in his art at narrating which

makes us read on, even when we are vexed with his sophisms, his

unfair statements, his erroneous conclusions, his biting sarcasm,

and his palpable contradictions. We pore over pages of his work

with much pleasure, and admire his apparent candor, when, sud-

denly, we are arrested by a statement so glaring, that we wonder

how any man of ordinary discernment could make such a blunder.

Mr. Wesley, at one lime, is all excellence both in. intellect and

heart ; at another time, he is supercilious and ambitious. He is a

meek, holy man of God, contending for the faith which was once

delivered to the saints, wiien we are immediately informed that he

is an enthusiast. Methodism is declared to have done much good

in the world ; but, in summing up, it is questionable whether it has

done more good tlian harm. It is litnl Christianitij, causing the

profane man to pray—the inebriate to forsake his cups—the openly

and abominably wicked to turn from their evil ways—reforming

society—making the waste places as the garden of the Lord

:
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when, lo ! its disguise is thrown off, and we arc assured it is only
a "mental disease r "Tiic Wesley of Mr. Southey," says KiL-liard

Watson, "is not, in several most important characteristic;, Mr.
Wesley himself; and the picture of i\Ielhodism wiiich he has
drawn is incorrect, both in tone and composition."

—

OUcna-
tions, Szc.

It was a strange notion that led Southey to become the bio-

grapher of Wesley. But he seems lo have had an itching to in-

termeddle with whatever struck his fancy in literature or science,

in religion or politics. Without any of those stirring emotions

within, which operated on the mind of Wesley, and prompted him
to press on in his course, through obloquy and reproach, from the

learned and the ignorant, from the gentry and the mob, from the

self-possessed prelate and the carnal professor of religion ; with

only a partial knowledge of the theological questions studied and

discussed by Mr. Wesley every day of his life ; little versed in

church polity, a subject on which Mr. Wesley has had few, if any,

equals since the apostolic times ; a stranger to experimental Chris-

tianity, and, as we should infer from his language, a disbeliever in

it: notwithstanding all this, he sits down to write a "Life" of

Wesley. Mr. Soutiiey could have but little, if any, conception ef

the circumstances in which Mr. Wesley conceived himself to le

placed by Providence. He could have no sympathy with him in

his godlike, self-sacrificing work. The path which he trod, the

cast of his mind, his modes of thought, his literary pursuits, aivi

the object he had in view, completely unfitted him for the task

which he had imposed upon himself.

Mr. Southey might have deemed it necessary to add to his famr.

that a Life of one of the " founders " should be among the produc-

tions of his pen ; or that a variety of works, on altogether di:;-

similar subjects, would better comport with his real character-

Says Byron :

—

" He h:id written praises of a regicide

;

He had written praises of all A-i« 0-5 whatever
;

He had written for republics far and wide.

And then against them bitterer than ever

;

For pantisocracy he once had cried

Aloud, a scheme less moral than 'twas clever

;

Then grew a hearty anti-jacobin

—

Had turn'd his coat—and would have turn'd his skin^

And why not add to all the rest a Life of John Wesley ' ^^ •'•

Tyler, laudations of George the P'ourth, and a biography >.'•

Wesley

!
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J3ut "John Wesley," says the great Scotch reviewer, "was a

subject that required all the qualities of a philosophical historian.

In Mr. Southcy's work on this subject, he lias, on the whole,

failed. Yet there are charming specimens of the art of narration

in it. The Life of Wesley will probably live. Defective as it is,

ii contains the only popular account of a most remarkable njoral

revolution, and of a man whose eloquence and logical acuteness

ini-'ht have rendered him eminent in literature; whose genius for

government was not inferior to that of Richelieu ; and who, what-

ever his errors may have been, devoted all his powers, in defiance

of obloquy and derision, to what he sincerely considered as the

liighest good of his species."

From the commencement of his extraordinary career, Mr. Wes-

ley had never swerved from the right. In his course there was

no vacillation. Unlike in this respect, as, indeed, in almost all

others, was his biographer. " He that changes his party," says

Johnson, " by his interest, loves himself rather than truth." And

Soulhey, having changed from light to darkness, and sacrificed

truth and conscience at the shrine of pounds, shillings, and pence;

having courted the favor of the great, and received the reward of

so doing ; was not the man to write a correct life of one of the

greatest reformers in the Christian church ;
and who, fearless of

consequences to his reputation or fortune, followed truth wherever

she led the way.
.

But Southev was not only an ultra tory in politics ;
in religion,

what he had, 'he was liigh church. " Nothing," lie says, in his

Colloquies on Society, " is more certain than that religion is the

basis upon which civil government rests ;
that from religion power

derives its authority, laws their efficacy, and both their zeal and

sanction ; and it is necessary that this religion he established for

the securiti, of the state, and for the welfare of the people, who

would otherwise be moved to and fro with every wind of doc-

trine. . . . The stale that neglects this, prepares its own destruc-

tion; and they who train them up in any other way -are under-

mining it. All of^tfich are, nevertheless, denied by our professors

ii the°arts babblative and scribblativc, some in the audaciti/ oi evil

designs, and others in the glorious assurance of impenetrable

•ignorance."

Hence, all dissenters arc " undermining the slate"—are Us ene-

mies—especially "those who train up the people in this way.

Those who deny the above unfounded positions, and exploded

r-otions, do it, in'thc estimation of our quondam republican, in the

"audacity of evil designs," or in the "glorious assurance of irn-

YoL. YIIL—27
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penetrable ignorance." Mr. Wesley, therefore, in pursuing liis

course, had evil designs toward the church and slate, or wis

grossly ignorant. The latter, no one will pretend ; and the former

is not true : the error is in Mr. Southei/s philosophy of govorn-

inent ; and this has led him into a still greater error rcspcclin'.^ ihc

result of Mr. ^^^esley's labors. " In proportion as Methodism ob-

tained ground among the educated classes, its direct cflccts," lie

says, " were evil. It narrowed th.eir views and feelings ; bur-

dened them with forms ; restricted them from recreations, which

keep the mind in health ; discouraged, if it did not absolutely pro-

hibit, accomplishments that give a grace to life ; separated them

from general society ; substituted a sectarian in place of a catholic

spirit ; and, by alienating them from the national church, wcakcnrJ

thf strongest cement of social order, and loosened the ties tchcrebij

men are hound to their native land."—Vol. ii, p. 304. The above

is a specimen of Southey's facts and philosophy. The history of

]\Icthodism demonstrates the falsity of every assertion in the

extract.

Rightly understood, the enthusiasm and fanatical zeal, which

Mr. Southey thinks he discovers in I\Ir. Wesley, will, in the esti-

mation of the evangelical portion of his readers, reflect lienor upon

him rather than reproach. He more fully than the great body,

even of professing Christians, believed and practiced as the gospol

requires. He was a realization of what the poet Young wished

lo describe,-

—

"A man on earth devoted to the skies."

No doubt mony of Southey's statements have produced on the

public mind a different impression from what he expected. "In

iDany cases," says his American editor, ''where it was the evident

purpose of llie biographer to exhibit his subject in an unfavorable

light, liis statements of the facts upon which his judgment was

based are equivalent to the highest praise. A changed state of

public opinion, unanticipated by Mr. Southey—changed, probably.

in no small degree, by causes which he saw dimly, but did not

understand—has transformed his sarcasms and satires into sub-

stantial panegyrics."

—

Preface, p. G.

The inucndoes, the baseless and wicked insinuations, which

abound in Southey, are altogether unworthy the man. At tini«;s

he writes in a .spirit of independence, when his judgment, unwari'-^J

by party influence and sectarian prejudice, seems to have full pl-^V«

but he soon falls back again into his former mode, and writes wit.i

a hollow heart, and a disregard for truth, of the things which he

27*
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knows not. " Zeal," he says, " was the only qualification " which

Mr. Wesley required in his preachers.—Vol. i, p. 397. And yet,

on the next page, he says Mr. Wesley strongly impressed upon

llicir minds llie nccessilij of reading to improve themselves : and

that he repelled the charge of ignorance.

But it were altogether useless to follow Soulhcy in his contra-

dictory statements, in his strange inconsistencies, in his philo-

sophical notions of Christianity, in his comments and predictions :

it would be only traveling in a circle. So far as Mr. Wesley is

concerned, notwithstanding the acknowledgment of his greatness,

goodness, and usefulness, you start with Southey at enthusiasm,

and come round to ambition; starting at ambition, you come out

at enthusiasm. It is with him, as with the traveling lady, who,

apprehensive that she might forget some of her baggage, ever and

anon, through the whole of her journey, to the amusement and

annoyance of her fellow-travelers, repeated, "Great trunk, little

trunk, bundle, and band-box !"'

With Mr. Soulhe}^ as jMacauley pertinently remarks, "what he

calls his opinions, are, in fact, merely his tastes." And though,

in the style of its composition, his Life of Wesley is the best and

most popular that has ever been written, the influence of his

" tastes," on a certain class of readers, must make it the worst.

His sneers at the "disease," the "fits," the "zeal," the "enthu-

siasm," of Methodism, are directly aimed at vital Christianity,

under whatever name it may exist. In the hands of many, these

volumes will only foster that irreverence for Christianity, which,

alas ! too frequently lurks in the depraved human heart. "O, dear

and honored Southey !" exclaims his brother-in-law, Coleridge,

"this book is unsafe for all of unsettled minds. How many ad-

mirable young men do I know, or have seen, whose minds would

be a shuttlecock between the battledores, which the bi-parlitc

author keeps in motion ! The same facts and incidents as those

recorded in Scripture, and told in the same words—and the work-

ers, alas! in the next page, these are enthusiasts, fanatics
;^
but

could this have been avoided, salva veritate ? Answer. The

manner, the loay, might have been avoided."

It is contended, in vindication of Southey, that the errors and

misstatements in his Life of Wesley were undesigned. This may

be; though from their character, and the "manner," and the

"way," as Coleridge says, in which he expresses himself, wc

siiouid hardly conceive it," in all cases, to be possible. But admit

!l—the admission may be of service to the author's heart, but it is

a Borr)- conclusion for his head. He had, says a writer previously
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quoted, "two faculties which were never, we believe, vouchsafed

in measure so copious lo any human being ; the faculty of belicT-

ing without a reason, and the faculty of hating without a pro-

vocation."

This "Life" was thoroughly reviewed by the late Richard

Watson. His " Ob&ervalions," formerly published at the Book

Room, New-York, are a valuable addition to Methodist literature,

and fully vindicate Mr. Wesley and Methodism from the charges

brought against tiicm by ^Ir. Southcy. The logical and acute

mind of the reviewer, well versed, too, in the history and pecu-

liarities of Mcihodism, enabled him to correct the errors of his

author; and at times he puts on the lash so well and deservedly,

that even Southcy, though "he might not apprehend an argu-

ment," could not help feeling the siring.

Mr. Southcy saw and acknowledged the errors, some of them at

least, of his Life of Wesley; and, before he was disabled by

paralysis, was preparing a third edition, in which he designed lo

correct all that had been pointed out by others, or discovered by

himself. This he did not do, however; and after his death, the

work came out under the auspices of his son, C. C. Southey,

curate of Cockermouth. That Mr. Southey's views respecting

Mr. Wesley were greatly modified, is evident from his own ac-

knowledgment, lu 1S35 he addressed a letter to James Nicholls,

Esq., of London, as follov.'s :

—

" IvESRicK, Auj. 17, 1835.

" Dkar Sir,—I am much obliged to you for your kind oiler to

lend me such books as may render my Life of Wesley less in-

complete.

. "The edition of his Works, (1809-13,) in seventeen volumes, I

have. I will, therefore, only trouble you for those volumes that

contain Mr. Benson's Life, and the additional letters ; and also for

Beal's Early History of the Wesleys, which I had never before

heard of.

" Adam Clarke's Memoirs of the Family, I have, and mean lo

make use of it. Indeed, if you tell me, when you have inspected

his additional matter, that his second volume will, in your opinion.

be worth waiting for, I shall much rather wait for it, than lose the

opportunity of making my new edition as correct as I can.

"My intention is to incorporate in it whatever new information

has been. brought forward by subsequent biographers, and, o'

course, to correct every error that has been pointed out, or lli^i 1

myself can discover. ^Ir. Alexander Knox has convinced inc that

I was 7nistaken in supposing that ambition entered largely into
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Mr. Wesley's actuating impulses. Upon this subject, lie wrote

inc a long and most admirable paper, and gave me permission to

afiix it to my own work, whenever it might be reprinted. This I

fhall do, and jnakc such alterations in the book as arc required in

consequence. The Wcsleyan leaders never committed a greater

mistake than when ti\ey treated me as an enemy."

The next year after this letter was written, i\Ir. Sonthey was at

Penzance, when he was introduced to Joseph Carne, Esq., F.R.S.,

who accompanied him to some interesting objects in that place

and vicinity.

"In walking through Chapel-street," says I\Ir. C, "we passed

a large place of worship, and on my informing him, in answer to

his inquiry, that it was the Wesleyan chapel, (I believe he knew I

was a \Yesleyan,) he observed, ' Tlie Wesleyans, I believe, are

numerous in Cornwall.' I merely answered in the affirmative;

and he continued, ' I am about to publish a new edition of my Life

of Wesley. Some time after the first edition was published, I met

with two copies in which the persons to whom they belonged had

written remarks. One of these persons was Coleridge, the other

was Henry .Moore ; two very dissimilar characters,' he said, smil-

ing, 'and I have made some use of the remarks of both. I had

also,' he added, * a long correspondence with Alexander Knox, who

labored to convince me that I liad formed a wrong estimate of Mr.

Wesley's character, in supposing him to have been actuated by

ambitious motives ; and I noio believe that he was right, and in

my new edition I shall acknoxcledge itJ^

Now after this frank acknowledgment on the part of Mr. Southey,

how is it that C. C. Southey, in the edition which his father was

making preparation to publish, says nothing respecting it ? Was

Mr. Southey, the younger, apprehensive that the reputation of his

father would be injuriously affected by these concessions? Had

his church prejudices anything to do with the suppression of what

justice to the injured dead, and a large Christian communion, de-

manded should be made known ?

But this is not all. Mr. C. C. Southey, in ids Preface, speaks

of a few alterations and insertions made by his father, as was his

custom in his own copy of his works, of the new features he had

added to it, and then leaves the reader to infer that no change in

the opinion of his father respecting Mr. Wesley had taken place !

This is not the most reputable in the editor; and, to say nothing

of the subjects of the work, it is an act of injustice to the author

himself.

The recent edition of Southcy's Life of Wesley, published by
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the Harpers, in two volumes, 12mo., contains, in addition to the

notes by S. T. Coleridge, and the critique on Mr. Wesley's life

and character by Alexander Knox, the greater part of Mr. \\'at-

son's " Obscrvalions," and numerous terse and spirited notes by

the American editor, the Rev. D. Curry.

The "notes" of Mr. Coleridge are of no special value. Some

of them arc curious ; others are merely sublimated transcenden-

tahsm ; \vhile others still exhibit more of a fiendish spirit than any- 4

thing else. He agrees with ]\Ir. Soutliey to condemn Mr. Wes-
^

ley; but he condemns him on diflcrent couiUs in the indictment.

As it was in a certain case, in days of old, tiieir " witness agrees

not together."

Mr. Southey says that Mr. Wesley "surely loved God with all

his heart, and with all his soul, and with all his strength." "High,

yea, an awful eulogy," says Coleridge, "perilously high, as applied

to any mortal ; but strangely inconsistent with Southey's own clear

and discriminating character of Wesley's mind, both in its present

state and generally. Rooted ambition, restless appetite of power

and primacy, with a vindictive spirit, breaking out into slanders

against those who interfered with his ruling passion, and a logical

shadow fight with notions and words, sustained by the fervor ol the

game, with an entire absence and iinsusceptibility of ideas and

tranquil depths of being—in short, my, my, myself, in a series of

disguises and self-delusions. Such is the sum of Southey's

statements : and are these compatible with the same Wesley, at

the same time assuredly loving God with all his heart, and v.il'n

all his soul, and witli all his strength? If it were right and pos-

sible for a man to love himself in God—yet can he love God in

himself otherwise than by making his-self his God ?"

Upon this the American editor archly remarks :
—" Southey's

inconsistC7ici/ is only less than Coleridge's malignity; the one is

human, the other neither human nor divine."

The above extract exhibits Coleridge's spirit ; tlic following is a

specimen of his logic :

—

" Mr. Wesley was fitted for his calling ; but of whom was this

calling ? of God ? I cannot say. Yes ! I dare not, loill not, say, or

even think. No ! That Arminian ^Methodism contains many tnic

Christians, God forbid that I should doubt ! That it ever made, or

tends to make, a Christian, I do doubt ; thougli, that it has been

the occasion, and even cause, of turning thousands from their evil

deeds, and that it has made, and tends to make, bad and mischievous

men peaceable, and profitable neighbors and citizens, I deliglil in

avowing."
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The critique of Mr. Knox is very different from the notes by

Coleridge. Long acquainted with Mr. Wesley, and knowing his

inanner'^of life, he shows very conclusively that ambition did not

enter into his designs. And, it appears from his acknowledgment,

that Mr. Southey was convinced that, on this point, he was m

error respecting Mr. Wesley's character. Coming from one who

knew Mr. Wesley intimately, the following extract contains a

beautiful eulogy on his character; and strongly contrasts with

Southey's oft-repeated charges of pride and ambition. " I must

declare," says Mr. Knox, " that the slightest suspicion of pride,

ambition, selfishness, in any shape or form, or personal gratifica-

tion of whatever kind, stimulating Mr. Wesley in any instance,

or mixing in any measure with the movements of his life, never

once entered into ray mind. That such charges were made by his

opponents, I could not be ignorant. But my deep impression was,

and it certainly remains unimpaired, that since the days of the

apostles there has not been a human being more thoroughly exempt

from all those frailties of human nature than John Wesley.

In reference to Mr. Southey's charge of enthusiasm against Mr.

Wesley, Mr. Knox says,—"He was an enthusiast of no vulgar

kind: as Nelson was an enthusiast for his country, so was John

Wesley for religion."
, if^ ,

Mr. Knox, it should be borne in mind, though in early lite a

Methodist, was now in the English Church. Separation from the

church he opposed; and there are passages in this essay which

show his peculiar feelings on that subject : and his reflections upon

those who, he supposed, both before and after Mr. W esley s death

favored such separation, are far from being kind. With all his

friendship for Mr. Wesley, and his zealous defense of him against

the charge of pride and ambition, he does him great injustice on

other points. And the errors into which he has fallen are not

more strange than palpable.

Mr. Curry's " notes" are of service to the cause of truth
:

but

it is like trying to cleanse the stream while the fountain is still

filled with poison. Southeyism is so fully stamped upon this Lite

of Wesley, and interwoven in its very texture, that these notes,

numerous and judicious as they are, will hardly counteract its m-

fluence.

The fifth and next Life of Mr. Wesley appeared, the first volume

in 1824, the second in 1S25, written by Kev. Henry Moork, only

surviving trustee of Mr. Wesley's manuscripts, then in the seventy-

fourth year of his age.
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After tlic publication of llic Life of Wesley by Coke and Mooro, \

Wiiitehcad's and Soulhey's works were published. These nun l

with considerable circulation, the latter especially. And in the |
mean time, too, the manuscripts of Wesley, those that were not \

retained by ^^'hitchead, nor burned by Pawson, came into Mr.

Moore's hands. " Among them," he says, " arc several docu-

ments which aie highly useful, and which have never bcoi pub-

lished." He thought, also, that there were portions of Whitehead's

Life that ought to be answered by a true and impartial history of

all the circumstances and facts alluded to by that biographer.

And the recent publication of Mr. Southey's work induced him to

enter without further delay upon the compilation of a complete

Life of his departed friend. He says,

—

"A Life of Mr. Wesley, as full as possible, without being te-

dious, seems now to be a desideratum, especially since the strange

]\Iemoir lately published by Robert Southcy, Esq., Poet Laureate.

Concerning that production, it may be thought that little need be

said, as it has been an ample subject of animadversion in various

publications, and has been ably reviewed by i\Ir. Watson. It has,

indeed, been generally acknowledged, by competent judges of re-

ligious biography, that the names of Wesley and Soutiiey were

never designed to be joined together in the same sentence."

—

Preface, p. x.

Again :
—

" My duty lies plain before me, Mr, Wesley needs

no panegyri.st; and, indeed, for such an office I should be utterly

incompetent. 'His witness is in heaven, and his record is on

high.' But to rescue the character of such a man, and such

labors, from interested, prejudiced, or ignorant declaimcrs, is

worth some pains. I must again state the plain facts; connecting

and elucidating thein, so as to give a clear view of the man, ami

of the work in which he was so long engaged. It is especially

my duty to do this, since inquiry is much more excited ;
and

being now in possession of ample materials, were I not to do it, I

should be involved in the guilt of unfaithfulness both to the i\c:id

and the living."

—

Ibid., p. xiii.

Mr. Moore was a particular friend of Mr. Wesley; and it is not

impossible but that the partiality of friendship led him to ovcrei-i:-

mate his excellences, and depreciate his errors ; but we have nou
^

in Ins work, discovered either. Mr. Southcy says he had not
j

" freedom or strength of intellect to discover w herein -\Ir. Wesley :

was erroneous," To this Mr. Moore replies'
—"When Mr

|

Fletcher, who was certainly one of the first men of ids day, Mi j

Southey's great and almost impeccable favorite, did not, after »
|
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long and close intimacy, discover wherein Mr. Wesley, whonn he

always called 'father,' Nvas erroneous, it is no wonder that the

evil was hidden from his common friends : and I confess that I

have neither the heart nor the head that could make the discovery."

"Kven now," he continues, "my state is so deplorable, that a wish

to maintain and propagate those errors which Mr. Soulhcy has

discovered—to maintain that 'foolishness of preaching^ and 'be-

lieving,^ without which there can be no life, power, or peace—is,

I acknowledge, the chief cause of my again bringing before the

public memoirs of the apostolic Wesley."

Mr. Moore's Life of Wesley has been regarded as a standard

work. It furnishes a great amount of important information re-

specting Mr. Wesley, and the rise and spread of Methodism. It,

however, lacks spirit and vivacity. There is so much of incident

in the life of Wesley,^ that a skillful biographer is at no loss for

those materials which instruct, interest, and charm ; and which,

when drawn out into well-arranged and consecutive narrative, can

never fail to please. Moore's work, though in the main we agree

with the author in his opinions respecting Mr. Wesley, wc read

from a sense of duty—from a desire to acquire knowledge of his

subject : Southey's, though w^e disagree with him at every turn,

we read from a sense of pleasure.

Mr. Stockton, to whom we referred on a previous page, has

charged Mr. Moore, first, as being the "abuser, par excellence,

cf Dr. Whitehead." Secondly, as plagiarizing extensively from

his work; so that out of Whithead's six hundred pages, only one

liundred and thirty-three are clear from Mooic's purloining.

As it respects the first, Mr. Stockton is greatly in error: Mr.
Moore is the assailed party. In his Life of Wesley, written in

association with Dr. Coke, notwithstanding the unwarranted course

pursued by Dr. Whitehead, he says not a word respecting the

controversy. He does not so much as inforni the public of the cir-

cumstances under which, deprived of the manuscripts of ^Ir. Wes-
ley which belonged to them, he and Dr. Coke had compiled their

work. But when Dr. Whitehead's work appeared, a one-sided

statement of the affair was given in the "advertisement"—a state-

ment well-calculated to mislead the uninformed, and to prejudice

narrow and bigoted minds.

Doubtless, Mr. Moore erred in the course he pursued respecting

^r. Whitehead. He should, in his first work, have given to the

public the facts in the case. Had he done this, the controversy

Would have been greatly shortened. But Mr. Moore was actuated

by milder feelings; and his error—or crime, if that suit Mr. Stock-
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ton betler-was liis dealing altogether too inercifullv Aviih J)r i

Whitehead. The "hgiitniiig and thunder," which 3Ir. Stockton
thinks will break unexpectedly upon many, arc merely fitful corus
cations of electricity from his own overcharged mind. They nnv
glitter and s?iap for the moment, but are perfectly harmless
The second charge made against Mr. Moore is that of extensive

plagiarism. ^^ c have carefully examined the two "Lives," and
compared them, and we come to a different conclusion from Mr
Stockton.

The documents which .Mr. Moore copies are, to be sure the
same as those published by Dr. Whitehead. But he obtained i

them from the same source that Dr. Whitehead did—from .Mr ^

V\ esley's manuscripts, his printed journals and works. There is
no more plagiarism or purloining in his case, in this respect than
there is m Dr. Whitehead's. The Analytical Review made the
same charge against Coke and Moore, with respect to Hampson.
But Dr. A. Clarke, in reply and defense, showed that "each parly
liad ahkc borrowed from the printed works of Mr. Wesley, and
had an equal right to those public sources of information and re
fercnce." I lis " reply set the question for ever at vcst."~Lifc
Moore, p. 124. The same argument, and with the same foi

;;»
;•=>'" '- "•"^^^ i-uuin. ^uurces 01 iniormation and re-

." Ills " reply set the question for ever at rest."—l?/c of
p. l;'^ ^'1 . , . , .

-^ -'

applies here

At the time Mr. Moore compiled his second Life, he was the
only surviving trustee of Uv. Wesley's manuscripts

; and, by vir-
tue of his appointment, he had a right to claim and use thcin.
Thus he contends himself. He says :-" Wherever they are found,
they belong to me

; and those which have been published, cither
by Dr. W hitchcad or any other person, are my property, which I

shall ireely use according to my best judgment."
But we admit frankly, and, we confess, with some mortification

too, that 31 r. Moore has not given Dr. Whitehead credit for much
that IS due. While we do not admit that he is a plagiarist by the
publication of the documents, any and all, from Wesley's journals,
^vorks, or manuscripts, we do admit, that, in copying Whitehead's
co?npost(io?i, as he has done in many instances, he exceedingly
erred. Mr. Stockton shall never find us the apologists for plac;i:i-

nsm, whether it be in sermons, histories, biographies, or other
works, any more than himself. We fully subscribe to the scnli-
mem of D'Aubigne, that, "of all property that a man can possess,
there is none so essentially his own as the labors of his mind."

In earlier days, when the press did not exercise such scvoro
literary censorship as at present, purloining was a common tholi.

And we remark—not as a justification of Mr. Mooro ; for that is a
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mode of argument that we do not adopt—that Dr. Whitehead is

^iiilt)' of the "pious fraud" charged by ^Ix. Stockton upon Mr.

Moore. Tlic account of Mr. Wesley's ilhicss and death, to which

Dr. Whitehead and the other biographers of Wesley are indebted

for most they have given us of his last moments, was furnished in

a pamphlet by Miss Nitchie, afterward Mrs. ^Mortimer, who was

with him in his last liours, and who, he wished, should close his

eyes in death. Her biograplier very properly notices it as a singu-

lar omission, that none of them have given her credit for it.

Mr. i\Ioorc's Life of Wesley will ever be valuable as a book of

reference. It contains many important documents which illustrate

the history of the founder of Methodism ; and is the production

of one of his strong and faithful friends.

The sixth and last Life of Wesley which we notice is that by

Richard Watson: London, 1S31. IMr. Watson prepared this

Memoir for general readers more particularly than for the student

who wishes for full and documentary details respecting the life

and labors of his subject. He says:

—

" Various Lives or ^lemoirs of the founder of Methodism have

already been laid before the public. But it has been frequently

remarked that such of these as contain the most approved accounts

of Mr. Wesley, have been carried out to a length which obstructs

their circulation, by the intermixture of details comparatively un-

interesting beyond the immediate circle of Wesleyan Methodism.

The present Life, therefore, without any design to supersede

larger publications, has been prepared with more special reference

to general readers. But as it is contracted within moderate limits

chiefly by the exclusion of extraneous matter, it will, it is hoped,

be found sufficiently comprehensive to give the reader an adequate

view of the life, labors, and opinions, of the eminent individual who
is its subject; and to afford the means of correcting the most mate-

rial errors and misrepresentations which have had currency re-

specting him. On several points the author has had the advantage

of consulting unpublished papers, not known to preceding biogra-

phers, and which have enabled him to place some particulars in a

niorc satisfactory light."

In this Memoir by Mr. Watson, the only Life of Wesley, we
holieve, now on sale at the Book Room, the charges brought against

Mr. Wesley, and repeated over and over again by Southcy and

t-ihcrs, of credulousness, enthusiasm, and ambition, are satisfac-

i^'rily disposed of; and many points in his history, mystified or

ohscured by others, arc presented in their proper light. Undoubt-
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cdly this Life is a good one ; and the author has accoinpli>Iicd 1

what lie undertook—the compilation of a brief narrative of Mr. '^

Wesley for general circulation. '^

The friends of Mr. Wesley and lovers of Methodism will ever 3

regret that Dr. Clarke was not able to comply with the request of 'i

the British Conference to write a Life of Wesley. Had that been
|

done, the name of Wesley would have been wrested from much ob- |

loquy and reproach cast upon it cither by ignorant or designing

men. The name of Wesley was, Avith Dr. Clarke, sacred. " I

rejoice in it," says he, " more than in my own." And so late as De-

cember, 1S31, nine months only before his death, and seven months

after Mr. Watson had prepared his work, he remarks:—"When
Adam Clarke is no more among men, perhaps the world, or rather

the church, may find that John Wesley is not left without a proper

notice of the rare excellences in his life, by one whom he aficc-

tionately loved ; and who valued him more than he does any arch-

angel of God." But death frustrated his plan, and what he con-

templated he never accomplished.

By far the most interesting "Ijife" of Wesley that has ever

appeared is contained in his own journals. We have in tliesc an

account of his daily employment, his travels, his preaching, his

intercourse with the people, and of his reading; we have criticisms

on books, and notices of persons, places, and many curious things;

conversations with his friends, remarkable incidents, and strange

historical narratives : the whole covering more than fifttj years

of his life, couched in his own inimitably simple and chaste

langnngc.

Mr. Watson says:—"His journals present a picture of unwearied

exertion, such as was perhaps never before exhibited ; and in them-

selves they form ample volumes of great interest, not only as a

record of his astonishing and successful labors, but from their mis-

cellaneous and almost uniformly instructive character. Now he is

seen braving the storms and tempests in his journey, fearless of the

snows of winter and the heats of summer : then, with a deep sus-

ceptibility of all that is beautiful and grand in nature, recording

tlie pleasures produced by a smiling landscape, or by mountain

scenery:—here turning aside to view some curious object of na-

ture ; there some splendid mansion of the great : showing at the

saine time in his pious, and often elegant, though brief, rellcction:!,

with what skill he made all things contribute to devotion and cheer-

fulness. Again, we trace him in his proper work, preaching ui

crowded chapels, or to midtiludcs collected in the most public re-

sorts in towns, or in the most picturesque places in their vicinity.
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JS'ow he is seen by ihe side of liie sick and dying, and then, sur-

roniidcd with his societies, uttering his pastoral advices. An in-

teresting and instructive letter frequently occurs; then a jet of play-

ful and good-humored wit upon his persecutors, or the stupidity

of his carnal hearers; occasionally, in spile of the philosophers,

an apparition story is given as he heard it, and of which his readers

arc left to judge ; and often we meet with a grateful record of pro-

vidential escapes, from the falls of his horses, or from the violence

ci mobs. Notices of books also appear, which are often exceed-

ingly just and striking; always short and characteristic; and as

he read much on his journeys, tlicy are very frequent."

—

Life of

U'cslct/, p. 20G.

The " Lives" of Wesley, his journals and works, and the "por-

traitures" of I\Iethodism, drawn by friends and enemies, by adhe-

rents to it, and apostates from it, show i\Ir. Wesley to have been

one of the most remarkable men that ever lived. lie was versed

in the sciences, an excellent linguist, deeply read in history and

divinity, unsurpassed as a logician, a master polemic, a holy man,

an indefatigable minister of the gospel, and a Scriptural bishop in

the ciuirch of Christ; feeding the flock of God with pure know-

ledge, and exercising over them a wdiolesome Scriptural govern-

ment. Reproached by the opposers of true piety, and by the bigots

of the various "orders of faith," he steadily pursues his course.

Those who opposed the spread of truth, and threw themselves in

the way of its chosen advocate, dwindle down into comparative

insignificance and obscurity; while he, with an equanimity of tem-

perament peculiarly his own, with a zeal that no circumstances

could dampen, with a faith that for sixty years is never known to

fail or grow weak, and with humble reliance on God, is seen, far

in the advance, still pressing on in his glorious career, only intent

on fulfilling the high behests of Heaven. The snarling and barking

of a multitude of curs, set on, in some instances, by those whose
office it was to teach religion, but whose actions showed them to

be instigators and defenders of mobs, do not for a moment arrest

fus progress. Forsaken by some who professed to be his friends,

^vhcn iliey saw that he was not corrupt, and that he could not be

corrupted
; charged with enthusiasm, credulity, and ambition ; and,

indeed, whatever else is vile, he falters not. The trial of his faith,

being much more precious than gold tried in the fire, is found, in

his Case, to be unto praise and honor. Nearly eighty-eight years

God prolongs his life, and for more than sixty-five years he labors

in the ministry. Charged with amassing a fortune, he, after having
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made many rich, dies poor. Six poor men carry liis body to ilic

grave, and his spirit goes to God who gave it.

Mr. Wesley counted not his life dear unto himself, so that lie

might accomplish the work he believed God had called him to per-

form. He was at all times ready to preach, ready to pray, ready

to do good in all possible ways, and ready to die. His church

polity has stood the lest of experiment. He clearly discerned the

true policy lying between the high claims of prelacy on the one

hand, and the equally unsupported dogmas of Congregationalism

on the other. And after all the discussion on this subject, its

Scriptural character and wholesome tendency become daily more

manifest. In the various benevolent and Christian enterprises,

which arc the glory of the present century, he had already zeal-

ously engaged, wiicn the mass of Christendom first waked up to

their importance. On the subject of temperance he was nearly

one hundred years in advance of his times. He published his

"Thoughts on Slaverif thirteen years before the formation of the

" Abohtion Committee" in England. The system of colportcur-

age, which is to bless and enlighten many dark portions of our

earth, was adopted by him long before the "moderns" dreamed of it.

What the " societies" arc now doing, in furnishing small and cheap

publications, adapted to general circulation, he did three quarters

of a century ago. The missionary enterprise, which is sending

ihc gosjjcl to every part of the globe, he entered into in the ad-

vance of most others, and wisely adopted a system of itinerancy

wliich continues to spread Scriptural holiness over the lands. In

educational interests he early embarked, and his name will ever

be associated with those who have founded schools and established

institutions of learning.

But Mr. Wesley, it is said, had great defects. Well, what were

tliey ' Failings, such as necessarily attach to men in his lapsed

state, he certainly had. And none can be more conscious of this

than he was himself. The language of his heart and lips was,

—

" / the chief of sinners am ;

But Jesus (lied for me."

More than these he had not. And it is not a little marvelous, when

we consider the relation which he sustained to the church, the

society iiUu wliich he was constantly thrown, the different tempers

and dispositions- with which he had to deal, the multiplicity of hi-'

engagements, the numerous ungcntlemanly and unchristian at-

tacks made upon him—not sparing his moral character, and quc>-

tiioning the purity of his motives—and the inlluence which ha
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friends might try to exert over him, that he should have committed

so few errors, or exhibited so few faihngs.

It is ardently hoped that a Life of Wesley may yet he furnished

by some of his admirers and gifted sons, doing full justice to his

character and labors. To do this, he " must be viewed," says Dr.

Clarke, " as a scholar, poet, logician, critic, philosopher, politician,

legislator, divine, public teacher, and a deeply pious, and exten-

.sively useful man." The materials for such a work are abundant;

and blessings will come upon him that shall accomplish it.

Much of the prejudice which exists against Mr. Wesley has

been caused and fostered by those who were under obligations to

him, and who were, professedly at least, his friends. John Hamp-
.son, Jr., as we have seen, was indebted to him for his early edu-

cation. John Hampson, Senr., Mylcs informs us, notwithstanding

his strange course, was regularly assisted from the preachers' fund

as long as he lived. Ilervey, whose letters cast so much odium

upon ]\Ir. Wesley in Scotland, and among the Calvinists generally,

was in the Oxford association. Dr. Whitehead, whose Life of

Wesley has been, and still is, a text book with those who asperse

his character, was indebted to him and ^Methodism for most if not

all his standing in society. And Nightingale and Lockington,

whose statements bear prima facie evidence of their falsity, were

both apostates from Methodism. Christ was betrayed by one of liis

disciples ; and a man's foes are they of his own household.

Mr. W^esley's retlections, on entering his eighty- eighth year, are

so befitting, at the close of this article, that we shall transcribe

them. He says :
—" This day I enter into my eighty-eighth year.

For above eighly-six years I found none of the infirmities of old

age ; my eyes did not wax dim, neither was my natural strength

abated; but last August I found almost a sudden change: my eyes

were so dim that no glasses would help me, and probably will not

return in this world : but I feel no pain from iiead to foot ; only, it

seems, nature is exhausted, and, humanly speaking, will sink more

and more, till

' The weary springs of life stand still at last.'

"

Blessed man of God ! Thine is a green old age. Thou hast

^confaitJLfuL Thy sons—God grant that they may be worthy of

tlieir sire!—honor thy virtues. Li thy life and character they read

"whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, wiiatso-

cver things are just, Avhatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things

^re lovely, whatsoever things arc of good report." And with thee,

Ch-ist was all in all. H.
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Art. V.— The Pelagian Controversy.*

[/Vot/i the French of Gidzot^

The principal questions that occupied ihe Ciiristian society of
Gaul in the fifth century were, ]. Pelagianism, or the heresy of
Pelagius, mainly opposed by St. Auguslin ; 2. Tlic nature of the
soul, agitated in the south of Gaul between the bishop Faustc and
the clerk Mamcrt Chiudien ; 3, A few points of worship and dis-
cipline rather than of doctrine, as the worship of martyrs, the merit
of fasts, austerities^, celibacy, &c. : these were the object of the
writings of Vigilance

; 4. The prolongation of the struggle of
Christianity against paganism and Judaism, which suggested the

[* The above article forms the fifth Lecture of M. Guizot's "Histoire de la
Civilisation C7i France,'' a work which, in impartiality and depth of research,
in philosophical analysis, in its masterly power of generalization, and though
last, not least, in its reverence for and suhliuie faith in religious principles, and
in their ultimate triumph, may safely be pronounced without an equal in the
European literature of the present century. We have barely space to hint at
the great talents and untiring energy which raised the author from the humblest
condition to the commanding post of Minister for Foreign Affairs in the cabinet
of Louis Philippe. .M. Guizot is a Protestant—a member of the Consistory
of the Keformfd Ciuirch, and one of the vice-presidents of the Protestant
Bible Society at Paris.

The following notice of the subject of the present translation is from the
pen of the late lamented Dr. Arnold, Regius Professor of Modern History in
the University of Oxiord, and bears the date of 1830 :—

" On rny way out through France, I was reading Guizot's History of the
Progress of Civilization in France, from the earliest times. You know he is

now Minister of the Litcrior, and one of the ablest writers in France. In his
book he gives a history of the Pelagian controversy, a most marvelous con-
trast with the liberals of a former day, or with our Westminster Reviews
now. Guizot sides with St. Augustin ; but the whole chapter is most
Avorthy of notice

:
the freedom of the will, so far as to leave a consciousness

of guilt when we have not done our duty—the corruption of our nature, which
never lets us, in fact,* come up to what we know we ought to do, and tlie

help derived from prayers to God—are stated as incontrove'rtible philosophical
^cts, of which every man's experience may convince him ; and Guizot blames
Pelagius fur so exaggerating the notion of human freedom as to lose sight
of our need of external assistance. And there is another chapter on the unity
of the church, no less remarkable. Now Guizot is professor of history in the

University of Paris, and a most eminent liberal ; and it seems to me worthy
of all notice to observe his language with regard to religion."—Zi/c and Cor-
respondence of Thomas Arnold, D. D., p. ICl, Am. ed.—Tkanslator.]

If this were our statement we should choose to qualify it with the following:— U'iMou/ the

tancti/yinff grace 0/ Corf.—Edit.
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two dialogues of the monk Evagrus—between the Jew Simon and

the Christian Theophihis,- and between the Christian Zacchcus

and the philosopher Apollonius.

Of these questions, Pclagianism is much the most important; it

was the great intellectual matter in the church in the fifili century,

as Arianism had been Yhat of the fourth. Its histor)' w^ill form the

subject of the present essay.

It is well known that this controversy turns upon the doctrines

of free-will and grace—the relations of human liberty with the

divine power—the influence of God on the moral activity of man.

At the bare announcement of this question, it will be perceived

that it is peculiar neither to the fifth century nor to Christianity.

It is a universal problem of all times, all places, which all religions

and all philosophies have stated and attempted to solve.

It is, therefore, evidently related to primitive moral facts, uni-

versal, and inherent in human nature, and open to observation.

I shall first seek for these facts ; I shall endeavor to unfold in man
in general, independently of all considerations of time, place, or

peculiar belief, the natural elements, the primitive matter, so to

speak, of the Pelagian controversy. I shall bring these facts to

the light, without addition or retrenchment, without discussion,

intent only to verify and describe them.

I shall afterward show what questions naturally arise from the

facts—what difficulties, what controversies they may occasion

—

always independently of every particular circumstance of time,

place, or social condition.

This done, and, if I may so express myself, the general, theo-

retic side of the question once well established, I shall ascertain

under what special point of view these moral facts were con-

sidered in the fifth century, by the defenders of the various opinions

in debate.

Finally, after explaining from what sources and under what

auspices Pelagianism originated, I shall relate its history ; I shall

attempt to trace, in their relations and progress, the principal ideas

to which it gave birth, in order to a thorough knowledge of the

condition of men's minds at the moment when this great contro-

versy arose—how it influenced them, and at what point it left them.

To the examination of the moral facts with which tlie question

is connected, I ask a strict and special attention. To perceive

and express them with precision is difficult ; and I am desirous

limt they should lack neither clearness nor certainty.

The first, that Avhich lies at the foundation of all the contro-

versy, is liberty—free-will—the human will. In order to an exact

Vol. VIII.—28
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comprehension of lliis fact, it must be separated from every forci"-n

element, and reduced strictly to itself. It is, I believe, for warn
of this care that it has been so often imperfectly understood

; we
have not placed ourselves in full view of the fact of liberty, and of
that alone

; it has been seen and described pell-mell, so to speak,
with other facts that lie very near it in the* moral life, but which
diflcr from it not the less essentially. For example ; human
liberty has been made to consist in the power of deliberating and
choosing between the motives of action ; deliberation, and the

judgment which follows it, have been considered the essence of

free-will. This is an error. These are acts of the understandin;--,

and not of the will ; it is before the understanding that the different

motives of action—interests, passions, opinions, or others—appear;
it considers, compares, values, weighs, and finally judges them.
This is a preparatory labor that precedes the act of willing, but
in nowise constitutes it. When the deliberation has taken place—when the man has taken full cognizance of the motives that pre-
sent themselves to him, and of their value—then arises a new and
totally different fact, the fact of free-will ; the man takes a resolu-
tion, that is to say, he commences a series of facts which have
their origin in himself, of which he regards himself as the author,
which exist because he wills it, which would not exist if he did

j
not will it, and which would be different if he willed to produce |
them otherwise. Banish all recollection of mental deliberation—

\
of known and appreciated motives ; concentrate your thought, and

j
that of the man who takes a resolution, on the moment in which 1

he takes it—in which he says, " I will ; I will do "—and ask your-
]

self, ask him, if he could not will and do otherwise. Assuredly
j

both you and lie will reply, " Yes." Here is revealed the fact of
j

free-will
;

it resides entire in the resolution taken by the man after I

deliberation
;
the resolution is the proper act of the man, which

j

subsists by him, and by him alone ; a simple act, independent of i

all the facts that precede or accompany it ; identical in circum- -j

stances the most diverse ; always the same, whatever may be its
j

motives or results. i

The man perceives the act when he originates it; he knows \

himselt free
; he is conscious of his liberty. Consciousness is \

that iaculty possessed by man of contemplating what passes witliin
;

him, of observing his own existence, of being, so to speak, a spec-
'

tator of himself. Whatever facts transpire in the man, it is by the 1

fact of consciousness that they are revealed to him ; consciousness
'

like thought and sensation, attests his liberty
; man sees and j

knows himself free, as he sees and knows himself a sentient, re-
|

28» I
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ficcting, and judging being. The attempt has been often, and is

still made, to establish between these different facts an indefinable

inequality of clearness and certainly; objections are made to what

is called the design of introducing into science strange and obscure

facts—the facts of consciousness. Sensation, perception, it is

said, are clear and established ; but the facts of consciousness,

where arc they ? what are they ? I think it unnecessary to insist

long upon this point. Sensation and perception, like liberty, are

facts of consciousness; man perceives them in the same manner,

and with the same degree of clearness and certainty. He may
give his attention to certain acts of consciousness rather than to

certain others, and forget or mistake those which he docs not ob-

serve; the opinion to whicii I am now alluding pro\es it; but

when he observes himself completely, when he is present at the

entire spectacle of his interior life, he has little difficulty in con-

vincing himself that all the scenes pass on the same stage, and arc

known to him through the same medium.

I desire that the fact of human liberty, thus reduced to its proper

and distinctive nature, may be impressed on the mind ; for its con-

fusion with contiguous but dissimilar facts has been one of the

principal causes of trouble and debate in the great controversy we
are about to examine.

A second fact, equally natural, equally universal, has played an

important part in this controversy.

At the same time that man feels himself free, and is conscious

of the power of commencing, by his will alone, a series of facts,

he is also conscious that his will is under the control of a certain

law, which takes dilferent names, according to the circumstances in

which it. is applied, as—moral law, reason, good sense, &c. He
is free ; but, in his own opinion, his liberty is not arbitrary ; he

may use it in a foolish, unjust, or culpable manner; but every time

he uses it a certain law must preside. The observance of this

hiw is his duty—the task of his liberty.

He soon perceives that he never fully performs this task ; that

lie never acts perfectly according to reason—according to the moral
law ; that, always free, that is, morally capable of conforming to

llie law, he does not, in fact, accomplish all that he should, or even
all that he can. On every occasion, when he strictly interrogates

himself, and answers sincerely, he is forced to say, " I might if I

liad willed ;" but his will has been slothful and cowardly ; he has

gone to the extent neither of his duty nor of his power.
i'his is an evident fact, to which every one can bear witness

;

there is even this singularity about it, that the consciousness of
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this feebleness of the will becomes often more clear and im-

pressive, the more the moral nature is developed and perfcrfNl.

The best men, that is, those who have exerted and exhibited t!ie

greatest strength, who have succeeded best in conforming tli( ir

will to reason and the moral law, are often most forcibly siruck

with its insufficiency, most deeply convinced of this great ine-

quality between the conduct of man and his task, between liberty

and its law.

Hence arises a feeling which, under different forms, is fountl in

all men—tlie feeling of the necessity of an exterior help—of a sii[)-

port to the human will—of a strength that may be added to its

strength, and sustain it in time of need. This support, this bene-

ficent aid, man everywhere seeks—in the encouragements of friend-

ship, in the counsels of wisdom, in the example and approbation

of his fellows, in the fear of blame. There is no one who cannot

every day cite, in his own conduct, a thousand proofs of this

movement of the soul, eager to find without itself an aid to its

liberty, which it feels to be at the same time real and insufficient.

And as the visible world, human society, respond not always to

liis desire,—as they are tainted with the same insufficiency, which

reveals itself in its turn,—the soul goes beyond the visible world,

above human relations, to seek the support it needs : the religious

sentiment is developed; man addresses himself to God, and in-

vokes his assistance. Prayer is the most elevated, but not the

only form, under which this universal sentiment of the feebleness

of the human will, this recourse to an exterior and confederate

force, is mEniifested.

And such is the nature of man, that when he sincerely asks this

support he obtains it ; the seeking nearly suffices to find it. Who-
ever, feeling his will feeble, sincerely invokes the encouragements

of a friend, the influence of wise counsels, the support of publi'"

opinion, or addresses himself to God by prayer, instantly feels lii-^

will fortified and sustained in a certain measure, and for a certain

time. This is a fact of daily experience, and one which may he

easily verified.

There is also a third fact \yhose importance cannot be mistaken;

I mean the influence of circumstances independent of man on lli^'

human will,—the empire of the exterior world over liberty. N'''
j

one disputes the fact; but an exact conception of it is important, i

for, if I am not deceived, it is, in general, imperfectly understood.
j

I have shown the distinction between liberty and the delil)ora- I

lion—the work of the understanding—that precedes it. Now m^ \

circumstances independent of man—the place or lime of his birth,
]
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habits, manners, education, events, whatever they may be—have

no influence on t!ie act of liberty, such as I have attempted to de-

scribe it ; it is not touched or modified by them, but remains al-

ways identical and complete, whatever may be the motives that

excite it. It is on these motives—in the sphere in whicli the un-

derstanding is employed—that exterior circumstances exercise and

exhaust their power. The age in which life is passed, the country,

liie society, vary to infinity the elements of deliberation that pre-

cede the act of the will. In consequence of this variation, certain

facts, certain ideas, certain sentiments, arc, in this intellectual labor,

present or absent, near or distant, powerful or feeble ; and the

result of the deliberation, that is to say, the judgment pronounced

on the motives, is greatly affected by them. But the act of the

will that follows remains essentially the same ; it is only indi-

rectly, and because of the diversity of the elements introduced

into the deliberation, that the conduct «f man undergoes this influ-

ence of the exterior world. An example, I trust, will fully explain

my meaning. The savage, faithful to the manners of his tribe,

reluctanily, but in fulfillment of his duty, kills his old and infirm

father; the European, on the contrary, nourishes and protects his

parent, and devotes himself to the comfort and soothing of his

old age and infirmities. Nothing, surely, is more unlike than

the ideas which, in the two cases, accompany the deliberation that

precedes the action, and the results that attend it; nothing is more
unequal than the legitimacy, the moral value of the two actions in

themselves ; but the resolution itself, the free and personal act of

the European and the savage, is it not the same, if performed with

the same intention, and with the same degree of effort?

Thus, on the motives and consequences of the free act, the in-

fluence of circumstances independent of the will is immense ; they

constitute the field in which it acts : but the interior fact, ))laced

between deliberation and the exterior act, the fact of liberty, re-

mains the same, and is accomplished in like manner, amid the

most diversified elements.

1 come nov/ to the fourth and last of liie great moral facts indis-

pensable to be well understood in order to comprehend the history

of Pelagianism. I might enumerate many others, but they are of

niinor importance, and evidently originate from those I iiave already

elucidated.

Certain changes, certain moral events, are accomplished and

appear in man, the origin of which he is unable to refer to an act

of his will, and the author of which he is unable to recognize.

At first sight, perhaps, some persons may be astonished at this
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assertion. I shall endeavor to illustrate it in advance, by the ex-

ample of analogous but more frequently occurring facts, easier to

be grasped, v^diich take jilace in tiic province of the understanding.

There is no one who has not at some time laboriously sought

for some idea, some recollection, and fallen asleep in the search

without success, and the next day, on awaking, instantly attained

the desired object. There is no scliolar who has not at some time

begun to study a lesson, gone to bed without mastering it, and \n

the morning, on rising, learned it almost without an effort. I

might cite many other facts of this nature ; but I choose these two

as the most simple and incontestable.

I draw from them this single conclusion : independently of the

voluntary and deliberate activity of the thought, there is effected

in the mind of man a certain latent and spontaneous work, a work

whicii wc do not direct, and the progress of which w-e do not ob-

serve, but which is yet both real and productive.

There is nothing strange in this ; each of us brings with him at

birth an intellectual nature proper to himself. By his will, man

controls and modifies, perfects or degrades, his moral being, but

does not create it ; he receives it, and receives it endowed with

certain individual dispositions and a spontaneous force. The

native diversity of men, in a moral as well as physical point of

view, is incontestable. Now as the physical nature of every man

is developed spontaneously, and by its own virtue, in like manner,

though in a very unequal degree, there is effected in the sntellect-

ual nature—excited to action by its relations with the exterior

world, or by the will of the man himself—a certain involuntary,

unobserved development, and, to make use of a word from which

I should not wish any conclusion to be drav,'n, but which expresses

figuratively my idea, a certain work of vegetation which bears fruit

naturally.

Tliat which happens in the intellectual order, happens equally

in the moral order. Certain facts arise in the interior of the human

soul which it does not attribute to itself,—for which it does not

account by its own will. On certain days, at certain moments, it

finds itself in a moral stale different from that in which it had

been. It sees not the origin of these changes ; it was not con-

scious of them when they happened, and does not remember to

have contributed to them. In other terms, the moral man docs

not wholly make himself; he feels that causes and powers exterior

to himself act on and modify him without his knowledge; in his

moral life, as in the whole of his destiny, there is to him something

unknown, inexplicable.
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To be convinced of this fact, it is not necessary to recur to those

jn-eat nioral revolutions, those sudden and striking changes which

ihe human soul may sometimes experience, but to which the ima-

gination of the narrator adds much, and which it is diflicult rightly

to appreciate. I believe we need only look within ourselves to

discover more than one example of these involuntary modifications:

and each of us, on observing his inward life, will easily discern, if

I am not deceived, that the vicissitudes, the developments of his

nioral being, are not all the result either of acts of his will, or of

exterior circumstances with which he is acquainted, and which

explain them to him.

Such are the principal moral facts connected with the Pelagian

controversy. I give them as they are found in human nature

—

simple, universal, without any mixture of historical events or par-

ticular circumstances. It may be instantly seen that from these

facts alone, abstracted from every special and accidental element,

a multitude of questions may result, and that more than one great

controversy may be raised on their account. And, first, their

reality may be called in question. They are not all equally ex-

posed to this peril ; the fact of human liberty, for example, is

more evident, more irresistible than any other; it has, nevertheless,

been denied. Everything may be denied ; there are no limits to

the field of error.

Even in admitting and recognizing these facts, w^e may be de-

ceived as to the place which each one occupies, or the part that it

plays in the moral life ; we may estimate inaccurately their extent

or importance ; we may attach too much or too little weight to

liberty, exterior circumstances, feebleness of the will, unknown

influences, &c.

We may also attempt to explain these facts, and at the same

time differ widely in their interpretation. Does the question, for

example, concern those involuntary, unperceived changes that take

place in the moral condition of man ? It will be said that the mind

is inattentive ; that it does not remember all that passes within

itself; that it has probably forgotten such an act of the will, such

a resolution, such an impression,. which has produced these con-

setjuences, of which it has neither kept the thread nor observed

the development. Or, to explain these obscure facts of the moral

hfe, recourse will be had to a direct, special action of God upon

the soul—to a permanent relation between the action of God and

the activity of man.

Finally, we may attempt to reconcile these facts to each other

in a diversity of ways ; we may reduce them to a system accord-
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ing lo such or such a pruiciple, refer them to such or such a j^cnc-

ral doctrine on the nature and destiny of man and the world, 4*cc.

Tluis, from a multitude' of causes, a thousand questions may nrisc

on the nature alone of the facts with wliich we are occupied.

Taking them by themselves, and in their general aspect, they are

a fruitful subject of controversy.

But what if particular, local, transient causes vary the point

of view from which we observe tlicm, modify their perception in

ihc mind, influence it in one direction rather than another on their

account, bring to light or cast in the shade, magnify or diminish,

such or such a fact ? Yet this is what always happens : it hap-

pened in the fifth century. I have endeavored to ascend to the

natural and purely moral origin of the Pelagian controversy ; I

now proceed to consider its historical origin, a knowledge of which

is no less necessary lo a full understanding of the subject.

In tiie bosom of the Christian church, it was impossible that the

moral facts I have just described should not be considered from

difTcrent points of view.

Christianity has been, not a scientific, speculative reform, but

an essentially practical revolution. It especially proposed to

change the moral condition, to govern the life, of men ; and not

merely of a few men, but of nations^of the whole human race.

Tins was a prodigious novelty. The Greek philosophy, at

least since the epoch at which its history becomes clear and cer-

tain, was essentially scientific—much more applied to the investi-

gation of truth, than to a reform and government of the manners.
|

Two schools only liad taken a somewhat different direction : the I

Stoics and the Neoplatonisls formally proposed to exercise a moral

influence—to govern the conduct as well as to enlighten the under-

standing ; but their ambition in this direction was limited to a feu-

disciples—to a sort of intellectual aristocracy.

It was, on the contrary, the special and characteristic aim of

Chr^stianity to be a moral and universal reform—everywhere to

govern, in the name of its doctrines, the will and the life.

Hence the chiefs of the Christian society were influenced by an

almost unavoidable tendency. Among the moral facts of which

our nature is composed, they were especially to endeavor to brini;:

to light those which are proper to exercise a reforming influence.

and are promptly followed by practical eflects. Toward these, the

attention of tlie great bishops, the fathers of the church, was jvir-

ticularly directed, for in them they found the means of fuHiliinj;

their own mission, and of giving to Christianity an onward

impulse.
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Moreover, llie fulcrum of the moral Christian reform was reli-

gion ; in religious ideas, in the relations of man with the Divinity,

of the present life with the future, lay its strength. It behooved

its chiefs, therefore, to prefer, and also to favor, those moral facts

whose tendency is religious,—those which border on the religious

side of our nature, and are, so to speak, placed on the boundaries

of actual duties and future hopes, of morals and religion.

Finall)', the wants and the active means of Christianity, to effect

a moral reform and govern men, necessarily varied with times and

situations ; it was necessary to address, so to speak, now one fact

in the human soul, now another ; to-day a certain disposition, to-

morrow a different one. It is evident, for example, that in the

first and in the fifth century the task of the chiefs of the religious

society was not the same, and could not be performed by the same

means. The dominant fact in the first century was the struggle

against paganism, the need of overthrowing an order of things

odious to the new state of the mind—the work, in a word, of re-

volution, of war. Incessant appeals were necessary to the spirit

of liberty, of examination—to the energetic exercise of the will

;

this was the moral fact which the Christian society invoked and

incited constantly, and on every occasion.

In the fifth century the case was quite different. War had

ceased, or nearly so; the victory was gained. The Christian

chiefs were especially called to regulate the religious society.

The day had come to promulgate its faith, to settle its discipline,

to establish it, in short, upon the ruins of that heathen world which

it had vanquished. These vicissiluaes are rffpcfllcd in all great

moral revolutions ; I need not multiply examples. We see that at

this epoch there was no longer occasion for incessantly invoking

the spirit of liberty ; the dispositions favorable to the establishment

of rule, order, and the exercise of power, were in their turn to be

cultivated and obtain the preference. Apply these considerations

to the natural moral facts that gave birth to the Pelagian contro-

versy, and we shall easily discover which among them were those

whose development, in the fifth century, the chiefs of the church

were especially required to favor.

SliU another cause modified the point of view from which they

observed our moral nature. The facts relative to human liberty,

and the problems occasioned by them, are not isolated ;
they arc

attached to other facts, to other problems, still more general and

complex,—for example, to the question of the origin of good and

evil, to that of the general destiny of man, and of his essential re-

iQlions with the designs of the Divinity concerning the world.
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Now, upon these superior questions, doctrines had been csti-

blished in the church, parlies formed, solutions already given ; aiid

when nc\y questions arose, the chiefs of the religious society were
obliged to reconcile their ideas with the established faith and
general ideas of the church. We see, then, in such a case, how
complex was the nature of their situation. Certain facts, certain

moral problems, attracted their notice. They might examine ai.d

judge them as philosophers, abstractedly from every exterior con-

sideration, from a purely scientific point of view. But they were

invested with olhcial power ; they were called to govern men, to

regulate their actions, to act on their wills. Hence a practical,

political necessity, which weighed upon the mind of the philo-

sopher, and inclined it in a certain direction. This was not all

:

philosophers and politicians, they were also obliged to fulfill tlie

functions of pure logicians, to conform themselves on all occasions

to tiic consequences of certain principles, certain immutable doc-

trines. They played then, in some sort, three parts, and bore

three yokes ; they were obliged to consult the nature of thincr^^

practical necessity, and logic ; and whenever a new question ap-

peared, whenever they were called to take cognizance of moral

facts to which they had previously paid little attention, they were

obliged to think and act under this triple character—to fulfill this

triple mission.

Such was not the condition of all Christians in the religious

society ; all did not regard themselves as called, on the one hand.

to govern the church morally, or, on the other, to follow out, to ail

its consequences, the system of its doctrines. There could not

fail to spring up among them men who permitted themselves to

observe and describe such or such moral facts in their own mind>.

without preoccupying themselves much with their practical inilu-

ence, or their place and connection in a general system ;—men ot

narrower views and feebler powers than those of the chiefs ol the

church, but freer in a more circumscribed field, and who, imposin.;

upon themselves a less difficult task, might arrive, upon certain point?,

at more precise knowledge. Hence the origin of the heresiarchs.

Thus was Pelagianism born. We are now, if I am not deceived.

in possession of the great preliminary, and, in some sort, exterior

circumstances that were to infiuence its destiny. We have,

1. The principal natural facts on which the controversy rcstci

;

2. The questions that naturally arise from these facts ; 3. 'i I't-'

special point of view from which these facts and questions were

observed in the fifth century, either by the chiefs of the relign'i^''

society, or by the active and inquiring minds that arose isolatediv
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in ils bosom. We may now approach the liistory of the Pelagian

controversy : we have a llircad to guide us,—a torcli to hght

\
our path.

Tiie controversy was first strongly agitated early in the fifth

century ; not that free-will and the action of God on the human
mind had not previously occupied the minds of Christians; the

epistles of St. Paul and many other monuments attest the con-

trary ; but the facts had been admitted or denied almost without

debate. Toward the end of the fourth century they began to be

more cautiously examined, and some of the chiefs of tlie church

already began to be disquieted on their account. "We ought

not," said St. Augustin at that time, " to speak much of grace to

men who are not yet Christians, or not well-grounded Christians

;

it is a thorny question which may trouble the faith."

Toward the year 405, a Breton monk, Pelagius, (the name
given him by Latin and Greek writers ; his national name appears

to have been Morgan,) was at Rome. Plis origin, his moral cha-

racter, his genius, and his learning, have been the subject of much
discussion ; and in connection with these various points many in-

jurious things have been said of him, which appear, however, to

have been unfounded. Judging from the principal testimonies,

and from that of St. Augustin himself, Pelagius was well born,

well educated, and grave and pure in his manners. He lived at

Home, and had already arrived at mature age ; and without pro-

mulgating any precise doctrine, without writing a book, he began

to speak much of free-will—to insist on this moral fact,—to give it

prominence. Nothing indicates that he attacked any one, or was

desirous of controversy ; he appears merely to have believed that

suflicient importance was not given to human liberty—that too

circumscribed a place was assigned to it in the religious doctrines

of the limes.

These ideas caused no trouble at Rome—little or no debate.

Pelagius spoke freely ; he was listened to without interruption.

His principal disciple was Celestiiis, a monk like himself—'at least

Jl is believed so—but younger, more confident, of a more daring

Rcnius, and more resolved to push to extremities the consequences
yJ liis oj)inions.

In 4 1 1 Pelagius and Celestius are no longer at Rome : we find

thern in Africa,—at Hippo and at Carthage. In this latter city Ce-
lestius advances his doctrines; a controversy immediately arises

h<:iween him and the deacon Paulinus, who accuses him to the

^'siiop of heresy. In 412 a council assembles; Celestius is pre-

*-nt, and vigorously defends himself; he is excommunicated, and
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after vainly attempting an appeal to the bishop of Rome, lie p-,^s, ,
into Asia, whither Pclagius, as it seems, had preceded iimi.

Their doctrines spread; the islands of the Mediterrancai), Sri'v
and Illiodes among others, gave them a favorable reception';' a v\.
lie tract by Cclestius, entitled Dcjinitioiics, which many were o.v.,-r

to read, was sent to St. Augustin. Hilary, a Ganl, wrote to In-ii

in much anxiety. The bishop of Hippo began to be alarmed
; lie

beheld more than one error and peril in the new ideas.

At first, among the facts relative to the moral activity of mnii.
that of free-will was almost the only one with which Pelagius aid'

Celestins appear to have occupied themselves. St. Aufrustm
agreed with them, and had more than once declared as mucir; \>\\\

ocher facts, in his opinion, were entitled to equal notice ; for t-\-

ample, the insufHciency of the human will, the necessity of exterior
assistance, and those moral changes that take place in the soul,

wiiich it cannot attribute to itself. Pelagius and Celestius seemed
to disregard these, which was the first cause of the struggle be-
tween them and the bishop of Hippo, whose more comprehensive
mind contemplated our moral nature under a greater variety of
aspects.

Pelagius, besides, by the almost exclusive importance he gave
to free-will, weakened the religious side of the Christian doctrine,
in order to fortify, so to speak, the human side. Liberty is the fact

of man; he alone appears in it. In the insufliciency of the human
will, on t!ie contrary, and in those moral changes which it does n>

!

attribute to itself, there is room for divine intervention. Now ih;'

reforming power of the church being essentially religious, she coiiid

not but lose, in a practical point of view, by a theory which placed
in the first rank a fact in which religion had nothing to unfold, and
left in the background those in Vvhich her empire found a field for

its exercise.

Finally, St. Augustin was the chief of the doctors of the chiircli

—called, more than any other, to maintain the general system of h«^r

f.-ulh. Now, the ideas of Pelagius and Celestilis seemed to him l'>

contradict some of the fundamental points of the Christian fa:;.';,

especially liie doctrine of original sin and redemption. He .-tt-

tarkcd them, therefore, from a threefold motive: as a philosoplu-r.

because, in his eyes, their science of human nature was narrow
and incomplete

; as a practical rcform.er, charged with the govern-

ment of the church, because, according to him, they impaired its

most efBcacious means of reform and government; and as a logi-

cian, because their ideas did not exactly square with the conse-

quences deduced from the essential principles of the faith.
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From this lime we see what importance the controversy assumed ;

philosophy, pohtics, and rchgion, the opinions and the interests of

St. Augustin, his self-love and his duty, all were engaged. lie

devoted liimself wholly to the work,' publishing tracts, writing

loiters, collecting all the information that reached him from every

direction, lavishing refutations and counsels, and displaying in all

liis writings, in all his demeanor, that mixture of passion and mild-

ness, of authority and sympathy, of expansion of mind and logical

rigor, which gave him so rare a power.

Pelagius and Celestius, on their side, did not remain inactive;

in the East they had powerful friends. If St. Jerome fulminated

against them at Bethlehem, they were zealously protected by John,

bishop of Jerusalem. lie convoked on their account an assembly

of the priests of his church. A disciple of St. Augustin, the Span-

iard Orosius, then in Palestine, presented himself before them, and

related what had passed in Africa in regard to Pelagius, as well as

the errors of which he had been accused. On the recommenda-

tion of Bishop John, Pelagius was called. He was asked if he

really taught what Augustin had refuted. " What is Augustin to

me?" he replied. Several of the members were shocked. Augus-
tin was at that time the most celebrated and respected doctor in

the church. A disposition was manifested to eject Pelagius, and

even to excommunicate him ; but John turned aside the blow,

caused Pelagius to be seated, and then interrogated him: "1 am
Augustin here ; thou shall answer to me." Pelagius spoke Greek

;

his accuser, Orosius, spoke nothing but Latin ; the members of

the assembly were unable to understand him, and therefore sepa-

rated without deciding anything.

Shortly after, in December, 415, an assembly was held at Dios-

polis, the ancient Lydda, in Palestine, composed of fourteen bishops,

and presided oyer by Eulogius, bishop of Cesarea. Two bishops

of Gaul—Hero of Aries, and Lazarus of Aix—who had been ba-

nished from their sees, addressed to Eulogius a new accusation

against Pelagius. They were not present at the council, alledging

indisposition, and probably aware that it would not be favorable

to them. Pelagius, however, appeared, protected by the bishop
of Jerusalem, and was interrogated concerning ids opinions. He
explained them, modified them, and adojHcd all that the council

presented as the true doctrine of the church. He related what he
liad already suffered, enlarged upon his relations with several holy

hishops, and with Augustin himself, who two years before had

^vritlcn him a letter, for the purpose of controverting some of his

ideas, but full of charity and mildness. The accusation of Hero
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and Lazarus was read in Latin, by an interpreter. The counnl

declared itself satisfied ; Pelagius was absolved and acknowicd-Ld

to be orthodox.

The report of this decision soon reached Africa. The great ac-

tivity that prevailed in the church at that epoch is well known, as

also with what rapidity reports and writings circulated from Asia

to Africa, from Africa to Europe, and from city to city. As soon

as St. Augustin was informed of the result of the council of Dios-

polis, and before he was apprised of its acts, he powerfully cxeiicd

himself to counteract its efiects. About the same time, an incidciii

happened at Palestine which gave a bad color to the cause of Vc-

lagius. He had remained at Jerusalem, and promulgated his ideas

with increased assurance. A violent commotion broke out at

Bethlehem against St. Jerome and the monasteries that had been

formed in his neighborhood. Grave excesses were committctl

;

houses were pillaged and burnt, a deacon was killed, and St. Jerome

was compelled to seek refuge in a tower. The Pelagians, it was

said, were the authors of these disorders. The assertion is not

proved, and I am a little inclined to doubt it; still, there was room

for suspicion, and the belief of their guilt was general. A great

clamor arose ; St. Jerome wrote to the bishop of Rome, Innocent

I., and Pelagianism was seriously compromised.

Two solemn councils were held this year (416) in Africa,—one

at Carthage, another at ^lilevas; sixty-eight bishops were present

at the one, sixty-one at the other. Pelagius and his doctrine were

formally condemned ; the two assemblies informed the pope of their

decision, and St. Augustin, with four other bishops, also wrote to

him, giving him the details of the whole affair, and soliciting him

to examine it himself, that he might be able to proclaim the truth

and anathematize error.

On the 21\.\\ January, 417, Linocent replied to the two councils

and the five bishops, and Condemned the doctrines of the Pelagians.

They, however, did not consider themselves vanquislied. In two

months Innocent was dead, and Zosimus had succeeded hun.

Cclestius returned to Rome, obtained from the new pope a new

examination, and explained his opinions to liim, probably in the

same manner that Pelagius had done at Diospolis. On the 21?t

of September, 417, Zosimus, in three letters, informed the bishops

of Africa that he had carefully examined the affair; that he h:i^l

heard Celestins himself, at a meeting of priests, held in the churrh

of St. Clement; that Pelagius had written to him to justify lii'"-

self; and that he was satisfied with their explanations, and iiad

restored them to the communion of the church.
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Hardly had these letters reached Africa wlicn a new council was

convened at Carthage, (]\Iay, 41S.) Two liundrcd and three bishops

(other accounts say two hundred and fourteen) were present. Tlie

council, in eight explicit canons, condemned the doctrines of

Pclagius, and addressed itself to the emperor Ilonorius, to obtain

from him measures against the heretics, to guard the church from

peril.

From 418 to 421, several edicts and letters were issued by the

emperors Honorius, Thcodosius II., and Constantius, banishing

Pclagius, Celestius, and their partisans, from Rome, and from all

the cities in which they might attempt to promulgate their fatal

errors.

The pope Zosimus did not long resist the authority of councils

and emperors. He convoked a new assembly, in order to aflbrd

Celestius another hearing; but the latter had left Rome, and Zo-

simus wrote to the bishops of Africa that he liad condemned the

Pelagians.

The quarrel continued for some time longer; eighteen Italian

bishops refused to subscribe the condemnation of Pclagius, and

were deprived of their sees and exiled to the East. The triple de-

cree of tlie council, the pope, and the emperor, had given the cause

a mortal blow. From the year 418 no more trace of Pclagius is

found in history. The name of Celestius is occasionally met with

till about the year 427, when he also disappears. When these two

men had left the stage their school rapidly declined. The opinions

of St. Augustin, adopted by the councils, the popes, and the civil

authority, became the general doctrine of the church. But the

victory was still to cost him a struggle ; Pelagianism left an heir

at its death. The semi-Pelagians instantly renewed the combat,

which St. Augustin was no longer able to sustain.

In the south of Gaul, in the bosom of the monasteries of Lcrins

and St. Victor, then the refuge of boldness of thought, it appeared

to a few men, and among others to the monk Cassicn, of whom I

have already spoken, that the error of Pclagius had been in being

loo exclusive, and in not giving sufficient importance to all the

facts relative to human liberty and its relation to the divine ])0wer.

The insufficiency of the human will, for example, the necessity

of exterior assistance, and the moral revolutions that happen in the

soul without its concurrence, were real and important facts, which

could neither be neglected nor called in question. Cassicn openly

and fully admitted them, thus giving to the doctrine of free-will

something of that religious characlcr which Pclagius and Celestius

had so much enfeebled. But at the same time he controverted,
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more or less openly, several of ihe ideas of St. Augustin ; anion-
oliiers, his explanation of the moral reform and progressive sanctr
fication of man. St. Augustin attributed them lo°he direct, nn-
mediate, and special action of God upon the soul—to grace,' pro-
perly so called; a grace to which man has, by himseff, no'tiile,
and which proceeds from the absolutely gratuitous gift and free
choice of the ])ivinity. Cassien conceded more efilcacy to t!ic
merits of man, and maintained that his moral melioration is in part
the work of his own will, which draws upon him the divine assist-
ance, and produces by a natural process, though often impercepti-
bly, those interior moral ciiangcs by which the progress of sancii-
fication is recognized.

Such was the principal subject of controversy between the semi-
Pelagians and their redoubtable adversary. It commenced aboKt
the year 42S, immediately after the letters of Prosper of Aquitain'c
and Hilary, who had hastened to inform St. Augustin that Pe!a-
gianism was reviving under a new form. The bishop of Hippo at
once wrote a new tract, entitled, De Proidestinatione Sanctonim,
et de Bono Perscvcrantia ; Prosi)er published his poem Against
the Ingratcs, and the war of pamphlets and letters rcsumed^all ils

activity.

St. Augustin died in 430, and upon St. Prosper and Hilary
rested the charge of following up his work. They repaired t-;

Rome, and procured from Pope Celestine the condemnation of the
scmi-Pelagians. However this doctrine might be modified, it found
little favor in the church. It reproduced a vanquished heresy, and
enfeebled, though in a less degree, the religious foundation of mo-
rals and government

; it was not in accordance with the general
course of ideas, which tended, on all occasions, to attribute the
largest part lo divine intervention

; and it would have fallen ahnc.-'!

without resistance, if a doctrine directly the contrary, that of tho

Predestinarians, had not lent it some moments of strength and credii.

From the writings of St. Augustin on the impotence of the will,

the nullity of human merits, and the perfectly free and gratuiTous
nature of divine grace, some intractable logicians deduced the pre-

destination of all men, and the irrevocability of the decrees of Cod
on the eternal destiny of each. The first manifestations of thi?

doctrine in the fifth century arc obscure and doubtful ; but as sen
as It appeared it shocked the good sense and moral equity of thf

majority of Christians. The scmi-Pelagians were also eager li-

combat it, and to present their ideas as the natural antidote of sucii

an error. Such was especially the character which the bishop of
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liicz, Fausle, of wliom I have already spoken, endeavored to im-

press upon semi-Pelagianism, about the year 445. He presented

liiriiscif as a sort of mediator between the Pelagians and the Pre-

lioslinarians. In the question of the grace of God and the obedi-

ence of man, said he, we must keep the middle path, and incline

neither to the right nor the left. According to him, Pelagius and

ISt. Augustin had both been too exclusive ; the one conceded too

much to human liberty, and not enough to divine influence; the

other was too forgetful of human liberty. This species of media-

tion obtained at first much favor in tlic Gallic church. Two coun-

cils, one at Aries in 472, the other at Lyons in 473, formally con-

demned the Predcstinarians, and commissioned Fauste to publish a

treatise which he had written against them—entitled. Of Grace,

and the Freedom of the Human Will—at the same time ordering

him to add to it some developments. But this was merely a day

of respite, a glimmering of prosperity for semi-Pelagianism, and it

soon fell again into discredit.

J)uring liis lifetime, St. Augustin had been accused of urging the

doctrine of predestination to the comj^lete abolition of freedom of

ihc will, but had energetically defended himself from the charge.

He erred, I apprehend, as a logician, in denying a conclusion

which seems inevitably to flow from his ideas—on the one hand,

concerning the impotence and corruption of the human will ; on

the other, concerning the nature of the divine foreknowledge and

interposition. But St. Auguslin's superiority of mind saved him,

on this occasion, from the errors into which logic might have pre-

cipitated him, and he was inconsequent precisely on account of his

superior reason. May I be permitted to insist for a moment on

this moral fact, which alone explains the contradictions of so many

men of genius : I shall take a familiar example, and one of the

most striking—I mean the Contra t Social (Social Contract) of

K'oussean. The sovereignty of numbers, of the numerical ma-

J"iity, is, it is well known, the fundamental principle of that work,

md Rousseau for a long time follows up its consequences with

iiiflcxible rigor. A moment arrives, however, in which he aban-

dons them, and with great effecl. He wishes to give to the nascent

society its fundamental laws, its constitution ; his superior under-

standing forewarned him that sucii a work could not be obtained

from universal suffrage, from the numerical majority, from the

niuUitude. " There must be gods," says he, "to give laws to men.

Il is not magistracy, it is not sovereignty; but a peculiar and su-

perior function, which has nothing in common with human empire;"

Vol. YHI.—29
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and we see him interposing a peculiar legislator, a sage, tiius vio-

lating his principle of the sovereignty of numbers to recur to (juiU'

a different principle—the sovereignty of intelligence, the right uf

superior reason.

The Contrat Social, and nearly all the works of Rousseau,

abound in similar contradictions, and they arc, perhaps, the most

striking proof of the great mind of their author.

It was by an inconsequence of the same nature that St. Augus-

lin boldly disavowed the predestination imputed to him. Othors

after him, subtil and narrow dialecticians, advanced imhesitatingly

to this doctrine, and established themselves in it ; but he, as socm

as he perceived it, enlightened by his genius, turned aside, and

without quite retracing his steps, took his flight in another direc-

tion, absolutely refusing to abolish liberty. The church did tin;

same. She iiad adopted St. Augustin's doctrines concerning grace,

and on this ground condemned the Pelagians and the semi-Pcln-

gians. She condcnmed in like manner the Predestinarians, thus

taking from Cassicn, Fauste, and their disciples, the pretext, un(h:r

favor of which tiiey had regained some ascendency. Semi-Peh-

gianism declined from this period. St. Cesarius, bishop of Arle-;,

renewed against it, at the commencement of the sixth century, the

war which St. Augustin and St. Prosper had declared. In 529

the councils of Orange and Valence condemned it ; in 530 Pope

Boniface II., in his turn, hurled against it a sentence of anathema,

and it soon ceased for a long time to agitate men's minds. Pre-

destination shared the same fate.

None of these doctrines brought forth a sect, properly so called

,

they were not separate from the church, or constituted into a distiiui

religious society ; they had no organization, no worship. They won'

mere opinions, debated among intellectual men ; more or le>-

sanctioned by, more or less contrary to, the ofhcial doctrine of t!;"

church, but they never menaced her with a schism. Of their

appearance, and of the debates they had occasioned, there al'^''

remained little except certain tendencies, certain intellectual di>'j>'^'

sitions; no sects or schools. In all the epochs of European civili-

zation we encounter—First : Minds especially preoccupied will.

what there is of human in our moral activity, with the fact vi

liberty, and who thus attach themselves to the Pelagians. Se-

condly: Minds particularly struck v.'ith the influence of God iil»
'^i

man, with the divine interposition in human activity, and inclin"!

to sink human liberty beneath the hand of God; these adhere !•

the Predestinarians. Between these two tendencies is found li
'"

general doctrine of the church, which aims to lake account of "'••

29*
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llie natural facts—of liuman liberty and of divine interposition. It

denies that God eflects every thing in man, or tiiat nnan is sufficient

without the assistance of God ; and thus establishes itself, with

tnore of reason, perhaps, than of logical consequence, in those re-

gions of good sense, the native clime of the human mind, to which

it ever returns from its wanderings, (post longos crrorcs.)

Art. VI.—1. Journal of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M., from A.D.
1735 to 1790. 2 vols., 8vo. New-York : Lane & Tippelt.

2. The North British Revieio for August, 1847. No. 14.

In a well-v/rillen article upon " Simeon and his Predecessors,"

publisiicd in a late number of the North British Review, the writer

lakes occasion lo pay a fine tribute to the elder of the Vrcsleys..

Fortius great reformer, " as a noble specimen of fervent dihgence,"

his admiration knows no bounds; but, "in Christian authorship,"

he tliinks, "he is not entitled to rank high; and though his direct

and simple style is sometimes terse, it is often meagre, and very

seldom racy. His voluminous journals," he finds, "are little bet-

ter than a turnpike log—miles, towns, and sermon texts." This

is evidently a salvo, thrown in to propitiate that class of readers

whose equanimity might be disturbed by the truly eloquent culo-

gium already pronounced upon the founder of ^Methodism. It would

certainly be an impeachment of the critical acumen of this reviewer

to suppose that he had even read the " Journal." This is clearly

impossible. But had he never read Dr. vSouthey's " Life?" After

remarking, that to the practice of writing memoirs of one's self,

the world is indebted for some of the richest materials for history

and biography, the doctor adds, " Perhaps no person has in this

manner conveyed so lively a picture of himself as Wesley. Du-

ring a most restless life of incessant occupation, he found time to

register not only his proceedings, but his thoughts, his sJudies, and

occasional remarks upon men and books ;
and not unfrcquently

'ipon miscellaneous subjects, with a vivacity which ciiaracterized

i'irn to the last."* This surely is high' praise; and, if we take into

\
the account both the fine taste of the biographer and the strong

I
prejudices which so illy qualified him to a])prcciate the peculiar cx-

\ collcnces of the "Journal," a sutficicnt offset against anything that

I
ignorance or ill-nature may suggest. And yet how many even of

I
the admirers of Wesley have yet to acquaint themselves with the

• See Southey's Wesley. Harper's edition, vol. i, p. 77.
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richest, most curious, and most extraordinary production of the

class of literature to \Yliich it belongs—a produclion, too, for \vliii-||

wc liesitatc not to predict a conspicuous place among tliosc niciui-

mcnts of vanished minds which men will not willingly let die'

But for the sake of skeptics upon this point we propose to intjuire

what may be gathered from these memoirs, besides "miles, towns,

and sermon texts,"

In the first place, then, wc think it will strike ever}' one that the

"Journal" breathes throughout the spirit of universal charity and

good will, and exhibits its author as far in advance of his age in
]

almost every species of benevolent reform. Long before the corn- i

rnencement of his itinerant career, or the date of his spiritual con- ]

version, wc find that the "sighing of the prisoner" had reached his 1

ears, and recognize in him the forerunner and model of one M-hoso
|

name has since become the synonym of disinterested benevolence. J

"I saw in him," said John Howard, on one occasion, "how mucli
|

a single man might achieve by zeal and perseverance, and I thonght,
|

Avhy may not I do as much in my way as Mr. Wesley has do!i'\ 1

if I am only as assiduous and persevering : and I determincil 1
|

would pursue my work with more alacrity than ever."* During his

second residence at Oxford, Mr. Wesley appears to liave visited

weekly the cells of the convicts in a "neighboring castle;" and a

little later wc find him expounding the Gospel of St. John, and

daily reading the morning service of the Church in the Newgate, ni

Bristol. This was at a period when felons were almost universally

looked upon as without the pale of human sympathy; and those

who would be their spiritual guides and comforters met with many
obstacles and repulses. "Twice," says Mr. Wesley, Jan. 11, 171 2,

" I went to the Newgate at the request of poor R R ,
who

lay there \mder sentence of death, but was refused admittance."

In an "Appeal to the Public," he boldly avers, that "of all ihc

seats of woe on this side hell," few exceed, in his opinion, or even

equal, a certain prison in which he had been " taking the gungf

of human misery." He then exults in the reform he had witnessed

at Bristol, in respect to comfort, decency, and morals. "The
prison has put on a new face. Nothing oflcnds either the eye or

ear; and the whole has the appearance of a quiet family." Th'!*

was more than twelve years before the subject of prison discipline

came under the notice of the " Philanthropist."

Not less early I\Ir. Wesley appeared in the field as a tract vrilc

and distributer. "Within a short time," he writes in 1745, "^vf

had given away some thousands of little tracts among the common

• See Life of Henry Moore, p. 289.
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j>copIe. And it pleased God hereby to provoke others to jealousy,

insomuch lliat the lord mayor had ordered a large quantity of papers,

dissuading from cursing and swearing, to be printed and distri-

buted." Among those tracts was " A Word to a Drunkard ''
writ-

ten, he says, Nov. 28, 1745, one of the most startling, pungent,

and thorough-going temperance papers that has ever seen the

light. And yet it is within the memory of the present generation,

that Drs. Beecher, Fisk, and their early coadjutors, were regarded,

even by intelligent people, as the " setters forth of strange doc-

trines" and "novelties," because they advocated the great princi-

ples which now form the basis of the American Temperance Union.

l]ut these were no new discoveries. Mr. Wesley, as his writings

abundantly prove, proclaimed these grand truths, while the fathers

of that " Union" were yet unborn. The well-known temperance

clause, which appears in the Book of Discipline, bears the date of

May 1, 17G3 ; and for further proof of W^esley's claim to the

leadership in this species of reform, we need only refer to his

"Works,"* and to a passage of remarkable eloquence which occurs

in the fiftieth of his printed Sermons. That he did not apply those

principles of union and organization, which constitute the peculiar

glory of later movements, was no fault of his. On associations for

moral and religious purposes no one could place a higher estimate

than the author of the " Circular Letter," of April 19, 17G4, ad-

dressed to about fifty clergymen, in fiivor of evangelical alliance.

It was not identity of opinions, expressions, modes of worship, or

ecclesiastical polity, that he sought, but "to remove hinderances out

of the way," and "to love as brethren." But "who imagines we
can do this ? that it can be efiectcd by any human power? All na-

ture is against it—every infirmity, every wrong temper, and pas-

sion, love of honor and praise, of power and pre-eminence, anger,

resentment, pride, long-contracted liabil, and prejudice, lurking in

ten thousand forms." In other words, the real diiricully in the

case is not the antagonism of conflicting creeds, but that sclfiahncss

snd pride of man which delight to introduce into the church of the

Kcdecmer the distinctions of fashionable society, and thus virtually

repeal the only basis of Christian union
—

" All ye are brethren."

I

The noblest practical exhibition of the true spirit, in one respect at

^
least, we have met with in a Catholic land: Fas est et ah hoste

I
doccri. Not soon shall we forget a scene we have repeatedly wit-

I
ricsscd in the magnificent cathedral of an ancient and well-known

I South American city: its portals, and its altars, were to all alike

I
"Touch no dram. It is liquid fire. It is a sure, though slow, poison."

A. D. 17G9,
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mvitmg. There were no sacred inclosures for the ricli, and pnllc-
nes for the poor; no spot in exclusive possession of purple andVmc
linen, and interdicted to poverty and rags. There we have s,um)
the beggar and the outcast literally take rank with "heads of ,\c
partnicnts," and merchant princcs-for in the house and church
of God "all were brethren." Religion was a complete levclcr
But m this "model" republic of ours, this fair domain of our Pro-
testant faith, what do we hear and see continually! The distinc-
tions kept up between the pious rich and the pious poor, between
churches for gentle and simple, for the fashionable and the un-
fashionable, are unhappily but too marked and obvious; and fen-
are at a loss to ascribe them to their true source, namely, that super-
ciliousness and Pharisaism which are the "worm i' the bud"
of all Christian fellowship. Well, ilic„, mav it be inquired in what
respect the prnicctors of the late Lo:idon convention were in advai.cr.
of the autiior of that Circular Letter, and the Sermon on "Catholic
Spirit."

No one need be told how Mr. Vrc^Lrj- regarded missionary en-
terprises. Almost his first pastoral essay was among the Indian
tribes of (Georgia

; and every page of the " Journal" may serve as a
beautiful commentary upon the memorable saying, "Hook upon
the whole world as my parish." The discourse he preached :

behalf of the "Humane Society," and his "Dispensary for tl

Sick"—that noble monument of Christ-like philanthropy—

w

alone suiricient to place him in the first rank of the world's be
factors.

\

But in nothing, perhaps, did Mr. Wesley better show his pro- 1
found sagacity and desire to be useful, than in the pains he took for }
the diffusion of " books that are books." " Like Luther, he knew 1
the importance of the press—he kept it teeming with his publica- j

tions. He may, indcnl, he considered the leader in those exertions \
xvhich are now being madefor the popular diffusion ofhioidedger* I

His own writings are so voluminous that we can hardly conceivr 4
how he ioww] time for his still more voluminous editions, or rather

\
compilations, of standard works, comprising treatises on almost J
every subject—divinity, poetry, music, history, and philosopliy.

jFor this purpose he "circumnavigated the world of literature and '\

science ;" and his selections extend back to the time of the apos- l

tolical fathers. Yet these were pastimes, or, as it sometime'' i

happened, the recreations of an invalid. At a most critical period.
j

when his constitution appeared to be broken, his health gone, and
|

life despaired of, he "broke through the doctor's order not to write,

• Hayward's " Book of Religions."

in
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and began transcribing a journal for ihc press." About the same

time he began his " Notes on the New Testament,"—a -svork, he

says, "which he should scarce ever have attempted, had he not

been so ill as not to be able to travel or preach ; and yet so well as

to be able to read and write."

The epoch of the first Sunday-school teacher in America, ac-

cording to a late writer, dates back some fifty or sixty years. But

early in 1737, Mr. Wesley, writing from Savannah, speaks of

catechising all the children of the place on Sundays, "before the

evening service." To this he added Biblical instruction. No one

was better prepared than he to appreciate such means of grace for

children. It was under his auspices that the Sunday-school sys-

tem first seems to have been fully developed and set on the tide of

successful experiment. "At Bolton," in July, 1767, he says, "there

are eight hundred poor children taught in our Sunday schools by

about eighty masters, who receive no pay but what they are to re-

ceive from the great Master In the evening several of tiie

children hovering round the house, I desired forty or fifty to come

in and sing, 'Vital spark of heavenly fiame.' Although some of

them were silent, not being able to sing, for tears, yet the har-

mony was such as, I believe, could not be equaled in the king's

chapel." A few months later we have a glowing description of a

Sunday-school review in the same place, at which between nine

hundred and a thousand scholars were present. The melody of

those juvenile voices, he thought, could be exceeded only by the

" singing of angels in our Father's house." He adds :
—

" Such a

sight I never saw before; all were serious and well-behaved

Frequently ten or more of them get together to sing and pray for

themselves." The "Journal" teems with similar proofs of his love

and sympathy for the children; and in Kingswood school wc have

an endearing monument of his more than parental care for their

best interests. It is delightful to see how he exults in its prcs-

pcrity, and the gracious revivals of which it is so often the scene
;

and the casual record which shows him engaged at the same

moment on a " Hebrew Grammar," and " Lessons for Children,"

speaks not less for the benevolence of his heart than the versatility

of his genius. We know that his rules for the discipline and train-

ing of the young meet with little favor from the present generation.

The strict habits and rigorous morality which he would inculcate

are certainly far more in keeping with the "law and the testi-

niony," than w^ith the popular and fashionable notions of the day.

But even in this respect let us not be in haste to impeach the wis-

dom or sagacity of Wesley. Time may show, and, if wc mistake
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not, is already showing, that a loose and easy parental governincnl

is dictated by anything but a true regard for human well-being.

It is certain, however, that Wesley was popular with the children

of his own day. They recognized in his beaming aspect none of

those stern and repulsive lineaments which bigotry and prejudice

have drawn. To them the very face of the loved and venerated

octogenarian was as a benediction ; and hence it was nothing un-

common for him to find "all the street lined with these little ones,"'

waiting to greet him with their glad smiles and joyous welcome.

He says: "Before preaching they only ran round me and before;

but after it a whole troop, boys and girls, closed me in, and would

not be content till I shook each of them by the hand."—Vol. ii,

p. 557.

These imperfect glimpses of his character may suffice for a just

estimate of the "enthusiasm" of the apostle of .Methodism. On

lliis point it seems idle to waste words ; for it is well known that

the writer, who, of all, has been niost eager to apply that term to

Wesley in an opi)rubrious sense, was himself the fiercest and most

visionary of ochlocrats, till in due time he all at once came out

a convert to kingcraft, and a poet laureate. The enthusiasm of

the author of the "Journal" w^as certainly of a rare type. "The
wonder of his character," said Robert Hall, "is the self-control by

which he preserved himself calm, while he kept all in excitement

around him. JIc tros the last inan to he iijfectrd hy fanaticism.

His writings abound in statements of preternatural circumstances;

but it must be remembered that his faults in these respects were

those of his age, while his virtues were peculiarly his own." True,

he may have been credulous, but surely in an age of most unsparing

skepticism a little leaning to the opposite extreme was quite venial.

We are not solicitous to vindicate him from the seeming aspersion.

All must sec that in the estimation of those who have been most

sedulous to fix the charge upon him, every development of religion

which transcends their reason or experience is sheer fanaticism.

So far as the charge relates to certain "preternatural circum-

stances," it will be seen that ^Ir. Wesley usually records these

without note or comment, and in the true spirit of inductive philo-

sophy ; and to all "orthodox" skeptics, we commend an acute re-

mark of President Edwards, in his w^ork on the affections. H^*

says :

—" I know of no reason why being affected by God's glory

should not cause the body to faint, as well as being affected wilii a

view of Solomon's glory."

In respect to preternatural appearances, Mr. Wesley may have

believed with Prince Hamlet, that
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" There are more things in heaven and earth

Than are dreamed of in your philosophy."

And rfiough we incline to that side of the question which has suf-

fered least from ridicule, we cannot but think it much easier to

sneer at, than refute, the doctrine of demoniacal possessions. It

seems to us, moreover, that credulity—that sort of credulity that

"makes the virtue it believes in"—is inseparable from a nature

like Mr. Wesley's, so lively and boundless in its sympathies with

all that is lovely and good, so soon incensed at every species of wrong

and oppression. A single example may serve to place this charac-

teristic in a most amiable light. During one of his visits to the

capital of North Britain, he stops at Holyrood House, the an-

cient palace of the Scottish kings. As he glances at the gallery

of royal portraits, his eye rests with peculiar emotion upon that

of the beautiful, but ill-fated and "much-injured," Mary:—"It

is scarce possible," he exclaims, " for any who looks at this, to

think her such a monster as some have painted her;" or, "for any

who considers the circumstances of her death, equal to that of a

martyr !" " But how, then, can we account for the quite contrary

story that has been almost universally received? Most easily: it

was penned and published in French, English, and Latin, (by Queen

Elizabeth's order,) by George Buchanan, wiio was secretary to

Murray, and in Queen Elizabeth's pay.—Nor was she at liberty

to answer for herself." From various entries in the "Journal" he

appears to have studied Queen Mary's history very carefully, and

to have thoroughly sifted the mass of conflicting testimony. Upon

the whole, therefore, " that much-injured queen appears to have

been far the greatest woman of that age, exquisitely beautiful in

her person, of a fine address, of a deep, unaffected piety, and of a

stronger understanding, even in youth, than Queen Elizabeth had

at threescore. And probably the despair wherein Queen Eliza-

beth died was owing to her death, rather than that of Lord Essex."

But not by royal sufferings and wrongs alone were his sympa-

thies stirred. None were so humble or obscure as to escape his

notice. How touching the scene in which we behold the holy

man of fourscore years, intent upon spreading, if possible, some

rays of heavenly light over the dreary waste of a "mind in ruins!"

" I spent some time with poor, disconsolate Louisa. Such a sight

in the space of fourteen years I never saw before ! Pale and wan,

beaten with wind and rain, having been so long exposed to all

weathers, with her hair rough and frizzled, and only a blanket

wrapped round her, native beauty gleamed through all. Her fea-

tures were small and finely turned, her eyes had a peculiar sweet-
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ness, her arms and fingers delicately molded, and her voice sffi

and agreeable; but her mind was in ruins." Tlic Uinmic asyhirn,

at whicii liiis scene occurred, he thought to be the best in tlu- ihn-e-

kingdoms. Having "particularly inquired into the wiiolc mcilnv.r'

of the superintendent, ]\Ir. Wesley concluded that "he had a i---

culiar art of governing his patients, not by fear, but by love. 'I'hr

consequence is, many speedily recover and love him ever after."

This regard for the more neglected classes was a sore puzzle to

some of his admirers: but "I have more need of heat than of

light,^' was his sole reply to those who could not see how a distin-

guished O.xonian could pass so much time in the cottages of the

pious poor, and meanwhile be so jealous of the encroachments

of the great and learned upon his leisure.

We need not be surprised that such a heart should have ven-

tured a hope for the futurity of even the brute creation. Perhaps

the wish was father to the thought, or it may have been suggesiod

by some such incident as the following :
—" I preached, [June i2ii.

1768,] at noon, at a farmer s house near Brough, in Westmoreland.

The sun was hot enough ; but some shady trees covered both ivx

and most of the congregation. A little bird perched on one of them,

and sinig icithoiit intermission from the beginning of the semcc

unto the end.'' Not that he was in danger of confounding the

distinctions between man and the inferior animals. In fact no one,

perhaps, ever distinguished here more philosophically or clearly.

So, at least, thought Mr. Hallam. "I have somewhere read," says

this able writer, " a profound remark of ^^'eslcy, that, considcriii;^

the sagacity which many animals display, we cannot fix upon rea-

son as the distinction between them and man : the true diUcrcnce

is, we arc formed to know God and they are not."* Indeed, no one

can fail to see that, in the beautiful philosophy that pervades al!

the writings of this great master, soul, or the possession of spiritual

faculties, is what confers upon man his peculiar dignity and ex-

cellence.

In reading the "Journal" no one will fail to remark that the spir,'.

of the writer is uniformly cheerful, kind, and conciliating; ai;'.

those who think him severe and unsparing in controversv, can kn-'^v

but little of the men he had to do with. Wesley never provoked cor.-

Irovcrsy, never engaged in it con amore. In a polemical tract, wiiii~ i

bears the date of 1740, he says :
—" I now tread an untried path uiin

fear and trembling: fcar,notofmyadvcrsary,butofmyself— 1 fcarniv

own spirit, lest I 'fall where many mightier have been slain.' " 1
••'

the same purport he says, Nov. 19, 1751 ;
—"I began wrilini; '

• Hist. Lit., vol. ii, p. 07. See, also, Wesley's Sermons, vol. ii, p- i"'-
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loiter to ihc * Comparer of the Papists and Methodist^'—heavy

[ work ; such as 1 should never choose, but sometimes il must be

done. Well might the ancients say, ' God made practical divinity

necessary: the devil, controversial.'" But of the spirit, and, in-

deed, the style, of the "Journal," we have a perfect transcript in the

language it speaks in 1739, the natal year of Wesleyan Metho-

dism :
—" Let mc think and speak as a little child. Let my reli-

gion be plain, artless, simple. Meekness, temperance, patience,

faith, and love, be these my highest gifts ; and let the highest words,

whenever I teach them, be those 1 learn from the book of God."

In another place he says :
—

" I labor to avoid all words which are

not easy to be understood; all which are not used in common life."

Memorable words ! noble sentiment ! W^ell were it for every stu-

dent of oratory, and of sacred oratory in particular, to adopt it as

liis motto. It is the language, almost verbatim, which in our own

day has been ascribed to the Demosthenes of the American senate.

Such a style may have few charms for the admirers of Buhver, or

of Carlylc. It may have still fewer charms for those lovers of the

magniloquent whose notion of fine writing seems to consist in sub-

stituting Greek and Latin synonyms,

" Of learned length and thundering sound,"

for the sweet household words of our own matchless Anglo-Saxon.

If such be a fine style, then W^esley was altogether defective. But

if he erred, he did so advisedly and ex industria. He says :
" As

for me, I never think of my style at all ; but just set down the

words that come first. Only when I transcribe anything for the

press, then I think it my duty to see that every phrase be clear,

pure, and proper. If, after all, I observe any stiff expression, I

throw it out neck and shoulders."* To one who asked, " What is

il that constitutes a good style?" he replies, "Perspicuity, pu-

rit)-, propriety, strength, and easiness, joined together." He says

notJiing of Jiarmony—he thought it infinitely beneath a " Christian

niinister, speaking and writing to save souls," to amuse sinners

^vith measured cadences and nicely balanced periods. He could

" no more write in a fine style than wear a fine coal." And these

hterary exquisites who think it " a pity," might think it a pity, too,

tii'U Raphael forgot to " set off" his Madonna with a profusion of

curls, and that the Apollo Belvidere has not the advantage of the

h-itcsi Parisian costume. For our own part, we believe that Wes-
ley very justly places the foplings of literature and of fashion in the

* This reminds one of the still more modern aphorism : "In composing, be

»ure to discard every word or phrase which flrikes you as particularly /rw.'*
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same category; and that herein liis better taste and judgment

were eminently conspicuous. ]n the "Journal "we should expect the

diction to be somewhat careless, compared with that of his sermons

and more elaborate performances. But even here it appears in

purity, clearness, and strength, to approach as near perfection as

the genius of our language will permit. It has the chastened and

simple beauty, the naturalness and lifc-likcness, of the statue that

enchants the world. The model which he proposed to himself was

the Epistles of John :
" Here are sublimity and simplicity together

—the strongest sense and the plainest language." Still we cannot

but think ^that lie was enamored, however unconsciously, of the

beautiful simplicity of the most perfect language of which we have

any memorials. He did not study the great masters of antiquity to

no purpose. Wc never read the "Journal" without being forcibly

reminded of the pictured pages of Herodotus. Such a style is,

" when unadorned, adorned the most." It not only possesses those

qualities of transparency and precision which enable the writer to

make everythi(ig plain and appreciable, but it is also in admirable

consonance with the man, the subject, and the occasion.

The subject matter of the " Journal " is exceedingly rich and diver-

sified. We should hardly know what to think of the tastes or at-

tainments of such as could peruse it without instruction and plea-

sure. Tiie mere novel-monger may here find much that is strange,

" stranger than fiction." It was but lame and halting praise in Al-

lan Cunningham, to say that "the labors of Wesley in propagating

the gospel liave all the interest of romance." Few imaginations,

however fertile, have succeeded in pleasing their hearers in such a

variety of interesting situations, or investing them with so much
dramatic interest.

To the mere scholar the shrewd observations on men and books

interspersed throughout these volumes would amply repay the

most careful perusal. Glancing lately at passages presented ad

apcriurarn, we noticed within the compass of about three pages

the calm but withering retort upon that would-be historian, Smol-

lett ; and critiques iipon Baron Swedenborg's " Account of Heaven

and Hell," Blair's " Sermons," and Bryant's "Ancient Mythology."

Another passage we had quite forgotten, relating to Georgia and

its Indian tribes, presented much food for thought. The Indian is

to most persons a picturesque being. They see him only in the

pictured pages of Irving, Cooper, or Campbell; and hence he

seems a creature of more than Spartan virtue, or Arcadian sim-

plicity and innocence. Hence, too, they dream, that in some

"boundless contiguity of shade" the golden age may be reproduced,
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ami thai to be overwliclmcd with the superior advantages of what

they arc pleased to call a natural stale of society, we have only to

contemplate the simple, contented life of the aborigines. Our own
people may have the miserable reality loo much before them to

fall into grievous practical errors, but it is otherwise with those

transatlantic enthusiasts who occasionally form an alliance with

some " Apollo of the woods," and learn too late that there is any-

thing but poetry to be associated with the wigwam. It might be

well for all those whose beau ideal of the red man is formed from

such a character as Cooper's Uncas, or Campbell's Outalissi, to

just glance at Mr. Wesley's Choctaw :—"Every one docth what is

right in his own eyes ; and if it appears wrong to his neighbor, the

person aggrieved usually steals on the other unawares, and shoots

him, scalps him, or cuts off his ears ;—having only two short rules

of proceeding, to do what he will and what he can. They are like-

wise gluttons, drunkards, thieves, dissemblers, liars."

As a specimen of ^Ir. Wesley's critical acumen, we may cite his

observations upon Homer; and we need not remind persons of

classical taste and information that the preference here given to the

Odyssey is as consonant with present taste as it was repugnant to

that of his own time. Aug. 12lh, 1748, he says:—"In riding to

Newcastle I finished the tenth Iliad of Homer. What an amazing

genius had this man !—Yet one cannot but observe such improprie-

ties intermixed as are shocking to the last degree. What excuse

can any man of sense make for

' His scoldiiig heroes and his wounded gods V

Nay, does he not introduce the ' father of gods and men,' one

while shaking heaven with his rod, and soon after assailing his sis-

ter and wife, the empress of heaven, with such language as a car-

man might be ashamed of? Are these some of those 'divine bold-

nesses which naturally provoke short-sightedness and ignorance to

show themselves?'

"

Again :
" Last week I read over, as I rode,* a great part of Ho-

mer's Odyssey. I always imagined it was like Milton's ' Paradise

Regained,' .
'

' The last faint effort of an expiring muse.'

But how was I mistaken I How far has Homer's latter poem the

pre-eminence over the former ! It is not, indeed, without its ble-

mishes
; but his numerous beauties make large amends for these.

Was ever man so happy in his descriptions, so exact and con-

sistent in his characters, and so natural in telling a story? He like-

• " Poetry, history, and philosophy," he tells us in another place, " I read

ori horseback."
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wise continually inserts the finest strokes of inoralilj-, which T rin-

nol find in Virgil :—on all occasions recommending the fear of (.\ti.

with justice, mercy, and truth. In this, only, is he inconsisiciii

with himself. He makes his hero say, ' Wisdom never lies,'

—

and,
' Him, on vvhate'er pretence that lies can tell,

My soul abhors him as the gates of hell.'

Meantime, he himself [Ulysses] on the slightest pretence tells de-

liberate lies over and over ; nay, and is highly commended for so

doing by the goddess of wisdom !"

Almost every page of the "Journal" is enriched with similar frniis

of ripe scholarship, sound criticism, and refined taste; and proves

the writer to have anticipated the literary, not less than the moral,

sentiments of a more enlightened age. The same may be said of

his appreciation of the sciences ; and it may be doubted whether

any one has done more than Wesley to settle and fix their relative

importance. At a time when logic, for instance, was virtually

discarded from the university course, we find him insisting, with

equal beauty and truth, that this is " the gale of the sciences."

" Nay, may we not say that the knowledge of it, although now quite

unfashonable, is even necessary, next and in order, to a knowlcdi;c

of Scripture itself? For what is this, if rightly understood, but the

art of good sense ? of apprehending things clearly, judging truly,

and reasoning conclusively?" How warmly he espoused the cause

of this "unfashionable" science and art, appears from several en-

tries in the "Journal." On one occasion, while waiting for a turn

of the tide, he " set down in a little cottage three or four hours ami

translated Aldrich's ' Logic' " To a young lady, whose studies he

was superintending, he writes :
—"I really think it [logic] is worth

all the rest put together." We are thus particular, because wc

believe the world is now prepared to appreciate these exertions for

the restoration of a long discarded science. Archbishop ^^ halclv's

excellent Treatise is, without design of course, but really, li'-ll^

more than an expansion of J\lr. Wesley's " Compendium," and

occasional hints ; and the fine remark that " logic is the gale

of the sciences" is now echoed on all sides. In the English uni-

versities the doctrine is steadily gaining ground, that "no stu«H"n*

should be allowed to enter upon the use of language in mathcun-

lical reasoning, until he has acquired more acquaintance with tli<*

nature of assertion, denial, and deduction, than can be obiainr.l

from previous education as now given :—this to be done by ll><^

study of the Elements of Logic."*

• See Penny Cyclopedia, vol. xv, p. 13.
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\ In this connection wo niaj' notice what appears to have been the

germ of a Biblical and Theological Institute, or rather of a con-

fiTcncc course of studies. Feb. 23, 1749, he says :
—" M}' design

was to have as many of our preachers here during the Lent as

could possibly be spared ; and to read lectures to them every day,

as 1 did to my pupils in Oxford. I have seventeen of them in all.

These I divided into two classes : and read to one Bishop Pearson

on the Creed ; to the other, Aldrich's Logic—and to both, ' Rules

for Action and Utterance.'" A more complete and syslcnnatica]

course of study for "junior preachers " than this could hardly be

named, and we should like to see the experiment repealed. What-
ever \vc may gain by greater extent of surface, it is to be feared

that far more is lost in depth. And yet these studies form, in ]\Ir.

Wesley's estimation, only the basis, the -ov arcb of ministerial

qualifications, as may be learned from that " Address to the

Clergy," already cited. To us it seems that such a document as

tliis, which is one of the noblest monuments of its author's wis-

dom and piety, might have some weight in deciding the logomachy
so often renewed on the subject of " literary attainments."

But not of grave and w^eighty matters alone does the "Journal"

treat. It furnishes many proofs of the descriptive talent of its

author, and his taste for the beautiful in nature and art. Not
seldom is Dr. Southey's " ascetic" heard to exclaim, "All things

contributed to make it a refreshing season ; the gently declining

sun, the stillness of the evening, the beauty of the meadows and

fields, through which

' The clear smooth river drew its sinuous train ;'

the opposite hills and woods, and the earnestness of the people,

covering the top of the hill on which we stood ; and, above all, the

Day-spring from on high—the consolation of the Holy One."

At another lime we accompany him through " a green vale,

shaded with rows of trees, which make an arbor for several miles.

The river labors along on our left hand, through broken rocks of

every size, shape, and color. On the other side of the river, the

rnountain rises to an immense height, almost perpendicular; and

yet the tall, straight oaks, stand rank above rank, from the bottom
to the very top." Anon the scene changes, and we recognize this

licro of the mountain and the flood, in the dim religious light of

some ancient cathedral, charmed with the choruses of Handel—or

the music of "Glory to God in the highest"—pealed forth from
" such an organ as he never saw or heard before—so large, so

^auiiful, and so fully toned." There, loo, he is " well pleased to
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partake of the sacrament with his old opponent, Bisliop Laviti"^-

ston." And with what lioly fervor he exclaims, *' may we v^ji

down logelher in the kingdom of our Father !'' Ilis exquisite

taste for music is revealed in another passage :
" Wliile we wore

administering, I heard a low, soft, solemn sound, jusi like that of

an iEolian harp. It continued five or six minutes, and so affected

many that they could not refrain from tears ; it then gradually died

away. Strange, no other organist that I know should think

of this."

In these personal memoirs, the historian finds the elements for

solving one of the most interesting problems that has ever en-

gaged his attention. lie beholds a meek, assiduous devotee of

learning, whose only wish would seem to be, as he himself inti-

mates,

" Inter sylvas Academi quaerere verum,"

suddenly transformed into the intrepid reformer. Frowns and

censures can no more awe ; dangers cannot appal ; flatteries can-

not divert him. lie shrinks from no sacrifice, no perils, no toils.

At a time when the religious and social aspects of the nation were,

by the admission of her most duteous sons and the heads of her

church,* most gloomy and desponding, this youthful convert to

"Bible Christianity" raises his wand, and the simoom of infi-

delity, which had been sweeping so fearfully across the channel,

is suddenly arrested. One hemisphere, and one race of men,

cannot now coiUent him. In the true spirit of one who feels that

the worki is his parish, he is as ready to proclaim "justification

by faith alone" in the wigwam of the Choctaw as in the mansions

of England's merchant princes. By sea and by land, upon the

earth and beneath it, we find him seeking for trophies of grace.

To those dreary caverns and excavations of the earth, in Cornwall

and at Kingswood, he was attracted, not by veins of gold and silver,

or " bright jewels of the mine." Souls were his jeu'els ; and so-

cieties of such as " have the form and seek the power of godliness"

spring up in all directions. Was there, ever since the days of the

apostles, a career more worthy of the sanctified enthusiasm it

elicited ! \\'c hear a disappointed child of ambition complain :—

" The sun

Ridos high, and on the thoroughfares of litb

I find myself a man in middle age,

Busy and hard to please. The sun shall soon

• Sec Jackson's Centenar}' of Methodism.
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Dip westerly ; but, O ! how little like
*

Arc life's two twilights I Would the last were first,

And the first last."

Not SO sung Wesley, The object, of his ambition, the constant

aspiration of liis heart, he thus expresses,

—

" Thou that earnest from above,

The pure celestial fire t' impart,

Kindle a flame of sacred love

On the mean altar of my heart

!

" There let it for thy glory burn.

With unextinguishable blaze

;

And trembling to its source return,

In humble love and fervent praise."

And, hence, how characteristic, too, were the results of those retro-

spective glances which we occasionally meet with ! " I am a

wonder to myself," he says, at the age of eighty-three ;
" it is now

twelve years since I have felt any such sensation as weariness. I

am never tired, such is the goodness of God, either with writing,

preaching, or traveling." It is a most curious fact, amply ilhi.s-

tratcd by the "Journal," and confirmed by tradition, that with ad-

vancing years his cheerfulness and fascinating vivacity seemed

constantly to increase ; and in this respect it is painful to contrast

almost all other diaries with his. Not to take an extreme case, we

might refer to the voluminous but very interesting " Memoirs " of

Sir Walter Scott, whose, writings, whatever else may detract from

their merits, would certainly indicate a very happy temperament

and disposition. But w'hat clouds of gloom and disappointment

thickened around him, as the sun of life "dipped westerly"—and

who that has traced his life in the graphic limning of Lockhart

v,-ill ever forget that " moriturus vos saluto," with whicli he sadly

turned away from the ruthless and insolent mob, whose idol he

once had been

!

' Not less favorably does this " Journal " compare with others in

respect to matters complained of by a laic reviewer of Hume.
" My own life," he sarcastically remarks of the historian's auto-

biography, "belongs to a class of compositions rarely command-

ing much confidence, say one in a hundred. Autos usually takes

good care not to tell any talcs which, in his own conceit, would

lower his repute with Hcteros—not one in a thousand. In all

such compositions there is a great root of self-deception. We are

far more proud of confessing our secret sins than in recalling the

recollection of our open follies. But the philosophical liistorian is

Vol. VIIL—30
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superlalivcly egotistical and self-adulatory; he rolls and swcitiTs

in vanity."* Witli these vices or weaknesses not even the uu >i

lynx-eyed and unscrupulous of his opposers have ventured i >

charge ^h. Wesley. His "Journal" must pass for " one in a i;i::i-

dred ;" himself, for "one in a thousand." The thought seems to

have been omnipresent to him :
" What is the praise of man u

rnc, that have one foot in the grave, and am stepping into that land

whence I shall not return !" It is no wonder, then, that in all his

estimates of men and things, he pays slight deference to human
authority, and never regards the sliding scale of public opinion.

All this may be seen in the quiet and chastened humor with which

lie records his collision with a certain " pillar of the church," who,

he says, "fell upon me with might and main for saying, 'People

might know their sins were forgiven'—and who brought a great

book to confute me at once. I asked if it was the Bible, and upcn

liis answering ' No,' laid it quietly down. This made him warmer

still ; upon wiiich I held it best to shake him by the hand, and take

my leave." The same candor, truthfulness, and elevation of sou!,

are seen in his estimate of human grandeur. Dec. 2.3, 1755, he

says :—" I was in the robe chamber, adjoining to the House of

Lords, when the king [George H.] put on his robes. His brow

was much furrowed with age, and quite clouded with care. And
is tliis all tlie world can give even to a king? All the grandeur it

can alTord ? A blanket of ermine round his shoulders, so heavy

and cumbersome he can scarce move under it A huge heap of

borrowed hair, with a few plates of gold and glittering stones, upon

his head ! Alas, what a bauble is human greatness !" Again :

—

"I was invited to breakfast at Bury, by ^Mr. Peel, [father of the

late premier,] who began with five hundred pounds, and is sup-

posed to have gained fifty thousand. what a miracle if he lose

not his soul !" In all such remarks we find as little of the leaven

of misanthropy or bitterness, as of the spirit of adulation. Every

word is tiiat of a man who

" Would not flatter Neptune for his trident,

Or Jove for his power to thunder."

And yet his loyally and philanthropy can never for a moment be

called in question. In such a character are there not materials for

the poet as well as the historian ? Was not his whole life, from

its first gracious dawn to its glorious evening twilight, a grand

epic, an almost divine drama?
To the educator, the hero of this grand epic presents, perhai>-.

• London Quarterly Review.

30*
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the finest example that can be found, of an education complete in

every part. Physical education develops only man the animal

—

such as we see in the hero of prize-rings or ball-rooms, in tlie sen-

sualist, the gladiator, and the savage. Add to this mere intellect-

ual training, and what more can we expect than a monster of

skepticism, misanthropy, or irreligion? So also, on the other

liand, an exclusive cultivation of the moral and spiritual faculties

may be expected to result in every species of fanaticism. As the

body is the mind's instrument, and most efficient interpreter ; and

as mind may, in turn, be regarded as the instrument of the soul,

it is plain that, in order to develop the "noblest style of man,"

none of the powers or capabilities of our threefold nature can be

disregarded. It was an education thus conformed to the dictates

of common sense and the manifest intention of the Creator, that

formed a Socrates, a Washington, and a Wesley.

To secure to the "mind's instrument" the greatest possible

efficiency, John Wesley early learned the great lesson of self-con-

trol. In the most comprehensive sense of the phrase, he studied

" to live soberly." He at once and for ever abjured " all needless

self-indulgence ;" and rigorously observed that course of dietetics

which he found to be most conducive to the great object for which

he lived. In accounting for his extraordinary health and buoyancy

of spirits at the age of eighty-five, he mentions his constant prac-

tice of rising at four, and his preaching at five o'clock in the morn-

ing, for more than half a century. At this age he was enabled to

address an audience of more than thirty thousand persons, so that

all could hear him distinctly. In Great Britain and Ireland alone

he traveled, as is generally supposed, not less than three hundred

thousand miles, chiefly on horseback ; and preached, at a mode-

rate estimate, fifty thousand sermons. "We do not believe," say

his ofiicial biographers, " there could be an instance found, in the

space of fifty years, wherein the severest weather hindered him

even for one day." He seldom rode less than fifty or sixty miles :

and we recollect one instance (vol. i, p. 4S9) of ninety miles ac-

complished in a single day, on the back of a faithful steed, by this

Napoleon of a spiritual warfare. He could make his dinner from

tlie product of the bramble; and for weeks together sleep upon

the floor with Burkitt's Notes or a borrowed coat for a pillow.

Indeed, his powers of physical endurance seem almost super-

buman. And yet his was no herculean frame. His constitution,

originally feeble, exhibited at times symptoms of premature decay.

In stature, he was diminutive; in person, remarkably slight; and

it seemed in later years as though
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" Oft converse with the hcavenlj' habitants,

Had cast a beam on the cutwarJ shape,

The iinpoUutcd temple of the mind,

And turn'd it by deofrces to the soul's essence,

Till all W35 made immortal."

That Ulr. Wesley's intellectual training was tliorough, s}-nimc-

trical, and complete in all its parts, and that his attainments were
of a high order, no one pretends to doubt. Was it the inspiration

of his genius, or shall we deem it providential, that upon the most
perfect of all languages, and the most important of all sciences,

not sacred, he bestowed, as we have seen, marked and special

attention? After the one, his style seems to have been uncon-

sciously tuodeled. The other gave to all his writings a cogcncv
of reasoning, a precision, and, above all, a luminousness, which
have seldom been attained. And it is, in fact, this very perfection

of his style that, with common minds, is apt to detract from the

majesty and elevation of his thoughts
;
just as the simple rover of

the Pampas, to whom an atmosphere of remarkable purity reveals

the far distant Andes in sharpest outline, is wont to confound

them with his neighboring hills ; and even the traveler, who finds

himself, by slow and insensible gradations, lifted to those cloud-

less summits, may be far less impressed with the grandeur of the

height, than when he contemplates the hills which surge up boldly

from his native plains. For his style, he had, as wc have seen,

his own reasons
; and we at least are well content Avith them. In

literature, as in all things else, the " fashion of this world" changes
and passes away. To ctidurc, style should be characterless in the

sense of the term as applied by Coleridge to his beau ideal v:om:in.

Mr. Wesley's taste, then, was truly admirable ; but there was a

higher principle than this which molded and regulated his diction.

He had more exalted notions of learning than to make it, by a

profusion of tropes and flowers, or an array of hard names, minis-

ter to itching ears and his own vanity. The rule to which he so

rigidly adhered through life—"to take no pleasure which m'vzhl

not lead to the glory of God"—contemplated literary as well as

physical indulgence. "Theopathy was his ruling passion;" and.

hence, it was the constant language of his heart :—

" grant that nothing in my soul

May dwell but thy pure love alone !

may thy love possess me whole,

^b' j'^y, my treasure, and my crown !

Strange llanies far from my lieart remove ;

Let every act, word, thought, be love."
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In a word, all other educations were made subservient to the edu-

cation of the soul.

We do not hesitate, then, to point to Wesley as a most illus-

trious example of the completely educated man : Luther was ear-

nest, daring, and heroic ; Melanclhon, refined and benignant ; and

Calvin, learned and uncompromising ; Baxter, Fletcher, and

Wiiiteficld, shone with peculiar lustre in their own spheres

;

but for Wesley it seems to have been reserved to combine in one

person every quality requisite for the Christian iiero.

But, like Bunyan's dream, tlie" Journal" is a book for all classes.

What is it, indeed, but another and more real " Pilgrim's Pro-

gress?" It opens with the same keen convictions which first

startled good Christian to spiritual activity ; and with the same

idle efforts, " by works of the law," to soothe an unquiet con-

science ; and yet the "way" once found, how unlike the fortunes

of the two champions ! With our hero, there was no turning back

or turning aside. He slept in no " arbor ;" he lost his sword in no

fights with xVpollyon ; and to him the " valley of the shadow of

death" was even as the " Delectable Mountains." Despair in vain

frowned from the turrets of "Doubting Castle;" in vain the

"flatterer" spread his "net;" and no "enchantment" could pre-

vail against him. And is- there not an obvious reason for all this?

Bunyan's capital error consists in representing "good Christian"

as one chiefly occupied with solving the selfish problem, " What
shall / do to be saved ?" With ^^'esley, on the contrary, as he

himself beautifully indicates in those stanzas from his own pen,

already cited, it was, " Glory to God in the highest, peace on

earth, good will to man." Well did he judge that the pusillani-

mous creature, whose chief business it is to watch the pulse of his

own spiritual enjoyment, least of all deserves success, and most

effectually contrives to be miserable.

It is, then, as a mirror of genuine Christian experience, of he-

roic self-denial, and that untiring zeal which

" Scorns delights, and lives laborious days,"

that these records are chiefly valuable. They most impressively

icrtch a lesson which men are slow to learn, and unfold a secret

^vhich the poet was far ivom discovering wlien he sung of happi-

ness as our "being's end and aim." Wesley's was a far more

divine philosophy; and the key to his peculiar excellence of life

and character, as pictured forth in these matchless Autos, was

surely thi.s—he looked upon life not as a scow of enjoyment, but

as a FIELD or l>utv.
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Art. VII.—critical NOTICES.

1. Si'lf-cducatlon ; or, the Philosophy of Mental Improvement. \\\

William Hosmer. 12mo., pp. 2C2." Havana, Geneva, HutHilJ

and Bath. 18-17.

We have only given the work before us a cursory examination. So
far as such an examination enables us to judge, we should say that it

exhibits much patient investigation and vigorous thought. Many use-

ful suggestions and interesting illustrations are presented by the author.

The work cannot fail to benelit those who have the heart to study and

labor to educate themselves, without much assistance from teachers.

All possible encouragement should be given to such ; at the same time

none, who have the opportunity of instruction at the schools, need

desire to plod their way through the mazes of science alone. The
way marked out by our author is practicable ; but that it is difficult, he

does not deny.

2. A Voyage vp the River Amazon, including a Residence at Para.

By William H. Edwards. 12mo., pp. 256. New-York : Apple-

ton & Co. 1847.

Tur subject of this book is truly a magnificent one ; and we wish we

could say that the author has done it ample justice. Wc could imagine

a better book upon tlic wonderful scenery of the great Amazon, and the

condition of the country through which it passes, witli its various promi-

nent objects. Still the book is not without interest. It is readable

and instructive.

3. The Path of Life : or, Sketches of the Way to Glory and Immor-

tality. A Help for You7jg Christiu?}s. By Rev. Dantkl \Vi>f:.

author of " Lovesl thou me?" "Christian Love," etc. r2mo., pp-

24G. Boston : Charles II. Peircc. 1818. .

The object of this book is truly great and noble—to help young Chris-

tians. How much ?iclp do our t/oung Christians need ! How m.iiiy

snares are laid for their feet ! What obstacles to progress arc before

them ! And we must say we think the author has carried out liis

design with signal ability. The volume is not only strongly impnc-

nated with the spirit of piety, but it is made attractive by tlie be.in'.y

and familiarity of its illustrations. Wc hope this useful little volume

will be extensively circulated, and we doubt not but it will do nnich

good. The volume is attractively got up.
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4. The Bethel Flag: a Scries of Short Discourses to Seamen. By
Gaudinkr Spring, D. D., Pastor of the Brick Presbyterian Church

in the City of New-York. 8vo., pp. 309. New-York : Baker &,

Scribner. 1848.

These Discourses contain a plain and practical exhibition of divine

truth, especially suited to the reading and hearing of seamen. The style

inM"hich they are written is perspicuous and forcible—often powerfully

eloquent and pungent. The preacher seems to put himself upon the

deck of a vessel, and look around him upon the hardy tars, and then to

address them in the name of God. These Discourses maybe read by

pious masters of vessels to their men on the sabbath, to great advan-

tage. May God accompany this book upon its mission of mercy, and

may the author meet multitudes of the weather-beaten sons of the

ocean in heaven, who shall have been brought to Christ through the

instrumentality of this timely publication.

5. Germany, Enr^land, and Scotland; or, Recollections of a Swiss Min-

ister. By J. H. Merle D'Aubigne, D. D. 12mo.,pp. 371. New-
York : Robert Carter. 1818.

AwTHixG from the author of the " Great Reformation in the Fit-

teenth Century" is hailed with rapture. And a book of travels by

him, in countries Avhich furnish such a mine of materials for histori-

cal, philosophical, and moral reflections, as " Germany, England, and

Scotland," would of course be expected to aflbrd a rich feast to the

intelligent reader. And we are happy to believe that no reasonable

expectation will be disappointed. The author's remarks upon the in-

stitutions, history, literature, manners, and customs, of the countries

through which he journeyed, are those of a profound philosopher and

a devoted Christian. We cannot, however, withhold our regret that

our author, with most of his class, never distinguishes between the

evangelical Arminianism of James Arminius, John Goodwin, and John

AVesley, and the semi-Pelagianism of Archbishop Laud and his high-

church school. The latter is always, by our Calvinistic writers, dig-

nified with the title of " Arminianism ;" whereas, it scarcely holds one

more doctrine in common with Arminianism, properly so called, than it

does with Calvinism itself. The book, upon the whole, is worthy of

the author, and will, we doubt not, meet with a wide circulation.

6. The Life of the Chevalier Bayard, " the good knight—sans pcur ct

sans reproche." By W. Gilmore Simms. Harper &. Brothers.

The history and career of this renowned knight has heretofore been

inaccessible to the general reader, having been hid in musty folios and
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black-letter tomes of the olden times. The purpose of Mr. Simms lias

been to present the features of his heroic character—cmioblod :is it is

by many virtues, and a degree of high-toned morality much in ailvauco

of liis age—to the emulation of the youth of our country. That nianv

noble traits of character are exhibited by Bayard, no one will donv. or

that much good instruction may be derived from the perusal of Mr.

Simms's interesting biography of him. We have little sympathy with

the boasted knight-errantry and chivalry of the dark ages, althoiiL'h,

perhaps, our more modern feats of arms and strategy scarce deservo a

preference. The volume is written in a quaint, picturesque style, tint

harmonizes admirably with the subject ; and the historic details of the

French and Italian wars of that period are vividly depicted. A dozen

effective embellishments adorn the volume.

7. Scenes at Washington: a Story of the Last Generation. Harper
& Brothers.

This is an unpretending little tome, written by a resident of Baliimorc,

and a Methodist, we believe. It is designed to portray persons and

places in the federal city half a century ago : such characters as

Gouvcrncur Morris, Randolph, Jefferson, and other distinguished men,

figure in its pages. The aim of the writer evidently is to communi-

cate some good moral teaching, under the guise of a pleasing domestic

tale—somewhat after the school of Miss Edgeworth. The volume is

neatly printed, and will doubtless fmd many readers, especially among

the less frivolous.

8. Sketches of Sermons on the Parables and Miracles of Christ : the

Essentinls if Saving Religion, 6^-c. By Japez Burns, D. D., author

of " Pulpit Cvclopccdia," &c. 12rao., pp. 295. Boston : Charles

H. Peirce. 1818.

The plans of sermons by Dr. Burns are generally constructed upon

the best models ; and if such publications are more serviceable thnn

injurious, which with us is a matter of doubt, certainly this author has

high claims in comparison with those who have gone before him i"

the same line. So far as we have been able to ascertain, from a cur-

sory examination, " the parables and miracles " arc thoroughly analyzed

in this volume. It will be found, perhaps in all cases, that the sketch

furnishes a clew to the sense of the passage of which it is the analysis

If these Sketches are used as mere way-marks to facilitate original aiii

thorough investigation, tliey may be of great service. The mechanical

execution of the book is commendable.
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9, RrcoUections of Real Life in England. By the late Jan'E Wat-
i.A.vD, auilior of "Little Sophy," &c. With an Introduction, by
Fran'Cis Wayland, President of Brown University. 18mo., pp.
139. New-York : Appleton & Co. 1847.

Is the " Introduction" of this book Dr. Wayland gives us some of his

ow-n recollections of a visit to England, whicli arc, of course, of no

liule interest. The body of the work is made up of entertaining de-

tails of individuals and circumstances, which alTord useful lessons of

improvement. The book is a spirited and popular performance.

10. Applcton's Lilrary Manual; containing a Catalogue Raisonni of
ufucard of Twelve Thousand of the inost Important Works in every

Department of Knowledge, in all Modern Languages. Part I— Sub-

jects, alphabetically arranged. Part II—Biography, Classics, Mis-
cellanies, and Index to Part I. 8vo., pp. 484. New-York : Apple-
ton & Co. 1847.

A VKRi' useful aid in the formation of a library.

11. Lectures on Revivals of Religion. By Charles G. Finney. Ori-

ginally reported in the New-York Evangelist, by Joshua Leavitt.
Revised by the author. Thirteenth thousand. 12mo., pp. 438.
Boston : Charles H. Peirce. 1848.

This book has been decidedly popular, and doubtless has done much
good. The lecturer presents his points in a clear and striking man-

ner : his illustrations are forcible, and his arguments generally con-

clusive. But he often assumes doubtful positions without proof, and

dogmatizes without the least diffidence. There is, however, an ear-

nestness, and an honest bhintucss, in these Lectures, which show

clearly that the lecturer is no temporizer—no nose of wax—but a

tower of truth, as he understood it, and not unwilling to make sacrifices

in its support. These Lectures can scarcely bo read by a pious and

discriminating mind without profit.

12. Xenophon''s Memorabilia of Socrates, xcith Notes. By R. D. C.

RoKBiNs, Librarian, Andover Theological Seminary. 12mo., pp.

417. Andover: W. H. Wardwell. New-York: Mark H. New-
man &; Co. Boston: John P. Jewett & Co. 1848.

This edition of the "Memorabilia" is a good one. The text is that

of Kiihner, and " free use " is made of his " notes." The notes are

copious—embracing the greater part of the book. The editor doubt-

less regrets, as we do, the large " errata" on the last page : this, how-

ever, will be remedied in the next edition by a thorough correction.
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13. An Historical and Critical Vicio of the Speculative Philosophy of
Europe in the Nineteenth Ccnturtj. By J. D. Morki.l, A. M. Coin-

plctc in one volume. From the last London edition. 8vo., pp. I'sz.

New-York: Robert Carter. 1848.

This is the book

—

the very hook—for the times. The author has stu-

died the difTerent systems of philosophy—beginning with Aristotle, and

coming down to the German skeptics and French eclectics—and pre-

sents them in an intelligible form. The subject, in all its various

branches, is developed historically ; and the good and the bad of :ill

systems are separated and distinguished with profound skill and jiidir-

ment. If we are not much mistaken, this book will have the effect to

sober a class of unfledged philosophers who have just dipped into the

" idealistic " philosophy sufficiently to become crazed. We cannot

give an analysis of the book in this brief notice. The mechanicil

execution is worthy of all praise. And while we cordially thank \\\c

enterprising publisher for the republication of this great work, we can-

)iot but hope he will meet with ample reward in an extensive circula-

tion, and the gratitude of all the true lovers of philosophy.

14. Preparation for the Pulpit : an Essay on the Composition and De-

livery of a Sermon. By Rev. Jamks Rawson, A. M. 18mo., pp.

85. Boston: Charles H. Peirce. 1848.

A VERY convenient manual for young preachers. The work contains

the principal maxims upon the subject of the composition and delivery

of a sermon, with appropriate illustrations. To those who cannot

have access to the larger works upon the subject, this little book will

be very acceptable and useful.

15. The Fate of Infidelity ; or, the Dealings of Providence vith M'nJ>rn

Infidels ; together inth an Appendix, <^-c. By a Converted Infuhl.

ISmo., pp. 140. New-York : Edward Walker. 1848.

This work is made up of most frightful details of the fate of infidels.

The facts seem well authenticated, and are suffici'ently terrible, l-fi

those who are in the wake of infidelity take warning.

IG. Proxurhial Philosophy ; a Book of Thoughts and Arguments, ori-

ginally treated. By Martin Farquhar Tutpkr, Esq., A. M ,
<^'

Christ Church, Oxford. First and second scries, complete in cwi*^

volume. 12mo., pp. 282. Boston: Charles II. Peirce. ISlP-

This book has gained a high position among the English classics.

There may it long remain. The exterior of the book is tasteful.
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17. History of the Girondists : or. Personal Memoirs of the Patriots of
the French Revolution : from Authentic Sources. By Alpkonse DE
liAMAKTiN'E. In 3 vols. Harper & Brothers.

After the many works devoted to the history of the French Revohi-

tion, little that is absolutely new might be anticipated from any fresh

jiroduciion : such, however, is not the fact with respect to the present

work ; for, if on no other account, it is exceedingly interesting and

valuable, as exhibiting the leaders of the fearful struggle in an aspect

entirely at variance with that presented by previous historians. Nor
is this unsustained by testimony and documentary evidence—the author

having had access to new and reliable sources for his statements, not

resorted to by his predecessors. Whoever, therefore, would seek to

understand both sides of the tragic story of the " Reign of terror,"

should read the works of Thiers and Lamartine—both are intensely

interesting; but from the dramatic form of the latter, it bears the palm,

at least in our estimate. ^Moreover, although Lamartine rather espouses

the cause of the patriots, he is not blindly the advocate of their intem-

perate excesses. A beautiful portrait of the ill-fated Madame Roland

adorns the work. Two volumes of the series are only as yet ready

;

a third, completing this stirring work, will speedily follow.

18. Doing Good; or, Christian Duty explained, ilhistratcd, and en-

forced. Designed as an Incentive to Christian Effort. By Rev, R.
\V. Allen. 24mo., pp. 22S. Boston : Charles H. Peirce. 1848.

The above is a little manual eminently pious in its spirit, and full of

useful instructions.

19. JIactcnus : more Droppings from the Pen that wrote "Proverbial

Philosophy," "A Thousand Lines," <^-c., ^c. 12mo., pp. 106. Bos-
ton : Charles H. Peirce. 1848.

Tjiis book is composed of the poetic eflusions of Tupper. They are

exquisitely fine.

20. The Condition and Prospects of the Protestant Episcopal Church,

By B. P. Aydelott, D. D. 18mo., pp. 176. Cincinnati: W. H.
Moore <fc Co. New-York: Mark H. Newman & Co. Philadel-

phia: Herman Hooker. 1848.

Here is an honest Christian confession of the evils which are in the

Protestant Episcopal Church, and a faithful and earnest remonstrance

against them. We scarcely dare say anything of this book lest we
should injure its influence with those for whose benefit it is designed.

Our good opinion would not fail to bo quoted by the editor of " The
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Churchman," as a strong ground of objection to it, and a reason why
all good church people should avoid it as they would the leprosy. Tho
matter of the book was first pubUshcd in the Episcopal Recorder, I'ha.

The following paragraph from the author's preface will give a good

idea of the spirit of his book:

—

" In the following pages an attempt has been made to point out some
of the more prominent c\ils of our church, and the remedy for tliom.

While the writer has sought to do this in all kindliness of spirit and

language, he trusts that he has not been wanting in plainness and
fidelity. Had he consulted his own ease or interests he would cer-

tainly have never again taken up his pen, however strongly solicited.

But personal ease and interest ought to be with us a very small thing,

when weighed in the balance against the cause of Christ and of never-

dying souls. lie has endeavored to write with the judgment-seat full

in view."

We pray God to give Dr. Aydelott good speed in his truly Christian

undertaking.

21. A Summer tn Scotland. By Jacob Abbott. New-York: Har-

per & Brothers.

This is a very pleasant book of travels among the Highlands of Scot-

land and other parts of Great Britian ; embracing notices of most of the

leading objects of interest that court the observation of the tourist.

There is a minuteness of detail, and a graceful ease in the style

of this volume, that cannot fail of winning the reader on to the close.

We almost imagine that we are companions on the tour, everything is

so graphically depicted, and the several topics referred to seem to

awaken such strong interest in the writer, that we become from pure

sympathy exceedingly interested in the perusal. True, the subject is

far from being a new one, but Mr. Abbott's practiced and graceful pen

invests old themes with new interest. We commend the work, not

only to such as stay at home, but to those, also, who may have per-

formed the European tour, as the recitals cannot fail of enlisting the

sympathies of both. Some prettily executed designs accompany tho

volume.

'22. Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains. By Georgf. F.

HuxTox. New-York : Harper 6c Brothers.

This new production by an English traveler in the wilderness

of the Indian, and the northern portions of Mexico, is written in a

brilliant, dashing, ofi-hand style : the multitude of facts and incidents

related are given with a terseness and brevity more reseml)ling tlio

rough notes of a private journal than the published accounts usually
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prepared for the public eye. The views of the political and civil con-

dition of the Mexicans which our author presents us in this volume

arc pitiable in the extreme, if not partaking somewhat of the ludic-

rous ; and his remarks respecting the physical features of the de-

sort land stretching along the Rio Grande, and its adjacent parts, to-

gether with many other equally interesting topics, render the work

one of timely and more than ordinary interest. The author is one of

the few English tourists -who can afford to speak graciously of our

people and institutions.

23. Now and Then. By Samuel Warren, Author of the " Diary of a

Late Physician," &c. New-York: Harper k, Brothers.

TiiE productions of this graphic writer possess singular power and

intensity. Who that has read his " Diary of a Physician," can forget

the tlirilling effect of his stirring sketches ? The work under notice

differs from the former, it being a continuous narrative, and yet the

same peculiarities of style characterize both. The tale is one of sur-

passing interest, founded on a series of events connected with the com-

niitinent and expatriation of a young man, supposed to have been guilty

of murder, but who, after twenty long years spent as a transported con-

vict, is found to have been innocent ! The circumstances of the trial,

and the grief attendant upon his conviction, are detailed with most

touching interest ; while the subsequent progress of the story is fraught

with much excellent religious instruction. The work is likely to do

good to many who are inaccessible to the admonitions of the pulpit.

24. Historical View of the Literature of the South of Europe.^ By J. C.

L. De SiSMONDi.
"

Translated from the Original, tvith Notes, and a

Life of the Author. By Thomas Roscoe. Portraits, 2 vols. New-

York : Harper & Brothers.

The lover of letters is no stranger to the value of this admirable au-

thority on southern literature : the present revised translation by Ros-

coe includes all the notes from the last Paris edition, and among other

interesting novelties, some hitherto unpublished verses by Lord Byron

—translations from Casti. This renowned production by Sismondi

embraces all that is valuable in the literary history of the dark ages,

from the corruption of the Latin to the revival of the European lan-

guages. It is rife with rich and glowing interest to the lover of elegant

learning—enough, one would think, to make a poet of any man. The

translation by a genial pen, and the accompanying annotations, as well

88 the biographical Memoir of the author, tend to impart to this edition
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a degree of value far beyond that enjoyed by any previous issue of the

work. Portraits of Sismondi and Dante embellish these volumos.

which, we may add, discover no ordinary degree of taste in their nio-

chanical execution. Such a work may safely be judged worthy a pro-

minent place in every gentleman's literary collection.

25. The English Pulpit ; Collection of Sermons by the Most Eminrnt
Living Divines of England. 8vo., pp. 400. Boston: Charles II

Peirce. 1S48.

There are several new features in this collection. The sermons arc

all by living divines, and no two are from the same hand. The editur,

in making his selections, has not "confined himself to any one branch

of the Christian church, but has freely ranged through all denomina-
tions maintaining the .essential principles of Christianity." Of the

thirty-two discourses in the volume eight are by Methodist preachers,

namely, Newton, Bromley, Bunting, (father and son,) Atherton, Beau-
mont, Jobson, and Young. Among the rest, are some of the most emi-

nent names in the various branches of the Christian church in England.
The book is well conceived, and will doubtless command an e.vten-

sive sale.

26. Napoleon and the Marshals of the Empire. Complete in two vo-
lumes. With si.vteen steel portraits. Philadelphia: Carey k.
Han. 1848.

^

A SORT of literary guerilla warfare has been going on for some tinie

between that prolific and curious writer, the Rev. J. T. Ileadley, and
the Philadelphia publishers, Messrs. Carey and Hart. The latter

seem determined to head off ^ilr. Headley by publishing a book for

every one that he gets out as much like his as possible outside, and as

unlike as possible inside. The work before us is their last move on
the field of battle

; and it is sufliciently military to form a good element
in the campaign. We have glanced over it sufficiently to see that ii

docs not take the English side of the Napoleon question, but cannot
speak more precisely as to its merits. The time has not yet come \-m

a complete decision upon the worth of Napoleon to the world's history;

half a century hence men will be better prepared to say with what
feelings he should be regarded. In the mean time, the stirring events,

of which he formed the centre, will continue to be depicted with every
sort of pencil—and this book is one attempt at a full gallery of pictures

of him and the men he formed about his person. lt°is high time that

some writer, imbued with Christian feeling, should give the world a
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view of this great act of the drama of history—for although a ripe de-

cision may not yel be made, the colors might be thrown into the descrip-

lion more truly, so that a better impression would be made upon the

minds of youth than the books yet given to the public will produce. •

-J7. Sermons of Christmas Evans. A New Translation from the Welsh,

vith a Memoir and Portraiture of the Author. By Rev. Joseph Cross.

I'hila.: W. A. Lear)'. 18-18."

This publication, before noticed in our pages, has fallen into new hands

and is now presented in good appearance by Leary. The peculiarities

of Christmas Evans are probably well known to most of our readers;

those who do not know them, would do well to buy this book and find

thcui out.

28. Lectures on Shakspeare. By H. N. Hudsox. Two volumes, 12mo.

Ncw-York: Baker & Scribner. 1818.

Tur.st; fair volumes contain the substance of Mr. Hudson's Lectures

on Shakspcare, which gave such general satisfaction to his numerous

licarers a few years ago. Whether their publication in the present

form will add to the lecturer's reputation is yet a question: yet we think

6ome of the newspaper critics have shown too much disposition to fmd

fault with the book, blaming it for not being what it does not pretend

to be. In the dedication (to Mr. Dana) the author remarks, that " he

who wishes to teach, will first try to learn ; and as to do this, he will

have to study the same objects, so, unless his eye be a good deal bet-

ter or a good deal worse than others, he will be apt to see, think, and

Bay, very much the same things as have been seen, thought, and said,

before ^Vherefore, you will, I doubt not, both credit my words and

understand my meaning, when I assure you, that in writing these Lec-

tures, if I know my own mind, 1 have rather studied to avoid original-

ity than to be original.^' Taking ^Ir. Hudson at Ids word, we find in

these volumes a great deal of judicious, though not very novel, criti-

cism, in a 20od and pure spirit on the whole, exhibited in a dress some-

what fanciful, and occasionally even fantastic, but, in the main, agreea-

ble and attractive. We difler from him in his expositions of some of

the dramas, but have very little exception to take to his general notions

of Shakspeare as man and poet. At the same time, we think that his

defense of the vwrality of Shakspeare, just as it is in hs principles,

fioes a little too far in detail to be considered a full and impartial view

of so important a question. Judging of this book as a whole, we do

nut know that our readers can lay their hands upon a better introduc-

tion to the study of Shakspeare.
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29. The Poicer of the Pulpit : or Thoughts addressed to C/insti'in

Ministers, and those xcho hear them. By Gakdiner Spring, ]). ]).,

Pastor of tlie Brick Presbyterian Church, New-York. Ncw-Yuik :

Baker & Scribner. 1818.'

Dr. Spring's name is honored in all the churches. Long and faiih-

fully has he labored in word and doctrine—long and beautifully has ho*

set the example of a blameless Christian life before his flock and peo-

ple. The utterances of such a man must always command attention.

In the dedication of the present work to the " youthful ministry," the

aged man of God speaks aflectingly of his sense that his sun is declin-

ing, and will soon go down ; not in darkness we are sure—it will be a

bright setting for this horizon, a bright rising in a fairer world.

The objects of the work before us are, to set forth " the fact that

the pulpit has power ; to show vhat are the constituent elements that in-

vest it with this moral injiucnce ; to point out the duties of mimsUrs

themselves, in order to make full proof of the power with which it is

invested ; and to specify the oUigations which rest on the church of God

to give it its due place and importance.^'' Strong and well-clioscn

topics—and the author has developed them with the- earnestness and

fullness that generally characterize his writings. While there is no

remarkable depth or reach of thought in the work, it is full of wii^do:n.

practical wisdom, to which the churches would do well to take heed.

Were we dis])oscd to carp, we might find fault with the apparent for-

getfulness of the author in regard to the great results of Wesley's la-

bors in giving tone and efTiciency to the pulpit of modern times ; cer-

tainly he has not assigned such a space to them as our views would

lead us to do, nor, indeed, as a just historical survey of the last century

would authorize. But we let that pass. The section on the fttini;

education of Christian ministers will give food for serious meditation to

those branches of the church that rely exclusively, or even mainly, upon

theological seminaries for the training of their rising ministry. Tli'"

evils incideMU to the system are set forth kindly, but decidedly ; and a

number of excellent suggestions made as to the best means of obviating

them. We Methodists have great reason to rejoice that there is linl''

danger among vs, that " mere scholars, those who know more of hooks

than of men, and more of theological halls than the pulpit," should be

invested " with the trust of educating a whole generation of youn?

men for the Christian ministry." The system so well digested, and

so successfully carried out by our British brethren, seems to combine

all the advantages of such " schools for the prophets," with an almost

entire immunity from their risks.
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—

Methodism in its Origin, Economy, and Present Po-

sition. By Rev. James Dixon, Ex-Presidcnt of ihe Wesleyan

Conference. ISmc, pp. 3G0. New-York: Lane and Tip-

pett. 1847.

It is unnecessary to recapitulate the facts connected with th.e ex-

ternal history of Methodism. Our readers arc quite as familiar

as we are with the story of the pious young men of Oxford, the

successful preaching of the Wesleys and their coadjutors, the

gathering of the societies, and the ultimate completion of the

peculiar system by which so much has been done toward spread-

ing Scriptural holiness over the earth. Neither is it necessary to

recount the details of ]\Iethodistic organization, and to point out

the mode by which it is worked as a great economical system of

evangelical effort. The constitution, discipline, and modus ope-

randi of the church, are perfectly familiar to all who arc likely to

read an essay upon this subject. But there remains to be written

of Methodism, as of all other moral and intellectual movements,

a history of its spirit. Its forms and accidents, the circumstances

attending its various developments, the sum total of its results,

these and similarly interesting matters, have often been precisely

described, narrated, and estimated. But what is Methodism it-

self? Divest it of its forms, separate it from what it holds in

common, reduce it to its simple elementary substance, and what

is it? Having ascertained what Methodism is, we may examine

the i^Iethodist Church as it presents itself to-day. We may in-

quire whether it preserves its jMethodism pure and untrammelcd.

Wc may ascertain whether the energizing agent has spent its

force in passing through the mighty mass, or whether, like the

electric spark, it has tired without itself consuming, energized

without decaying. Finally, should the great whole, as it now

Vol. VIII.—31
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exists, manifest to the scrutinizing eye any evidence of incfTicicnry,

wc may know where to seek the evil, and how to apply iln.-

rcmcdy.

The process thus suggested involves no great labor, dcnujids

no abstruse inquiry. I\Iethodism, stripped of its accidents, 'n a

vcr>' simple thing; and as easily as the mineralogist removes

layer after layer of the conglomerated mass, until he reaches the

primary central crystal upon which all have been formed, so mav
we develop the nature of that teaching which has gathered about

it so complete an organization. The only dilBculty will be, as ii

would be in the case of the mineralogist, to detect the nature and

properties of the nucleus, after we shall have found it.

Wc may safely affirm that none of what are called the pecu-

liarities of IMelhodism are essential to it, and that none of its doc-

trines are peculiar to it. Our class meetings are proper to us, ar;d

as a part of our effective organization are immensely important.

Yet i\Iethodism existed before class meetings ; the latter were but

a consequence of the action of the former. They are a means by

which i\Iethodism acts ; but they arc not Methodism. Our itine-

rancy is peculiar to us; but Methodism existed before itinerancy,

and certainly could exist without it. As an expedient, it is most

profitable ; but it is not Jlethodism. Nor arc any of the doctrines

of the church peculiar to it. Mr. Wesley always professed t'

icacli the truth as held by the Church of England, and denied tli.il

lie had introduced any ncv/ opinions.* If any in.telligcnt ]\lel!iod-

ist were asked to designate that doctrine which lie supposed to be

most peculiar to his church, he would probably say, "The wit-

ness of the Spirit." Yet the inquirer would have to seek no fur-

ther than Bunyau's Pilgrim's Progress for evidence that the doc-

trine was thoroughly understood and fully appreciated before tli-;

iMethodisi Church existed. To say that Methodism is the dcc-

Irinc of the "witness of the Spirit," would be as absurd as \\a.s

ihc answer of a witness in one of our civil courts, who, when asked,

" What is Calvinism ?" replied, " Justification by faith." It would

be ver)' easy to show that no other of our doctrines are exclusively

cur own ; but it cannot be necessary to do so. The statenicn'.

will hardly be contradicted.

It is evident tliat Methodism might exist in all its purity under

a form of church organization entirely different from that now la

use ; for wc acbiowledgc that our organization is founded on ex-

pediency only: but Methodism is not an expedient. Again, ali

• " I hold all the doctrines of the Church of England ; I love her Lituip?--'

-^Wesley's Sermon on the Ministerial OJjlce.

31*
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the doctrines of the Methodist Church might be honestly held,

and indeed arc honestly held, by persons \Yho are not Me-
thodists.

What, then, is Methodism? We answer, Religion icithout

pliilosophy. This we believe to be its characteristic ; and wherever
this is found, under whatever outward form, we recognize the

spirit of I\Iethodism. Upon this our church was based, through

this it has been built up, by this it stands, and for lack of it, it will

fall, if fall it shall. It was neither by the force of eloquence nor

the attraction of novelty that John Wesley roused the multitude to

a sense of spiritual need, and led them to the Lamb of God which
taketh away the sin of the world. The mystery of his power was
in this, that in his life he exhibited the undiluted religion of the

Bible, and, in his preaching, enforced it upon the consciences of

his hearers.

From time immemorial men have felt the necessity of solving

the riddle of their own existence, that they might know their des-

tin)', and the means proper to control it ; and from the earliest his-

torical periods, we find them endeavoring to acquire the necessary

knowledge by two several and essentially different processes, which

may be distinguished by the terms, philosophy and religion ; the

one founded upon reason, the other upon faith : the one asserting

the sufficiency of the human understanding to deduce essential

and primary truths from comparison and analysis of facts, the

other relying upon direct supernatural communications for similar

knowledge.

Originally, man was religious ; but as he proceeded to corrupt

his way upon the earth and estrange himself from God, his com-

munication with the Source of truth became more and more ob-

structed, until at last he ceased to ask or receive any light from

above, and was thrown entirely upon his natural resources for

such knowledge as he might require. We have little information

of the particular forms of error which prevailed among the ante-

diluvians, but it is evident that in the days immediately preceding

the deluge, they had resigned themselves to universal skepticism,

^vhich being, in after time, the invariable consequence of philo-

sophy, we are authorized to infer, had been preceded among them
by a similar cause. Indeed, we may observe the first germ of

rationalism in Cain, who set up his own inferences as to what
ought to he acceptable to his Creator, in opposition to direct in-

structions upon that point. This son of the serpent was the first

philosopher, the first man who rejected revelation to follow reason,

l^ul many walked "in the way of Cain ;" the whole world revolted
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from God; and at length "ihc flood came, and took iheni all

away."

The descendants of Noah rapidly lapsed from the truth. Tlie
children of Ham, ^vho appear to have been the most highly intel-

lectual, soon became rationalists, and, as has been the case before

and since, God ceasing to be inquired after, ceased to enlighten.

They were left to the guidance of reason, and soon became hope-
lessly idolatrous.

It may be well to remark what may at first sight appear strange,

that the first fruit of rationalism is necessarily superstition. Skep-
ticism is an ultimate consequence, which requires mature expe-

rience for its evolution.

Superstition is nothing more than the fear of intelligent agents

falsely imagined to e.Mist, or of a real existence falsely conceived

of. Now, man feels that he -does not control the universe : lie

knows that in many respects he is limited and controlled by it : his

own experience leads him to connect the idea of governing intelli-

gence with forces in action ; he has lost the idea of one supreme
conlrolHng God, and he is thrown upon his own resources to ascer-

tain the existence, attributes, and character, of agents superior to

himself. Under circumstances such as these, reason would
counsel liim to err upon the safe side ;—to suppose each hurt-

ful thing to be an intelligence, or its instrument, and to offer

worship or propitiation to as many gods as he may recognize evils

to be deprecated. Take away our idea of God, and leave the idea

of Satan, and he would be to us a God—malicious, terrible, emi-

nently to be feared. Reason would constrain us to offer him

such sacrifices as migiit be most congenial to a being so cruel and

so malignant. Murder and lust would be our virtues ; terror, our

conscience ; horror, our existence. In short, superstition, dark,

dreadful, and bloody, would be our religion, and our religion -.vould

be most reasonable.

It is unnecessary to add that such has been, for the most part,

the religion of the heathen.

But superstition, however philosophical, is practically absunl,

and exceedingly oppressive. Hence, necessity compels to con-

tinued efforts to separate some universal and profitable truth from

the mass of speculative and practical error which everywhere,

under such a condition of things, must shock the common sense

of the thoughtful, and the natural feelings of all ; and metaphysics

become the darling study of the most gifted minds. Rationalis-m

has, then, taken another step toward its natural termination in

hopeless doubt.
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By co<lyia, or metaphysical inquiry, man has utlerly failed to

attain a knowledge of God, or of any abstract truth. Philosophy

has proved itself absolutely fruitless, and must be considered hope-

less by every man who has made himself acquainted with the his-

tory of intellectual effort. For ages, the largest part of the human
family, ^nd especially those who arc most capable of, and most
disposed to, abstract thought, were left to the free exercise of their

intellectual faculties upon subjects of the utmost moment, without

the relief of authoritative teaching, or even the aid of supernatural

suggestion. Men endowed by God with intellectual power cer-

tainly as great as has been exhibited by any of tlieir successors,

set themselves to work with the utmost energy to find out the

causes of things, and unravel the mode of their existence. Honest-

ly and perseveringly they labored in their vocation. Occasionally

cheered by a glimpse of seeming truth, exhilarated by the percep-

tion of some plausible delusion, or chagrined and disappointed by
ihc exposure of cherished error, philosopher succeeded to philo-

sopher, and school followed school. All study was directed to

these inquiries ; all education consisted in these teachings ; all

mental clTort was concentrated upon this kind of investigation

;

and all was utterly profitless save in the establishment of the one

grand fact itself, beyond all estimate of value, that human reason

cannot discover primary and essential truth ; therefore, cannot

establish a religion ; and that, without revelation, man must be a

fool or a skeptic. If the world has learned this, then, philosophers

liavc done their work ; a work worthy of all their toil : for though

they did not find the tr\ith, with infinite perseverance, ingenuity,

and pain, they explored every possible avenue to it but one, and

found all others impracticable.

It is fashionable to sneer at the fruitless work of the philosophers,

and to congratulate ourselves upon the practical turn which modern

industry has taken ; but such ridicule is neither modest nor just.

To men who know not God, every other object of search is insig-

nificant. To a people ignorant of their own nature, the design of

their life, and the consequences of it, that knowledge is a primary

necessity ; and it was infinitely more wise for the intelligent Greek
to devote himself to philosophy, barren though it proved, than to

busy himself with physics. Until tlie mind should be provided

with necessaries, the body might content itself with comforts. To
the thinking men of old, philosophy was a necessity and a possibility.

Unless they could obtain light by the mind's own action, they were

doomed to perpetual darkness, and experience had not yet shown them
llie inadequacy of intellectual processes to ascertain essential truths.
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It is an advantage to us, for wliich we cannot be siinicicnilv

lliankful, that a full revelation has relieved us from the Syaij.h.T.-^^

task which exhausted others, and permitted us to turn our lacul-

lies to useful and economical employments.

This grand struggle of mind for truth was evidently pciniiiicil

for wise and benevolent ends. Nothing could satisfy man of lu3

insufllcicncy but full and protracted experiment of his powers.

Until, exhausted by successive efforts, he should fall powerless and

hopeless at the feet of his Creator, he would not be ready for thai

glorious communication which was to dispel all doubt of necessary

truth, and place him in a situation to fulfill his moral destiny.

The prodigal must be abandoned to his husks until famine should

master pride, and return him an humble and obedient son to the

hands of a gracious but judicious father.

]\Iore than once before the " Light" came into the world, human
" wisdom " had concluded in complete and hopeless skepticism

:

not as a folly of the careless and the profligate, but as the ra-

tional and logical result of all that had been learned of mind and

matter. Universal doubt w^as the only truth obtained by the

labors of the most gifted minds after many centuries of effort. AVc

say the only truth, for if we analyze their skepticism, it amounts

to nothing more than unbelief in all intellectual science as it then

existed, and utter hopelessness of the possibihty of reaching truth

by this process. Pilate expressed the common opinion of the in-

tellectual class of his time when he sneeringly asked, " What is

truth?'' In any abstract or philosophical "truth" they had no

confidence whatever. They did not believe it possible : and cer-

tainly it was not so by any mental process. Admitting the facts

of sensual experience, they denied the possibility of further know-

ledge. Pyrrho and his followers were atheists, if you please ;
but

in justice to them it must be remembered that they were atheists

only toward the gods of the superstitious or the philosophical.

Tiicy were unbelievers in false theories and absurd theology, and

dcspisers of the authority of men in matters which evidently an-

pcarcd to them to be above man. God had not revealed himself

to them, and they were not theists : they had discovered that men

by "wisdom" knew not God, and they were atheists. Their

skepticism was but the natural consequence of baffled philosophy.

It was the exhausted mind passively at rest.

With the fullness of time came the " Light;" and, unfortunately

for man, there came with it a new era in philosophy. In their

pride and pcrversencss, the learned saw in Christianity a means

of reviving rationalism. It supplied philosophy with the primary
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facts which it had so long needed, and left it free lo speculate upon

collateral matters ; God had revealed great elementary truths, but

there were other truths ; God had settled certain facts, but there

were essences. It was enough to admit positive teacliings ; it was

not necessary to abandon metaphysics. God had revealed the

atonement as a fact ; lie had not explained it. lie liad revealed a

trinity ; but the philosophers would show the mode of this great

mystery. He had told of angels
;
philosophy would teach their

natural history. He had given a plan of salvation
;
philosophy

would reunite it to human reason, show its propriety, and collate

its conditions with the divine attributes, and adjust it to the essen-

tial character of the ]\Iost High. Yes ; there was room, wide

room, for philosophy, in the world invisible, and then what a glo-

rious field for it upon the earth ! Was not the human soul lo be

acted upon in all its faculties and sensibilities by the new religion?

And how should the complicated business of subduing and re-

modeling the interior life of man be learned and managed but by

the science of mind, by metaphysics ? Plato shoiild be baptized

unto Christ, and Paul should fraternize with Aristotle. A new
science, a sort of composite intellectual architecture, arose, which

they named Theology, or the science of God ! a name which bears

with it the secret of its origin.*

We need not sketch the history of the lamentable scenes which

followed. Suffice it to say, that the " sap and vigor " of the church

was drawn to the defense and overthrow of theological systems,

until the truth, having become completely superseded by philo-

sophy, this produced its usual fruit, and the church relapsed into

her long dark night of superstition, during which no sounds fell

upon the dull ear of the sleeper but the endless hooting of the

theological owls, that kept up an unending battle from their mo-

nastic roosts. Aristotle became the expounder of revelation, and

contended successfully for the ethical teaching of the church.

Scholasticism was but an amalgamation of Christian dogmas with

heathen metaphysics ; and the gloom of the dark ages, the length-

ened penumbra of ancient ignorance.t

* This word theolor^y was in use among the ancient Greeks in the sense

of i>liilosophy applied to the gods, or mythology, and %vas not introduced into

the Christian nomenclature until a word was needed to express philosophical

Christianity.

t Scholasticism " was nothing else than the craplojTnent of philosophy in the

service of faith, and under the surveillance of religious authority."

—

Victor

Cousin.

"There arc not two studies, one of plulosophy and the other of religion:
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The Reformation carne. The Bible was given to the p-'oplc

:

practical piety became the business of the church : Aristotle anJ

Plato were driven from the sanctuary.

Yet men were not tired of philosophy. They had not yet learned

the insufficiency of human reason. They would be wise above

what was written. God had not revealed all things, nor explained

everything that he had revealed. The sacred writers had not even

vindicated the ways of God to man. They had told what he must

do to be saved ; but they had not told exactly ivhy, and iicncc

systems of religion must be constructed, based upon these funda-

mental doctrines, and eked out wnth inferences, and deductions,

and analogies, and, alas, for human nature ! sophistries, in order

that all omissions should be supplied. But in matters about which

there was no authoritative decision, men might differ; and so in-

deed they did. System arrayed itself against system; and the

several sects fell to war with each other with all the dogmatism,

earnestness, and ill-temper, which cliaracterized the disputes of

the early philosophers. Controversy became the all-important

business of the church ; and the strength of the sects was drawn

lo the defense of speculative opinions, precisely as the forces of

an invaded nation are gathered about its weakest parts. Upon

these opinions the issue was joined, and they naturally became to

those who held them the most valuable of their possessions, be-

cause those for wliich they were most constantly called upon to

contend. Of course, the appeal was made to reason; and reason

being constituted the rule of truth, philosophy once more was in

the ascendant. The passion of the church was for orthodoxy

rather than for piety. The sword of the Spirit was returned lo

the scabbard. Logic, sophistry, all the arts of logomachy, were

the weapons of her warfare ; theological forts, under the name of

schools, were planted here and there for the defense of the truth,

(of hum.an inferences,) and the artillery of the press poured a con-

,

tinual storm of shot.

Disguised imder whatever dress, baptized by whatever narTX",

philosophy is pliilosophy still, and will yield its proper fruit. 'I he

mournful result was soon apparent ; skepticism rolled its co.i

Lethean wave over the divided church. They "made a desert,

and called it peace." The theological schools first felt the be-

numbing influence of infidelity—that certain gangrene of ph!l'>

sophic systems—and from them, as from so many putrid centra*,

the corruption spread. Geneva and Germany fell exhausted inlot^f

true philosophy is true religion, and true religion is true philosoiihy."—-'^^'
-''"'

£rigena, quoted frarn Lewis's Biographical History of Philosophy.
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dreamy sleep ; even in Scotland the watchmen slvimbercd ;
and in

Enf^land the repose of the church, though perhaps more decent,

was hardly less profound.

The rapid declension of the Protestant churches, through meta-

physics to infidelity, will hardly be credited. In evidence, we will

quote a passage from the translator's preface to Dr. Knapp's Lec-

tures on Christian Theology :

—

" The school of Biblical theolog}' was established by Spcner, at

Halle, in 1694, for the avowed purpose of having theology taught

in a difterent manner from that common in the German universi-

ties. Spener states that it was usual for persons to spend five or

six years at the university without hearing, or caring to hear, a

single book, chapter, or verse, of the Bible explained. The Bible

was, perhaps, less used in Protestant universities than it had been,

under penalty of excommunication, by pious Catholics before the

Reformation. In place of the Scriptures, the various symbols

established by the Protestant church were taught and studied.

The minutest distinctions established by them were contended for

Willi the greatest zeal; and the least deviation from them was

pronounced heresy, as decidedly as if they had been given by in-

spiration of God, and was punished accordingly with the greatest

severity. The spirit of Christianity seemed to have thrown off the

hierarchical yoke only to assume another and more degrading form

of bondage.
" In explaining and defending these symbols, the Aristotelian

dialectics were employed ; and in the use of them, the students

were thoroughly exercised. As to the practical effects which the

doctrines of Christianity should have upon their own hearts, and

the manner in which they should exhibit them for the benefit of

others, nothing was said to them by their teachers. Thus disci-

plined, they went forth, to repeat from the pulpit what they had

learned in the university, and fought over their idle battles, in

which their own learning and skill were carefully displayed to the

neglect of everything which might arouse the careless, persuade

the doubting, or satisfy the deep desires, and assuage the sorrows,

of the heart."

Such was the state of the schools at the end of the seventeenth

century. Philosophy had already brought forth superstition ; it

was not long before it produced skepticism.

The history of theological seminaries is well worthy of serious

observation. But few persons are aware that these schools have

been, with but few exceptions, the seat of heresies, which liave

overthrown the ver)* systems which they were established to de-
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fond. Indeed almost, if not fully all, of the pestilential errors

\viiich iiave become prevalent in the several branches of ilic

cliiirch, may be traced directly to these seminaries ; nor is this at

ell girangc when we remember what that "theology" or Uud-

gcicncc is which is taught in them. Are any so ignorant as to sup-

pose that the years passed in these institutions arc consumed in

the effort to master the doctrines of the gospel of Christ? These,

the wayfaring man, though unlettered, can readily comprehend.

God never sent to man an offer of salvation so unintelligible thni

studious persons must shut themselves up for successive year;}

with scientific masters in order to learn its meaning from these

ecclesiastical sages. The fact is, that the business of these places

is to make sacerdotal gladiators, skilled in every trick of fence,

wise to know the weak places of an opponent, and cunning to

conceal or defend their own. There, pupils are disciplined and

drilled out of their independence ; taught to value orthodoxy (that

is, the peculiar doctrines of their particular church, taken as a

whole system, with all its truth, and all its uncertainties, and all

its errors) as the most valuable of all things ; to bow to the autho-

rity of the acknowledged expounders of the system with implicit

deference, and to look upon any rising doubts as so many indica-

tions of the carnal mind or suggestions of the devil. They arc

inadc to read one side of a controversy, and taught the character

of their opponents and of opposing systems from the special

pleading of excited adversaries. To be sure, religion is not for-

gotten. They arc urged to personal piety, and arc instructed in

the word of God : always, however, with the necessities of the

Bystem in full view, so that no heresy be learned from that pure

source. The result is, first, to place the purity of the church in

the keeping of a few professional theologians who can inculcate

upon the ministers whatever views they please. If the professors

become heretical, they sow their heresy broadcast through the

church, and the evil bears its deadly harvest almost before its

existence is suspected.

Again, the course of study is mainly philosophical, and" it mat-

ters not whether the philosophy be true or false ; only substitute

it for religion, and it will lead through superstition to infidelity-

Geneva, Germany, Scotland, Oxford, and the United States, fur-

nish abundant evidence of this fact. So that theological schools

both engender the evil and effectually distribute it.

Both the Arrninian and Calvinislic systems have been followed

by skepticism, which, under different names, and with modified

conditions, can claim little essential distinction from that of the
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ancients. It is certnin that neither Calvinism nor Arminianism

liad any direct tendency to such a result, though each in its turn

has been charged by the champions of the other with including in

its propositions atheism as a necessary consequence. The very

preliminary postulate of each of these great schools of theology is,

that the Scriptures are the revealed will of God, and it is utterly

impossible that they could lead by any collateral teaching to the

denial of the primary truth. Whatever exposition they might give

of the word, must carry with it the previous idea of the authority

of the word ; and no one, by admitting the teaching, could learn

to doubt the text. But both of these schools, and we believe all

other schools, have erred in this, that, from causes above stated,

they have gradually led their disciples to look upon the meta-

physics of their system as an essential part of it ; and as this is

often attacked, and depends upon metaphysical argument for de-

fense, they have been carried away by philosophical discussions,

exercised and habituated to speculative thought, until the sim-

plicity of the gospel has been forgotten. From Christians, they

have become theologians; from theologians, metaphysicians;

and from metaphysics many have glided down the easy descent

to the ultimate consequence of abstract philosophy, skepticism.

In this way we can trace the transmutation of the Jew into Spinoza,

and the Christian into Schelling.*

We have said that r^Iethodism is essentially religion v.-ithout

philosophy. Mr. Wesley perceived the true spiritual nature of

Christianity. He felt that it was entirely separate from meta-

physics. He saw in it God's plan of saving sinners, not making

savans. His good sense taught him that a revelation which re-

quired learned exposition was to the people no revelation at all

;

and believing that God had spoken to man, he was willing to re-

* The natural tendency of the human mind to such speculations as form tlic

substance of Christian philosophy, may be illustrated by the incident narrated

b John xii, 28, 29.

A voice from heaven vras heard distinctly testifying to Christ's authority.

As it was intended "for their sakes," and as it is said they "stood by and

heard," there can be no doubt that they understood the words uttered. But

instead of being impressed by this divine testimony to the truth, they imme-

diately began to speculate about the mode of the communication. Somo said

it was by thunder, others by the voice of an auj^cl ; and so they laid the

foundations of a dispute, which might as well have created two theological

sects, as the difference about the mode of applying the water in baptism.

The narration is curious at least, and to us is a fair exhibition of tlie native

tendency of the human mind to metaphysics and the interference of the spirit

of specularion with the reception of revealed truth.
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ccive and utter his words in the simple form in wliich tic found 1
tlicm, leaving them under the agency of the Holy Spirit to do their ]•
work upon the heart.

Mr. Wesley did not fall into the error, even now so general, of
supposing that the sacred writers Avrote with tlie accuracy of syste-
matic theologians; using words in technical senses; and giving
each the full philological meaning due to its roots, Sec'! lie
did not think that the business of the preacher Avas to search out
hidden meanings, or to weigh words in the grammatical balances

;

he knew that the Scriptures were popular treatises, intended for
the unlettered man)-, not for the literary few ; and that the sacred
writers used words in that popular sense, which was perfectly iii-

lelligible then, and would be so now, if naturally construed.
But we will let this great and good man speak for himself.
Tn the introduction to his Sermons, which he says contain an

exhibition of every point of doctrine on which he was accustomed
to speak, and by which he declares " every serious man, who pe-
ruses them, will see in the clearest manner what these doctrines
arc which I embrace and teach as the essentials of true religion,*'

he says :

—

" 1 design plain truth for plain people : therefore of set purpose
I abstain from all nice and philosophical speculations; from all

perplexed and intricate reasonings ; and, as far as possible, from
even the show of learning. ... I labor to avoid all words which
arc not easy to be understood, all which are not used in common
life : and, in particular, those kinds of technical terms that so fre-

quently occur in bodies of divinity—those modes of speaking whicli
to the common people are an unknown tongue. Nay, my design
is, in some sense, to forget all that I ever read in my life. I mean
to speak, in the general, as if I had never read one author, ancient
or modern, (always excepting the inspired.) ... I have set down
in the following serjnons what I find in the Bible concerning the

way to heaven
; with a view to distinguish this way of God7roni

all those which arc the invention of men. I have endeavored to

describe the true, the Scriptural, experimental religion, so as to

omit nothing which is a real part thereof, and add nothing thereto

which is not."

Here is a plain exposition of the nature of Methodism. Such
was its origin, such is its very life. Mr. Wesley's object was to

make men religious. To this he bent all his energies. Jn com-
parison with this all other objects were utterly insignificant.

What, then, did he mean by religion? Again, we wilflct him

speak for himself:—
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"By religion, I mean the love of God and man filling the heart

and governing the life. The sure effect of tliis is, the uniform

practice of justice, mercy, and truth. This is the very essence of

it; the height and depth of religion detached from this or that

opinion."

—

Scrmo}i on Former Times.
" True religion is right tempers toward God and man : it is, in

two words, gratitude and benevolence."

—

Unity of the Divine

Being.
" Religion, as to the nature or essence of it, does not lie in this

or that set of notions, vulgarly called faith. It properly and

directly consists in the knowledge and love of God as manifested

in the Son of his love, through the eternal Spirit, and this naturally

leads to every heavenly temper, and to every good word and work."
—Spiritual Worship.

Such was liis preaching. When its success rendered it necessarj'-

to organize the societies, what was the fundamental law of their

organization ? What is their characteristic ? Again let Mr.

Wesley answer :

—

" In order to union with us we require no unity in opinions or

in modes of worship, but barely that men fear God and work
righteousness. Now this is utterly a new thing, unheard of in any

other Christian community. In what church or congregation be-

sides throughout the Christian world can members be admitted

upon these terms without any other conditions ? Point such out

whoever can; I know none in Europe, Asia, Africa, or xVmerica.

This is the glory of the ^lelhodists, and of them alone. They are

themselves no particular sect or party : but they receive them of

all parlies, who endeavor to do justly, and love mercy, and walk

humbly with their God."

—

Sermon on the Ministerial Office.

Such, then, is Methodism. It remains to inquire whether the

church which bears the name possesses the spirit in pristine

purity.

The test is simple. Is the jMcthodist Church as efficient as it

formerly was ? If so, doubtless it is pure ; if not, then, it has lost,

and is losing, the spirit of ]\Ielhodism.

We need not enter upon an elaborate argument to vindicate the

accuracy of this test. God designed his religion for mankind, and

so far as the religious wants, capacities, and impressibility of men,

arc concerned, they are the same always and everywhere. What
has proved itself efficient in saving souls once must be efficient

yet. There can be no doubt that the course pursued by Mf. Vv cs-

ley and his associates, in the palmy days of their extraordinary

ministry, would be equally successful if repeated now.
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Is the Methodist Church as successful now in proportion to its

former success, and the amount of means which it conuu:iii(!s ^

The success of Methodism may be regarded as made up of two

elements : the piety of Methodists, and their numbers. Is the

church as pious as formerly? Does it increase its members in so

great a ratio ?

In order to solve a question so important as the first, ^Yllich

aflects a vast multitude of individual cases that cannot be ex-

amined, we must find some comprehensive scheme of comparison,

simple and available, yet evidently true. We think, therefore, we

may safely assume that the piety of the preachers must be a fair

exponent of that of the people. Like people, like priest, is an old

and well-tried adage, so clearly based upon the necessary relation

of things as to need no reasoning to show its accuracy.

We must then inquire if i\Iethodist preachers are as pious as

Methodist preachers were formerly ?

We are glad to believe that, with as few exceptions as our know-

ledge of human nature permits us to suppose, our preachers arc

good men, and really desirous to do good. But this is not exactly

the question. There are many degrees of goodness : and that of

the early j\Iethodist preachers was extraordinary. The question

is as to piety compared with their piety, not contrasted with total

inditlcrencc ; and the fear of God, the love of truth, and that lesser,

yet ardent love, which binds us to the church in which we have

been nurtured, forbid us to shrink from a fair investigation of the

facts before us. How, then, shall we dctermiine this overwhchn-

ingiy important question ? How can we examine each man's

heart, and decide upon his state of virtue ?

Fortunately this is not necessary. We have to do with classes,

not with persons ; and associated acts present their history, anJ

plainly proclaim the average virtue,

A grand trial of this virtue is annually undergone by every con-

ference. From the peculiar constitution of our system, ministers

arc the guardians of the church from impropei: ministration. I"

perfect confidence of the good faith of the preachers, the people

implicitly submit to them all decisions upon the capacity, fitncs?,

and morality, of their ministers. Knowing that once ever}' year

the name of each preacher is called before the conference, and iiial

his character is then solemnly and officially sanctioned or rebuke,

the people quietly and confidently await the decision.

In this trial of individuals the conference, as a bod}', is under-

going a trial before God and the people; a trial sufficiently severe

to brin^ out the most exalted virinp and to detect every degree fi
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faithlessness. If ever there was a body of men bound by the awful

responsibilities of spiritual guardianship, and by that sense of honor

which in the godless is often stronger than life itself, that body is

a Methodist conference, when it sits in judgment on the character

of the preachers that compose it. There cannot, in the nature

of things, be a less doubtful test of virtue in its higher degrees,

than is afforded by the action in such cases. If men are not care-

ful to be honest, fearless, self-denying, under circumstances such

as these, to what evidence of more than ordinary piety will they

appeal ? If they abuse a trust so solemn, so voluntarily assumed,

so important to those who concede it, and withal so confidingly

granted, to what heroic conduct can they point for evidence of

ministerial integrity? Acting both for God and their neighbor,

in remembrance of the denunciation of the Almighty against those

who love their brethren more than his cause, and of tlw sacred

obligation wdiich binds them to do unto others (the church) for

wliom they act, as they would be done to under similar circum-

stances, they must trample on both tables of the law if they would

escape their duty.

Wc have only, therefore, to inquire in what degree the action

of the conferences upon the subject in question manifests that spirit

of righteousness, justice, and truth, so eminently displayed by the

early preachers.

In the first place we remark, that a body of men anxious above

all things to do their duty to God and the church, would take every

possible means to fmd out the truth with regard to each member.
They would not content themselves with investigating formal

charges presented in such a way as to compel attention to thorn,

for this would be to abandon the duty of examining character to

irresponsible persons without, merely reserving to themselves the

ultimate adjudication. Indeed, to act in this way would be to give

to delinquents chances of escape much greater than is aflbrded

even by the ver>^ lax criminal code of the country. For the slate

does not wait inactively until a citizen volunteers an accusation

against a suspected person. The state employs a prosecutor and

a grand inquest, who search out crimes and criminals, and drag

ihem to justice. Acting upon rumor or reports, however inaccu-

rate, they send for witnesses, and compel testimony. The law is in

earnest. The state is really anxious to find out the truth, and acts

accordingly. We need but say that if all this troublesome inquiry-

is necessary to procure testimony against a thief or murderer, then

under no circunistances could the most active efforts of a body

acting without sanction of law be expected to succeed equally well
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in obtaining evidence of delinquencies of far less flagrant chnraclcr.

jAIuch less can eflcclive discipline be exerted when no clVuri is

made to procure prosecution or secure testimony, but all is !cfi i,.

tiic accident of voluntary prosecution under circumstances inn.-i

painful, and requiring self-denial and pecuniary expense from ihc

parly prosecuting. Indeed, if a conference confine itself to su(. h

trials as are instituted in regular form, the whole process of indi-

vidual examination is a farce ; for all could be done that is done i)y

publicly giving notice that they were ready to receive complninis.

We are now endeavoring to ascertain the moral condition of the

preachers, by examining their conference action. If our readers

will keep this in view, we think they will clearly see the force of

the argument, and be able to come to definite conclusions upon a

subject which at first seemed to bid defiance to investigation, ll

the preachers are what they should be, what Methodist preachers

liave been, and what they must be in order to the success of the

church, they will certainly desire to preserve the ministry effective

and pure. They will desire this far more than the friendship of

any man, far more than their own comfort and peace, far more cvci\

than to be well spoken of. If they do desire this purity and ciH-

ciency, they will need no prompting to inquiry into rumors which
afi'cct one of their body; much less will they withhold any proper

matter of complaint for fear of giving ofifense, &c.

Again, a body of pure-minded men, acting in righteousness, jus-

tice, and truth; desiring only that the truth should be known, and

determined to know it; would not conform its trials to those of the

civil courts. Such a body would not tolerate special pleading,

which is in its very nature untrue. Nothing could be more dis-

gusting than to see preachers of Jesus Christ defending another

preacher by means of technical objections, exaggerating one set

of facts and suppressing others ; doing all they can to confuse the

minds of brethren, or to deceive their understanding or arouse their

passions for the very purpose that they may overpower the judgment.

Even the Areopagus, though a heathen court,, despised such dis-

honest proceedings, and refused to hear more than the bare facts

of a case.

Again, if the judgment be generally given in view of the conse-

quences of the verdict to the accused rather than to the church,

the fact is ominous of ruin already begun. If an esprit du cvrps

has usurped ilio place once filled by the Spirit of truth, all is lost.

The principle has been granted that the church is for the preach-

ers, not the preachers for the church.

This subject aftords abundant materials for prolonged discus-
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sion ; but we are anxious to avoid encumbering the argument with

unnecessary details. Our object is merely to make suggestions

which may lead thoughtful men to a careful examination of things

as they arc, and as they may be seen daily. We shall not pretend

to deduce any opinion of our own as to the comparative purity

of the church from the application of the tests we have proposed

as the means of truth. If the principles be admitted to be just

our readers will have no difficulty in applying them.

Does our church increase as rapidly as it formerly did, consider-

ing the means at its command? There can be no difficulty in

giving a negative answer. The very important question arises,

Why is this ?

It cannot be attributed to any accident. The failure is too gene-

ral and too long-continued to be thus accounted for. The cause

must be as wide spread as ^Methodism, and we must seek it in

some of the universals of the church. Now it is not in our disci-

pline ; for that has undergone no change. It is not in our forms

and instrumentalities ; for they remain precisely as heretofore. It

is not in deficiency of means ; for we were never so well provided.

Where, then, must we look for it? What cause can be found suffi-

ciently general, powerful, and available? We answer. The minis-

try. No other can be found. If they be right, and no obstruction

is thrown between them and the people, the church must prosper.

What then is the matter with the preachers ?

Of course, if the previous inquiry should result in a demonstra-

tion that the tone of ministerial piety is lessened, we need seek no

further for the evil. We shall have found the worm at the very

root of the tree.

The very life of our system depends upon the confidence of the

people in ihc unadulterated virtue of their ministers. They expect

from a Methodist preacher much more than ordinary piety ;
and

if their confidence be shaken, their co-operation becomes weak and

faithless;—class meetings and congregations are chilled; religion

pines, none are converted ; nature and accident remove members,

there are none to take their place ; the preachers report a loss of

members, and very often a deficiency of support. If ministers

have lowered the standard of ministerial character; if the verdict

of conferences upon the purity and effectiveness of the preachers

leaves them still liable to suspicion, or even still charged freely,

though informally, with gross aberrations from rectitude; if "pass-

ing character" means nothing more than not condemning, and ex-

presses a mere negation, conveying no positive assurance with it;

in short, if the people have come to believe that justice is not done

Vol. VIII.--32
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them in this vitally important mailer, we need not wonder that the
church is declining, li is not suiricicnt that the preacher thinks
hin)self honest, the people must think so; and if, as a member of a
conference, he has connived at the escape of a shattered reputation,

and consented to send forth a man to preach to whom grave ob-
jections arc made, without any eifort to ascertain the facts, he can-

not expect tiiat the people will listen to his ministrations with full

acceptance.

It is a great mistake for a conference in any investigation of the

kind in question, to suppose that they may act toward the party

accused as individuals toward an individual. They have no right

either to pardon or to punish. They arc trustees solemnly pledged

before God and man to preserve the purity and efficiency of the

ministry. As such they have no right to try experiments upon the

church; to continue a man in hope that he may mend, and shut

their eyes to manifest incapacity; and shift a useless man from one

station to another, revolving him in his baleful orbit until he shall

have equally cursed the whole church. They have absolutely

nothing at all to do with the consequences of rejection to the

preacher himself. They have no discretion in the matter; and
the sickly sympathy which asks how we can save the 7nan, in-

stead of how shall we save the church, is utterly unworthy of

Jlethodist preachers.

If it be said these are hard sayings, we answer, that all virtue is

put to hard trials. It is hard for a jury to pronounce a verdict

against a criminal; ii is hard to rob a wife of her husband, and
children of their father; it is hard to utter a word which will con-

sign a fellow-man to a dungeon or immolate him on a scaffold.

Yet hard as it is, honest men are found who can do it. The
case is not so hard with the preachers as with jurors; for, inde-

pendently of the actual suffering involved in their verdict being
less, they have voluntarily assumed the trust. They have asked
to be invested with it, and if they have not the moral courage re-

quisite for the honest discharge of their duty, they ought in all fair-

ness to resign.

The consequence of unfaithfulness in this matter of character
must show itself very plainly. A conference thus unfaithful will

be oppressed by a number of men known to be unacceptable and
useless to the people. These will come out annually to claim re-

lief as "deficient" in the salaries allowed them; while the sta-

tion or circuit from which they come, weakened by losses, fretted

by the many vexations incident upon such an appointment, and

perhaps to a considerable extent backslidden in religion for lack

32*
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of proper ministerial service, presents a field of labor most unde-
sirable to the next preacher, who perhaps goes to it with reluctance,

remains with impatience, and often leaves it the worse for him,

and he the worse for it. The green spots in such a conference

are gradually worn down by the necessity of sending to them the

men of " heavy faraiHes," and in a short time it becomes impossi-

ble for the bishop to provide for the preachers. Every year makes
the matter worse, and utter ruin must result unless the process be
arrested.

This is but a brief sketch of the evils attendant upon wrong pro-

ceedings in examination of ministerial character. We can readily

see how twenty men of suspicious character or clerical incapacity

may in the course of lime ride down every station or circuit in a
whole conference ; and unless the preachers see to it, this number
may readily be secured to each, if indeed it be not already found

in all.

Tiie style of preaching common in a church furnishes sufficient

indications of its state. Unless the preaching be pure, forcible,

and religious, it will turn no sinner from the error of his ways;
if it be such, it will be the povrer of God unto salvation. We do

not mean that right preaching will convert everybody, but when
brought to act upon large numbers it will save a great many;
certainly more than enough to repair the natural losses of the church

—for God intends his religion to be progressive.

If, then, the preaching in common use among us be philosophical,

however true the philosophy, the church must be narcotized; and
if the devitalized bread be perscveringly given to it, it must sleep

the sleep of death. Is our preaching theological rather than reli-

gious ? We may be sure of one thing, that, if ministerial piety is

declining, our ministers are becoming more metaphysical. Noth-

ing makes clerical philosophers like loss of religion.

Are our preachers turning their attention to what are called doc-

trinal discourses, in distinction to direct preaching to the heart and

conscience? Do we expect when we go to church to hea^r a fervent

sermon, carrying conviction to the sinner and comfort to the Chris-

tian? Do we expect to have the principles of religion applied to

the various cnxumstances of our daily life, and to be shown how
in this respect or that we are doing or neglecting our duty to God
and our neighbor? or do we go to enjoy an inicllectual treat in the

form of a theological discussion? Is the preacher busy during the

week in endeavors to find out the secret of his people's hearts

;

to learn how they are walking ; how they are tempted, and how
ihey resist temptation? or is he busy in his private chamber, com-
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pounding a theological discourse ? Docs he, like Mr. Wesley go
into the pulpit trying to forget all that he has read, or try

'

'

incr lo
remember all that he has read?

We despair of being able to present this matter in such a li<rl,t

as will clearly expose it to people and preachers. The former
may feel that something is sadly wrong; they may know that the
sermons they hear do not comfort them and build them up; but it

is not to be expected that many of them can trace the individual
effect lo the great comprehensive cause. The preachers will
hardly be more readily afleclcd. Their previous views and habits
will be too apt to intercept the liglit of truth and bend it to a plea-
sant angle. Theology is a great temptation. Take this away and
the clergy cease to be a profession, and become only good men
who preach the gospel. It is easier, too, to preach from a know-
ledge of books than from a knowledge of men ; lo conduct an argu-
ment which has been conducted a thousand times before, than to
distribute the bread of Heaven lo a hungry- congregation.
We fear, ihercforc, that what we have said will offend many,

and convince few. Unpleasant truths generally meet with curt
reception. With an honest desire to probe to the bottom the evils
under which the church is suffering and waning, we have written
these pages. We have made no direct accusations. Our object
has been to attract attention to causes, not to men. We honestly
believe that we have pointed out the evils from which our church
is suffering so intensely, and under which she will inevitably die
unless relief be given. Whether we are mere dreamers time will
show

;
but certainly it is the part of those who govern us lo inquire

into the state of the church and find out what is the matter. We
may depend upon it, that something more is required than vain re-
grets, or .-^pasniodic local efforts, or even prayer itself. God cannot
be induced to .sanction unfaithful dealing, or sanctify metaphysical
preaching. He will mercifully enable us to sec our errors ; but if

we will not correct them, we must continue lo suffer the con-
sequences. But " woe unto them by whom the offense cometh !"'

The Methodist Church was raised up by God to supply a great
mtural want. While it shall fulfill this great purpose it will con-
tinue

;
It will prosper. But if it should fail to do its proper work,

God will soon furnish himself with other and better instruments.
" Enlargement and deliverance shall arise from another place," and
the unfaithful church shall be cast away.
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Art. II.—The Library of American Biof^raphy. Conducted by

Jared Sparks. In ten volumes. New-York : Harper &
Brothers.

If it be true that "wo man liveth to himself" alone, it is especially

true that no great and good man thus liveth ; for his influence, in-

stead of being limited to a narrow sphere, circulates through all

the great channels of society. Be it so that his labors are chiefly

in one particular field, or aimed at the accomplishment of some

particular end—it is an egregious mistake to suppose that his

actions have not their ulterior as well as their more immediate

bearings. The great cause in which Wilberforce spent his life

was the negro's freedom ; but no one who should attempt to esti-

mate the influence of that great man, would think of stopping

short of the fact that he was tlie benefactor of his race. To say

nothing of the many good objects besides, which his great and

philanthropic soul compassed in tlie course of his somewhat pro-

tracted life, the efi'orts by which he accomplished this particular

object, also accomplished far more : they brought out to view one

of the loveliest characters that Christianity ever formed, and

touched incidentally chords of benevolent feeling in myriads of

hearts, which responded to the grateful influence that moved them,

in a course of earnest and self-denied philanthropy.

Notwithstanding every man has his part to perform in the eco-

nomy of human society, it is manifest that much ihe greater por-

tion of mankind arc but very subordinate actors in it : the influence

that commands, that controls, that decides, is concentrated in the

few. There is a small assembly annually convened at Washing-

ton, in whose doings are bound up, to a great extent, the weal or

the woe of this nation ; and though they have all alike the privi-

lege of speaking and voting, yet perhaps if the whole truth were

known, it would be that the great mass were in subjection to a

few master spirits, and that the minds that rule could be counted

almost in a single breath. These men constitute the little leaven

that leavens the whole lump. And so it is in regard to great dis-

coveries in science : the mass of the world are dreaming of no

such thing; but it turns out that some one mind lias been bending

its researches in some direction in which it imagined that light was

soon to appear ; and suddenly tlie world is surprised by the an-

nouncement of some new law of the creation, or of a new applica-

tion of some one previously known, which sends the whole economy

of society forward a whole century in a single day. Professor
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Morse first got the idea of his telegraph, we know not huw ; lujt

at fust it was dim and shadowy, and tlicre were not wantinc^ ihusc

who bchcvcd lliat it would never be less so ; but he held to it in a

course of patient and earnest effort, till the theory was dcmonsUTiiod

by experiment ; and now Ave are all, occasionally at least, nsin^

ihc lightning instead of the mail to convey our dispatches ; and

every one sees that here is a discovery that is to work a mighty

revolution in human affairs. We say, then, without wishing to

lessen any one's proper self-respect, or sense of responsibility,

that the ultimate direction of things rests with a few leading, for-

tunate spirits of each age ; and that the multitude live in aa

atmosphere which has been produced only in a very subordinate

degree by their own agency.

It would seem, then, to be the ordination of Heaven that the

great and the good who have lived before us should be felt not

only by ourselves, but by all the generations that succeed them

;

for though their voice hath been hushed in the silence of the

grave, there was a voice in their actions which has kept speaking

since the grave has closed upon them, and which will continue to

speak till all the graves shall give up their dead. Take, for in-

stance, the patriots and heroes of our revolution—they have nearly

all been summoned to their final resting place ; but Uieir influence

is still at work, however unmindful we may be of it, in all that is

noble and praiseworthy in our institutions—in the vital energy of

the liberties of our country.

But it is not enough that the noble spirits of the past should

continue to exist in this impalpable form ; for there is danger that

if we contemplate them only through this medium, we shall come

gradually to forget that they exist at all ; in other words, shall lose

sight of the connection that exists between what they were and

what we are ; between their labors and our privileges. It is proper

that they should be put beyond the possibility of being forgotten,

by having an authentic record of their lives and characters made

out nt a proper time ; and by this means there will be yet another

end secured : the picture will be far more true, and full, and ctlect-

ivc, than if it were conveyed to us merely through the medium ^of

tradition. Suppose the life of Washington, or Franklin, or Ed-

wards, had never been written—we could not at this short distance

from them have failed to know much of what they were and what

they did—the heroic and political exploits of the first, the philo-

sophical discoveries of the second, and the profound theological

and metaphysical researches of the third, would have rendered

their memories respectively imperishable ; but how nuich jnorc
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distinct and satisfactory is the view which we gain concerning

them by reading a faithful record of their lives ! Here they stand

out before us amid all the realities of life ; we trace not only the

influence which they exerted, but the inlluencc under which their

characters were formed ; and if our impressions in respect to

ihem at any time become dim or erroneous, we are able to

brighten or correct them at our pleasure. Suppose that, instead

of half or two-thirds of a century, several centuries had elapsed

since they closed their earthly career—though they would still be,

as doubtless they will always remain, among the brightest stars to

be seen in the intellectual and moral heavens, is it not reasonable

to suppose that their lustre would be in no inconsiderable degree

diminished, if, instead of being contemplated through the mcdmm
of a minute and authentic history, they were looked at only

tlirough the mists that had gathered around them from the tra-

dition of ages ?

The ofiice of biography, then, is to perpetuate what might other-

wise pass away ; to illustrate what might otherwise become uncer-

tain, and ultimately fade into deep obscurity. It is to embalm the

great and good, so that they cannot perish from the earth ; to

enable us to gather within a single room a large part of tlie illus-

trious spirits of the past, to commune with thern at our pleasure,

and even to become the companions of their lives. If we include

in our estimate the biographical sketches which are furnished by

Scripture, we can go back to the beginning of the world, and con-

verse with the patriarchs, Adam at their head ; and though there

are many blanks in the world's history—long intervals in which

there was no authentic record kept even of many of the great

names by which they were illuminated—yet from most of the ages

we can gather at least some one or more to represent them ; and

as we travel downward we find ourselves in a track of increasing

certainty and luminousncss, till we reach the age that has just pre-

ceded us. What an inspiriting thought to the scholar, as he turns

his eye toward his library, that he can find in it not only what the

greatest minds have thought, but how they iiave been trained, and

what they have been in their various relations, and how they ap-

peared in ordinary contact with their fellow-men ! How well fitted

to quicken not only his intellectual, but moral, faculties, and to en-

list him in more earnest efforts for the benefit of his race !

We have considered biography hitherto, as having to do espe-

cially with the praiseworthy and useful ; but it may be asked

wjieihcr it does not come equally wiihin her province to record

the lives of those who have made themselves conspicuous by their
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vices, and especially ihosc whom Providence has let loose upon

the world to be its tormentors. To this we reply, thai ilnic arc

some perverse and malignant spirits who arc sufTered temporardy

lo gain such an ascendency in human afl'airs, that the history of

their lives becomes almost identified with the history of their

times—such were Julius Caesar and Napoleon— if tlieir lives were

not to be written, it would produce a mighty chasm in the world's

entire history ; lo say nothing of the fact that men would lose the

advantage of the warnings which they suggest, and of the views

of divine Providence which they illustrate. As a general rule, \vc

would leave those who have been great in corruption—great in

crime—to the general historian, and let him use them for the benefit

of the world, as truth and justice may require ; but we would rather

that the province of biography, strictly speaking, should be re-

garded, for the most part, as sacred to the cause, not only of in-

telligence, but of truth and goodness. Wc have no wish that any

process should be devised for embalming vice, or that anything

should be attempted to prevent the fulfillment of that inspired sen-

tence, that "the memory of the wicked shall rot."

Every nation, certainly every civilized and Christianized nation,

has its good and great men—men of comprehensive views and of

enlarged philanthropy—men who have been honored, are still

lionorcd, for their services, in some or other of the great depart-

ments of useful action. Now this circumstance puts it into the

power of each nation to be a benefactor to the world ; and not only

puts it into the power, but creates the obligation. Let England,

and France, and Germany, and America, each carefully preserve

the liisiory of her most illustrious spirits, to send abroad among

other nations, that thus she may make herself an epistle known

and read of all men. In this way each nation will be living for

the benefit of every other, and will actually become a teacher of

every other, in the lives of her philosophers and poets, her patriots

and heroes, her philanthropists and saints.

liut while each nation is bound to preserve a.record of the lives

of its great and good men for the benefit of other nations—lor ttic

benefit of the world— it is bound to do this especially from a regard

to its own interests ; for it is the most efleclive mode of sendiiii^

down to posterity what is most important in its own history, and

thus it gives to each successive generation the advantage of iIk^

experience of all that have preceded it. And it is due to a nation s

benefactors that such a record should be preserved ; for it is fitting

that the memory of wisdom and virtue should always be kept

alive. In proportion as a nation shows itself indiflcreut to this
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subject, it forfeits its own dignity, sacrifices its own advantage,

and stands chargeable with injustice toward tliose who liave de-

served its enduring gratitude and veneration.

As each nation has its own peculiar reasons, growing out of the

peculiarities of its history, for making provision to perpetuate the

memorials of its most distinguished sons, there are reasons why
this sliould be done in relation to our own country neither fewer
nor stronger than those which exist in respect to any other. Our
cause, from the beginning, has been signalized by great events

;

the most memorable of which were the original settlement of the

country by the Puritans and the revolution which gave us our in-

dependence. In the trials and perils which marked both these

periods, there were produced a multitude of great spirits, such as

could never have come up in the sunshine of prosperity and quiet-

ude : they performed deeds of heroic daring, which would shed

glory over any age ; they united with an indomitable resolution,

an almost miraculous foresight, and many of them added to this a

fervent piety—a strong and unwavering confidence in the Ruler

of the world. And God crowned their efforts with his blessing;

he brought victory and strength out of their sacrifices and strug-

gles, and their posterity have ever since been reaping in joy what
tliey sowed in tears.

Now there are two reasons, suggested by these great events in

our history, why we should make large contributions to the general

stock of biography. One is, that these illustrious epochs, to say

nothing of other more quiet periods, have supplied us with some
of the richest materials for this species of literature of which
any country can boast ; and the fact that such materials exist im-

poses upon us the obligation to use them. The otlier is, tiiat our

political relations to the world are altogetiier unique : we liavc

assumed an attitude before the nations which provokes the jea-

lousy of some, awakens the curiosity of others, draws forth the

admiration of many, and is regarded with deep interest by all.

We believe that our government, in its substantial features, is the

best that can be formed—most liberal in its provisions, and most
favorable to the common good ; and we are willing to hope that

the example which we have set may be followed by other nations,

and that the day may come when our republican institutions may
become a model for the world. But surely one important means
of compassing this object is to bring eut to the view of the world

the practical operation of the system in the characters which it

forms—in the magnificent plans and manly deeds wliich it ori-

ginates—in the sturdy and lofty growth of virtue which it secures.
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Let the American biographer remember tliat when he cliroiMclcs
the illustrious doings ol" the worthies of his country, he is laboring
directly and efficiently to extend his country's glory in the earth •

nay, more, to cause other nations to look toward her in the posture
of earnest reflection, if not to sit at her feet in the attitude of docile
inquiry.

If it be so important an office that biography has to perform, it

becomes a question of proportional interest, what is necessary to
the successful accomplishment of the end which it contemplates ?

If we mistake not, it is all included in the three following thinrrs.

In the first place, there must be a suitable selection of subjects

;

in other words, the individual must have been something, or done
something, or projected something, which fairly entitles him to
such a distinction. We may be willing to spend our lime occa-
sionally in reviewing the life of a very bad man, whom God has
employed to be the scourge of the world ; because we may find in
it matter both of instruction and admonition; and it may furnish
us with an illustration of God's power and wisdom in constraining
even rebels against his authority to become subservient to his pur^
poses. But we do not wish to be occupied in the contemplation
of mere indifTerent characters ; of men or women who possess
only the negative merit of having passed through the world with-
out any particular delinquency, or with a barely respectable cha-
racter. If we do not greatly mistake, biography, both in this
country and in Great Britain, has, in these latter years, sacrificed
so.mcwhat of its approjniate dignity, by making itself subservient
to particular interests, rather than to the promotion of the public
good. \\c do not object, if an estimable person of no particular
note has died out of a circle of friends, that those who survive to

lament his death should embody their recollections of him on
paper, and .should even send the manuscript to the press, provided
always that when the book comes out, they will take it into their

own keeping, and not send it into the market to claim the time and
the money of those for whom it can have no possible attractions.
Besides the injustice to the public involved in this latter mode of

proceeding, there is gross injustice to the memory of the individual

who is the subject of the book;' for a tame and negative character
cannot be embalmed ; and in all ordinary cases, such a character
grows insipid in proportion to the elVorts that are made to djsjjlay

and magnify it. We venture to say that if we were to look through
the shelves of. almost any considerable bookstore in the land, \vo

could lay out what one would consider a pretty formidable colloc-

lion, if he had cither to buy them or to read them, of works cf
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biography, wliich are destined to no higher mission in tlie world
than to bear witness to an indiscreet and ill-judged afTection.

The second thing of importance to secure the legitimate ends of

biography is, that it should be intrusted to competent individuals.

And here we do not refer so much to the general intellectual and
]iterai-y qualifications which may be required, as to a peculiar

adaptcdness of mind, enabling the writer to comprehend fully his

particular subject ; not only to follow in his steps, but to think in

liis thoughts, and live in his actions. Hence it comes to pass that

while one may be admirably qualified, by his general tastes and
habits, to write the life of one individual, he may be utterly dis-

qualified to write the life of another ; and if he attempt both, his

failure in the latter case will be equal to his success in the former.

If we had the vanity to expect, as we certainly have not, that we
should ever furnish a subject for the biographer, we should ear-

nestly entreat that some one might come to the work who had

penetrated the furthest into our intellectual and moral constitution,

and who was capable of appreciating everything belonging to us,

even to our infirmities and defects ; and if any other should set

himself to the task, we should as earnestly hope that l^c would

desist from it, even though he should assign as a reason that it

was because he found nothing in his subject worthy of re-

cording.

The remaining consideration is, that biography, to answer its

end, should be executed at the proper time. It should neither be

too soon nor too late. If it is too soon, the character may not be

seen with an impartial eye ; and especially if the individual has

sustained widely extended relations, and been involved in concerns

of deep and complicated interest, the whole truth concerning him,

so far as it is necessary to the purposes of biography, cannot be

known, till a considerable time has elapsed after death has set its

seal upon his character. Marshall's Life of Washington, for in-

stance, is a noble production ; but if it had been written thirty or

forty years later, it would have brought out the great man, in many
respects, in a still brighter light. But, on the other hand, tlie bio-

grapher must not delay his work too long ; for in this case the

danger is, that he fails in authentic documents, and has to make
too much of uncertain tradition. In latter years, the spirit of

literary enterprise in this country has been busy in endeavoring to

rescue from oblivion many of the bright names in our nation's ear-

lier annals ; and it is a work which we hope may not be suspended
till it has been carried to the remotest point which the materials

will warrant ; but it is mortifying to observe how all that can now
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be brought together concerning some of the purest and most heroic

minds occupies not unfrequently but a few pages of a small ihio-

dccimo. Let both these extremes be avoided—the extreme of loo

much haste and of unreasonable delay, and we may hope that the

pictures of our great men, which are scattered along through suc-

cessive generations, will be at once full and faithful; that nothing

will be omitted from ignorance on the one hand, that nothing will

be misstated from partiality or prejudice on the other.

Until a comparatively recent period, we, as a nation, had done

almost nothing in this department of literature ; and nearly all the

works of biography which were found on our shelves were re-

prints of European productions. In the early part of this century

Dr. Eliot published his New-England Biography, in one octavo

volume— a work not without considerable mistakes, but, on the

whole, highly creditable to its author and to the country. Next

came Dr. xVllen's American Biography—less particular, perhaps,

in its details than that of Dr. Eliot, but occupying a wider range,

and embracing a much larger number and much greater variety of

names. Of this there has been a second and much enlarged

edition published within the last few years ; and as it is the only

general work of the kind that is of any authority among us, it v/ere

earnestly to be wished that its very respectable author would con-

tinue his researches in a department to which he is so happily

adapted, and let the world have the benefit of them in future

editions. The work which we wish particularly to commend to

our readers was begun by Dr. Sparks in ] S34, and was continued

to the tenth volume, which completed the first series. From that

time he rested for a few years from this particular kind of labor

;

but we are glad to perceive that he has resumed it within the last

year or two, and has already reached, we believe, the seventh or

eighth volume of a second series. There are few men of this

country, or even of this age, who have done more for the world by

their literar)' labors than Dr. Sparks ; and though he appears in

the present work, as indeed he does in several of his works, rather

as an editor than an author, yet we doubt exceedingly whether he

will leave anything behind him which will interest the great mass

of posterity more deeply than this series of biographies. ^^ c

have heard it intimated that he intends to continue his labors in

this department no longer than till he shall have carried this scries

as far as he has done the preceding ; but v/e earnestly hope that,

if he has formed such a determination, he may find reasons to re-

cede from it. If posterity could speak, we are sure that thcv

would send up their united suffrage in favor of the continuance oi
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ihis invaluable work, so long as there remain among us any cha-

racters worthy to be perpetuated.

Our readers \\\\o are not familiar with this work may form

some general opinion of its character from the following list of the

lives, with their authors, contained in the first series :

—

Life of .lohn Stark, by Edward Everett; of Charles Brockden
Brown, by William H. Prescott ; of Richard Montgomery, by

John Armstrong; of Ethan Allen, by Jared Sparks; of Alexander

Wilson, by William B. 0. Pcabody ; of Captain John Smith, by
George S. Hiliard ; of Benedict Arnold, by Jared Sparks; of

Anthony Wayne, by John Armstrong ; of Sir Henry Vane, by

Charles W\ Upham ; of John Eliot, by Convcrs Francis; of Wil-

liam Pinckney, by Henry Wlieaton ; of William Ellery, by Ed-
ward T. Channing ; of Cotton ^Mather, by William B. 0. Peabody

;

of Sir William Phipps, by Francis Bowen ; of Israel Putnam, by

Oliver N. B. Peabody; of L. M. Davidson, by ]\Iiss Sedgwick;
of David Riltenhouse, by James Renwick ; of Jonathan Edwards,

by Samuel ^liller; of David Brainerd, by William B. 0. Pea-

body ; of 13aron Steuben, by Francis Bowen ; of Sebastian Cabot,

by Charles Hayward, jr. ; of William Eaton, by Cornelius C.

Fellon ; of Robert Fulton, by James Renwick; of Joseph War-
ren, by A. H. Everett; of Henry Hudson, by Henry R. Cleave-

land ; of Father Marquette, by Jared Sparks.

It will be seen, from the above list, that the characters which

this work thus far embraces are generally of great interest, and

are among the most prominent of the men of by-gone days. And
then they are taken from various spheres of public action, so that

the work thereby becomes possessed of a general character. The
authors are all men of high name in the world of letters, and no

one of them has here made an effort unworthy of himself. In

general, there is evidently great congruity between the taste of the

author and the character of his subject ; and if we were to men-

tion any cases that seem to us to form exceptions to this remark,

they would be those in which Unitarian clergymen have delineated

the characters of some of the mighty veterans of orthodoxy, who
lived a century or a century and a half ago. We do not incan to

impute to these highly respectable gentlemen who have employed
their pens so gracefully and so ably, any want of good-will to do

full justice to their respective subjects : we only mean that it could

hardly be expected that they should have that full appreciation of

the character, and that sympathy with its most impressive pecu-

liarities, which would be necessary to enable them to proceed in

their work altogether co7i amore ; and though we would trust Dr.
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Priestly or Dr. Channing in their hands without the least mis-

giving, we should rather that John Eliot, and Cotton Mather, and
David Braincrd, and Jonathan Edwards, were turned over to some
more orthodox, though thcj- could hardly be to more acconiplisiicd,

biographers.

Art. III.

—

Livre dcs Orateurs, par Timon, (M. de Corrncnin,)

15* edition, Paris, 1847.

The subject of eloquence is prominent among the studies to

which the startling revolutions of our day seem destined to bring

freshened interest and unprecedented importance. Under the new
democracy now opening upon Europe—the democracy of interests

and ideas, not of illusory "rights" and effete forms—eloquence,

with the grand armory of science to supply it arguments, will re-

place the wiles of diplomacy and the juggleries of pragmatical

statesmanship ; the oratorical art will become again, more effectu-

ally than of old, perhaps, synonymous with the art of government.

Already, but the other day, have we witnessed the young republic

of France—or, if the reader pleases, her hope of a republic—trem-

bling to its fate on the lips of Lamartine. By eloquence was

the. frail existence of this hope preserved, from day to day, in the

arms of the provisional dictature. By eloquence, too, must be

achieved its successful establishment into a permanent system of

government. Nay, the regular working of this government must,

thereafter, much depend upon the same moral agency of eloquence.

In this fuial sphere, however, it will have less of the rhetoric of

Lamartine and more of the reasoning of Guizot—when Guizot's

oratory was not employed unworthily.

It may be objected to this piece of prediction that we find ora-

tory wield no such power, enjoy no such prerogative, in this coun-

try ; where, however, democracy has been long in operation, at

least in its political conditions. The answer is, that here, as in

most other things, political forms are not the whole—very far from

it. So far, indeed, that they arc only conditions of the negative

kind ; and of course are null without their positive complement.

without a corresponding development of the national mind. Tlicre

are stages in the mental growth of a people when the rhetoric in

repute seems to reduce itself to the two topics of 31eum and Tuum,

and the only figures of any force to move are the figures of arith-

metic. This is that period of civilization when the freeborn emo-

tions of the soul which inspired the imaginative eloquence of an-
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liquity, after having been Iramplcd, and then kept down by the

hoof of force and the torpor of habit, he buried beneath the thick

incrustation of the n:iaterial interests, wliilc these interests are as

yet conceived but in the gross symbols of good and hiwful dollars,

doubloons, or pounds sterling. It is otherwise when a people,

having outgrown this second form of idol worship, more debasing

still than the first, attain to the conception, or even to the sentiment,

of the eternal reality in the natural laws of the social system.

Now, such is the actual position of the national mind of France

;

at least in a far higher degree than that of any other people. This
has given the new republic its originality of character. To the

new oratory, likewise, it will give the conjectured eminence of

governmental power.

In view, then, of this high destiny of eloquence—dependent upon
a maturity of social science to which the march of our own
country, too, will be henceforth vastly accelerated—the following

remarks on the subject will, we trust, be found seasonable. They
may serve to suggest the cause, if not also a remedy, of the state

of disorder and degradation into which the art has fallen in English

literature, as conceived whether in its systems of education or in its

theories of criticism.

This disorder, in fact, is avowed as it is extreme. It is attested,

while it is propagated by the host of "Rhetorics," "Readers,"
** Elocutions," &c., which invade us almost daily, and which—being
mere variations, or rather mutilations, of the ancient treatises

whose defects they pretend to supply—only serve to multi-

])ly the mischief, and to feed one of the most pernicious broods of

vermin ever generated in a decaying carcass, namely, the modem
manvfaciurcrs of " school-books." The difficulty proceeds from

a fundamental misconception of the whole subject, an inadver-

tence to its relative and progressive character. Tlierc is also

a correlative misapprehension as to the method of investigation;

which is still conducted on the primitive plan of deduction from

certain absolute and assumed principles, instead of proceeding by

observation, by induction, upon what might be called the natural

history of the art. For the rest, this double error is not confined

to the rhetorical treatises of English literature alone ; it is impu-

table universally. The writer, at least, is aware of but a single

exception in any other literature. This is furnished, of course, by

France, and in the Livre des Orateurs of the celebrated Timon, (de

Cormenin,) the president of the French Council of State, and author

of ihe proposed constitution of the new republic. In placing,

therefore, this unique work in our rubric, the purpose is not to
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review it critically; but rather, by an example, to illustrate more
compendiously our conception of the proper method of roducuit;

eloquence to a science. Of this method the book in question otVors

a remarkable sketch in both its character and plan.

This plan is distinguished by the application, for the first lime

to the art of eloquence, of a process of investigation which, how-

ever, is now recognized as the means, indispensable and final, of

perfecting all the liberal arts; because it is the mode, indispensa-

ble and final, of constituting all the sciences, the moral as well as

natural, upon which the arts referred to are immediately dependent.

The present attempt is, indeed, but an outline, like most bcginnini^s

in matters so immense. And the consciousness cf this may have

been the author's modest motive for omitting to signalize so origi-

nal a feature of his work. But in such cases the important

is not the completeness of the application, but the fact of the

applicability. The clue once furnished, the perfective progression

is prompt, because a thing of verj' general competence. Many

may follow where few can find. It is the moot distinction between

genius and practical talent. We admire at the almost magical

advancement of the arts and sciences within the period of the last

half century. But there is not one of them which, in default of

ihe invention, or, as in the case before us, of the simple extension,

of the requisite method, has not been retarded for ages, cither

straying from error to error, or stagnant at last from the very ex-

haustion of conjecture. The latter would seem to have been the

condition of the art oratorical since the days of Quinctilian.

The method we speak of—and which as yet is most familiar to

naturalists, since the scientific triumphs of the great Cuvier—is

denominated the " Comparative." Some explanation of its nature,

before proceeding to the application, will be not only proper to the

present object, but important especially to the subject of logic, so

essentially connected with that of rhetoric, and no less conlnscJ.

The Comparative method is commonly regarded as peculiar lo

the physical, or what are sometimes termed the classiticator)',

sciences. It is not seen to be a universal process of reasoning

:

it is not imagined to be the sole process. Even Mill, who well

explains it, lias failed or has feared to recognize it as an integral

part of tlie science of logic. Much less does he appear to have

understood it as, in principle, identical with the other and accre-

dited forms. In truth, however, all the methods consist in com-

parison. When we ai-guc we compare ; when we expcrinicnl we

compare ; when we observe we compare, just the same essentially

as when we syllogize or classify. We go further, and aflirm lti-»^
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it is by comparison we come to the knowledge of our simplest
feelings. For with but a single feeling, or even with a single kind
of feelings; in other words, with only one of the senses, sensation
never could have been distinguished from self-existence. The
sensation, and even the object exciting it, would then seem one
with the sentient being. But enable this being, by a second sense,
to experience a different impression simultaneously, and there will
arise the consciousness of sensation as something distinct from
self—it being impossible, of course, to even our latest refinement
in abstraction, to conceive of identity as plural. Our primordial
cognizance of simple feeling is, then, the result of this instinctive

or mechanical comparison of the two sensations ; or rather of the
second with personal consciousness. The feelings will grow more
distinct as well as diverse, according as the senses are multiplied

;

until from the small number of their five or six elements we see
evolved all the wondrous variety of sentiments, objects, and their

relations, which composes man's universe, external and internal.

But evolved how ? Not, assuredly, by the plurality of his senses
merely

; of which a thousand, operating isolatedly, could carry no
further than might each possessed alone ; that is to say, to the re-

cognition of the corresponding kinds of sensation simply. The
magical effect is wrought by the inutuality of co-operation and cor-

rection, and the process can be no other than comparison.
This process we have intimated to be the universal principle of

reasoning. We might add, that it is perhaps the sole energy strictly

proper, or innate, to the human intellect. Whence, then, it may
be asked, the still prevailing notion of a diversity of methods dif-

ferent not merely, but some of them contradictory ; as implied ia

the notable strife (which, with others still more puerile,* is main-
tained, it seems, in England up to this day) between what are

termed the syllogistic and the inductive methods ? The oversight,

continued in part by the diversity of the specific terms, had its

origin in the difference of the things compared. In the primitive

stage, where the operation, being as we have seen mechanical, has
not been accounted a method, but merely as ihcfaculti/ of percep-
tion, the comparison is of sensations with self-consciousness, and
then with each other—resulting in the conception of objects. In
the next method, named observation, the comparison is of objects
with their phenomena—resulting in facts. In experimentation, it

* See the late controversy between Dc Morg-an and Sir William Hannilton :

—a pair of pedants to remind one of the philosophy of the middle .nf^i-s ; but

not out of place in England in the noon 6f the nineteenth centur)', it seems, to

judge by the consideration they enjoy.

Vol. VIII.—33
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is of facts with principles—resulting in general laws. In ratiocina-

tion, of laws with laws—resulting in systems. In the fourth sia^c

or method, in fine, the coriiparison is of systems or co-ordinated

aggregations of laws with systems, sciences with sciences, arts

with arts, or (as in the book under consideration) of distinct or

successive aspects of the same system or subject with each other.

And if the generic denomination of "comparative" be found ap-

plied, quite significantly, to the fourth alone of these modes of the

process, it is that here its true nature—which had been dissembled,

though diminishiiigly, in the preceding forms and under the desig-

nations of accident just noted—is come at last to be made broadly

manifest, by being exhibited upon a larger scale, and this through

the concurrence of two recent and indeed correlative results, namely,

the philosophic maturity of the age, and the magnitude or com-

plexity of the subjects of which, in consequence, the human mind

has essayed the comparison.

It may be added, that from this necessary ultimateness of the terms,

the modification in question must be considered the "final," as we
have above affirmed. And that it is " indispensable," too, to the due

investigation of oratory would seem perhaps still more evident, not

only from the experience of some three thousand years, and three

times that number of different treatises, assigning to it each a

dificrenl definition ; but also from one of the first principles of logic,

which teaches that no system can possibly be comprehended or

defined, unless by ascertaining what is common, and what peculiar,

to its several species or forms as they have been evolved spon-

taneously and exhibited in its history.

With this summary explication of the method itself, its logical

character and scientific necessity, we now proceed to examine our

author's application of it to the subject of eloquence.

Of all classification the first requisite is to fix a standard. For

his type M. de Cormenin takes the Parliamentary form of oratory;

to the " illustration of which," he tells us, poetically if not truly, " the

others all contribute their converging rays." On a point so funda-

mental we feel obliged to declare our dissent ; and proceed to jus-

tify with the less diffidence, that the result will have the collateral

credit of vindicating one of the principal, and perhaps the most

peculiar, of the author's own tenets from the theoretical contradic-

tion of his somewhat conventional arrangement.

The objects of every legitimate investigation being all relative

to each other as well as to the contemplating mind, the order of

precedence is only to be determined by the principle of the highest

generality ; which has the property of admitting of both the most

33*
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comprehensive reference and llie most concise intercomparison of

the more special, and thus subordinate, relations. Our question,

therefore, is, \^'hich is the most general of the observed forms of

eloquence, taking this author's enumeration of Parliamentary, Writ-

ten, Pulpit, Forensic, Deliberative, Popular, Oflicial, and Military?

In other terms, Which of them may be conceived to contain all the

others, but not be contained itself in any? And this again—to bring

the question to the light of the method itself we explain— is to ask,

Which of them lias been, historically, the earliest form ? For the

difierent arts and sciences, and the several departments of each,

liave unfolded themselves successively and in a descending series

of particularity ; even as the branches of a tree which proceed

originally from the trunk, and after from each other consecutively

by intermediate generation.

Now it is manifest the Parliamentary is not this primary form.

Not only before parliaments proper, which are comparatively re-

cent, but even before the senatorial assemblies of antiquity, public

speaking must have been long and much employed as a means
of swaying, of governing, the barbarian multitudes of those petty

and pure democracies which are observed to form the primitive

condition of social existence. But this is plainly the Popular form

of oratory; or, in our author's expression, Eloquence in the open

air. The historical indication is affirmed conclusively by remark-

ing, according to the principle above laid down, the supreme com-

prehension of this form. In fact, while the others arc conversant

each with a special description of persons and subjects, the Popu-

lar orator addresses himself to the community at large and to all

its common concerns. Popular eloquence then includes the Par-

liamentary', with every other. It is, therefore, the scientific stand-

ard wherewith to compare and to co-ordinate them.

We are aware that this is at variance with Aristotle's celebrated

division, adopted by most subsequent writers down to the present

day, into Deliberative, Demonstrative, and Judicial. But there is

at least no contradiction. And there is, we conceive, a prefer-

ence ; in which consists the novelty as well as importance of the

method we seek to recommend. That philosopher takes for his

principle the end proposed by the speaker; which he determines

to be in all possible cases either utility, or eulogy, or justice—cor-

responding to the three branches of his division respectively. Now
it is first to be remarked, that the very considerations thus de-

signed to distinguish, are constantly commi.xed. There is, per-

haps, no complete discourse which docs not counsel, commend,

and interpret, more or less. It is but the predominance of some
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one of the objects which can be assumed to characterize the class.

Nor would the confusion be a fair objection to Aristotle ; fi)r it

was and is inevitable from the ancient point of. view, \Vc would

only point out the inconvenience, the error, of having laid tlie divi-

sion on an absolute basis, upon an a prioiH conception, which, re-

cognizing no relation of order, no gradation of series, between the

parts or divisions, rendered it impossible to arrive at the natural,

and thus a permanent, analysis of the subject.

Now if we proceed by the opposite method, this analysis will

present itself spontaneously by simply observing the facts. A di-

vision upon this principle, made at whatever age of the art, would

always hold good as far as it went. It would even be capable of

embracing and embodying all posterior developments by aid of

mere explanation or extension. Aristotle's, on the contrary

—

though executed with all his peciiliar grasp and profundity, and

complete in fact as a chart of the forms of oratory then evolved

—

is now come, for the reason indicated, to be not only insufficient,

but radically unfit, we have seen, for the purpose of a classification.

To which of his three descriptions, for example, could be referred

the eloquence of the Press, or of the Pulpit ; neitlicr of which, not

even the former, strictly speaking, had yet existed ? To which,

even the Parliamentary, ih.e Ofiicial, or in short any of the other

forms as conceived at the present day ? Hence the evident neces-

sity of a new arrangement, if only for the more adequate and pre-

cise concejnion of the subject in its actual state.

But there is a still more important object, the oversight of which,

while inevitable in Aristotle, is unpardonable in our day. The an-

cient analyzed, divided for simplification solely. A modern may
and should make his divisions subsidiary to science. It is an ad-

vantage over the great Stagyrite which is due to time ; not assuredly

to mortal talent. In here availing ourselves of it, and, for the rest,

without disputing that the ends of all eloquence are such in fact as

stated, the classification we propose will proceed upon the ?neans—
ap})arently the proper criteria in the matter of an art which is nolliing

else, as distinct Irom science, than a system of means: Nam estars ni

acta posita, non in cjfcctu, says Quinctilian. It was accordingly the

variation of the means of etfecting persuasion—that virtual and ulii-

mate end of all eloquence—which gave rise to the diversity of lorms

above enumerated. As to the scale of these forms, it may, with ob-

vious convenience and perhaps sufficient accuracy for this cursory

explication, be regulated according to the compound ratio of the pro-

portion of the whole community addressed and the extent of the in-

terests agitated, elTeclualiy or potentially. Not, however, that this
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is the philosophical criterion. But it ofters, in palpable shape, a

general coincidence with the real laws of the case, which would

be far too long and abstruse to discuss on this occasion. Thus, for

instance, Popular Eloquence, which we have ventured to place at

the head of the series, is concerned with all the individuals and all

the interests of community. The Eloquence of the Press is co-

extensive as to the subjects ; but is restricted with respect to the

persons to those who can read. And the other forms are found

to correspond with limitations similar, but successively more spe-

cial, as we may aftermore .particularly apportion.

But though the expediency, the necessity, of this new arrange-

ment be now clear, the superiority of order asserted for the popu-

lar orator will be recognized with reluctance ; not only because

of its variance with preceding theories, but especially of its

opposition to prevailing prejudices. And as this is, moreover,

a point respecting which we have ventured to difler with the author

himself whom we comment, and upon which depends funda-

mentally the scientific value of the whole discussion, we proceed

to place it beyond all possible doubt, by the accumulated evidence

of principle, authority, and example.

In fact, most of our readers will probably be startled to hear the

highest rank of oratory assigned to a department which, on the

contrary, is ordinarily rated the lowest ; and which we have our-

selves alledged to be the primitive form of the art. Yet no objec-

tion would be made to the established graduation in the kindred

art of poetry ; which is, however, perfectly analogous in both the

particulars of priority and precedence. The first place, it is well

known, is accorded to the Epic form. But the Epic is the popular

form of poetry, as its etymology attests and its nature evinces.

It answers to the active curiosity, the lively imagination, the love

of wonder, of adventure, of story-telling, which characterize the

popular as well as the primitive intellect. Accordingly it consti-

tutes, in our own day, the literature of the multitude, the staple

of the circulating library under its modern transformation—the Novel.

The readers are of similar stamp; our mcrcliants' clerks and mil-

linery misses being essentially at par with the intellectual aristoc-

racy of the properly epic ages. This relative inferiority of the class

thus addressed explains its apparent degradation from the epopee

to the romance; which, indeed, is accounted a new species of lite-

rature, entirely unknown to the ancients, who are recognized, how-

ever, as having originated all the other forms : and if the Ei)ic has

not lost its traditional dignity in name, it is owing to this very mis-

apprehension of the origin and nature of the Novel. The truth is,
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there has been neither creation nor degradation ;—tlicre has hern
natural development. The Novel is the Epic uiihout its anci.-nt

rhythm, rendered unnecessary to memory by the use of wruinT

;

and without its later rhyme, rendered in turn superfluous by the

improved harmony of prose composition. Any further differcnrc

lies hut in the resources of the art and the talent of the writers ;—
both things extraneous (however important) to the art itself.

These remarks are alike applicable to the Popular species of

oratory. In fact, the modern position of both the forms, epical and
oratorical, at the foot of the scale, is simply the result of the pro-

gressive evolution of the human mind, and the consequent division

of its labors ; which, ranking the higher in proportion to the ad-

vancement in intellectual refinement, the later seem to the common
eye to leave the ruder forms and earlier pursuits as it were behind,

and tlius below them. Tliis is the principle of dignity whicli seems
to have misled our author to place the Parliamentary form of elo-

quence foremost. It is that, indeed, upon which society itself has

been constructed ;—apparently because the thing was necessary to

the process of its civilization. Nevertheless, we affirm that it has

created, and tends to keep the most preposterous confusion and
error in most of our speculations, especially upon social subjects.

This opinion is supported, at this moment, by the most impressive

demonstration which the world has hitherto witnessed of a philo-

sophical principle ; we mean, of course, the moral catastrophe that

has rcvolutionixed within a few days the social condition of entire

Euro])c. For, what means this revolution ? Clearly, the very in-

version in the political order of things, wln'ch we contend for in

the scientific ;—the elevation of the people from the foot to the

summit of the social scale; the substitution of the natural order of

dignity for a dignity of convention. But whatever may be thouglit

of i!ie doctrine in its application to society, it cannot bo too soon

adopted in the reorganization and advancement of the other and

simpler sciences.

It need scarce be added that by this natural "dignity" of the

Popular form of oratory, we understand dignity in a scientific sense ;

which will be best explained by resuming a moment our poetic

analogy. We have seen that the epic is at once the primitive and

the popular form of literature, and have said that it had been rightly

assigned the first and fundamental place on the scale. Its right

was this; iniscellaneous in its materials as fortuitous in its design,

at the same time narrative, desciiptive, dramatic, it is pregnant, so

to speak, with all the subsequent developments and modifications

of the poetic art. Hence, in fact, the Greek tradition, that the pocm^'
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ascribed to Homer have been the fountain, or (as even the tem-
perate QuinctiHan hyperbohzes it) the " ocean," from which pro-
ceeded all the other descriptions of literature. Nor of literature

only, including orator)^ ; but, moreover, of philosophy and the arts

of design : and in fact the Jupiter of Phidias was an avowed trans-

cript from the Iliad. The Greek tradition rests, like most tradi-

tions, upon a philosophic truth ; it being true that these old epics,

(for the rest indigenous to all countries,) must have involved the

specific forms of tragedy, comedy, ode, epistle, madrigal, as well

as history-, romance, &c., in a state of germ. But just in this way
did popular eloquence, too, engender the other forms of the art

;

Avhich might be regarded as sectional views of it in varied perspec-
tive. And (to conclude with a new argument) it is in the "vantage
ground" afforded by this superior comprehensiveness, concentra-

tion, and variety of the fundamental forms, both of oratory and
poetry, that we should seek the solution of that long-agitated ques-
tion, as to why there have been no orators or epists in modern
limes to equal, and so few to approach, the ancients.

To this philosophical exposition might be added the evidence
of authority, as high, too, and early as Cicero, who makes {de

Oratore) Crassus, the organ of his own sentiments, contend for the

pre-eminence of the Popular orator. This is also, notwithstanding

his classification to the contrary, a favorite position of de Corme-
nin; though he rather implies it in his critical judgments than
ventures to advance it in terms. He does, however, assert it in

effect, and with emphasis, in making O'Connell—whom he seems to

have appreciated in this quality alone—as the " first, perhaps the

only, orator of modern times."* Nor is the testimony of these

writers the less, but rather the more, of weight, that in neither does
the doctrine appear to have risen above the vagueness or the em-
piricism of a sentiment. The Ptoman would, indeed, refer it to

the principle of the greatest effect ; which is rather a different

statement than a solution of the question. The Frenchman, in

whom it is, we fear, a good deal the effect of his democratic pre-

dilections, inclines to vindicate the opinion by declamation rather

than argument or analysis. Nor has there been offered, hitherto,

it is believed, a justification of the paradox upon any distinctly

rational grounds.

It is not, further, to confirm superfluously, but to illustrate

practically, the position, that we close the proof with an example.
Our author has furnished us one of the aptest in O'Connell. As
his high estimate of this great man (now no more) seems to stand

* Vide chap i, toward the end.
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established philosophicalh^ by the preceding discussion, so docs

the instance afford, in turn, the most complete and characteristic

exemplification of the doctrine : for if O'ConnclI be indeed the

first of modern orators, it is because of his acknowledged ])ro-

emincnce in popular eloquence ; but popular eloquence, as above

explained, not as apprehended commonly, or as classed by dc

Cormenin. He is the most popular, because the most universal;

the most versatile of orators, because the most capable of excel-

ling, at the same time, in the several other sorts of eloquence

—

into each of which a man thus endowed, by virtue of his command

of the common source, may freely pass as he pleases, or, at least,

as he practices. Hence those prodigious effects of O'Connell's

oratory; effects supposed to have passed away with the grand elo-

quence of antiquity, when the art had still enjoyed the undivided

energy of its resources. Hence the high estimate uniformly con-

ceived of liim througliout the continent of Europe, where British

orators, even the most celebrated, at home and here, remain, as

such, almost unknown. Hence, again, we think the diversity of

opinion respecting his oratorical merits, which prevails (aside from

prejudice) among the critics of his own country, where he has

been so often seen to triumph in divers of the departments.

This- potential universality of the oratorical genius truly popular

will be elucidated more precisely by inverting the observation.

Thus, other modern orators have excelled in but one or few of the

forms of eloquence, and none in the Popular. The great parlia-

mentary speakers, Pitt and Fox, for example, would hardly have

Avon an ephemeral distinction through the press. On the con-

trary, one of the most brilliant and eloquent of living writers—we

mean the author of the treatise before us— is well known to make

a very different, that is to say a very indifferent, figure in his

place in the Chamber of Deputies. It is of common remark in

England, that advocates of eminence more generally sink than

sustain their reputation in Parliament. And, inversely, there have

been those, who, failing to make themselves a -subsistence at the

bar, Jiave afterward made, moreover, a name in political or in pulpil

eloquence. But none of either of the classes has shone in popular

oratory ; not even the greatest geniuses of the pulpit, especially

conversant, one would suppose, with the susceptibilities of a

popular auditory. They appear to have been incapable of even

playing its paltry imitation, the popuZace orator ; to which, though

the lowest grade of the scale, the transition is perhaps shortest,

being the very step wliich is said to separate the ridiculous from

the sublime. Of this our readers will, many of them, remember a
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domestic instance in Mr. Webster ; whose eloquence—eminently

senatorial, but too austere for the bar, too grave, pcrliaps, (Anglicct

heavy) for the press, too argumentative for the puli)it—on conde-

scending once or twice to assume the part of comedy, is said to

have fallen into the broadest farce.* In range of this self-adapta-

tion, Mr. Clay seems much his superior; which explains, no

doubt, the popular sentiment of the country, that he is also llic

greater orator : a conformity with our principle of rank, which is

all the more remarkable, that the superiority (if it exist) is cer-

tainly in faculty rather than fact. Yet Mr. Clay's oratorical name
rests, we believe, upon his parliamentary ctforts. But, not to

dwell on the incapacity (for this popular species) of orators of limit-

ed versatility and talent, even Burke himself—Burke, at once tlie

most accomplished writer, advocate, and parliamentary orator of

his age—what effect may we fancy he could produce upon a

"monster meeting" of his peasant countrymen, if, in addressing

an assembly of the British aristocracy, iie failed to find himself a

fitter implement to "cut blocks" with than a razor—according to

the exquisite simile of Goldsmith.

It is worthy of remark, too, that this various eminence of Burke,

extending to three at least of the forms of eloquence, was in the

proportion, as it was, no doubt, in consequence, of the comparative

superiority of his genius. This correlation would be found, we
think, to hold universally, and might render the terms a com-

pendious test and measure of one another. As a remarkable

illustration, we might mention Mirabeau ; who, in intellect as in

versatility, was equal to almost every part. That wonderful man

could, without professional preparation, without previous practice,

plead with equal and unsurpassed ability his own private cause at

the bar, and the cause of his country in the tribune. He was,

moreover, not less powerful upon paper ; and this whether the

theme were the principles of government, or tiie pangs of love

:

rivaling, in the one, the eloquent wisdom of Turgot, and the vigor-

ous concision of Montesquieu ; blending, in tiie other, all the fire

of Rousseau with much of the facility of Voltaire. In the Military

form of oratory he would have transcended Napoleon himself.

Preacher, too, he would have made, we have no doubt, and of the

first order, had he not wanted a single qualification. It was not

religion, as the reader would probably anticipate ; this he could

liave dispensed with with a much belter grace than many of the

preachers who do not find it at all essential. It was that odor of

* The allusion is to his Patchogue speech ; and another occasion wo are

unable at the moment to designate.
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moral holiness which is (so to say) an unction of the heart—

a

thing too innate, too ethereal, to be counterfeited by acting, liow-
ever consummate. Yet \\\\\\ all this versatiHty, Mirabeau'woulJ
not—perhaps chiefly for the cause just noted—have succccJ.cd
eminently in the assemblies, because not long in the confidence,
of the people. He was not the vir bonus, which the wise ancients
made the basis of the orator.

Thus, then, all the eminent orators of modern limes appear to

have been special, more or less ; and we have further observed
their degree of generality, of variety, to be proportionate to their
genius. O'ConncU alone has combined all, or nearly all, the
forms of eloquence, and all, though not each, in superior degree.
}3eginning with a forensic reputation the first of the lime, it was
predicted, upon the common observation, that he would swamp it

on entering Parliament. He only, however, raised it a parliament-
ary- rival. He might have been the equal of Bossuet in pulpit
oratory; in the most difficult, the dogmatic, ingredient of whicii
he, m fact, has frequently proved himself an adept no less redoubt- »

able. Mark the purity and correctness of diction, the vigorous
terseness of expression, the varied freshness of illustration, with
which, in his off-hand letters and addresses to the people, he re-
ilerates the same truths, the same facts, the same arguments, for
the thousandth lime, and you will have no doubt that he would
have Cjually excelled as writer, with only larger leisure and a
more auspicious theme. But as popular haranguer it was that he
tranhrcmlcd Inmsclf as well as all others: a nauiral consequence,
and thus a new confirmation of the resourceful supremacy assicrncd
by our principle of classification- to this fundamental or generic
form of eloquence.

And, in this circumstance, in this superiority, may be found area-
son why CrConncll is not allowed the eminence we have seen he evi-
dently could have commanded, if he had had no occasion to exercise
it, in the oilier and subordinate modes of the oratorical lyre. He who
IS master in many things is apt to be denied excellence in any ; or if

signally cmspicuous for a particular faculty, the concession is

conmionly made him at the expense of all the rest—such arc the
inadvertence and envy of mankind! But besides this genera!
cause, there is one quite peculiar to the Irish orator. He seem?
to have never sought this description of mastery ; never to have
given a ihought to his oratory or himself in presence of an object
and an audience. While, perhaps, no half dozen men together,
of his own or any time, have made so many public addrcs^'scs of

all sorts, it may be affirmed with confidence that not one of the
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millions who have ever listened to him—whether the occasion

were great or small, whether introducing in the House of Com-
mons his bill for Catholic emancipation, or haranguing, as often,

from his coach-roof the multitude on his route—not an auditor,

we say, has it ever so much as occurred to, that a sentiment or

sentence of that steady stream of eloquence, full of meaning as of

music, had been present before the instant of utterance to the

orator's mind. Nor had it been in fact; he never made what is

called a "set" speech. And if it be considered that the great

oratorical reputations of antiquity, and even those of modern
times, notwitlislanding the constant affectation of the contrary,

rest upon premeditation, all of tliem, long and short, (for even

Mirabeau's thunderbolts were elaborately forged,) and most of

them upon written lucubration—when this is considered, we shall

better apipreciate the immense allowance, or rather addition, which
should be made to the actual and admitted merits of O'Connell in

the comparison.

This utter self-abnegation, this inexhaustible spontaneity, this

ever-varying vein of naturalness, is manifest to even the reader of

his speeches. Hence it is that they are often said to have no cha-

racteristic except a want of character : for it is the artificial that,

in most things, arrests the common mind at all, or even the culti-

vated at first view. The natural is a matter of course :—a secret

well known, a mine well worked by our " transcendentalists,"

both of thought and style. Rightly interpreted, such criticism of

the speeches of O'Connell means but this, that they have no affec-

tation, no mannerism—those unfailing symptoms of an incomplete

intellect. He never struts with the stateliness, rather theatrical,

of Chatham. He does not disport upon the gorgeously plumed

pinions of a metaphysical fancy, like Burke. Nor, like his other

countrymen, Shiel, do you find him luxuriating in the elaborated

finery of diction, and the undulating cadence of period, of an acade-

mical professor of eloquence. Yet he has all the force of style of

the first, the breadth of doctrine of the second, and the purity, nay,

the poetry too, of the third, accounted the most fastidious and

flowery of living orators. But in O'Connell it is all so unstudied,

so unostentatious, so aptly occasional, that these qualities veil

their salience in the modesty of tho garb, and merge their indi-

viduality in the harmony of tho combination : thus disconcerting

the critics of their stereotype criteria for characterizing his style,

and classing his oratory. But their real difficulty lies in the

generic nature which we have assigned to this oratory, and which

logicians leach us is a thing to bo designaledj not by definition^
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but by description or enumeration. This will also explain and
excuse the length at which we have had to dwell on this our "example" of popular eloquence, and which may be denied to be a'
likeness of the man, without derogation from its sole object as .n
illustration of the doctrine. In fine, then, O'Connell as he i".

according to circumstances, parliamentarian, pleader, preacher'
demagogue, in the course of one and the same discourse; so docs
he naturally pass through all the varieties and all the grades of
style, from the " fulminations" of Demosthenes down to the buf
foonerics of Cleon. With the difference, however, that as the
modern orator, in the loftiest of his flights, never smells of tiio
lamp, so not Aristophanes himself could have caricatured him
with effect before a public he was in the habit of addressing : another
property of true genius, of which alone it is the prerogative to
preser^^e Its dignity uncompromiscd amid actions and accommoda-
tions in themselves ludicrous or even degrading.
To the same source, and the highest order of it, should also w^now perceive, be attributed the variety in question, or (if 'vou

will) the confusion, of all the accredited demarkations of oratoricnl
style and form. Nor is the observation peculiar to genius of this
or any other kind in particular. In every art, it is ordinarily but
men of secondary powers and downward who are observed to
square themselves nicely to regulated divisions, to fall of them-
selves (so to say) into the pre-established categories. Witness
the w'orks of the master minds of the world. How are we to
classify the -Comedy Divine" of Dante? How the Faust of
Goethe? How the Childc Harold of Byron? Not in the Aris-
totelian epic; not in the "regular" drama; not in the dull dr-
scriptive, surely: and yet in nothing else so speciously. Shok-
speare, too has he not disregarded, not only all the "unities " of
the piece, but even the unW/ of the art itself-huddling together,
under the title of tragedy, history, geographv, theology, conicdv.
and frequently farce, in all the mazes of artis'lic confusion, but of
natural occurrence? And we have seen that the orators man
emu.ent in general abilities combined a proportional diversity of
the styles and the species of eloquence, until the diapason of' the
scak appeared to close in O'Connell.
Nay, more; is not such the very definition of genius itself

lor in what consists its distinctive energy but in the greater mul-
tiplicity of Its points of sensible contact with the various life of the

community, nation, or age, upon which it acts ? It is itself ov.h
because its roots he the deepest in the soil of the popular sympathie^•

;

because, while springing from a basis broad as the cotemporary
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civilization, it ascends along its sides through the several grada-

tions of social development, until it surmounts the summit, and
surveys the whole fabric at a glance. Now, from this universal

communion of sentiment arises, quite spontaneously, its faculty of

multiform manifestation. It may be likened to those tropical

mountains whose steep acclivities, impregnated by the varieties

of temperature which embrace them as they ascend, oiler an
accumulation of all the diversities of vegetable life which would
be distributed over a hemisphere according to the ordinary arrange-

ment of geography and climate. How aptly docs this conception

of genius expose the common and contradictory notion which
seems to regard it as necessarily consisting in something extraneous

and even foreign to the popular mind ! Whereas, the diflerence

does not lie, we see, in the kind of faculty or feeling—which were,

in fact, a mental monstrosity of the description we call madness
;

nor even in the degree of some special faculty or feeling—which
is properly termed talent or idiosyncracy. . It consists simply in

the larger combination of the common attributes of humanity, and

the command conferred by the possession of the most fundamental

of them especially, over the subordinate modifications and the cor-

responding etfccts : in like manner, as physical beauty the most

exquisite, the most ideal, of art, is but a collection of the scattered

lineaments the most common in nature.*

* We are happy to find, since writing the text, the theory there hazarded

respecting the nature of genius, borne out by the following remarks upon one

of its most characteristic examples, Dante. We quote from a critic of the

first European eminence for philosophy as well as taste :

—

" Ce n'cst pas un esprit incuhe qui grandit sans communication avec ses

contemporains. Non, il en est Vexpression la plus energiquc, la plus haule ;

mais il en est rexpression fidcle. II domine la foule, et il en est sorli ; il a

.

les idees de tons les hommes de son temps; c^est Icur langue qu' i! parte ; il

s' fel^ve a je ne sais quelle sublimite simple, inconnue avant lui ; mais il la

prend dans Vusage populaire, et il ne s' en saisit point par une inspiration

aveugie, instinctive; il la prend avec science, avec choix ; c' est une genie

Btadieux autant que createur; 11 innove et il imite."

—

Villemain. Litterature

du Mayen Age.

This last observation respecting the erudition and art of Dante may seem,

by the way, to be somewhat in conflict with our previous allusion to his great

poem, as presenting a deviation from the ancient standard of the epopee. But

we were well aware how sedulous a student he was of the philosophical prin-

ciples of that standard ; so sedulous, indeed, as not to have forgotten Aristollo

and Horace in his prolocrue, or even in the very title—of whioli the Greek

acceptation it is, in fact, that occasions the apparent eccentricity. ^^ hat

we, therefore, meant, was not, that Dante did not " imitate" Homer, and Virgil,

and nature : this were the originality of John Bixnyan and his congenial bio-
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We should, at the same time, beware of mistaking for this pro-
lific variety of natural genius—for the versatility of Lcibnii/ of
Bacon, of Voltaire, of Cicero—that artificial versatility of'ihc \

encyclopedia, which is its too current counterfeit, in this age of
what we are wont to term the inarch of intellect, but which^vcrc ]

fitter denominated, perhaps, its predatory excursion. The latter is I

no better than a sort of philosophical harlequinism ; in which my
Lord Brougham might be instanced as one of the most successful

j

performers. Universality of this sort is produced by superficial 1

transformation, by mere change of costume and part ; that of the ^

other by a creation, which, like the nature it works upon, while *

ever-varying, is ever one. In fine, as the latter is thought to be I

well characterized by the epithet rmwy-sided, so may the other, by
{

a like metaphor, be termed md^wy-faccd. It is a thing of grimace,
j

a mere mimic. *
\

Somewhat thus it is, perhaps, that our author should have at I
once established the generic principle of his series, and vindicated \
his opinion respecting the oratorical supremacy of O'Connell—an

jopmion to most people paradoxical, and really untenable upon anv
|

other grounds, we think, than the conclusions of the foregoing \

discussion. '^ ° %

These conclusions are, in sum, that the Popular form of elo-
j

quence (as above explained and characterized) is the legitimate,
\

the scientific standard, in the comparative analysis of the subject 5

and the classification of its species. ;

Tiie Parliamentary species, however—it is but just to the author '

to repeal—would occupy, in fact, this precedence according to the
j

prevailing notion; founded, as we have shown, upon a conventional
\

or adventitious order of dignity. It is also to be allowed, that the
^

representative system of our modern governments, together with
the newspaper press, has come, by appropriating or dividing tliC |

higher objects of Popular oratory to dissemble ^a good deal its
jnature and degrade its rank. But the efifect being probably tran-
jsient, (as might be proved were this the place,) it was not only !

essential to the present purpose of philosophical classification, but

also important with a view to eventual, and perhaps approaching:,
practice, to re-establish it upon the principle of scientific dignity.
With this principle, the rest of the author's arrangement seems

to be sufficiently in accordance. The classes descend in pretty

grapher, Robert Southey. But he imitated them, not after the fashion of

Blackmore, or KI..pstock, or even Voltafre ; he imitated them rather as

Milton imitated them and him; just as he "innovated" not quite in the man-
ner of the author of " Thalaba " and " Madoc."
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regular gradation of speciality. We have, however, to place next

10 the popular form tiie eloquence of the Press, as of more general

and various application still than the Parliamentary ; it is coexten-

sive in the subjects, but limited in its proper public to such only

as can read, whereas the popular orator may address himself to

all who can hear: there are other conditions and distinctions which

are admirably pointed out in the author's chapter on this head.

After the Press it is that we should range the Parliamentary spe-

cies ; which; apart from the instrumental extension derivetl from

both the preceding, is directly accessible to a much narrower

audience, while, at the same time, conversant about the largest

interests of the largest number of the cominunity more completely

than any of the following, and therefore inferior, forms. Even
the province of the Pulpit orator must rate as much more special.

With respect to subject, he is confined to a single description of

interests—though of the highest order, no doubt ; his concerns are

with a kingdom which is not of this world : nor does his auditory

extend effectually beyond the few who are duly sensible they

have souls to save. The Forensic form follows ; being restricted

to the fewer still who have suits to litigate. Last, and least of all,

comes the Military species ; which is addressed but to a particular

class, and, moreover, is applicable at all but upon occasions now
happily rare ; nor do we recommend it to very diligent considera-

tion, as this barbarous abuse of an art bestowed to save and to

civilize, will soon, we trust, be only remembered with something of

the ludicrous compassion wherewith we contemplate the notdissimi-

lar ravings of a maniac. As to the two remaining species of the

author's catalogue, and which he terms Ofticial and Popular (rather

popu/acf) eloquence—meaning addresses, anniversary orations,

political letters, executive messages, &c., &;c.—they must, we
think, be treated as the naturalists do those equivocal existences

that fluctuate on the common confines of the three, kingdoms of

nature—mere zoophytes and algas, too devoid of all form and cha-

racter for any conceivable classification.

Having thus constituted, or rectified, the scientific series of elo-

quence, it would also be important to dwell on the mode of con-

ducting the comparison. But this would require a volume. And
however invaluable such a volume, duly executed, would assuredly

prove toward the vigorous renovation of our systems of oratory

and criticism, it will be remembered the present purpose was

simply to signalize the original character and the important bear-

ings of the author's performance, not to repair what we may deem
its defects, much less to supply its imperfections.
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For the rest it were unfair, perhaps, to call imperfection or de-

fect reproachfully, that a subject of this nature, of any nature in-

deed, has not been exhausted at a first essay. Aside from Uic

absolute impossibility, has not an author the same right to clioosc

his limits, as is accorded him to choose his subject? We are en-

titled to exact but that he begin with the beginning, and do not

seek to mislead as to the extent of his progress by exaggerated

pretension. De Cormenin can stand these tests. So silent is he

of pretension, that this rather uncommon reserve might well be

ascribed to an unconsciousness (not so verisimilar, however, as that

of his countrymen, 3Ions. Jourdan) of the theoretical importance

of his own plan. Respecting the legitimate order of treatment, he

seems to us equally unexceptionable.

This order, whatever the subject, consists of three stages, each

whereof is amply distinct for an independent department of labor

:

First, the established and abusive form of the art or institution is

to be exposed and discredited—the old structure is to be demolished.

Next, the laws of its proper phenopiena are to be ascertained and

co-ordinated by the comparative method above explained, which

operates in the way of furnishing a serial analysis of the subject,

when a system, on the inductive basis of the facts—in other words,

the materials for the new edifice are to be procured and prepared.

Thirdly, comes the plan, the part of the architect, the reorganiza-

tion of the system. Of these processes, the last, or reconstructive,

tlic Litre dcs Orafcurs does not touch : the second, or prepara-

tive process, is the analytic object of Book First. But the primary

and purely critical operation, which occupies especially the other

books into which this part of the treatise is divided, seems that

wliic!) the sarcastic Timon, from temperament, perhaps, as much

as principle, has prosecuted principally throughout. This is the

second peculiarity alluded to at the outset; and which distin-

guishes by the character, as the method does by the plan, a work

which would thence be more fitly entitled, "A Critical a.m)

Comparative Treatise on Eloquence."
We have indicated the claims of the publication but in its scien-

tific point of view. The explication will not be lost, we trust.

upon any among us who take a philosophical interest in the ad-

vancement of public education. Nor entirely, perchance, upon

the larger class who compile " Elements," &c., for our colleges and

academies. For its many other and more popular attractions, wc

refer the reader to the original work.

There is, iiowever, another feature of this celebrated work more

novel still than cither of those described, and perhaps cxcceujng
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them, moreover, in practical importance and general interest. It

is the office and art of the Reporter, and the province of what our

language has yet no name for more specific than " Letter-writing,"

together with the destination of the latter as a new and most im-

portant form of the literature of journalism. To this we may
devote an article on some future occasion. 0.

Granting, for the time, the principle of the classification given in the above

able article, we have a word to say upon its application to the Eloquence of

the Pulpit.

" That not only the maxims, but the grounds, of a pure morality—and the

sublimest truths of the divine unity and attributes, which a Plato found it

hard to learn, and deemed it still more difficult to reveal ; that these should

have become tlie almost hereditary property of childhood and poverty, the

hovel and the workshop ; that even to the unlettered they sound as common-

place—is a phenomenon which must withhold all but minds of the most vulgar

cast from undervaluing the services of the pulpit and the reading-desk."

—

Coleridge, Biog. Lil., p. 135.

TJie writer of the above article is not of this vulgar herd. It is not

the value of the pulpit to society that he depreciates, but its actual position in

the scale of eloquence. Its actual, we say, not its possible, position—for of

this the writer does not speak. But we think him at fault in his estimate of

the themes that fall within the scope of the preacher ; for on this point he

says, decidedly, that the pulpit " is confined to a single description of inte-

rests—though of the highest order, no doubt ; his concerns are with a kingdom

not of this world." Is the very loftiness and grandeur of the preacher's

topics to fetter him in thought or speech ! Who among ancient or modern

men so eloquent as Plato ? And yet what were his greatest themes but these

very topics, or, indeed, mere adumbrations of them ?

Yet we admit, and cannot help admitting, that the same thoughts cannot

be presented in the same forms, for a succession of ages, and still preserve

their charm and freshness. And that preaching which confines itself to an

exposition of doctrines (properly so called—meaning thereby the views of

men, or schools, or sects, upon the facts and thoughts of Revelation) can

never be eloquent, in the proper sense of the word. A man may be a good

lecturer on these subjects, but an orator in nowise. But take all these, and

add to them all the topics which the revelation of a future life furnishes, and

which, tremendous as they are, yet lose their " force to move " from inces-

sant repetition—add all these together, and still you have but a small part of

the preacher's scope. A " single description of interests " indeed ] Arc

there any interests among men worth spending the breath of oratory upoa

Vol. VIII.—34
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which morality has nothing to do witht And if morality has to ,lo wuh
them, so has tlie preacher. Where there is Right or Wrong, for Hr. ,1'i,!
vidual or for society, there is work for the Treacher. W^hatevcr is dutv^'^L
should enforce

;
all that man can do, or should do, with or fur his fclloj j,,

virtue of the law of God, he should know, and should be prompt to spcnk'of'
Jle should go before the people to lead them in all earnest progress, in all

right deeds, in all strifes against evil and labors for good. And if so, wl.o
should be the orator, if not he T

Yet we are aware—a most bitter conviction it is—that the leadership of
the present age is not with the pulpit. In some sections of our country it js

—but we speak of our country as a whole, and indeed of Christendom at
large. Instead of being the leader, the preacher is too often the follower.

Instead of forming public opinion, he stands to watch it, and makes lus

iterances accordingly, or not at aU. Instead of striving, in the spirit of his

Master, to " destroy the works of the devil " in this world, he seems to think
it his mission to let the monstrous fabrics of the architect of evil stand in all

their strength, if he can only lead a iew people along their walls and over
their battlements into a better world. The apostles, reformers, and evange-
lists of the church, in all ages, have acted differently—Pauls, Luthers, Wes-
leys, Whitcfields

; and so mnst the preachers of Christendom generally, if

they would make their labors "mighty to tlio pulling down of stronghold J."
But a second element enters into the calculation, according to the deliuitiun

in the above article, namely, the number ofpersons concerned as the auditory.

Swifl calls the pulpit a " wooden machine for the use of those orators who
desire to talk much without interruption." The writer of our article would
probably justify the sarcasm as applicable to the real condition of the pulpit

generally of the present day. And with sadness, again, we admit that it ha^s

too much point to be pleasant. But it is not so alicays nor everywhere.

Imagine a man of pure life and warm heart, with a single, earnest aim, to pro-

mote the kingdom of Christ on earth (which means nothing else than to haston

the overthrow of evil or the progress of good)—imagine such a man, not .shut

wp in Swift's box with a few hundred sleepy citizens in well-cushioned p. w

»

before him, but out in the free air, on a wide common, by the wayside, or in a

grove, with hundreds, or thousands, or tens of thousands, before him and around

him, with free range of all the topics that concern man's moral wcll-doin? in

this hfo and his well-being in the next,—and who, if not lie, is the " Popular

Orator," even according to our correspondent's own criterion ?

The " Eloquence of the Pulpit" is an inadequate title for this wider rancC

which should be called the " Eloquence of Preaching"—if a phrase be needed

to distinguish it from other forms of popular oratory. And with our convic-

tion that the preacher is (or ought to be) concerned, as a speaker, with greater.

34*
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more pressing, and more varied, interests than any other speaker—and that

bis utterances need not to be confined to a pulpit or to a " select few," but may

be, and should be, utterances for the masses, we cannot but think that in a

classification embracing as its criteria not only what is, but what has been and

may be, the Eloquence of Preaching ought to hold as high a place in dignity

as any other. If the question were to be decided by a collection oCfacts made

to-day, and in our country, we hazard little in saying that the elements of

popular oratory will be found to as great a degree among the four thousand

Methodist preachers of America, as among any other four thousand speaking

men.

—

Ed.

Art. TV.— The Revolutions of 1848.

The year 1848 will stand an annus mii-abilis in the eventful his-

tory of this eventful century. In looking at the astounding series

of changes that has marked the first half of the year—the convul-

sions, overtiirnings, and shiftings of scene, that have taken place

in as many days as it once required years to bring about—we feel

the ordinary language of historical narration to be tame and inade-

quate, and find a fit expression of these amazing scenes only in

the mystic symbols and magnificent imagery of the prophecies.

We seem to stand with the rapt exile of Patmos, and see the angel

pour out his vial on the air :
" And there were voices, and thun-

ders, and lightnings ; and there was a great earthquake, such as

was not since men were upon the earth, so mighty an earthquake,

and so great." We stand, with Daniel, on the shore of tiiat dark

and stormy sea, which heaved and surged before him, the grand

and terrific symbol of human history ; and see ascend from the

abyss the four mighty monarchies of the earth ; the eagle pinions

and lion port of Babylon ; the rugged and cruel energy of the

Persian bear; the leopard spring and winged swiftness of Greece
;

and the stern, iron-tecthed, terrible majesty of Rome—the name-

less and gigantic monster, before whose ap))a]ling aspect the seer

trembles with apprehension and awe. We then, with him, look

far along the waste that stretches onward, the troubled current of

histor)', and see a new and wonderful scene unfolding to view

:

" And I beheld, until the thrones were cast doiun, and the ancient

of days did sit ; the judgment was set, and the books were opened."

Whether the events now passing ia Europe were in the eye

of prophecy when these passages were written, we do not

deem it necessary to inquire at length ; but this much is clear,
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that never since these prophecies were uttered have there been

scenes belter delineated by this Language than those to which wc
refer. Never have there been more wonderful voices, tiuuidor-

ings, h'ghtnings, and earthquakes, by whose upheaving and shak-

ing force thrones were cast down, the ancient and massive em-

bankments of authority swept away, and the holders of power

brought in judgment before God to receive the reward due to

iheir works.

In a few months France has cast down her throne ; and, amid

tlie fierce elements of anarchy, is endeavoring to establish a re-

public. Prussia, while retaining, for the present, the shadow of

a throne, has admitted the most radical changes into her political

constitution ; changes which, if not arrested in their tendency,

must alter the entire form of her institutions within a very short

time. The minor states of Germany are rapidly undergoing

similar transformations. Even Italy, the grave of the mighty

dead, has shown signs of a new life ; a Ricnzi has appeared in

the Vatican ; the high priest of a triple despotism has become the

apostle of democracy ; and amid the infinite babble of the many-

headed and many-tongued people, a Saul is seen among the pro-

phets. And Austria, the very home of despotic powxr, has been

shaken to its centre; Metternich and the Jesuits obliged to flee

from the wrath of an incensed people ; while its Italian depend-

encies arc hurling defiance in its teeth, and arming for mortal

combat. While Poland, unhappy, ill-fated Poland, the victim of

cvory struggle, the victor in none, is making another frenzied

cfrorl to break the yoke so unjustly fastened upon her by the un-

holy alliance.

The ecclesiastical changes, however, are still more marvelous.

A few months ago, and perfect liberty of conscience found scarce

a resting place on the continent. Now, France, Prussia, Bo-

hemia, Bavaria, Loinbardy, Sardinia, and even Austria and Rome,

enjoy a liberty such as the most sanguine feared was centuries in

the distance. The most perfect religious equality has been granted

in ^^'irtemberg, Saxony, Baden, and a number of the smaller states

of Germany ; while the most radical changes in ecclesiastical

polity have been demanded, and will most likely be conceded, in

Hanover, Brunswick, and other parts of the great German con-

federation. The bond that held Austria to the sec of Rome is

weakening ever}' day ; and the union of church and state all over

Europe seems threatened with a violent and speedy dissolution.

And in some respects, more remarkable than all, by one unani-

mous outburst of popular feeling, the Jesuits liave been driven
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from France, Austria, Bavaria, Switzerland, Naples, Belgium,

and even Rome.
As the natural result of these convulsions, we hear of wars and

rumors of wars. Prussia, Hanover, and Brunswick, are in arms
against Denmark ; Piedmont, Tuscany, and Lombardy, against

Austria ; Naples against Sicily ; Russia gathering an avalanche

to pour dow-n in crushing ruin on unfortunate Poland ; while

France, with her ancient thirst for war and glory, is arming her

eager battalions either against themselves or the world. A few
months, and Europe may be wrapped in the whirlwind and llame

of universal war.

A state of things like this may well cause the thoughtful Chris-

tian to open his Bible, and ask, What does all this mean ?

Whither does it tend ? What is likely to be its effect on the

cause of Christ ? And what is the duly of the American nation,

and the American church, in this crisis of the world ? Some of

these inquiries we shall endeavor in part to answer, by presenting

some considerations suggested by these great revolutions.

I. What are the causes of so wide and general an agitation

among the nations of Europe ?

It would be impossible within our prescribed limits to attempt a

detail of all the causes that have produced these convulsions, for

they vary according to the civil, ecclesiastical, commercial, and

industrial arrangements, of each convulsed nation. But the primary

cause, the causa causans, is essentially the same in all, and it is

mainly this cause that it is important for us to know or discuss at

present. This original cause is, that these governments have

violated the law imposed by God on their existence, failed to dis-

charge the great trust committed to their charge, and are now
coming up in judgment before him, to sufler the penalty they iiave

incurred.

God made man to be free, and to use that freedom in serving

him, and seeking his own happiness. To direct him in this work,

he gave him a revealed religion ; and to protect him in attaining

these great ends of his being, he instituted human governments.

The great truth that lies at the foundation of all government is,

that it is intended for the welfare of the governed, and not for the

selfish and ambitious aims of the governors.

Before the coming of Christ these truths were embodied in the

Hebrew commonweallii , but were imperfectly comprehended by

the world at large. They were, however, taught in tiicir fullest

form by the great Teacher, who proclaimed liberty, in unfettering
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man's moral powers ; cqualitij, in leaching him to do as he would

be done by; and fraternity, in commanding him to love all men

as his brethren. These magic words, that have been at once the

spell to conjure, and the watchword to direct, this fearful storni,

have been stolen from the gospel of Jesus Christ, wrenched frou.

their natural position as ends in the economy of redemption, and

used as means by a fanatical and infidel philosophy. Bui their

power lies in the fact that they contain the great truths that Christ

has planied deep in the heart of the world, as the exponents thai

indicate al once the rights of the ruled, and the duties of the ruler,

according to the great principles of Christianity.

It was" then to be expected thai when systems of government

arose professedly Christian in their character, ihey should embody

these' principles in their institutions and laws. But was this the

fact' Instead of fostering a pure religion that woula elevate and

cnli-hten ihc people, they allied themselves with bloated hie-

rarchies, in a foul conspiracy against the holiest rights of man

;

prostituting the sacred institutions of religion into fellers of slavery,

and sacrilc°giou5ly bringing the awful sanctions of eternity to incul-

cate the jus divinum of kings to command, and the duty of subjects

in lame submission lo obey. Instead of caring for the people,

and training ihem to a higher development of their nature lliey

used them as mere soulless machines, to advance the splendor ol

thrones, and pander lo the debauchery of courts ;
regarding them

as base-born varlets, made lo toil and sweat on the field of labor

in peace, and to bleed and die on the field of battle m war. Deh-

rant re'rcs, plcctuntur Acliivi. Instead of giving fair scope lo

cner-y and talent in every walk of life, they established huge

aristocracies and hereditary nobilities, that ground down the low-

born laborer, and consumed his hard toil in extravagance and dis-

sipation ; that lorded it with insolent arrogance over men on whom

God Almightv had stamped ihc patent of his own nobility; tliat

inclosed in magmficenl parks and spacious hunting grounds the

bountiful earth, which the Creator had given lo support his crea-

tures ; and that refused lo relax a single monopoly, or yield a

sin-le prescription, although beggary, disease, and starvation,

were sweeping away thousands. Instead of permitting men o

worship God
^

in freedom of conscience, they forced ihem to

bow in degrading submission to the authority of the great harloi.

refused them permission lo read the word of life, demanded con-

formity to frivolous and idolatrous ceremonies, and reddened l ic r

statute-books with persecuting edicts, in enforcing which the lair-

•

est provinces of Europe were drenched with blood. A very super-
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ficial acquaintance witli the history of European governments

since the downfall of the Roman empire will convince us that this

statement is not overdrawn.

It was not until the Reformation that this course of things re-

ceived a decided check. Then, although darkness had brooded

over the earth, yet,

" From out that midnight, so dark and deep,

A voice cried, ' IIo ! awaken !'

And the sleepers aroused themselves from sleep.

And the thrones of the earth were shaken."

This was the first sun-burst of the light that for centuries had

been shrouded in cloistered obscurity. Men were amazed at the

revelations that were made. They saw that they had been mocked
with words ; and at the trumpet-tones of the reformers, they awaked

to a new sense of their rights, and the great tiers ctat first arose

above the surface of human history. Here we find the real origin

of these fearful agitations. The Reformation unfolded the rights

of the people and the powders of governments, and men demanded

the recognition of these rights and powers by those who ruled over

them. Had these righteous demands been granted, and the prin-

ciples of the Reformation been embodied in every nation, these

convulsions would have been saved. Had the kingdoms of Europe

been wise to know the time of their visitation, and honestly ac-

cepted the boon that God thus offered them, they liad this day

been smiling in prosperity instead of heaving with revolution.

But they rejected the offer, and are now suffering the penalty

of that rejection. Emperors, kings, nobles, and priests, saw that

this movement must be destroyed, or it would destroy their usurped

authority. Hence they assailed it by Bartholomew massacres,

persecuting laws, religious wars, and all the dire ingenuity of

kingcraft and priestcraft, and to an extent too great for the peace

of the world. The movement was arrested; but arrested at a fearful

price in the future. In the checking of the Reformation in France,

Germany, and Italy, the dragon's teeth were sown, the fell harvest

of which has now begun.

The volcano, however, was only closed, not quenched. It soon

burst forth in the English revolutions of IC48 and 1688, and the

American revolution of 177G, all of which were the direct results

of the great revolution of the sixteenth century, the development

and advance of the Reformation.

Scarcely had the echoes of the last cannon at Yorktown died

away, when that fire, that for two hundred and fifty years kings
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and cardinals had sought to quench, flamed out anew in France •

and the same streets that had flowed with the blood of llunucjiol

and Jansenist, began to flow wilh the blood of Bourbon, and priest,

and noble. The hellish seed that Popery and tyranny had sown,

brought forth the hclHsh harvest of the first revolution. But ihc

ambition of a single man arrested this movement, when it threat-

ened to shake down every throne ; and by persuading the peoi)lc

that this man of destiny was also the man of despotism, and by

promising them free constitutions and permanent securities for their

liberties, the nations were combined against this great revolution,

and crushed it on the field of Waterloo. But no sooner was the

danger past when these promises were forgotten ; the old maxims
of tyranny were resuscitated, and the solemn guaranties of crowned

heads to their subjects treated as idle wind. Hence, it has burst

forth anew. Tlie same fountain that was unsealed by the Uc-

formation, and since that time pent up by dams and dykes of

aftrightcd power, has again broken all its barriers, and swept

away thrones and dominions in the fury of its flow. The govern-

ments of Europe were recreant to the trust committed to them

;

betrayed the liberties of the people, instead of establishing tliem

;

and now they are coming up before God in judgment.

Had all Europe embodied the principles of the Reformation,

even as fully as England, and especially as Scotland, we would

not now have seen her thrones rocking to their fall. This is

clearly manifest from the fact that the countries most fearfully

convulsed are those in which tlie Reformation was arrested

;

Avhile the portions of England, and other partially Protestant

countries that share in this agitation, are precisely those which,

like Ireland and the dense masses of manufacturing England,

have never been fully pervaded with the spirit of the reformed

religion. Can any man deem this fact to be accidental? Can

any man explain the geographical march of these convulsions on

any oilier hypothesis ? Had one half the care that has been be-

stowed in enslaving the people been used in enlightening them ;

liad the labor employed in putting men to death been used in

fitting them for life ; had one tithe of the treasure expended in

forts, navies, armies, and wars, that left nothing behind them hut

misery, and crime, and glory, been employed in founding schools

and churches, building canals and railroads, and promoting the

social, moral, and religious welfare of the masses, who will dare

to say that this slate of convulsion might not have been saved,

and Europe been as great in her peaceful might, as she is now \n

her quaking ruin ? This, however, was too lame and inglorious a
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mode of procedure for kings and nobles to adopt. They rolled on
in luxur)', heeding not the curses of famished men and the groans

of dying children ; they neglected the dark masses of ignorance

and vice that were rising higher and higher around the walls of

the palace ; they despised the frowning and despairing visages

that glared upon them from every side ; they girdled themselves

with cannon and bayonets, and supposed themselves safe from the

wrathful curse of God and the avenging arms of the people ; until

Heaven was weary of this scene of pride and oppression, and the

hour of doom was struck. The command went forth from Jlini

that sitteth upon the circle of the earth, " Let the thrones be cast

down ;" and this command was heard in ever)- secret place where
the elements of commotion were brooding, and they came forth at

this war-cry of the tempest. It echoed along the ancient and

blood-stained streets of Paris ; and the tocsin sounded, the barri-

cades went up, and the throne of Orleans fell amid the crash and

terror of revolution. It sounded along the castled shores of the

Rhine, and the old Teutonic spirit of liberty awaked at its call.

It passed the Alps, and rung along the storied plains of Italy, and

Antichrist himself quailed and trembled at its voice. Whence this

strange might in this movement ? Because the voice of God
speaks through the w'ild and savage cry of a neglected people,

avenging fearfully the neglects and oppressions of the past. Be-

cause the handwriting has appeared in the banqueting house of

kingly pride, " Mexe, Tekel UniAUsiN,— ' Weighed in the
BALANCES, AND FOUND WANTING;' Wanting in obedience to God;
in fidelity to the people ; in promises, oaths, and engagements

;

and the power you have held shall be given to another. You have

neglected the masses intrusted to you, until they have sunk to the

ignorance of brutes and the wickedness of fiends ; and now they

shall rise upon you in this brutal and fiendish state, and make
terrible retaliation."

It will not be supposed that in referring these convulsions thus

to the power of God, and the reflex influence of Christianity, we
sanction, or even look with hope on the immediate agencies em-

ployed. Heaven may be the cause of a judgment, while hell is

its instrument ; God may decree the sentence, while devils and

devilish men may execute it. So it has been liere. Christianity

was neglected by the governments, wdiile some of its teachings

concerning liberty, fraternity, and equality, were learned by the

people; but seeing only enough of its light to dazzle, and receiving

only enough of its inspiration to intoxicate, they followed the voice

of infidelity and socialism, which etole the livery of Heaven to da
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the work of hell. It is this mingling of elen:ients in the causes of

these revolutions that has produced the mingling of good and evil

tlial presents itself so prominently in their results.

II. We naturally inquire next, What is the course which these

great events arc likely to take ?

And here the keenest sagacity must be greatly at fault. Most

intelligent minds, acquainted with the condition of Europe, have

been anticipating convulsions like these ; but few were prepared

for the suddenness and rapidity with which they have occurred.

Hence, it will be with extreme caution that any one will attempt

to cast the horoscope of the future.

But there are some facts that appear with tolerable distinctness

in surveying the ground. The first of these is, that the immediate

result of these convulsions, in most instances, must be great con-

fusion, and, in many cases, anarchy and bloodshed.

The careful observer of national progress is aware that a free

government must be the outgrowth of the people who adopt il,

in order to be permanent. It demands, in those who possess

it, a high degree of intelligence, and a corresponding degree of

virtue, to keep it in prosperous existence. It is, then, with

gloomy apprehensions for the future that we recollect the igno-

rance, the brutal degradation, the vice, and the savage fierce-

ness of the masses in many of the nations that have begun to up-

heave their political institutions. It is with more than horror that

we read the sickening details of the carnage, the hate, the cruelty,

the ficnd-like ferocity, that were evinced in the fearful struggles

of the 2:3d, 21ih, and 25th of June, in Paris ; for we see in this

horrible depravity a mournful indication of the extreme degradation

of the mass of the people. The very necessity that caused these

convulsions reveals a state of things incompatible with the exi>t-

cnce of a free government. These nations are nearing that dread-

ful point in national history when they cannot bear free institutiojis,

and will not bear any others.

And to increase these difhculties, tlie great questions of labor

and social organization are raised, and blindly forced upon the

governments, under circumstances the most absolutely hostile to

their discussion and settlement. Socialism, that giant evil of our

age, whose baleful influence wc arc but beginning to feel, pro-

poses to break up all existing forms in society, and concentrate

them into great aggregations, with about the same practical wis-

dom that it would convert all the trees of an orchard into one hui;c

apple-tree; or decree that all men should have the same strengtu
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in their arms, or stand the same number of inches in ihcir shoes.

Ignorance and poverty, deluded by this false philosophy, are

clamorous for such a leveling of all distinctions in society as

shall place them on the top. Idleness and vice demand such
regulations of labor as shall enable them to enjoy the uiaximuni
of pay with the minimum of work; and reach ilie millennium of

their hopes, which is, to live well, have plenty to drink, and no-

thing to do ; and attain their beau ideal of liberty, which is, to do
as one pleases, and be paid for it. When to this we add the in-

fluences of infidelity, Popery, and error in every form ; the count-

less factions and parties that exist, and struggle for mastery ; and
the desperation of ruined wealth and rank ; we have brought to-

gether elements of the most hopeless confusion. Were there any
great principle of cohesion to fuse these masses into one ; any

faith in religion or politics around which they could rally ; we
might hope for a speedier settlement of these agitations. But
there is none ; for rottenness has reached the very core, and
paralyzed society at its heart. Hence, party will be arrayed

against party, and nation against nation, in fierce collision, each

struggling for the mastery, until these conflicting elements are

neutralized or destroyed. It may be that God, having allowed

kings to demonstrate that they cannot rule without serving him,

may permit the same mournful demonstration to be made by the

people, before He shall come whose right it is to reign.

Another result which we have reason to dread in the progress

of these revolutions is, the final introduction of religion into these

discussions in an exasperated form of dispute. It has been said

that Pius IX. will be the last of tiic popes. AVhether this is true

or not, it is certain that the change and fallibility he has exhi-

bited ; the concessions he has been forced to make against Austria,

to his most important ally ; and the fact, that in spite of every cflort

to protect them, he has been compelled to yield to the indignant voice

of the people of Rome, demanding the expulsion of the Jesuits

;

must greatly weaken tlie moral power of the pope, and break the

spell of influence that Rome has exerted on the mind of Europe.

It is true that Popery has received severe shocks before, and the

Jesuits have been repeatedly banished from diflcrent kingdoms in

Europe ; but in the present case, the shock has come from the

pope liimself, and the Jesuits have been banished by the united

voice of the people, instead of the decrees of a court, as they were

in the former cases. All the indications of the times seem to show

thai the prestige of Popery is gone, and that as a great spiritual

despotism, her rule has been hopelessly broken. It is not to be
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supposed, however, that so powerful and unscrupulous an instiiu
tion will fall wilhout a desperate struggle to retain its inllucncc •

or that so Protean a form of falsehood will not endeavor to adapt
Itself to this new state of things, and dexterously grasp its direction
The great extension of religious freedom, and the probable scpa'

ration of church and state in many countries, will open a new f.cld
for the contest of truth and error, religion and irrcligion ; the iui-
mediate effect of which is likely to be fierce and formidable colli-
sion. It is not to be concealed that in many parts of ]Ourope while
there is an intense hostility to Popery, there is an equally intense
hatred of evangelical religion. Hence, in some of the outbreaksm Prussia, the fust houses destroved were those of the reli-ious
orders; the next those of the Methodists (Pietists.) Should" Po-
pery, under these circumstances, have the address to unite with
infidelity in an attempt to crush evangelical piety, the result may
be fearful struggles before the truth shall prevail. Whether these arc
to be the scenes that have loomed up in dark and terrible grandeur
to the eye of prophecy in every age of the past—the scenes whose
prophetic pictures arc drawn in fire and blood, and of which it is

predicted that there shall be a time of trouble such as has not been
since the world iiogan—we know not; but it is with a tinge of sad-
ness that we look into the future, as we recollect that the blessing
js pronounced on him only "that waitcth and cometh to the thou°
sand three hundred and five and thirty days;'' and that, accoidin<'
to the most rational view of these predictions, the appointed time
of termination is yet to come.
Another more cheering indication is, that the reign of absolute,

despotic power, in Europe, is drawing to a close. When llu;

flying Louis Philippe exclaimed, "I am the last king of France,"
he indicated, perhaps with an almost prophetic sagacity, the
tendency of this whole movement. The fountains of the threat

deep that have now been broken up, lie beyond the line and phmi-
irset of political scheming, and cannot wholly be dried up. The
shadow on the dial-plate of the world, that has pointed to the sun-
set hour of oppression, shall never go backward. The knell of
tyranny has tolled, and its birth-peal can never be repeated. There
may be occasional triumphs of usurped power, but they will be
brief; for the stream of human history, having taken such a cata-

ract's plunge, shall never turn back in its flow except in momcn-
tar}' recoil from the violence of the shock. Lahitur ct lahetur is

inscribed on this rushing and onward tide.

It is a fact not destitute of comforting instruction, that llic

last forms of civil power that Daniel saw lording it over the
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earth, were the ten kingdoms whose thrones are now falling

;

and the next form that is seen through the smoke and thunder of

revohilion is the avenging form of the Ancient of days ; and the

next announcement, that the kingdom, and tlie greatness of the

kingdom, under the whole lieaven, is given to the saints of the

most high God ! Dan. vii, 27. Hence, while we look to the future

with sadness and apprehension, we look also with hope ; for wc
have no doubt that in the end this movement will terminate in

favor of human liberty and human happiness.

III. We ask then with eagerness, What is the cure for this dis-

eased and convulsed state of the world ?

We answer, in the words of the memorable reply to the question

what France needs 1 She needs, and Europe needs, a religion ;

—

a religion to enlighten the mind, soften the heart, teach men to

obey lawful authority, to love one another, to be industrious, and

to discharge their personal and relative duties in the fear of God,

and the light of eternity. Socialism, infidelity, philosophy, and

politics, will each apply their nostrums of quackery, and each in

turn demonstrate, first, each other's folly, and then their own.

There may be temporary calms over this Avild scene of confusion,

but the only permanent calm to be expected shall come when the

voice of Him that stilled the stormy Genesaret shall say, " Peace,

be still." And this calm shall come upon the troubled earth ; for

although we anticipate yet wilder storms and a fiercer commotion,

yet beyond the troubled waters appears the bright bow of promise,

spanning the green and smiling scenes of the future.

God has been providing agencies for this exigency during many

a generation. The blood of the Huguenot has stained every river

of France that rolls to the ocean, and his ashes are garnered on

every hill ; and his faith shall yet be found in the fervent hearts

of his descendants, developing to the world, perhaps, a Napoleon

of piety. The Waldenses for six hundred years have been shut

up in tiieir mountain crags, schooled by solitude and suflcring, and

sustained by the high presentiment, that they were thus strangely

preserved for such a time as this; and that, at the call of God, a

beacon llarne was to stream up from the snowy summits of Pied-

mont that should be a guiding light to the world. And the spirit

of Luther, Zwingle, and Farcl, shall yet awake amid the rocks and

snows of the Alps, along the bright waters of Geneva, and over

the level plains of the father-land, in a reformation, which tlicro will

be no Henry to betray, and no Charles to crush. It will be when

the Ancient of days has done his strange work ; when the spirit
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of the martyrs lives again in the church ; and the visions of the
bard, and the words of the prophet, shall meet in the bright and
magnificent heritage of the future.

In the cause, therefore, of these agitations do \vc discover their
cure

;
in the remedy that produces convulsions and retchings so

violent in the body of society, do we see the hopeful indications
that this remedy is purging tlie world of its maladies, and preparing
it to receive once more the image of God.

IV. Another question of great interest that arises here is, What
is the relation of America to these revolutions?

^

We reply. It is twofold, a relation of cause, and one of connec-
tion. There can be no doubt but that the successful issue of the
great experiment of free government made in America has had a
most powerful inlluence on the old world. It is a matter of his-

tory, that one of the proximate causes that produced the first French
revolution, was the return of the French soldiers who had engaged
in the war of independence, and who went home to difTuse among
their own countrymen the spirit and principles they had imbibed
during that memorable struggle. Since that time, in spite of every
effort of kings and cabinets to keep out the light, in spite of cen-
sorships, prohibitions, paid libels and misrepresentations, the truth
has gone forth, that the freest nation on earth was rapidly becoming
the greatest

; and that on the beautiful plains that stretch along the
Alleghanics, and skirt the vast Mississippi, were lands teeming with
riches that oflered an asylum to the oppressed and poor of every
land. Lvery ship that unfurled her canvass to the breeze, to carry
our varied products to a foreign port ; every American sailor, mer-
chant, and traveler; every letter that the immigrant sent back to the

friends he had left; and every American book and paper that found
its way to Europe; carried some new information in regard ro

our land. And the thrilling incident that occurred during the re-

cent cmcute in Venice, in reference to the American consul, and
the American flag, shows that the heart of the humblest laborer

throbs with a strange emotion, and his eye dilates with an un-

wonted gladness, as he gazes on a representative of " the great

republic " that stretches its mighty empire toward the setting sun.

At this moment we believe that the words, "I am an Ameri-
can," would cluster around the stranger a more affectionate

interest, and throw over him a broader shield of protection, than

ever did the memorable claim, " I am a Roman citizen." Hence,
whether for good or evil, it cannot be doubted, that by the success-

ful working of our institutions ; by the glory and greatness that
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yearly brighten about our name ; by tlic wonderful advances we
are making in arts, science, commerce, manufactures, and, we re-

gret to say, in arms ; we have done much indirectly, and perhaps

much directly, to induce the nations of Europe to grasp at similar

blessings, and, by the effort to do so, to cause the convulsions that

now agitate the world.

There is, however, a relation of connection as well as of cause,

that our country holds to these events, in virtue of which their

reaction on us may be as powerful as our action on them.

The most immediate effect will be on our commercial relations
;

but as this does not fall wholly within our present scope, we pass

it with the remark, that although the immediate result will be

derangement and pressure, yet the ultimate influence must be to

attract capital, enterprise, and talent, seeking a safer investment

here than they can find abroad; to develop our unlimited resources,

and open new markets for our varied productions. The remote

influence of these events on our commercial relations must be

salutar)-. Another effect must be, to cast upon our shores an im-

mense heterogeneous population, great part of which must be

ignorant, vicious, and priest-ridden. The crash of social order in

Europe must drive great numbers to seek a home in the rich and

inviting lands of the west, where they can live and labor for them-

selves and their famihes in peace. Some of these will be turbu-

lent and restless spirits, fleeing from the dangers that their crimes

have provoked; others, profoundly ignorant of every principle of

liberty, political and religious ; others, disciples of Fouricrism,

Rationalism, and infidelity; and others, the blind followers of the

man of sin. Each of these separate classes will be a nucleus of

attraction, and centre of influence, which must either modify the

elements that surround it, or be modified by them in return.

Hence we must not only have enough of " the salt of the earth"

to season and preserve the natural increase of our population, but

must have enough in addition to restrain the lawless demagogue

who comes to enact the scenes of Paris, Naples, or Vienna, in our

great cities ; enough to enlighten the ignorant, whose only notion

of liberty is to do as they please, and live without work ; and

enough to hold in abeyance the malign influence of an infidel phi-

losophy, a corrupt morality, and a false religion. And this influ-

ence must be active and immediate, for these elements must begin

to tell in a short time at the ballot box—be made the object of cal-

culation, bid, and purchase, by selfish and designing politicians,

and thus be felt in our halls of legislation and our executive cham-

bers. We do not say that this is to be an clement of ruin in our
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national destiny, but we do allcdgc that the flow of so vast and

turbid a stream into the current of our national life must tinge and

aflcct it, to an extent that it is now dillicult to calculate.

Another danger that is increased by these events, is, that of iti-

lernal convulsion and external war. As our territory swells in

extent and increases in population, its interests gi'ow in mnni)ci

and importance. Causes, wiiich, when operating in narrower

bounds and a sparser population, were trifling, now, by the wider

range they take, become vastly more important. Interests tliat

were once like the little fountain that a child's hand might direct,

swell until they become a torrent which defies all control. It raiinot

be concealed that causes are growing yearly in exasperation tiiat

threaten, without the utmost prudence and forbearance, to rend

the bonds that hold us together as a nation, and array section

against section in mutual opposition, if not mutual hate and blood-

shed. As this mass of foreign population is precipitated upon our

shores, frenzied with crude and agrarian notions of freedom, inca-

pable of comprehending the checks and balances of our political

system, and ignorant of its history and workings, it may be easy

for the designing demagogue, by some specious ad captamhnn

watchword, to arouse them to a blind crusade against some evil,

real or imaginary, and plunge the government into difllculties from

which we cannot come forth without injury.

The danger of external war must also be greatly increased by

the complication of international relations, and the suspei^sion uf

international guaranties, that niust follow a state of confusion like

the present.

These considerations clearly show that we stand, as a nation, in

a most intricate and perilous relation of connection to the European

revolutions of 1848.

V. We turn finally to some of the duties devolving on the Ameri-

can nation and American church in this crisis of the world.

It is more than ever our duty to seek that righteousness wiiich

we arc told exalts a nation, and avoid that sin which is the reproach

and ruin of any people. The ordinary considerations by which

this position is made manifest, drawn from the word of God anu

right reason, receive powerful corroboration in the events under

discussion. Why have these ancient and powerful thrones thn«

fallen before the upheaving swell of an indignant people? >>''>

are these con\'ulsions racking every old and cherished instituu i-

to its base? It is because these thrones and institutions were n^

-

supported by righteousness. The turrets and domes of regal power
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were gilded and adorned with the splendor of art and the glitter

of arms—the blazonry of a tilled nobility, and the pomp of a haughty

aristocracy : but the deep foundations were neglected ; vice and
ignorance were allowed to eat out the sturdy virtues of the nation,

until it was incapable of bearing the weight of the su])crincutnbent

throne, with its gorgeous and massive relics of feudal pride ; and

in an unexpected hour, the earth yawned, the foundations of so-

ciety were shivered, and from the lurid smoke and flame of this

gap arose the horrid form of revolution, with its gorgon head and

gory locks ; at whose fearful aspect throne, nobility, and all, were

swallowed up in the abyss. If these strong and iron-bound go-

vernments were incapable of enduring the swelling tide of vice,

can we? If the time is coming when the judgment shall sit, and

when sin, that once was passed by unvisiled, shall bring on its per-

petrators swift destruction, is it safe for us to allow the growth

of so perilous an element in our midst? And if God has given us

the means of conferring a richer blessing on the world than has

ever been given to king or noble, shall we not for the neglect

of these means be called to a sterner reckoning? It becomes us,

then, to be timely wise, and when the judgments of God are abroad

in the earth to learn righteousness.

It is also the duty of this nation, at every hazard, to seek for

peace, and sedulously avoid all hostility with other nations. War
is at all times and to any nation a horrible evil. As a mere ques-

tion of political economy it is most unwise, unless inevitable, to

withdraw thousands of men from the production of capital, and

engage them in its consumption and destruction; to unfit them for

the pursuits of peaceful industry, and either leave them mangled

corpses on the field of battle, or return them with mutilated bodies

and tainted morals to burden and corrupt society. But when we

remember the horrors of the battle-field, the siege, the sack, the

ravaged country, the burned villages, the deserted farms, the sor-

row that enters a thousand houses and pierces the hearts oi child-

less, bereaved, and orphaned sufferers ; and remember the hun-

dreds of souls hurried unprepared into the presence of God; it is a

most fiendish and horrible thing. In a republic, however, young

and growing, with a scattered population and millions of unoccu-

pied acres, it is suicidal and insane. Every man that falls in bat-

tle is a league of barrenness added to her soil. There is no coun-

try on earth that has more to fear and more to lose by war, than

our own. And the more brilliant the success, and the more glo-

rious the victory, the more fatal the peril. A military republic, by

the law of national existence, must glide rapidly into a mihlary

Vol. VIII.—35
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despotism. A free and brave people will naturally be a victorious

people ; but if they be enticed by the glare and splendor of

military glory to chase the phantom, they may seize it, but it will

be at the price of their ruin. The light of glory may illumwio

their path, but they shall find too late nhat the hour of nnliiary

splendor in a republic may be a gorgeous hour, but only because

it is the red hour of the selling sun. The history of Athens, Sparia.

Carthage, Rome, Venice, and France, utter but cue voice on this

point—it is the warning voice of ruin.

O ! if the treasure, talent, and blood, that even this young and

comparatively peaceful republic has poured out at the greedy shrine

of v.-ar, had been spent in clearing our forests, improving our har-

bors, extending our internal improvements, building schools and

colleges, and developing the magnificent heritage that God has

given us, the wildest dreams of the poet had been rendered tame

and common-place ere this, by the actual verity of our greatness.

It is also our duty to remove every cause of evil, and ever)'

source of danger, from our midst, with honest perseverance. Nei-

tlier our limits nor our purpose will permit us to enter into a mi-

lujle specification of these things, as we would likely in doing so

trench on debateable grounds. But there are certain sources of

evil and danger about which there can be no doubt or discussion.

Popular ignorance and popular depravity are the two formidable evils

which we have to dread, and the causes of which we must seek

to remove. A degraded press, pandering to the lowest passions

of the lowest class of society; a corrupt literature, if that trash can

be termed by so reputable a name, that is dealing out damnalioa

by driblets, and retailing the very wickedness of hell by the penny-

worth ; and an organized system of temptations to sabbath-break-

ing, intemperance, gambling, and licentiousness; are among the

agencies which we must seek to counteract. In a word, whatever

degrades any part of the population, and prevents them from rising

in the scale of social existence ; whatever inflames ])arty spirit,

and sectional jealousy ; whatever tends to array class against class

in social hosliliU', and excite heart-burnings between labor and

capital; should be sedulously removed, or counteracted in its in-

fluence, before the evil becomes gigantic and unmanageable. ^^ c

must destroy some of these evils or they will destroy us.

The last duty we mention is, that of extending the influence of

Christianity throughout the world, and especially throughout those

parts of the world that are now convulsed.

If it is to Christianity that we owe our national greatness, and

if one condition of either receiving or retaining that Christianity is

35*
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the extension of its influence to others, both which positions we
beheve susceptible of the amplest proof, \vc owe it to ourselves to

engage in this work. But if nothing, except this form of religion,

can calm these agitations and restore order, we owe it to Europe
to return the benefits we have received from her in the form of a

pure religion as w^ell as a rational liberty. In addition to this,

however, this national obligation seems to be distinctly taught in

the word of God. When Isaiah was looking forward to the limes

on which we are probably verging, he declared, (Ix, 12,) " The
nation and the kingdom that will not serve thee shall utterly

perish, yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted." This lan-

guage is addressed to the church. It cannot mean actual sub-

servience of the civil to the ecclesiastical power, for this is one

of the most monstrous claims of Antichrist. It must refer to some
such co-operation with the church in her great work, as nations can

make in aiding to spread the gospel.

We would not rashly interpret the providence of God, but we
cannot but recollect, in connection with this thought, that the only

nation in Europe that has firmly resisted tlicse shocks, is the Pro-

testant missionary nation of England ; and tlie throne that first fell

before the storm, was that whose escutcheon was stained by the

persecution of Protestant missions in tlic South Sea Islands, and

on the Gaboon in Africa; and the other nations that have reeled

most heavily, and are threatened most menacingly by this storm,

are the Papal powers of Austria and Italy, which ha\e set them-

selves most steadily heretofore, in the Society for Propagating the

Faith, to retard the advance of the truth, and promote the extension

of error. Is it fanciful to alledge that there is some significance

in these facts ? Is it anything more than a recognition of the great

fact predicted by Daniel, in the relations of the stone cut out with-

out hands, to every other form of authority, and the kingdom that

the God of heaven would set up, to all other kingdoms? If not,

then comes a voice of warning to us mingled with the crash of

falling thrones and dissolving dS^nasties. It admonishes us, that

if- we also are faithless to our high trust; if, instead of extending

the influence of the truth, we shall be found treading in the bloody

path of subjugation and conquest; if, instead of preparing the way

for the Ancient of days, we are found struggling side by side with

the nations on whom the judgment shall sit ; the decree shall go

forth against us, and just as high toward heaven as we have been

exalted in our privileges, so deep toward hell shall we be thrust

down in our punishment. Our destiny can be no ordinary one, how-

ever it may be unfolded ; we shall either be gigantic in the might
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of our spreading greatness, or gigantic in the magnitude of onr

desolating ruin ; and on tliis generation, perhaps, mainly depends

ihc determination of the alternative.

Let each individual, liowever, honestly do his duty; and though

our pride should be brought low and our starry greatness dimmed
;

though tlic grass should grow in the crevices of our ruined capitol,

yet he shall " see the King in his beauty, and behold the land afar

off;" and be gathered to that city where the shock of revolution is

never felt, but where peace and purity enfold " the rest that re-

maincth for the people of God." But we fondly hope that all may
gird themselves for their high duties, so that "the wall of fire and

munition of rocks" shall ever surround us; and when Europe sh.all

liave been swept by the wave of desolating change, the tree thai

our fathers planted in prayer and faith, and watered with tears and

blood, shall be green in its enduring beauty, and rich in its gene-

rous fruitage, and our children's children shall come and sit beneath

its shade, with none to molest them or make them afraid.

Art. V.— 1. The W'^itncss of the Spirit. A Treatise on the Evi-

dence of thr. liclicvcrs Adoption. By Daniel Waltox, Author

of "The Mature Christian." New-York: Lane & Tippett,

1817.

2. TJte Witness of the Spirit v:ith our Sj>irit. Illustrated from

the Ki^Jt/h Chapter of St. PauVs Epistle to the Ro?nans ; and

the Heresies of Montanus, Pelagius, ^-c, <^-c. In Eight Ser-

mons, preaehcd before the University of Oxford, in 1816, at the

Lecture founded hy the late Rev. John Bampton, M.A., Canon

of Salisbury. By Rev. xVugustus Short, M. A., Vicar of Ka-

vcnsthorpc, Northamptonshire, Rural Dean, and late Student of

Christ Church. O.xford : J.U.Parker. London: Y. <k i.

Rivington. IS 16.

'S. Edwards^ Treatise on the Religious Affections.

4. Wesley s Sermons, and ]\''atso7i's Theological Institutes.

It is a most important question to the Christian whether an assur-

ance of liis adoption into the divine family, of his acceptance with

God, can be gained in this life. The attainableness of this assur-

ance has been maintained, with more or less distinctness, in all

ages of the church. This was one of the prominent doctrines

characterizing the great revival of religion, a century ago, under

the ministry of the Weslcys and Wiiitcficld. "John Wesley was
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early led," says his biographer, " lo believe that it was the privi-

lege of a real Christian to have a comfortable persuasion of being

in a state of salvation, through the inlluence of the Holy Spirit."

In modern times, the doctrine of the direct witness of the Spirit

may be considered as peculiar to the Wcsleyans and tlie Moravians,

as churches
;
yet it is distinctly stated and enforced by distinguished

theologians of different countries, periods, and denominations.

Quotations, establishing this point, might be made from the Homi-
lies of the Church of England, the writings of ]5ishop Hooper,

\Yitsius, Bishop Andrews, Hooker, Bishop Brownrigg, Bishop

Pearson, Archbishop Usher, Dr. Barrow, Dr. Owen Caryll, Dr. S.

Clark, Dr. Walts, and many others.

Calvin says that " our mind of itself, independently of the pre-

ceding testimony of the Spirit, could not produce this persuasion,

that we are the sons of God." Matthew Poole says :
" The Spirit

of adoption doth, by an inward and secret suggestion, raise our

hearts to this persuasion, that God is our Father, and we are his

children. This is net the testimony of the graces and operations

of the Spirit, but of the Spirit itself.''

Mr. Walton presents the Wesleyan view of this doctrine. His

work will not render a perusal of the writings of Wesley and Wat-
son unnecessary to tliose who desire a full understanding of the

subject
;
yet its simplicity and clearness, and the good judgment

manifested in the selection of its arguments and illustrations, will

render it more acceptable to general readers than any other on the

same subject. The writer is clear, calm, and dispassionate ; tliere

is nothing imaginative or fanatical in his work. \A'e think much
good may be done by its general circulation.

Mr. Short's views differ from Mr. Walton's. He admits that

" effects may be wrought in the Christian of full age, so real and

palpable, so varied yet harmonious, as to satisfy every devout in-

quirer that he is indeed ' a habitation of God, through the Spirit,'

no less so than the saints who first trusted in Christ ; even though

supernatural gifts were poured upon them, in addition."—P. 6.

But he maintains that this assurance can only be gained by a care-

ful consideration of the tests Scripture supplies, and comparison

between these and the character of the believer.

Mr. Short thinks he has avoided the errors on this subject which

have resulted from " a skeptical or Pelagian tone of mind," on the

one hand ; and " the unreal familiarity with which fanatics arc

wont to speak of spiritual influences, on the other."

That his design, and the extent of his inquiry, may be under-

stood, he remarks :

—
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"It may be thought, perhaps, that we arc about to enter tipon a fiolJ

of inquiry' of which the limits are unknown, and the landmarks capri-

cious, if not imaginary. It were so indeed, if we were about to dcsiribo

llic whole life of grace ; its downward progress, as well as its noon-

dav briijhtnoss. Ours is a less arduous task. For what mortal eye can

discern the first quickening into life of the immortal spirit? Who can

mark where the viewless breeze arises, or testify the moment when

the hue of health first revisits the pale cheek of sickness ? The wit-

ness of the Spirit, which we would reverently survey, is not as mani-

fested in the infancy of grace ; but when the believer is in ' understand-

ing a man,' and ' renewed in knowledge, after the image of Ilim that

created him.' .... Our iuquiry is into the evidences and marks of

the presence of the Holy Ghost in those of ' full age,' .... who, by

reason of use, have their senses exercised to discern both good and

evil."—P. 4.

The first six lectures are founded on Eom. viii, 4, 5, 9, 13, 15,

IC, 23. The subjects introduced are ably treated; several pas-

sages of Scripture are happily illustrated. There are some beauti-

ful and forcible passages, and the sentiments generally are such as

those who believe in the direct witness of the Spirit would urge

full as strongly as the author, considering ihem as the fruits of ihc

Spirit, which must be manifested by all who have its witness of

adoption. In these lectures he declares that the fruits of the

Spirit constitute the witness of adoption, and tliat there is no other

;

but this last point he does not attempt to prove : yet on this point

rests nearly the whole controversy between tlie Wesleyans and the

writers of whom Mr. Siiorl may be considered a repiesentalive.

In these lectures some of the favorite doctrines of the Church

of England are strongly set forth, and the defection from thcni

manifested by many is classed among the most grievous and

dangerous errors of the limes.

In the seventh lecture the author gives a sketch of the heresies

of Maccdonius and Pelagius, relative lo the personality and the

agency of the Comforter—the heresies emanating from unbelief.

His strictures on these leaders, and their followers of the present

day, alihougl) severe, yet in the main are just.

The eighth lecture is devoted to the consideration of" those fana-

tical sects which, from the second century lo the present day, by

their unfounded pretensions lo extraordinary illumination and gifts

of the Spirit, have not ceased lo trouble the church." Toward this

class the author is more merciful; "in their case, the unforgivcn

sin does not seem to be committed." He "arraigns rather their

want of wisdom than substantial piety." He has " more sympalli)'

for the cntimsiast than the heretic"—Pp. 153, 154. He believes

that ecclesiastical liislory presents the recurrence of like errors

;
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hence he goes back to the second century, and finds their author

to be the " fanatic j\Iontanus."

" An analysis of the fcehngs and principles which lay at the bottom
of his proceedings resolves thcin into two ; namely, bis own personal
illumination by the Holy Spirit, and his authority as a teacher specially

called of God to reform his church In these principles, tbon,

Ave seem to find the type of religious fanaticism in all ages ; and tho

prolific sources of schism. As reason abused leads to heresy, so the

doctrine of grace is perverted to division."—Pp. 162, 1G3.

The author passes rapidly through ecclesiastical history. He
finds the principles of Montanus at work in the great African schism

of tiie Donatists, exhibited also by the Cathari and the Waldenscs.

He pauses awhile at the lleforniation, where he finds ]\Ionlanism

again revived, and censures strongly the Puritans, who, '' hkc tiic

Montanists of old, first disregarded, and then superseded, episco-

pacy. Freeing themselves also from the restraints of a liturgy,

they boldly pretended to the iminediate influence of the Spirit in

congregational prayer."—Pp. 165, 166.

He asserts that they claimed sjiecial impulses and extraordinary

illuminations of the Spirit ; first,

—

" For authenticating and interpreting the Holy Scriptures ; thus

superseding the prophetical office of the church, as the witness

and keeper of holy writ, and its authority in controversies of faith.

Secondly, for the personal assurance of salvation and comfort of the

Christian ; and, lasdy, for his readiness in prayer, so that the words

and petitions mi^hi assume the authority of immediate inspiration."

—P. 166.

The author continues :
" Calvin indeed, in his Institutes, had

laid the foundation for these exlravaganf claims." He mentions

as Calvin's opinions, "that holy writ bears upon its face the

character of truth as palpably as any white or black substance its

color." "The Bible is the witness, not only of its own truthful-

ness and inspiration, but also to the authenticity and genuineness

of its moral parts." He states that Calvin believed all tiie books

of Holy Scripture to be far superior to all others ; but that Luther

doubted the inspiration both of the Apocalypse and the Epistle of

St. James ; and then draws the following conclusion :

—

" Hence it becomes evident, that if we discard the testimony of the

church to the canon of Scripture, or weaken that testimony by casting

off its ancient episcopal succession, wc are thrown upon the restless

ocean of rationalist speculation, and drift at the mercy of every wind

of opinion."—P. 167.

Truly, there must be a wonderful conservative influence in the
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belief of llie dogma of episcopal succession ; and verj' dangerous

must it be to renounce it! We are bound to consider Mr. Shuri

Binccre, otherwise we should consider his argument an ironical

one from some opposer of his much-cherished doctrine.

He asserts that the Puritans maintained the doctrine of the direct

witness of the Spirit. In other respects he does them injustice.

It is true they had not much respect for "episcopal succession :"

ihey claimed the right of private judgment, in matters of faith and

practice ; to lay aside forms of prayer, and to ask for those things

of which they felt the need, and to express their desires to God in

lijcir own language. While the propriety of these claims will be

denied by liigh churchmen, we presume they will be sanctioned

by the members generally of the only triie church.

The last specimen of the alledgcd recurrence of Montanism, which
the author thinks it behooves him to notice, is announced as " the

outbreak of enthusiasm in the early phenomena and principles of

]\Iethodism."

The saying, that " no one suddenly becomes base," has passed

into a proverb. So our author represents that J. Wesley, " nur-

tured in the bosom of the church," did not at once become a here-

tic. The sentiments he at first proclaimed were comparatively

harmless. But, says Mr. Short,

—

" Not satisfied with such statements, he [Mr. Wesley] soon began to

preach instcmtaitcous conversion, and then ideiUifieJ h with the new
iiirih of the Sjiirit At an early period also of the Methodist as-

pociation the schismatic tendency of the supposed outpouring of the

Spirit began to show itself. .... It soon began to be asserted among
the brotherhood, that any Christian might preach and adininistcr the.

sacraments ; and that Christianity knew nothing of any distinct order of

men as spiritual church officers. Long and firm was the resistance

made by J. Wesley to this attempt. Time, however, nioditied his

views, or enfeebled his judgment. It rarely, if ever, happens that one
false step in religion is retrieved. In his eighty-second year lie was
induced to complete his work of schism, by ordaining llirec mission-

aries for America. Here, then, was at length reproduced the likeness

of Montanisni. The apostolic authority of cpiscoj>acy was inf^ill^(-(l,

or superseded, even as ecstatic illumination had betbrc been claimed

;

so perpetually does human nature move in the same vicious circle, ami

the iinruliness of man's heart display itself in one unvarying form."

—

Pp. 168-170.

The misrepresentations of the author must be evident to any one

who has even a slight acquaintance with the facts. The insinua-

tion that it was the imbecility of age that led Wesley to ordain

three missionaries for America is unworthy of attention. It is,
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moreover, hardly necessarj' to say that the resemblance between
]\Ielhodism and Montanism is wholly imaginary.

• He very summarily disposes of the views of large bodies of

Christians whodilTer from him : assuming that the doctrines of his

own church alone are Scriptural, he declares all opposing doc-

trines to be erroneous, a mere recurrence of Montanism, Donatism,
or some other ism of ancient times. We are far from bclicvin"-

that the power of devising evil and error was exhausted in the first

ages of the church : while the errors of former times occasionally

reappear, every age gives origin to errors peculiar to itself. It is

not probable that age enfeebled the judgment of Mr. Short in the

interval between his writing his first lectures and the last ; but wc
think it not improbable that bigotry and prejudice, not fully aroused
till he came to the eighth lecture, produced the same effect. His
reasoning, in his last lecture, is unworthy of one who has given

evidence of possessing ability to do so much belter. All opinions

that lead to a separation from the church, that is, the Church of

England, he considers as erroneous and fanatical. His strictures

on the Puritans, Calvin, and Weslej^, all relate to the alledged

schismatic tendency of their opinions.

His argument amounts to this : the Church of England is the

only true church ; and whatever leads to a separation from it is

schismatical and fanatical.

The views of the Puritans, Calvin, and Wesley, Arc, relative to

the operations and gifts of the Holy Spirit, led to such a result.

Therefore these views are schismatical and fanatical.

We shall not pause to discuss the merits of this argument, feel-

ing assured that no ordinar}- exhibition of its absurdity, or of the

truth, will have any effect on those who perceive any validity in it.

A careful examination of the doctrine of the direct witness of the

Spirit, as held by Methodists, will convince the candid inquirer

that most that has been written against it has no reference to the

doctrine as held by them. All that Shepherd, Edwards, Dwighl,

Chalmers, James, Short, &ic., urge relative to the importance of

the believer's having a consciousness that he possesses the fruits

of the Spirit; and also against the fanaticism and folly of pretend-

ing to be children of God while these fruits are wanting; is as

forcibly urged by them. They believe in a twofold witness.

What these eminent divines set forth as the witness of the Spirit,

is, with some little modification, regarded by them as the witness

of our own spirit: but they believe that the direct witness of the

Spirit precedes and accompanies this ; the Spirit witnesses with

our spirit that we are the children of God. That many of the fol-
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lowers of Wesley perverted his doctrines, and, in their enthusiasm,

brougiil reproach on the cause of Christ, is not doubted
; but the

man must be very uncandid, or ignorant relative to his writings, who
can maintain that he justified tliese enthusiasts, or that the doctrine,

as taught by him, was fanatical. No one has urged more strongly

Uic necessity of rigid self-examination. He says expressly :
" Let

none ever presume to rest in any supposed testimony of the Spirit

which is separate from the fruit of it."

—

Sermons, vol. i, p. 100.

Addressing one of those enthusiasts, with whom many seek to

class liim, he says :

—

" Discover thyself, thou poor self-deceiver ; thou who art confident

of being a child of God ; thou who sayest, ' I have the wiuiess in

myself,' and therefore dcliesl thy enemies. Thou art weighed in the

balance, and found wanting, even in the balance of the sanctuary.

The word of the Lord hath tried thy soul, and proved thee to be repro-

bate silver. Thou art not lowly of heart ; therefore thou hast not

received the Spirit of .Tesus unto this day. Thou art not gentle and

meek; therefore thy joy is nothing worth; it is not joy in the Lord.

Thou dost not keep his commandments ; therefore thou lovest him not,

neither art thou partaker of the Holy Ghost. It is, consequendy, cer-

tain, and as evident as the oracles of God can make it, his Spirit doth

not bear witness with thy spirit that thou art a child of God."—Vol. i,

p. 9L

Addressing one professing to have the witness of the Spirit of

adoption, he says :

—

" See that not only thy lips, but thy life, show forth his praise. . . .

' Cleanse tliyself from afl filtliiness of desh and spirit, perfecting holi-

ness in the fear of God ;' and let all thy thoughts, words, and works,

be a .spiritual sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, through Christ Jesus."

—Vol. i, p. 93.

Wesley thus defines the witness of the Spirit :

—

" By the testimony of the Spirit I mean an inward impression on the

BOid, whereby the Spirit of God immediately and dirccdy witnesses to

my spirit that I am a child of God ; that Jesus Christ bath loved me,

and given himself for me ; that all my sins are blotted out, and I, even

I, am reconciled to God."—Vol. i, p. 94.

Walton adopts the definition given by Rev. E. Grindrod, in the

Wcsleyan Methodist i\Lag., Jan., 1835, namely: " A satisfactory

and joyful persuasion, produced by the Holy Ghost in the mind of

a behevcr, that he is now a child of God."—P. 65.

Watson's view of the subject is substantially the same. These

writers do not undertake to describe the mode in which the Holy

Spirit produces the joyous persuasion in the minds of believers of

their adoption. Most objectors to the doctrine of the direct, innnC'
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diate witness cf tlie Spirit, speak of it as though its advocates re-

presented it as always communicated by a voice from lieaven, a

supernatural vision, or the sudden presentation of certain texts of,

Scripture to the mind. This view of the subject is expressly dis-

claimed by Wesley, Watson, and other standard writers among
the Methodists. The circumstances attendant on this work of the

Spirit are alledged to be various, often diverse. It is not, however,

denied that the Spirit sometimes applies to the heart particular pas-

sages of Scripture, or that sometimes supernatural manifestations

may be given ; such as are related in the Life of Colonel Gardi-

ner, by Dr. Doddridge. We suppose also that it is generally

admitted that the mind, in certain conditions of deep and intense

feeling, finds it difGcult to distinguish between what is powerfully

impressed on it, not through the medium of the senses, and what
is actually addressed to the outward ear, or exhibited to the eye.

This will readily explain many things claimed to be supernatural

by many inexperienced persons, susceptible of strong emotions,

but having little knovv-ledge of mental phenomena. On this sub-

ject W^alton says :

—

"We wish it to be clearly understood, that the doctrine of the wit-

ness of the Spirit by no means includes any enthusiastic expectation

of voices audibly addressed to the believer, nor the occurrence of any
thing that is, properly speaking, miraculous. Neither do we speak of

a testimony communicated by a supernatural vision. All, therefore,

which has been spoken at various times by zealous opponents against

the doctrine of the witness of the Spirit, on the ground that we rely too

much on visions and voices, is quite wide of the mark. For we lay no
stress on visions nor voices at all ; and encourage no expectation of

them. They would add nothing to the evidence, even supposing they

were given. The witness of the Spirit is something entirely distinct

from them, and of a different nature."—P. 62.

Speaking of alledged supernatural manifestations, he says :

—

" But we wish it to bo understood that even in those instances no
one who is wise will lay any stress on what was visionary in the com-
munication, or look upon it in any other light than as a circumstance

altogether extraneous to the great point to be decided. It is not itself

the witness of the Spirit. It is, properly speaking, no j)art of the evi-

dence ; and neither adds to, nor detracts from, its credibility. Should
the witness of the wSpirit, therefore, bo thus given, it would not be the

visionary representation accompanyinjr it which would <i;ive it any part

of its value. It v.-ould not bo either the more or the less certain ; it

would not claim either more or less confidence for being so accom-
panied."—P. 64.

In order to guard this doctrine still further from misapprehension,

it may be proper to remark that " the doctrine of assurance, as held
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by the founder of i\rethodism, was not the assurance of eternal sal-

vation, as held by Calvinistic divines ; but that persuasion which
is given by the Holy Spirit to penitent and believing persons, ihat

ihcy are now accepted of God, pardoned, and adopted into (loj's

hmUy."— Watson's Life of Wesleij, p. 163.

The great majority of distinguished divines opposed to the doc-
trine we advocate, admit that believers have obtained an assurance
of acceptance with God, or that such assurance is now attainable.

Dr. Dwight, in his sermon on Full Assurance of Hope, remarks,
that he does not sec how such faith can be reasonably doubted. He
thinks, however, that the number who obtain this evidence is small.
(Dwight's Theology, sermon xc.) Edwards maintains this doctrine
much more strongly. (Affections, pp. 71-73.) In the pages re-
ferred to, we think he conclusively proves that this assurance is

the privilege of all Christians. Our limits will forbid the intro-

duction of this extract, and many others from different authors,
substantiating the same position. From the theory of these authors
it almost necessarily results that they limit the attainment of this

assurance to Christians of much experience, those of mature age
;

yet, as they hold it to be the privilege of all Christians to become
thus perfect, they virtually admit that all may attain this assurance.
As Methodists we do not claim this witness to substantiate the

iruih of any particular doctrities; and of course we are not charge-
able with the errors of Millerism. It is not asserted that this

icsliniony of the Spirit is given by a voice, or that it is in any way
addressed to the senses. Nevertheless, all who believe in the
inspiration of the Scriptures must admit that the Holy Spirit can
move men, so that they may know that they speak with divine
authority. Furthermore, we do not deny, but strongly insist on, the
necessity of the witness of our own spirit, or the evidence derived
from a comparison of our lives and hearts with the tests of Scripture.
On the other hand, all that admit the personality and deity of the
Holy Spirit, and his agency in regeneration, admit that assurance
of acceptance with God is attainable. The only question at issue
IS, Is there, preceding and accompanying the evidence derived
from a consciousness of possessing the characteristics of a believer,
as given in Scripture, a direct and immediate witness of the Spirit

to the believer that he is adopted into the divine family ?

Much dependence is placed, by the advocates of tiie aflirmativc
of this question, on Rom. viii, 15, 16, as clearly sustaining their

views. But there is a controversy relative to the meaning of

almost every important word in this passage. Some alledge that by
the spirit of bondage is meant a personification of the genius of iho
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law ; because, as they say, there was that in ilic law which naturally

produced a servile dread of God, a want of confidence in him. Bui
all who were under the law certainly did not manifest this servile

spirit. The careless and unawakened Pharisees, who were most

anxious to obtain justification by the law, did not feel this bondage.

When the Pliarisce and the publican went up to the temple to pray,

the publican had the spirit of bondage unto fear; but the Pharisee

pressed boldly forward, and justified himself before Ciod. If the

meaning of the expression were a personification of the genius of the

law we nn"ght naturally expect that those who were under the hiw, and

most anxious to obtain justification by it, would feel this spirit most.

The apostle Paul was not the subject of tiiis bondage when lie tells

us he was alive without the law, or quite alive, in his own appre-

hension, before the law came home to his conscience with iis con-

vincing energy, as revealed by the Holy Ghost in its proper spirit-

ual meaning. Thus it appears that it is the Holy Spirit, in its

convincing operations, that constitutes the spirit of bondage unto

fear. When, through its influence, a man is convinced of sin
;

when brought to consent to the law, that it is good ; when he de-

sires to do good, and yet finds evil present with him ; and discover-

ing his defects, and groaning under a weight from which he cannot

release himself, exclaims, " wretched man that I am ! who shall

deliver me ?" he then truly may be said to have received the spirit

of bondage unto fear.

The next point in dispute in these two verses is the meaning of

the phrase, "the Spirit of adoption." Edwards says (Religious

AfTections, p. 127) it means love. But love is one of the fruits,

and certainly then it cannot be the Spirit from which it originates

;

moreover, there is no proof olTcred to sustain the supposition.

Those who consider the " spirit of bondage" as the personified

genius of the law, regard the " Spirit of adoption" as the genius of

the gospel personified. But this Spirit of adoption must refer to

the Holy Spirit himself. In the 16th verse it is said that "the

Spirit itself, or himself, or that same Spirit, beareth witness with

our spirits that we are the children of God." In the parallel

passage in Galatians we read, " But when the fullness of the

time was come, God sent forth his Son, made of a woman, made

under the law, to redeem them that were under the law, that

we might receive the adoption of sons. And because ye are

sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into your hearts,

crying, Abba, Father." By the Spirit of his Son we presume it

will be admitted is meant, not the genius of the gospel, but the

Holy Spirit ; consequently, by the Spirit of adoption is meant tlie
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same Holy Spirit. Two of the offices of the Spirit arc here men-
tioned ; first, it brings us into bondage, by its operation in con-

vincing of sin, and leading us to seek deliverance from it in Christ

;

and, secondly, then giving us a blessed testimony and assurance

of our adoption into the family. of God.

In the verses preceding the 15th and 16th of Rom. viii, the

Spirit of whom St. Paul speaks is called " the Spirit of God,"

"the Spirit of Christ," "the Spirit of Him who raised up Jesus

from the dead." He is represented as dwelling in believers
;

as enabling them to mortify the deeds of the body ; as lead-

ing and guiding the sons of God. We presume no one will

assert that by the Spirit, in the various passages in which it

occurs in the first part of the chapter, is to be understood the

genius of the gospel. It evidently means the Holy Spirit. The
•works mentioned are those in other parts of Scripture ascribed to

him ; now it is the same Spirit which is represented in the fif-

teenth and sixteenth verses as the Spirit of adoption, bearing wit-

ness to the believer that he is accepted by God. And furthermore,

as in almost every previous verse of the chapter, the Spirit is

spoken of personally, as operating directly on the human mind, not

through the medium of the word : consistency would certainly re-

quire that in its agency as the Spirit of adoption it should be con-

eidercd as operating in the same manner.

Tiie meaning of the word avitiiaprvpel, rendered "beareth wit-

ness with," has been controverted. Those who alledge that there

is but one witness of the believer's adoption assert that the word

6-liould be rendered heareth witness to our spirit, Szc. They c]o

not undertake to show that it never has the meaning given in our

version, but they labor to prove that such is not its meaning there.

We cannot regard this discussion as of much importance. Wc
claim that the Holy Spirit witnesses both to and tvifh our spirit;

and if only one witness, that of the Spirit, is here established, the

witness of our own spirits is abundantly sustained by otiier pas-

sages. Nevertheless, wc think that the proof is clear that not

only is the general meaning of the word "to bear leitness vith,'" but

lliat t^Mch is its meaning in Rom. viii, 16. Such being the case,

two witnesses are necessarily implied ; and all arguments to show

that the only witness of adoption is the Spirit operating through

the word nuist be futile.

The word rjvjiitnprvpeu is thus defined in Liddell and Scolt's

Lexicon :
" To bear witness with, or in accordance with, another."

Donnegan defines it :
" To bear witness with another ; to be a

joint witness."
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"None of the Lexicons which possess the greatest authority give
any intimation that the compound verb is ever used to signify, ' I bear
witness /<>.' Stephens' immense Thesaurus, Scapula, Ilederic, and
all the rest which possess any weight, render it by ' Una tcstor'—
•I bear witness together with;' ' Simitl tcstifiror'—'I testify in

conjunction with;' ^ Tcstiinonio mco comprobo'—'I give concurrin"-

evidence by my own testimony.'".— \Valt07i's Witness of the Spirit,

p. 227.

In connection with llic introduction of several quotations from

Greek authors, all confinning these views, Mr. Walton remarks :

—

" Both Mr. Wesley and Bishop Gibson concur in the sentiment, that

on the very face of tlie word ovfjuaprfpel two witnesses appear j)lainly

to be intended. Or, to slate the same thing in other words, the Greek
term, from its very construction, and from its use by the best writers,

must necessarily imply at least two witnesses testifying, in conjunction

with each other, to the existence of the very same thing.

" Now the amplest researches will prove these two scliolars to have

been perfectly correct in this decision. I have never found the word
used in a diflerent sense by any writer in any one instance. There
are always, as far as I have been able to judge, two witnesses implied

as concurring in their testimony—both witnessing the same thing

—

and the one, by his testimony, confirming the authority of the other."

—P. 222.

This word occurs in only two other passages in the New Testa-

ment, namely, Rom. ii, 15, and ix, 1. In both it has the same

meaning. In the first the concurrence of testimony is between the

inward conscience of the persons spoken of, and their external acts

in their reasonings willi each other. In the second passage the

apostle asserts solemnly an important truth :
" I speak the trulii

in Christ, I lie not." Here is the first witness. The second is

found in the direct testimony given by the Holy Ghost to the

apostle's conscience : "My conscience also bearing me witness"

{avuiiaprvgovoT]^—bearing a concurrent testimony) " in the Holy

Ghost."

We think these passages, Rom. viii, 15, 16, conclusively estab-

lish the proposition that the Spirit of God directly witnesses with

our spirits that we are the children of (lod.

This doctrine is proved by many other passages of Scripture,

which our limits forbid us to consider. The Scriptures not only

speak of the Spirit as witnessing, but also as scaling believers :

"That we," says the apostle, (Eph. i, 12, 13,) "should be to the

praise of his glory, who first trusted in Christ. In whom ye also

trusted, after that ye heard the word of truth, the gospel of your

salvation : in whom also, after that ye believed, yc were sealed
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with the Holy Spirit of promise." (See also Epli. iv, 30; 2 Cor.

i, 21, 22.) It cannot appear inconsistent that God's children, who
have the seal and stamp of Heaven, should receive assurance from
him of tlicir acceptance with him. In Eph. i, 14, the apostle,

speaking of believers as sealed with that Holy Spirit of promise,

says, " which is the earnest of our inheritance, until the redemption

of the purchased possession, unto the praise of his glory." (See
also 2 Cor. v, 5.) The word earnest, says Walton,

"signifies a pledge given ; binding the jiavty wlio gives it to fulfill con-
ditions involving other and more valuable gifts, upon tlie production of
the pledpe at some future day. It refers, therefore, botji to the present
and the future. It denotes a present relation, into which the person is

taken Mho receives the earnest. He is taken into the divine family

;

into such a state, that, if he continue therein, he shall be everlastingly

saved. The earnest, therefore, decides the present absolutely and posi-

tively. It is a pledge of present favor, and it decides xhc future condi-

tionally ; no change being to be appreliendcd (lor none is possible) in

God ; and the only condition being that the pledge or earnest has been
retained, and can be produced."—P. 53.

The Holy Spirit is given unto believers as a seal of present

favor, and a pledge of future blessedness.

One great objection in the minds of many to the doctrine of the

witness of the Spirit, as held by jMethodists, is, that they hold to

the direct and immediate operation of the Spirit on the soul. It is

asserted, on the contrary, that the Spirit acts indirectly through the

medium of the word. That the Spirit of God accompanies the

word to the heart, opens tlie eyes of our understanding to perceive

its requirements ; that he reveals the suitableness and glory of

Christ, and guides and comforts the believer; is not denied, as

some strangely alledge, by the Wesleyans, but strongly maintained.

But in all these operations the action of the Spirit is immediate and

direct. By the Spirit's operating through the word must be under-

stood, that, when our attnntion is directed to it, the Spirit operates

on our hearts to understand and apply the trutiu No one will

assert that the Spirit speaks to, or moves upon, the word, and it

then calls our attention, and communicates influence or knowledge

received from the Spirit : this would be absurd. There is no in-

direct influence of the Spirit. It may operate in connection with

the word, or soine events of Providence, but its action on the soul

of man is immediate and direct.

All who acknowledge the necessity of conversion, the agency of

the Spirit in regeneration, its power to reprove and convince of sin,

must admit its direct agency. Now, admitting that the Holy Spirit
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gives the sinner a perception of danger resulting from the number
and aggravations of his sins ; that through repentance he leads the
soul, through Christ, to God ; why do they pause at this point? If

the Spirit by its direct agency makes ilie penitent sorrowful, if it

brings him into bondage, it surely cannot be unreasonable to sup-
pose that it will make glad ; that as it gives the knowledge of guilt,

it will also give the knowledge of its removal. In the language of

Walton :

—

" If it is reasonable to believe that in reproving, convincing, and con-
verting, the Spirit's influence on the mind is plainly tauglit in the Scrip-

ture, it cannot be unreasonable to believe that in comforting us, and
sealing our adoption, the same influence is exerted, and in a method
substantially the same."—P. 74.

Not only do we think that the doctrine for which we contend is

directly taught by many passages of Scripture, but also that its

general tenor, and the nature of its fundamental doctrines, confirm

and show the absolute necessity of it. In no other way, by no

other agent, than that of the Holy Spirit witnessing their ado]-»lion,

can believers be assured that they are reconciled to God. When-
ever we believe in Christ with the ffiith which God requires, we
are pardoned and justified ; but this act of mercy is one which

lakes place in the mind of God, and, till it pleases him to reveal it,

it must remain unknown :
" P'or what man knoweth the things of

a man, save the spirit of man which is in him ? even so the things

of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God." 1 Cor. ii, 11.

"The Spirit of God, which searchelh all things, even the deep

things of God," " which alone knoweth the things of God," is the

only witness who can make known to the believer the fact that

God has pardoned him, and adopted him into his family. There

are no signs of acceptance on which we can depend, unless, as the

apostle says, we " receive the Spirit which is of God ; that we may

know the things which arc freely given to us of God." 1 Cor. ii, 12.

Wesley's argument for the antecedence of the witness of tlie

Spirit is as follows :

—

" That this testimony of the Spirit of God must needs, in the very

nature of things, be antecedent to the testimony of our own spirit, may
appear from this single consideration : we must be holy of heart, and

holy in life, before we can be conscious that we arc so ; before we can

have the testimony of our spirit that we are inwardly and outwardly

holy. But we mtist love God before we can be holy at all ; this being

the root of all holiness. Now, we ca.inot love God till we know he

loves us :
' We love him, bccau'-o he first loved us.' And we cannot

know his pardoning love to us till Ids Spirit witnesses it to our spirit.

Vol. YIII.—36
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Since, tlierefoie, this testimony of liis Spirit must precede the love of
God, and all holiness, of coiisoijuoncc it must precede our inward con-
sciousness thereof, or the testimony of our spirit concerning them."

—

Vol i, p. 88.

The first proposilions of this argument are incontrovertible ; but

in saying that wc cannot know his pardoning love to us till his

Spirit witnesses it to our spirit, he seems to assume the point to

be proved. Reasons have already been advanced, however, in

support of this proposition, and there are many others that estab-

lish it. And liere wc may well ask those who deny this doctrine,

what evidence, aside from the witness of the Spirit, can a man
have of his adoption, when first pardoned? Penitence, contrition,

and fear, cannot be allcdged as proofs of pardon, since they suppose

that we are still under condemnation. And though faith should

be added to repentance, and we should be conscious of both, still

this would be no evidence of our forgiveness ; our spirit would, in

that case, witness the fact of our repenting and believing, but that

would be no witness to the fact of our adoption. Moreover, re-

pentance and faith are exercised in order to pardon, which must

liicrefore be subsequent to both ; and they cannot, for that reason,

be the evidence of it, or the evidence of pardon might be enjoyed

before pardon is actually received, which is manifestly impossible.

On this subject Watson thus remarks :

—

"But it has been said, 'that we have the testimony of God in his

word, that whore repentance and failh exist, God has infallibly con-

nected pardon with them, from the moment they are perceived to exist;

and so it may bo surely inferred from them.' The answer is, that we
have no such testimonj-. "We have, through the mercy of God, the

promise of p;irdon to all who repent, and believe ; but repentance is not

pardon, and faith is not pardon, but they are its prerequisites ; each is

a sine qua non, but surely not the pardon itself: nor can either be con-

Bidered the evidence of pardon without an absurdity. They are means

to that end ; but nothing more : and though God has ' infallibly con-

necti^d' the blessing of pardon with repentance and faith, he has not

connected it with any hind of repentance, nor with any kind of faith :

nor with every drrrrcc of repentance, nor with excry degree of failh.

How, then, shall we ever know whether our repentance and faith are

accej)tcd, unless pardon actually follow them ! And as this pardon

cannot be attested by them, for the reason above given, and must there-

fore have an attestation of higher authority, and of a distinct kind, the-

only attestation conceivable which remains is the direct witness of the

Holy Spirit."— "I Tarj'onV Institutes, vol. ii, pp. 277, 278.

It must be admitted that faith, both as assent and confidence,

hgis every possible degree. It is capable of mixture with doubi

36*
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and self-dependence ; and, without some definite character being
given, some marks of the essential degree, we could never with
confidence conclude that our faith was justifying faith. But there

is no such particular description of faith given, nor arc wc author-

ized to make ourselves the judges of the case, and conclude that

God lias adopted us. The apostle has assigned this oflice to the

Holy Spirit.

It is, by many, maintained that we become assured of our adop-

tion when we perceive the fruits of the Spirit in our experience ;

that this is the only evidence of pardon. St. Paul (Gal. v, 22, 23)
gives a most important enumeration of these fruits of the Spirit.

He says :
" But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-

suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance." It

will not be denied, we presume, that this fruit is found only in such

as are justified, and that it is the result of adoption. We think

it may be shown, moreover, that these fruits cannot exist till we
know we are forgiven ; and, consequently, they cannot be an evi-

dence of pardon. Many separate the fruits of the Spirit, and fix

their attention on gentleness, meekness, and temperance ; forget-

ting that love, joy, and peace, must also be. found in this evidence

of reconciliation with God.

When the penitent is weighed down under the burden of sin;

when the very depth of his repentance leads him to feel most sensi-

bly his unworthiness ; when his soul appears stained with sin,

marking his every act, the enormity of w^hich lie had not before

perceived, can he, in his anguish, his eyes dimmed witli blinding

tears, discern the graces of the Spirit in his character? Can he,

by inferences, by searching, find joy and peace in his soul, when

the more he examines himself the greater reason he finds for

humility and mourning? Can he by reasoning remove his doubts

and alarm, and, by virtue of his own discover)-, cry, having the

Spirit of adoption, Abba, Father ? This, from the very nature of

the case, is impossible. Love is a part of the fruit of the Spirit;

but we cannot love God till we know he loves us : "we love him

because he first loved us. We cannot know that he loves us indi-

vidually, till he reveal the fact. Here we remark that love to God
cannot, as is often alledgcd, be produced from a consideration of

God's general love to mankind, as manifested in the gift of his

Son, and in his dealings with them. In Scripture, Christians are

spoken of as children and heirs ; their love is represented as lovo

to God as their FatlKir. The love of the justified is not admiration

and gratitude, which many feel who are not reconciled to God, and

certainly do not have a persuasion of his pardoning love to them
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individually; but they love God as a Father, as their God in covenam. who calls h.msclf "their God," and them ''his ,1 ,"
lhcylovch.sjusl.ee, his holiness, all his attributes; «' ulc -wfnland ala.-m.ng, as well as the encouraging and attractive." Scc-k
ing though hoping, penitents cannot love God as God, as a Falhrr
in that special sense in which the word is the correlative of children
and hc.rs, as hav.ng pardoned their sins, and being reconciled unto
Iheni

;
ih.s ,s what they seek, but have not found ; and they can-

not love God under relations in which they know and painful y focihe does not stand to them." "They know 'his general love toman, bnl not Ins pardoning love to ihe?n ; and therefore cannot
iovc h.m as reconciled to them by the death of his Son." (See
also \\ atson's Institutes, vol. ii, pp. 279, 2S0.)
The Christian's love to God rests 'upon his persuasion of

ins i>orsona. and individual interest in pardoning and adopting,
rncrcy

;
and by h.m who has no evidence that he personally enjoyt

ihese benefits tins kind of love cannot be found Moreover no

evidence".
7' ^1 '" ^°?' '' P^^^*^ '" ^^^i^^'^"S, while he has' no

c dence of pardon, and while oppressed by fear and conscious
g ult. The supposition that these fruits of the Spirit may exist
tinder such circumstances is evidently absurd. Love, joy, and
peace, cannot, m any sense, be considered as primary evidence of
adoption, since tins must be enjoyed before they can exist.

J he truth appears to be, that the advocates of the doctrine we

v-rd iT 'T't'"^'
among whom arc Wardlaw, James, Ed-

nc-nt 'of "f
'

''

".l^
"''"^' ''^''''' ^' "^^ »^^^^ ^'>« '^-"

ad nir,
"""."'''

1

^^'' "^^"^'-^^^
^^^-^-^b' ^'- evidence of

adoption, as found in the possession and manifestation of the fruits

d nl ^''?; 'f 'T^
abundance of proof to show that this evi-dence must be found m h.m who is assured of pardon But the

importance of all this is admitted, and as strongly urged, by the
y^ csleyans. 1 he question in dispute is, Does this consiiiute the
l.rst and only evidence of adoption ? While they allcdge the aHir-
n^3tIve they bring no proof to sustain it, or to show that the doc-
trine of a previous, and also accompanying, direct witness of the
.^i')nt is unscnptural, or unreasonable. It is surprising that lililc
inorc than assertions, unsupported by an attempt at argumcni, is
lound in their writings, on this the main point of controversy.
I he Scriptures say, with reference to believers: "And bccau.^'c
ye arc sons. God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into your
hearts, crying. Abba, Father. The Spirit itself beareth wil'.ics.s
with our spirit that we arc the children of God." These wnic-rs
assert that the meaning of these passages is that the Spirit operates
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through the word ; that there is a harmony between what the Spirit

has wrought in us, and what the Spirit of God testifies in the

word ; and in proportion as our spirits have the inward conscious-

ness of this liarmony do we possess the witness of the Spirit that

we arc the children of God. St. Paul asserts, in these passages,

that the testimony of the Spirit was given in the believer's heart

;

and it is certainly not a plain, obvious interpretation, that assumes
we must understand by these words the Spirit is given in the Scrip-

tures. This interpretation should not be adopted without strong

reasons for its necessity.

As necessarily results from their views, these authors maintain

that no one, in the first part of his Christian life, can have

assurance that he is reconciled to God. This, they say, is the

exclusive privilege of the mature Christian, who has had time

to form the basis of his argument in Christian experience, and

also has ability to compare his character and experience with

the precepts of God's word; and can unhesitatingly, from his per-

ception of their harmony, conclude that he has the Spirit of adop-

tion. If the direct witness of the Sjiirit be denied, no other mode
than this remains in which to obtain assurance. But the testimony

of very many relative to their experience is clearly and directly in

opposition to this view. After separating from the number those

whose lives, subsequent to their pretended conversion, may have

led others to suppose that they were mistaken, there will remain

thousands whose lives exhibit tiie fruits of the Spirit, many of

^Yhom die in triumph, who unequivocally assert that they did

not obtain the evidence of their adoption in this way. The

simple story of their conversion is, that they felt deep sorrow of

heart; they abhorred sin, and desired to be delivered from it;

they went as humble penitents to the foot of the cross, believed on

Christ, who justifies the ungodly, and at once obtained peace with

God. Among them have been, and still are, many eminent for

their attainments in literature, and for their influence on society;

persons not subject to the imputation of fanaticism, or any kindred

delusion. The records of missionaries furnish statements, that, in

different places, very many have been suddenly converted : they

have passed from a state of sorrow and anguish, suddenly, to one

of peace and joy. Tiiese persons, in order to give an evidence of

their adoption, neither insliluted this rigid self-examination and com-

parison, nor were capable of thus doing. It is indeed a point of im-

portance that there are in various branches of the church many pious

persons whose lives give evidence of their sincerity, and who can

confidently refer to the time of their conversion
;
yet who have not
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sufficient knowledge to institute that rigid examination of tlicir

characters, which is so strenuously insisted on by Edwards and

others. The system that denies sudden conversions, or that a be-

liever may know that he is pardoned as soon as God forgives his

sins, and also denies the direct witness of the Spirit, is dirccily

opposed to the testimony of a host, bolli of the learned and iho

ignorant. This fact furnishes a problem to be solved by its advo-

cates. If they say that the testimony of these witnesses is false,

or that they are fanatical and deluded, their course will strongly

tend to undermine the foundation on which rests our belief in ex-

perimental religion, and the hopes of the Christian.

Edwards was a strong advocate of this system
;
yet we judge

that he believed assurance is attainable by a much greater number

than would be admitted by Dr. Dwight. In his invaluable wovk

on the Religious AfTections he devotes several pages to the doc-

trine of the witness of the Spirit. The views against which the

most he has written is directed, are the false and fanatical opin-

ions that have prevailed at diflerent times. To the force and pro-

priety of this we fully assent. It is evident, however, from the

following and other passages of his Treatise, that he strenuously

opposes the doctrine of the direct witness of the Spirit :

—

" Many mischiefs have arisen from that false and delusive notion of

the witness of the Spirit, that it is a kind of inward voice, sufrgcstion,

or declaration, from God to a jnan, that he is beloved, pardoned,

elected, or the like, sometimes with and sometimes without a text of

Scripture; for many have been the false and vain (though very hi^h)

aJTcctions that have arisen from hence. It is to be feared that muhi-

tudes of souls have been eternally undone by it."—P. 128.

Again he says :

—

" Here it may be proper to observe, that it is exceedingly manifest,

from what has been said, that what many persons call the witness of

the Spirit that thuy are the children of God, has nothing in it spiriti:al

and divine; and, consequently, lliat the afiections built upon it are

vain and delusive. That which many call tlie witness of the Spirit, is

no ether than an immediate suggestion and impression of that fact,

Otherwise secret, that they are converted or made the children of God,

and so that their sins are pardoned, and that God has given them a

title to heaven."—P. 121.

His reasoning in support of this opinion is very fallacious. He

asserts that this assurance "is no divine sort of knowledge in

itself; it requires no higher sort of idea for a man to have the ap-

prehension of his own conversion impressed upon him, than to

have the apprehension of his vcighboi-'s conversion in like manner.

He asserts that God, if he pleased, might impress on any one the
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knowledge that he had forgiven his neighbor's sins, and given him
a title to heaven without any communication of his liohncss. He
adduces God's revelations to Balaam, Abimclech, and Laban, as

instances of the impression of as important facts without gracious

influence. Does this train of reasoning prove that God does not

directly convince the believer of his adoption, or tlint he lias not

revealed it as his purpose thus to do in his word ? Nearly the

whole of section first, part third, of his work, is devoted to show,

"That all spiritual and gracious affections are attended with, and
arise from, some apprehension, idea, or sensation of mind, whirh is

in its whole nature diflcrent, yea, exceeding diflcrent, from all that is,

or can be, in the mind of a natural man. Tlie natural man discerns

nothing of it, any more than a man without the sense of tastiii'4 can
conceive of the sweet taste of honey; or a man without the sense of

hearing can conceive of the melody of a tune ; or a man horn blind

can have a notion of the beauty of a rainbow."—P. 101.
" So that the spiritual perceptions which a sanctified and spiritual

person has arc not only diverse, as the perceptions of the same sense

may differ one from another, but rather as the ideas and sensations of

different senses differ."—P. 102, also p. 106.

This is the basis of his argument against the witness of the

Spirit. He first endeavors to show that all gracious ailections or

influences of the Spirit are peculiar, such as a natural man can-

not experience, and the power of men and devils cannot produce

anything of the same nature. He then asserts that God might, if

he saw fit, communicate to a sinner the fact of his neighbor's con-

version ; and "it requires no higher sort of idea for a man to have

the apprehension of his own conversion than to have the appre-

hension of his neighbor's impressed upon him." The inference

is, that in the immediate cominunication of such facts there is

nothing peculiar that a carnal mind cannot understand ;
iience the

witness of the Spirit must be of a dilTercnt character. This rea-

soning does not meet the point. It is evident that it is as impossible

for one who does not repent of sin to receive directly from the

Spirit an evidence of pardon, as it is for him to understand those

gracious affections the Christian only knows. The proposition,

so ably supported, that the carnal mind cannot discern the things

of the Spirit, is Scriptural, and, of course, admitted. It is none

the less true that there was a time when every converted

person was under condemnation, a time when the mind, once

carnal, became spiritual, and first began to understand the tilings

of God, and to enjoy spiritual blessings. Edwards, so far as we
can learn, does not attempt to show how this change takes place,

or how a mind once carnal, and receiving, as he asserts, no new
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faculties, is enabled to understand that which, previous to ihc l

simple acts of repenting and believing, it could not know, h' liic ]•

Spirit docs not directly at first operate on it, how can it receive

these peculiar spiritual perceptions? The important iiucstion lu

be considered is, Can these gracious affections spring up in the

mind before an evidence of pardon and adoption is given? lie

indirectly asserts the aflirniative, but gives no proof ; wc, for

reasons already given, maintain the negative, and assert that the

Spirit first directly assures the penitent of his adoption, and liicn

these gracious affections, with all the peculiarity he ascribes to

ihcm, follow. Several quotations are introduced from Stoddard,

Shepard, and Flavel, confirming the authors views. All these

eminent divines enforce strongly the importance of the evidence

derived from the fruits of the Spirit, which they contend differs

from that which is allcdged to result from direct communication i

from the Spirit. This is admitted ; but they do not show thna ^

there is no such direct communication, or that the fruits of liic i

Spirit can be manifested unless an evidence first is given ; neither "j

do they show the necessity for giving so forced an interprctaii'Mi 'i

as they present to certain plain passages of Scripture. ]

Edwards labors strenuously to show that all ideas of sounds, :

words, forms, light, appearances of the Saviour, immciiiatc *ii:;- :

gestion of passages of Scripture to the mind, ^c, liavo nolliKig

spiritual or divine in their character. No assurance of conversion

can be drawn from them. All these the devil can counterfeit .it,d
;

suggest, and there is nothing in them but what natural men arc j

cajiable of.
\

Man}-, without doubt, having a vivid imagination, have, wi'.li&ul
j

reason, attributed their strong emotions to the Holy Sj)inl, and ^

enthusiastically, yet falsely, supposed they had received a peculiar
.;

manifestation of the love of God, from an idea e.xciled in their
|

mind of a smiling countenance, or of some other pleasant outward \

appearance, or from an idea exerted in the imagination ol plcas.int

words spoken or written, or from some pleasant bodily sensation.

It may be true, as Edwards says,

—

" Such sort of experiences and discoveries make a mi;;;1iiy i:]>roar

in both soul and body. And a very great part of tlm false rch;;ion thai

has been in the world from one age to another, consists in^ such dis-

coveries as these, and in the affections that ilow from ihem."

He enumerates many classes of enthusiasts and teachers of faUc

doctrines that have flourished at different limes, and speak*

severely of the pernicious influence of these vagaries ;
but Ite
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has no warrant for the assertion that all alledged direct commu-
nications from llic Spirit must be classed wilh these delusions, or

that no confidence is to be placed in any supposed agency of the

Spirit in suggesting passages of Scripture, and impressing them
on the mind. Many, not justly chargeable with fanaticism, have
asserted that they have received such impressions, and their testi-

mony is not to be lightly regarded. Nor is it true, as Flavel

asserts, that it is impossible to determine whether such a revela-

tion is of God or a counterfeit of Satan. God, who in times past

spake by dreams, visions, voices, and in divers manners, unto men,
certainly can commimicate his will through any of the ordinary

modes of communication, or in any other way he may choose, and

at the same time give assurance that the revelation has divine

authority. This evidence neither Satan, nor any other being, can

imitate. If the Spirit chooses to impress a promise or any other

passage of Scripture on the mind of any one, he can assuredly do

it in such a manner that he who receives the impression shall

know that it comes from God. Not only is there no impossibility

in this, but the word of God gives no authority for the assertion it

is never done.

It should be remembered, however, that, in maintaining the doc-

trine of the direct witness of the Spirit, we lay no stress on any

evidence of this kind, nor encourage any to expect it.

Dr. Dwighl, in denying the direct witness of the Spirit, main-

tains that full assurance of faith is attainable by only a very small

number. If the consciousness of possessing their characteristics

were our only evidence that we are Christians, the difiicuhics lie

urges would be weighty, and instances of full assurance would be

rare. \Ye do not, however, think that his arguments against the

general attainment of this state are consistent with his own theory.

If the change experienced in regeneration is as entire and as in-

stantaneous as he alledges, it would be diflicult to explain why the

subjects of it should not at once be conscious of this change.

He asserts, indeed, that this assurance is in mercy denied. He
says :

—

"I am of opinion that God, for wise and good reasons, adminis-

ters his spiritual providence in such a manner as to leave his chil-

dren destitute of the faith of assurance for their own good."

In support of this opinion iiis first argument is:
—"It is per-

fectly plain that the evidence enjoyed by Christians is in no

regular manner or degree proportioned to their real excellence of

character. The proof of this position is complete, both from our

own observation and from the history of experimental and prac-
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tical religion given us in the lives of great mullitudcs of crnincmlj

good men."

The author seems to think the case "perfectly plain ;" still ihc

proof is not conclusive. It may be admitted tiiat the cxpcrionco

of multitudes has been as asserted, but with the same posilivcncbs

we maintain that the experience of multitudes has been directly

the reverse.

His second argument is thus stated :
—" There is not, I believe,

a single promise in the gospel to Christians, as such, of the faith

of assurance ; nor any direct intimation that liiey shall possess

evidence of their piety proportioned to the degree in which it

exists. All the promises of this nature seem to be indefmiie;

and to indicate that Christians shall enjoy some evidence of tins

nature rather than to point out the degree in which it shall be

enjoyed."

From the very nature of the evidence of justification, as sci

forth by Dr. Dwight, it must follov/ that this statement is erroneous.

The fruits of the Spirit in the believer would at first be but impT-

fectly discerned, and the evidence of their existence would l>f

weak ; but as the Christian grows in grace, as these fruits .-^nJ

graces become more fully developed, his evidence of ac^f^fitit'n

must be stronger ; and just in proportion to the dairre of h-ji

piety will be the strength of its evidence.

His third argument against assurance is :
—

" There ^tctwt to

be a plain and important reason why most ChrisiiruH should be

left in some degree of uncertainly concerning this subject. In .ill

the earlier ages of their piety, and in all other cases in which it js

not eminently vigorous, they would be prone, if they possessed

high consolatory evidence, especially if they possessed full assur-

ance of their renovation, imperfect as they always arc, to be at

ease ; to settle quietly down in that imperfect state ;
and in thu

manner to come far short of those religious attainments which

now they actually make, and perhaps finally to fall away. As the

case now is, their fears serve to quicken them, no less than their

hopes ; and by the influence of both, tiiey continue to advance jn

holiness to the end of Wiey—DwighCs riieohsy, sermon xc, vol.

iii, pp. 50, 51.

The objection here urged is a misapprehension of the subieci.

No one can have "full assurance of his renovation," and " rcniain

at ease." This state of doubt is, moreover, inconsistent with the

privileges of the Christian as set forth throughout the New Testa-

ment. Rest is promised those who come to Christ ;
this can onj

refer to freedom from doubts relative to acceptance and fear* c\
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condemnation. The believer is represented as rejoicing, as

having peace with God, as having no condemnation. Nor has

this doctrine a tendency to lead those Avho embrace it, " to con-

tinue to advance in holiness to the end of life." Its efTcct is

the reverse. Believing that, wiiilc God assuredly has a people

in the world, but few have an evidence of acceptance with him,

they are led to quiet their fears, and to console themselves with

the thought that a stale of darkness is the inevitable lot of the

church. They remain in a state of inactivity, and strive not for

the high attainments sought by such as consider this stale of

darkness one of condemnation. j\Iany members of the churches

in which the views of Dr. Dwight are received, are continually

under the spirit of bondage, and live in despondency. Presi-

dent Mahan, in a sermon on "Fullness of Joy,"* makes the

following statement:—"The ministers and ciders of a leading

presbytery had met some two or three years since for prayer and

religious conversation. The brother who presided commenced
the relation of Christian experience, saying, that the uniform cha-

racter of his experience was that of despondency ; and closed by

saying that nothing but fear prevented his leaving the ministry.

The other members, with the exception of the pastor and ciders

of a single church, who had embraced different views of the gospel

from their brethren, followed in a similar strain." This is given

as a fair representation of the stale of a great part of the churches.

It certainly is not the stale that docs honor to religion ; and, we
may add, it is not ihe slate the churches would be in if the

doctrine, that it is the duly of all to obtain a clear evidence of

acceptance with God, were practically regarded.

Only one other objection to the doctrine of the direct witness

of the Spirit will be noticed in this article. It is frequently said

that those who profess to have this witness cannot describe it, or

tell how the mental stale which results from it differs from other

mental states ; in short, they cannot give an intelligible account

of it to those who do not profess to have experienced it. Hence,

it is argued, it must be the offspring of weakness and fanaticism.

This is a popular argument with many who esteem themselves

wise and philosophical, having a great regard for reason. But

those who urge it wliolly overlook the fact, that if the Spirit of

God directly communicates a truth to the spirit of a believer, there

must result in his mind a simple idea, differing from all oiliers,

and hence indescribable. In this respect it is like all oilier simple

• Published in the Oberlin Evangelist iii 1841, and the Guide to Holiness,

Feb., 1847.
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mental stales. No man can give an intelligible account of any
emotion, affection, or simple idea, to any one who has nut

already an acquaintance with them. We cannot, indeed, directly

communicate any simple ideas to others; all the knowledge de-

rived from books and intercourse with men consists of complex

ideas, formed by combinations of simple ideas already existing in

our minds. This is, therefore, the weakest and most unphilo-

sophical of all objections.

Since we commenced writing this article we saw the announce-

ment of a work with the following imposing title-page :
" The

Doctrine of the Direct Witness of the Spirit, as taught by Rov.

John Wesley, shown to be Unscriptural, False, Fanatical, and of

Mischievous Tendency. By Frederic A. Ross. Published by

Perkins & Purvis, Philadelphia." After diligent inquiry in Bos-

ton, New-York, and Philadelphia, w^e have not been able to

obtain a copy. We have understood that it is circulated further

south, being, perhaps, better suited to a southern latitude than

elsewhere. It would afiord us pleasure to examine the book,

and to be convinced of error, if the author has really done what

he so pompously announces. He is well known as a violent

opposcr of Methodism, and as the author of a series of articles

first published in a southern periodical under the title of the

"Great Iron Wheel," in which he compares class meetings to the

Roman confessional. If a fair specimen of his candor and ability is

given in those articles, we think the truth will not snfTcr much from

liis attacks. The doctrine of the direct witness of the Spirit is not

a new doctrine. It has ever been in the church. It has been

assaulted by skepticism, ridicule, and fanaticism, but it still sur-

vives; its influence is increasing; and we trust the time is not far

distant when it will be generally and practically held as one of the

important truths of the gospel.

Maiden, Dec. 3, 1847.
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Art. VI.— Westminster Asscmhb/ of Divines.

The Westminster Assembly of Divines- is one of those notable

points in history, which, rising above the level of surrounding

objects, arc conspicuous in the retrospect, and serve as chronological

and historical waymarks. In its own age it may have appeared
comparatively insignificant ; but affairs that terminate in this world
are less durable in their eflccts, and are more readily forgollen, than

those which, by their afHnity to eternal things, borrow somewhat
of their immortality. For though the history of the internal com-

motions of England during the "great rebellion" is still far from

being insignificant, yet the relative estimate of the civil and ecclesias-

tical affairs of that age have mutually exchanged places in the public

mind. As in a landscape, distance casts a mellowing shade over

the sharp outlines of minuter objects, but gives apparent elevation

to the mountain summit ; so distance of lime, while it puts out of

sight many subjects of temporary interest, elevates whatever is

truly great in the past.

Few subjects within the compass of modern history are so well

worthy of careful study as the character and permanent results of

the Westminster Assembly. To the mere amateur of history it

affords an agreeable mental repast; to the student of governmental

science, whether civil or ecclesiastical, and to the observer of

human character, it will ever be a theme affording both profit and

pleasure. But its chief value can be appreciated only by tiiosc

who trace the hand of God in the affairs of men, overruling and

directing them to advance the Redeemer's kingdom. Tlius

viewed, that Assembly appears as a point at which were collected

the germs of the religious interests of unborn generations. A
direction was then to be given to the theology and the ecclesias-

tical affairs of the kingdom that could not fail to be widely and

continuously operative for good or evil.

At the beginning of the Reformation ecclesiastical affairs

throughout Christendom were settled down into an absolute

spiritual despotism. The system of prelacy had attained its

maturity, and the bishop of Rome claimed to be, and was ac-

knowledged as, Christ's sole vicar, clothed with the fullest vice-

gerent authority. But in the process of his aggrandizement the

pope had added temporal dignities to his spiritual aulhoriiy, and

thus come to be recognized, not only as head of the church, hut

also as one of the potentates of Europe. By reason ot this mix-

ture of spiritual and temporal dignity, the nature of his authority
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became equivocal; and to the unskillful observer it was hard to

determine wliclher the civil or ecclesiastical element had the pre-

cedence. And as the pope was seen to exercise both the one and
the other authority, occasions and precedents were given to

other princes to do likewise—a practice which, in the end, proved

highly disastrous to the Papacy during the process of the Ue-
fornialion.

In England the Reformation, as known in history, was almost

wholly an aftair of the state. No doubt a doctrinal reformation

had made very considerable progress in that kingdom before

Henry's breach with the pontiff; but that reformation was only

to a very limited extent either the cause or the effect of the

ecclesiastical. The latter was begun and ended in making the

king the supreme head of the church. To the mass of the nation,

whether of the clergy or laity, the change, as to its immediate in-

fluence, was only nominal. Before, they had been taught to look

to a mitred prince as head of the church, now a crowned pope was

substituted; with the advantage, however, of dwelling among
ihem, and of whatever affection they cherished for their acknow-

ledged sovereign. The new position of the members of the Eng-

lish hierarchy, with the king at their head, by putting them \x\

an attitude of hostility to Rome, associated them with other op-

posers of the Papacy, and so gave a Protestant type to Henry's

ecclesiastical rebellion. Nor were real l-'rolcstant influences

wanting to turn to account the opportunity thus given \o propagate

liie doctrines of the Reformation in that kingdom; so that in pro-

cess of time England became indeed, what its position seemed

before to declare it to be, a Protestant nation.

The new condition of ecclesiastical matters being thus an effect

of political action, the nation became more fully accustomed to

consider the civil magistrate the proper guardian and governor of

the church. This notion, indeed, already prevailed to a conside-

rable extent wherever the pope's temporal power was acknow-

ledged, or where bishops were recognized as secular lords. ISo

great opposition was, therefore, manifested or felt by any except

interested Churchmen to the assumption of the ccclL'siasiical

supremacy by the king. But this act became a powerful pre-

cedent in favor of one side of a great question of ecclesiastical

polity, which, in the sequel, more than any other, embarrassed

the determinations of the Assembly of ITivincs.

In Scotland, the progress of the Reformation was made m a

course directly opposite to that pursued in England. There the

sovereign continued firmly attached to the Church of Rome,
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while the nation generally renounced the Papnl tyranny. In that

kingdom, the church itself wrought out the ilcformalion, and, as

a co-ordinate authority in the realm, having exclusive control of

the affairs of religion, forced it upon the state. By that procedure

the inherent right of the church to regulate iis own afl'airs, inde-

pendent of the state, became the fundamental maxim in the ])olity

of the reformed church of Scotland; while in England, by an

opposite process, the same right became established in the civil

authority. These antagonistic principles were now brought into

contact ; and it will be seen at length gave rise to much dissen-

sion, and finally brought on a disruption between the Parliament

and the Assembly of Divines, led on by the controlling counsels

of the Scottish commissioners.

These two opposing schemes of church government—an Eras-

lian prelacy, nnAjus divinum presbytery—being thus established in

the two united kingdoms, soon commenced those mutual conflicts

which still continue. But power that descends from the strong to

the weak, though it gives many temporary advantages, tends to

enervate its recipients, and to corrupt its own channels ; while the

strength of combined hearts and hands is always vigorous, and

grows by its own action. The prelacy of England, though sus-

tained by the regal authority and influence, proved unequal to the

contest to which it was perpetually challenged by the unprotected

Presbyterians. Despite of contempt and persecution, the Presby-

terian interest steadily gained upon the prelatical, from the Re-

formation to the rebellion. But this change of opinions and sen-

timents among the people of England was not eilocted by the

silent and unobserved growth of one party, and a similar decrease

of the other. Every point gained and lost was stoutly and stub-

bornly contested. A violent and unceasing warfare was waged

during the whole of that period ; a strife that increased in violence

as it approached its crisis. The divines of that age were nursed

and trained in polemic combats. The universities were military

schools, where a spiritual soldiery was prepared for ecclesiastical

warfare, and where the contests were sometimes begun by un-

fledged warriors, who were pluming themselves for future feats in

the field ecclesiastic. To adopt the sarcastic pun of the author of

Hudibras, the Church of England had become eminently a church

militant. Pulpits were transformed into batteries and enginery of

war; preachers were renowned in proportion to their power and

skill in disputation ; churches inveighed against neighboring

churches ; and not unfrequently a man's foes were those of liis

own household. Some good, however, resulted from this strange
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state of tilings, as it occasioned an increased attention to cri-lr-

siastical history and polity, as \vcll as sharpened the wits of the

learned to a degree quite unknown in more quiet times.

In countries that have a national religion, with an imposing aivl

dignified hierarchy, religious profession becomes essential to

respectability, and ecclesiastical literature assumes a place among
liberal studies. Professional scholars, in such cases, feel a ne-

cessity for attending to that species of learning, and even states-

men and civilians confess the importance of a knowledge of

matters ecclesiastic. The influence of all this, though greatly

to be deprecated for some causes, is far from being one of un-

mixed evil, as it gives rise to much besides hypocrisy and profuie

meddling. It is a truth too important to be overlooked, that the

laity of the church are the true conservators of doctrinal orthodoxy,

and that reformations have been quite as much indebted to them

as to the clergy. The fall of any church may be accounted

imminent, when its interests are wholly consigned to any one

class of men, or rather when the church is abandoned by any

class of the guardians assigned her by Providence. At the period

now under consideration, ecclesiastical literature was much culii-

vated by all orders of learned men in England. Politicians of ;dl

grades were more or less expert in matters pertaining to the

church, and men of letters devoted themselves to \[s aiTair.s wit!»

the zeal and energy of real amateurs.

At the first meeting of the Long Parliament, most of that bovly

favored a modified episcopacy, and were prepared to pcr[)etiiaic,

with some slight changes, the existing hierarchy. But the blind

zeal of the prelates, who, with a fatuity characteristic of their

order, resisted all innovations, though evidently demanded by the

voice of the nation, drove the Parliament, and the more intelligent

portion of the people, into direct hostility to prelacy itself. A very

rapid change in favor of the Presbyterian interest thus look place

in the public mind during the earlier part of the existence of t!ie

Long Parliament. But a great and insurmountable obstacle lo

the final success of that interest was found in the mutual relations

of church and state. Civil governments had, in nearly all caso^,

where the Reformation had prevailed, taken the churches under

ihcir ])rotection ; and in becoming the- protege of the state, the

church, of course, became subject to its authority. .Scotland pre-

sents the only exception to the facts above stated ;
and as there

the Reformation was achieved in spite of the state, so the church

still persists in claiming independence of, and co-ordinate autho-

rity with it. In England, this dependence and subjection were nul
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merel)' incidental, the result of leinporar}- and accidental causes,

but direct and fundamental. The ecclesiastical power had been
given to the crown, and so merged with the civil government that

the distinct authority of the church immediately became no more
than a shadow, and even that very soon vanished. All power
being thus concentrated in the civil magistrate, all ecclesiastical

authority and dignity must proceed from him, rather than from the

body of the clergy, as required by the Presbyterian system.

• The virtual expulsion of the king by the civil wars, and the

assumption of his prerogatives by Parliament, brought the spiritual

supremacy into that body. In the exercise of that authority the

Assembly of Divines was convened; and by their obedience to

the summons of the Parliament in an affair purely religious, its

members tacitly confessed the power of the Parliament in the pre-

mises. Those who adhered to the king refused to obey the

summons of the Parliament, after he had forbidden the Assembly,

lest they should seem to acknowledge that the royal prerogatives

had devolved on them. Td whichever of the factions that then

divided and distracted the kingdom Churchmen attached them-

selves, it seemed always to be granted that the civil power carried

the ecclesiastical with it.

In calling the Assembly, the Parliament took pains to declare

that it " was not designed for a national synod or representative

body of the clergy, but only as a committee or council to the Par-

liament, to give their opinion touching such church maiters as the

houses should lay before them ; they had no powers of them-

selves to make laws or canons, or determine conlro^-ersies, in

matters of faith. They were to enter upon no business but what

the Parliament appointed; and when they had done, they were^to

ofiTer it to the two houses only as their humble advice." The

position assumed by Parliament, and acquiesced in by the divines,

Avas, that the church has no independent and substantive being,

but exists only as an appendage to the state ; and though a minis-

try and hierarchy are necessary to its perfect development, yet the

church is found in all the perfection of its attributes in the civil

government. Accordingly, it was held to be the province of the

Parliament, by virtue of its revolutionary authority, to prescribe a

faith for the consciences, and to impose a discipline tipon the con-

duct, of the entire nation, with no other aid from the proper minis-

ters of the church than the "humble advice" of a few individuals,

when Parliament chose to ask it. One is at a loss which most to

admire, the arrogance of the one party, or the lameness of the

other. It must, however, be remembered that such was the

Vol. VIIL—37
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fashion of the limes and the nation. Both Churchmen and
lawyers liad been so long used to view matters in this h;.;lii \Um
these assumptions were made and submitted to without any con-

sciousness of arrogance on the one hand, or of degradation on

ihe other.

The state of polemical theology at that time requires a passing

notice, especially as a great part of the Assembly's labors related to

that subject. The doctrines of the early English reformers wore

peculiarly plain, and free from excessive refinements. Perhaps

at no time since the days of the apostles have the great truths ot

Christianity been set forth with more clearness and purity, than

was done at the period of the Reformation by the divines of the

Church of England. It was no human system of theology that

they taught, nor can it be identified with any school of divuiiiy.

Yet from the begirming there was a manifest tendency toward

Calvinism. This was caused, in a great degree, by the high re-

putation of the writings of Augustine, then much used, as wcro

also those of the proto-reformer WiclifT, with the same elTcct.

The same tendency was also manifest on the continent. Luther

was an ardent admirer of Augustine, whose opinions he adopted

without much discrimination. In France and Switzerland. ii»c

doctrine of predestination was yet more prevalent, and under l!ic

direction of him whose name is identified with that system, it had

become an integral article in the creed of the reformed churches

in those countries. The intercourse of the English l^rotcslanls

with the reformed churches of the continent increased tticir ten-

dency toward Calvinism ; but it was not till the exiles returned

home at the accession of Elizabeth, that it was really ingrafted

into the theology of the Church of England. When the Arminian

controversy arose, the Calvinistic or Gomarian cause had decidedly

the advantage in England. Doctrinal Puritanism was in high

estimation at that time, among both Churchmen and Nonconform-

ists. And though some of the deputation from J'ngland to tho

Synod of Dort came back thoroughly cured of Calvinism, yet the

decisions of that assembly were generally acceptable in that kint^-

dom. The English Church was rapidly hastening toward fatal-

ism, the vortex of the whirlpool of predestination, when a counter

current was felt in the high places of the hierarchy, that gave it

another direction. Disgusted at the manners of the Puritans, tlic

court and prelates, and, of course, the whole herd of sycophanu,

affected a great contempt for their doctrines, and called them-

selves Arminians. This was the origin of the l^audean .school ot

divinity, which is still sometimes called Arniinianism, ihougli H »*

37*
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altogether another system from that tauglji by the great doctor of

Leyden. Tiiis spurious Arminianism was the theology of the

court parly at the time now under notice ; while a high-toned

Calvinism prevailed among the belter portion of the parish clergy,

and with the more enlightened of the laity, both nobles and com-
mons ; and as moderation was not among the virtues of the a"-e,

its one-sided aspect rather favored than hindered its success.

The calling of the Westminster Assembly is intimately con-

nected with the civil and ecclesiastical history of the times. The
bishops had supported the king in all his unconstitutional and

oppressive measures of government, so that they and their order

had become odious to the friends of liberty. In the Long Parlia-

ment they were unanimously and stubbornly opposed to the de-

manded reforms. Violent measures on the part of the commons,

and great indiscretion on that of the bishops, first led to their ex-

clusion from the House of Lords, and finally to the complete

abolition of episcopacy ; and now the removal of the old hierarchy

had devolved on the Parliament the duty of remodeling the eccle-

siastical constitution—to aid in which that assembly was called.

The instrument by which the divines were convened is dated

June 12,- 1643, and is entitled, "An Ordinance of the Lords and

Commons in Parliament for the Calling of an Assembly of Learn-

ed and Godly Divines and Others, to be consulted with by the

Parliament for settling the Government and Liturgy, and for

indicating and clearing the Doctrine of said Church [of England]

from Palse Aspersions and Inlerprclalions." The preamble de-

clares lliat "many things yet remain in the discipline, liturgy, and

government of the church, which necessarily require a more per-

fect reformation :" and as it had been resolved that "the present

church government is evil, and justly offensive and burdensome

to the kingdom; and a great impediment to reformation and growth

in religion, and very prejudicial to the state and government of this

kingdom ; they are resolved that it shall be taken away, and that

such a government shall be settled in the church as may be agree-

able to God's holy word, and most apt to procure and preserve

the peace of the church at home, and nearer agreement with the

Church of Scotland and other reformed churches abroad." The

ordinance then proceeds to nominate one hundred and twenty

divines, residing in all parts of the kingdom, generally two from a

county, who, with ten lords, twenty commoners, and six commis-

sioners from Scotland, composed this advisory council.

The depreciating style in which the Parliament speaks of the

doctrine, discipline, and government of the church, might lead a
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stranger to the language and sentiments of English divines and
Churchmen of every age since the Reformation, to presume th.it

these complaints were the carpings of a faction just now assuiinn<

the tones of authority. But they who are versed in these mau-rs
jiced not be told that such complaints have been made conlinn;dly

since the separation from the Papacy ; and that, too, not only by

captious Nonconformists and temporizing laymen, but also by pre-

lates and all grades of ecclesiastical dignitaries, IjuI tho diili-

cullies in the way of the much-desired " more perfect reforma-

tion " were more formidable than a superficial observer wuidd
suppose. It is often much easier to find fault with what is than

to replace it by a belter. The government of the church was con-

fessed to be defective ; but how was it to be remedied ? This

question it was less difficult to ask than to answer ; and the

justly apprehended strifes of factions might well have deterred the

cautious, and suggested the inquiry whether the present cviis

were less tolerable than the threatened conflicts of ecclesiastical

gladiators.

In doctrines the case was yet worse. That the theology of the

Church of England, as embodied in her Articles, is suscc!)lil)lt' of

"indicating and clearing," is very evident ; but some may iliink,

in view of its design, the ambiguity of the established formulary

of faith is one of its chief excellences. In dctcrminiiu; what aro

the doctrines of the Thirty-nine Articles, agreeably to the rule of

interpretation that all the parts of a discourse must be so construed

as to harmonize auiong themselves, some pretty violent twij>imc;

must be resorted to somewhere. But then the thorough I'ro-

testant may interpret the twenty-fifth and twenty-seventh ar-

ticles by the eleventh, while the semi-papist may compel this to

conform to those. The Calvinist will make all the rest quadrate

with the seventeenth ; while the Arminian will understand tli.it

agreeably to his notion of the rest.

But the parliamentary theologians were not of this accomodating

temper. They supposed that a confession of faith should be a

plain and unequivocal epitome of a body of divinity, as held and

taught by the national church. But when a system of thookv^'V i«

fully " cleared and indicated," but few will concur in all its parts.

What, then, must be the precise dimensions of the iron bedstead I

what the faith of a whole nation ? However formidable this qiiob-

lion may seem, the Parliament seems not to have feared it. 1 liey

were ready to decide what might be believed and taught, and to

set it forth ** with the sanction of authority."

: Of the character of the body of men, whom the Parliament called
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to iheir assistance at this time, the most discordant estimates were
made by cotcmporary writers, and the judgment of later times

has been scarcely less divided. King Charles, in his proclama-

tion forbidding the meeting of the Assembly, declared that " the

far greater part of them were men of no learning or reputation."

Clarendon admits that " about twenty of them were reverend and
v/orlhy persons, and episcopal in their jud^?nent : but as to the

remainder, they were but pretenders in divinity ; some were in-

famous in their lives and characters, and most of them of very

mean parts in learning." Laud's condemnation is equally sweep-
ing, but peculiar. He stales that "the greater part of them were
Brownists, or Independents, or New-England ministers, if not

worse ; or, at least, enemies of the doctrine and discipline of the

Church of England" These wholesale denunciations destroy

their own influences by their violence, and serve only to illustrate

the power of prejudices even over the great and learned. His
majesty's censure is very general, and its statements are contra-

dicted by clear and unquestionable evidence. Even Echard con-

fesses that Clarendon's account is unjust, especially as it relates

to the morals of the divines ; and the invectives of the primate

scarcely deserve an answer, as it is well known that there was
not a single Brownist nor New-England minister in the Assembly,

and but a comparative handful of Independents.

By another class of writers the highest and most indiscriminate

praise has been lavished upon these divines—they have been ex-

tolled as patterns of piety, prudence, and learning. Baxter's remarks

are wortliy of notice, as the judgment of a moderate and discrimi-

nating cotcmporary writer, who, as he was of no party, was more

than most men of that age free from party bias. "The divines

there congregated," says he, " were men of eminent learning, and

goodness, and ministerial ability and fidelity; and, as far as I am
able to judge, the Christian world since the days of the apostles

had never seen a synod of more excellent men than this synod and

the Synod of Dort." Baxter difTered from the majority of the As-

sembly upon several important points, both of theology and eccle-

siastical polity, though his sympathies were, for the most part,

with them ; and doubtless many who think it very uncertain

praise, will acknowledge the justice of his coupling the West-

minster Assembly with the Synod of Dort.

In the catalogue of the members of tiie Assembly arc several

names of great and enduring renown ; and perhaps on few occa-

sions has there been collected such a body of real intellectual and

moral grcalnci>s as at that lime sal down in Henr)^ the Seventh's
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Chapel. The pen that could sketch the lineaments of their cha-

racters would find, in so doing, a subject worthy of its powers;

and the product would be a portrait gallery of rare excellence, as

well as great historical interest.

Of the ten lords who sat with the Assembly, one was Edward,

Earl of Manchester, whom (then liord Kimbolton) King Charles a

short time previous had impeached, together with five members
of the Commons, for opposing his high-handed acts of usurpation.

He was soon after made Earl of ^Manchester ; and at the breaking

out of the civil war was placed at the head of the parliamentary

army, and commanded in person at the battle of Marston Moor.

He was of a gentle but dignified character, decidedly religiously

disposed, witli a moderate inclination to Puritanism. He favored

the Independents, and was reckoned among their first friends in

the House of Lords ; but his prevailing prudence and moderation

restrained him from all violent attempts at change. Another of

the noble assessors was William, Lord-viscount Say and Seal—

from first to last a most uncompromising opposer of the royal

usurpations. Li this country he is remembered as one of the

original proprietors of the colony of New-Haven, and for having,

conjointly with Lord Brook, (a kindred spirit,) given name to

Saybrook. During the time of darkness, which, for nearly twelve

years after the dissolution of the Little Parliament, shrouded l;»c

hopes of English patriotism, despairing of the emancipation of his

own country, he contemplated a flight to the wilds of America,

lliere to realize the dreams of Plato, or the Utopian realms of Sir

Thomas Moore ; but now his country demanded his presence and

counsels, and he zealously responded to her claims. He was of

respectable, though not brilliant, parts ; and united a deep religious

tone of mind with a restlessness of spirit and incapacity for re-

straint. He was thoroughly an Independent, and contributed all

his influence to the advancement of that cause.

The character of the assessors from the Commons is yet more

remarkable, and the case aflbrds ground to suspect that there was

some little jealousy of the divines entertained by the Parliament.

The withdrawal of such men from the sessions of the Commons,

to co-operate with the divines of the Assembly, must have sen-

sibly weakened that body ; and it shows that the deliberations ul

the divines were esteemed of not less interest than those ot tlio

Parliament. Of the twenty commoners in the Assembly, the lirsi

notice is due to Scldcn—a prodigy of learning, especially Oriental

literature and the entire circles of legal science, and a man (I

unimpeachable moral character ; for even the prejudiced Clarendou
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says of him
:
" He was a person whom no characters can flatter or

transmit in any expressions equal to his merits and virtues." He
was then about sixty years old, in the maturity of his intellectual

strengtii, admirable alike for immense learning, unwavering de-
cision, and exalted moral worth. Next came Pym, the steady
foe of arbitraiy power and misrule—a scholar, a Puritan, and a
devout Christian. There, too, was St. John, restless, designing,

and having the wisdom of the serpent—a man to be feared by all

his enemies ; and Whitelock, commended by Clarendon for

"eminent parts, great learning, and the openness of his cha-
racter ;" and the Vanes—father and son—the former stable, digni-

fied, and discreet ; the latter, quick, profound, and fickle, of an
iminlelligible and doubtful religious character.

Of the individual divines of the Assembly we can speak but
very briefly. Dr. Twisse, the prolocutor, was a man of very con-
siderable learning, and of many personal accomplishments ; but
of moderate abilities, and ill fitted for the place assigned him.
Mr. Charles Herle, who succeeded him, was a person of superior
parts, and one of the leading spirits of the body. Of Drs. Light-
foot, Goodwin, and Reynolds, and Messrs. Calamy, Coleman,
Gataker, and Vines, it is sufficient to mention the names ; they
were all stars of the first magnitude, sufficient to illustrate the
body with which they were associated, and, with many illustrious

but less renowned persons, formed a galaxy of unequaled
brightness.

At a later period Scotland sent six commissioners to the As-
sembly—two laymen and four divines. All the divines were men
of learning and superior ability. Alexander Henderson was truly

a great man—learned, discreet, calm, and self-possessed, distin-

guished for dignity and comprehensiveness of mind. But he did

not escape the plague of his times, for evidently he was as bigoted

as a Scots Covenanter. George Gillespie was a young man of

brilliant genius and great learning. Though the youngest mem-
ber of the Assembly, he was acknowledged as the champion of
the Presbyterian cause ; and such was his confidence in his own
powers that he fearlessly entered the lists with such men as

Seldcn, Lightfoot, and Goodwin ; and it was thought that the

conflict was not always against him. Samuel Rutherford is a

name still retained in the republic of letters, and too well known,
both as to his excellences and defects, to require further notice.

Robert Baillie, author of the " Letters and Journals," spoke but
little in the debates ; but has rendered a valuable service by his

-graphic sketches of the Assembly given in that work.
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Before proceeding to notice the doings of tliis famous body, it

will be proper to take a view of the parties into wliich its mem-
bers were divided. In mailer of doctrine, as lias been already
noticed, they were very generally thorough Calvinists ; but rela-

tive to church government there was much less unanimity. The
mass of the English nation had been educated Episcopalians

; and
though many had been alienated by the cruel persecutions set on
foot by the primates Whiigifi, Bancroft, and Laud, and many
more by the recent conduct of the bishops in Parliament, there is

still reason to believe that a considerable majority of all orders of
community favored that form of church government. .Several

persons of distinction, who became leaders in the Presbyterian
cause, were at first decidedly and avowedly in favor of a moderate
episcopacy; and there is no good cause to doubt that the nation

generally would have been satisfied with Usher's plan of accom-
modation. But the unyielding bigotry of the Scots in their ag-

gressive zeal for Presbyterianism, joined to the Parliament's

necessities for their assistance in the civil wars, led to the sacri-

fice of the episcopacy as the price of Scotland's favor. Among
ihe divines whom the Parliament summoned to the Assembly
were several well-known advocates of the old hierarchy, though

generally persons of moderate views, and of great discretion. Of
that party were Archbishop Usher, Bishop Brownrigg, J)rs.

Morley and Ilacket, afterward bishops respectively of Winchester
and Litchfield, and others of considerable eminence. But as the

king forbade the meeting of the Assembly, and tlireatened to visit

with the utmost severity all who should disobey his mandate, the

Episcopalians generally refused to attend. There was not, there-

fore, any decidedly Episcopalian party in the Assembly, though

Selden boldly avowed his preference for a moderate ei)iscopacy ;

and many who took the Covenant explained that clause that re-

lated to episcopacy, as referring only to the existing hierarchy,

and not to primitive episcopacy.

The Presbyterian parly was strong from the first, and rapidly in-

creased in strength during the early part of the Assembly's existence.

Besides the influence of the Scots, which was used most unscrupu-

lously, there was a large native Presbyterian interest. Though pro-

bably very few would have maintained Cartwright's exclusive sys-

tem, as the Scots seem to have done, the example of nearly all re-

formed cliurchos greatly strengthened them in their choice. Both

Hampden and Pym are believed to have favored that system, and

many other prominent members of the Commons were among its

stoutest champions.
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The Independents were a party few in number, but powerful in

debate and skillful in management. Only five divines (at the

head of whom was Dr. Goodwin) fully espoused iliat cause, though
several others lent it a less-decided support. It was, however, the

favorite system of the army, and had the countenance of Crom-
well, and so triumphed at his elevation to the Protectorate. This
system was an evident advance toward religious liberty, though

some great advocates of it have been far enough from being

practical friends of the rights of conscience. In the only instance

where this system has been really established, bigotry and eccle-

siastical tyranny assumed their worst forms and attained their

fullest development. But the Congregationalism of the New-
England colonies was a bastard independency, and deficient in one

grand and essential feature of the genuine article—the right of any

number of individuals to associate themselves together as a church

without regard to other ecclesiastical organizations.

The Erastian party was still more insignificant in numbers than

the Independents, for there were but two decided advocates of that

cause among the divines of the Assembly. These were Dr. Light-

foot and j\Ir. Thomas Coleman ; both eminent Oriental scholars,

and men of superior abilities and great, skill in debate. They were,

however, seconded by the principal laymen of the Assembly and in

Parliament. In Selden they had a tower of strength, and were

equally heartily sustained by Whitclocke and St. John, But the

strength of the Erastian cause consisted much less in its personal

advocates than in the existing state of public affairs. It was inter-

woven witli the whole texture of the ecclesiastical affairs of the

country, and had been recognized and submitted to by every mem-
ber of that Assembly, who at the call of the civil power had re-

sorted thither to do whatever that power should command. The
Parliament held and exercised the supreme authority over the

church, and were not disposed to surrender it. Here, then, was

-a real Erastianism to all practical intents and purposes ; and

whatever outward form the hierarchy might assume, while the

power lay in the civil government, the ecclesiastical system must

be essentially such. '^I'he Presbyterian party, especially the Scots,

felt this difficulty, and fought against it with all their might, but

could not induce the Parliament to admit the church to a co-ordi-

nate authority with the civil government.

The Assembly convened July 1, 1G4.'J, in the chapel of Henry

VIII., at Westminster, (whence its name,) and was opened with a

sermon by Dr. Twisse, whom the Parliament had named as pro-

locutor, which was attended by both houses of Parliament. Before
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proceeding to business, each member was required to lake a vow. vt
protestation, that he would maintain nothing in doctrine but w'hit
he beUcved to be agreeable to the word of God; nor in discDhnc
lliat he did not conceive to conduce most to the glory of God, ;i!»d

the good and peace of the church. ,

Soon after their first meeting the Assembly petitioned Parliauicni
that a fast might be observed at an early day throughout London
and Westminster; in which petition sad complaints arc made of
evils still existing in the church, and remedies suggested of the

most exceptionable character. They especially desire that "the
venting of false doctrines may be speedily suppressed;"—a thuii;

highly plausible in itself, but in its accomplishment the fruiilul

source of persecutions. This petition was in effect to let loose ihe

bull-dogs of persecution against all classes of doctrinists who failed

to shape their creeds and confessions agreeably to good doubly

distilled Calvinism. Arminianism enjoyed the honor of the fore-

most place in their Index Expurgatorius, as a pestilent and dftc5t-

able heresy. Nor did these grand inquisitors distinguish very

accurately between the spurious and the genuine Arininianism; for

poor John Goodwin was made sensible of his temeriiy in prctuiinu::;

to differ from the Synod of Dort, though his writings still slafKi xt

a monument of his evangelical orthodoxy. Another pf^tUMn w>»

for a " speedy and thorough proceeding against blind jju.dc* a:^.!

scandalous ministers ;" which petition, when granicd and citxt<>d

into effect, caused the kingdom to resouiid with tlic iniprcra'.iutit

of ejected ministers. The number cast out of their livings by l^•:»

measure is variously estimated at from five hundred to two thou-

sand. Many of these were notoriously incompetent, and grussly

vicious ; but it is equally certain that to favor episcopacy, or ibo

royal cause, or Arminianism, was equally offensive to the rulin;»

powers, and not less certain to be visited with ejectment, if n'^l

further persecution. The fast was accordingly appoini<-d, nnd ihc

occasion improved by the Assembly divines to strike the drum ec-

clesiastic in all the pulpits of London and Westminslcr.^ Latti

make an important item in the history of these limes. '1 hey oc-

curred almost weeklj^ and were conducted in a manner iIk-m in

these days would be deemed intolerable. The opening prayer wai

often from an hour and a half to two hours in length, the .scriiu-n

about as long, and the closing prayer another hour. The congre-

gations, which were generally very large on these occasions, wouiJ

assemble at eight or nine o'clock, and remain fixed in their placci

all the day, as if held by the charm of the prayers and sermon*

'

The first business given to the Assembly by their masters was Uic
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revisal of the Articles of the Church of England. These Articles had
been framed with the manifest design of allowing some latitude of
cpi nion among the members ofthe national church, and therefore many
minor points in theology were left without any explicit dctermina-
lion. It was now the purpose of the Parliament and the Assembly
to remove any obscurity or ambiguity in their language, and to give
them a more decided Calvinistic expression. Ten weeks were
devoted to this business, when they had advanced no further than
to the sixteenth article ; the Scots commissioners then arriving

persuaded them to abandon that work, and to undertake a more
thorough revisal of the ecclesiastical constitution. The work thus
begun by the Assembly, though abandoned before half done, is far

from being destitute of interest. It shows what were the views
and purpose of the English parliamentary party before they put
themselves m leading strings to the Scots. The design "to ren-

der their sense more express and determinate in favor of Calvin-

ism" seemed indeed likely to be accomplished, though with more
moderation than was exercised when the Confession was framed.

The first, second, fourth, fifth, sixth, Iv/elfih, thirteenth, fourteenth,

and fifteenth, either remained wholly unchanged, or received only

slight verbal alterations but little afiecting the sense, though gene-

rally designed to give them a Calvinistic leaning. The third arti-

cle, relative to Christ's descent into liell, is expanded, and so ex-

pressed as to seem to disfavor the notion of the intermediate place

of spirits. As in the original it declares nothing through inten-

tional obscurity, so here it amounts to about the same by inanity.

The seventh, relative to the Old Testament, specifies all the ten

commandments as included in the moral law, thus determining the

contested point of the morality of the sabbath. The eighth, relative

to the three creeds, is wholly omitted. The principal changes

were made in the ninth, tenth, and eleventh articles ; and though

their form and verbiage arc but slightly altered, yet by the interjec-

tion of a few important clauses, and the modification of a few

others, the plain, catholic truth of these admirable articles is per-

verted into the narrow views and expressions of a party.

The commingling of civil and religious affairs distinguishes all

the proceedings of that period. While tfie Assembly was occupied

with revising the Articles, the Parliament was endeavoring to en-

list the Scots in their war against the king. The relations existing

between Charles and his northern subjects were at that time far

from amicable ; but, unlike his quarrel with his English subjects,

his difficulties with the Scots were purely ecclesiastical. The
king, led on by the primate, Laud, had madly attempted to force
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upon the Church of Scotland both the prelacy and the litur-y of the
Church of Kngiand, and in so doing bad aroused against ImnMlf
the same power that had exiled his grandmother, (tlic unforimiatc
Mary,) and held his father in durance till he was liberated by as-

cending the throne of the Tudors. Defeated in that insane aiio'mpi,

be was compelled to make a dishonorable treaty with iiis rebellious

subjects without being able to regain their confidence. The iScots

were thus rendered jealous of their religious liberties, and more
intent upon fortifying themselves against future encroaclimonis.
The similarity of the circumstances of the two kingdoms naturally

gave rise to a mutual sympathy, which the English Parliament
hoped to render available in the form of military services agni:i>t

the king. The Scots "Convention of Estates" stood adjourned to

the 2d of August, at which time the General Assembly of the Kirk
of Scotland was also to meet. To these august bodies it was
therefore resolved to send a commission to solicit the co-opcratiou

of the sister kingdom in the eiTorts then making to secure the civil

and religious liberties of both England and Scotland. To forward
the design, the Assembly at Westminster addressed a letter to the

Scots General Assembly, "selling forth the deplorable conditiDn

of the kingdom of England, which was upon the edge of a most
dangerous precipice, ready to be swallowed up by Satan and his

instruments." The advances of the English were not unaccoj, ta-

ble to the Scots, who had long and impatiently expected snrli

overtures; but to keep up appearances there must needs be a Imle

coquetting on the one part and intriguing on the other. On bchalt'of

the English Parliament the negotiations were conducted chiefly

by Sir lleniy Vane, junr., and by ^lessrs. Marshall and Nye fur the

Assembly; and the whole resulted in bringing the Scots to make
common cause with the Parliament in the civil wars.

The Scots, however, and especially the General Assembly, were

anxious to give the wdiole aflair a religious aspect, so as to render

it serviceable to their own ecclesiastical designs. They accord-

ingly interpreted the existing difliculties to be the cflecls of reli-

gious causes, and concluded that the war w^as undertaken f^ re-

ligion, and that the Protestant failh was in danger,—presuming

that if the churches of the two kingdoms were embarked in a com-

mon cause of danger and defense, there would be an increased

tendency to uniformity in doctrine and discipline. With character-

istic assurance, they demanded, as a condition of their uniting with

the English, that they should dictate in two particulars—failh and

discipline. The other parly was ready to make almost any con-

cessions in inaltcrs of religion, as the price of political advantages
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and militar}' succors. These negotiations gave rise to the famous
Solemn League and Covenant. That instrument was at first called
simply "the Covenant,"—as in its original form it was intended to be
purely religious, and to embody the essence of .Scots Presbyterian-
ism. It asserted the exclusive divine right of that form of polity,

and made its establishment, with its converse, the extirpation of
every form of episcopacy, its great final purpose. But Sir Henry
Vane, junr., could not be induced to commit himself and his con-
stituents to an uncertain cause, and one loo for which he had but
little favor; and Mr. Nye, as subsequent developments proved,
had quite another scheme of ecclesiastical polity at heart. A. less

explicit form of expression than the zealo\is Scots had dictated was
therefore adopted, so as to admit by its ambiguity of greater lati-

tude of interpretation ;—the Scots meanwhile presuming that all

\vas safe, since it was agreed that all should be ordered " accord-
ing to the example of the best reformed churches,", which they
understood of course to include their own. As finally adopted, the
Covenant was a two-edged sword, designed and adapted to work a
twofold revolution in England, and to confirm and guaranty the

newly acquired immunities of Scotland,

The Covenant was adopted by the General Assembly without a

dissenting voice, and with many demonstrations of deep emotion
and enthusiastic joy ; and the same day it was passed in the Con-
vention of Estates with like unanimity. The document, having
been duly subscribed, was given into the charge of a board of com-
missioners then about to repair to the Westminster Assembly, to

be laid before that august body and the English Parliament, for

iheir concurrence and adoption. When proposed to that Assembly
it was warmly opposed, especially the vow to seek the extirpation

of prelacy. Dr. Featly objected that he could not abjure prelacy

absolutely, as he had sworn to obey his bishop in all things lawful

and honest, and moved to qualify the language of the Covenant by
adding the words, " all unchristian, tyrannical, and independent,"

to the term "prelacy;" but his motion failed. Dr. .Burgess ob-

jected to several articles, and evidently disliked the whole instru-

ment ; and on his motion a parenthesis was inserted, defining the

sense in which the word "prelacy" Vvas to be understood—a sense

by the way that the Scots never intended. Dr. Twissc, the pro-

locutor, and Mr. Gataker, w ith several others, defended a modified

episcopacy ; nor could the Covenant find favor with the Assembly

till so worded as to allow that form of polity, to which many of the

leading divines declared their constant attachment. It is manifest

that at the arrival of the Scots commissioners a majority of the
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Assembly were favorable to a modification, rather than ihc extir-

pation, of their ancient form of church government ; and it is un-

qucsiionable, that, but for their influence, the extreme measures

of reform afterward adopted would not iiave prevailed.

Whatever may be thought of the Covenant itself, the means by

winch it was forced upon the English deserve the most decided

condemnation. First of all, it was made the only price of Scot-

land's aid to the Parliament in the civil war—aid which must be

obtained, though upon dishonorable terms. In such times men's

consciences, especially those of the leaders of factions, acquire a

wonderful elasticity, so that oaths, treaties, and covenants, are often

made-and broken with great facility. Both houses of Parliament

received the Covenant without much difficulty and with great una-

nimity. The Assembly was less pliable, and the most exception-

able measures were used to induce the refractory to submit. Dv.

Featly was arrested about this time, on a charge of having divulged

to Archbishop Usher the proceedings of the Assembly, (but others

thought his opposition to the Covenant was the chief cause,) and

thrown into prison, where he suffered much, and died of the effects

of his sufferings some two years afterward. J)r. Burgess was

scarcely more fortunate ; but his courage failed him when he liad

been suspended from his seat in the Assembly, and no doubt justly

apprehended yet greater inconveniences should he remain steadfa>t

in liis opposition. One may readily imagine the system of annoy-

ances that unscrupulous partisans would employ, in such a case,

upon a refractor)- brother, and how infmitely uncomfortable would

be liie situation of any one who should firmly refuse to go all lengths

with those who, for their own purposes, v/ere driving on the rcvo-

lutionarj' sphere. iMen were then required to swear to do what

many believed to be unlawful ; still more, to be inexpedient; and

about which most of all knew or cared but little. All ministers,

whatever their ecclesiastical preferences or conscientious scruples,

were required to forward the taking of the Covenant in their

parishes ; and to have taken it was a prerequisite for any public

employment, or even the exercise of the rights of a freeman, and

no person could be ordained to the ministry without it. In Scot-

land things were carried with a yet higiier hand. All who refused

it forfeited goods and rents, and incurred further discrelionary

penalties, and the more obstinate were actually declared enemies

lo their king and country.

The presence of the Scots commissioners in the Assembly of

divines, and the adoption of the Solemn League and Covenant,

gave a new phase to public affairs. The revisal of the Thirty-nine
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Articles was dropped ; and, as many cliurchcs were vacant through

the prevailing commotions, it seemed to be the first duty of the

Parliament and Assembly to remedy so great an evil. 13ut there

were serious ditlicullies in the way. The bishops, to whom the

law of the land had assigned the exclusive authority to ordain to

the ministry, were all in the interests of the king ; besides, the

whole liicrarchy had been abolished by Parliament, and doomed to

extirpation by the Covenant. Tiiis brought up the subject of the

nature of ordination, and necessarily called out tlie several jiartics

of the Assembly. All admitted the validity of ordinations by pres-

byters, but tliere was much diftcrcncc on subordinate questions.

The Episcopal interest was too small to offer any considerable

obstruction; with the Presbyterians there was nodiflicultyin the case

but want of power; but the Independents insisted on the concur-

rence of the several churches in t!ic appointment of their ministers.

While these things were debated in the Assembly, the Parliament

put an end to the strife by appointing a committee of ministers to

ordain pro tempore ; thus cutting by a single stroke of Erastian

authority the knot which Presbyterian and Congregational logic

had failed to untie.

The next business that occupied the Assembly was the prepa-

ration of a Directory for public worship. The liturgy of the Church

of England has always been an occasion of oflcnse to many of its

most valuable members ;—to the Puritans of that age it was espe-

cially distasteful. Their objections are summed up in the preface

lo the Directory, v.hich the Assembly now submiileil as a substi-

tute for the Book of Common Prayer. They say: "Long and sad

experience hath made it manifest that the liturgy- used in the Church

of England hath proved an offense, not only to many of the godly

at home, but also to the reformed churches abroad." This olfensc

they declared to have been the occasion of much dissent, and con-

sequent persecution, whereby many able and pious ministers had

been excluded from the sacred oflice, and the cause of true piety

greatly prejudiced. It is also alTu-med that the liturgy had been

the means of confirming many in their love of Popery, and that by

it Papists were kept in the expectation that the whole church would

again become subject to the pope ;— it had " made and increased

an idle and unedifying ministry," and " had been a matter of end-

less strife and contention in the church, and a snare, both lo many

godly and faithful ministers, who had been persecuted and silenced

upon that occasion, and to others of hopeful parts, many of which

had been, and more still would be, diverted from ail thoughts of the

ministry to other studies." " Upon these considerations," they dq-
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clarc, " \vc liavc resolved lo lay aside the former liturgy, wiih ilu; many
riles and ceremonies formerly used in the worship of God, and

have agreed upon the following Directory for all parts of public

worsliip, at ordinary and extraordinary times," "It has been ob-

served," says Neal, "that the Directory is not an absolute form of

devotion; but, agreeably lo its title, contains only some general di-

rections, taken partly from the word of God, and partly from rules

of Christian prudence : il points out the heads of public prayer,

of preaching, and other parts of the pastoral function, leaving the

minister a discretionary latitude to iill vacancies according to his

abilities."

Simultaneously with the preparation of the Directory, the As-

sembly was occupied in settling a form of church government.

Tl;is gave rise to warm debates, and occasioned incurable divisions.

At first, a moderate and simplified episcopacy was talked of, liut

the progress of opinions soon left that design far in the rear. " Ji^x-

tirpalion" was the language of the Covenant toward " prelacy ;" nor

could the restricted application of that term, as used by the Assem-

bly, change the minds of the Scots whose voices slill swayed thai

body. The great principle of ministerial parity now prevailed

among all parties, and was assumed and granted in all their dis-

cussions. On subordinate points the Presbyterians and Inde-

pendents were widely at variance; though, after much disputation,

a mutual coinpromise was attempted : but the peace thus procured

was loo hollow to be permanent. Indeed, a compromise, in such

a case, could not result otherwise ; for the Presbyterians claimed

divine right for their whole system, which necessarily rendered

accommodation impracticable. The Independents were easily out-

voted ; but, by superior tact and forensic ability, and especially

through the favor of Cromwell and the army, they eftectually cir-

cumvented the designs of their opponents. The Parliament became

jealous of the lofty pretensions of the Presbyterians ;
the army

menaced the Parliament and xVssembly with petitions for liberty of

conscience, till the Scots commissioners threatened lo return

home in sorrow and disgust. It was at this juncture that .Milton,

whose muse delighted in the whirlwind and tempest, sent forth his

withering satire upon " The New Forcers of Consciences in the

Long Parliament," by which he has doomed their inicpiitous de-

signs to perpetual infamy, and given to the name of one of ihc

Scots commissioners an unenviable immortality. At length a form

of church government, according lo the model of the C'hurch of

Scotland, was adopted by the Presbyterian majority of the Assembly,

against the strenuous resistance of the Independents and Krastians.
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But the great work of the Assembly, and that by which the
greatest and most durable eflects have been produced, was the

preparation of a Confession of Faith. We have noticed the par-

tially accomplished work of revising the Articles of the Church of
England, which was laid aside at the instance of the Scots, who
advised a more thorough and radical work. A committee to draw
up such an instrument was appointed as early as May, 10 15, who,
having made incomplete reports at several times, reported finally

in November, 1046. Tlic instrument thus produced bears the

impress of the genius of Alexander Henderson, who, a few years
before, had been engaged in a similar work for the Church of

Scotland. This, therefore, was almost wholly a transcript of that

;

and had it been adopted by the Parliament, the union of the two
national churches Avould have been virtually accomplished. In

the Assembly, the little band of Erastians opposed it with all their

iDight, but could effect nothing till the subject came before the

Parliament. Nor did the purely doctrinal portions pass with per-

fect unanitnity ; for though all the divines Avere Calvinistic in tlieir

notions, yet some objected to certain expressions relative to repro-

bation, the imputation of Christ's active righteousness, liberty of

conscience, and church authority. After due deliberation, the

doctrinal articles were approved by both houses of Parliament;

but the rest were first recommitted, and afterward abandoned.

The prize so long and earnestly pursued by the Presbyterians,

though it had seemed to be almost in their hands, thus finally

eluded their grasp ; and the little body of Erastians rejoiced in

gaining by the power of Parliament what was denied them by their

brethren of the As.se mbly.

That famous Confession is, in many particulars, a remarkable

production. As a well-written instrument it may challenge a com-

parison with any similar work. Its style and language are forcible

and perspicuous—easily intelligible, and hard to be misconstrue^.

It is known to be most thoroughly Calvinistic ; setting forth the

more objectionable features of that system with undisguised frank-

ness. The subject of predestination, to use the words of a modern
Calvinist, "is an abyss that calls rather for submission and adora-

tion than discovery." Not so thought the \A'eslminster divines;

and accordingly they set themselves at work to sound that abyss,

and to discover and define its chief points. The case presents a

singular instance of the temerity of the pride of reason, and demon-

strates its inability to solve the mysteries of divine trull). It may
be very difficult by the force of logic to evade the conclusion of

predestinarians ; it is equally difficult for them to reconcile iheir

Vol. VIIL—38
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own views to a sense of justice, and the revealed character of

God. Both parties lo this controversy have need to learn thai

some things are too high for lliem. If revelation discloses Iruihs

which tlircatcn to clash in iheir remote consequences, it becomes

us to leave those consequences to God, nor dare to dim the glor)-

of his name by limiting his natural attributes of knowledge and

power ; or by so hiding his moral perfections as to make him ap-

pear as an Almighty Tyrant. .

As to the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, apart from the

vexed question of the decrees, that Confession is worthy of all

praise. Respecting the nature of the divine government, and of

sin—the federal character of Adam, his fall, and the consequent

original depravity and condemnation of his progeny—the nature of

the atonement, justification by faith, regeneration, and sanctifica-

tion—on all these points its statements, though occasionally dim-

med by its Calvinistic drapery, arc eminently orthodox and evan-

gelical. Whoever adopts it as the formulary of his faith, tlaough

he may err as to certain speculative points, will be sound in all

things essential to a saving appreciation of the way of salvation.

Though this Confession of Faith failed to become the doctrinal

standard of the Church of England, as by law established, yet it

was far from being an abortion. In Scotland it was at onro

adopted, Avithout amendment, by the General Assembly of the

Kirk, and ratified by the National Parliament, and so has been

perpetuated to the present time. It also continued to be cherished

with an afleclionate reverence by the English Presbyterians; and

at the Conference of Savoy it received the formal sanction of the

dissenting Calvinists of the kingdom, with whom it is still regarded

as their authoritative doctrinal standard. In America it became the

basis of the Cambridge and Saybrook platforms, as well as the

great doctrinal charter of the Presbyterian Churches ; and is still

generally acknowledged and adhered to by all classes of orthodox

Calvinists ; thus rendering it the leavening principle in the mate-

rial of a great proportion of the religious instruction of the nation.

While the Confession was yet in the hands of the commilicc, or

passing through the Assembly, such parts as had been ai)provcd

were given to committees to be reduced to the form of catechisms.

Two of these were finally completed ; one larger, designed for

public instruction from the pulpit, being a succinct but compre-

hensive system of divinity ; the other smaller, for the instruction

of children and youth. The subject of church government was

not introduced into these catechisms ; so that they occasioned but

little dispute, and were both approved and sent forth by the Parlia-

38*
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nient. To those who approve the peculiarities of llieir theological
views, these simple manuals of Christian doctrine must be above
all price, and deservedly rank next to the Bible. It is not the least
praise of this renowned Assembly, that they did not consider it

beneath their dignity to simplify their doctrines, and adapt their
statements to the young and the illiterate. It justly clainis our
admiration to sec this great synod of learned and dignified persons
and the Parliament of England, amid the tumults of civil war,
concentrating their intellectual and moral energies upon such a
task.

The influence of the labors of the Assembly has been extensive
and controlling over multitudes of the better portion of the inhabit-
ants of the British Islands, and other parts, wherever the English
language is spoken. To their form.ularies millions have owed
their preservation from destructive errors, their theological know-
ledge, and saving, sober piety. Up to that time the Puritanical

parly, and the distinctive principles of Puritanism, had no proper
embodiment, but existed as a warring element in the national

church. It now assumed a distinctive form, and a tangible indi-

viduality
; and ever since has maintained its position, and exerted

a most salutary influence in the world. By it the Romanizing
tendency of the English Establishment has been kept in check :

its opposition to the demanded uniformity has perpetuated reli-

gious liberty ; while its deep-toned orthodoxy has stood as a bul-

wark against the onsets of every form of seductive error. As it

was only in Scotland that these formularies became really the

doctrinal and disciplinary standards of the church, to that kingdom
we must look for an exemplification of their practical tendency.

On this point the language of one of Scotland's worthies may be

cited, as a felicitous statement of the case : " By these," (the

Confession and Catechisms,) says the biographer of Alexander

Henderson, " these divines have erected a monument in almost

every heart in Scotland. For two hundred years these have with-

stood the attacks of infidelity, and even many severe wounds from

the hands of their friends
;

yet is the Confession of Faith, un-

shaken as the rock of ages, still found, on a sabbath afternoon, in

the hands of our peasantry, dear to them almost as their Bible ;

and the Catechism, carried morning after morning, by our sons

and our daughters, to the parish school, (the plan of which Hen-

derson devised,) that their contents may enlighten the minds and

spiritualize the feelings of the rising generation. Next to the in-

troduction of Christianity itself into Scotland, and the translation

of the Bible into the vulgar tongue, the framing of the Confession
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of our Faith, and of the Catechisms, has conferred the grcatcil
boon on every Christian in our country."

We have, in the foregoing quotation, incidentally introduced a
name which deserves more than a passing notice—Alexander
Henderson. Though many circumstances concurred to give this

age an influence over later times, and though many master-work-
men were engaged upon these venerable structures, yet he may
be justly regarded as the ruling spirit of his age. It was not that

his voice was always loudest in debate, nor that he could coerce

men into a reluctant obedience to his own will ; but, being a man
of singular decision of character, and of an almost idolatrous devo-

tion to his own religious sentiments, with great natural and acquired

abilities, joined to a commanding but conciliating address, he left

his impress upon whatever passed through his hands, and silently

insinuated his own opinions into other minds. The commotions
of the church of h-is native kingdom first called into public notice

his transcendent genius. Prepared by long exercise in those

troubles, he came to Westminster to mingle anew in the conflicts

of contending minds, and to fashion the Church of England, then

in a transition state, after his own cherished model. Asa reformer

he was " radical," but not " destructive ;" for he was no less skill-

ful to build up than strong to pull down. He discouraged the

revisal of the old Articles of the Church of England, and advised

an entirely new formulary of doctrines. He opposed a modifica-

tion of the episcopacy, and insisted upon a pure Prcsbyterianism.

Though co-operating and making common cause with Indepen-

dents and Erastians against prelacy, he would, in no case, abate

his exclusive claims for his own cherished system. His confidence

in the goodness of his cause made him bold, and even pertinacious,

in its defense. He appears to have been fully persuaded that his

reasons for his own notions of church government were quite irre-

sistible ; and he was therefore positive in his conclusions, and

impatient of contradiction. But, though never convinced by argu-

ments, he would sometimes prudently yield to the power that he

could not effectually resist, and suspend the purposes that he never

abandoned. Against the vast learning of Lightfoot, the skill and

erudition of Selden, or the majesty of his fallen prince, he was

equally undaunted ; constantly asserting the exclusive divine right

of his favorite Presbyterianism. He was evidently of that sort of

men of which martyrs are made, and needed only a change of cir-

cumstances to have given his name a high place among those who

have sealed a good confession with their blood. Nearly every

considerable production of that memorable period bears his im-
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press. The Solemn League and Covenant was his own composi-
tion. The Directory was formed under his eye. He wrote the

principal part of the Confession of Faith with his own hand. And
the form of church government which the Assembly attempted in

vain to give to the Church of England was little more than a

transcript of that which he had, a little before, drawn up for the

Church of Scotland. But his labors were more tiian lie could

long endure, and, in the midst of his days, he fell a sacrifice to his

strenuous fidelity to the cause he had espoused, and which he

sincerely believed to be that of his divine Master. His country

honors his memory as that of one of her chief benefactors ; and

the whole Christian world owes him a debt of lasting gratitude.

Most of the business for which the Assembly was convened had

been gone over, when, in the latter part of the year 1G4S, the final

action was had on the Catechisms. But little, however, had been

done to the satisfaction of those who at the first came up to that

body with the most sanguine expectations. The days of the

Assembly's usefulness had passed, and it would have been well

had the Parliament then terminated its being, or had they asked to

be dissolved. The breach between the Presbyterians and Inde-

pendents had widened, and become apparently irreparable. Their

discussions were no longer the intercourse of generous minds

laboring to elicit truth ; but the bickerings and criminations of

angry partisans contending for victory. The Parliament continued

to exercise supreme authority in the aflairs of the church ;
and

nothing could be approved and ratified in the Discipline, Confes-

sion, or Catechisms, that denied their right to do so. The Assem-

bly, through the influence of a variety of causes, was going rapidly

to decay. Many of the divines had returned to their parishes in

the remote parts of the kingdom, and public expectation was no

longer directed to them. A new and formidable enemy to both

that body and the Parliament began to appear in the army, now

clamoring for a republic, and religious toleration. In the latter

part of the year 1617 the Scots took formal leave of the Assembly,

after an interchange of civilities, and returned home ; but little

satisfied with what }ia4 been effected, and entertaining but faint

hopes of the future. Henderson had gone some time previous,

first, to Newcastle, in the vain hope of inducing the captive monarch

to become a Presbyterian ; and thence to Edinburgh, where, after

a few weeks, he sickened and died. Tiie Scots General Assembly,

in August of the same year, ratified the Confession of Faith, and

a year later the Catechisms ; the Directory, and Form of Church

Government, had been previously adopted, and reduced to practice.
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The business of the Assembly was now virtually ai an cr-J.

They had performed the work assigned them, and subtniiiod v»l;,,|

they had done to the Parliament, to be approved, modilied, or ir-

jected. But the power of the Parliament was declining scanciy

less rapidly than that of the Assembly, and universal confll^iI u

again threatened the distracted church and kingdom. A proposi-

tion to obtain the king's sanction for the Assembly, with tlic adJi-

tion of twenty Episcopalian divines, was talked of, but failid ; and

that once powerful and illustrious body for some time draggci om

a feeble and useless existence, without either dignity or cmiOoy-

ment. The few members who remained continued, at inirrv.iN,

their formal but useless sessions, till February ~-d, Kil'J, wlicn

they were changed to a committee for examining candidates lor

vacant churches. Thus terminated the labors of the Asbeml)ly of

Divines, after they had sat five years, six months, and twcniy-iuo

days, and had held one thousand one hundred and sixty-three ses-

sions. In its new character, the committee of triors contiMU«"d i'>

hold their meetings for three years longer, till Oromwcll forciMy

dissolved the Long Parliament; and so the committee, the p«>cr

remains of the famous Westminster Assembly of Diviiict, fci»cj

to be. In its origin, progress, and end, it was like a jiu-tcor hur»t-

ing suddenly into being, and beaming with unwonted >;.ltr»Joi f.<

a season, till again lost in the surrounding gloon), now rcfxjnfj

more intense by the departed radiance. Not so, huwcvrr, wtrc

its effects : but, like tb.e genial showers and the gcnilc ^un^hlf)c i4

early spring, it imparted life and strength to what had 6Ccn-»cJ

utterly dead ; and, though lost again among the lingering bl.isi* cf

winter, it was the pledge of the coming summer, and the kcc*i-

time of that harvest whose reaping is yet in progress.

Art. YW.—Methodist Hymnology ; comprchcndini; \o!icr% rf

the Poetical Works of John and Charles Wesley, i\c. W'-tS

Ci-itical and Historical Observations. By D.wn, Ckkamku.

New-York. 1S48.

In the number of this journal for April, 1811, appeared the nn.1

extended criticism of the Methodist Hymn-book. Jn the y«-ar loi-

lowing a small volume, entitled, "Wcslcyan Hyninoh.p-
;

or. »

Companion to the Wesleyan Hymn-book," was published m

London. We liave now before us the result of six years of :il>-

sorbing study of this subject, by a lay member of our church, in .

neatly printed volume of four hundred and seventy page*, d"o-
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dccimo. Having availed himself of the critical labors of his pre-
decessors, and given liic whole subject a patient and protracted
investigation, Mr. Creamer's work may be considered hereafter as

a standard authority on the subject of which he treats ; and al-

though there still remain disputed questions as to the authorship
of some of the hymns, and there will ever be diversity of opinion

as to their relative beauty and excellence, we hold ourselves and
the church largely his debtors for this most interesting and in-

structive volume.

The work is divided into three parts. In \\\q fust, we have
brief biographical and critical sketclies of most of the authors from
whom the poetry in our standard Hymn-book has been selected

;

and in the second, a chronological arrangement of the poetical

productions of Charles and John Wesley, interspersed with his-

torical observations and critical remarks. Our readers generally

have, perhaps, little idea of the number and extent of the poetical

publications of the two brothers ; and our intention, in the present

article, is, mainly, to follow our author in a rapid statement of the

volumes issued by them.

Their first publication was "A Collection of Psalms and Hymns.
London : Printed in the Year mdccxxxviii." This volume our

author has not seen. It is exceedingly rare ; and all we know of

it is derived from the statements of Mr. Jackson, and an inci-

dental allusion in an article on "^lethodism in Former J)ays,"

published in the Wesleyan Methodist I\ragazine for 1845. It con-

tained twenty-three psalms and forty-six hymns, most of them,

'however, selected from other authors, and was sold for eight pence.

To this succeeded, in the following year, (1730,) a duodecimo

volume of two hundred and twenty-three pages, entitled "Hymns
and Sacred Poems. By John and Charles Wesley." Tiie poetry

is not, however, entirely the production of the two brothers.

There are twenty poems from Herbert, six written by (*ambold,

one by Dr. Hicks, one by Dr. jMore, and two by Samuel Wesley,

senior. In this volume is contained a " congratulation to a friend,

upon believing in Christ." It bears unmistakeable evidence of its

authorship, and is said to have been addressed by Cliarles to his

brother John just after he had experienced the blessing of justifi-

cation by faith. The reader will be pleased if we transcribe a

few stanzas :—

" Bless'd be the Name that sets thee free,

The Name that sure salvation brings!

The Sun of righteousness on thee

Has rose, with healing in his wings

:
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Away let grief and sighing flee
;

Jesus hath died for thcc—for theo

!

• • • « •

" Still may his love thy fortress be,

'

And make thee still his darling care,

Settle, confirm, and 'stablish thee,

—

On eagles' wings thy spirit bear.

Fill thee with heavenly joy, and shed

His choicest blessings on thy head.

" Thus may he comfort thcc below,

Thus may he all his graces give :

Hira but in part thou here canst know.

Yet here by faith submit to live
;

Help me to fight my passage through.

Nor seize thy heaven, till I may too."

In this volume first appeared forty-nine of the liyinns now found

in the Methodist Hymn-book, including twenty-two translritions

from the German, one from the Spanish, and one from tlic French.

Mr. Creamer inclines to the opinion that all these transhilions

were made by the elder brother, although we cannot help bclicvinc;.

with the late Richard Watson, that there is in many of ihcnj "in-

ternal evidence of Charles's manner ;" and although it lias been

said that we have no evidence at all that Ciiarlcs ever Miidi'-<1 the

German language, yet were there, in iiis day, rude and hirrU

English versions of many of the German hymns, which he may

have used in the preparation of his own inimitable vcr.-^cs. Thai

John wrote some of thorn is clear; but the question as to whiclu

and how many, will probably never be settled.

Our author was probably napping when he intimates that tiio

hymn beginning,

" Thou true and only God, lead'st forth,"

is found only in the Wesleyan Collection. It is the second part

of 207 in our book, as indeed he himself states on a preced-

ing page.
.

In a third volume, issued by the two brothers m 17-10, cnlilicd

"Hymns and Sacred Poems," are found eighteen stanzas "On

ihe Anniversary of One's Conversion," from which was taken the

well-known hymn, the first in our own and in the ^^ csleyan Col

lection :

—

" O for a thousand tongues to sing," &c.

In this volume were also four hymns, "all of whicii," says otir

author, " were probably addressed to ]\Ir. Whiteficld." One ot
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them, written on his second embarkation for America, wc deem
well worthy of a place in the new selection now in process of

preparation by a committee appointed by tiie late General Confer-

ence. We would entitle it, " 0/i a Voyage ;"

—

*• Glory to Thee, whose powerful word

Bids the tempestuous winds arise :

Glory to thee, the sovereign Lord

Of air, and earth, and seas, and skies!

" Let air, and earth, and skies, obey,

And seas thine awful will perform

:

From thena we learn to own thy sway,

And shout to meet the gath'ring storm.

" What though the floods lift up their voice,

Thou hearest, Lord, oar louder cry

:

They cannot damp thy children's joys,

Or shake the soul, when God is nigh.

" Headlong we cleave the yawning deep,

And back to highest heaven are borne,

Unmoved, though rapid whirlwinds sweep,

And all the wat'ry world upturn.

" Roar on, ye waves ! our souls defy

Your roaring to disturb our rest

:

In vain t' impair the calm ye try,

The calm in a believer's breast.

" Rage, while our faith the Saviour tries,

Thou sea, the servant of his will

;

Rise, while our God jiermits thee rise :

But fall when he shall say, ' Be still
!'

"

Two years had hardly elapsed when a fourth volume, bearing the

same title, was issued by the brothers. The poetr}' is almost en-

tirely from the pen of Charles ; and from it have been taken more

of our standard hymns than from any other single volume. Among
others in our collection :

—

" 179. Arise, my soul, arise.

77. Come, thoa Traveler unknown.

136. Fountain of life, to all below.

156. Jesus, my strength, my hope.

303. O iox a heart to praise my God.

331. O glorious hope of perfect love.

415. Try us, God, and search the ground.

378. Vain, delusive world, adieu," «fcc.
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This last hymn, it will be remembered, has been aitribuicd by
many compilers to Hill ; and, on ihe slreiiglh of llicsc buUl as-

sertions, the author of the article in this Review, for April, IMi
gave him credit for it. We are gratified in being enabled to cor'

rcct the error, and assign it to its true source.

In the year 1745 appeared a volume entitled "Hymns on ihc

Lord's Supper," all of which seem to have been written by ihc

two brothers. They are in number one hundred and sixty-six.

A few of them had appeared in their previous publications. " Al-

though," says 'yir. Jackson, "they all refer to one subject, thry

are distinguished throughout by a remarkable variety of thou''lit

and expression. The flame of devotion by which tlicy are ani-

mated is bright and intense."

A volume, entitled " Hymns for those that skkk, xyn thosk

THAT HAVE, REDEMPTION IN THE BlOOD OF JesUS ChRIST," Uiadc

its appearance in 1746. It was published anonymously, an J

seems to have been entirely overlooked by the biographers of the

Wesleys. This was followed, in the succeeding year, by a tract

of thirty-six pages, entitled "Hymns of Petition and Thanks-

giving FOR THE Promise of the Father, ry the Rj;v. .Mk.

John and Charles Wesley;" and another, styled "Hv.mn" »-<'B

Ascension Day."
In the year 1748 first appeared what is called the fn!.i:^;c<i

edition of the Psalms and Hymns, which were written a!^l•^^t en-

tirely by Charles Wesley and Hr. Watts. Those by ihc l.M'.cr

are twenty-seven in number ; and most of them were alicrotl nuTc

or less by the founder of Methodism. We nolicc a few of tlic

more prominent emendations. In the hymn beginning,

" And must this body die,"

(554 in our collection,) Watts wrote in the second line,—

" This mortal frame,"

altered by Wesley to,

—

" This well-wrought frame."

In verse third the substitution of " ever" for " often" is a mani-

fest improvement :

—

" And often (Wesley, ever) from the skies."

The fifth verse is, in the original,—

" These lively hoiics we owe

To Jesus' dyinjr love ;

We would adore his grace below.

And sing his power above."
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Thus amended by John Wesley :

—

" These lively hopes we owe,

Lord, to thy dyin^ love :

O may we bless thy grace below,

And sing thy power above I"'

The alteration of the last verse of our 44tli hymn is not so

happy. Walts wrote :

—

Wesley

" And thy soft wings, celestial Dove,

Will safe convey me home."

" May thy blcss'd wings, celestial Dove,

Safely convey me home."

In the year 1749 i\Ir. Charles Wesley published two volumes

of Hymns and Sacred Poems, bearing his own name only on the

title-page. Our author appears to think this a sufficient evidence

that all tlie poetry therein contained was of his own composition.

We doubt the correctness of the inference, inasmuch as in those

days there was little of that pride of authorship now so common;
and it is most certain that in the previous publications bearing the

names of the two brothers, there are poems by diflercnt writers

without a hint as to their origin. We please ourselves at any

rate with the idea that the hymn found in this volume, and trans-

ferred to our book, beginning,

" How happy are they,"

was furnished by another hand, and inserted in the volume against

the better judgment of the great Methodist lyrist. The hymns

selected from this volume, now forming a part of our standard

collection, amount to more than one hundred.

On occasion of the shocks of an earthquake in 1750, a tract,

containing hymns on that subject, was issued by Charles Wes-

ley ; who, as our author tolls us, was the author of the sermon on

that subject, found, without credit, in the first volume of the Ser-

mons of his brother John. To these succeeded, " Hymns for the

Use of ^lethodist Preachers," in 175S; "Funeral Hymn.'?;"

*' Hymns for New-Year's Day," in which is found that well-

known lyric, the authorship of which has been much disputed :

—

" Blow ye the trumpet, blow."

By many hymn compilers this has been credited to Toplady; and

our author professes himself " exceedingly gratified thus unques-

tionably to verify its authorship."
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In 1756 appeared the second edition of " Hymns on (Iv-l's

Everlasting Love ;" and two years afterward, "Hymns of Inii r-

cession for all ^Mankind." In the former are found several of I'lio

poet's most admired productions ; and from the latter also a few

have been selected, which still retain a place in our stantiard

volume.

Five years later, in 1761, Mr. John Wesley published a sclcc-

tion of hymns, with appropriate tunes, designed chiefly for his own
followers. In his preface he says,

—

"I want the people called Methodists to sing true the tunes

which are in common use among them. At the same time, 1

want them to have in one volume the best hymns which we havo

printed ; and that in a small and portable volume, and one of an

easy price. I have been endeavoring for more than twenty years

to procure such a book as this, but in vain. Masters of music

were above following any direction but their own. And I was

determined, whoever compiled this, should follow my dircclion ;

not mending our tunes, but setting them down neither bcilcr nor

worse than they were. At length I have prevailed. The follow-

ing collection contains all the tunes which are in common u^o

among us."

During the next year the most voluminous production of (,'h;irlc«

Wesley's prolific muse made its appearance, being two volume*

of hymns on select passages of Scripture. In ilic first cii)iu*n

they were two thousand one hundred and forty-fwe in number;

but were reduced afterward, by the omission of about one hun-

dred, probably at the suggestion of his brother John. Our aullior

quotes, as a specimen of the work, the following lines, founded en

2 Chron vi, 36, '' There is no man which sinneth not :"—

" No ; every fallen ohild of man

Must sin in thought, and word, and deed ;

But bursting our oppressor's chain

When Jesus hath his pris'ners freed

;

The dire necessity is o'er,

And, born of God, we sin no more."

To these volumes our Hymn-book is largely indebted, among

others for the h5'mns beginning,

—

" A charge to keep I have."

" Bo it my only wisdom here."

"Come, let us use the grace divine."

" Father, I dare believe."

" Let not the wise their wisdom boast," «Src.
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A collection of "Hymns for Children and Others of Riper Years"
was published in ITGG, of which n fifth edition was issued from

the Conference Olficc, London, in lb'12. Our author calls this a

delightful little volume, and says :

—

" The question has often been suggested to tlic mind of tlio writer,

why is it that the Christian world has shown so much more favor to

the 'Divine Songs' of Dr. Watts, than to tlie 'Hymns for Children' of
Charles "Wesley ? Wliy is it that thousands, perhaps tens of llioubands,

of editions of Dr. Watts's hymns have been issued in this country, and
hiuidrcds of (hem from uiir own Methodist press, while not a single edi-

tion of Wesley's hyians have been publi.-<hed? Is it because the former
work is so far superior to tlie latter? Such is by no means the case,

as will fully appear upon an examination and comparison of the two
works. The truth is, our own church has been shamefully unmindful

of the merits and memory of her poet, perhaps because unconscious

of the rich legacy bequeathed to her, and, it may be, her incompetency
properly to appreciate the literary treasure. But the stir^ma sliould

remain no longer. A brighter intellectual day is dawning upon the

church, and her membership may now at least begin to appreciate the

sublime productions of a sanctified genius, who aTiticipatcd liy three

quarters of a century the intellectual wants of the Christian world; and

thereby furnished beforehand wdiat is now acknowledged to be a desi-

deratum in religious literature. Let the church, then, meet the emer-

gency promptly by publishing forthwith an edition of Charles Wesley's
* Hymns for Children :' a more valuable boon could not be conferred

upon the children, while others of riper years would also share in the

precious patrimony."—Pp. 207, 208.

\Vc commend these remarks to the attention of our Sunday-

school editor, not being able ourselves to indorse the sentiment,

as it has never been our good fortune to meet with a copy of the

volume referred to. We will frankly aver, however, that \vc sus-

pect our author, from his enthusiastic love of his favorite, overrates

its value. If otherwise, it is indeed time to blot out " the stigma."

The next poetical production in the order of time is entitled

"Hymns for the Use of Families, and on Various Occasions."

A new edition was published in London so recently ^s 1S25, and

the reader may form some opinion of its contents from a few of the

titles of the hymns. They are as follows :—For a \\'oman in Tra-

vail ; Thanksgiving for her Safe Delivery ; At the Baptism of a

Child; At sending a Child to Boarding-school; Thanksgiving after

a Recovery from the Small-pox; For a Persecuting Husband ;
For

an Unconverted Wife; For a Family in Want, etc. Nineteen

hymns from this volume are found in our collection, and a larger

number in the Weslcyan Hymn-book.

Another volume, bearing the title "Hymns on the Trinity," was
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issued by Mr. Charles Wesley in 1767. It contained one luuuirrJ

and eighty hymns, arranged under the following lieads :—On ilir

Divinity of Christ; On the Divinty of the Holy Chosl; On \\x

Plurality and Trinity of Persons in the Godhead ; On the Triimy

in Unity; and Hymns and Prayers to the Trinity.

"There lies before tho writer a highly prized axitotrrnph copv of iliii

precious liltle manual, in almost as perfect a state as wIkmi thu l)rl(n<il

author, more than eighty years ago, perhaps at llie earnest solicitation of

some dear friend, traced with his own hand the few words wliicli now
add such additional interest to the volume, which is still more iucr'asiJ

by the fact that it was published anonymously. 'J"hc inscription is

' C. Wesley, April, 14, 1767.' The volume has one hundred and thirty-

two pages, is without a preface, and contributes the following' iiinu

hymns to the contents of the Methodist Hymn Book :

—

"213. Holy, holy, holy Lord.

144. Jehovah, God tlie Father, bless.

29G. The wisdom own'd by all thy sons.

690. Hail, co-essential Three.

215. A thousand oracles divine.

284. The day of Christ, the day of God.

536. Spirit of truth, essential God.

216. Come, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

214. Hail, holy, holy, holy Lord."— P. 212.

Following this publication in rapid succession, the poet of Mr-

thodisni issued a small volume, entitled " Preparation K^r HcmH,

in Several Hymns;" "Hymns written in the 'i'imc of ilic 'I'unni'.-.s

June, 17S0;" a tract of forty-seven pages, entitled " Hynuis fur li.c

Nation ;" and one containing hymns for the special use of rondiinrn-i

malefactors. This, it is said, was the last poetical production he

ever issued from the press, and in a manuscript note appended to

one of these efiusions Mr. Wesley says :—" These prayers were

answered Thursday, April 2Sth, 1785, on nineteen malefactor.-!,

who all died penitent."

Five years previously, namely, in 17S0, Mr. Wesley compdM

his large Hymn-book, entitled—and the title is still retninnl in the

volume now in use among the British Wesleyans—A Collcrf.on

of Hymns for the Use of the People called Methodists, l)y the K'^v.

John Wesley, A. M., some time Fellow of Lincoln College, Ox

ford. It was published by subscription, in a duodecimo vohiinc

of about five hundred pages, and has undergone very little altera-

tion since his death. In 1830 a supplement was added roi.tnin-

ing 200 additional hymns, and the entire vohuiie contains 7-0

hymns ;-of which, according to our author, Charles Wesley wrote

627; Dr. Watts, G6 ; John Wesley, 32; Doddridge, 10; Samuel
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Wesley, Junr., 6 ; Samuel Wesley, Senr., 1, The remaining 28
by various authors.

We have thus rapidly glanced at the poetical productions of these

higlily gifted men, in the consecutive order in whicli ihcy were
issued from tlie press. For many very valuable remarks and cri-

tical observations, we must refer the reader to the volume to which
we have been indebted so largely.

In the third part of his book, wliich occupies the larger half of

the whole, our author notices each hymn in our standard collection,

with the name of the writer when ascertained, and remarks critical

and explanatory. The hymns of which the authorship is still

doubtful are the following :

—

" 49. Lord Jesus, when, when shall it be."

We agree with our author in doubting, from " internal evidence,"*

whether Charles had any hand in the production of these lines,

although it appears in the volume published by the brothers in 1748.
** The poetry is of very humble pretensions."

—

Mcth. Quar. Rev.,

April, 1844. For the same reason, as before intimated, we doubt

the authorship of
" 86. How happy arc they,"

and see not why the doubt in the one case is not as well authorized

as in the other.

" 124. My hope, my all, my Saviour, thou,"

is also by an unknown hand. We have met with it nowhere pre-

vious to the date of the hymns published by Bishops Coke and

Asbury ; and the same may be said of

" 139. In boundless mercy, gracious Lord, appear."

The parody on the national anthem,

"248. Come, ihou almighty King,"

was first published by Madan, and written perhaps by a corres-

pondent whose name is, and will remain, unknown. It is not found

in the English Hymn-book, but will probably remain in ours, says

our author, "so long as we shall continue a church militant." We
have no recollection of ever having heard it sung,

"273, O thou God of my salvation,"

is another, of which the authorship is unknown. The last two

• This is our author's own language ; 'although, in his " list " on pp. 84, 91,

the hymn is not referred to, leaving it to be understood that then he deemed it

unquestionably Charles Wesley's.
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stanzas arc inferior to the others. It is found in the volutno pre-
pared by Coke and Asbur)' ; as is also

"391. Peace, troubled soul, tliou necd'sl not fear,"

of the writer of \vhich we are also ignorant.

" 487. All hail ! happy day,"

was WTitten, we should say from internal evidence, by the author
of 86. They are in the same metre, and several parallels nii<;hl 1

pointed out. Thus compare verse 1 of 487,

JO

with verse 2 of

How can we rcfraia

For to join the glad strain,"

' Wlien my heart it believed.

What a joy I received."

The expletives are in each case equally necessary, and equally

expressive.

So again, notice the fire of the poet in verse 6 of 8G,

" My soul mounted higher

In a chariot of fire ;"

and in verse 7 of 487,

" He kindles the fire

^^^lom the nations desire."

The curious reader may trace other coincidences, and will per-

haps concur v.'ith the sentiment of the critic, who dcchros thai

"fire will not melt out of him the opinion that Charles Woslcy'i

muse had nothing to do with the doggerel." The best hymn in the

volume among those of which the authorship has not been ascer-

tained is

"517. My span of life will soon be done."

We have met with it in no other collection, and our author hn»

been equally unsuccessful. Bating the suspected CaivnuMn of

the fourth stanza, it is, by many of our people, much admired.

Hymn 587,

" Lord, dismiss us with thy blessing,"

is also of doubtful origin. Something similar may be found lu

Rippon's collection, from which possibly it may have bcea

manufactured.
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Here we take our leave of this interesting and instructive volume.
On several points of criticism we should differ with our author,

and we doubt the correctness of liis decisions as to the orif^in of a

few oi the hymns in our collection. It is more than probable,

however, tliat he has reasons for his opinions which we shovdd not

be able, in all cases, successfully to controvert; as he is not only

in possession of the largest collection of Wesleyan poetry to be
found on this side of the water, but has devoted more time and
attention to its study than any man, we suppose, in cither hemis-
phere.

Art. VIII.

—

Loiiervigs in Europe ; or, Sketches of Travel in

France, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Piiissia, Great

Britain, and Ireland. With an Appendix, containing Obser-

vations on European Charities and Medical Institutions By
John W. Corson, M. D. One voliunc, 12mo., pp. 397. New-
York : Harper & Brothers. 1818.

John IIIurray's shop in Albemarle-street has afforded the mate-

rials for many nice books of travels. His Hand-books are so

convenient that the tourist who is bound either to write long

letters home for the amusement of his friends, or to make a book

for the benefit of the community, would condemn himself for

neglect of duty if he did not make good use of them. It is not a

little amusing to track one of our reporling travelers through the

little red-backed books of Mr. Murray, as the great bibliopole

delights to be styled.

Now Dr. Corson cannot be so tracked ; and we are glad to be

able to say it. His book is anything but a mere string of favorite

sights, gazed at with guide-book in hand, and described, or rather

written about, accordingly. A great deal of it, to be sure, is made

up of description ; but it is the clear, graphic descriplipn of a man
with an eye for what is before him in nature and art worth seeing

and telling about, not merely for what has been written down

beforehand for the use of the market.- It is no easy matter to say

anything that people will listen to on themes so often handled

;

and our author knows it
:

—

" Not an inoflensive citizen can dress in black, addict liiniself to

books, and cross the ocean, but on his rt'turn, through kind i^rsiiasive

friends, lie is in danger of writing a book of travels or delivering a

public lecture. Yet every day makes the task of gratifying this thirst

Vol. VIIL—39
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for somethinjr new more difficult. It is hard to sliine when the firmi.

mcnt is full of stars. It is not easy to catch the public car wht-n u u
sated with eloquent sounds."—Pp. 310, 311.

The readers of the Christian Advocate and Journal will rcinf^m-

bcr the series of grapliic letters fron:i Europe Nvhicli appeared la

the columns of iliat journal under the signature of "J. W. C."

some two years ago ; and we are sure they will be glad to Icam
that those articles arc now put into a more permanent form in t)ic

volume before us. But a very great part of tiie work is composed

of entirely new matter, some of it, indeed, much surj-iassing in

interest and effect anything that appeared in the carHcr IciiLrs.

As a specimen of the pleasant and easy style of the writer, take the

following—his entrance into Vienna, and first impressions liicrc :

—

" We were unpacked from the cars and transferred to carriac's

drawn by horses, with which, in three or four hours, wc scaled the

mountains, and took the railroad again on the other side. .Ml thr yw-

sengcrs seemed inveterate smokers. There was a rci.'ulatioii jkjnI'"-!

up in the cars obliging all persons to use pipes secured wiiK a curcr

or lid from causing accidents by fire, and forbidding siuokinj^, cicc;>t

with the consent of the company; but the inhalers btiri^ an c\rr-

whelming majority, always ruled. It was intensely cold; and ih^a

atmosphere inside the cars was at times perfectly thick and dni.T»i.

Though never yet a partaker, I have always enjoyed tl.e ^:l^!ll <>( w.*

pleasure of smoking in others. I can conjure up tlif facit c( Jcn

friends that have never beamed so kindly, never seemed 50 ri»:.irf.u4

with lliis sorrowful world, as when, after a social repa'it. or m \\.'- ^'-'^

twilight, softly as the si:,diing of a fairy, curled from their li;)^ w:ra'.:.»

of peaceful smoke. But my liberal sentiments were in \\iu\; »n4

more than the most delicate German lady, 1 coughed and panted \jx

an open corner of the window. Indeed, the ladies seemed to havo

admirably disciplined themselves to the puffing propensiues of tlu ir

partners.
" At last we reached Tienna in the midst of a furious snow-storm.

I escaped from the cars, and took up my quarters at a clean, sj»aciou«

botel, as I fancied in the city. It was only the Vorstadt, a sort of

outer city, extending like an immense suburb a little di-^tancc xv\iu\

the ancient walled city proper. Between this outride city and uo

inner one, there is an immense pleasure-ground a quarter of a nnlo

wide, laid out with walks, and ornamented with trees. :ind rx'.en'.;n|ij

like a belt round the whole of the old city. It is used for nnlitarv-

exercises and other purposes, and gives Vienna a dilTercni appcarnnce

from any city in Europe, constituting an immense breatiimi^ |.l-.iro, a»

it were, for the citizens. After crossing this broad, vacant hpace \ou

come to a ditch some twenty or thirty Veet deep, inside ol which are

the defenses of the old ciiy walls that anciently resisted the lurk,;

and you enter by gates and gloomy passages into the I'ans ol •<*f;

many. Within, all is bustling gaycty. Only with the evidences o<

39*
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the lively pursuits of pleasure, there is more of stately magnificence
than in the French capital. It is situated in the flat basin of the
Danube, about two miles from that noble stream. 'J'lio streets aro
narrow, but very cheery ; the shops splendid ; the houses massive
and lofty ; and the streaming of gay throngs, and the dashing of rich

equipages through every passage and square of the central or old city,

keep the stranger in constant excitement."—Pp. 223-225.

But we wish especially to call the allcntion of our readers to ihc

Appendix to this volume. Many have written about Paris, Rome,
Vienna, &;c. You can have "descriptions of travel," "pencilings

by the way," &c., to your heart's content, in many other books

;

but we know of no other book except this in which you can find

condensed into a few scores of pages a satisfactory account of

European charities, institutions for the poor, and oi foreign hos-

pitals and schools of medicine. Indeed, much search through va-

rious books would not enable one to gain the same amoimt of satis-

factory information on these interesting topics. It is real, practical,

and useful knowledge which our author here gives us ; and he

deserves our thanks for the close observation with which he

gathered his information, and the skillful and perspicuous way iu

which he lias set it forth.

The first lecture treats of charities for children. Our readers

will be interested in the following description of what our doctor

terms a ^'nursing society'''' in Paris:

—

" As you go from Pont Ncuf to the Sorbonnc, in one of the closest

quarters of Paris, near the Rue de la Ilavpe, you may ascend a (light

of stairs and enter a suite of rooms filled willi cradles, s\ving.s, and

toys. It is one of the establishments for the children of poor laboring

women, termed cri'chcs, or cradles. Any mother having four children,

and in indigent circumstances, is allowed, without charge, to dejiosit

her infant oiTspring during the working hours of the day, while she

goes out to earn something for their subsistence. Nurses arc hired to

attend them, who feed them with milk and suitable diet ; the mothers

briefly visit them occasionally during the day, and at night return to

take them to their homes. Sundays and holidays, of course, these

curious infant asylums are empty.
" Imagine, for a moment, the busy scene. The head-nurse is bustling

about in the midst of her extensive family, as anxiously as a hen with

too many chickens. Some are strengthening tlicir limbs by crawling,

and others their lungs by crying. A group are galhcrvd. like lambs in

a fold, in a sort of circular crib, forming a Juvenile Mutual Amusement
Society. One of the nurses, perhaps, is teaching very young ideas

'how to shoot' in natural history, by showing a wooden horse, and

another is giving lessons in nmsic on a drum. A few of the older

children, v.-ho can just v/alk, are j)raiiling away, and remind you of the
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simple countryman who -wrote to his friends in England, thai in 1 rmco
even the little children spoke French.

" The cheerful washerwoman that you see poundinj^ nwny all ihc .hy
lonp in one of the arks along the Seine, the rosy-chccktd niatruii.

buried in hyacinths and mignonettes, in the flower markt-i al the Ci.v'

or even the poor rag-gaiherer that goes drooping along, picking rubl»i>li

and bits of paper from the streets, is perhaps fondly dreaming of her
charge in a neighboring crtchc.

"In each of the twelve arronrlisscmcnts of Paris is distributed one i<f

these establishments."—Pp. 311, 312.

Notices arc given also of the Parisian Foundling Hospital, of

the German '• Kinder-bewahr Anslalten," (ChilJrcn-prcscrvinjj

Institutions,) of the House of Industry at Rome, and of iho Mon'.o

Domini at Florence, in which latter establishment there is at lc.1^l

one very useful personage :

—

"The head matron of the girls' department happened to be a hvdy,
kind-hearted French lady. She was quite enthusiastic, and with par-

donable pride boasted of the superior education of her young ladica,

declaring they had regularly taken their degrees in huuscwjlfry. It

appeared that they v/ere systematically trained for domestic life : ami

that, occupying themselves in each branch long enough to ar»]uirc :t

well before commencing the next higher, they learned in roi.ition krif-

ting, sewing, spinninjj, weaving, and quite a circle of h'iU'<ihMlii (»vf-

suits. Struck with their accom])Iishments, I ventured Mty nisar^iir

to ask the communicative matron the bachelor qufhUoii uhnhrr tVf
made good mIvcs. I found her a jjcrfcct matchmaker. S!ir f»:atr4 ii>U

four or five marriages had recently taken place, and crit«rnuir.l r;-.*

Avith quite a romantic account of t!io last. Amused with h< r tl'-ncnp-

tion, and recollecting that marriage in Italy was generally a ro<>l nut-

ter of convenience, arranged by the parents, with little prevjou* ac-

quaintance betv.-een the principal parties, further than a !»arc Mciit of

each other, I inquired of her the way in which these poor-houst; ali.iir*

of the heart were commonly managed. She said that her yuuns: ladirs

went frequently under the charge of some one to lake ilir- air. and il any

gentleman in the sireet saw ohe of the flock whose appearance ho xd-

reived, he was satisfied with this rank-and-file courtship, and as nIic did

not commonly object to changing her condition, he popped the qvuition,

not to the fair, but the poor-oflicers, and, if accepted, they were loi'di-

with married."—P. 319.

The Industrial Schools at Aberdeen, the Ragged Schools of Lon-

don, and Francke's world-renowned Orphan House at Halle, come

in for full notices ; but we have onjy space to mention llicrn. 'I I'C

second lecture treats of the benevolent institutions for the relief

of adults; and we refer our readers to it as full of interest and

instruction. , ,

The concluding letter, on " Foreign Hospitals and Schoois vj
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Medicine,''^ is worth the price of the work, we sliould think, to any
professional reader or medical student. Even for us, all uninitiated

as we are, the author has made a topic, which at first sight would
seem to be purely professional, both interesting and attractive.

On the whole, we commend this work to our readers, not only

as a pleasant and agreeable book of travels, but also as a valuable

source of information on subjects not readily to be learned else-

where. It deserves, and will, we trust, obtain, an extended cir-

culation.

Art. IX.

—

The Doctrines and Discipline of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church. New-York: Lane & Scott. 1848.

This article has been prepared for use, not for show. It proposes

to state the changes made in the Discipline by order of the (Gene-

ral Conference of 1848, and is written mainly for the use of the

ministers of our church. We shall be glad if one in twenty of

them read it ; and shall be obliged to any one who will scrutinize

it with a view to detect errors and to supply omissions.

Very few alterations have been made in the substance of the

Discipline. No rule of the least importance has been struck out;

no change, even the slightest, of the spirit of our system has been

admitted ; while, on the other hand, certain new features have been

introduced to facilitate its workings ; and one or two old ones, that

had lost their original place, have been iiappily restored,

(1.) It is in the arrangement of the matter of the Discipline that

the principal changes have been made. We need not spend our

own or our readers' time in showing tliat a necessity existed for

rearrangement; everybody knew that tlie book lay in cont"usion;

everybody deplored it, and anxiously waited the remedy. Wc are

happy to say that the work has been well done: a few places

there are, indeed, (to be specified below,) which have escaped no-

tice; but as a whole, the Discipline is now a well-arranged, sym-

metrical, convenient manual ;—which it certainly never was before.

On the second day of the session of the late General Conference

a committee of five was ordered, (on motion of Kev. J. A. Collins,)

"to arrange the Discipline.'' The committee appointed for the

purpose were, Tobias Spicer, John A. Colhns, Edward Thomson,

II. S. Talbot, and James Porter. The committee was an excel-

lent one, and did its work faitiifully. But when wc say that to the

venerable chairman the credit is mainly due of the improvement

that was made, we are sure tiiat the other members of the committee

will find no fault with us. The whole church owes a debt of gra-
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itude to Mr. Spicer for the d.l.gence and perseverance ^v.ll. .luchhe has labored on the Disc.phne. To pick out its scattcrca J^
inenls from their hiding-places in diflerent parts of the work a,!l
bring them all into their fit and appropriate connections, was a ivork
requiring not only time and toil, but judgment and acuteness of noordinary degree

;
and all these the chairman has brought to brj

upon his work ^\ e say this merely from an inspection of the result,
^they speak for themselves

; and we think it due to truth an<i justice
that 1 obias Spicer's name should be connected, in the mrmnry of
the church, with this improvement in the form of our church hiwsOn the 3d of May the report of the committee of arraii-c-.K-nl
was presented, and adopted by the conference, subject to ilie re.
view of a committee to edit the work, with authority to m:.ke any
necessar}' changes. The committee, as subsequently api.oir.to.l
consisted of T. Spicer, G. Peck, J. T. Peck, and J. Mximtork!
A few modifications of the general arrangement were made by thi»
committee, but the mass of the work had been done before ; and
had it not been, there was not time for careful revision, as i!u- de-
mands of the church made it necessary that the work sliould go !o

press immediately.

It is unfortunate that the principal inerit of the new cjitica,

namely, its arrangement, is not clearly shown in the Tabic cf (\«».
tents, which docs not contain the chapter hciulini;s at all. '1 n;«

remark, however, applies only to the first imprc^sum {nm \\m
stereotype plates; as we have prepared a full Table of (\r.\ru\t
and a copious Index, which Mill appear in all future imprcoMcn*.
The following exhibition of the outline will show that it is not only
clear and useful, but logical.

Part I.

—

Origin, Doctrines, and Administrative Rules.
Ghap. I.—Origin and Articles of Ikligion.

n.—General Rules, and Reception of Members.
III.—Of the Conferences.

IV.—Of the Ministers.

V.—Of the Means of Grace.

"VI.—Of the Instruction of Children.

VII.—Of Dress and Marriage.

VIII.—Of bringing .Ministers and Members to Trial.

Part II.

—

The Ritual.
Chap. I.—ITic Order of Baptism.

II.—The Lord's .Supper.

III.—Forms of Ordination. •

rV.—The Form of Solemnization of Matrimony,

v.—-Older of the Burial of the Dead.
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Part III.—Temporal Economy.
Chap. I.—Of the Boundaries of the Annual Conferences.

II.—Of Churches and Church Property.

III.—Of Support and Supplies.

IV.—Of the Support of Missions.

v.—Of the Chartered Fund.

VI.—Printing and Circulating of Books.

VII.—Of Slavery.

. With the above arrangement vre think but few fauhs can be

found. One or two amendnaents strike us as desirable, and we
here mention them for future use.

(1.) The general outhne, we think, would be clearer and better

if divided into /our heads, namely,

—

Part I. Origin, Doctrines, and Basis of Membership in

THE Church.
Part II. Government and Administration of the Church.
Part III. Ritual of the Church.
Part IV. Temporal Economy of the Church.
This outline, we think, would be at once more philosophical and

practical.

(2.) In the subordinate adjustment of parts a few changes arc still

necessary. The theory oflhe new arrangement designs, as we under-

stand it, to bring under each head in the book everything that properly

belongs to that head. When this cannot be done directly, it ought

to be done at least by references. We furnish the following ob-

servations of our own as contributions to a future revision. If others

will do the same and send them on to the editor, they will be care-

fully preserved, and, if necessary, printed before the session of the

next General Conference, to be used by that body at its option.

part I.

1. Under the head "Annual Conferences,'' p. 29, there should

be a question, "Who shall preside at the Annual Conferences?"

—the ansv/er to be furnished from question 3, answer 1, p. 33, and

from question 4, answer 4, p. 36; this last being now out of place.

Under the same head, p. 30, at the end, there should be references,

al least, to the duties laid upon the Annual Conference by Part iii,

chap, iv, pp. 177, ISl.

Chap, iii, H, " Of the Quarterly Conferences,'' is deficient in seve-

ral points, and redundant in others. The first five lines on p. 37

should be transferred to p. 31, and put in question and answer di-

rectly after question 2 and answer. Answer 2 to question 3 should
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be struck out, as it is fully covered by answer G. Aiiswrr n r1„m.'.J
be strengthened by inserting—" which estimate shall be subu-c; I'o

the action of the Quarterly Meeting Conference"—from p. loT
Answer 4 should embrace all of answer 5 except the first four hr>c«

and a half. At the end of the section there should be siatomcnts
referring to answer 17, p. 53 ; to answer 2, p. 1G8; to answer 3,

p. 176; to answer 6, p. 179; and to answer S, p. 181. Many (lunr-

terly conferences, we have no doubt, will fail to act upon those
missionary duties, all important as they are, simply because they
are not referred to under their appropriate licad.

Chap, iv, § 2, answer 6, p. 37, should contain a distinct reference

to article 3, p. 176, and to article 6, p. 179.

Chap, iv, § 3, is, we think, the proper place for question 3, p.

39, and also for the proviso on p. 40, now inserted in ^ 1. Aiid

§ 4 should contain a provision for the time of probation for deacon's

orders, and also the N. B. on p. 45. The last paragraph of ^ S,

on page 45, should be transferred to § 9, 10, or 1 1.

Chap, iv, ^11, answer 4, p. 51, should contain a rcformcc in

chap. V, § 3, answer 1, p. 73. The whole matter in re£:;ard lo <h»-

putes, non-payment of debts, insolvencies, cVc, (answer 10, y^i

54, 56,) should be transferred to chap, viii, and the title i-f VM
chapter enlarged accordingly. On page 57, after answer i;i, t]:»-ftr

should certainly be at least references lo articles 3, 4, aisJ 5, p. ^().

and to article 7, p. ISO. Few preachers think of looking thror,;h

the Discipline for 77iore duties than those laid upon thci!i under the

specific head of "duty."

Chap, vii, " Of Dress and Marriage," should, wc think, be trans-

ferred to chap, ii, ^ 2, or to chap, iv, ^ 11, or else struck out.

PAKT III.

Chap, iii, ^ 4, should contain references to ^ 5, art. 2, and to

^ 6, answer 2.

Chap, vii should be transferred to Part I.

Turning now to the changes made in the Discipline itself, cither

in SUBSTANCE or LANGUAGE, wc kuow no better way of brin.;iiii;

them to the notice of our readers, and of recording them advnn-

tageously for t!ic use of the future historian of the ])iscipline, Ui.-in

to take up the old edition and notice the modifications made upon iti

pages in order. Our references arc made to the 32mo. cdiiioo

of 1844. •
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Page 23. Ch. i, ^ 3, ques. 6, ans. 6,

"Who lutvo been elected by the suflrages of the Genera! Conference to

exercise the episcopal office, and superintend tlie Methodist Episcopal
Churcli in America V

is struck out. •

Page 25. Same §, ans. 14,

"What numbers are in society 1" is changed to, "What is the number
of mcajbcrs, and what of probationers, in society 1"

A most happy change. Hereafter t!ic number of members will

be reported separately from that of jirohationers ; and thus one

great source of fluctuation in our reports of membership will

be avoided.

Same page. The seventeenth sub-question is altered slightly, so

as to conform to the duty of preachers toward our own Sunday-
School Union.

Page 27. Additions are made, authorizing the Bishops to station,

for more than two years, the

" ' editors at Auburn and Pittsburgh ;' missionaries among the ' Welsh,
Swedes, Norwegians, and other missionaries among foreigners, (not in-

cluding the Germans,) where supplies are diiTicult to be ohtnincd ;' and
also preachers at ' naval stations.' They are also authorized to appoint
' an agent for the German Tublishing Fund.' •'

Page 37. Question 1,

" How is a preacher to be received V is changed to, " How is a preaehor

to be received on trial V

Page 40. To question 4,

" What method do we use in receiving a preacher at the conference V
are added the words, " into full connection."

Page 41. Lines 3-8, requiring the giving of the form of Dis-

cipline, &c., have been struck out.

(The whole section, [9,] which was "a notable instance of the

accidental confusion which had crept into the Di?cipline in the

course of years, has now been divided into two, namely, " Of the

Method of receiving Traveling Preachers on Trial," and " Of re-

ceiving Traveling Preachers into Full Connection ;" and the ne-

ccssar)^ changes of arrangement made accordingly.)

Page 44. Article 9. After the clause,

"To take an exact account of the members of society," the words, "and
of the probationers,"

are added.
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Page 45. A new rule is inserted, (18, on p. 53 of new cduion.)
iniiking it tlic preacher's duty

" to take an annual collection in each of his appointments in khjlf of lU
Sunday-School Union."

Page G2. The clause,

" Each quarterly conforcnce shall be deemed a hoard of mnna^rrs, hiTinij
BU}x;rvision of all the Sunday schools and Sunday-school sonctics witKia
its limits, and shall be auxiliary to the Sunday.School Union of iho .\1«>.

thodist Episcopal Church,"

is altered to,

" Each qnarterly conference shall have supervision of all the Sundiy
schools and Sunday-school societies within its bounds, which scliool.t and
societies shall be auxiliary to the Sunday-School Union of iho Mcilioiiist

Episcopal Church."

Page G3. All after the word "conference," in the fourth line,

down to " Union," at the end of the paragraph, is struck out.

Page 67. The title,

" 0/ the Method by which Immoral Traveling Ministers or Prfarhrrt

shall be brought to Trial, found guilty, and reproved or suspended, in th*

Intervals of the Conferences,''^

is altered to,

" Of the Method of Proceeding against accused Travehr^ .\fiiu;r»i t*

Preachers."

Same page. The answer is divided into two—one opccifyini; the

mode of procedure in the interval of the annual confcrcnco ; and
j

the other, the mode, if the charge be made, at the confcrenco

itself. The effect of this very advantageous change can be best

seen by reference to the new edition, pp. 81, 85. An imporfxnl

addition makes it the duty of the presiding elder, in the case of

a trial in the interval of conference, to

" cause a correct record of the investigation to be kept, and tranmnitted

to the annual conference."

And the second answer (which is new) provides, in case of a

. charge preferred at the conference, that

» the case may be referred to a committee, in the presence of .i prciidinf

elder, or a member ajipomtcd by tho bishop in his stead, who .sl.iU cicso

a faithful record of tiio procecdinrrs and testimony to l>c l.nd b.iv.:« iti«

conference ; on which, with such other evidence as may be admitiaJ, U>«

case shall be decided."

Page G8. The following new provision is inserted, (sec new cd.,

p. 86, quest. 3:)
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" What shall be done when a member of an annual conference fails in
business, or contracts debts which he is not able to pay!
"Ausw. Let the presiding elder appoint three judicious mciubrrs of the
church to inspect ti)r! accounts, contracts, and circumstances of tlie sup-
posed delinquent, and if, in their opinion, lie has behaved di.-lionestly, or
contracted debts without the probability of payin;^, let the rase be dis-
posed of according to the answer of question 1 of this section."

Page 69. Quest. 4, is altered from,

"\\ hat shall be done with a member of an annual conference who con-
ducts himself in a manner which lenders "him unacceptable to Uio people
as a traveling preacher ]"'

" Quest. 5. What shall be done when a traveling minister is accused of
being so unacceptable, inefficient, or secular, as to bo no longer useful in
his work ]"

And the answer is abbreviated to the following :

—

*' Ansio. The conference shall investigate the case, and if it ajipcar that
the complaint is well founded, and the accused will not voluntarily retire,

the conference may locate him without his consent."

Page 70. Provision is made for the secretary of the conference

to keep the minutes of the trial "before a committee," as well

as before the conference.

Page 74. Answ. 5, which read,

" Every local elder, deacon, and preacher, shall have his nuino recorded
on the journal of the quarterly conference of which he is a member, and
also enrolled on a clnss pajier, and meet in class, if the distance of his

place of residence from any class be not too great ; or, in noglint thereof,

the quarterly conference, if they judge it proper, may deprive him of his

ministerial office,"

is altered so as to read,

" Every local elder, deacon, or preacher, shall be amenable to the quar-

terly meeting conference where he resides. He shall have his name
recorded on the journal of said conference, and also enrolled on a class

paper, and meet in class, or, in neglect of either, he shall not be jicrmitted

to exercise his ministerial office ; and when a preacher is located or dis-

continued by an annual conference, he sliall be amenable to the quarterly

meeting conference of the circuit or station where he had his last ap-

pointment."

Page 75. The passage,

" No elder, deacon, or preacher among us, shall distill or vend spirituous

liquors, without forfeiting his official standing,"

is Struck out.

Same page. To answer 1, (in regard to the trial of a local preach-

er,) the following is appended, namely :

—
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" If the accused refuse or neglect to appear before said conm.;tty<., K«
nix'-y be tried in his absence."

The following new provision is added, (new edition, p. 90:)

" Quest. 3. What shall bo done when a local elder, deacon, or preacher,
fails in business, or contracts debts which he ts not able to pay '

" Answ. Let the preacher in charge appoint three judicious n'lcnihrrn of
the church to inspect tiie accounts, contracts, and circurnslan(-cs, of the
supposed delinquent ; and if in their opinion he has behaved di>!ione>tly,
or contracted debts without the probability of paying, let the case Ic dis-
posed of according to the answer to question 1 of tliis section.

Page 77. In § 23, " Of the Lord's Supper," answer 2 is struck

out, namely :

—

"2. Let no person that is not a member of our church be admitttJ to
the communion without examination, and some token given by an elder
or deacon."

Page 83. The general rule, which stood,

" Drunkenness, or drinking spirituous liquors, except in cahcs of ne-

cessity,"

is restored to its original Wesleyan form, namely :

—

"Drunkenness, buying or selling spirituous liquors, or drinkin;; ihrnj,

unless in cases of extreme necessity."

Page 95. Line 14, the phrase,

"If the circumstances of the accusation be strong and prcfuinptiTe,"

is altered to,

" If the circumstances of the accusation aflbrd strong prcsunipuoo o(

guilt."

Same page. After the words,

" indulging sinful tempers or words,"

in answer 2, the following clause is added, namely :

—

,

" The buying, selling, or using, intoxicating liquors as a beverage."

Page 96. Last line, the clause,

" And proper trial,"

is altered to,

*' And satisfactory reformation."

Page 153, and the following—the boundaries of the annual con-

ferences are altered, of course, where new arrangements arc

made. The most important of these is the addition of the fol-

lowing article, (new edition, p. 156,) which stirs the heart like

the sound of a trumpet :—
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"31. There shall be an animal conference on the Pacific coast, to cm-
brace Oret^on, CaHlornia, and New-Mexico, to be called the Okkgon and
Camfornia. Mission Cunkeuence—to be organized as soon as practi-
cable, under the authority and direction of the episcopacy—possessing
all the rights, powers, and privileges, of other annual conft- rcnces, except
that of sending delegates to the General Conference, and of drawing its

annual dividend from the avails of the Book Concern and of the char-
tered fund."

Page 1G7. That part of the deed of settlement which relates to

the appointment of trustees has been transferred to its appro-

priate head, (namely, " Of Trustees," new edition, p. 1G2;) but

as it has been thought that difficulty may arise in some quarters

from the alteration, the old deed of settlement will be printed at

the end of the Discipline in all issues from this date.

Page 181. The following important clause is inserted in the rule

for the appointment of a committee to estimate the table ex-

penses, &;c., of preachers, namely :

—

" Which estimate shall be subject to the action of the quarterly meeting
conference."

Page 183. Under the head of '^ Support of Missions," the follow-

ing new article is added, (new edition, p. 178:)

" Any annual conference may, at its option, by a vote of two-thirds of its

members, assume the responsibility of supporting such missions already

established, or to bo established, within its own limits, as have hiiherto

been reported under the head of ' Missions in the Destitute Portions of

the Regular Work ;' and for this purpose it shall be at liberty to organize

a conference domestic society with branches ;
provided, such organiza-

tions shall not interfere with the collections for the Missionary Society

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, as required by the Disrijiline. Pro-

vided, also, that in case more lunds sli;;ll be raised for such missions

than are needed, the surplus shall be paid over to the trt;asnrer of the

Parent Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church at New-York, to be
.

appropriated to such mission or missions, under the care of the society,

as may be designated by said conlerencc. It shall be the duty of every

such Conference Domestic Society to send, annually, to tlie corresponding

secretary at New-York, a full and deimlcd account of the number, names,

condition, and prospects of each mission under its care ; and to the

treasurer of the Parent Society at New-York an account of its receipts,

incidental expenses, and disbursements."

Also the following, (new edition, p. 184 :)

" 17. It shall be the duty of all our missionaries, except those who are

appointed to labor for the benefit of the slaves, to form their circuits into

auxiliary missionary societies, and to make regular quarterly and class

collections wherever practicable, and report the amount collected every

three months, either by indorsing it on their drafts, or by transmitting

the money to the treasurer of the parent society."

Page 193. Article 5, in regard to the constitution of the book

committee, is altered. It stood thus ;—
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" The book committee at New-York shall consist of six Iravolinfr minis-
ters, and the editors. The annual election of two by tlir Nrw-York.
two by the Philadelphia, and two by iho New-Jersey Conference, khilj
constitute the six members of the committee."

It now stands :

—

" The book committee at New-York shall consist of seven traveling
ministers, to be chosen by the General Conference. Duriii^' the jntrr-

vals of the General Conference, they shall have power to fill any vacancy
that may occur in their own body."

Page 194. The following is added to arliclc 7, in regard to llic

powers of the agents at Cincinnati :

—

"And the a^^ents at New-York shall fill the orders for the apcnls at

Cincinnati for the plates of such books or tracts, and when the ajicnla at

New-York are about to issue any new work of less than seven hundred
pages, they shall, when practice hie, f,nve notice to the agents at Cmrin-
nati, and furnish, if ordered by them, duplicate plates, which, with llie

above, shall be at cost."

Page 196. A change is made in the constitution of the book com-

mittee at Cincinnati similar to that recited above in regard to

the book committee at New-York.

Page 197. The words,

"Charleston, S. C, Richmond, Va., and Nashville, Tcnn.,"

are struck out from article 17.

The above arc all the changes of any moment that wo hive

found on a careful examination, both of the Discipline and of t!:c

Journals of the General Conference. That some points may liavc

escaped notice is ahogethcr probable ; such a task is not easily

accomplished with entire accuracy. We again repeat the request,

that any who are so disposed will send us their conlribuiiuns to-

ward a completely accurate edition.

I

Art. X.—The Editor to the Readers of the Review.

EiGHTKEN years ago this Journal was commenced in the Quar-

terly form, under the name of the " .Alethodist Magazine and

Quarterly Review." The series thus opened went on until 1S;19,

and its ten volumes form a collection valuable in many respects,

but especially in regard to the history and literature of our church.

A new and enlarged series was commenced in IbH by ourajle

predecessor, who carried it on up to the July number of the proFcnl

year. This series of eight volumes is not only indispensable to the
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library of every Methodist preacher, but should be found in that of
every member of our church who is able to indulge in any of the
" luxuries of life." It embodies a large amount of sound criticism,

both in general and Biblical literature ; it conveys, in a condensed
form, the substance of many costly works, some of which are in-

accessible to ordinary readers ; and it furnishes able expositions

and defenses, as well of the general doctrines of Christianity as of

the peculiar doctrines and polity of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

It has called forth many able writers, both in the ministry and in

the laity ; and has, we believe, contributed in no sligjit degree to

elevate the minds and enlarge the comprehension of our younger
ministers and members. In a word, it has done the church good
service—even though it may not have added largely to the profits

of our great publishing house.

And of this the church is aware. We may regard the Quarterly-

Review as one of our permanently established organs ; and so the

last General Conference regarded it. But its circulation is limited.

Many of the ministers do not take it ; and few, very few indeed,

of the names of our members are to be found on its subscription

books. It was this fact, doubtless, which led to the adoption of

the following resolution by the General Conference :

—

"Resolved, That v/hile we highly prize the Quarterly Review

in its present character, it is our firm conviction that were it made

more practical it would be more popular and useful."

So, then, it is our duty, as set down by our masters, to make the

Review more practical. But how? Not surely by lowering its

tone in point of literature and scholarship

—

that could never have

been meant. Such, at least, was our own view ; and to make

assurance doubly sure, we applied to the Book Comnr.ittcc, our

constitutional counselors, for advice. It was freely given, in the

form of a resolution, in which the editor is "advised to improve^

as far as practicable, the literary character of the work." Wc are

therefore left to employ our own judgment in the conduct of the

Review, so long as we fulfill, or strive to fulfill, the object of

making it more "practical," and, at the same time, of elevating its

"literary character." It is right and fitting that we should say

frankly, in beginning our work, how we shall aim to secure these ends.

1. We hope to give, in each number, 07ic article, at least, of

permanent value, and of as high a character as possible, in Bib-

lical or Philological criticism. The reputation of the Journal and

of the churcli demands, at least, this much ; and the wants of our

rising ministry demand it as well.
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Let those wlio cannot, or will not, study such articles remem-
ber that our Review circulates largely among the professors .-jrjj

students of our literary institutions, and tli.it many of our mmiiicn
arc capable of appreciating and profiting by the most IcariicJ ar.-i

minute criticism. We have taken measures, which wc hope will

not fail, to secure a regular supply of such articles, partly original,

but mainly translated from eminent foreign sources. Some of our

friends, to be sure, have kindly cautioned us against indulging loo

freely in translations ; but it would be simply absurd to imjiovcri.'-h

our pages with half-learned and imperfect criticism, while the vast

wealth of the German literature is at our command. Of such fully

we shall not be guilty, merely to shield ourselves against an idlo

clamor.

2. The subject of Biblical exegesis will receive a larger sliarc

of attention than has heretofore been accorded to it. Short inter-

pretations of difficult and disputed passages of Scripture will bo

welcome to our pages, and will directly go to fdl up our own idc:\\

of the " practical " for the Review. The interpretation of Sorij)-

ture is the great work of our ministers ; and our Journal wculd bo

at fault if it did not seek to furnish them aid in this dcpariine:ii.

The principles of interpretation, both of the Old and of tfif; Ncvr

Testament, are yet in many respects unsettled; and wc h.-iic tlul

our pages will not only afford contributions toward a rin:il M-tiic-

ment of these great principles, but also give illustrations of il.rm

in the exegesis of difficult and controverted portions of the ^iclcd

writings.

3. Ours is Si MetJwdist Review. It is, therefore, right and be-

coming that the doctrines and polity of our own church should !)C

faily maintained and set forth in its pages. We think we shall nul

err, therefore, in endeavoring to secure at least one article in each

number specially treating of the faith, organization, usages, his-

tory, or discipline, of our own church. Some of these have bcim,

and are, constantly assailed ; it is our duty to defend them. Some

of them may be wrong ; it is our duty to examine, and, if need be,

to correct them. On all these topics we shall adiiiit o( fn:c Jis-

cussicn, within the limits, of course, of sound prudence and dis-

cretion. Nothing is gained to religion, or to the church, by

attempts to cut off investigation or to stifle honest opinions. Time

was when this was thought to be a Christian duty. There arc,

doubtless, some who think it such still ; who would shut up men's

minds for ever in their own narrow inclosurc, putting a barrier to

inquiry at the precise point which they have reached, as if wisdom

must die with them. To these men every new view of the wants
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or duties of the church is heresy ; and all scrutiny of an old one,

presumption. With such we have no sympathy. \Vc have firmer

faith in our system than they. We do not fear the closest scrutiny

into its organization ; we ask the minutest observation of its work-
ings. It is too well-founded to be shaken thereby ; it is too flex-

ible, offspring and instrument of Providence as it is, not to adapt

itself to the changing necessities of the limes.

4. But while Biblical literature, theology, and ecclesiastical inter-

ests, will, as they should, have marked prominence, it is unquestion-

ably true that no Journal can have wide circulation among the prople

that confines itself wholly, or even chiefly, to these topics. The
world is all astir. In politics and morals great questions are every

day asking for solution—or solving themselves, if answers be not

forthcoming. If our Journal is to be "practical" and "popular," it

must seize upon the great practical questions of the church and of

the age ; it must sympathize with the spirit of the age : and if it can-

not be a leader and guide of public opinion, must at least be its index

and chronicler. The reign of false conservatism—at once domineer-

ing and timid, despotic and servile—we trust is over. It is no longer

a mark of wisdom to stand as still as possible, when all the rest of

the world is in motion. It is no longer essential to one's ortho-

doxy that he should forswear all improvement and all progress.

And the journalist who cither attempts to stem the tide, or even

refuses to go along with it, must not repine if he find himself left

behind in its course, "solitary and alone." Yet, on the other hand, wc

hope to avoid that morbid appetite for new measures which fi'rms

some men's substitute for virtue. The men of this stamp think that

everything old must necessarily be obsolete. Their watchword is

Reform., and it means—Revolution. The novelty of an opinion is,

with them, if not proof of its truth, at least a presumption in its

favor. They are wonderful contrivers of schemes of reform, and

fall in eagerly with every new isf?i as a new revelation. There is

no trusting men who are far gone with this tendency. Should

they once grasp the truth by accident, they cannot hold it long

enough to make it their own. It is not by such agitators that real

progress is made. Breeders of tumult and trouble indeed they

may be, but reformers—never.

For ourselves, the way is clear. We shall strive to take a

"practical" interest in the movements of the world and of the

church around us ; to keep our readers informed of all great

changes ; and to seek out the duty of the times for ourselves and

for them. We are " set for the defense of the church," whose

servants we are ; and her best and surest defense is to be found

Vol. VIIL—40
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in calling out her energies for her great work of advanrii.i; ilic

kingdom of Christ, and in showing that she is not, as htr cue.
mies say, a bulwark behind wliich all forms of social wrong and
crime can entrench themselves securely.

With the partisan politics of the day we can have nothing to do.

All such topics will be rigidly excluded from our pages, lint wiih
the great moral questions that now agitate the pubhc mind in l>uih

hemispheres the case is dift'creut. To these we cannot shut our

eyes and be guiltless; At the same time, we must ourselves be

judges of the temper, spirit, and aims, of all articles tliat arc sub-

mitted to us on such topics ; and, in general, shall prefer to stlccl

our own contributors upon them.

5. So far as the fo7-m of our Journal is concerned, our aim will

be to secure the greatest possible freedom and case of movement.
The term "Review" is now-a-days far more generic than it u^cd

to be. Criticism on books, in the proper sense of the word, furms

but a small part of the mailer of the leading Reviews. Of hiic

years the theological journals have generally, and, we think, wis.Jy,

thrown aside the trammels which, in form at least, bind the grcai

literary Quarterlies. For our field of literature the formal, sinirly

lievicw, is about as appropriate as the palace of his Grace oi

Canterbury would be for a I^Iethodist Bisiinp's dwelling. A- U»r

"keeping up the dignity" of our Journal,—there can be nc injc

dignity where there is no adaptation. Essays, biographical skflci.<-»

of eminent men, brief criticisms, and free discussions of dispmrJ

points, will all be welcome to our pages, without the name of any

book stuck at the head. And on the other hand, we shall try lo

furnish our readers with a fair proportion of critical reviews in

the proper sense of the word, and especially with abstracts of

books that are either not published in this country at all, or arc tuo

expensive to get into general circulation. In view of the cl-«<s

of readers whom it will be our special business to serve, we deem

this to be one of our most important and necessary duties.

To secure room for these varied topics, it will be absolutely

necessary that our articles should be sJwrt. An average Icn-ili

of ten pages wall be enough : and twenty-five, unless in very

extraordinary cases, will be our maximum. If wc have cxtonJid

dissertations on important topics of Biblical literature, history, or

criticism, we shall not hesitate to divide and publish them in suc-

cessive numbers; in no case, however, carrying any discu>si.)n

beyond the current volmne. This may often be the case with tbc

articles designed to be of permanent value, and intended to scrurc

for the bound volumes of the Review a welcome place m cvi-ry

40»
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good library. This last is one of our favorite ideals, and we hope
both contributors and readers will bear it in mind.

Heretofore each number of the Review has been accompanied

(not always adorned) by a portrait. On this subject the Book
Committee, at their late meeting, passed the fullowing resolution,

namely :

—

"Resolved, That the portraits as heretofore published in the

Quarterly Review be discontinued, and that the editor be allowed

to introduce portraits or other illustrations at his discretion."

This resolution accords entirely with our own views. The
publication of portraits in the Review arose simyily from the fact

that they had been so issued in the IMcthodist Magazine, and has

always been out of keeping with its character and objects. There

is meaning and propriety in illustrating any article that may need

or deserve it, either by a portrait, a map, or an engraving of

any sort ; but to insert a picture without any connection with

the subject matter of the work, and often too without any gene-

ral interest on the part of the community in the person delineated,

can be justified on no rational ground that we can conceive of. In

monthly journals portraits are sometimes published to gratify a

denominational or party taste, and to catch subscribers; but these

are aims unworthy of a periodical of the character of our Quarterly.

We shall be glad, whenever we have a biographical sketch to offer

of any eminent man, living or dead, to illustrate it by a portrait; and

in such cases we shall strive to secure an engraving in the highest

style of the art. And when maps, plans, or other graphic ilkistra-

tions, are needed for any special article, we arc fully authorized to

introduce them, and shall do it on every suitable occasion, ^^'e

hope and believe that this change will commend itself to the good

sense of our patrons. When we tell them that the average cfcst

of the portraits in each successive volume has been as great as

that of the literary matter, they will doubtless thmk, with us, that

it will be more judicious to save the money from the pictures, and

employ a little more of it in securing strong and able contributors

to the Review.

6. The department of Critical Notices will be kept up as here-

tofore. It will be extended, however, so as to embrace not merely

books sent for the purpose by publishers and others, but also new

English and foreign works that it may interest our readers to be

made acquainted with. We wish to be distinctly understood that

our notices in this department must be independent and impartial.

Of the books printed at our own establishment, as well as others,

we shall endeavor to give fair and just notices. Indiscriminate
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praise can have no other efTect than to destroy public ronfulonce
in the truthfulness and honesty of our criticism, and to unpair iho
value of commendation, even when justly bestowed. It sccnis lo

have grown into a sort of common law among our periodicals, tliai

all books from our own presses, or from tliose of our friends, should

be lauded of course. It is high time for us to be just to ourselves.

And we give our brethren of the newspaper press notice that ihcy

may begin with us if they please ; if our Journal is liable to cen-

sure in any particular, we hope they will bestow it,—and wc shall

try to profit by it.

7. An entirely new feature will be added to the Review in two
departments—one for Religious, and one for Literary Intelligence,

lo be printed in small type and in double columns, at the close of

each number. In the first will be collected together such items of

ecclesiastical and religious information of permanent value as may
be gathered during the quarter in Europe and America. The
columns of the newspaper form a bad repertory for such facts as

one often wishes to refer to after a lapse of time; and it will he

a great convenience to have them collected into a brief compass,

and placed where they can always be found. \\'hilc special

attention will be paid to I\Iethodist intelligence in this dcp.irliiicnl,

it will attempt also to give a general view of the more iniporuni

movements of all branches of the Christian Church.

Under the head of Literary Intelligence we ^llall give ilic i:i!c»

of all new works of importance either in Europe or America. Suni-

maries of this sort are published in other journals, it is true ;
Imi

many of our readers have no opportunity of access to them ;
nnd ji

is our duty to furnish them the information. In addition, we ht^pc

to be able, by means of intelligent and competent European ccr-

refpondents, lo give timely information of new works in prepara-

tion or in press; of all serial publications, and of the most im-

portant and valuable foreign journals. With the facilities of the

Methodist Book Concern at our command, we ought to be able lo

furnish this species of intelligence as early and as accurately as

any other American journal. We have no reason to suppose thai

these facilities will be withheld ; and although our arrangements

may not be perfected soon enougji lo allow us lo do all that wc

would in our January number, we hope that before the end of l!iC

next volume the fullest wishes of our readers may be met.

In point of external appearance the Review has always held a

very liigh place, and it is our purpose to add to its beauty if possi-

ble. The new series will be opened with entirely new and beau-

tiful type, chosen and cast expressly for. the purpose. A paper
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equally fine with that now employed will be used, but it will need

to be somewhat thinner, as a number of pages of advertisements

will be stitched up within the covers. This last feature will by no

means diminish the value of the work : the liierary advertisements

in the foreign Reviews are a real attraction to all who arc fond

of books.

We have now stated pretty fully the plan on which the I'ourth

Series of the Quarterly Review will be conducted. The main

difficulty of the undertaking lies in the task of providing matter for

two very diflerent classes of readers ; and the constant danger will

be that in trying to cater for both, we shall fully satisfy neither.

Such, liowever, is the task set us, and we enter upon it in earnest,

at least, with the determination to do our best, tliough we are by

no means free from misgivings. The circulation of the lieview

is not what it should be, and might be; but we have no very

sanguine hope of largely increasing it in the present temper of

the church. At tlie same time we urge upon the friends of pro-

gress, of culture, and of liberal learning among us, tliat the enter-

prise is too great a one to be allowed to languish. Willi ten thou-

sand subscribers we could expend more money to make the Re-

view valuable; and, after all, there is no way of making it perma-

nently so without expending money. There is no reason wiiy our

list should not be thus extended.

Art. XL—critical NOTICES.

^alriarchal Age; or, the ITistortj mid Ililifjion cf ^[anhwl fivin th- Creation to

atfi of L<iac: deduced from the Writlm/s of Mosrx and ol'hn- lutpirrd Authors,
1. The Pa

the Ikath of L-auc : deduced fn.

and illustrated by Copious References to the Anricnl Records, Trculiiio>i<;. and Mt/th')lup7f,

of the lixithen World. By George Smith. Y. .^. A.. Member of tlie Koval Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland, of the Royal Society of Literature, of the

Imh ArchnEologio.ll Society, &c. 8vo., pp. 522. New- York.: L.me L Scott. 1848.

Ax extended review of this elaborate work may be expected hereafter. At pre.«cnt

"we can only give a brief statement of the aims wliich tlie learned author has so

laboriously and faithfully sought to carry out. In the preface he states that twenty

years ago ho "felt the want of a volume which should exhibit n concentrated view

of the hiitorv- of the early ages of the v.orld, contained in the Mosaic writings, aud

in the records and traditions of heatlicn nations ; and whicli, at the same time,

should present this body of information in a manner truly religious, recognizing,

throughout, the supreme authority of Ihdy Scripture r.nd the great principles of

revealed religion. After long and diligent inciuiry, he could meet with no work of

this description, .and was consc<iucntly compelled, for the sati.-faction of his o^vn

mind, to commence a course of rending wliiih embraced the early portions of Scrip-

ture history; the difiicultics of which he endeavored to solve by a reference to the

works of the various commentators and Biblical critics to which he had access. lu
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this study he had not proceeded far, before he was startled \i-ith the rrm^ui cf .a
intclli;rent friend v\-ith •whom ho was one day conversing on the chronolo;;^ mti.J y„.

tory of the Pentateuch, and who, in reply to some observation on the sutycci, tKi4
* Uowcvcr consistent with itself the chronolo;ry of Scripture may Ik?, ii (.taiuli in

direct opposition to the records of every ancient nation; and this is a fact Rcncmlly
admitted by the learned.' This remark led him to an enlarged course of rmdinjj.

embracing the early history of the primitive nations, and the traditions and niytho-

log}' of the heathen world, especially of snch as tended in any defrrec to its eliiri.U.

tion. Having', during the progress of these investigations, carefully noted dawn h'm

obsen-ations on tlic most imj)ortant topics, he nltimately found that he Jiad done

much toward providing matter fur such a volume as in his earlier days he had »o

greatly needed. Isotwithstanding the number of books recently published on ro;;.

nate subjects, he considers the want still to exist which he had formerly so severely >

felt; and he has, therefore, to the best of his ability, endeavored to supply the

desideratum:' In carrying out this purpose, " his first and ruling iilca was i',. arrive i

at the trutk res]>octing the origin and early historj- of the human race." Forsoiirre*

of truth, he looked maiidy to the Scrijiturcs, and, subsidiarily, to profane historic*,

early annals, and traditions, and, finally, to mythology and fable, l-'rom all tli«>v)

sources information has been obtained, which the author has cndeavon.-d to c<)n-

centrate into the smallest compass consistent with cxplicituess, and to rnUuc iho

whole into a homogeneous narrative, which may present a complete view of llic his-

tory and religion of the age.

Prefixed to the body of the work is a " Preliminary Dissertation," containing di«-

sertations on t!ic chronologij of the patriarchal age, and on kantlu;/, litrralurc. and Ki<*>of.

in tlie earbj a.ys of the world. The history then takes up in order, fir^t, ilio cf. -iu»«

of the world and of man; second, the j)rimitivc condition of man, hi* fill. 8!'l iJi«

promise of a Re<leemer ; third, the history of mankind from the fall lo ib. \\"A;

fourth, from the fall to the disjicrsion; and, fifth, from the di-:perMO!i to U.c dnuh

of Isaac. A viist field, truly, and a grand one. The simi-le rceaiiitulnti-.n cf u'lO

subjects is enough to show the deeply interesting character of the work. lr»:ttiti;.'. M
it does, of those old, and indeed primeval, times of human history, whiih arc »o

deeply veiled in the gloom of fiir-off antiquity, and yet so attractive to every

thoughtful and inquiring mind. We can only, at present, recommend the ^^o^k «
contalining a vast amount of useful information, put together with method imJ

clearness, and adapted to popular use.

2. The nistory of the Pdoponnesian War by TInicydidcs, arrordir>s to the l.st rf A»-

dorf u-ith yotfs; for the Use of Colleger. By Jou.v J. Owks. Pnnripal i.f t.io

Comehus Institute. 12mo., pp. C83. New-York: Ler.vitt, Trow. & Co. IMS.

It is enough to say of this edition of Thucydides that it is prepared with the v.-.nic

care and diligence, and in the same scholarly spirit, that marked the editor's Ana-

basis, Cyrop:edia, and Odyssey. There is but one voice among i>rarti(al ttarJic-n

as to the superior excellence of these editions ; and Mr. Owen has Uii.l the protcj-

sion under additional obligations by this beautiful Thucydides— :.n author hen to-

forc little studied in our American schools for want of proper helps. Wc di«-cm

an obvious growth of editorial tact in the successive volumes of Mr. Owen's <ene5;

and in this last he appe.-xrs to us to be more self-sustained, more independent, and

altogether more easy in his movement, than in either of the others. If we hnvo any

iaalt to find, it is only that the editor seems to be a little too fond of minute rnli-

cism, and of balancing the opinions of the various comnientators ; and that be go««
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to an extent altogether needless in quoting his authorities. In a school-book these
tilings arc unnecessary. The fault, ho.vcvcr, is entirely honorable to the editor, and
conld, pcrhni-s, be easily accounted for by slight reference to the getting up of some
other classical works .vhieh have split upon the rock of pl.ginris.n. Any char,'e oft^ .sort Mr. Owen niost effectually forestalls. May he live long to continue W,
worthy and useful labors

!

AZancf^J^^P 7 f" ^""f"'^'
^^•%""«". Distribution, end XatwrU

pZS ltlJ:.7 "^ -l"""f ,

Au-,«7 and Ertinct. Part I.-an.,..rative

Boston ^•(•Jl r ? ^yt'^'^ T^ AiTGL-sTus A. Go.-m,. One voh.n.e 12mo.Boston
.
Gould, Kendall & Lmcoln. New-York : L. Colby & Co. 1S48.

A TEXT-BOOK on Zoologv, founded on a strictly scientific 'basis, and adapted to
American use, has long been a desideratum in our schools and colleges. The name
alone of Professor Agassiz is a sufucient surety for the scientific character of the
work before ns

;
while Mr. Gould's fitness to adapt tl.e work to.hon.c use will not

be questioned. The volume needs no puffing ; it will be used wherever Zoology is
to be taught, and the teacher is capable of appreciating a good book.

tT f
/^"^/^'^'^""«"'s <?''«;f^- Concordance of the New Testament; Ixinq an Attenpt at a

Verbal Connection bJurcn the (heel: and the Ennlish Text.^ ; including a Conrordancn
to the Proper Aames, vnth Indexes, Greek-English and English- Greek: 8vo., pp S82.
Ncw-lork: Uarper& Brothers. 1S48.

'*

No book has been published for many years which will be so welcome to Biblical
students as this. Especially will tliose who have but a limited knowledge of the
Greek language find it to supply a want which tliey have long felt. The
simplicity of the plan is only surpas.sed by its excellence. It presents, in alphabet-
ical succession, every word which occurs in the Greek New Testament, wiih the
series of passages (quoted from the EwjU.^ version) in which each word occnrs; the
word or^ words exhibiting the Greek word under immediate consideration being
printed in itnlics. The mere tyro in Greek can thus consult the work with ca.sc.

But in order further to adapt it to the use of mere English readers, it is furnished
with an Engluih and Creek key, by means of which the corresponding Greek word
for any English one can be found in a moment, and the word itself may then be
looked out in the body of the Concordance. We recommend every Methodist
preacher to purchase the book. No one that does so, and uses it, will 'reproach us
for our advice.

Nor will the work be either unacceptable or useless to critical scholars. It will

supply the place of a Schmid to those who cannot command that work; and will,

in some resj)ects, be an additional convenience to those that have it.

One thing strikes us painfully—the addition after each Greek word of its form in

English letters. This can serve no good i>urpo.=c ; and the pronunciation adopted
will offend ninny. We heartily wish that the American publishers would strike this

feature out from their stereotype jdatcs.

5. The True Oirjamzation of the Nnv Church, ax indicated in the Writings of Emanuel
SwedcnI/org, and demonstrated by Chnrlai Euuricr. 12nio pp 454. New-York
W. lladde. 1848.

The design of this book is "to introduce the doctrines of Fourier to tlie followers

of Swedenborg;" and the author hopes it wiU not be long before the new acquaint-

ance will rijiea into intimacy. How he himself was " introduced " to Fourier is
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explained iu the followinn; passage :—' Mr. iMaroncclli liande*! mc k copj of
Fourier's theory of the four movements for perusal. The nc\vncss and struntri-m«»

of the doctrines contained in thi.s volume first stunned mc with surprise. li\tt I hit

that t/u-re ims tlie truth, and that the great question of human destiny was to be mq-
dicd in tliat remarkable volume." One is naturally shy of trustiu;; such sudJi-n

illuminations on scientitic subjects; but in justice to our author it must be statc«l

that he has revolved tlic "movements " for ten years before publishing,' the result of

his meditations. How he came acquainted with Swedcnborg is not told us ; but he

is very sure that the union of that pliilosoplicr's doctrines with those of I'ouricr con-

stitnte the "nnion of science and religion.'" As mere outsiders we lliink the union

of the two sects a very natural and appropriate one ; how far they w ill incluilo oil

"science and religion " within tlieir consolidated "interior,"' is, liowcvcr, far uioro

uncertain. Those who are curious to know something of tlic two systems may lind

pretty clear statements of both in tlie volume ; the writer is by no means destitute of

perspicacity ; indeed, he only appears to us to see a little too far.

6. The Writin/]s of Cassiitt Marcdlus Clay, induding Speeches and Adlressrs. Kditod,

with a Preface and Memoir, by Ilorarj; Greeley. 8vo., pp. 536. New-York

:

Harper & Brothers. 1848.

'On the whole we regret the publication of this book. The opening pages of it

will nullify a great part of tlie truth which inspires the rest, and dcttr many from

reading further, or, if thcyrfo read further, from sympathizing with tlie writer's aiini

and spirit. No m.tn, we suppose, will doubt Cassius M. Clay's moral coiirairc or

his honesty of purpose: but this volume will satisfy many that Jiis mind i-; iiM •

sound, well-disciplined, and well-balanced one.

7. The Church in Earnest Bv John Akgklt, Jamt-.s. ISino., pp. i'02. lkj»lon

Gould, Kendall, & l.incoln. 1S48.

Doii.s- Angell James is one of the spiritual lights of the ago. No ditTcrcnrc^

of opinion can prevent us from seeing and acknowledging his <ntiri' devotion

to the ser\-ice of the kingdom of Clirist on earth, and from admiring his carnt>t

industry in its advancement. His "Earnest Ministry" has roused up many a

preacher to a new consciousness of his duties, and to new efforts to j.crform tin ni

;

and the wwk before us is designed to bear the same relation to the church as the

former one did to the ministry. After an exposition of the " designs to be a«-<)ui-

plished by the church, as regards the present world,"' the author sets fortli the nature

of " earnestness in religion;" first, in regard to personal salvation, and then in regard

to the salvation of others. Impressive exhortations follow, enforcing carnc^tnos in

family religion, and in churcli fellowship; with an cxpoMtion of I'lc causo that

operate to repress this religious earnestness, and a statement of certain strong in-

ducements to its cidtivati.m. Clear, fervent, and practical throuj;hout. the work ia

calculated to do great good among the churches : and wc hope it will secure the

wide circulation it deserves.

8. The Life and Times of the En'. Jes.v Lee. By Lr.ROY JI. Lkk, D. D. One vol.,

8vo., pp. 517. Bichmond : John Early. lS-18.

We regard this work as a most valuable contribution to the literature and history

of Methodism. The author lias pcrformcil his labor mi umme; and, a.s is u>uiU in

l)Ooks undertaken in such a spirit, has done ju.^tiie to his subject- erring, if at all,
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upon the side of excess. We purpose giving an extended review of tlic work here-

after, and at this time only mean to express our gratification at its appearance, and

to commend it to our readers. That we difi'er with the author on some points, is

Ten*' certain ; not so much, however, as he differs from many of his brcllirea in the

Methodist Episcopal Chuich, South.

9. Kings and Queens ; or, Life in (he Palace ; con:?isling of Historical Sketches of Jose-

phine and Maria Louisa, Ixniis Philippe, Ferdinand of Austria, Nicholas, Isabella II.,

LcopM, and Victoria. ]iy Joiix S. C. Abbott. 12mo., pp. 312. New-York:
Harper & Brothers. 1848.

JIr. Abbott has selected the most striking incidents in the lives of tlie personages

named on his title-page, and worked them up into graphic and attractive sketches.

The interest of each nanative is abundantly sustained; ajid many facts, not easily

accessible, are introduced. A little too much glitter is thrown about royal life

;

but, on the other hand, royal crimes and misfortunes are depicted in strong colors.

10. Wayland's Elements of Moral Science. Thirty-fifth thousand.

11. Wayland's Elements if Political Economi). Fifteenth thousand. Boston: Gould,

Kendall, & Lincoln. 1848.

The publishers have sent us copies of the late impressions of these established

works. We have long known and appreciated tliem as the best treatises on their

respective subjects now before the American public.

12. Thanlfulncss : a Narrative, comprising Pa'^sagcs from the Diary of the Rev. Allan

'Temple.' By the Rev. CiiAKLiiS B. Taylzk. New-York: IlaqieV & Jirotliers.

This author has rendered his name famous and familiar with the reading com-

munity by his •• Records of a Good Man's Life," aud other popular volumes. The

work before us is an exceedingly pleasant narrative, depicting the career and

casualties, as well as the happy quietude and eontentedness—or, as our author has

it—thankfulness of a most exemjjlary country p.astor in one of the delightful rural

retreats of eld England, some half a century ago. We commend it to our readers

as a quaint and diarming book, and one that will revive, and leave impressed

npon the mind, a grateful sense of manifold obligations to that beneficent Being

who arbitrates events, and blesses their issue for our highest good.

13 Memoir of William G. Crocher, late Missionai-y in West Africa among tlx- Bassos,

including a History of the Bas.<a Mission. By R. B. IMedberv. 18iuo., pp. 300.

Bostun: Gould, Kendall, & Lincoln. 1848.

Our. O'mi hearts have been deeply touched in reading this simple record of tlie life

and labors of on humble and devoted Christian missionary. !Mr. Crocker, as cor

readers are probablv aware, was a missionary of the Baptist Board, and, in con-

junction with Mr. Milne, the founder of the Ba-ssa mission. Ilis labors were great,

too great, indeed, for his feeble frame. His whole life and soul were in his work,

however, and he almost died in it. This little record cannot but stimulate all who

read it to new earnestness in the work of advancing Christ's kingdom on earth.

14. The Czar, his Court and People; including a Tour in Norway and Sweden. ByJonx
S.Maxwell. 1 Vol. 12mo., pp. 3C8. New-York : Baker & Scrilmer. 1848.

An attractive and novel field is here opened. Mr. Maxwell has made n most entertain-

ing and usefiJ book : he carries the reader along rapidly and pleasantly, aud manages
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to giveWm a prcat deal of useful instruction, while all the time he focN him»tlf
amused. The immense power of the northern autocrat is one of the mo^t rciu.^k-
able and prognant phenomena of the age ; and all who wi^l, li-ht upon tlio cKi
of that i)Ower, and the mode of its exercise, will find it in this book.

iiiicnu

15. name Infuence: a Talc for Mothers and Daughters. 12mo., pp. 412. ll.imcr 1
Brothers.

We learn from the prefatory pages of this new domestic story that its object and
aim have been to instill into the minds of daughters the important k-jsons of ntttn-
tion to the m.inor services and kindly dispositions wliich so largely tend to blc-s and
itmgorate social life. The amiable author also addi-esscs many valuable sugirotions
to mothers, whicli are worthy the moft grave attention. The work is beautil'uljy
" got up."

16. A Funeral Discourse on the Death nf Mcrritt Caldwell, A.^f., Professor of MfUivh<i<:ici
and Poiuiail Economif in DicJ:i>tson Collrqe. Bv Rev. Beknaud II. Nad.vl, A. JM.,
Chaplain to the College. New-York: 200 Mulbon-y-street. 1846.

To the truth of the portraiture in this sermon wc can bear personal testimony. Mr.
JJadal has fonncd a most just conceptioti of the character of our late eminent and
beloved friend, and has expressed it with great clearness and propriety. The style

of the sermon is chaste and vigorous—utterly destitute of extravagance, but oftca

rising into pure and manly eloquence.

17. Dr. Chalmers' Sahbath Scripture Headings. Harper & Brothers.

Tms work forms the fourth volume of the posthumous writings of this distingiii»h«d

tcliolar and divine. These '" Sabbath Readings " were originally the private n lojvl

of devout meditations of their author, not intended for the j)ublic, but simply (>t lui

own private use. This volume of devotional readings is devoted to the New Test**

nicnt ; and wc cannot but think they will be regarded as the most important, deeply

interesting, and valuable, of the scries.

18. Antichrist: or the Spirit of Sect and Schisin. By Join W. Nr.viK, rrcaidcnt of

Jlarshall College. New-York : John S. Taylor. 1646.

That we differ from Dr. Nevin almost toto ccdo in regard to church questions, is

no reason why we should not acknowledge him as a profound thinker and an earnest

man. He grapples with great questions vigorously and directly: he is uo trimmer,

no juste-milicu man, but an able, thoughtful, honest, and fearless Christian teadiir.

We hope to be able to give a genera! and careful review of his writings Lcrcaller,

and sliall feel, in doing it, that we are dealing with a man and a scholar.

119. TTie Planrtan/ and SltHar Worhh : a Popular Exposition of the Great Discot'^i'.f and
Theories of Mid^-ni Astronomy. Bv O. M. MixruKLi., A.M., Director of the Cin-

cinnati Observatory. 12mo., pp. 336. New-York : Baker & Scribner. 184S.

Pkofessok MiTCHF.r.L's reputation a.s a lecturer has lost nothing by the publica-

tion of this book. It presents in a clear and attractive style an cuitlinc of the tri-

umphs of the human mind in that grandest field of its achievements— tlic planetary

and stellar worlds. A better introduction to the study of astronomy could not l>o

flcsired.
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20. The Batde o/Buena Vi^a. By Jamks IIksry Carixtox, Captain 1 st Dragoons.
18ino., pp. 238. Is'cw-York: Harper & Brothers. 1848.

This is the best and clearest account of the battle of Buena Vista that has yet

been published. Captain Carletou lias f;rcat power of description, but inclines

rather to overdo his points. When will the world learn that buttles and bloodshed

are not the means of projjress ?

21. Man a:td his ifotives. Bj George Moore, JL D. 12mo., pp. 300. Harper &,

Brothers. 184 8.

We presume most of onr readers arc already familiar vdth the previous volnmcs of

this popular author. Dr. Moore has evinced a better method of treating the class

of topics whicli he proposed to himself in his •' Power of the Soul over the Body,"

and the "Use of the Body in Belation to the Mind," than any other writer with

whom we are acquainted. He is more lucid, less metaphysical, and hi< p:iges arc

more generally interesting, instructive, and suggestive of thought to tlie reader. If

any one •will read but one of his -works deliberately through, we arc convinced his

other volumes w ill speedily be in requisition.

22. A Tteplij to Professor Shtart and President Xott on the Wim Qnrstlon, in a iMtcr to

Gen. J. S. Smith, President of the yew -York Slate Teinperaiiee Si"i-t;/. By tiic Rev.
James Lillie, 2\l. D., Pastor of the Presbyterian Church, Carliile. I'a. Phila-
delphia : Grigg & Elliott. ^•c^v-york: K. Carter.

Dr. LiLLiE disputes the criticism by which Professor Stuart and Dr. Nott main-

tain that there are two kinds of wine spoken of in the Old Testament, tlio one being

invariably spoken of as good, the other as evil. Without giving an opinion upon

the merits of the question, (simply because wc do not know enough on ilie subject to

give a well-grounded one,) ^ve cannot but see that Dr. L. shows great acutencss and

skill in sustaining his views. He avows himself a total-abstinence man on the

ground of Christian expfieHcucy, and thinks that ^vrong interpretation.^ of Scripture

to favor temperance must ultimately react .against the cause. In tliis wc fully

agree with him. li Professor Stuan's view is wrong, it ought to be abandoned.

The pamplik't deserves an answer, and a strong one, from those who are concerned

to maintain the ^iews which it opposes.

23. A First Book in Spanish : or, a Practiral Introduction to the Sludi/ of the Spanish
TjanQunqc, cnataininij Full Jnslrurlions in Prominciatinn, n Grnnimar ; Fxarisrs on tJte

OIkndorjf' M'.ih'xl uf Constant Intilation and luprlilion ; H^idinij lessons, and a T'ocn-

bidary.
' By JosEi-n Salkelu, A. M., author of '•' A Compendium of Classical

Antiquities," (S.C. New-York: Harper & Brotliers. 1S4S.

"Few teachers of laniru.ages are now ignorant of the advantages v^hicli the method

of instruction kno\\'n as 011endorn'"s ailbrds. The work before us makes use of all

the good points of that method, and, at tl>e same time, embodies a largo amount of

grammatical knowledge in a ])ractical and p.erspictious form. So far as wc know,

it is the best book extant for the elementary study of the Spanish language.

24. The Mlirriarje Ring: or how to makr Jlomr happi/ : from the writings of J. A. James.
25. The J-'aniih/ Altar ; rir the D'tti/, Bi^rjits, At., ofFamili/ M'orship.

26. Jlte SilniiConifortir: a Companion for (fie Sick-room, ijy LociSA P. Hopkins.
27. Ihe YoHur] CoiiMUhirant.

Four beautiful little- volumes with the al)ove titles have been sent us by Messrs.

Gould, Kendall, &, Lincoln, a house which is always getting up gooil books, and gcta
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them up in bcnutiful style. These little manuals are just of a kind and size to !«

nseful, portable, and popular.

28. Notes on thfi. Acts of The Apostles ; di^sipned for Sundat/ Schools, BiUe Classes, and
Primtc Reading. By Rev. Bkadfoud K. Peiece. 12mo., pp. 371. Kcw-York:
Lane & Scott. 1843.

We were too long dependent on others for Notes ujion the Scriptures adapted to

the use of Sunday schools and Bible classes. Barnes' were very well ad:i[itcd to

their object, but by no means to Mdhodist use. Mr. Longking's Kotes have .-u|)iiliod

us amply on the Gospels, and the work before us docs the same thing for the Act.s.

We hope it will not be long before our schools and younger friends will be sii[iplii-d

with proper helps for the study of the whole New Testament prepared by uur own
writers.

We have received Peirce's Notes too late to give the work a close examination, but

have looked it over sufficiently to understand its general plan, and to see that it avoids

the extremes of giving too much or too little commentary on particular pnssajres.

The style of the annotations is excellent—clear, brief, and to the point ; indccil, there

is nothing left to be desired iu this re.=pect. The work will have a vast sale, wc liave

no doubt.

29. Modern French Liieratitre, hy L. Eatmond de Vekicocr. Rn-i$cd, inih iV;<«,

St-c. Bv Wm. Staugutox Chase, A.M. 1vol., 12mo. Boston: Gould, Kenl.dl

& Lincobi. 1 848.

This work form? part of Chambers' Edinburgh People's Lihrar}-, and has hail a very

Vride circulation in Great Britain. Mr. Chase has done u good work in intn-. iu inj;

it to the American public ; and his Notes on Lamartine. Louis Blanc, and <r.h' r lite-

rary men whose Jiames have become famous in tlie late revolution, nd<I ercatly t<i iu

value. The design of the book is to give a " clear and succinct outline of the int'!-

Icctual progress of Prance in the nineteenth century ;'" and especially to com-rt i!ic

false views ofmodem Prcnch literature which have become so prevalent in the Kug-

lisb mind from the popularity of a certain set of writers, who have in no rc^j.-'ct

been entitled to give tone to the literature of the time. It gives sketches of the jto-

minent philosophers, historians, poets, &£., of the century, and reveals an intellectual

•wealth in recent French literature of which many of our readers doubtless have no

conception. It is an indispensable book for every good library.

30. Cyclopadia of Moral and Religious Anecdotts. By Kev. K. AnviNE, A. M.. Pa'-

tor of the Providence Church, New-York. With an Introduction by Pcv. (^noi-e

B. Cheever, I). D. To be completed in eight numbers. Nos. 1 to C. New-I ork

:

L<.'avitt, Trow & Co. 184S.

This collection comprises several thousand facts, incidents, narrative, ic, embra-

cing " the lest of the kind in most former collections, and sonic hundreds in addition,

original and selected." Besides the extent of the collection, it has the new and pe-

culiar merit of a cbissifieation and arrangement; which make it, instead of a mere

confused gathering of facts, a series of apt illustratittws under ajipropriate heads, any

one of which can be readily referred to by means of an index. No books arc so

attractive to children as those of this class: the Percy Anecdotes have numbered

readers, old and young, by many thousands, and we have no doubt that this work

will have as great a run, especially among the religious public. It deserves it.
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